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PREFACE

I am tremendously grateful to Dr. Leland Miles and the University 
of Bridgeport for the opportunity to prepare this History of the 
University of Bridgeport. Both Dr. Miles and I have long felt 
the need to get down on paper the story of The Junior College of 
Connecticut and its successor, The University of Bridgeport.

We have also felt the need to use oral history techniques to 
record the recollections of those who had a role to play in the 
development of the University. Unfortunately, many of these in
dividuals had passed from the scene before this project was 
begun, others left us before they could be taped, and several 
others begged off due to a failing memory.

Several abortive attempts to compile a History of UB have been 
First Dr. Clarence D. L. Ropp, one of the original faculty 

members, was assigned to this responsibility in October 1964 
after he had retired as Dean of the College of Arts and Science. 
It is due to his efforts that a complete set of Catalogues now 
exist in the Special Collections Room of the wahlstrom Library

Additionally, the former curator of

made.

along with other papers.
Special Collections, Eugene Pattberg, collected assiduously.

Dr. Henry W. Littlefield, the third President of the University, 
wanted to provide Dr. Ropp with a tape recorder, but Dr. Ropp and 
Betty Madden Jensen, '43, Dr. Ropp's former secretary and an ac
tive alumna, have told me that this did not happen.
David Silverstone, a former Director of the Audio-Visual 
Department, said it did.) In November 1970, a special dinner was 
held to discuss the acquisition of materials for the archives. 
Dr. Littlefield told me that this meeting was recorded on tape 
and included the reminisces of many who had contributed to the 
early days of the University, including those of Isaac Schine, 
the long time Treasurer of the Board of Trustees. That tape has 
not been found. There have been many other important documents 
that are missing.

The story that is presented here is a testament to many dedicated 
men and women who had a vision of what could be done in higher 
education for the Bridgeport area, 
tification in some ways for the author's life, 
others, felt a sense of mission, a sense that we were building 
something good; that we were playing a substantial role in that 
great explosion of the Post World War higher education; a 
development which would democratize and expand higher education. 
Those of us who stayed at the university were united in this 
sense of mission and crusade; and we accepted the sacrifices it

(But Dr.

Perhaps it is also a jus- 
He, like many
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entailed.

Coining to The Junior College of Connecticut on 1 February 1947 r 
it had been my intention to stay for one semester to see if I 
liked teaching. Forty one and one-half years later (it was a 
hell of a long semester), and thirty offices later, I am closing 
out my educational career.

The joys of teaching through all these years have been a partial 
reward. I did not get rich monetarily, but I have been enriched 
by the generations of students and colleagues with whom I have 
come into contact. Ego massaging meetings with former students 
have made me swell with pride, especially when they told me that 
I had contributed something to their lives. My move to the ad
ministrative side of education in 1974 has been equally 
satisfying. Where else could one have received such an education 
in humanity than in these assignments? My later role as 
Secretary General of the International Association of University 
Presidents was also a rewarding period of my life.

A corollary assignment to the recruitment of international stu
dents helped me to put into practice a long held belief that the 
aspirations of people world wide are quite similar. All of us 
have a deeply held belief in education, not only for the improve
ment of our lives, but the belief that education is the only way 
in which world peace might be achieved. After all, peace begins 
in the hearts and minds of the human species.

The work that follows is long enough - it could easily have been 
twice the size it is now, but I made a conscious decision to keep 
it within certain limits. I had a mass of material to draw upon; 
there were not only the innumerable file drawers and shelves of 
papers, but I interviewed eighty-eight persons and have 1,578 
pages (most of them single spaced) of transcripts of those 
interviews. I made a conscious effort to tape as many as pos
sible of those who were still alive who had played major roles in 
the development of the University. Included among this number 
were Trustees, Administrators and Faculty.

In the sections on the social and intellectual sides of the 
University, some readers will find that some of their favorite 
stories are not included. Even some of the hilarious incidents 
have been omitted. In all instances I have tried to be repre
sentative in these selections. Not all will agree, perhaps,'with 
my selection of what it has been important to record, but then, 
that is the prerogative of the historian. Some will be disap
pointed that their name or contribution is not recorded; for that 
I am truly apologetic. There have been many very effective 
faculty members who are not mentioned in this History. Nor will 
the reader find stories of some of the seamier sides of academia, 
such as the constant political intrigue or the reputed sex change
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operation. I am not planning to save these incidents for an 
"underground" novel, although I must admit that there has been a 
temptation.
There have been countless individuals at the University who have 
been friends and who have made life easier for me. Apart from 
the many faculty and administrators, true toilers m the 
vineyards of academe, there have been other devoted people such 
as Phyllis Wauthier, Irene Buckley and Lorraine Hartnett in the 
Faculty Dining Room, who have been most accommodating to my 
requests for clam chowder on Fridays. Of course, there was Marge 
Zboray, who made the chowder. Jimmy Hopkins and LeRoy Bell o 
the Buildings and Grounds staff have been most helpful and 
friendly even though they had to move my office many times. 
Cheerful persons have abounded, persons who have done their work 
with love and concern. Some of the faculty have been truly 
extraordinary. There have been many others, such as Eileen 
McMahon, who managed the herculean task of getting out our pay 
checks on time. These, and many, many others, have helped to 
make the University function, and who have made life more 
pleasant. I am proud of their accomplishments and proud to have 
known them.

curator of the Bishop Room of the Burroughs
ThereDavid Palmquist,

Library in Bridgeport, and his staff, were most helpful.
times when some thought I was on their staff, I spent sowere

much time there.
Thanks must also be given to Joan Florczak, once my secretary, 
for transcribing the first oral history tapes. However, it is to 
my wife, Ruth, that great appreciation goes for the transcribing 
of the vast majority of the tapes. She overcame the "computer 
jitters" in record time and only lost one file, which, 
fortunately, I was able to recover.

Special thanks are extended to my "younger" colleague, 
Charles Stokes, who read the first five chapters and gave me en
couragement at a time when I had doubts. Charles has been a good 
friend and an enjoyable companion.

I have had a wonderful time preparing this history. Many hours 
were spent in talking with and taping individuals. I just hope 
that our nostalgia did not obscure my own vision.

Oh, yes, some former students might well remember how I used to 
preach to them about the use of footnotes. Due to the particular 
computer program that I have used, these have become End Notes in 
this work. But they are not simply citations to prove that I 
have done my home work, and to indicate where the material came 
from; quite a few of them, I think, are interesting. Do not pass 
them up.
Some might wonder about the numerous references to "The Author"
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This is not due to an "ego trip" of the Author;in this work.
rather it is a testament to the fact that he was a very active 
faculty member, and was involved in many facets of the develop
ment of the University, along with many others.

There is a brief Epilogue on the Miles Administration. No effort 
has been made to provide a detailed evaluation of his administra
tion or contribution to the University, 
early,
administration, for me to attempt a systematic evaluation at the 
present time. Yet it is unfair to the University to leave this 
story at the low point of 1974: some note has to be made of the 
fact that the University survived and made noticeable contribu
tions to the educational scene. With proper care and leadership, 
the University will continue to play a major role in education in 
the region.
I do urge, however, that persons be taped and materials sys
tematically gathered to make life easier for the next Historian 
of The University of Bridgeport. I further urge that a more con
scious effort be made to collect and preserve the historical 
records of the University which are still scattered in interest
ing and curious places. In part because of this, I am certain 
that some letter, some other important piece of information, will 
turn up which I 
interpretations.
Since the University decided in December 1987 not to publish this 
History, a re-edited version has been prepared to remain in the 
University archives.
In the preparation of this last version, I especially wish to 
thank Mrs. Jean Linsley for her reading of the first manuscript. 
Many of her suggestions have been incorporated. What remains is 
solely my responsibility.

Further it is too 
and I have been too closely associated with that !

have not seen and which could affect my 
But then, History is never complete, is it?

Bridgeport 
June, 1988.
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THE MIRACLE AT SEASIDE PARK

Introduction

The founding of The Junior College of Connecticut in 1927 at 1001
Ct. and its evolution into the 

University of Bridgeport at its new campus at Seaside Park was 
the culmination of the dream of a remarkable man, E. Everett 
Cortright and his immediate successors.

Mr. Cortright was in the forefront of the Junior College movement 
in the Eastern United States. His leadership assured a role for 
the subsequent development of junior and community colleges which 
would aid in changing the face of higher education. His succes
sors were leaders of that explosion of higher education after 
World War II which shook the very foundations of higher 
education, replacing elitism with democratization.

Events nearly destroyed any chance of success: The Junior College 
had to face The Great Depression and World War II, two events 
which nearly destroyed the school.
founding president, E. Everett Cortright, and of Dr.
Fones, the first Chairman of the Board and the founder of the 
Dental Hygiene movement, aided by a very hard working and 
generous Board of Trustees, that provided the basis for survival.

The vision of Dr. James H. Halsey, the second President, and the 
hard nosed financial acumen of Dr. Henry W. Littlefield, the 
third president and educational pioneer, provided the leadership 
which took The Junior College to full fledged University status. 
They were abetted by a dedicated Board of Trustees and a highly 
committed faculty who met the challenges of the postwar revolu
tion in higher education.

The turbulence of the 60*s reflecting the Viet Nam War and other 
cultural challenges, had a profound effect upon the University. 
This, along with changing demographics and faculty unionism, 
caught the University unprepared and nearly resulted in 
bankruptcy.

To some of the early participants and to many observers, not only 
was survival miraculous, but to be able to make the educational 
contributions it did was further surprising. The institution al
ways seemed to be operating on a shoestring, yet it survived to 
make educational contributions and to provide an educational 
service for Bridgeport.

Since 1927, over 35,000 students have graduated from The Junior 
College of Connecticut and the University of Bridgeport to become 
useful citizens and leaders in their chosen professions. These 
students at first came from the immediate Bridgeport area but

Fairfield Avenue in Bridgeport,

It was the vision of the
Alfred C.
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would eventually come from virtually all of the United States and 
over 80 foreign countries.

The story of this growth from a small, 28 full time student body 
college with six faculty members, to an international university 
highly respected throughout the world is due primarily to the 
faith and vision of a 57 year old man, just a few years from his 
pension, E. Everett Cortright.

Part I

The Cortright Administration 
The Miracle of Creation

Chapter 1
The Junior College Idea

The City of Bridgeport in the 1920s was a microcosm of the north
eastern United States. Bridgeport was a manufacturing community 
and the social strata were very sharply defined. At the top of 
the social ladder were the families of "old wealth", mostly ac
quired from family-owned business and industry. Immediately 
below was a small middle class including small businessmen. At 
the bottom were the factory laborers who were primarily recent 
immigrants from Europe.

Educational facilities were designed to provide the basic 
literacy required in the factory and in the offices. For the 
most part this meant school attendance through the eighth grade 
or age fourteen or sixteen, which ever came first. Two High 
Schools offered secondary education. The "business course" was 
the norm, although some took the "academic" program. The system 
emphasized the preparation of workers for the economic life of 
the city. Additionally, there was a normal school, conducted by 
the City school system, to train teachers. College bound stu
dents were few, and these came from the upper economic and social 
strata.

Everett Cortright, recently theInto this milieu, one man, E. 
city Superintendent of Schools, would introduce the concept of 
Collegiate Higher Education. The man and the idea would change 
the intellectual level of the community. Some community leaders, 
Harvey Hubbell for one, would be shocked to learn that the son of 
one's chauffeur could get the same education as his own son, but 

would be converted to the idea and would support Mr. 
Cortright with money and hard work.
many

Bridgeport, without realizing it, was on the cutting edge of a 
revolution in education in the northeast, one which would last
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for several decades: the democratization of higher education. 
While the dreams of the revolutionaries would founder during the 
30s, due to the Crash of '29 and the depression and World War 
which followed it, the GI Bill at the end of the war would become 
a major factor in propelling education into the twentieth 

The area's leading revolutionary was E. Everettcentury.
Cortright who proposed the concept of a junior college for 
Bridgeport.

The concept of a junior college was relatively unfamiliar to the 
eastern 'United States in the 1920's although it was a common 
phenomenon west of the Mississippi, 
traditional, (and some would say, stodgy,) eastern colleges, 
could not meet the increasing student demands for a college 
education, provided a need for educational experimentation.

Educators were familiar with the high mortality rates of freshmen 
in the traditional colleges, 
out against this development and urged the development of junior 
colleges who could provide the increasingly common first two 
years of college in smaller classes in junior colleges near the 
students' homes, 
would thus be reduced.

The fact that the

President Lowell of Harvard spoke

The educational trauma of the freshman year

But few had the foresight to develop the Junior College idea in 
the Northeast. Yes, there were small finishing schools and semi- 
professional schools, but no institution in the Northeast offered 
the first two years of the collegiate experience in a local 
junior college. That situation changed when E. Everett Cortright 
happened to see, in the spring of 1925, a Census Bureau report 
stating that the City of Bridgeport was the lowest of any city of 
comparable size in numbers of students going on to higher 
education. He later recalled,

Within the next two hours I came to a decision - to stop 
being a superintendent, and accept an invitation I had 
had from Dean John W. Withers of New York University to 
come to the NYU School of Education as his assistant.
And in the back of my mind, the acorn idea of some day a 
school of higher learning for Bridgeport had sowed 
itself.1

At this time, Mr. Cortright was Superintendent of Schools in 
Bridgeport. Born 28 August 1873 in Middletown, NY, he received 
his early education in Mount Salem, NJ. Under New Jersey laws at 
that time, anyone who had completed eight grades and upon the 
successful passing of an examination, could teach in the first 
three grades. Accordingly, just before his eighteenth birthday, 
Mr. Cortright began teaching for $7.00 a week. He saved money and 
soon matriculated at Allegheny College where he studied until his 
funds ran out. He then began a period of "sandwich learning" al
ternating study and teaching. Mr. Cortright would eventually get

3



his BA degree from NYU at the age of thirty five (1922) and an MA 
at the age of forty nine.2 Mr.Cortright also got a New York 
Teaching certificate to teach high school or the first two years 
of college.

By 1910, Cortright was head of the physics department at a high 
school in Bridgeport, but in 1911 he went back to teach at the New 
York Military Academy. In 1912 he was lured back to Bridgeport to 
teach physics and mathematics in high school, although his salary 
of $1300.00 did not allow him to bring his family to Bridgeport. 
The promise that something better would open up came in 1912 when 
he became principal of the Shelton Grammar School in Bridgeport. 
He was promoted to the principalship of the City Normal School in 
1917 for one year, when he became Assistant Superintendent of 
Schools. A short tour as Acting Superintendent preceded his ap
pointment as Superintendent in 1922.3

Cortright took the Superintendency somewhat reluctantly at a 
salary of $6000.00. Evidently the position was not eagerly sought 
after. The Bridgeport Post reported that before Mr. Cortright's 
original election,
$10,000.00.4
with the Board of Education, 
wanted to break Cortright's contract but were advised against it 
by the city attorney, A. E. Lavery. A meeting of the Board of 
Education in January, 1925 brought a further split and a rumor of 
an ouster movement.5 it would seem that Mr. Cortright was opposed 
to the Committee System of operation on the Board of Education 
which resulted in a great amount of political patronage. This 
fact was alluded to in The Bridgeport Post on 15 January 1925 when 
an editorial denounced the patronage method of choosing teachers 
for the new Warren Harding High School. Cortright also criticized 
the cramped and crowded conditions in the Bridgeport schools and 
is reported to have said that a multi-million dollar building 
program was necessary.
Faced with opposition on the Board and having just been made aware 
of the very poor percentage of Bridgeport students going on to 
higher education, Cortright announced at the end of a meeting of 
the Board of Education that he would not be a candidate to succeed 
himself when his contract expired on 15 July 1925.
Cortright would not comment publicly on a question regarding cer
tain policies of the Board or individual members, he was quoted 
from his prepared statement that "certain policies and individual 
members had so complicated the school situation and had slowed him 
down in trying to conduct a professional system".

Mr. Cortright later said:

four men had been offered the post at 
Cortright's tenure was marked by stormy relations

In 1924 some members of the Board

While

I had decided to burn my bridges and keep closed lips on
The Board of Educationwhat I was looking forward to. 

met the following night and I startled [them] when I an—
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nounced that I would not be a candidate for re-election.
I went to NYU and spent two wonderful years, 1926 and 
1927, and it was there that I got in touch with a south
west development of the junior college.7

Within a week of his announcement that he would not renew his 
contract, Cortright had an offer from the Dean of the School of 
Education at New York University at a reputed $8,000 a year.8 He 
commuted to NYU by train each day,

and while there, the President of the Association of 
American Colleges spoke to the faculty on the pos
sibilities of the junior college serving a purpose no in
stitution in the east was set up to do. Well, I was im
mediately caught and I went to the dean and said 'Have 
you any objections to my carrying on a research to find 
out what the junior colleges of the country were really 
doing?' And he said 'No, go to it. The more of this the 
better.' So I thought the thing through very carefully 
and I circularized 525 junior colleges.*

I saw the opportunity for a town like Bridgeport, for 
instance, where nobody went to college - we had the 
lowest rate of students going from high school to college 
of any city of the size in the country. So I began 
traveling up and down, addressing groups wherever I could 
get them to listen. In Bridgeport, first of all".10

i

:

:
i
:
:
!

One of those speeches was to the Rotary Club in Bridgeport on 19 
January 1926.H in this speech, Cortright presented the facts as 
he saw them and suggested that there should be an institution of 
higher learning in Bridgeport, specifically a junior college.12 
At the end of the meeting, George Waldo, Editor of The 
Bridgeport Post, who was evidently impressed, asked Cortright to 
write a series of articles on the matter to be published in the 
Post.

In February and March of 1926, a series of five articles appeared. 
In the first article on 2 February 1926, Mr. Cortright reviewed 
the history of higher education in the United States and concluded 
that there were new, unsatisfied demands at the collegiate level 
which were not being met. The junior college, he argued, was a 
new factor in education and could provide the common first two 
years of higher education. This would leave the universities free 
to present specialized training, thus meeting the new demands of 
society.

In the second article on 9 February 1926, Mr. Cortright said that 
"on the surface, the junior college was an institution offering 
two years of bona fide work on the college level and graduating 
students prepared for the third college year"1^ 
upon the general assumption that the first two years of college

This was based
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were virtually identical everywhere. The increasing demands for a 
collegiate education and the demand for specialization resulted in 
many colleges erecting barriers to admission such as more dif
ficult admissions examinations and/or limiting the size of 
classes. The junior college would abate, if not eliminate, this 
problem and the only question left would be just how much general 
education was needed for the professional and other specialists to 
be completed at the university. "Ability and leadership in 
America must be sought in all groups, and that ability and leader
ship have much more of a handicap when adequate preparation for 
life is denied through high costs"14 This particular statement 
would become a cornerstone of the appeal of the junior college, 
because Mr. Cortright emphasized that the junior college could 
reduce the cost to the student since he would be living at home. 
Additionally, the junior college, with its smaller classes, could 
provide much more individual attention to the student as opposed 
to the generally large classes in the freshman year at the 
universities. Such lack of individualized attention often result
ing in the failure of many students.

The third article appeared on 23 February 1926. Mr. Cortright 
noted that most of the junior colleges were in the mid west and 
west where they had served to democratize higher education. New 
England had many good prep schools but was not as committed to the 
state universities as in the west. Therefore, much was left to 
private initiative. In all of New England there were two public, 
no state and nine private junior colleges.15 Mr. Cortright noted 
that most of the private junior colleges were finishing schools 
and often did not prepare students for the rigors of the third 
year of the university. The public junior colleges were an exten
sion of the public system and were essentially postgraduate years 
or technical in nature.

Mr. Cortright contended, further, that the intelligence of the 
students in the academic junior colleges was on a level with those 
in the universities and colleges, thus, the presence of a junior 
college would stimulate attendance at four year institutions and 
improve the cultural level of the universities.

Mr. Cortright also noted that most junior colleges responded to 
local demands, consequently many were semi professional in nature. 
However, the response to community needs was very important and 
determined the response to those needs.
Cortright stated that Bridgeport needed an academic junior 
college.16
Two major points were made in the fourth article appearing on 2 
March 1926: 1/ Connecticut was a college debtor and 2/ the method 
of validation of the academic work done in a junior college. 
Cortright noted that at that time, out of every hundred college
going students in Connecticut, sixty six studied outside of the 

This was due primarily to the fact that there was not

!At this point, Mr.
i

Mr.

state.
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enough room in the five colleges in Connecticut to meet the demand 
and the students had to go elsewhere, (Mr. Cortright did not con
sider the idea, or if he did, he discarded it, that some students 
wanted to get as far from home as possible.) 17

On the matter of validating the work of the junior college, Mr. 
Cortright noted that The New England Association of Colleges and 
Secondary Schools, the regional accrediting body, had no standards 
for junior colleges. The American Association of Junior Colleges 
had set up some standards which included the requirement that 
there were to be no classes larger than thirty. This was designed 
to improve the retention rate of freshmen in colleges with large 
classes. Mr. Cortright argued that in the absence of any other 
specific standards in New England, the best approach would be for 
the junior college to start as a private venture which would 
guarantee to the student the "full currency value of courses" by 
obtaining agreements from several universities to accept the 
quality of the work done in the junior college by giving credit 
towards their degree.

In the fifth and last article on 9 March 1926, Mr. Cortright 
spelled out the requirements for a junior college in Bridgeport. 
He stated that a population of 40,000 would support a junior col
lege of 200 students which would allow a private venture junior 
college to break even.18 since Bridgeport and its immediate en
virons had a population of nearly 150,000 there should be no 
trouble in recruiting 200 students.

Land for the institution should be at least 200 feet square and 
Cortright guessed that from $150,000.00 to $300,000.00 would be 
needed for buildings and equipment for 200 students, 
would be sought later because traditionally, higher education in 
the United States was given at below cost, 
such an abundance of wealth in America that it is just the place 
for funds to be invested to produce an opportunity 
which will mean a service to humanity".19

Cortright quoted from the census report of

An endowment

"there is, however,

, the outcome of

At this point, Mr. 
1920s

In the city of Bridgeport the situation is extremely bad, 
as has been previously pointed out. Native white of na
tive parentage school attendance at 7-13 years, 
lowest of any of the cities in this class in the US. 
low rate during this compulsory period is difficult to 
explain. Relatively few of the wage earners are under 16 
years of age. Though a large proportion of foreign born 
(32.3%) is found in Bridgeport, many are native white of 
native parentage, and the population is subjected in an 
unusual degree to the influence of the economic drive. 
Little is found in the social situation to offset the 
pull of the factory. No institutions of higher learning

is the
The
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are located here.

The implication was that the presence of a junior college would 
stimulate attendance at schools at all levels and thus would add 
to the cultural enrichment of the community.

Returning to the question of validation of the work of a junior 
college, Mr. Cortright stated again that he would seek agreements 
with several universities whereby they would accept the junior 
college graduate as full juniors. Already he had made headway in 
this matter. Dean Turner of the Washington Square College of New 
York University had stated in a conference: "If Bridgeport decides 
to set up a Junior College and will agree to submit the qualifica
tions of its faculty and the outlines of the courses 
would accept the graduates of that junior college. This, Mr. 
Cortright declared, would open up the whole undertaking.

Mr. Cortright advanced another argument in favor of a junior 
college.
Most four year colleges could not admit them at this time, 
the student attended a junior college from 1 February to 15 
September, it would be possible to do a full years' work in that 
time. By saving a whole year, the student would thus save on the 
total educational cost.

Concluding the last article, Mr. Cortright stated that the junior 
college could provide this education, and an A.A. Degree at a to
tal annual cost to the student of about $350.00.

Mr. Cortright later said that "that background publicity aroused 
the first real interest in the possibilities of there being a 
junior college organized in Bridgeport".21 
to have been taking place in town, 
his message to all who would listen, 
churches and wrote letters to the Editor, 
vinced that a junior college was needed and that it was possible. 
The junior college idea received a boost when it was announced in 
the newspapers in December that $1,250,000.00 had been donated by 
a chain store druggist, William Van Duzen Lawrence to found Sarah 
Lawrence Junior College "For girls of American Parentage"22

No documentary evidence exists, but it is obvious that there was 
much discussion between Cortright and Dr. Alfred C. Fones.^ 
Cortright and Fones were old friends? they vacationed together at 
their summer camps on the Housatonic near Lover s Leap, New 
Milford. "Over the bridge table, on the golf course, and on 
weekends, Cortright talked it over with his constant companion. 
They had become close friends when Dr. Fones was President of the 
Board of Education for a part of the time that Cortright was Su
perintendent of Schools.

Evidently Dr. Fones was an

",20 he• • •

The local high schools graduated students at mid year.
But if

Much discussion seemed 
Further, Mr. Cortright carried 

He spoke to civic clubs, 
By fall many were con-

early and enthusiastic convert to the
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idea of a junior college in Bridgeport, for he took an option on 
the former Bassick property at 1001 Fairfield Avenue.25 The 
property was then owned by Harry 0. King who will also become a 
member of the Board of Directors of the new Junior College. The 
property was acquired for the sole purpose of holding it until 
plans for the junior college could mature.

The Bassick property met the basic requirements for a junior col
lege - it was near the center of town, it provided easy access for 
both day and evening students, and the property was large enough 
for the necessary expansion. Having a frontage on Fairfield 
Avenue of 219 feet and a depth of 317 feet, it more than met the 
minimum requirements. The dwelling had 23 rooms plus a small 
barn/garage. Using his own money, Dr. Fones took an option on the 
property for $30,000. Evidently this was a favorable price from 
Mr. King, because other real estate interests were actively bid
ding for the site. (Dr. Fones would later be offered $45,000 by 
two other persons. As profitable as this might have been, the of
fers were refused.)

A pivotal meeting to decide upon the project was held at a long 
luncheon at the Brooklawn Country Club. Present were Dr. Fones, 
Sumner Simpson, a local philanthropist, and Cortright. No minutes 
of this meeting remain, but by the close of the meeting, the fate
ful decision had been made to proceed with the start of a junior 
college. Mr. Cortright was invited to sever his connections with 
NYU in order to head up the organizational drive. A new career 
now opened up to a man who was but seven years from his retirement 
pension, but who was also a man with a dream and a mission. "It 
was characteristic of Corty that he let no one dissuade him. Once 
he had a project in mind, he went right straight at it, and if he 
enlisted you in it, there was no answer but one - the one he ex
pected of you. So it was determination that enabled that man to 
convince other people to join him".26
first organizational meeting of the Committee took place.
Fones was elected Chairman; Thomas Cullinan, a lawyer and later a 
judge, Vice Chairman; Harry DeLoss, a local businessman. Treasurer 
and Etta Oppel, a high school teacher, Secretary. One action was 
to select architect C. Wellington Walker to undertake the neces
sary renovations to the Bassick property.

Community support grew: The Bridgeport Post ran an editorial on 18 
January 1927 on "The Junior College Idea". The editorial sup
ported Harvard President Lowell's annual report which stated that 
too much time was taken in universities teaching subjects which 
should have been taught in secondary school. Yet the universities 
had to turn people away. Junior colleges would help to meet this 
problem by giving two years at home so that the student could spe
cialize at the university. The editorial writer was a bit con
fused about the subject matter taught in a junior college, none 
the less this must be considered as a support for the idea of a 
junior college in Bridgeport. The Bridgeport Post also reprinted

On 13 January 1927 the
Dr.
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an editorial in support of the idea from the Hartford Times.

Mr. Cortright took every opportunity to expound and to expand upon 
his ideas. In mid February he spoke to the Chamber of Commerce 
reemphasizing that the first two years of college had become 
standardized. Additionallyr the junior college idea was a pos
sible solution to the training of employees for business and 
industry. 
applicants ,
problem. One third of those who entered colleges never got beyond 
the second year, many finding by actual experience that they were 
not qualified to go on to further studies. Not only did this save 
time on the part of the student, but it was cheaper to find it out 
at home.27

A large advertisement appeared in The Bridgeport Post28 with the 
large print asking "Shall we have a Junior College in 
Connecticut?". The advertisement asked for volunteers to help get 
the junior college started and to be on the organizing committee. 
The names given as heading the committee were: Sumner Simpson, 
Harry 0. King, Dr. Alfred C. Fones and E. Everett Cortright.

The minutes of the Connecticut Junior College Committee on 3 
February 1927 noted that there was not only a report on the 
property, plans and probable costs, but also that already 
$49,800.00 had been subscribed. It was agreed to open an office 
in the Liberty Building, hire a secretary, put in a phone, buy 
furniture and stationary. C. Wellington Walker was instructed to 
proceed to get costs on a brick addition and the necessary renova
tions to the Bassick house. Most importantly, they voted to get 
the advice of Judge William B. Boardman on the proposed charter. 
It was Judge Boardman who added the stock feature to the charter 
(see below). It was also arranged that the Charter Bill would be 
introduced by the Senate Leader, Samuel Shaw. It should be noted 
that the bill was submitted past the due date for consideration; 
but only a passing problem was created.

All this activity began to bring in subscription money. . 
the money was subscribed by local people and often in small 
amounts, however, there were some individuals who lived outside 
the region who were attracted.

An early incident at the time the institution was being 
founded was that a Brooklyn man who owned outright two 
schools was interested in getting into the college field.
He inquired into the plans of Mr. Cortright who was 
founding the new institution, and offered to subscribe 
$50,000.00 to the project, an amount which was badly 
needed and almost necessary fo^b^innmg operations at 
that time. His condition was that he be named Chairman 
of the Board of Directors. After considerable discussion 
of the "offer*, which included a session by two of the

Since the colleges were turning away qualified 
the junior college could be a way of meeting this

Most of
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founders with an astrologist, the offer was refused on 
the basis of astrological advice. This advice included a 
prediction that the new school, without this money, would 
succeed after at least fifteen years of very, very hard 
work."29

:

By the Committee meeting of 3 March 1927, $55,000.00 had been 
subscribed. Other subscribers were to be approached by letter. 
The hope was expressed that they would be able to formally or
ganize by 1 April: this proved to be over optimistic. A discus
sion was reported of the troubles which NYU had in going into new 
communities as an independent organization. The reference was to 
the new Junior College of Newark. Evidently there had been some 
thought about an affiliation with NYU for it was "doubtful if any 
exception will be made for us or anyone else". Also, there was 
thought that the course work should not be solely academic 
preparation for "If the demand for applied business courses proves 
large, [we] should add faculty resources to do it ourselves".30 
Plans for a faculty were also discussed. It was observed that the 
Registrar-Librarian position to include stenographies was hard to 
find, so a person with stenography would probably be developed to 
do the job. Already there was the attitude that it was not only 
necessary to operate on a shoestring, but this could be done only 
by combining many necessary functions in one person's job. 
Finally, for $37.50, the Committee authorized a sign for the 
property so that people would know what was going on at that site.

The Legislative Committee on Incorporations suggested that the 
name for the new organization be "The Junior College of 
Connecticut" and the committee agreed. Not all would be happy 
with such prosaic names as The Junior College of Connecticut and 
later, the University of Bridgeport, and several attempts to 
change the name would be considered. (See below).

The Charter Bill ran into a small snag in the General Assembly 
when Judge Epaphroditus Peck of Bristol raised objections based 
upon the fear that a "rather small commercial institution will 
confer degrees".31 The following day, the Bill passed the General 
Assembly without the right to confer degrees. Mr. Cortright was 
quoted in The Bridgeport Post on 8 April as saying that he was 
satisfied with the manner in which the measure was handled even 
though one half of the junior colleges gave the A.A. degree. The 
Times Star of Bridgeport reported a difference of opinion as to 
whether a degree should be given at the end of two years of work, 
but none the less commended the Assembly on the care with which 
they scrutinized bills.32

Criticism was not limited to a few politicians, some academicians 
now joined the fray. The junior college idea, and indirectly Mr. 
Cortright himself, were the objects of criticism in the article by 
Yale Professor George Herbert Palmer in the Atlantic Monthly.33 
While Prof. Palmer was annoyed by the amount of elementary work

;
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needed by freshmen and sophomores for research and independent 
thought, the idea that this might be relegated to junior colleges, 
away from the university campus, would improve the intellectual 
atmosphere was a fallacy. He questioned however, this assumption 
and felt that this work by the junior college would be the 
"biggest educational disaster in the last fifty years of 
education".
years as was already done at Johns Hopkins and Stamford, 
would bring a tendency to add two more years of specialization. 
Therefore one of the distinctions of the American university would 
be blotted out and they would become more like the European. Al
though most university graduates go into business, they have had a 
scholarly interest instilled in them and they become cultivated 
and public spirited citizens, 
keeping our democracy wholesome." 
exterminate the scholarly amateur.

It would result in colleges dropping the first two
This

"They are the true aristocrats, 
The junior college, then, would

The next issue of the Atlantic Monthly34 carried another critical 
but unsigned article, "The Junior College Menace, as seen from 
within". While there were arguments that might commend the junior 
college and save money, Mr. Anon, stated, "the location, ad
ministration and instructional methods nullify the educational 
effectiveness. He argued that too many of the junior college in
structors were but high school teachers. Furthermore, the 
student, living at home, missed the mental loosening up that comes 
from being transported to new surroundings. Mr. Anon, declared 
that the average junior college had few ideas to impart. Aside 
from the lack of training of most of the instructors, Boards of 
Education were not experienced, so the junior college became only 
an extension of high school [obviously Mr. Anon, taught at a 
public junior college.] The condemnation was not complete. Not 
only were the instructors seldom scholars and were almost never 
productive, but the average student was "immature in life, work 
and thought".
would be swamped by these immature juniors, 
condescendingly, he accepted the idea that junior colleges 
protective sieve for the universities as a way of "handling the 

who seek higher education without the capacity for absorb-

The consequence would be that the universities
Finally, and

were a

masses 
ing it".

"The President of the ACEOthers criticized the development, 
called Mr. Cortright a plain darned fool to attempt to set up a 

institution in conservative New England."35 such criticisms 
as these only stung the resolve of Mr. Cortright. There was no 
need to reply in The Atlantic Monthly, although Cortright was 
concerned. Mr. Cortright was not deflected away from the real 
battle - the State Legislature. Evidently these attacks by 
academics made little difference to the legislators, if indeed 
they did read them. Certainly it did not deter the governor. 
Governor John H. Trumbull signed Senate Bill No. 548 Incorporating 
the Junior College of Connecticut on 5 May 1927. The college was 
to be a profit-making institution with 625 shares of no par value

new
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common stock and 1250 shares of preferred capital stock each of 
$100.00 par value.36 The institution was allowed to begin busi
ness when capital stock to the amount of $25,000.00 par value 
preferred and 100 shares of no par common stock had been 
subscribed.37

On 23 May the Committee headed by Dr. Alfred Fonesr met in Judge 
Boardman's office to complete the formalities of the Corporation. 
Eight of the possible twelve members were elected to the Board: 
Alfred C. Fones; Sumner Simpson; E. Everett Cortright? Harry O. 
King; Mrs. Andrew Cooper;
Mrs. Richard Oppel.38 
open in February 1928 on an accelerated basis so that an entire 
year could be completed prior to 15 September.

Now the new Board of Directors and especially E. Everett Cortright 
would be able to get down to the business of completing the 
renovations, hiring a faculty, developing programs and recruiting 
of students for the first class, 
had be taken.

Thomas M. Cullinan; Harry H. DeLoss; and 
It was announced that the College would

The first steps of the creation
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Chapter 2

The Private Venture

Now that The Junior College of Connecticut was a legal entity, 
Cortright and the Board of Directors faced other problems. They 
had to prepare the building at 1001 Fairfield Avenue; money had 
to be raised? a faculty had to be recruited; and, finally, stu
dents had to be recruited for the new and daring (for Bridgeport) 
school. The Board and Mr. Cortright were equal to the task - but 
just barely.

One important objective was to keep the Junior College before the 
public wherever possible. Mr. Cortright spoke at civic and 
luncheon clubs, churches and synagogues, and any group who would 
hear him. The message was simple, as told to the Civitan Club, 
the Fairfield Luncheon Club and others: There were few spaces 
for college entrance in Connecticut, therefore The Junior College 
of Connecticut was needed. There was a real need to be served in 
the education of the youth of the area. Not only would this be a 
service to the youth themselves, but business and industry would 
benefit. Above all, it was the duty of a community to train its 
youth for leadership in our rapidly growing society.

The college curriculum alone was not to be the total activity at 
The Junior College. There would be non-credit, non-academic work 
for adults and other part timers who would be able to improve 
their skills and knowledge. Furthermore, it was not just the 
mind alone that would be trained; on 7 July 1927, a story ap
peared in the Bridgeport Telegram 
lege would sponsor athletics in league with other similar 
schools. "According to present indications there will be in 
operation by September 1928, seven Junior Colleges in the 
metropolitan area. This institution will urge the formation of a 
Junior Intercollegiate League which will schedule contests in all 
three major sports: baseball, basketball and football."!

stating that the Junior Col-

By September 1927, the Junior College Corporation had been for
mally organized. E. Everett Cortright was appointed as President. 
Elliott W. Peck, President of the Stratford Bank, and Treasurer 
of the A. W. Burritt Company, and Isaac E. Schine, President of 
the City Lumber Company, were added to the Board of Directors.

The building at 1001 Fairfield Avenue was formally transferred 
from Dr. Fones to The junior College of Connecticut with a 
mortgage of $15,000.00 to the City Savings Bank and a $15,000.00 
note to the First National Bank. Plans were accepted for altera
tions and additions to the College building. The remodeling 
provided for small administrative offices, a library and six 
classrooms. The contract for remodeling was let to the Hewlett
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the heating and plumbing work was done by 
The new brick addition had toilet

Co. for $46,926.00s 
the Booth Co. for $9f990.00. 
and locker rooms for men and women, a chemistry lab and a biology 
lab. These were to be the facilities for the first four years 
until a larger addition was added.
The Board was very concerned about income and expenditures. Each 
meeting of the Board received a report. Early in the fall, 
Thomas Cullinan, the assistant Treasurer, reported that 257 
shares of preferred stock were fully paid for along with 625 
shares of common stock.3 Expenditures of $22,211.08 by 15 Sep
tember 1927 were well within the previously budgeted estimate of 
$116,521.00.4

While Mr. Cortright reported that he would have nominations for 
the Faculty at the next meeting of the Board, news stories ap
peared with regularity over the next several weeks reporting in 
considerable detail the names and qualifications of the new 
Faculty members. Prof. Carl E. Wallace was appointed to head the 
Department of Social Studies and Dr. Clarence D. L. Ropp joined 
the faculty to teach chemistry. Both of these men had solid 
academic credentials and furthermore, Dr. Ropp had had industrial 
experience. Dr. Pierre S. Zampierre became the head of the 
Department of Foreign Languages and Prof. Mary G. Haseman, 
Professor of Mathematics at the University of Illinois, came to 
Bridgeport to head the Department of Mathematics. Dorothy Vaughn 
Barker, of Woods Hole, Massachusetts, was appointed as 
Librarian/Registrar. She would also teach a course in Business 
English.

Early in November, Prof. Philip Henderson was added to head the 
Business Program. The business program (described in a 
mimeographed brochure) included Accounting, Finance and Banking, 
Business Organization and Management
Salesmanshipprof. Henderson came to Bridgeport from Temple 
University. Dr. Helen M. Scurr, a Shakespeare authority from 
Mitchell, South Dakota, was appointed to head the Department of 
English.

and Distribution and

The Board of Directors approved the salary arrangements nego
tiated by Mr. Cortright. The salary range was from $2,800.00 to 
$3,200.00 per year with those teaching academic, as opposed to 
commercial, subjects being rewarded with the higher salaries. A 
working budget had been developed for the period of 15 September 
1927 to 15 September 1928 of $39,945.00. 
for $5,282.00 for dividend payments.6

This included a line

Due to delays in construction, 
January as planned.

it was not possible to open in 
Meantime the Board of Directors was meeting 

at least once a month and Mr. Cortright and the Executive Com
mittee were in touch almost daily. Every bill, no matter how 

presented and payment approved by the Board. Thesmall, was
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Buildings and Grounds Committee? was, of course, most concerned. 
They had to get prices and recommend to the Board the purchase of 
equipment. In the academic area, the new faculty members were 
most helpful, especially Dr. Ropp, who supervised the building 
and equipping of the chemistry laboratory. Dr. Ropp and other 
faculty members were working on a Catalogue which was promised by 
1 December (mimeographed programs were produced earlier).8

Fund raising was a major concern of the Board of Directors al
though they were well within their budget. Each meeting of the 
Board included discussions of the progress on the "subscription 
list". Many pledges were received: some of these were already 
members of the Board. Dr. Fones pledged $7,500.00; Sumner 
Simpson, $5,000.00 and Harry 0. King, $2,500.00. Mr. Hewlett 
pledged $2,000.00 and payment was to be deducted from his renova
tion bill. But increasingly, each Board meeting was concerned 
with the non payment of many smaller pledges.

No avenue was missed to save money. Mr. Cortright wrote to the 
City of Bridgeport Tax Assessor in January 1928 to clarify the 
tax exempt status of the Junior College. He stated "Our form of 
organization may look to be otherwise, but in reality we are a 
pure eleemosynary institution"9 By the end of February, the Tax 
Assessor would reply that there was no way that the Junior Col
lege would be exempt for 1927 although he felt that this might

He would, however, check with the Tax 
The Junior College was then informed that the property

change in the future. 
Attorney, 
was assessed for $31,501.00.

The Board of Directors met on 13 February 1928 to inspect and ac
cept the renovation work which had been done, what they had was 
a building which now had general administrative offices, a 
library, four classrooms, a chemistry lab, locker room and toilet 
facilities on the first floor. The second floor provided for a 
men's faculty room, a women's faculty room, a health room, lock-

toilet facilities for women and five 
It was planned that there would be built, in the 

near future, another unit containing a gym and four classrooms 
and space for 400 spectators. Plans had been made for the future 
construction of an instructional unit with 16 classrooms and per
manent administrative offices.1-0

ers for 125 women, 
classrooms.

While $84,699.04 had 
With the bills

The main concerns, however, were financial, 
been deposited; $67,403.35 had been paid out. 
presented of $10,153.93 there would be a balance in the account 
of $7,141.76. A forecast of income was equally disturbing: Es
timated costs to 15 September 1928 were $32,610.00; estimated in
come from student fees was $10,746.00; this would leave a deficit 
of $21,864.00. The covering of this deficit, caused largely by 
the fact that it would be some time before the necessary break 
even point of 200 students would be reached, would cause a con
siderable amount of scurrying and delayed payment of bills over
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It would soon be evident that a profit wouldthe next few years, 
not be made in the near future.

* * *

The Junior College of Connecticut opened for business on 1 
February 1928 with a total of 79 students. Of these, however, 
only 28 were full time students. Four were part time special day 
students.il The part time adult students numbered 47, with the

It should 
exams

majority being in the commerce and business program, 
be noted that only those who could meet the stiff entrance 
were allowed in the day program; only those evening students who 
could meet the stiff entrance examinations would be able to 
receive college credit.
identical to those of the best eastern four year colleges, 
was done deliberately, for Mr. Cortright and the founders recog
nized that in order to provide for easy transfer to the junior 
year elsewhere, a solid student body working within a solid 
academic program was essential for the fledgling Junior College; 
anything less would spell the doom of the college.

The entrance examinations were almost
This

Recruiting even this number of students had been a chore. 
Cortright usually visited the prospective student in his home. 
Often he had to correct misapprehensions about the junior 
college; then the applicant pool was whittled down by the 
entrance exams. Nonetheless, a remarkable group of pioneers was 
recruited for this first class. The vast majority of the 
graduates of this class would transfer to major four year col
leges and then become professionals in demanding areas such as 
medicine, dentistry and the law.

The majority of these first 28 students were mid year graduates 
of local high schools. The Junior College had appealed to these 
students who could now complete a full year of academic work by 
mid September.

The program of study offered in the first Catalogue indicated 
that the Junior College was to serve three classes of students: a 
general or pre-professional curriculum for those planning to go 
on to pursue a baccalaureate degree; a vocational program to 
prepare for secretarial or office assistant career leading to a 
Bachelor of Commercial Science Degree; and a program for students 
desiring neither of these, but whose interests lay in the Fine 
Arts and Music and Drama — a broad cultural course. Programs for 
the two years were delineated and the Catalogue presented a total 
of 49 course offerings, not including those for the applied busi
ness and commercial courses, and courses in the fine arts, which 
would be announced later.12

Mr.

The Times Star in an editorial said that it had 
Bulletin and commented that it just seen the
, . „„ . was not broad enough. If the
Junior College were "to become a people's university, catering to
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the needs and wishes of dozens of groups of adults", 13 ^ would 
have to offer more evening courses. The editorial writers were 
right in that it would be necessary to have more evening courses, 
but the reference to "a people's university" may indicate either 
a lack of understanding of the main thrust of Mr. Cortright or an 
misunderstanding of the idea of the democratization of education. 
Possibly the editorial writer was reflecting his time; to him, 
the term, "people's university" in this context, evoked pictures 
of racism and a sense of a threat to the old line Anglo-Saxon 
unity. There was an underlying concern and fear of the foreign 
born population: witness the quota system which existed in most 
colleges at this time, and the racism which was exhibited in the 
popularity of the KKK. To his credit, none the less, the writer 
of the editorial recognized the existence of the germ of an 
educational revolution.

The euphoria surrounding the beginning of a new institution 
reached many parts of the community. The Chamber of Commerce en
tertained the faculty of the Junior College at its meeting in mid 
February. Mr. Cortright reminded the Chamber that it was just 
two years ago that week that he had spoken to The Rotary Club and 
just one year since he had talked to the Chamber about the need 
for a junior college in Bridgeport. Now it was a reality.

Dedication Week ceremonies on 20-24 February 1928 saw about 250 
attending an open house to view the facilities and to hear ad
dresses by Edgar Lee, President of the American Association of 
Junior Colleges and by Dr. John Withers, Dean of the School of 
Education of New York University. Both praised the launching of 
this new school and emphasized the role of these pioneers in the 
development of education. Dr. Alfred C. Fones then dedicated the 
building to the cause of education in southwestern Connecticut.

The rapture of the beginnings soon gave way to the rigors of hard 
work.
charted problems: 
growing deficits; Mr. Cortright labored to convince universities 
to accept the graduates and to acquire accreditation; the faculty 
worked on the development of the academic program; and the stu
dents tried to cope with the new challenges of college work.

The First Annual Meeting of the Board of Directors on 24 April 
1928 heard that the budget to September now had a projected 
deficit of $20,504.00 along with a projected deficit from Septem
ber to January of another $4,736.00. Nonetheless they planned an 
increase in faculty salaries of $200.00 for the year. Each meet
ing of the Board was presented with a long list of bills that 
were due, ranging from a few dollars to several thousand dollars. 
The Board acted upon each bill.^4
Deficits escalated. Projections of budgets had to be based upon 
anticipated student enrollment and this was not known until the

All segments of the new Junior College faced new and un- 
The Board of Directors had to wrestle with
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Through 1928 and 1929 there were constantregistration was over, 
references in the Board Docketsl5 to those bills which were 
listed as urgent but had to be deferred because there was no 

It was necessary to borrow from the banks and from, in
In March 1928, $15,000.00 was bor- 

Isaac Schine and Elliott 
Henry King and Sylvanus 

Locke endorsed notes at the Bridgeport Trust Company for another 
$3,000.00.16

money.
some cases, from Directors, 
rowed from a bank on a short term note. 
Peck loaned over $3,000.00 in 1929.

The Board also had to contend with the fact that many had pledged 
to purchase stock but had not made payment. Almost every meeting 
in the first two years, and the meetings were monthly,1*7 reviewed 
the list of delinquent pledges. In desperation, the Board voted 
in April 1928 that the original subscribers who had made no pay
ments be given over to Judge Boardman for collection.1® in spite 
of this, the balance sheet showed a deficit of $30,731.46 to the 
end of January 1929. By that time Mr. Schine had had to make a 
personal loan of $1,000.00 to the college to meet the payroll.

Despite these problems, the Directors were remarkably dedicated 
They were all busy executives of major Bridgeport inmen .

dustries and banks, yet they gave freely of their time and money 
to make the Junior College work.
Isaac Schine, signed every check for many years (only later would 
checks over $100.00 be signed by the administration).
Prof

The Treasurer of the Board,

While
Henderson agreed to keep the books for the Corporation for 

$50.00 a year, the real work was accomplished by devoted and un
selfish persons.

..

Other problems surfaced in 1928: faculty had to be hired to meet 
the new students of the sophomore class.
Ballou, Prof. John Furbab, Prof. Nicholas Alexandroff, Wilhelm 
P.E. Hallensleben and Gregory Dressier were hired, 
replaced Prof. Henderson who asked for a release from his 
contract.
physics laboratories in order to retain the Pre-Med and Pre- 
Dental programs; and showers had to be installed for the football 
team.19

Prof. Willard A.

The latter
! Additional monies had to be spent for the Biology and

Obviously more money had to be raised, so the Board cast about 
for professional help. The turned to the American City Bureau, a 
fund raising company, represented by Robert E. Coburn, 
report to the Board, Mr. Coburn outlined several problem areas: 
the necessity of meeting the endowment standards of accrediting 
agencies; the need to provide space and equipment for up to 750 
students; and the need to retire $60,000.00 of indebtedness.

In his

A public appeal for subscriptions would be a likely route but 
there had been seven major fund raising campaigns in Bridgeport 
recently for a total of $3,500,000, and a large portion of those 
pledges had not been paid. Mr. Coburn's recommendation was to
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conduct the campaign in the spring of 1930 if alternate financing 
could be arranged to tide the school over, 
could be undertaken in the spring of 1929.

Otherwise, a campaign 
That would be very

risky for time would not permit the necessary preparation, 
the needs totaled $691,000.00, it was risky, indeed.

Since
Despite

these risks, the Board undertook a special three week campaign in 
June of 1929. It was a total failure. The Board then turned to 
the firm of Tamblyn & Brown to raise $677,000.00 in a campaign to 
be conducted from 1 October 1929 to 1 July 1930.

One suggestion of Mr. Coburn was that the institution needed a 
new type of charter which would allow it to raise endowment 
funds. It was becoming increasingly clear to the Board and Mr. 
Cortright that the question of endowments would make or break the 
institution, because the accreditation of the Junior College de
pended upon a minimum level of endowments. A private venture in
stitution under its existing charter was prohibited from raising 
endowments, so accreditation and a charter change became increas
ingly intertwined. In his early articles on the development of a 
junior college, Mr. Cortright had spoken much on the question of 
the validation of the work done in the college. One measure of 
that validation was accreditation by specific accrediting bodies. 
The Board and Mr. Cortright now turned their attention to this 
matter.

They discovered immediately that any junior college in New 
England was in difficulty due to "inaction and improper organiza
tion of The New England Association of Colleges and Secondary 
Schools".20 The New England Association did not have any stand
ards for junior colleges, although Mr. Cortright felt that they 
would act upon them within a year.
Board that there would be a requirement for an endowment. "The 
fact is that if we had the required endowment at this time, we 
would secure validation by the Regents of the State of New York, 
which would give full value to all our work for every college and 
university within that great state, and without doubt, would do 
practically the same thing for the entire East. Their standards 
require an endowment of $250,000.00"21

He none the less warned the

Mr. Cortright was tireless in another effort to validate the work 
of The Junior College. He visited dozens of College and Univer
sity Presidents up and down the northeast coast in an attempt to 
arrange transfer of students and acceptance of their credits. He 
received promises from sixteen of these institutions, 
"institutions who have already recognized the work of the Junior 
College of Connecticut are: Yale, Wesleyan, New York University, 
Johns Hopkins and Trinity. In addition, Vassar, Mt. Holyoke, 
Smith, Bryn Mawr and Wellesley have appointed a joint committee 
to study the qualifications of the Bridgeport institution."^ 
Not all in the community accepted this at face value: 
Editorial in The Times Stax# entitled "Lies that trave;1 Fa®'t 
tempted to refute the rumor making the rounds that student would

an
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not get any transfer credit for the work done at the Junior Col
lege and the whole stay there would be lost.23

Enrollment continued to increase, 
usual, some slippage between the freshman and sophomore year. 
Fall 1928 full time day enrollment went up to 73 (an increase of 
164% over 1 February) and the evening enrollment was 180 (an in
crease of 283% over the same period.

The question of accreditation by the New England Association 
dominated the attention of Mr. Cortright.

The story of The New England Association is another head 
shaker. At that time there were no junior colleges 
admitted. President Cortright forced the issue by apply
ing for membership in 1928, and received a curt reply 
that it was impossible. Mr. Cortright contacted presi
dents of colleges whom he knew to be favorable and got 
the Commissioner of Education and many leading educators 
to wire the chairman of the Committee On Higher Institu
tions to bring in a set of standards. This action was 
nearly fatal, but produced a reorganization of college 
standards in New England. Needled by receiving thirty 
seven wires, the Committee brought in a set of standards 
so stringent that an Association meeting was necessary to 
raise the income from endowment before the standards 
dared be presented. Educators attacked every section of 
the new standards as being wholly unfair to any future 
junior college development in New England.24

Not only was the Board kept abreast of these developments, but 
also the faculty. Mr. Cortright discussed plans and hopes for an 
expansion of the library, and endowments as a part of "the neces
sity to secure a favorable hearing for Junior Colleges at the 
hands of The New England Association"25 prof. Ballou reported on 
a conference he had had with Prof. Jacobs of Brown University con
cerning the establishment of standards for junior Colleges by The 
New England Association.26 Finally on 26 November 1928, President 
Cortright announced to a faculty meeting that he "was in receipt 
from The New England Association of tentative standards for junior 
colleges, and stated that although they were quite reasonable in 
certain respects, they would at least furnish the basis for dis
cussion at the coming annual meeting of the Association."27

While there had been, as

The draft standards for junior colleges were so strict, and evi
dently unfriendly, that many of the four year institutions would 
have been unable to meet them, let alone a fledgling junior 
college. It would seem that The New England Association really
did not want anything to do with junior colleges. However, the 
problem would not go away since other junior colleges were being 
formed. Instead the Association rejected the report of their com
mittee and threw the problem back to the Junior Colleges, request-
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ing that the New England Council of Junior Colleges present their 
own proposed standards. Mr. Cortright would soon become the 
president of that organization.28 They would shortly prepare a 
set of standards which would eventually be accepted by The New 
England Association. At the December 1930 meeting of The New 
England Association, The Junior College of Connecticut was elected 
to membership.29 But before this could occur, several changes in 
the Charter had to be made.

The New York State Department of Education was not as negative in 
attitude as was The New England Association, but they did present 
The Junior College with a major challenge - the need for an 
endowment, which was also a requirement of The New England 
Association. In December 1928, formal application was made to the 
New York State Department of Education for accreditation. At 
first, Mr. Cortright feared that New York would object to the fact 
that members of the faculty might teach in the summer of 1929 if 
they had taught in the summer of 1928, but this was not a major 
stumbling block.20 However, New York would accept a "Guaranty 
Fund", a sum of money equal to the income on an invested 
$250,000.00. By July 1930 , this money was collected (two 
Directors, Sumner Simpson and Sylvanus Locke contributed $5,000.00 
each) and provisional accreditation was received.

In the meantime, the faculty wrestled with the developing academic 
program in frequent meetings. Entrance requirements were first 
tackled. They agreed to increase the entrance requirements for 
science and math to go into effect in September 1928.31 Programs 
were of vital concern. "After considerable discussion, it seemed 
to be the consensus of opinion that we could not offer work for 
students wishing to take engineering courses, but that we would 
undertake to provide courses whereby pre-medical students could do 
the first two years of work with us".32

whose livelihood and academic reputations were at
Efforts to obtain

The Faculty,
stake, were also kept abreast of developments, 
accreditation were frequently detailed to the faculty - usually 
Mr. Cortright presided at meetings. If he+ were away, Dean v.arl 
Wallace presided. The Faculty was also intimately involved in 
producing the new Catalogue which would contain the new academic 
regulations which had been promulgated. Such regulations dealt 
with grades (if the student did not take the final exam, he would 
get an "F", if the standard of the work to date was below 
passing), the dropping of courses, and the status of students. 
There was also a closeness between the faculty and students which, 
in effect, developed the "family" relationships which remain the 
hallmark of the institution. Sometimes this even resulted in ad
vising the withdrawal of students. In June of 1928, two students 
were allowed to register only after their parents were informed of 
"the apparent hopelessness of their doing satisfactory work".33

i

!

Poor scholarship on the part of the students was a concern of both
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the administration and the faculty. Very early the faculty were 
discussing how to get better work from the students; they con
cluded that the President should discuss this at an early Assembly 
so there should be no misunderstanding34 Later "The president 
presented the difficulty that was confronting him in explaining to 
the public the large number of students who had dropped their work 
on account of poor grades and in meeting the criticism that our 
standards were too high."35 The academic status of the students 
was a concern: occasionally the faculty would drop students from 
the day session as occurred in 1930 with three who happened also 
to have been on the football team.36 Grade pressure, that eternal 
bugaboo of students at all times, was present: "Mr. Ropp presented 
the matter of cheating in examinations, with which he had had some 
trouble".37 Faculty concerns for the athletic program will be 
discussed below.

It was in the area of Curriculum that the faculty spent most of 
their effort.
that it was possible to arrange a two year program which would 
meet the requirements of practically all liberal arts colleges, 
but they were frustrated in the arranging of a program which would 
meet the requirements of the better medical and dental schools. 
They felt that the objective could be reached with a considerable 
expansion of equipment and courses. Terminal courses should only 
be offered only in the night session - the day session had to be 
kept pure.38

They concluded in their First Committee Report,

Faculty meetings in November and December of 1928 were largely 
concerned with discussion of The Second Report of the Curriculum 
Committee. The faculty decided not to offer a pre—engineering 

Because of low enrollments, French I and German I were to 
be offered in alternate years providing there was a demand; 
Spanish I was to be offered to meet the needs of the students of 
commerce.

course.

The recommended number of students in a language 
classes was to be eight. The final recommendations of the cur
riculum committee provided a recommended program for Liberal Arts 
students for their first two years.39 All of this labor produced 
a basic program which would resemble that of the good Liberal Arts 
colleges, not only at that time, but for the future. The program 
was timeless and is still the basic recommended program for 
liberal arts students.

The Third Report of the Curriculum Committee was accepted at the 
Faculty meeting of 19 December 1928. Programs for entering fresh
man in February were established for Pre-Med and Pre-Dental; 
Liberal Arts with Mathematics and 
Mathematics; and Commerce and Business.
Mr.

Liberal Arts without

Cortright was concerned about students with excessive 
absences; he wanted a list of names so the matter could be taken 
up with the parents of the students.40 
cerned about student absences.

The faculty was also con- 
A report of a Faculty Committee
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was rather strict. Every absence would bring a grade of 0 for 
recitation? any tests missed would also merit a 0. However the 
test could be made up if the instructor thought the absence 
merited.
of Instruction was to be notified and he would warn the student. 
If the student had total absences in a term of 50% more than the 
points carried, the faculty could require extra points for gradua
tion or could reduce the credit in one course.41

Academic Freedom, or what seemed to pass for academic freedom in 
1929, was discussed at length by Mr. Cortright in a faculty 
meeting. Mr. Cortright criticized many actions of the faculty: 
lateness of classes, failure to turn in absences, negligence in 
following directions, the necessity for following the arrangements 
in changing of class hours, etc.4Z The Academic Freedom concepts 
of 1929 and the early 30s was quite different from the concepts of 
later days. One should note that Mr. Cortright talked about what 
what Academic Freedom was not, not what it was. That issue would 
not be joined until decades later. Faculty members knew what they 
were supposed to do and what they were not supposed to do both in
side and outside of the class room. One did not cross this in
visible line. It was not until 1940 that the American Association 
of University Professors and the Association of American Colleges 
agreed upon a Statement of Principles of Academic Freedom.

One constant concern of administration and faculty was noise in 
the building. The Faculty "discussed with feeling but no action 
taken"43 Again in December of 1929 the matter was discussed. In
timately tied to the question of student discipline was the ques
tion of student government. In August, the Faculty considered the 
By Laws of the Student Government Association which were later 
adopted. One main thrust of the Association was the maintenance 
of order in the hallways through the use of student leaders. It 
was never successful. Attempts were also made in this direction 
through a women’s student Government Organization. Considerable 
time was spent in the Faculty Meeting of 12 December 1928 on the 
question of disorder and confusion about the building and "it was 
decided that Dean Wallace, at the next assembly, present the at
titude of the faculty regarding matters of government and coopera
tion with the Student governing bodies."

Evidently this did not work because at the meeting of 18 February 
1929, a Special Committee of Dr. Wallace and Dr. Scurr presented a 
report on the matter. "It recommends that the President make a 
definite announcement at assembly that all loud talking, laughing, 
calling back and forth, scuffling, and similar disorders in and 
about the building must be discontinued forthwith". It was 
decided also that it was the duty of the faculty and staff to ad
monish the offenders. It was further "voted that the President 
inform the student body that student government hadfailed Did 
the student body want to govern or surrender [this prerogative] to 
the faculty?"^ vof mpmhprs of the first class remembered that

were
If the absences totaled the number of credits, the Dean

!
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The Student Government worked well, "We governed each other with 
no interference".45

One could easily deduce from the discussion abover that the typi
cal student was lazy, noisy and altogether irresponsible. Nothing 
could be further from the truth? due to close and cramped 
quarters, there was a lot of noise as classes changed, but a very 
large number of the first graduates went on to perform with 
academic brilliance at four year colleges. Many would occupy 
positions in the professions. At least five would become doctors 
or dentists.46 classes were small and a close relationship 
developed in these early years between professor and student - a 
relationship that would be fondly remembered for many years

The noise in the hallways was due in large part to the fact that 
the hallways were small, the stairways were narrow, and there were 
few places for students to gather. In later years the Men's 
locker room would become the focus for much social activity for 
the men students. Both men and women congregated in the assembly 
room. In both of these places, card playing became an obsession. 
During the lunch hour, many congregated in the assembly room 
around Vic Romano, who played the piano, singing the popular songs 
of the day. Dancing was not uncommon.47 Dances were organized 
and held in the Assembly Room or at the Pavilion at Seaside Park.

The exuberance of youth, if not controlled in the hallways, was 
channeled into the area of athletics. Even before classes were 
started, the junior College had announced that there would be ath
letic teams "and if student interest warrants it, a varsity bas
ketball team will be formed to play high school and college fresh
man teams".48 prof. Henderson was to be in charge of athletics.

Spring and summer of 1928 were too busy for all to embark upon any 
formal athletic programs. Furthermore, there were not enough stu
dents to draw upon for teams. However, in September 1928 there 
were now two classes and it was announced that there would be a 
football team for the fall and a schedule was being arranged.49 
Somewhere between 15 and 20 young men turned out for practice.50

The first game was played with Arnold College, which soundly 
defeated the boys from JCC, 56-0. There were only 11 men on the 
team who had to play the entire game at Newfield Park. Ed Tickey 
was the coach. The second game was a loss to City College Brook
lyn Division, 12-6. The first touchdown was scored in the third 
period on a one yard plunge (after two tries) by Capt. Joe Sisko. 
The JCC student body supported the team and voted unanimously to 
allow high schools students into the game at half price, 
first record of any lineup was given for this game: Ends, Chernoff 
and Sivero; Tackles, Zaminski and Kirschbloom? Guards, Strayer and 
Dolan? Center, Snyder? Quarterback, Scalzi? Halfbacks, Sisko and 
DeRosa; Fullback, Kerns. Substitutes were Massey, Cody, Keenan, 
Street, Tillman, Franzer and Pokross.

The
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The game with Choate was a disaster: JCC lost 60-0.

I can remember playing Choate Prep and each man out
weighed us 40-50 pounds and they were huge. I was 
knocked unconscious for several minutes, but I got up and 
finished the whole game. We used to laugh at the idea of 
twelve men being the total team of eleven players. You 
had to play, there were no substitutes. if you were 
hurt, you still played. I can tell you that we played 
hard and well,.... The average weight of our line was 
130 pounds. Dr. Daniel Massey weighed 112 pounds and he 
was one of our tackles. I, myself, weighed about 118.51

Dr. Daniel Massey also remembered this game:

There were twelve members and I was the twelfth man. On 
the very first play, one of our guys got hurt and I had 
to go in 
us, 60-0.
full fifteen minute quarters
quarters."52

The Junior College won one game that season: by forfeit over Col
legiate Prep. JCC was on the march in the third quarter when a 
fight broke out and Collegiate Prep was penalized one half the 
distance to the goal. That team left the field and the referee 
declared a forfeit with the Junior College winning 4-1. Opponents 
scored 179 point to the 10 points for the Junior College. 
(Complete scores are in Appendix C).

The 1929 season under Coach Grant Barber was no more successful. 
Four games were played with the opponents running up 164 points to 
the Junior College’s 6 (scored against Harding High School). 
Other games were scheduled, but injuries and lack of depth took a 
toll. The Bridgeport Post reported that there was to be a game 
against CCNY JV the next day and "that there would probably be no 
final (sic) game" since the remaining games were likely to be
canceled.53

Ben Sternberg, the Captain of the team, remembered the season:

i
It wasn’t much of a game, they shellacked 

We had to cut the time, we didn't play the
we played ten minute

....

;

;
i;

'
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:i;
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!iI believe we 
Our schedule was murderous. We

Our football team was vastly undermanned, 
had a squad of 20 men. 
played vastly overpowering opponents, largely prep 
schools whose athletes were primed for athletic scholar
ships to name colleges. Every man on our team played 
both ways - on offense and defense. I played tackle. In 
one game, I was knocked out. The game had to be halted 
until I came to, for there was no substitute for me. All 
of us were walking and playing wounded the entire season.

B
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The payoff for our spirit, our guts, our never quit at
titude in all our sports was the standing ovation we 
received when we were given our letters before the stu-

We won character.
If we left a legacy for future Bridgeport 

teams, it was our consistent demand for respect, whatever 
the score".54

This "consistent demand for respect" was typical not only of the 
students but of the faculty and administration. It would seem 
that Mr. Cortright was not only effective in demanding respect 
from the other colleges, but that the students were demanding it 
of themselves. It was at the compulsory assemblies held each 
Tuesday, that Mr. Cortright impressed upon the students that they 
were pioneers. It "was always impressed upon us that whatever we 
did was setting a precedent. If we did well, people who followed 
us would have a better chance, because we led the way."55 
Cortright "constantly impressed upon us that we were going to be a 
'simon pure1 Junior College, I never forgot the words, we heard 
them so often, and that we were the leaders".56

"We were self propelled. The first lovely day in spring, we 
decided that there would be no school that day and so we decided 
that was the day we were all going to Putnam Park for our class 
day. It was just on the spur of the moment, the entire school 
decided. We observed the rites of spring that way."57

Under the leadership of Helen Werner, a mimeographed newspaper was 
issued occasionally, entitled ConJurCol* The paper reported some 
of the events at the school, with heavy emphasis on social 
activities. There was plenty of material for this - romance was 
flourishing. Everyone knew who was going with whom. Breakups of 
romances were often common knowledge - at least one girl threw her 
ring down the stairs at her boy friend, thus terminating the 
romance, at least temporarily.58

These activities on the part of the students were quite normal for 
the times. It was typical of most of this generation that they 
were "self propelled", for they now had the opportunity to im
prove their lot. Bettering themselves was all the more difficult 
because the whole economy had been disrupted by "The Crash of 
*29". The "Crash of '29" was the most severe dislocation of the 
economic system in modern history. Fortunes, as well as the 
savings of less wealthy people, were wiped out overnight. Some 
resorted to self defenestration, others to severe belt tightening 
and many others to soup kitchens, for survival. Not only was 
the "Crash" ruinous to many lives, it was a major threat to many 
institutions, some of which folded. The Junior College of Connec
ticut survived these pressures, but just barely. Of course the 
economic situation made it difficult for The Junior College to 
raise money; it would also make it difficult for students to pay 
their tuition. Many would sign promissory notes for their

The seasons were not lost.dent body. 
All of us.

Mr.
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tuition.59 The majority paid them off and Mr. Cortright reported 
to the Board about accounts receivable at each meeting. Surpris
ingly few of these became bad debts.

With available money so tight, the faculty looked very closely at 
all activities over which they had some control. The most obvious 
area was that of the student athletic programs, 
who was responsible for overseeing athletics, reported at almost 
every faculty meeting during the football season. The faculty 
agreed to let night students play due to the shortage of manpower. 
Financing of further athletic programs, along with football, was a 
faculty concern and "The faculty placed itself upon record as op
posed to financing athletic activities by public dances and 
similar entertainments".50 gut the students were actively sup
porting athletics. A proposed Athletic Association was reported 
to find the students "enthusiastically in favor of such action." 
The Constitution of the Athletic Association was accepted.51

By most standards, the athletic program at The Junior College was 
not extensive; and football, as played by The Junior College, was 
not an expensive sport - "the football and baseball 'suits' were 
given to the College".52 Most of the students supported the team, 
often piling into the cars of the few students who had them, to 
attend the games and to cheer for the team.53

One does wonder, however, at how much character was developed for 
"Mr. Henderson also reported that not more than half of the foot
ball equipment had been returned and that there seemed little 
chance of recovering it as every one denied having any of it in 
his possession. Mr. Henderson was authorized to use the police, 
if necessary, in locating and securing the equipment".54

A new athletic policy was submitted to the Board at their 2 March 
1930 meeting.
hired to be in charge of all physical activities programs, 
students would be required to partake in some kind of Physical 
education or health activity.65

Mr. Henderson,

.
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From then on there would be a new faculty member
All

Social and fraternal activities were very much on the mind of some 
Early in 1930, a student petition was presented to 

provide for fraternities and sororities. All of the faculty ex
cept Prof. Furbab and Dr. Ropp were against local social 
fraternities. They suggested, instead, that national fraternities 
be investigated, however, many felt that the student body was too 
small. A compromise solution was reached when the faculty voted 
unanimously to seek a local unit of a National Honorary Society.56 
Accordingly, a National Honor Society, Phi Theta Kappa, was 
discussed. A Charter was obtained on 19 March 1930, and the Alpha 
Iota Chapter of Phi Theta Kappa was organized in December 1930. 
Dean Wallace was the faculty advisor. This was the first chapter 
of this honorary society for Junior Colleges in New England.

students.
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A major problem for the College arose at mid year of 1929: first, 
Stamford High School and then all other local high schools, ceased 
the mid year graduations. This required the reorganization of the 
educational plan of The Junior College. There would no longer be 
a group of entrants in January, which, coupled with the usual at
trition at that time, meant there would be smaller classes. Smal
ler classes meant bigger deficits. This development was offset 
in part by the fact that by December of 1929, provisional member
ship in the New England Association had been acquired. The Junior 
College was also a member of the American Council on Education and 
on the approved list of the American Medical Association. Also 
conditional approval from the New York State Department of Educa
tion was received in January 1929. These positive developments 
did attract students.

But these problems of accreditation and endowment would lead to a 
change in the Charter of The Junior College of Connecticut. As a 
privately owned corporation, an endowment could not legally be 
developed.
profit" schools, even though they made no profit. Senator Lavery 
introduced a Bill, under the direction of the Board of Directors, 
to incorporate the Junior College, thus making it a non-profit 
institution. Due to the vagaries of the law at that time, a name 
change was necessary. The new name chosen was The Junior College 
of Bridgeport, with the right to acquire The Junior College of 
Connecticut and the right to revert to the original name if 
desired.

Furthermore accrediting agencies frowned upon "for

The bill was introduced in the legislature in January 1929 and in
cluded the right to confer degrees, 
mittee on Corporations had recommended the passage of the bill# 
the new corporation could only confer certificates.
(Senate Bill 300) was passed and signed by the Governor on 8 May 
1929.
1929, Mr. Cortright referred to this fact and expressed the hope 
that all would donate their stock to the new corporation. He said 
that he would do that with his control block of common stock and 
preferred stock. However, it would take a year to wind up the af
fairs of the old corporation.

By the time that the Com-

The bill

In his Second Annual Report to the Directors on 16 July

Mr. Cortright now had to go to those who had bought stock and ask 
them to donate that same stock back to The Junior College 
philanthropic gesture, 
bought back.

as a
Most people did; very little had to be 

This drive was a part of a fund raising drive in the 
spring of 1930 to secure a $250,000.00 endowment. Some reports 
are given in the local papers of large donations: for instance, 
Sylvanus D. Locke gave $21,000.00 to the building and endowment 
Fund. it is not clear how much of this was in a donation of 
stock and how much was new money. But some success was achieved: 
it was reported on 26 April 1930 that The Junior College had 
raised $166,580.00 including stock donations.69 
July, $203,000.00 had been raised and the By the first of 

campaign was closed for
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the summer months.70
■

A major milestone was reached on 11 June 1929 when the first class 
of thirteen was graduated in relatively simple ceremonies. The 
Baccalaureate Sermon was preached by the Rev. Charles E. Heimsath 
at his church, the First Baptist Church.
"The Religious Faith of Our Generation", 
were held in the auditorium of the Roosevelt School. The main 
speaker was Dr. Frederick Bertrand Robinson, President of The Col
lege of the City of New York, whose topic was "The College in 
Relation to the City".

There had been more than a 50% attrition from the original twenty 
eight students, but those who survived had excellent 
qualifications. It was relatively easy for Mr. Cortright to 
place eleven of these graduates in senior colleges (two reportedly 
could not afford to attend senior colleges at that time). Stu
dents transferred to Russell Sage, The Women's College at Brown, 
NYU, Barnard, American University, Columbia and others. Some went 
directly into medical or dental school. Mr. Cortright had secured 
scholarships for some, others would win not only scholarships but 
academic honors as well, including Phi Beta Kappa (Ethel Holman). 
Emma Breyer went to Pembroke and provoked a letter from the Dean 
to Mr. Cortright saying, "We don't know what to do with this girl. 
She's eating everything up", 
head, won't do you any harm".71 
Thomas Cody won honors at Columbia, 
records.
This was a vindication of Mr. Cortright's beliefs on higher 
education. Poor, 
education from The junior College, and then had gone on to success 
in senior colleges, with many of them later becoming leaders in 
their chosen fields. This was proof that the work of The Junior 
College was acceptable by some of the more highly respected senior 
colleges.

!

The sermon topic was 
Graduation exercises

I

Cortright wrote back "Give her her 
She won a Scholarship there. 

They all made brilliant
:

but able students had received an excellent i

!

!

There remained but one more action to conclude the first phase of
Notice to all creditorsThe Junior College as a private venture, 

of The Junior College of Connecticut was given that on 19 June 
1930, all of the stockholders of the Junior College had signed an 
agreement terminating the Corporation and allowed four months for 
the presentation of bills. New By-Laws were adopted on 14 July 
1930 and the private venture Junior College ceased to exist being 
superseded by a non profit, or eleemosynary institution.

i
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Chapter 3

The Eleemosynary Institution 
The First Decade

Conceived in the boom of the late 20*s and born just before the 
Crash and The Great Depression, The Junior College of Connecticut 
failed as a "for profit" institution. In the summer of 1930, it 
embarked upon its next career as an Eleemosynary institution 
during the depths of the Depression. Saddled with a deficit of 
$47,803.56 from the previous Corporation, it now had to raise 
money at a time when many fortunes had just been lost or 
crippled, and when many of the middle class, who might have been 
expected to make smaller contributions, were out of work or in 
dire financial straits. The College had to find ways to increase 
its student body from a population that was as poor as itself. 
Despite several near disasters, the school grew in its 
reputation, its student body, and in its programs and did it with 
a degree of panache.

* * *

The new corporation. The Junior College of Bridgeport, existed 
for moments only on 14 July 1930. According to the Incorporation 
Act, it had the right to return to its original name, The junior 
College of Connecticut, which it did immediately. No stationary 
was printed and probably no document was ever generated under the 
name of The Junior College of Bridgeport. The By-Laws, adopted 
the same day, provided for a Board of Trustees of no less than 
eleven nor more than twenty, 
were established until all could be on the prescribed four year 
term basis.1 Subsequent vacancies could be filled by the remain
ing Trustees at any regular meeting. The Treasurer was in 
general charge of all of the books: he received, deposited and 
disbursed all funds. The checks for all disbursements were 
signed by the Treasurer and countersigned by the Chairman.

Variable terms for the trustees

The President was chosen by the Trustees and was charged not only 
with the day to day management of the Institution, but also was 
required to report annually to the Board.2 standing Committees 
were established as follows: Executive, Finance, and Buildings 
and Grounds, with the Executive Committee to have all the powers 
of the full Board between meetings of that Board.

The fund raising drive from 1 October 1929 to 1 July 1930, headed 
by the firm of Tamblyn & Brown produced $203,000 in cash (some of 
this was a return of stock) or pledges. Considering the economic 
situation of the time, was at first seen as a considerable feat.3
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In reality, however, the drive was a failure because it brought 
in very little now money and by October 1930, $38,000.00 (in new 
money) was due on unpaid pledges. Because of the pressures to 
reduce the debt and pay interest, the Trustees voted to allow the 
Treasurer to make requisition on the Treasurer of the Endowment 
Fund. Since a goodly portion of the total fund drive had been 
targeted for debt reduction, there was little opportunity to 
build a further endowment and make hoped-for additions to the 
plant.

Yet the Trustees, buoyed by small increases in enrollment and 
their faith in the future, contracted with the Hewlett Co. for 
the construction of a $50,000.00 two story and basement brick ad
dition to the original building. The contractor agreed to accept 
payment with notes. To meet the bank's requirements, these notes 
had to be reduced every two months.

The Trustees mindful of the need to retain and attract a good 
faculty, studying the implementation of a salary schedule as 
recommended by Mr. Cortright:

Professor 
Assoc. Prof..
Asst. Prof.
Instr.
President 
Dean Instr.
Dir. Adult Div.

The Executive Committee thought that the range was too low and 
instructed the President to raise the maximum for Professor to 
$5,000.00.
Desperate efforts were made to increase the student body to 200, 
but the economic situation was affecting recruitment. Despite 
this, there was a recommendation to raise the tuition to $11.00 
per point since the tuition of $320.00 for the year was con
sidered low for the area. The Executive Committee declined to
adopt this recommendation.*

Four more faculty members had to hired and remaining faculty con
tracts were renewed, but at no increase in salary. Harold Hut
chins and William W. Everett were hired at $2,400.00 Henry F. 
White was hired at $2,800.00 to oversee a physical and health 
education program and to coach all athletic teams.

The Finance Committee forecast a further deficit of $15,924.00 to 
September of 1931. At the same time, the Board was faced with 
their inability to pay the bill of the Fund Raisers which was 
overdue and unpaid. In their report to the Trustees, Tamblyn & 
Brown justified their failure to raise more new money by claim
ing that some of their suggestions had not been accepted; there
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had been the failure to secure a strong leader for the Men's Gift 
Committee; there had been the failure to induce several important 
opinion makers in the community to take an active part in the 
campaign; and the crash had occurred in the middle of the 
campaign. Tamblyn & Brown's fees, salaries and expenses totaled 
$32,000.00, but they claimed to have raised $85,000.00 and 
reported that some people had already put the College in their 
wills. Tamblyn & Brown then suggested a compromise where they 
would donate some of their expenses and request only $6,900.71 to 
settle the account.

The Depression Emergency Budget for 1931-32 had an apparent 
deficit of $2,860.00 as forecast in November. Committees were 
appointed to try to collect on pledges - most indicated that they 
could not pay. In an effort to save money, the Trustees voted to 
eliminate the Evening Division at the close of the Academic Year 
of 1932. None the less, the Trustees voted to re-engage the 
faculty at their present salaries for the next academic year.

At this point Trustee records took a peculiar turn. Whereas 
there had been Executive Committee meetings every month, they do 
not become regular again until the fall of 1932. Full Board 
meetings were held at three to four months intervals. Instead, 
the record consists of "Occasional Bulletins" from Mr. Cortright 
to the Board members. One can only speculate as to this turn of 
events, since Executive and Board Meetings had been very regular 
up to this point. Perhaps each of the Trustees were having to 
spend more and more time with their own businesses at this point 
in the depression.

Not only was The Junior College finding it difficult to reach the 
magical 200 student self supporting level, there was increasing 
competition from other schools. While Mr. Cortright reported 
that there were 140 students in the day division in the fall of 
1931,
matter of concern at the New England Association meeting.
College was offering twenty five scholarships of $500.00 each to 
high standing girls at warren Harding High School alone. He also 
wryly noted that it was now easy to go to any college if one had 
the money. As for The Junior College, Mr. Cortright and the 
staff were to speak to seniors of every high school in Southwes
tern Connecticut emphasizing the quality of work and the low cost 
at The Junior College.5

Mr. Cortright shopped around for better prices for the catalog,6 
and noted two Benefit Bridge Parties which added enough money to 
allow the $250.00 scholarship, established by the first gradua
tion class, to be awarded. Service clubs in Bridgeport, the 
Exchange, Lions, and Unico, underwrote a ball at the Stratfield 
Hotel with all proceeds going to The Junior College Scholarship

®ffor^s helped to hold the Emergency Budget in 
line, but the future looked dismal. As a consequence, the

he noted reports of great competition for students as a
Smith
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Trustees felt that they could only operate during the next 
if they reduced salaries, 
faculty to accept a "voluntary" 10% cut.

year
Accordingly, the Trustees asked the

"Our faculty accepted 
the suggestion of the Trustees for a voluntary 10% cut for the 
present year in excellent spirit, 
paid is $2725.00".8
original six faculty were still at the College.

!

The average salary now being 
Mr. Cortright also noted that four of the

I!

Later in February, 1932, Mr. Cortright wrote to the Board that 
the income from students would pay all salaries, incidental 
bills, the deficit carried over from last year and at least 
$1,000.00 of interest, 
as to whether or not the institution can be self supporting from 
student fees under normal circumstances".9 Yet the major problem 
was to pay all of the bills under the emergency budget.

i

This "sets at rest any future question

Matters turned worse later in the Spring, 
ference of Members of the Board (a quorum was not present), was 
discussed the problems of how to meet the payroll and how to col
lect the money from unpaid pledges because there was a probable 
deficit of $4,000.00 in the Emergency Budget.

By May, in a Con-

Further there was 
the problem of providing emergency loan funds for students - 
$2,500.00 was considered the minimum. To meet this crisis, it 
was decided to write letters to those who had not yet paid their 
pledges but who were considered as "good"', and there was to be a 
special solicitation of donors by trustees.10

Since the administration was devoting its entire time to prepar
ing for the fall, it was decided that summer costs could 
legitimately be charged to the next academic year, 
probably the deciding factor leading to the change the start of 
the fiscal year to 1 July.

In July 1932, the Executive Committee was wrestling with the fact 
that there was $5,942.43 in available cash, and receivables of 
$21,866.00 of which $19,760.00 was in past due subscriptions or 
pledges. Further, the summer financial needs were $4,310.00 for 
operations and $12,050.00 was needed for the Building and Endow
ment account. The question of unpaid pledges was a subject of 
discussion at each meeting of the Board. As if this were not 
enough, the Superintendent of the Plant was laid up with a hernia 
in mid—June. Because he had not gone into the hospital within 
the required seven days, the insurance Company refused a request 
for indemnity, so the Board had to pay his expenses.

: !This was ! i!

:

Yet, there was some hope: pre-registration figures indicated 
that there would be 61 entering students as opposed to 47 the 
previous year. This good news was, however, tempered by the fact 
that letters had been received from many sophomores who would not 
be returning because of their own financial problems.

Early in November 1932, Mr. Cortright was able to report some en-
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couraging news: The Bedford Foundation met 25% of the previous 
years1 deficit and was also supporting Frank Dunnigan, the presi
dent of the Freshman class, on scholarship.il

Sylvanus Locke, Trustee and President of Locke Steel Chain, Co 
aided at least one student after he had graduated from JCC. Paul 
Liscio had been admitted to Temple University Dental School (Mr. 
Cortright had strongly recommended him)• But in the middle of 
his program and despite the fact that he had worked during the 
summer, he was short $400.00 needed to return to school.

I got the idea of approaching Sylvanus Locke 
remember him on a Sunday morning, and in fact he was 
still in his bathrobe, he lived over on Fairfield Avenue 
up a couple of blocks from the school. He talked to me 
and he said, asked me how much I needed, and I believe it 
was $400.00, and he said, "I will give you half of it if 
you will find the other half". And I did, I found 
$100.00 from a pharmacy, and a $100.00 from an attorney.
And with the matching money, he gave me the other half, 
with the stipulation that when I graduated, "no time 
limit on it, but when you find that you can, you can 
return it, and I will give it to somebody else". I owe 
Sylvanus Locke a great deal. I doubt that I could have 
returned to school that Year.12

• r

and I,...
i

An operating budget of $50,795.00 for 1932-33 was adopted at the 
Annual Meeting of 30 November 1932. The debt reduction plan was 
further discussed, it being found that it was being adhered to ex
cept for payments to the Hewlett account. Hewlett was not being 
paid on schedule because pledges to the Building and Endowment 
Account were past due. An opportunity to purchase a house at 52 
Fremont Street was tabled. This house adjoined the rear of the 
Junior College property. The minutes make no note of prices nor 
possible uses for the building. No action was taken at this time. 
The meeting concluded with a recommendation that the Board take 
steps to secure the right to offer and confer the appropriate As
sociate Degree. A committee was subsequently appointed to inves
tigate the necessary steps. On 17 April 1933, The Junior College 
received the right to confer the A.A. degree when the Substitute 
For Senate Bill No. 225 was approved. The Bill had had the formal 
endorsement of the State Department of Education.

The Faculty made a proposal to the Board on student recruitment. 
They suggested a luncheon at the College for high school prin
cipals and advisors along with the expenditure of additional 
monies for advertising. The luncheon idea was accepted and 
qualified approval was given for advertising.

Unpaid subscriptions from the 1930 campaign remained a thorny 
problem. In June 1933, the Executive Committee instructed a lawyer 
to collect a pledge of $1,000.00. Earlier the Bursar reported
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that the ability to end the year without a deficit depended upon 
receiving $lf400.00 advanced to the Building and Endowment Fund 
and a collection rate of nearly 90% from unpaid student accounts. 
The Treasurer, noting the difficulties of collecting on notes and 
pledges, proposed that payments on debt reduction be conditioned 
upon receipts from the Building and Endowment Fund subscriptions 
and that no such payments be made from the operating treasury.13 
The Board then took the following action: "Voted that the Presi
dent of the College be authorized to re-engage the staff for the 
next academic year at their present salaries with the understand
ing that a percentage reduction in such salaries may be necessary 
if the total income is insufficient to meet the college 
necessities".14

I

The financial plight of the students was a concern of the 
Trustees. About half of the graduating class still had not paid 
all of their college fees. Humanely, it was decided that if the 
family could not meet the charges, the individuals could go 
through the graduation exercises, but their diplomas would be 
withheld and no transcript could be furnished until the account 
was settled. Those who were not graduating and who had not met 
their bills, would be allowed to complete the year with the unpaid 
balances covered by personal notes to the College.15 This would 
be the first class to graduate with degrees instead of diplomas.

The suggestion to return to a summer school in 1933 was dashed. 
Mr. Cortright noted that a survey of available unemployed men with 
teaching ability for the possible summer session along with 
changes in the employment conditions did not warrant a summer 
school.
Despite all of these problems, and because of the close watching 
of the budget, the Junior College ended the fiscal year with a

"For the first time, then, in our 
history, in this trying year immediately past, the College has 
been self supporting from student fees."16

June of 1933 saw the first steps towards cooperation between the 
Junior College and the Bridgeport Engineering Institute (BEI)• 
Through the years a flirtation between the two schools would 
develop, which, although it did not develop into a marriage, did 
provide some cooperation.

cash balance of $901.85.

.! »

‘ •

The President of the College presented the request from

s.ss: -ShS?implied expansion, [janitorial services, 
remuneration and other matters in con-

!

permanency, 
proposed rate of 
nection with the problem.
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The request was tabled on the basis of the uncertainty of the 
future.
The general college picture throughout the country was dismal in 
the fall of 1933. Most institutions were in the red and many 
faculty (about 6,000 around the country) had been released. Many 
institutions had sizable endowments to cushion the problem; the 
Junior College was not that fortunate. Fall enrollment was down 
to 125 full time students from 144 of the previous year. 
Consequently, the proposed budget of $44,344.00 showed a probable 
deficit for the year of $3,000.00. As a consequence, the Board 
voted a salary reduction of 7 1/2% for all employees. This was 
the second salary reduction. Even then the budget would end the 
year with a $1,600.00 deficit.18 a special Resolution of the 
Board recognized the faculty contribution: "Voted: that the Presi
dent of the College extend to the faculty and staff the sincere 
appreciation of the Board of Trustees for their attitude and help
ful cooperation throughout this difficult year".19 Despite the 
grim outlook, Dr. Fones, the Chairman, expressed his faith in the 
future although this had been the worst year in the history of the 
College.

The Annual Meeting of 1933 took an important step in establishing 
a Capital Account Budget and an Educational Operating Budget, a 
step that had been advocated for about a year. In one letter to 
the Board arguing for the establishment of the two divisions in 
the budget, Mr. Cortright had said:

I am wondering if, as Trustees of a pioneering 
institution, we have the courage to face the facts as 
they are and to act upon the implications. The facts 
that I refer to are those of last year's experience in 
which income from students paid every dollar of operating 
costs and in addition provided a comfortable balance.

This outcome is a result unknown in the entire 
American college world.20
• • •

In addition, he argued, the action would prevent criticism from 
students that they are asked to pay more than their educational 
costs. Mr. Cortright also noted in this Annual Meeting that there 
was still outstanding a total of $9,735.00 on unpaid pledges from 
the 1930 campaign.

In an effort to overcome the problem of a reduced income, the Col
lege would try to whip together a small evening division which had 
been dropped earlier. The faculty were asked to give lectures 
wherever possible in order to create some good will in the 
community.

The fall term of 1933, on its reduced budget, found a balance at 
the end of the first term of $496.00, although this would be 
eliminated by a lower enrollment in the second semester. Problems
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with the oil burner brought extra expensesf but a reappraisal of 
the plant for insurance purposes helped in saving some costs. .... 
insurance was divided, one half in stock companies and one half in 
mutual companies.21

The Board heard of the national efforts to ease the plight of 
colleges. The American Association of Junior Colleges (AAJC) and 
The American Council on Education (ACE) were making efforts to get 
relief for colleges. One effort was to rescue certain colleges by 
debt amortization through the Reconstruction Finance Corporation. 
Mr. Cortright was on the committee to prepare a bill on behalf of 
the American Association of Junior Colleges. The bill proposed 
loans to colleges to take over their funded debt @6% to be amor
tized over twenty seven years. The effort failed because no mem
ber of the Banking and Finance Committee would sponsor the bill. 
The lobbying effort was not a total loss; the National Youth Ad
ministration (NYA) was later established which provided jobs on 
campuses for 12% of the student body. The Junior College felt it 
had to help this effort, so it matched dollar for dollar what the 
government gave.22

The

The Junior College again faced the usual spring term problems: it 
was trying to stretch the budget and to raise money. The Finance 
Committee noted that unless some pledges were collected, the 
February payroll could not be met.23 The Bursar reported its 
usual problem in collecting student accounts. Each male trustee 
was asked to seek out $25.00 donations from individuals and three 
individuals were marked out for larger contributions. This canvas 
would bring in $465.00. Administrative salaries were to remain 
the same reflecting a 7 1/2% cut throughout the summer.24

The Faculty not only made financial contributions? they also 
busied themselves with proposals to stimulate admissions. Mr. 
Cortright reported that three of these ideas were impractical and 
the fourth was in athletics whereby The Junior College should seek 
basketball games with certain senior and junior colleges in the 
area to stimulate name recognition. The faculty also recommended 
that there be dormitories which would add much to college life. 
Both of these suggestions required major investments for which the 
Board was not ready.

One other source of income was provided:
Institute agreed to hold its summer session in the Junior College 
building for three evenings a week, using three rooms each evening 
for $10.00 a week.

i :
ili

li . :
i

Bridgeport Engineering

The pressures from his business, from The Junior College, and an

wealthy automobile dealer, and to Mr. Cortrigftt., p. there were 
juncture, presidential leadership was more noticeable, there

He went to a 
The
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frequent memos to committee chairmen detailing what they should 
report on at meetings.

In the fall of 1934r enrollment was down again, this time by 1 
1/2%. Being so dependent upon student fee income, the Trustees 
found it necessary to retain the salary cut of the previous year. 
There was a minimum, however, no faculty or staff salary was to be 
cut below $100.00 a month. The budget was cut again, this time to 
$44,344.00 with most of the cuts (about $2,100.00) coming from 
salaries.

A review of annual budgets from 1929 demonstrates the impact of 
the depression and actions taken by the Board to keep the institu
tion afloat:

OPERATING BUDGETS
1929- 1930 $66,798.00
1930- 1931 70,952.00
1931- 1932 62,452.00
1932- 1933 51,025.00
1933- 1934 47,127.00
1934- 1935 44,344.00

The major reductions in expenditures had been achieved by the 
abandonment of the Evening Division in 1932-33, and the salary 
cuts in 1931-32, 1933-34 and 1934-5. But costs were cut elsewhere 
such as deferring maintenance and reducing operating supplies.

Enrollments dropped from a high of 150 students in 1930 to a low 
of 134 in the fall of 1934. Increasing competition and the 
depression were the main reasons. It was now easier to get into 
senior colleges which had increasing amounts of scholarship aid. 
There were three new Junior Colleges in the New Haven area; The 
Bridgeport Engineering Institute was accepting young high school 
graduates. Locally, The Fairfield Free College Year, literally a 
Free College, was draining off applicants.25 The competition for 
students, nationwide, had resulted in some unethical practices 
being reported. The AAJC responded with a code of ethics but this 
seemed to bring little change in the recruiting practices of some 
schools. Mr. Cortright reported that one successful new junior 
college in New England spent $6,000.00 on advertising the previous 
year. By comparison, the JCC budget for advertising was $50.00, 
although many faculty thought that more advertising ought to be 
done.26 in March 1935, Mr. Cortright would reach the same conclu
sion on the necessity for advertising "because local semi-similar 
organizations are 'stealing our thunder' and along with it our 
students".27

Despite faculty salary cuts and the effects of the depression, Mr. 
Cortright reported that Junior College students were doing well. 
Up to that point 206 graduates had transferred to seventy two col
leges and professional schools where they were successful. Of the
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thirty seven graduates in June 1934 (the second highest), thirty 
had gone on to senior colleges.28

The age old question of a liberal arts education versus a special
ized education was addressed by Mr. Cortright. 
that a specialized education was over emphasized, 
had proven that the technical man lost his job along with the 
others and that the broadly informed man had a better preparation 
for making his way in the world.29
more impressed with the idea of attracting students through 
and expanded curricula:
Secretary; Home making; a General Junior College Curriculum and an 
Art Curriculum.30

He was convinced 
The Depression

Yet the Board seemed to be
new

they approved new courses in Medical

The same Board meeting explored means to meet the increased com
petition and to lower costs, 
approach, but by eliminating Physical Education (in effect, one 
faculty member) and by price concessions on fees, many felt that 
The junior College could survive. The proposed terminal curricula 
and the elimination of Physical Education impinged upon faculty 
prerogatives so conferences were necessary, 
tained that Health and Hygiene instruction must be maintained, but 
did concede the elimination of Physical Education in the sophomore 
year. The faculty also recommended the reduction of tuition fees 
from $11.25 to $10.00 per semester hour as well as the addition of 
terminal curricula.31 The Trustees voted on 19 February 1935 to 
lower tuition fees as recommended.
Faculty recommendations on Health and Physical Education.

New vocational programs was one

The Faculty main-
‘

IThey also agreed to the

!:
One other method of meeting the competition was proposed, a four 
year degree program patterned upon the Columbia School of 
Business. During the first three months of 1935 there was much 
study and activity, with variations to the problem being studied. 
One stumbling block was what name to give the program, 
originally suggested name was The Bridgeport School of Business, 
but they tried other names: Fairfield, Pequot and Stratfield. 
Finally it was decided to call this the Bridgeport School of 
Commerce. The State Board of Education endorsed the proposal, 
along with its degree granting powers (a Bachelor of Commercial 
Science, BSC). Ultimately, Senate Bill 362 was approved on 16 
April 1935, permitting the four year program in the Bridgeport 
School of Business.32

The i

\ !i -

An experiment on faculty salary and rank was begun by the Board. 
Mr. Cortright, in a letter to the Board on 11 March 1935, recom
mended that the division of the faculty by titles be abolished and 
that the pay of each faculty member be based upon student load, 
teaching success, length of service at The Junior College and to
tal teaching experience. One basic principle was that the total
teaching income of the staff muse other than instruction. The Board accepted this Pr0P0sa1*33 But other than 
the elimination of professorial ranks, nothing else was done.

!
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Past due accounts were of continuing concern of the Board, 
signments of specific accounts were made to each Trustee who then 
made an attempt to collect.34

Registration got off to a slow start in the fall of 1935 and the 
new School of Business was a disappointment - it had ten students, 
only three of whom were full time. It did add $700.00 to the 
budget but brought in $1,700.00. However, total student enroll
ment was down to ninety seven full time students, for a total en
rollment of one hundred twenty five. There was no evidence that 
the cut in fees had helped enrollment. Again the financial facts 
of life, as seen by the trustees, demanded a salary reduction; 
l/6th of the individual salaries was needed. This time Mr. 
Cortright asked members of the Board to meet with him and members 
of the faculty, because he was concerned about faculty good will 
and morale. The reduction applied only to the first semester and 
there was to be a minimum payment of $100.00 a month to all on 
full-time status. These steps provided for the adoption of a 
budget of $42,758.75 for 1935-36.35

An interesting sidelight to the financial story is that sixty six 
students (68% of the full time students) signed a petition to the 
Board requesting the power to tax themselves $3.00 each to supply 
funds for use of the athletic teams. The total was raised to 
$5.00 upon student voting, and called an Activity Fee when it was 
approved by the Board on 8 November 1935.

Public Relations and fund raising continued to be a concern of Mr. 
Cortright. For some time he had recommended the hiring of such a 
person whose job would be to meet potential donors. The Board 
responded by contracting with the American City Bureau, repre
sented by Robert E. Coburn, to raise $118,250.00 with costs at 1% 
of the goal.36
suggested breaking the endowment fund into small units with oppor
tunities to memorialize, and to organize a Board of Associates. 
The campaign was a total failure. Pledges were $3,075.00 (all but 
$375.00 coming from Trustees) when Mr. Coburn left in the summer 
of 1936. The Trustees refused to pay the bill which resulted in 
numerous legal consultations, 
errors and blunders, 
again to a high pressure campaign, 
too expensive."37

As-

Mr. Coburn presented a plan which was accepted: he

The campaign had been a comedy of 
"I trust that we will never commit ourselves 

The aftermath of ill will is

The one suggestion of Mr. Coburn which was of value was the crea
tion of a Board of Associates. The first meeting of the Board was 
held on 17 February 1936 under the Chairmanship of W. Parker 
Seeley. Twenty-nine of the sixty-six members attended, 
"fundamental purpose of the Board was to develop a friendly spirit 
of cooperation between the public and the college, to give advice 
and counsel upon problems which the Board of Trustees may bring to 
their attention, and to foster and advance the welfare of the

The
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institution".38
proved to be a most effective organization, 
timately advanced to the Board of Trustees with leadership 
responsibilities.

The need for new books in the library, occasioned by the 
Bridgeport School of Commerce, precipitated the move of the 
library from its cramped first floor quarters to the top floor of 
the new addition. This also made room on the first floor for what 
was a major need: club rooms and meeting rooms for student groups 
for social, dramatic and musical interests.39

The remainder of the 1935-36 school year was a relatively quiet 
period, according to Board Minutes.
School of Business had to be kept in operation for five years and 
that the program must have the approval of the State Board of 
Education.
Whether a direct result of this action or an increase in the 
economy, there was an increase in the registrations in the fall of 
1936.
Finance Committees were told that the payroll could not be met. 
Trustees were asked to make their campaign contributions early. 
Yet prospects for the future must have been hopeful for they 
authorized a return to the salary level of the previous year after 
1 February 1936.

Over the years, the Board of Associates has
Numerous members ul-

It was recorded that the

Tuition fees were returned to their previous level. j

The Executive andBut the January "blues" returned.

: !
j j

Important educational decisions concerned the Board in March, 
They voted that the Senior year of the School of Business 

be given in the fall; that vocational and semi-professional course 
for Executive Secretaries be offered in the School of Business al
lowing 8-10 points in Stenography and Typewriting credit; and to 
re-hire the faculty, with the exception of Henry White, at their 
present salaries, with possible revision upwards or downwards in 
September.40 However, in April, the Board reconsidered the ad
visability of offering the Senior Year, and rescinded the action. 
The net effect of this was that only one faculty member would have 
to be added.
The BEI flirtation started up again in the fall of 1936 when they 
wanted to rent space evenings and Saturdays. The Board was un
willing to do so while the complete needs of its own programs were 
unknown. The Board was removed from this dilemma when BEI in
formed the Board that they had made arrangements to accommodate 
their physics and chemistry under one roof elsewhere. The Board 
remained consistent when they denied the request of the New York 
Diesel institute, Inc. to use the JCC Buildings three nights a 
week.41

The Board heard about some

1936.
:
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dissatisfaction with Dean Wallace who
would shortly have a nervous breakdown and then resign. Thisprovidld^X opportunity for ***^1*^*wo^Ta" DeVn '“f 
Cortright took oyer much of Dr. Wallace s worn
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Instruction, which further limited his outside capabilities. Mr. 
Schiott was concerned about this development and wrote to 
Cortright on 17 July 1936 stating that a new official should be 
hired with a title which would give him entr£ to wealth and to the 
corporations. Cortright agreed and stated that his concept of the 
job was that this person would do public relations, development 
(fundraising) and student recruiting ("every student at $400.00 is 
worth the income from $10,000.00 in endowment").42 The Board also 
began consideration of the production of a film on the Junior Col
lege for about $250.00.

In the fiscal year ending 30 June 1936, there was another deficit 
of $3,742.81. The tightness of money led the Board to enter into 
short term obligations in anticipation of income from students, as 
necessary.43

The fall term of 1936 began with an increase in registration for 
the first time since 1931, accompanied by a return to the old fee 
structure. An operating budget of $50,405.00 was adopted which 
did not include possible salaries for evening instructors the 
second semester. The Capital Budget included items for books, 
typewriters and tables, the result of gifts of Marie Soules and 
Sylvanus Locke. The Hewlett note to the First National Bank had 
not been met, so it was requested that the balance due be added to 
the mortgage now held by the bank, thereby increasing it to 
$20,350.

The Board also heard some disquieting news about the School of 
Business. The New York State Board of Education had informed the 
college that "because of lack of endowment, separate physical 
equipment, and the minimum full time teaching staff, [they, The 
New York Board] were unable to grant approval or registration of 
separate courses". They did, however, provide for full transfer 
credits into institutions in New York State. Since the first two 
years of the Commerce and Business curriculum had already been 
accepted, the Board voted that these two years met the require
ments of the first two years of the Business Curriculum.44

Board and Committee meetings for the remainder of the academic
They conferred on the still unpaid 

American City Bureau Bill, and heard possible forecasts of a 
balanced budget.45 Meetings during this time were irregular be
cause it was often difficult to get a quorum. The forecast of a 
possible balanced budget came true. For the first time since 1931 
there was a net operating income of $1,201.46 brought about by 
more students, higher collection rates from students, fewer bad 
debts and a larger income from the evening division than had been 
projected. Once again, the Board started talking about the build
ing of an auditorium/gymnasium which had been hoped for from the 
beginning.

The college began the fall semester of 1937 with a brief staffing

V

year were relatively few.
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problem: the man hired to teach physics got word that his
plication for a job with the National Bureau of Standards had come 
through and asked to be released. The Board and Cortright acceded 
to the request in view of the professional aspirations of the 
individual. The Board was informed that a replacement had been 
obtained in the person of Earle M. Bigsbee and if that fell

man in a Karl D. Larson of

ap-

through, Cortright had a promising
Maine.46

All expected a big increase (10%) in registrations for the fall 
semester but that did not materialize except in the evening 
division. The trustees took note of the fact that while enroll
ment had been 60% male, it was now 82% male. In order to attract 
more females, it was felt that it would be necessary to have 
dormitories. A study of available property was undertaken. A 
personnel change brought on by the resignation of the librarian 
who got a better paying job at Smith College, brought in Eleanor 
Hawkins at a $1,200.00 yearly salary. All this enabled the board 
to set a Budget of $55,055.00 for the year.

The college also felt secure enough to hire an administrative 
assistant, Arthur MacMillan, whose duties included working with 
the Board of Associates, student recruiting, publicity plans and 
policies and contacts for financial support. One person, Vice 
Chairman Schiott, expressed concern over the remuneration of the 
faculty and staff who were still on reduced wages. MacMillan’s 
untimely death in January 1938 delayed the implementation of many 
plans. :

Discussion of dormitories occupied the Trustees over the winter. 
Several properties were available in the immediate vicinity of the 
College. Cortright also argued that dormitories would not only 
increase income and thus help to restore salaries, but would also 
improve the quality of life on campus. After study, it was 
decided to purchase a house at 42-44 Fremont street for $12,500.00 
(Actually that amount included not only the cost, but the 
renovation, furnishing and redecorating and would house twelve 
persons). The Board came up with the 10% subscription fee to make 
the down payment.

i!

Since the first semester brought a credit of $4,000.00, the board 
reappointed all academic staff whose work had been satisfactory in 
March. This was the earliest the Board had ever committed itself 
to the faculty. The Board also voted that if the collections

M Stsfi "9ive TS SJSrd'%; ^ " SS%
make possible revisions upward in the fall.
Suddenly, one man who had been a close ally of: Mr. Cortrighh• s, 
«nd who had been “airMn of the Board from the i ^ • .
Jo!5IgoChadP5osl'onaeof Tts moS lSyal and dedicated friends. The
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Board elected Johannes Schiott to replace him and also voted to 
prepare a suitable recognition which would ultimately be a bronze 
tablet. Dr. Fonesr a pioneer in the field of Dental Hygiene, 
would later be memorialized by the Fones School of Dental Hygiene 
and by having the first building constructed at the Marina Campus 
named in his honor. His pioneering spirit made a perfect comple
ment to that of Mr. Cortright.

There were also conversations with Dr. Francis Carroll, Chairman 
of a Special Committee of the Dental Society, 
memorial building at the Junior College, 
auditorium/gymnasium was really needed, but little came of the 
effort. Certain financial problems surrounded the death of Dr. 
Fones: his subscription to the Fremont House project had seemingly 
been oral and therefore not likely to be honored? but more 
importantly, he had been a co-signer of notes at the City Trust 
Bank. The latter problem was solved by a note re-signing by 
Trustees Schiott and Schine.

about erecting a 
He was told that an

The estimates came in high for the renovation of the Fremont 
houser so it was voted to renovate only the first two floors in 
part based upon Cortright*s feeling that they could only fill this 
number of rooms. However, it was felt that it would be cheaper to 
include a lavatory on the third floor while the other plumbing was 
being done. A house mother for the "college home" (they were not 
yet calling it a dormitory) had to be acquired. They were most 
lucky to find Edith Decker, the widow of a local minister, who of
fered to bring her furniture. The Board accepted this arrangement 
although they would not give more than a one year guarantee on the 
arrangement. (Mrs. Decker would remain for many years.) The 
remainder of the furniture for the facility was bought from 
Howland's Department Store for $306.0047 The silver purchased for 
the home was marked "JCC".

The 1937-38 academic year had begun with a deficit carried forward 
of $1,200.00. The year ended with the deficit paid off and a net 
operating income of $3,846.64 after a 5% bonus had been paid to 
all those who had taken pay cuts, 
cially that the college had seen.

This was the best year finan- 
The Board, encouraged by their 

prospects, began some refurbishing and redecorating of the build
ing which had undergone ten years of use. In order to improve the 
quality of life for the faculty and students, tennis courts were 
built to the rear of the main building.48

The constant search for some sort of assistance for Mr. Cortright 
culminated in the hiring of James H. Halsey in June of 1938 at a 
salary of $3,200.00. Educated at Wabash College (* 27) with a 
degree in History, and a Master's Degree in Education from 
Columbia, Mr. Halsey had taught for four years in the MacJannet 
School in France. He would serve the Junior College and the 
University of Bridgeport as the second President and Chancellor to 
his retirement in 1971, and afterwards as Chancellor Emeritus and
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Director of the International Student Program to his death in 
1978. In many respects, this action was a fitting way of closing 
out the first decade of The Junior College and starting the next.
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Chapter 4

The Second Decade
He had 

Both he and
E. Everett Cortright was sixty Five years old in 1938. 
not been in the best of health the past few years, 
the Board were interested in bringing in a person to assist him 
in the daily operation of the College. They found that person in 
James H. Halsey, who was given the title of Assistant to the 
President.1 toHis duties ranged from public relations, 
recruiting, to fund raising, to anything else that needed to be 
done. He would be at virtually all Board and Committee meetings 
from the start and would have the responsibility for the Board of 
Associates.

Fall registration for 1938 increased by 10% in the day division 
but dropped by 12% in the evening due in large part to the com
petition of the recently established Institute of Cultural Sub
jects at St. George's Church. Here students could take a wide 
variety of college level courses (but no laboratory or science 
courses) for the fee of $5.00 a course. Since this Institute had 
a possible registration of 175, it was a serious competition to 
the Junior College. There is no evidence, however, that any of 
these courses were transferable elsewhere. Mr. Cortright 
reported later on a conference with The Rev. Dr. Delmar S. Markle 
of St. George's and the Institute of Cultural Subjects, in which 
the Institute agreed not to offer courses similar to offerings 
in the Evening Division of the Junior College.2

The establishment of a dormitory, named Fremont House, while 
operating at a loss, brought in fifteen students from New York, 
Massachusetts and Pennsylvania as well as some from Connecticut 
outside of the commuting range. Mr. Halsey was largely respon
sible for this recruiting. As a matter of fact, the success was 
enough to encourage the Trustees to acquire another House at 52 
Fremont Street which housed two students and two staff members. 3

The fall enrollment of 155 full time students and 187 evening 
students was the largest increase in the history of the college 
and provided a comfortable financial margin. $1,325.00 in debts 
were amortized, equipment was purchased and a 5% bonus was paid 
to those who had taken salary cuts during the depression. The 
Budget for the school year was $62,305.00 which included a 2% 
"safety margin" or contingency.4

In 1939, a major policy change helped the development of the Eve
ning Division. Previously, evening students were treated as 
second class academic citizens. This year, evening classes were
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considered as regular college classes at different hours 
single set of officials responsible for all college work. 
Cortright believed that the Evening Division should be a regular 
part of the college program and under the regular college 
administration; the registration should be done by those who 
registered the day students and the bursar should collect for 
both; and the faculty of both the day and evening division should 
be merged in the catalog. The Evening Division was now ad
ministered by an Executive Secretary instead of a faculty 
member.5 The combination of this reorganization and the in
creased registration, resulted in a 62% increase in courses of— 

More importantly, the College had discovered the 
secret that one can take college classes at any time of the day 
or evening. The implications on the effective use of the plant 
and the professors would be the key to much of the later 
of the College and the University.

with a 
Mr.

fered (230).
!

success

The College reported pressures to expand their offerings. Faced 
with the accomplishment of its major purpose for existence, that 
of providing the means, under sound transfer arrangements, of 
giving college credit courses, adequate academic safeguards 
needed.
credit courses.
letter had been mailed (only two met the minimum class size).6

In the same Annual Report (1939) Mr. Cortright responded to the 
criticism that the curriculum devoted too much time to general 
information courses and not enough to the training of personnel. 
This was a recurrence of the old Liberal Arts versus practical 
skills argument. Mr. Cortright reported that eleven classes cur
rently were aimed at preparing people for specific jobs. In the 
evening division, ninety-two men and twelve women were enrolled 
in specific job training courses.

were
Yet the College wanted to test the interest in non- 

Eight courses were organized after an interest

Many of the evening students were unemployed, hence it was dif
ficult for them to make their tuition payments, 
consequence, two methods of delayed payment of tuition had been 
developed, each with a financial penalty: payment in three equal 
installments @5%, and weekly payments with a $1.00 carrying 
charge for each course taken. The fact that 35% of the people 
registered needed this accommodation was significant.

As a

Concern for the welfare of the student presented two major needs 
for the coming year: the hiring of a person to supervise all 
group athletic endeavors so all students could take part in 
physical activities, and the hiring of a person for student coun- 
seling and vocational guidance. Once again, Mr. Cortright stated 
that there was a need for a gymnasium: the "P.F.I. (physical fit
ness index) is egually fundamental to the future usefulness of 
the student we educate as is the I.Q."»8

the effective recruiting work of Mr. HalseyAs a consequence of
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(Cortright said "he lives above the level of gossip and 
personalities"), the College was becoming more cosmopolitan. 
Students came from Connecticut, New York, Massachusetts, 
Michigan, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Rhode Island and Canada. A 
partial reason was that the College had resorted to national ad
vertising in Cosmopolitan Magazine and others, and also to the 
fact that scholarships for dormitory students were given to the 
amount of one half of their tuition charges. A total of forty- 
two students received financial aid; nineteen of these came from 
college scholarship funds or Fremont House scholarships.

The recruiting of students was generally the part time respon
sibility of Mr. Halsey and recruiting activities were tied very 
closely to the immediate region. Mr. Halsey often visited homes 
to talk with the whole family in an effort to recruit potential 
students. With the advent of dormitories, however, efforts could 
be made in a larger area - through advertising. From October 
1940 to October 1941, seven hundred thirty seven inquiries were 
received from advertising. Ads were placed in Good Housekeeping., 
Cosmopol itan . R e d b o o k , Harper's Magazine, V o g u e_, 
Harper's Bazaar. The New York Times, and the New York Herald 
Tribune. The most effective results, it was reported, came from 
Good Housekeeping and Cosmopolitan. It was not reported how many 
of these inquiries actually led to enrollments, although this 
kind of advertising continued for several years.9

The Board of Trustees had to contend with several matters related 
to the estate of Dr. Fones which impinged upon the financial 
status of the College. They accepted the proposal of the Ex
ecutors of the estate, Dr. & Mrs. Alden G. Newman,10 that the 
mortgage of $20,000,000 left to them in the will, be donated to 
the College, with the college to pay them the equivalent of 3 1/2 
years interest ($4,200.00) in installments. The college would 
also relieve the estate of two notes totaling $5,900.00. This 
was in accord with the intention of Dr. Fones, that after provid
ing income for certain relatives, the remainder of the estate 
would go to the college. The Trustees had to authorize the nego
tiation of loans to liquidate the Fones Notes and it was decided 
to include $1,200.00 in the budget each year to amortize them. 
The indebtedness of the college was now $44,200.00 and the banks 
had lowered their interest rate to 4%.H
Several Board and Committee meetings during the spring of 1939 
were held. There were also several "Occasional Letters" to the 
Board. The latter reported a major Catalogue revision, the in
clusion of courses in Household Arts and Merchandising, and 
provision for two methods of entrance. Also proposed, and sub
sequently developed, was a Charter change which would allow the 
breaking down of the A.A. degree into various components: A.A 
A. S • r

A.C.(Commerce), and A.E.(Engineering).12 
985, providing for this change was approved 26 May 1939.

Senate Bill No.• r
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As an indication of the prestige achieved by the Junior College, 
the State Bar Examining Committee informed the Junior College 
that the A.A, degree from The Junior College of Connecticut met 
the pre-law requirements of two years of college. However, the 
Commerce, Business and nursing curricula were excluded.13

In March the Executive Committee voted to apply to the Secretary 
of Commerce for approval of The Junior College as an institution 
authorized to give the ground school work for the Civil 
Aeronautics Authority in its program to train civilian pilots. 
Ultimately, the contract was signed in October with Physics 
Professor. Willard Ballou, as the Director.14

The Trustees noted that the financial situation was such that 
they were able to pay all bills as well as the scheduled 
amortization. Consequently they voted to renew the contracts of 
those faculty who were still satisfactory in their work at the 
same or previously negotiated rates with the possibility of 
revising the pay rates in October and a planned for 5% bonus for 
those who had earlier taken pay cuts. Still on the lookout for 
property contiguous to the College, they instructed the President 
on how to approach the executors of the Lalley estate, adjacent 
to the College, which had just become available. Always, also, 
on the lookout for money, the Board was still trying to collect 
on pledges from the 1930 campaign. Mr. Halsey presented a new 
fund raising idea to the Board, that of endowment life insurance 
policies. By October, Mr. Halsey was able to report that the 
Board of Associates Committee on Endowment had raised §3,000.00 
in life insurance payable to JCC. 15
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Despite the fact that it had been necessary to pay the full 
salary for the ill Prof. J. Myron Herren as well as the costs of 
his substitutes, The Junior College ended the fiscal year with a

The auditors also reported the net worthsurplus of §2,294.46. 
of the Corporations as §100,996.00.16

A new threat presented itself in August of 1939 when the Board 
learned of a proposal of the University of Connecticut (UConn), 
to open a center for extension work in Bridgeport. Such a center 
would be competition which the college could ill afford.1 The 
Board wished to keep the situation confidential as long as 
possible. in early September 1939, Mr. Cortright reported to the 
Board some disquieting developments. He had had a discussion 
with Dean Francis Horn of the junior College of Commerce in New 
Haven, on the question of the University of Connecticut opening 
extension centers in certain Connecticut cities. Centers in 
Hartford and New Haven had already been announced. Dean Horn 
reported that Dr Albert N. Jorgenson, the President of UConn,
^uttoihdaahla"gAhi KntVcc, rifa

i
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Mr. Cortright noted that all Board Members were under an agree
ment not to discuss the matter of the State University with 
anyone except themselves. He was quite worried that the faculty 
would hear of the matter, and he was unwilling to make any public 
comment at the time.19 
informing the faculty.
raise the issue at the next faculty meeting.20 
the matter was still on the agenda in December, when Mr. 
Cortright reported that there had been many criticisms by others 
of the methods and fields covered in the proposed extension work 
in New Haven.21

Mr. Cortright discussed the matter in considerable detail at the 
annual meeting of the Board. One option was to assume that UConn 
would not open an extension because the proposal had fallen on 
many deaf ears. If this were true, The Junior College should go 
ahead as planned. Another option was to assume that UConn would 
open a branch in Bridgeport duplicating the Junior College 
program at lower fees.
Junior College plan a merger? Something was to be said for this, 
for Dr. Jorgenson had raised the question of using the resources 
of already developed institutions as the southern branch of 
UConn. If this were to happen, the Board should be clear before 
going into any conference on the price which they would ask. 
Along this line, the Board should exercise the option on the Lal- 
ley property to make the acquisition of the college more 
attractive.

The Board was split down the middle about 
Mr. Cortright did say that he planned to

Discussion on

should TheIf this option were true,

It was quite evident to Mr. Cortright and the Board that the 
opening of a UConn Extension Center at any location in Bridgeport 
would force a change in the character of The Junior College. 
Cortright claimed that The Junior College could hold about 25% of 
the current day students, however that would force a change to 
about 90% terminal courses and completely alter the academic na
ture of The Junior College. As a matter of fact, Mr. Cortright 
felt, The Junior College would likely become an all female 
school.

Mr.

Should we then, Mr. Cortright questioned, move ahead of the flow 
and develop a completely residential college? Proposals for a 
new site at Marina had already been discussed (see below), and if 
this were to be the site, it should be adequately financed. Con
siderable amounts of cash would be needed for renovation, the 
construction of an administrative/instructional building and a 
gymnasium/auditorium, since "no successful girl's Junior College 
can be run without one"22 Mr. Cortright also suggested a 
separate campus home for the president.

No further discussion on this matter appeared in the Minutes of 
the Board of Trustees, but ideas about a new campus had surfaced 
and the Board would soon take steps in this direction. When the 
question of dormitories was resolved, a new tone for the college
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was set. Since circumstances would force the college to provide 
dormitories, the character of the college would forever change. 
No longer would this be solely a commuting college, but The 
Junior College would begin to draw its students from outside the 
region. In this respect the Junior College was in the forefront 
of all junior colleges in the state.

A new librarian, Adeline A. Morrisey was hired at $1,300.00 
($1,500.00 had been set as the maximum salary, 
always known as a good bargainer), 
librarians at this salary even at that time, and Miss Morrisey 
would stay only one year when she would leave to be married. She 
would be replaced by her sister, Miss Emily Morrisey, in August 
1940.23

i

■; :

Mr. Cortright was 
It was hard to keep

Classes began in the fall of 1940 with 153 students in the day 
division, 108 of whom were new. Only 44 old students returned. 
The Budget was set at $61,906.00 and it contained only a 2% 
safety factor, not enough to allow for any increase in salaries. 
Two faculty members, Prof. Everett and Prof. Goulding were given 
an equalization raise and it was voted to institute a three tier 
salary level for the faculty: $2,200, $2,600 and $3,000.
Cortright recommended also that there be an eighteen hour maximum 
teaching load.24

Mr.

Discussion of accreditation standards in the State of Connecticut
Mr. Cortright reported on a con-brought on another crisis, 

ference with Commissioner Alonzo Grace on the proposed new stand
ards which would have a drastic impact upon The Junior College. 
The Junior College would have to have an income of $400,000.00 
from other than student fees and this amount would increase each 
year. Library purchases would have to be a minimum of $1,368.00 
per year as opposed to the current $200.00 at The Junior College. 
Mr. Cortright noted that these standards could not be met by any

The result was the appointment of

i;

Junior College in New England, 
a committee to propose new standards.25

The proposals of this committee were adopted in April, 1940 which 
removed the excessive financial requirements, but it was assumed 
that the colleges would provide guidance and personnel officers 
and organized student activities. At the same time, new stand
ards for the New England Association became available to replace 
those of 1929. These would also require a program in personnel 
and guidance work as well as physical education and other student 
activity programs.26
Mr. Cortright also discussed with the Board the fact that social 
and economic changes had forced a revision of the purposes of the 
junior college. The philosophy now required vocational education 
for many technical and semi-skilled occupations; advanced train; 
ina for hnTTiP and family life; terminal courses; adult education; mg for home liberal arts and pre-professionalas well as the
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training. As a consequence, The Junior College would offer five 
terminal vocational and semi-professional courses in September.27

Earlier discussion of a possible move seems to have excited quite 
a bit of community interest. A report of a Citizen's Committee 
appointed by the President of the Chamber of Commerce to consider 
the acquiring of the Wilson Marshall estate in the South End 
(Marina) was referred to the Executive and Finance Committee for 
further study.28 Marina, or the Marshall Estate was the last 
home built by the circus man and former Mayor of Bridgeport, P. 
T. Barnum. By August the Board passed a resolution recommending 
the acquisition of Marina (the Marshall Estate) at a nominal 
charge regardless of where the Junior College might relocate. A 
special meeting of the Board had authorized the acquisition in 
September. One sticky point about this was that the asking price 
had been $100,000.00, which was obviously more than the College 
could afford.
$10,000.00, which was accepted, 
formed the executors of the estate that while they would purchase 
the property, the Junior College only had $1,000.00 in cash and 
would have to take out a mortgage for the rest.29 The sale was 
accomplished, the mortgage at 4 1/2% was obtained, effective 1 
January 1941.
amortization of the mortgage, 
turned out to be a most fateful decision for the future.

The faculty was rehired for the next year at the agreed upon 
rates and a 6% bonus to those who had served more than two years, 
was voted.30 The auditor's report closing out the academic and 
fiscal year of 1939-40 was excellent. The college had repaid the 
operating deficit of the previous year; met the operating budget 
while paying out a 6% bonus to the faculty and staff; bought more 
equipment; renovated Fremont House; reduced the debt by $1,950.00 
and carried forward a balance of $1,636.81 after payment of all 
outstanding bills. For the first time the college was not forced 
to borrow money in anticipation of income for the summer 
session.31

The price was eventually negotiated down to
At that point, the Board in-

Incidentally, the Board made no provision for 
Although not yet apparent, this

A note of concern entered into the minds of the leadership of the 
College when Mr. Cortright reported, after a hospital stay for a 
recurring hip and leg problem, that the doctor insisted that he 
be away from the college for a minimum of four weeks of undis
turbed rest.32 This might account for the absence of any Board 
minutes until October, 1940. Undoubtedly, the Board met, either 
informally or formally, but the files do not record such 

Although there was a Trustee secretary, it had been 
obvious, from drafts in the files, that Mr. Cortright wrote all 
of the minutes for the Board meetings and his absence made this 
even more clear.

Fall 1940 brought a new factor to be contended with - the draft 
was in force. While the United States was not yet in the war in

meetings.
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Europe, the draft of young men into the services had been 
instituted. All male students were on draft age; 
soon have an impact upon enrollment. Registration increased by 
14% in the day but decreased by 10% in the evening, however 9% of 
the day division students and 41% of the Evening students were of 
draft age. While a budget of $70,940.00 was approved, it was not 
felt advisable to permit salary increases, although there was the 
possibility of bonuses at the end of the year.33

Responding to pressures from the Alumni, the Board voted to ac
cept an Alumni representative on the Board (the Board had been 
looking for and adding new members from the business community). 
The decision on the method of the selection of that person was 
delayed. Subsequently, the Board decided that for the first five 
years, the term of the Alumni Trustee would be one year with 
nominations coming from the Alumni Association. Edgar N. Cour- 
temanch was elected to a one year term on 30 January 1941 as the 
first Alumni Trustee.34

this would

During the late fall and winter, 
problems concerning the acquisition and remodeling of the Marina 
site.
needed to provide the necessary alterations and additions, 
in turn provoked discussion of how to get the money, 
angles of the problem in connection with possible later change of 
name were also discussed".35 
sympathy with the proposal to simplify the cumbersome name and 
saw no problem with the elimination of "Junior" in the name, 
a consequence, the Trustees voted to draw up a skeleton bill 
which would provide for a change of name.36

the Board was occupied with

Early estimates had indicated that over $200,000.00 was
This

"Various

Commissioner Alonzo Grace was in

As

!'• !Although the earlier Minutes of the Board do not reflect it, what 
was really happening was that there was the idea of creating a

This was stated in a February meetingfour-year institution, 
when the Minutes indicated that "The discussion led to the idea 
that hurried action on the change of name, creating a university, 
might be misinterpreted locally and arouse misunderstandings."37 
Therefore, the only action before the Assembly now was a change 
of name. With the idea that the college might be vacating valu
able educational property, it was suggested that the Fairfield 
Avenue site might be made available to BEI. Mr. Cortright was 
asked to confer with the Directors of BEI for an agreement on an 
expansion of educational offerings.38

i?

who had beenUpon the recommendation of the Board of Associates, 
circularized by Mr. Halsey, the Board voted to change the name to

charter.40 Commissioner Grace finally realized what was going on 
and wrote that the "major service that was needed today to be ?2ndered in Connecticut'on the collegiate level lay at the Junior
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College door, and he urged that no action be taken that would 
shift the emphasis to any other area."41 The idea of Barnum Col
lege was relegated to the realm of dreams, and the Trustees voted 
to withdraw the charter change.

Meanwhile the Marina renovations were provoking discussions about 
the future of the College. It was felt that Marina should be 
developed as a girl's dormitory and that an 
educational/administrative building be built for up to 
$211,000.00. Preliminary plans for this development were 
requested. The style of the Marina Building, which had been 
built originally by the impresario and former mayor of 
Bridgeport, p. T. Barnum, caused concern. Mr. Cortright sought 
the advice of Dean Meeks of the Yale School of Architecture, who 
reported that since the Marina Building was of the Romanesque- 
Queen Anne Style, there would be no difficulty in conforming to 
the style in the new building being planned.42

In the middle of these activities, Mr. Cortright was in the 
hospital for an operation on his hip. The operation did not cure 
the pain. In October, with the pain persisting, his doctor in
sisted that he go into New Haven Hospital for neurological treat
ment of the right hip.

Cold water was thrown on the whole Marina project in April when 
Mr. Schiott reported that the possibility of raising the neces
sary funds was at best, minimal. He had made an offer, as 
instructed, for the Lalley property, next door to the Fairfield 
Avenue Campus. Due to the uncertainties of the situation, the 
Board decided that it would be best to defer an appeal for funds 
to relocate to Marina. if nothing more than a stroke of luck, 
although it seemed otherwise at the time, this failure to raise 
money for a move to Marina, permitted the College to position it
self for the war years and then be ready to meet the challenges 
of the educational boom of the post war years.

In regard to the Lalley property, Mr. Schiott reported to the 
Board that he had made an offer for the property in an effort to 
extend his holdings next to the Housatonic Motor Company and that 
this had no relation to the college. However, with the need for 
a boy's dorm, the two needs fitted together. Mr. Schiott then 
offered to transfer title to the Lalley property to the college 
at $20,000.00, retaining title to a thirty five foot strip next 
to his holdings and taking an option on another thirty five foot 
strip next to Fremont House. Mr. Schiott said he would finance 
the whole thing himself so no cash would be involved. The col
lege would pay for this with a mortgage at 5% and within the next 
five years, if the college decided it did not want the property, 
he would repurchase the property at the same figure. The Board 
accepted this generous offer and voted $5,000.00 to put the house 
in shape for fifteen young men. There was also the possibility 
of a college grill to be installed in the dining room of the
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house.43

When the Board ratified this purchase in June, they took an op
tion on the strip thirty five feet by one hundred forty feet on 
Fremont Avenue, which would be invaluable if the college reverted 
to its original plan of building a classroom/ gymnasium on the 
Fairfield Avenue campus. However, in regards to the Lalley 
property, soon to be renamed "wistaria", it was decided to 
renovate it for a woman's dormitory.44

Fall 1941 registration was up by 17% but boarding students were 
there were only four men in Fremont House. Mr. Halsey 

reported that this was partly due to a new Junior College, Grey 
Court, on the Eli Culbertson property in Ridgefield. But enroll
ment was helped out, in part, by a new student handbook and 
Catalogue which Mr. Cortright said had been the work of Mr. 
Halsey.45

In the midst of all of these plans for the present and future, 
the Board was presented with a request from students for a na
tional social sorority. Mr. Cortright had originally turned down 
the request on the grounds that the sorority was racially 
discriminatory. When the proponents had changed the proposed con
stitution to eliminate the discrimination, the Board referred the 
matter back to the faculty for a decision.46

The operating Budget for 1941-42, set at $79,435.00, was adopted. 
Proposals were made for a study of a new salary schedule for the 
faculty with a ceiling of $3,600.00.
$400.00 increase in salary and the Board voted to increase Mr. 
Cortright's salary to $8,000.00 while voting him a leave of ab
sence for medical reasons.47
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Mr. Halsey was given a

The declaration of war in December 1941 produced much excitement 
and uneasiness, not only among the student body, but amongst the 
Board as well. It was reported that some outlet for this excite
ment were being developed such as the wrapping of surgical dress
ings and the organization of a College Civilian Defense 
Committee. In later months other activities would be organized 
to channel energies into the aiding of the war effort.

•!
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ing plant in shape to offer it to the Red Cross.48 The cost of 
food was up bv 25%, so the Board voted to raise the dormitory 
rate to $500.00. The Board was told that The Junior College 
rates were already the lowest in the area. This charge did not
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cover “, but”he'heating plant in wistaria went out. They voted
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to pay whatever was necessary to repair it.50

Bennett who had 
on the Finance 

who had

The Board suffered other losses. DeLancey H. 
been a Trustee since 1940 and who had been 
Committee, died in November of 1941. Sylvanus Locke, 
been a member of the Board since 1930 and a member of the Finance 
Committee, resigned in January 1942. Most of the other trustees 
were original trustees with only about four additions other than 
the Alumni Trustees. However, new trustees would not be brought 
on the board until 1944. In respect to the Alumni Trustees, the 
Alumni Association, who had been requested to nominate four 
candidates, at first did not name them; however later they would 
submit three names to the Board and accordingly 
Ethel Fanita Jones was elected for 
Trustee.51

ly, in May, Miss 
the second Alumnione year as

A house at 557 Atlantic Street, a part of the Marina property, 
had been rented to Prof. William Everett, who had indicated an 
interest in buying it. Accordingly, a price was set ($4,000.00). 
Eventually the price of $3,500.00 was negotiated on the condition 
that if Prof. Everett left the college, they would share equally 
the profit or loss over the purchase price with a limit of 
$500.00. This was the first of several sales of portions of the 
Marina property.52

What to do with Marina itself at this point was a concern. There 
had been the hope that The Red Cross might be interested in its 
use or even possible purchase. Although Mr. Cortright urged cau
tion on these proposals, an arrangement was negotiated whereby 
the Red Cross would pay the full carrying charges including two 
thirds of the interest on the mortgage, insurance, repairs and 
upkeep. On this basis, The Red Cross took over Marina.

Faculty contracts were renewed with all being reappointed and put 
on notice that they were to be in readiness to teach in the sum
mer session, or if not that, to participate in student 
recruitment. Contracts were written from 1 August to 1 June, and 
presumably there would be extra compensation for summer teaching. 
This would be a sore point over the next few years.53 For summer 
teaching in July, the faculty was paid $300.00.

The academic year (1941-1942) ended with a surplus of $11,575.36 
based on a budget of $84,600.00. Clearly this was the most 
successful year in the history of the College. Fifty-two stu
dents were registered in the summer school. They consisted of 
three groups: regular students who were taking accelerated 
courses; students from other colleges and former JCC students.54 
This was the first instance in which numbers of students who 
regularly attended other colleges, attended The Junior College in 
order to accelerate their courses.

Clarence D. L. Ropp, one of the original faculty members, wasDr.
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appointed as Dean of Instruction with an additional stipend. 
This began his long tenure as dean. Dr. Ropp became in many ways 
the quintessential dean. He was a gentleman of the "old school", 
courtly, yet firm. He held strict academic and personal stand
ards which put an indelible stamp on the early days of The Junior 
College and the University. The academic character of The Junior 
College and then the College of Arts and Science was established. 
As the first professional dean, his appointment represented the 
first real sharing of academic power. It was indicated in the 
Board Minutes that the occasion for this was precipitated by the 
fact that Dr. Ropp had been offered an industrial job at a much 
higher rate.55

Despite the fact that the Junior College had just finished its 
most profitable year, September of 1942 found the College in 
another crisis: the draft was taking more and more students. In 
an effort to keep the Board apprised of the students in regard to 
the military service, Mr. Cortright reported that there was 
little interest on the part of the males in the Navy V-l program, 
but twelve were ready to volunteer for the Aviation reserve. 
Others enlisted either directly into a service or joined one of 
the Reserve Programs which had been offered. One disquieting 
factor was that national manpower requirements had not yet been 
fully formulated, and this further added to the uncertainty of 
all.

Day registration dropped 4% and Evening Registration dropped 34%. 
Consequently the Budget was cut to $77,950.00. The income from 
the sale of the home to Prof. Everett was used to pay off the 
mortgage on the rear unit of the Marina property, 
ministrative change, the bonding was shifted from the Treasurer 
to the Bursar who was now handling most financial transactions, 
although officers still had to sign the larger checks.56

D
In a major ad-

Worried by the effect of the draft and trying to plan for the 
future, Mr. Cortright told the Board that the college would be 
predominantly a female college the following year. He had asked 
Mr. Halsey to make a survey aimed at the industrial plants to 
determine what kind of short courses could be organized for the 
training of women as had been recommended by General Hershey, the 
draft director. The predictions that the college might become 
all female seemed to be coming true, when in December, Mr. 
Bigsbee and Mr. Cortright reported that about sixty five male 
students would be called up in the spring semester. Dormitory 
rooms were increasingly vacant and Mr. Halsey was asked to con
tact industry concerning the housing of some personnel in the 
dormitory, with those who would be eligible for one course being 
eligible to live there. (See below).57
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Develooina further the alternatives facing the Junior College, 
Sr Striaht sent a Letter to the Trustees on 18 December 1942 
entitled N^yigating without Instruments. He noted that many col-
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lege students, when drafted, were given basic training, then sent 
to colleges around the country for further training. In this 
respect, a committee headed by Dr, Day of Cornell had urged the 
recognition of small colleges in this training (this did not 
occur). In respect to The Junior College, Mr, Cortright saw the 
following possibilities: 1/ an expediency or drifting level with 
the College training women and accepting High School Seniors in 
the middle of their senior year; 2/ reorganize on an accelerated 
level with four twelve week sessions around the calendar; or 3/ 
accept females only, as Green Mountain Junior College was already 
doing. Should this occur, there would not be the need for an ac
celerated schedule.

Spring semester 1943 found registration a little higher than 
expected. The Board was successful in leasing Fremont House to 
Vaultee Aircraft which brought some income ($6,000.00 for six 
months and $2,400.00 for the next six months if renewed). All 
activities under the job description of business manager were 
taken over by Mr. Halsey so save money and because it was dif
ficult to hire other qualified personnel.

Mr. Cortright1 s long time secretary and the Bursar, Mrs. Helen 
Redigan, died in January 1943 and was given a tribute by the 
Board. Additionally, her two daughters, then twelve and four, 
were to have scholarships when they were ready for entrance to 
the junior College. A new Bursar, Mrs. Barbara Williamson, was 
hired at the annual rate of $2,100.00. Mr. Halsey's salary was 
raised and Mr. Bigsbee was given an honorarium for his work as 
Student Military Advisor.58

At the February 1943 Annual Meeting, Mr. Schiott set a most im
portant precedent. He noted that he had served for five years as 
Vice Chairman and five years as Chairman of the Board. Since he 
believed in the principle of rotation in office, he declined to 
accept the Chairmanship again. H. Almond Chaffee, the current 
Vice Chairman, and President-Treasurer of The City Savings Bank, 
was elected as Chairman.

Problems relating to the war continued to take up the time of the 
Board during the Spring of '43. The War Production Board had or
dered the shift form oil to coal as a heating fuel. Mr. Halsey's 
mileage allowance was questioned in view of the fact that less 
driving was being done. Mr. Bigsbee was given an extended leave 
of absence to teach in the Navy V-12 program at Union College. 
Since forecasts of registiyaiion were way down, the Board recom
mended a major reduction in the budget along with no appropria— 
tions for equipment or amortization.59

An opportunity to raise some money through the sale of property 
came as the result of conferences between Mr. Schine and the 
Federal Housing Administration (FHA) in the late spring of 1943. 
A proposal was made that the Junior College sell land fronting on
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Atlantic Street for $6,000.00 for the construction of Garden 
Apartments.60 Subsequently word was received that the corpora
tion building the Garden Apartments would require more land and 
buildings for $5,500.00.61 
the option.

Authority was given in May to sell
;!

It was reported to the Board that the faculty had voted to have 
the summer session accelerated. Further it was expected that all 
faculty would teach in the summer school. in view of the pos
sible deficit of $21,000.00 and a determination to keep the col
lege open, no contracts were offered to the faculty although the 
Board expected to retain all fourteen members. There was a dis
cussion of what to tell the faculty. The board did not want to 
reduce salaries due to the 25% inflation rate and the imminent 
withholding tax. However, Dr. Goulding wrote that he would not 
be able to teach due to the demands of his farm, and if he were 
not relieved from summer teaching, he would have to resign. The 
Board voted to accept his letter as tantamount to resignation, 
which was accepted.62
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IDespite all the dire predictions, but perhaps because of greater 
experience in crisis management, the Junior College finished its 
most successful year, financially, in history, carrying 
to the 1943-44 fiscal year $14,500.00 in reserves.o3 
the Annual financial report indicated that the operating budget 
was overdrawn for the first time in seven years by $1,300.00.64
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However,
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Another crisis, this one a personnel matter, came to the atten
tion of the Board in August 1943: the possible resignation of 
James H. Halsey to accept the Headmastership of a school in

Two meetings of the Executive Committee wereSalisbury, Ct.
held, and the Board offered to increase his salary if he would 
stay. The increase was carefully phrased to make it based upon 
Halsey's extra duties as the result of the illness of Mr. 
Cortright. Nonetheless, on 13 August the Board received Halsey's 
resignation effective 15 September.65 A part of the appeal of 
the job in Salisbury was that Mr. Halsey was to organize and 
start a Junior College to be added to the already existing
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programs. !<
a replacement was imperative.

there was only oneThe College leadership felt that 
As far as Mr. Cortright was concerned, 
candidate, Dr. Henry W. Littlefield, who was currently was a pert 
time Public Relations official for the YMCA in New Haven and for 
the the YMCA Junior College. His educational background and his 
studies in the Junior College Movement and in Postwar Educational 
Planning, made him a likely candidate. However, he was not 
available until late fall, and furthermore, his salary demands

" with the Junior College Schedule.66
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were "out of harmony
asked that his resignation be 

to the Board indicating that in
Mr. Halsey, 

He wrote a letter
Almost immediately, 
voided.
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reference to the Hillcrest School in Salisburyf Connecticut, that 
he had carried out his own investigation and finally had reviewed 
the financial reports. The students came from social welfare
agencies and because of his salary, there would be a limited 
operating budget and nothing for capital expenditures. Further 
he had been told by two trustees that the Board was a "dummy 
paper Board" which could not really act. He then asked for a 
reconsideration of his resignation, expressing his contriteness 
over the incident and promised never to look for 
pastures".67

"g reene r

Perhaps suspicious, or at least not as trusting of Mr. Halsey as
They metbefore, the Trustees continued to look elsewhere, 

several times with Dr. Littlefield. The Board was exploring the 
need for an executive working full time to develop a better 
derstanding and closer relationships in the community, 
facts intrigued the Board: Dr. Littlefield had been administer
ing a series of special short courses at New Haven which were 
sponsored by the government and he had unusual qualifications, 
having written his PH.D. dissertation at Yale on Junior Colleges, 
and he had worked for the Connecticut State Department of 
Education.

un- 
Several

The big questions facing the Board were how to pay 
for his salary and what title to give him - many felt that it 
should be the same as Halsey's.68

The Board discussed the matter at a special meeting in September 
without reaching a conclusion. Many felt that a clearer study of 
the needs of the Junior College were necessary. Further discus
sion occurred in October with Mr. Hope and Mr. Bodine leading the 
discussion on the future of the College and the desirability of 
creating a new position to help relate the services of the col
lege to the needs of industry.
Committee discussed the matter further. While necessary con
ferences had not yet been held, the Executive Committee hoped Dr. 
Littlefield would become a member of the staff after 1 July "to 
carry on a large undertaking of community and college matters and 
to implement [certain sections] of the President's Annual Report'".69

In March of 1944 the Executive

Shortly, Mr. Cortright seemed to have had some second thoughts. 
In a Letter to the Board on 10 April 1944, he noted that the 
State of New York was spending a lot of money for technical in
stitutes and that the Connecticut State Board of Education was 
ready to make the Bridgeport Trade School a Technical institute. 
The result of this would be that The Junior College would be a 
liberal arts, pre-professional, commercial and adult education 
school. Since the development of an upper division of a Techni
cal Institute was the end purpose of bringing Dr. Littlefield 
aboard, and that need no longer existed, he recommended that the 
offer to Littlefield be withdrawn and that the idea of engaging a 
Director of Guidance and Personnel be indefinitely postponed. 
He also suggested in this Letter that the Board immediately dis-
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pose of all the Marina property with the money going into a 
reserve fund for the building of an auditorium/gymnasium on the 
Fairfield Avenue campus.

As a matter of fact, on the same day, Mr. Cortright sent a letter 
to the Director of the Bridgeport Trade School suggesting that 
The Junior College had the faculty available and the necessary 
laboratory work could be done at JCC.
Junior College looked upon itself as working in the field of the 
liberal arts, pre-professional training, commerce and Adult 
Education.

i

:
i
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iHe also stated that The ■

The Board, however, accepted the unanimous recommendation of the 
Executive Committee to hire Dr. Littlefield as of 1 July 1944 at 
a salary of $5,000.00 with 90% of that coming from Capital funds. 
At the same time the Board raised Mr. Halsey's salary to the same 
amount.
President".
each was independent of the other yet they were tied together in 
reporting to Mr. Cortright. 
which would be continued for many years, 
which, because of divided authority and dual reporting 
responsibilities, would confound many organizational experts, yet 
one, although fraught with many pitfalls, which would provide the 
basis for the later successes of the Institution.70
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Both were to carry the title "Assistant to the 
Each were given independent responsibilities and

: *

Thus began a unique relationship 
It was a relationship

:
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The administrative organization of the Junior College, as agreed 
upon by the participants, and reported to the Board was as 
follows:

Mr. Cortright would: a/ decide all matters of policy and 
delegate details to others; b/ deal with the Board and 
its Committees; c/ select, appoint and supervise all 
staff except part timers in the evening; d/ Appoint all 
committees of students and staff for special assignments; 
e/ preside at all faculty meetings unless delegated to an 
assistant.
Mr. Halsey would: a/ get better acquainted in the com
munity by joining the Rotary Club and frequently attend 
other luncheon clubs; to/ [be in charge of] student 
recruitment; c/ handle all college publicity except so
cial matters; d/ direct the late afternoon and evening 
classes; e/ be responsible for all college publications 
except the Scribe and the AJ-urani N^ws; f/ t>e the liaison 
between the College and the State Technical Institutes; 
g/ confer on the details of the dormitories, Fremont and 
Wistaria; and h/ teach one evening class.

Dr. Littlefield's duties were:
member of the Chamber of Commerce ■, of a*- 
club meetings; b/ revive and reorganize the Board of As
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a/ get acquainted, be a 
and attend luncheon i
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sociates and arrange quarterly meetings for them; c/ es
tablish lines for mutual information and understanding 
between the college and key officials in industrial, com
mercial and financial organizations; d/ chair the Com
mittee on Contacts with the ultimate objective of raising 
money for the Auditorium/Gymnasium/Recreation Hall; e/ 
administer the weekly assembly program with respon
sibility for student attendance and f/ teach one class 
day or evening.71

Negotiations with the local office of the War Production Board 
continued. It was expected that they would hold the College to 
the agreement to convert to coal for the Academic Building.72 But 
by August, the Board was discussing the possibility that this 
would not have to take place. The College finally got an exemp
tion on the conversion to coal, thereby saving a large sum of 
money.73

Faculty matters occupied quite a bit of time in Board meetings. 
The following incident exemplifies some of the problems confront
ing the Board. A new professor was hired to teach English. This 
Professor would soon report that it was difficult to find a place 
to live. The Board reluctantly agreed that he be allowed to have 
the first floor of Fremont house but only in an emergency. 
Finally, the new professor asked for his release from the contract 
because he was frightened by the adjustment to the crowded popula
tion of Bridgeport, discouraged by the conditions he believed to 
exist here and the living costs for his family.74

Long time faculty member, Prof. Willard Ballou requested a leave 
of absence to go to a midwestern college to teach physics. Since 
Mr. Bigsbee was already loaned out, the Board felt they could not 
guarantee two jobs at the end of the war, they denied his request. 
Prof. Ballou resigned (Mr. Cortright reported him AWOL). Mr. 
Cortright was quite upset by the abrupt manner in which Prof. Bal
lou left,
conversations" and was a clear violation of professional ethics.75

Another academic and logistical problem arose when there was an 
attempt to get more typewriters for an expanded Secretarial 
Studies Program. The Office of Price Administration (OPA) denied 
the application to purchase new typewriters.

The faculty was not the only troublesome problem. The Superinten
dent of Maintenance, Mr. Pawson gave notice that he was leaving to 
go into war industry. The Board accepted his resignation, paid 
him through 1 October, and voted to give him a gift for his four
teen years service (not to exceed $28.00). Concurrently they gave 
him notice to evacuate his living quarters on campus.76 A new su
perintendent was hired and shortly afterwards, the college was in
formed that that man had been called back into service. A new man 
was hired, who was replaced in May 1944 after his third breach of

saying that it was "not accordance with our
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the peace charge (drunkenness and loud noises late at night).

Dr. Goulding, who had worked his farm during the summer, was 
recalled, along with his wife who also taught, at the same salary. 
He would resign again in September 1944 due to home and farm 
conditions.77

In the face of all of these problems, one has to admire the 
tenacity of the Board. Having been through the Depression and now 
the War; having coped with all kinds of problems; the Board was 
not deterred. They were dedicated to the survival of the school. 
To help make ends meet, there were still attempts to collect un
paid subscriptions to the 1930 Campaign.78

The practice had been that all checks over a minimum amount had to 
be signed by the Treasurer and Chairman of the Board of Trustees. 
In the fall of 1943, the Bursar requested a simplification of the 
method. That position was acceded to; one of the signatures would 
have to be the Treasurer, Chairman or Vice Chairman; the other 
could be the President or Bursar.79

Major changes in the Board occurred at the Annual Meeting in 
January of 1944. 
trustees (Cooper, 
were elected: DonaldIS. Sammis, Vice-President of the Underwood 
Corporation; Harry A. Goldstein, a prominent attorney in 
Bridgeport; Ronald A. Malony, the Executive Vice-President of the 
Bridgeport Gas Light Company; and an Alumnus and dentist, Dr. Carl 
Hedberg. Both Mr. Sammis and Attorney Goldstein had been Charter 
members of the Board of Associates and had proven themselves in 
that body.
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Besides the re-election of four long term 
Oppel, Cortright and Day), four new trustees
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Budgetary problems consumed a large part of Board deliberations in 
the spring of 1944. A study of income and budgets was presented:

Operating Budget 
$74,553 
83,170 
80,863 
71,755

; IEve
$10,414
19,388
18,591
17,921

Summer
None
None

8,121
9,402

Day r$67,068
67,028
62,667
40,987

1940- 41
1941- 42
1942- 43
1943- 44

i1 =

There had been a big drop in the income from the day classes in 
1943-44 and the operating Budget had been cut by $9,000.00 for the 
current year. Yet there was still an expected deficit of
$3,000.00.80

;|

A committee from the college staff had asked for "a more equitable 
arrangement for salaries for the summer session .The Board saw 
both summer and evening sessions as integral parts of contract 
requirements. The teaching year included both regular and summer 
sessions while the administration.allocated the_ teaching times 
The Board now wished to revise the base salaries so that they
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would be the sum of the base salary plus the $300,00 normally paid 
for summer work. Base salaries would also be increased by 
$100,00. The Trustees also said that they would meet with the 
faculty on the new salary arrangements and the hiring of Dr. 
Littlefield.81

The faculty did not accept these terms. They argued that the 
change of the contract to twelve months, meant working twelve 
weeks more at a rate of $25.00 a week. Most could make more than 
this in war work in the summer. "On a comparative basis our "full 
time" teachers are actually paid less than "part time" teachers in 
the summer session".82 Mr. Cortright did not accept the Faculty 
position. He stated that the Faculty were paid about $75.00 a 
week based upon contact hours and this was in accord with what the 
Army paid, since they contracted on a contact hour as the basis 
for a teaching load. Mr. Cortright was most unhappy about the 
possible consequences of this dispute, and noted that acceptance 
of the Faculty argument would double the instructional costs of 
the summer school.83
arrangements and wrote to the Board for further negotiations.
Board refused, but did concede that in each individual case of an 
inability to serve in the summer session, each case would be con
sidered on its merits.84

The faculty were not happy with the salary
The

Once it had been decided to hire Dr. Littlefield, Mr. Cortright 
began to think in terms of taking relief from the myriad details 
and large responsibilities of office. Feeling at the same time 
that the war would soon come to an end, he suggested in a Letter 
to the Board, that they think of his retiring. Proposing a time 
table with the end of the war as "V year", he felt that V-1 would 
be a time of great disturbance, He would be on the job but he 
hoped to be on a reduced time arrangement. He further suggested 
that by the end of V-1 "you should elect a new president", 
also proposed that as of 1 July or 1 October 1944, his salary be 
dropped by $1,000.00. On the following 1 January or 1 April, a 
further $1,000.00 be taken off which would put him at $6,000.00 
and his assistants at $5,000.00.

He

. Upon the election of a new 
president, Mr. Cortright said that he would appreciate the title 
of Emeritus at a salary of $3,000.00 or $4,000.00 which might be 
limited to two years during which he would serve in an advisory 
capacity only.85

Mr. Cortright was seventy-one years of age at this time. He had 
been president of the Junior College for seventeen years, years 
that certainly were trying. in addition, he was developing some 
severe and painful physical problems.86

One instance of Mr. Cortright's irritability came to the fore in a 
letter to Mr. Schine on the question of summer teaching. While he 
had had been away in the hospital from 1 May to 16 August 1943, no 
calendar had been printed. During that time, a calendar was an
nounced and he became aware of the fact that it did not have the
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fifteen weeks necessary to retain accreditation, 
ministrator was asked to develop a new calendar to remedy the 
situation. "The craft spirit operates in education as well as in 
industry", Mr. Cortright reported in response to the observation 
that the Christmas vacation was too long, 
that point, threw over the job" and Cortright, himself corrected 
the calendar.87

One ad-

The administrator "at It■ !

:!!!

In the fall of 1944, the first veteran, James Southouse, entered 
the Junior College. Others (as well as non-veterans), raised the 
registration considerably - there were 141 students in the day 
division and 328 in the evening. The magnitude of this increase 
was such that there was little space for classes. Mr. Cortright 
did not want to go off campus and therefore recommended that 52 
Fremont be remodeled for classrooms. Already there was off campus 
instruction at the YMCA, but this was for physical education 
facilities which the Junior College did not have.88

To meet the accreditation standards, a Guidance and Personnel 
Director person was hired - Dr. Harry A. Becker. Dr. Becker had 
earned a Ph.D. in Psychology from Yale and had known Dr. Lit
tlefield at Hamden High School. He shared a secretary, Miss Rita 
Doolan, with Dr. Littlefield. Since the Registrar had been 
handled on a part time basis for the past four years, Mabel J. 
Pryor was hired to do the job full time. With these new persons 
and an increase in students, a Budget of $88,479.00 was adopted.89
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A part of the time in the fall Trustee Meetings was taken up in 
discussing the recurring dream of building a combination 
auditorium/classroom/gymnasium on the Fairfield Avenue campus. 
With the inclusion of a swimming pool, which would attract 
students, an estimate of $325,000.00 had been reached. Additional 
properties on that campus were acquired: the Rapoport property 
facing Fairfield Avenue at the corner of Norman Street, and the

The Committee on Contacts

I
ijSimonds House on Norman Street, 

reported that they could not raise the necessary monies, so Syl- 
vanus Locke, a former Trustee and now Chairman of the City's Park 

contacted to see if the city would be interested in the
interested in marketing 

Yet by February, the

II
Board, was
Marina Property. The Board was definitely 
all or a part of the Marina holdings.
Trustees were considering whether to stay on Fairfield Avenue or 
move to Marina. Many felt that more money for the project would 
be available if there were a move to Marina. More and more of the 
Board were of the opinion that Fairfield Avenue was not the best 
place to be. The Junior College owned only three acres there, and 
it was in the middle of a business district much of which was 
deteriorating. Many also recalled the Citizen's Committee recom
mendation of 1940 that there be a move to Marina.91

ii

; i

1 February 1945 that it would not be ad—
the Board didWhile it was agreed on .

decide6to °utiTi^ e% ^professional0^^1 ^to organize a campaign when
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the opportunity camer and Dr. Littlefield was instructed to meet
The Board inter-with the fund raising firm of Marts and Lundy, 

viewed a representative of the firm in March 1945 and the Board 
voted to ask them to make a survey at a cost of $lf500.00 to 
determine if and when a capital campaign could be undertaken, 
full Board agreed to hire the firm of Marts and Lundy to open the 
books for a preliminary subscription for a Building Fund and 
$150.00 or more was asked from each Trustee.92

The

The offer to The Junior College of property fronting on Yale and 
Fremont street raised the question of whether to secure more 
property at the present location. It was decided to call for a 
Conference of the full Board, the Committee on Contacts, the 
Citizen's Survey Committee of 1940 and the Chairman of the Board 
of Associates in order to discuss the matter before any action was 
taken on property, if this meeting took place, there is no record 
in the files of the University. The Executive Committee secured a 
right of first refusal on the Gibney property (which would become 
Seaside Hall) on Marina Circle. A special Committee was also ap
pointed to confer with the Gibney heirs and other properties in 
the South End. All this was accompanied by considerable discus
sion of a possible move to Marina. The move was also recommended 
by the Board of Associates.93

The good name the The Junior College was brought into question 
when one of the more popular Professors was reported in the 
newspapers as being convicted on a charge of drunken driving and 
evading responsibility. Because the college was named and that 
could affect the name of the college and influence the forthcoming 
survey (both on the possible move to Marina and fund raising), the 
Board voted to inform Prof. Pierre Zampierre that his contract 
would not be renewed after 1 July because the college had a 
responsibility in morals and citizenship.94

A replacement for Prof. Zampierre was very difficult to find. 
Many candidates refused to come because there was no salary 
schedule, no endowment and the pay was too low. 
increase had been in 1941 and three professors were receiving the 
identical salary that they had received when they first came to 
the college in 1928.95 Another factor was that many schools were 
expanding their faculties rapidly to meet the demands of the 
returning veterans.

The last salary

Suddenly, it was a professor's market, and 
institutions competed to secure well prepared teachers, 
tion of this matter was exemplified upon the return of Prof. Earle 
Bigsbee from his wartime stint of teaching at Union College. 
Cortright gave him a salary at more than he was making at Union 
and a total of $800.00 more than his salary when he left, 
further determined to give all returning professors an increase in 
their base pay of $100.00. Edra Faye Jones and Charles Petitjean 
were hired. Mr. Petitjean's role was to inaugurate a program on 
the Operation of a Small Business.96

Realiza-

Mr.

It was
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The two assistants, Halsey and Littlefield, were given a 5% salary 
increment on the basis of their contributions to the College. 
However, "The matter as to whether or not high salaried Assistants 
should receive extra allowance for traveling and other matters was 
presented for consideration". 97 such travel-related expenses were 
allowed and were to be charged to the appropriate budget line 
after the presentation of vouchers to the Bursar.

Money had been budgeted at the request of Dr. Littlefield for the 
purchase of surplus wartime equipment. Dr. Littlefield was most 
effective in securing surplus equipment. Double decked bunks to 
increase the capacity of dormitories, lockers for students and 
many other items were secured. An intriguing offer of a P-47 
Thunderbolt airplane from the Division of Reconstruction Finance 
Corporation at $217.00 plus the ferrying charge, was turned down 
because there was no one to fly it, and there was no academic need 
at the moment.98

l

«

The new semester beginning in September 1945 saw the walls of the 
college bulging. Two hundred seventy five were registered in the 
day division and four hundred in the evening. Faculty had been 
added, but this did not meet the needs of the returning veterans. 
A special group of fifty nine veterans entered in November. An 
accelerated program was devised for them and two professors, John 
Manning and Harry A. Kendall were hired to teach in this 
program.99 Classrooms were over flowing and renovation projects 
were all around the campus:
a lecture hall), and South Hall were enlarged.

I

the Little Theater (which doubled as

The budget was influenced by all these new registrations and the 
Trustees saw a possible surplus of $18,550.00 not including the 
monies from the special November class of veterans. This was a 
good opportunity to decrease the debt of the College and the 
Trustees moved in this direction.100 yet, like the careful 
managers that they had become, The Board asked for a report on the

the income produced byi.eproductivity of each faculty member, 
each member of the faculty.i01

• r

With the ending of World War II, of The Junior College of Connec- 
ticut would undergo a series of changes necessitated by the need 
for post war expansion. The first major change was in leadership. 
Due to ill health. Mr. Cortright requested of the Board a six 
month's itive of absence from 1 November 1945 at full pay. James 
H. Halsey was appointed Acting President at the same time. 
Cortright would not return to the office although he would remain 
very active on the Board of Trustees.102 Mr. Cortright had been 
President for eighteen years and was seventy two years of age. He 
would enjoy twenty more years of life.

:=
Mr.

Mr Cortrinht- had not only been the visionary who started The 
Junior College of Connecticut, but was the one who had shepherded 
the College through the crises of the Depression and World war.
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On a wider stager he had pioneered the junior college movement in 
the east.
work down to the present day. 
appointments and some things which seemed like failures at the 
time, but his ultimate success became evidenced by The Junior 
College, or Community College, of later years. Most importantly, 
however, The Junior College of Connecticut was exceptionally well 
positioned to meet educational challenge of the post war years.

Collegiate Higher Education would be influenced by his
Mr. Cortright had known many dis-
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Chapter 5

People and Programs

The administration of President Cortright brought the Junior Col
lege from its shaky beginnings to the verge of an academic 
explosion.
development has already been noted; but a college is not made up 
of administrators alone - it required an excellent faculty and a 
student body.
academic program produced the product 
prepared intellectually to make his or her way in a rapidly 
changing world.
celerate over the next decades, one has to be struck with the 
quality of graduate which emerges. First in the Bridgeport area, 
then in ever widening geographic circles, and soon to engulf the 
whole world, Junior College graduates become doctors, dentists, 
lawyers, judges, teachers, bankers, political leaders and solid 
citizens.

The role of Mr. Cortright and the Trustees in this

The interaction of these two factors within an
a graduate who was

While the speed of change would rapidly ac-

The faculty played a major role. While very small at the outset, 
there was a continuity and a degree of excellence which set the 
tone for the future. Dr. Henry W. Littlefield, the University's 
third president, responded to the question, "How did Corty at
tract this core of superior and dedicated faculty?" He said:

I think it has to do with something which you said very 
early - that to some extent, the institution was founded 
on a dream. These people had a vision and they wanted to 
do something other than to just be part of a small toad 
in a big puddle. They wanted to make an impact on 
education. So, evidently this man was able to transmit 
his enthusiasm, and get these people all excited, and so 
excited, that they would leave a sure thing. Here we had 
pioneers, and after all, no one would ever have left the 
east coast of the United States and gone west, if they 
hadn't had a pioneering spirit. It had to be developed 
around enthusiasm and a belief in what you were going to 
do was worthwhile and meaningful. 1

The care taken in selecting faculty members was equaled by the 
care in selecting staff members. Margaret McEnerny worked as a 
secretary in Mr. Cortright's Office from 1930-1932:

When I was selected, Mr. Cortright came around to my
lived just around the corner

Anyway,house. it happened that we 
on Norman Street...-We had just moved there ... •
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he [Mr. Cortright} came personally, and I was not at 
home, but my mother was. My mother was embarrassed be
cause she was caught with all sorts of wrappings and 
mess, she was doing something real heavy, like painting. 
Well of course, nothing could have impressed Mr. 
Cortright more, although I think he had already made his 

Well, anyway, he told her the story about how 
he had interviewed about forty. You know he was a fussy 
man and a very thorough one.2

selection.

Carl E. Wallace, Clarence D. L. Ropp, Philip Henderson and Pierre 
S. Zampierre were the first to join the faculty, followed in close 
order by Helen Scurr and Willard Ballou. All were well qualified 
academically and were excellent teachers, 
graduates of the first few classes attest to that, 
school was small, there was a closeness, 
comradeship, between the faculty and students.
part of the students about these faculty members is most evident

The

Interviews with 
Because the 

which developed into 
The warmth on the

when they talked about the faculty fifty five years later, 
school and the faculty made an indelible impression upon the lives 
of many.

i

Dr. Ropp taught chemistry and other subjects as needed, including 
Health Education, over the years. Young and vital (he loved to 
play tennis), he inspired many. One of his early proteges was 
Milton Greenhalgh. Starting classes in September 1930, Greenhalgh 
remembered Dr. Ropp:

He was a good, tough chemistry teacher and very fair.
[We] got into a little difficulty over a couple of lab 
experiments and I got to the point where I did not speak 
to him for at least a couple of months 
thing that amazed me was when he came to me and said, 
"would you like to help me in chemistry?" And then we 
became fast friends, and we laugh at some of the things 
that caused [the problem], 
friends over the years
the difficulty was that I had rigged up a lab experiment 
that was working pretty well, and Doc. Ropp came by and 
said it was patchwork. I admit it was. He said, 
"Greenhalgh, it looks too Rube Goldbergish". I said to 
him, "It works". So he went on his way and then he came 
back again and remarked again, "Greenhalgh, it's too Rube 
Goldbergish". I said, "Yes, but it works". He came back 
the next time and wiped the apparatus into the sink, and 
it all crashed into the sink, and he said, "Now, it 
doesn’t work. Fix it".3

However the• • • •

And then we’ve been fast 
One of the things that caused....

Prof. EarleRopp was meticulous in everything he did.Dr.
Bigsbee, a later faculty and administrative colleague called him:
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Meticulous, not easily changed once he had made a 
decision. I don't know if you were on the faculty at 
this time, but I'm going to tell you about this incident. 
Ropp favored the GPR (Grade Point Ratio) with an A get
ting a 3. The system they used to have was 3 for an A; 2 
for a B; 1 for a C and 0 for a D or F. I opposed that. 
I wanted an A being a 4 and so on, and that separated the 
D's and F's. Each of us had a following, and for about 
three years when it would come up for adoption for the 
faculty, it would just die. One day it came up again, 
and I suppose it was Corty who was conducting the 
meeting, and he turned to Ropp and said, "How do you feel 
about it, Dr. Ropp?" And Dr. Ropp said, "It's all right 
with me". Everybody in the room fell off their chairs"4

As a dean in later years Dr. Ropp

was very hard working. He didn't know what an eight hour 
day was like. And I would use the word meticulous again. 
He took stands and firmly held to them. He often wanted 
advice before he would take the stand and he would come 
to other members of the faculty and say, 'We're going to 
consider this change now, do you think it is sound? 
What's good about it? What's bad about it?' So that 
every thing that he did was done with the greatest of 
care and with no reference to the amount of effort that 
he put in.
move faster than Doc. 
sion about a Grade Point Ratios, he proceeded with that 
cautious pace.5

Dr. Paul Liscio,'30, observed:

8

M

:

' ;
■

. i

The administration often wanted the work to 
Even in eating or making a deci- $

i !

from Virginia and we were very 
He demanded respect, but above every

He was a young man 
respectful of him. 
thing else, Dr. Ropp was an excellent teacher. He was 
probably one of the finest teachers that we had at that 
time and he instilled in us a sense of responsibility, a

He was a good rolesense of looking ahead to the future, 
model to many of us.6

.
■,

One day Dr. Ropp was the unintentional butt of a student's prank. 
When asked if he knew Mr. Cortright, Harold C. Bud Lovell said:

;

It concerns Dr. Ropp.

leading up to how I got to meet E. Everett Cortright. He 
fDr ROOD1 qoes in, slams the John door and then down 

the pail of water all over him. And immediately, I 
p And he brought me up to expel me. I

;

I

comes 
got blamed for it.
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had a heck of a time, my father had to come over and we 
pleaded my case, 
really believed I hadn't done it. 
nothing to do with it at all.
ably had a bad reputation as I was there at the wrong 
time. I had nothing to do with itr but anyway that's how 
I got to meet Mr. Cortright. But we had some time 
straightening out that mess and finally I got some kind 
of grace.... But to this day I am innocent. Maybe Dr.
Ropp would like to hear this. It is true. I remember so 
well because my whole schooling was going down the drain.
They never did come up with the culprit and I don't know 
either.7

Dr. Helen Scurr was perhaps most fondly remembered by all of her 
former students. She was a Shakespearean scholar, a collector of 
rare books, manuscripts and magazines. She traveled widely yet 
kept two cats and a dog. All agree that she was a lady, a lady 
whose criticisms of written work were sharp and pertinent, yet al
ways kind. Her kindnesses, but yet her ability to make a telling 
point, was illustrated by the following:

I don't know whether Dr. Ropp ever
But I had absolutely 

Which means that I prob-

She was interesting to talk to and very easy to learn 
She was sharp. I had one occasion that I used 

I had written a...theme on Chemistry
from
to kid her about 
and Aviation and I handed it in. I believe I got maybe a 
C+. The next year a student took mine and really wrote 
about the same thing using mine as a background. I 
remember he got a B. And the following year, somebody 
put it in and got a B+. Finally, I told her about it, 
although not wanting to get anybody in trouble. She 
said, "Oh, I know. This was like a great book, great
books grow on you after a while". She was smart, knowing 
that the difference in the grade was primarily because 
they had improved on the original. Because what they saw 
was on the margin of mine, was what comments she had 
made, so those comments were put in the changes each year 
and she turned it around on us.8

•. • •
.. • •

She deftly handled this case of student cheating without any 
embarrassment.

In part because the library of The Junior College was so small, 
Dr. Scurr was in the habit of lending her personal books to 
students. Cecelia Kochiss Burdett remembered:

She knew I was an avid 
I could sit up all night and read and come to

She got me interested in the 
I read war and Peace twice

And Dean Scurr was so great, 
reader.
school the next day.
Russians•
tremendous collection of Tolstoy and Dostoyevsky, the 
whole gamut of Russian artists, and she would bring her

She had a• •..
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books in for me to borrow, and read and return to her.
This was a weekly thing.9

Paul Liscio '30, had a memory of Dr. Scurr that is typical of all 
who knew her:

Helen Scurr was one of my favorites, 
one of the finer teachers, 
and she was a very caring person, 
ing that she would never hurt our feelings, 
one time, one of the students had plagarized a whole 
story.
she let her read the whole thing, 
took her aside and told her that she knew it was 

That was the kind of person she was, she

She was probably 
She was our English teacher 

She gave me the feel- 
I can recall

We knew it, because it was far too perfect, and
and after class she

plagarized.
would never offend anybody, but she was also an excellent

I was inteacher and I learned a great deal from her. 
terested in writing in those days and enjoyed writing

She would en-short stories and things of that nature, 
courage me and so she left a very loving impression on 
us.10

but oneCarl Wallace was seen by most as a very serious person, 
who liked automobiles and who had a sense of humor, although this 
did not often appear in class. One of the members of the first 

"I enjoyed him very much. He was a guest in our home 
several times and he was charming, as a guest. In his class, I 

we all had fear of him a little bit, because he was very
But he had a delightful sense of humor 

too much of in class."11 He was also 
"He was always sort of wander- 

Probably had".12

class said:

think,
strict and demanding, 
which you didn't see 
described as being absent minded, 
ing around as though he had lost something.

Yet Milton Greenhalgh had another point of view:
the kind of fellow who not only wore 

a belt as well, and he used to 
He was an actor, maybe he should 

but there was never a 
Dean at this time and

Dean Wallace was 
suspenders but he wore 
snap the suspenders, 
have been a Shakespearean actor, 
dull moment in his class.... He was
one day I qot a note to come down to his office, 
said "Greenhalgh, I think you are wasting your time . 
Si sa?d, -well, "O, I’m “king these courses ana 
everything like that, you know . And he said, I think 
you could do a great many more things". So,he^°^,rn,eft^
the hand and tolk me down to the ' b^ryJ Jd "I ^ant 
arouo of books on the library shelves and said, I want
you to start reading these history ^°ks' ^ t^me^aboS 
each one I want you to come in and talk to me about
?!«. "tVJ we will sew »ou .m:sI^TiS1'S
on them °^ew^ r̂hty°IU was wasting my time, that he had

He

fellow.
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seen me around the school just sitting, and of course, 
that was a bad thing about the school, you couldn't hide 
anywhere,... Incidentally, he was a relative of the Wal
lace that ran for Vice President.13

It was Prof. Pierre Zampierre who always drew the "Ahhhh|s" as 
former students recalled him. Dr. Zampierre was an inter
nationalist who spoke six or seven languages and taught French. 
At one time he had been a roommate of Benito Mussolini in Switzer
land and would later meet and talk with Adolf Hitler. Prof. Zara~ 
pierre was a popular lecturer on the local civic club circuit and 
often spoke to the weekly assemblies at The Junior College. Prof. 
Zampierre was a lovable eccentric, every college seems to have at 
least one.

He was a character, as was his wife. I remember we were 
having an assembly, the opening assembly of the college 
the first year I was there, and I was used to the very 
formal one up at Union College. This was a room which 
was the corner of the original hall, the old wooden 
building opposite of where the offices were, 
there were about 150 students
there (Corty got double his money because our wives did 
things as well). And the Junior College had a song, and 
this threw me. She got up and said "We'll sing the 
Junior College Song", and she said, "This came to my 
lover in a dream one night, and when he woke up, he wrote 
it down"•

Zampierre's main problem, he was well liked by the 
students, but h£ liked the wine bottle, and he wasn't al
ways in the condition he should be. I remember one day I 
was working as ian assistant to Corty, I had no title, I 
was just doing Iwhat he wanted. I had an office back of 
where Corty was; and Zampierre and other professors cus
tomarily used the same classroom for all their classes.
So you got to think of it, well that's Zampy's classroom. 
Zampy came to me one day very disturbed and I asked 
"What's the matter Zampy?"v -'He said, "Somebody's using my 
classroom". "Well", I said, "Is this the period you are 
scheduled for?" He said "Yes". So I said, "Well, I'll 
go see". So I walked in and said, "Whose class is this?" 
and they said, "Prof. Zampierre's". So I went back to 
him and I said, "Zampy, that's your class, they are wait
ing for you".

One day Zampy turned in his grade list and I looked 
through it. They were all A's and B's, and I said to 
Zampy, "this is a curious distribution of grades - isn't 
there anybody less than a B?" "No", he said. Well, I
knew one of the girls down there who wasn't an "A" type 
student, and I said, "How come she has an A? I don't

I think
Well, Zampy's wife was....
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think she's that caliber". He saidf "Oh, but she is so 
pretty". 14

Prof. Willard Ballou's property abutted the rear of the campus. 
There was even a gate connecting the two properties, but every 
day, Prof. Ballou would get in his car, drive around the block and 
park in The Junior College parking lot. Prof. Ballou was an ex
cellent math teacher but also something of a character.

Ballou, the math teacher chewed a cud. We could never 
find out what he was chewing. He had a many funny 
things, he would never leave the seat and he would solve 
all the problems by reaching back on the board, and with 
a piece of chalk, [to solve the problem]. You had to 
hand in home work, which today is absolutely ridiculous, 
but you had to have one problem to a page. Then you had 
to hand it in at the end of the year which he proceeded 
to weigh on a balance, and you would be assigned a 
weight. We had in that class a girl who was an absolute 
whiz, and one of my jobs was to find out how many 
problems Mildred had done over night. I would sit in the 
library with her, find out how many she had done, and 
signal out the window to the porch and the other students 
would just faint.
One of the unique things about Ballou was that he gave an 
exam one year, and somebody asked him prior to the exam 
what the exam was going to be on. We had gone up to page 
223 of the book, so everybody said O.K. The day of the 
exam he told us to turn to page 225 and work the 
problems. Someone pointed out that we had only gone to 
page 223 and he said, "Any damn fool can do those 
problems, you know about them, let's see what you can do 

do as many of those as you can in the nexton page 225, 
two hours.15

Prof. Ballou did not like to give tests. One day he gave an hour 
test. At the end of the class he tore them up and threw them into 
the wastebasket and remarked "the college requires that I give 
tests but does not require that I grade them."16 Prof. Ballou 
did not need tests to know the quality of the work his students 
were doing.

work", but one who knew his subject and knew how to get it over to 
his students who had a great affection for him; Dr. Charles 

taught English and Latin, and was often called "Rudy 
y he looked so much like the famousGoulding, who

Vallee" by the students, because 
crooner of the day;*7 and Prof. Earle M. Bigsbee, who taught 
Physics and math, and others. All of these became a part of the
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Junior College family, and a family it was. The family spirit was 
a part of everything. There were many things to do and so little 
time or money available, that all pitched in to accomplish what 
had to be done. Wives were constantly used for many projects on 
campus and they certainly did a lot of cooking and dish washing 
for college functions. This family spirit carried over into the 
early days of the University. A vital part of the family spirit 
was the fact that President Cortright and his successors imbued 
all newcomers to the faculty with a sense of mission. This sense 
of mission pervaded the whole period.

The sense of mission was contagious, even among the students:

He [Mr. Cortright] constantly impressed upon us that we 
were going to be a "simon pure Junior College", I never 
forgot the words, we heard them so often; and that we 
were the leaders, we determined what would happen to the 
other graduates of the Junior College if we made our 
mark

The academic programs by which this was all to be accomplished 
began as the normal academic curriculum for the first two years of 
the average four year college. Originally, three basic curricula 
were developed: one which was the basic two years of college for 
those who wished to transfer to a senior college; one for those 
who wished to go on to a secretarial or office position or who 
wished to complete a degree in business; and one for those who 
wished a general cultural program. The course descriptions for 
these programs were very much like those of other colleges.19

The Catalogues, curricula and admissions requirements remained un
changed for years. The catalogues, however, increased in size and 
descriptive materials. Sequences of courses for those preparing 
for an academic and professional degree were detailed. The 
reasoning behind this was to safeguard the future interests of 
students and eliminate confusion resulting from the indiscriminate 
election of courses. Perhaps the only change in the early years 
was to include a Division of Adult Education.

The first major change occurred in the Catalogue for 1933-34 when 
there was introduced a new program, the Curriculum for Social 
Intelligence.

The curriculum for Social Intelligence attempts to 
provide an essential service for that majority of young 
people who are entitled to a broader intellectual train
ing than that furnished by the high school but who 
neither need nor desire the type of program designed for 
the scholar or for the professional man. its purpose is 
to provide a training which will enable the student to 
adjust himself to the life of his age and to give him an

18....
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understanding of present-day problems, 
citizen who shall understand his social environment hold 
responsible opinions and make intelligent decisions about 
human, social and political questions.

Modifications in the curriculum may be made for the stu
dent who wishes to give his education a definite voca
tional direction.20

Its goal is a

The courses outlined in the catalogue21 indicated some significant 
changes from past curricula. In the Freshman Year, instead of the 
usual Freshman Composition, the English course was one in Practi
cal Writing; the History course was to emphasize the Political 
History of Modern Europe, treating cultural and intellectual his
tory at a greater length; Mathematics was not required but was re
placed by a course in Economic Geography. There was room for an 
elective and Health Education. The major innovation, however, was 
a two semester course in The Humanities, which was a general cul
tural course emphasizing art, literature, religion and philosophy.

In the second year, the student took The Principles of Economics, 
American Government, Psychology or Sociology, an elective and 
Physical Education.
Biological Sciences which was a survey of the plant and animal 
kingdoms and how living organisms functioned. In the catalogue of 
1934-35, Accounting was added as a possible replacement for 
Psychology or Sociology.
In the catalogue of 1935-36, the title of the course in Social In
telligence was changed to "General Curriculum" with same course 
sequences. In the catalogue of 1937-38, both the Curriculum For 
Social intelligence and the special courses to support the program 
were deleted.

The major addition was a course in *ihe

Cortright1sA close reading of the Faculty Minutes and of Mr. 
public utterences leaves no doubt but that the Social Intelligence 
Curriculum was the brainchild of President Cortright. The Minutes 
of the Faculty meeting of 19 January 1933, the President 
presiding, recorded, after a long review of Bridgeport's economic 
situation and a discussion of grading, that "Announcement was made 
of the Introduction of a Social Intelligence Course at the Junior 
College in September, 1933- It is expected that one survey 
course, possibly Hermainities [sic], will be presented, likely 2

will be offered in 1934." The minutes show nonew survey courses 
further comment.
The Curriculum for Social Intelligence was not mentioned in the 
Faculty minutes again until 12 June 1934 when, "The President 
spoke of the reception of his new "Social Intelligence Curriculum 
in Bridgeport". "It seems to be good. The Faculty Minutes 
record no further comment upon this Curriculum. There 
record of how many students were involved in this program.
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Clearlyr the program was an attempt to break down the growing 
departmentalization of knowledge, and by eliminating mathematics, 
foreign languages and sciences as required subjects, to appeal to 
a different student.
Rotary Club as a forum for his ideas. In a speech, he said, 
intend to break down the bane of college traditionalism, its in
tense departmentalization. Instead of building vertical 
skyscrapers with no openings from one to another, we intend to 
place the student in a position to elaborate his academic studies 
by surveying the whole field in which the subject is located. 
Contacts with everyday life at every possible point are to be 
made."22 The program did not succeed, in part because of lukewarm 
faculty support, and in part because, as usual, Mr. Cortright was 
far ahead of his time. To many of the faculty, this was a depar
ture from the "simon pure" Junior College and smacked of general 
education or vocationalism which was anathema to many of the 
faculty.

All through this period, the faculty were concerned not only with 
curricula, but also the students. There were numerous comments 
about a hope that the new crop of students would be better than 
the older classes. Each year the Faculty reviewed the grades of 
each student who was doing poorly and in some instances expelled 
students. Conversely, they seemed to spend a great amount of time 
discussing who was eligible for Phi Theta Kappa. Attempts were 
made to discover methods of salvaging the freshman student - from 
programs of orientation heavily emphasizing study methods to sug
gestions of either no grade, or condition grades or either an A or 
an F for first semester freshmen. One instance found the faculty 
discussing twelve students who were doing poorly, especially in 
chemistry and the other sciences. One comment was especially 
telling: "One student even came to the instructor to find out how 
to get a test tube full of air!"23

For the fall of 1936, new entrance requirements were in effect. 
To the requirement of graduation from an approved secondary school 
and fifteen acceptable units of secondary work, there was added 
the requirement that the applicant have "Possession of mental, 
moral and social promise as evidenced by academic and character 
reports made by principals of secondary schools; the capacity to 
Profit by college work as evidenced by scholastic aptitude and 
other tests; and satisfactory health.24 The College still gave 
its own Placement, Vocational Aptitude and Entrance Examinations. 
The College Entrance Examinations had been a requirement, but were 
now only required if the student planned to transfer to a college 
which in turn required them.

Under the guise of suggesting specific course sequences for the 
protection of the student, The Junior College could give the im
pression that a tremendous number of programs were offered, 
whereas, in truth, this was done with a relatively small number of

Again President Cortright turned to the
"We
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courses and a small full time faculty augmented by a corps of part 
time faculty.
curricula: In Liberal Arts, In Science, For Commerce and Business, 
For Executive Secretaries, For Dentistry, For Engineering, For 
Chemical Engineering, For Journalism, For Law, For Librarians, For 
Medicine, For Nursing, For Medical Secretaries, For Secretarial 
Science, For Social Service, For Art, For Enbalming, For Teaching, 
For Osteopaths, and For Forestry. Within a few years others would 
be added. In truth, these curricula were valid for the first two 
years, or the length of time required by law to go into these 
specific programs.
three hour courses listed in the catalog, 
these courses were not given each year, the enrollment could not 
justify it. But the programs and courses were in place.25

The Bulletin of 1938-39 lists the following

These twenty programs were supported by 118
Undoubtedly all of

One major experiment in programs, designed to boost enrollments by 
fulfilling what was seen as a community need was the Bridgeport 
School of Commerce. Substitute For Senate Bill No. 362 was ap
proved on 16 April 1935, amending the Charter of The Junior Col
lege of Connecticut and provided for the Bridgeport School of 
Business with authority to confer the Bachelor of Commercial 
Science degree after its programs had been approved by the State 
Board of Education. There were to be four fields of 
specialization: accounting, Management, Merchandising and Banking 
and Finance. Summer apprenticeships, the forerunner of a coopera
tive education program, seemed to be guaranteed by local 
industries.

;

For the most part, faculty support was lukewarm for this project, 
in part because at the same faculty meeting announcing the 
programs, Board Chairman Schiott met with the faculty to announce 
that the Board asked the faculty for a contribution of one sixth 
of their salary. (The requested salary cut was noted in the last 
chapter.) 
major

:

of their salary. (The requested salary cut was noted in the last 
chapter.) The Board and Mr. Cortright seemed to have been the
__^__motivators behind this move which was designed to meet a
perceived need in the region, a baccalaureate program in business.

The very name of the program, the Bridgeport School of Commerce, 
was a problem. It was not a part of the program of the Junior 
College, and while it was operated by the same Board of Trustees,

\l a:it did not attract students over a period of time. After three 
years of struggle, this senior college unit of the Junior College 
of Connecticut was dropped. There is no evidence that anyone 
received a degree from the program.
Havinq recruited a faculty to support his "Simon Pure" Junior 
Colleae Mr Cortright found that this faculty was not supportive 
of anv idea whYch was not directly related to the pure Liberal 
Arts Mr Cortright attempted to educate the faculty at faculty 
Kiting, to the necessities of the teal world, but they resisted.
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While there were many indications of this struggle in early 
minutes of faculty meetings, the following are illustrative:

The president gave a 'round up' of the general situation 
in which the liberal arts college is definitely placed on 
the defensive in such practical communities as 
Bridgeport
semi-professional curricula], in discussion, outside of 
the president no favorable word was raised in relation to 
the temporary curricula.
appointed as a special committee to consider the new cur
riculum and report.26

[The committee report] suggested a stronger emphasis upon 
the present program and that any new curriculum be within 
the fold of our present set up. 
ready tried too many new things, 
plan as already formulated and really try it.27

[After detailing the introduction of two• • •

Ballou, Everett and Ropp were

[Further], we have al- 
We should stick to a

While the faculty was concerned over the "high mortality of enter
ing students", Mr. Cortright believed that the answer was not the 
failure of students in the academic programs, but that there 
should be more vocational terminal courses. He reported that he 
now felt that there could now be a legitimate end to education at 
the end of the sophomore year and predicted the end of the Junior 
College in ten years unless its purpose was changed from the idea 
of "two years longer". He had made a survey and found that about 
50% of the function of a junior college was terminal. The faculty 
was not ready to buy this idea at this point.28

Mr. Halsey was not favorably impressed with this faculty and with 
the programs:

One of the saddest and most discouraging conditions 
prevailing at the Junior College of Connecticut is the 
fact that there is a sharp distinction between the trans
fer and the terminal curriculum. This schism has been 
engendered by a conservative minded faculty which has no 
sympathy for the terminal work; their attitude is that it 
is undignified, practical, shallow and too greatly voca
tional in nature. As a consequence, students are steered 
away from the terminal curricula because of faculty ap
probations for the academically respectable general and 
pre-professional curricula.29

Mr. Halsey also reported that the Junior College "had had 1,260 
students up to September 1942 and only 460 are known to have 
transferred to other colleges for further study. Therefore the 
college represented the terminal point in the education of 63% of 
all its students".30
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Elsewhere, he said that

The Faculty at The Junior College of Connecticut sadly 
needed new blood
present staff have long years of service behind them, and 
that none of those who have left have gone into more ad
vanced positions, is in the writer's opinion, an indict
ment of the quality of the instructional staff 
institution is to prosper, these individuals must be re
awakened or replaced.31

"The present administration of The Junior College of Connecticut 
might be classified as the benevolent despotic type, with the 
president holding absolute power by virtue of his appointment from 
the Board of Trustees."32 Mr. Halsey did not mean this in a 
deprecatory sense because he praised the President as being a 
master in building morale and getting the maximum out of the 
workers. He did fault Mr. Cortright for his use of faculty in ad
ministration to the "Extent it represented actual exploitation and 
a shirking of responsibility by the duly appointed 
administrators." He went on to claim that the faculty work load 
should include all assignments.33

The very fact that so many of the• • •.

If the• • •.

i

Some students were very much like some students elsewhere, 
attended classes, when card playing did not interfere, 
brought the attention of the faculty who discussed the problem at 
several meetings. Card playing seemed to be a passion, 
the men students played pinochle in the men's locker room, 
of the men and many of the women were devotees of bridge, 
lunch, there was always a game in the assembly room, 
class bells rang, hands were locked in their lockers until the 
class break, when the game would resume.34 Music was also a 
pastime. Often at lunch time a pianist, such as Victor Romano or 
some other talented individual, would play the popular songs of 
the day while other students sang along lustily.

They
This

Many of 
Some

After 
When the

The Faculty was concerned 
Mr. Cortright fostered theThe hallways were narrow and noisy.

about the noisy, clamorous conditions. ^
formation of a Student Self Governing Association with the main 
objective being the maintenance of better order in and around the 
building. Students were evidently unwilling to exert sufficient
KSSr »“I?ing^k.Pneed!sou°s«a0XllpJoblheem.° thS
faculty voted to bring each transgression to the attention of the 
students; that does not seem to have worked either.

S.*ttf.STc.n:‘S?agreeing that it often an hour wasted-, they asked for better 
speakers "Let us have a really constructive program and let us eliminate kindergarten songs and* the like".35 weekly assemblies 
were1generally used to communicate current college information to
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the students. Occasionally outside speakers were brought in and 
often the speaker was a faculty member. Attendance was theoreti
cally required. Oncef even seats were assigned, thereby making 
the taking of attendance easier, but there was never a penalty for 
skipping Assembly, other than as cautionary word from a faculty 
member.
Louis Wagner was the first president of the Student Self Governing 
Association and David Debbs was the first president of the Ath
letic Association, designed to support the early athletic teams. 
They designed a plan to raise money for the Athletic Association 
which went awry when they proposed a raffle of a radio. This plan 
was squelched by Mr. Cortright. The Athletic Association, 
however, was more successful with a plan whereby athletes were 
honored with letters (a double C in Block and in purple and white) 
presented at assemblies.36

Students regularly entertained each other at dances, each class 
generally reciprocating. Tea dances were often held to the accom
paniment of a portable record player with the music of the 
popular bands of the day. Later, with the advent of dormitories, 
tea dances became even more popular. Besides being fun, this was 
an excellent way of teaching the social graces under the leader
ship of Mrs. Decker and faculty wives.

Each spring, and often as a part of the Charter Day celebrations, 
there was a Field Day with classes pitted against each other. Of
ten there were college picnics, either at Seaside Park or at Put
nam Park.

Student life was simpler in the days of the depression. There was 
little money, few students had cars (and those that did were ex
ceptionally popular). All former students interviewed, when asked 
what they did for fun, expressed some surprise at the question, 
but said they made their own fun. 
had little time for socializing, 
commuters, they tended to socialize with their old friends from 
high school.

Hi-Jinks and other pranks were a part of this fun (note Bud 
Lovell's story above), 
one of the toilets was out of order, 
fixed immediately, annoyed one student who called the Board of 
Health asking if this were not a reason to close the school. The 
Board of Health agreed and the school was closed for the rest of 
the day.

Hazing of Freshman was not unknown, but was quite mild. One year 
the Sophomores decided that all freshmen males were to wear their 
shirt tails hanging out. 
perclassmen pulled out the recalcitrant student's shirt. 
Whereupon the freshman hit the sophomore in the eye and was sub-

However, many said that they 
Since most students were

Milton Greenhalgh reported that one day
The fact that it was not

One student objected and an up-
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sequently arrested.37

A beard growing contest was begun and it received considerable at
tention both on and off the campus. The three week contest, while 
hailing the participants as rivaling the House of David, did not 
produce any hirsute masterpieces. First prize winner, Len Nevins 
admitted that the reason why he entered the contest was that "I 
haven't got a girl", 
contest, and fell 'heir' to the second and third prizes, were 
Snooks Gerber and Bob Bednar".38

"The two others who were left in the

Student newspapers always played a role in student life.
Werner Liskov '29, started the first student newspaper entitled 
ConJurCol.
with the campus news.39

Helen

This was a mimeographed paper which dealt primarily

The Scribe was founded in 1930 with the first issue coming off the 
presses on 7 March 1930. Julius Fine was the founding editor and 
remained in that post until June 1931 when he was succeeded by 
Gilbert Miller.
metamorphoses, appearing as a printed paper, a mimeographed 
newspaper, a "dittoed" paper and a booklet. Throughout, however, 
the paper attempted to live up to the initial objective: to 
present a comprehensive monthly picture of college life by 
"reporting the accomplishments of the Junior College of Connec
ticut and supporting its best interests, by offering an oppor
tunity for expression of student opinion; by presenting a careful 
selection of our best original humor; and by discussing interest
ing features."40 Much of the "original humor", however, took the 
form of copying humor from other papers, which was the general 
practice of the day. The quality of the paper would often vary, 
even though it was under the careful scrutiny of the advisor, Dr. 
Charles Goulding. The paper would win prizes: In 1945, The 
Scribe won second class honors from the American Collegiate Press 
with excellent ratings for its war coverage, organization, content 
and style.41

Over the years, The Scribe would undergo many

The Scribe was a self supporting paper with its revenues coming 
from advertising and a very few subscriptions. No issue could be 
published unless the funds were in the treasury to cover ^11 
expenses. Often, as in June 1931# the staff would leave a deficit 
in the treasury, they had not been able to collect $90.00 due them 
in advertising payments.42 The next editorial board attempted to 
cover this deficit through a lottery which President Cortright 
promptly vetoed, feeling that it was not legal, even though the 
students had a permit. Gilbert Miller, the new editor, made an 
appeal for money, asking that the $40.00 for each of five issues 
be allocated from the Student Activity Fund with the rest of the 
cost coming from advertising. When told that Mr. Cortright did 
not control the Student Activity Funds, Mr. Gilbert asked that the 
money come from the profits of the Bookstore, but that did not 
operate at a profit. Mr. Gilbert then asked that the College
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provide the money. In the discussion after Mr. Gilbert left, Dean 
Wallace asked that the Student Activity Fund be abolished and its 
income be replaced by raising the tuition. No action was taken on 
this suggestion.43

Early issues consisted mostly of jokes cribbed from other papers, 
articles upon a subject which seemed to fascinate them, beer; and 
reprints from other college papers. Articles by and about the 
faculty were numerous. There was little news coverage, and most 
of that was administration inspired. In 1933, The Scribe became a 
booklet composed of articles, short stories and poetry 
literary magazine with some news items. A major contribution of 
the paper that year (1933) was the first use of the term, Purple 
Knights, as a nickname for the athletic teams.44

One of the major advertisers through much of the '30s was North
eastern University, who generally took a full page ad on the back 
cover of the Commencement issue, extolling the virtues of their 
Cooperative Education Program. A local proprietary school, Booth 
and Bayliss, was a consistent advertiser through the years. 
Read's Department Store often took ads as did other businesses who 
were known or contacted by student advertising salesmen.

a

The issues of 1935 and 1936 took a more strident editorial policy. 
An editorial complained that the Catalogue said that there was a 
school band, a glee club and a French club, when in fact they did 
not exist. They also argued that there were twenty courses listed 
in the Catalogue which were not given. A letter to the editor by 
an alumnus, Albert Abrahams, '35, said that the Junior College did

Other schools did this 
He suggested that athletic scholar- 

This was followed up by editorials which stated 
that athletics was good for recruiting, but student apathy in not 
supporting the best basketball team the school had ever had, 
due to the fact that the administration appropriated no money fox 
athletics, while athletics was the best advertisement.45

not have a good advertising program, 
through good athletic teams, 
ships be given.

was

Apathy and the lack of school spirit was a favorite topic of the 
editorial writers. At least once a year, editorials were written 
on this subject. One time they even repeated an earlier 
editorial46

In an effort to arouse school spirit, The Scribe of 1935 attempted 
to fill the void of a mascot buy undertaking a contest to choose 
such a mascot. The results gave some indication of the lack of 
seriousness with which the students undertook this survey:

staff of The Scribe is happy to announce the election 
of the Junior College mascot. The animal chosen was the 
Goose - the lucky bird. Many reasons have been offered 
by the sages of the College as to why Mother 
chosen for such an honored position.

Goose was 
Perhaps it was be-
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cause the profs have told us so many bedtime stories.
Then again it may have been because the students 
greatly impressed by doe Penner's "Goo-Goo" in "college 
rhythm".

The vote was as follows:
Goose 45 Turtle 14 Bulldog 4 Skunk 3 
Single votes were also cast for many animals: Among them 
were the chimpanzee, leopard, goat, orang-outang, 
rooster, unicorn and jaguar.47

Nothing more was said about this election until a goose appeared 
on the Commencement Issue of The Scribe (Vol. VII, No. 6) in 1936. 
This was the sole appearance, for in 1937, the Commencement issue 
featured the College Seal.

Commencement issues of The Scribe doubled as yearbooks. Pictures 
of graduates were normal as were class wills and class 
characteristics. Over the years these characteristics were in 
most cases almost prophetic; Paul Liscio, the president of the 
graduating class, was voted the most popular, most dignified, most 
polite and the one who had done the most for the school.48

Frank Dunnigan was also voted as having done the most for the 
class in 1934. He would later become President of the Prentice 
Hall, Co. and a Trustee of the University. William F. MacNamara, 
the vice president of the Student Council in 1935, was voted as 
most popular and would later become the Bursar and then the Busi
ness Manager of the University. Carl Huber, a president of the 
Men's Club, was voted as doing the most for the school; he would 
later serve as an Alumni Trustee. In 1940 John Jensen was listed 
as most conservative (and best looking); he would remain conserva
tive and also become an Alumni Trustee. John Pfriem, in 1942, a 
later publisher of The Bridgeport, Post, was listed as the 
wittiest, most sophisticated and most collegiate. Carmen Totora 
in 1943 was listed as the class politician, the noisiest, cutest 
and best dressed.

were

i

According to polls published in The Scribe# JCC students mirrored 
the social and political climate of the times. In 1936 they were 
almost two to one against The New Deal, and were virtually three 
to one in favor of the candidacy of Franklin D. Roosevelt. They 

overwhelmingly opposed to the Townsend Act and Father 
Coughlin. 59% of the males called themselves Liberal as opposed 
to 36% of the females. 10% of the males called themselves 
Socialist or Communist as opposed to 9% of the females. Wayne 
King and Guy Lombardo were their favorite dance bands. Over half 
of both sexes smoked. 96% of the men cussed as opposed to 45% of 
the women. Curiously 82% of the males "petted while only 27% of 
the females. (The males must have had off campus dates or some of 
the girls were exceptionally active.) In choosing a mate, not one 
male listed morals as a factor while 33% of the females did.

were
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the students had turned more conservative, but the
Four listed themselves

By 1938,
females were more liberal than the males,

A further indication of conservatism was noted 
when 81% of the men and 28% of the women agreed with the proposi
tion that woman's place was in the home. By this time Benny wood
man had become their favorite dance band.50

as Communists.

With the coming of the war in Europe, students reported that their 
parents were 2-1 in favor of Lend Lease while the students them
selves were evenly divided, although 98% were in favor of aid to 
England. They also felt that a German victory would not neces
sarily bring an invasion of North America or have any immediate

About one half felt that the countryeffect upon the country, 
would be in the war within the year.51

Student activities turned to thoughts of War Relief, as the war 
developed in Europe. A Committee for Greek War Relief chaired by 
Jack Jensen and aided by Betty Madden, raised $75.00, $35,00 of
which came from students.52 with the entrance of the United 
States into the War, Junior College student energies were directed 
toward the preparing of surgical dressings at Saint Vincent's 
Hospital and to working for and knitting for the Red Cross. A 
goal was to raise enough money to purchase one medical and surgi- 
cal field set of the sixteen needed from Connecticut. The Faculty 
Women's Club held a series of card parties to help raise the 
money.53

Right after Pearl Harbor, many students enlisted in the active 
services. Others enlisted in the various Enlisted Reserve 
Programs. February of 1943 saw many of these men called up in
cluding Ray Ganim, the Editor of The Scribe, and Charles Kilbey. 
A service flag with fifty eight stars for those students already

The imminence of service did not 
About thirty enjoyed 

Thanksgiving Dance chaired by Ray Ganim and where the Librarian, 
Emily Morrisey, led the Conga Line. But the Dramatic club was 
having trouble finding any male actors and the Glee Club was com
pletely female.54

By March 1944, 247 Junior College graduates were listed as being 
in the military service. $251.00 was contributed to the Red Cross 
by Junior College Students. Starting in December, 1943, The 
Junior College Alumni News, edited and published by the Alumni 
Association, was being sent to all alumni, Trustees, and Board of 
Associates, along with The Scribe-55

in the service was presented, 
prevent some student entertainment. a

* * *

Phi Theta Kappa, the national honor society for Junior Colleges, 
had been in operation on campus for some time before its members 
began to attend national conventions. In 1939, Cecelia Kochiss,
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Alice Walsh and Mary Bondaruk attended the national convention in 
Monroe, Louisiana. These three friends decided that there should 
be an officer from the northeast. Miss Kochiss was selected, and 
after considerable lobbying among other delegations, she was 
elected a national vice president of Phi Theta Kappa, a con
siderable honor for herself and a signal that The Junior College 
had arrived on the national scene, at least for the time being.56

Miss Kochiss also played tennis. As a matter of fact she recalled 
that she played on the men's team because there were not enough 
women. One of the Ochman's also played.57

In the small student body, all seemed to know who was dating whom, 
who tried her first cigar and had to leave class through an open 
first floor window, and who threw her engagement ring down the 
front stairs at her now former fiance, breaking the engagement. 
Diets and their effectiveness were often noted in the gossip 
columns, 
was
get the appropriate date, 
the local paper when a seventeen year old Co-Ed eloped with a 
widower who had been married twice before. The girl's parents 
succeeded in getting the marriage annulled.58

Typically over forty persons were mentioned and there 
generally included a comment about dating or the inability to

One time a "scandal" hit the pages of

Some of the 
Milton Reinhard

Not all were concerned with dates all of the time, 
boys liked to drink beer at the old Cafe Howard, 
recalled that "more than once we went down to the Cafe Howard and 
had a few drinks and came out with having to give the waiter on

, a rather small tip. One time we left the 
we went back the following week and tried to

more than one occasion 
fellow ten cents, 
make it up to him, but he was pretty upset".59

so there was little so- 
There has beenMoney was tight for all of the students, 

cial activity that cost large amounts of money, 
noted previously, the problem of collection of tuition; that was 
indicative of the situation, especially during the depression. 
Few students had access to cars; most got to the College by taking 
the bus from their home. But it was not uncommon for students 
such as George Puglisi to walk several miles from his home on the 
East side of Bridgeport.60 Elsa Lusebrink Brown had an allowance 
of $3.00 a week to cover here bus rides to school (five cents each 
way) and her lunches. The popular place to eat
Store at Park and Fairfield Avenues where a tuna fish salad 
sandwich on toast and a coke cost twenty five cents.t>i

The Wistaria was chosen as the school flower, in Part ^a 
large vine of Wistaria grew on campus and because the colors coin
cided with the school colors. In 1938 a tradition was started 
with the crowninq of the first Wistaria Queen, Florence Jiler. 
This event grew into a considerable spring festal and was the 
occasion for a springtime revelry. Carolyn McEldowney was the 
Queen in 1939. Marianna uladfelter was chosen queen in 1940, fol-
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lowed by Virginia De Pledge in 1941, Madelyn Crowley in 1942, 
Sophia Coclin in 1943, Ruth Wilbur in 1944 and Dorothy O'Brien in 
1945.62 in the 1941 Wistaria Pageant, George Chamberlain, a son 
of Prof. Chamberlain, was the crown bearer and the crowning was 
performed by a faculty member, Prof. Francis Merrilat.

Another long lasting symbol was initiated by the acquisition in 
1937 of an ancient lamp of learning donated by the Greek 
government. The lamp, said to have been made in the 5th century 
B.C., was unearthed during archaeological work at the Keramikos of 
Athens, and donated to the college through the efforts of Mr. Ar
thur D. MacMillan and the United States Ambassador to Greece. The 
lamp, along with the official school seal designed by Vivian 
Morehouse, '31, served as emblems of the school.63

Early in 1937 the campus was excited about a film which was being 
made of The Junior College. The National Bureau of Private In
stitutions took these movies so that the College could present 
college life to business groups, high school students, PTAs and so 
forth, in an effort to increase the enrollment and the endowment. 
Previews of the film were seen to be incomplete and lacking in 
continuity therefore retakes were necessary. Ultimately the film 
was completed. Evaluations of its effectiveness are not 
available. Furthermore, the author has not been able to locate a 
copy of the film.64

With the advent of dormitories in the fall of 1938, The Junior 
College entered tentatively into a new era, having been a com
pletely commuter school up to this point. Previously, the College 
had maintained a list of approved rooming houses in the area, but 
this was primarily for male students.
YMCA, a few block from campus, 
from a larger region, the first 
Rules for the new Fremont House were at first quite simple: there 
were only two; no smoking in the student's rooms (a smoking area 
was designated), and study hours were to be observed (the students 
would have a role in determining when they would be). It was ex
pected that the women would sign out of the dorm when they went on 
dates or home for a vacation.65

Many also lived at the new 
In an effort to attract females

dormitories were for women.

, x. ^ .. x. An undated promotional brochure 
stated that the house mother, Mrs. Edith Decker, was "to give sym
pathetic and friendly supervision. She presides over the dinner 
table and leads in the social life of the Home." Since silver had 
been purchased and marked, the life in the dormitory would em
phasize the social graces which were further buttressed by the 
practice of holding tea dances. Later, as men's dorms were added 
and further experience was acquired, a rather large difference 
developed between the rules for the men and for the women. The 
promotional brochure, incidentally, gave an idyllic picture of 
college and dormitory life.

The Junior College of Connecticut Handbook for 1941-42 set the 
following regulations for girls: meal times were specified?
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lights went out at 11 PM (Saturday at 12:30); study hours were 
7:30-9:30 five nights a week; and the co-eds had to sign out, ex
cept for class. The sign out had to include the name her escort 
who had to be introduced to the House Mother. The male's rules 
set only a rising bell at 7:15 AM and the meal hours. During the 
war years, when there was a shortage of males, The Scribe reported 
in October of 1944 that there were two women for every man in the 
student body, therefore, in order to "get their man" the women 
were sporting their best clothing. The dormitories became 
primarily female.66

The Arts, and student participation in them, had always been a 
dream of the founders and of the faculty. However, the small size 
of the school and deficit budgets prevented many programs in this 
field. Because none of the faculty were qualified, there was a 
dependence upon part-time persons to lead the Glee Club and other 
similar activities. Some faculty took the lead elsewhere: 
Goulding led the Literary Society as noted (they gave two hundred 
volumes to the library over a three year period); Prof. Bigsbee 
sponsored a Camera Club; and later Prof. Emerson Chamberlain spon
sored an International Relations Club.

Dr.

however, Mrs. Julia Halsey, who 
She directed Karel Capek's 

Carl Huber and others 
A Drama Club was organized

It was an administrator's wife, 
moved in to fill the artistic void, 
play, R, u. R. in the late fall of 1938. 
performed to an appreciative audience, 
in 1941 and presented Pure As The Driven Snow with Jean Graham and 
Eaden Whiteman in the lead roles. In 1944, the thespians reor
ganized as the Blackfriars Guild, having been known as the 
Footlighters.67
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'■ iIn the fall of 1944, some released veterans began to register. 
The first veteran, James southouse, entered in the fall of 1944 
and immediately won the presidency of the Freshman class by a vote

the first of many and soon The Junior College 
of all the veterans enrolled in Junior

i
of 48-38. He was 
would enroll 10% 
Colleges.68
In the realm of athletic activity, there is but a checquered 
career to report. Mr. Cortright had always indicated that ath
letic activity and intercollegiate activity were desired. But
earlv excursions into this field were disorganized and under- early excursions Henry „Dad„ whitef a coach at Amherst,
was brought in to provide a program in Health and Physical Educa 
tion for all students and to Coach the College teams.
funded.

s-;h“V;«“ « sisrstrtsrsn.n'?.
eligibility rules had been instituted establishing stringent academic^'attainment before a person could represent the school, 
not only in athletics but in all student activities.

but
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At the Faculty Meeting of 7 December 1931,

Prof. White spoke on his course in Physical Education and
He spoke quite plainly andthe athletic program, 

demanded scheduled athletic activity with withdrawal of 
the present eligibility rules, 
the faculty suspend present eligibility rulings and place 
the whole matter at the discretion of Prof. White.

Motion was carried that

Shortly afterwards (at the Faculty Meeting of 1 February 1932), 
"Prof. White presented his opinion with respect to mid semester 
grades asking for a bit more leniency than usual, but not a com
plete letdown." Prof. White fought for his athletes, but by 1935 
he was gone, a victim of hard times and tight budgets, 
again, athletic teams were coached by part time coaches.

Once

men'sOver the years, The Junior College fielded teams in 
basketball, baseball, tennis, soccer and track in addition to the

Women's athletics (intwo seasons of football noted earlier, 
reality the reference here should be to boy's and girl's teams to 
remain in step with the day) included basketball, swimming, tennis 
and bowling. Each of these teams had a modicum of success but did 
succeed in providing some athletic activity as well as a focal 
point for school spirit.

Budgets for athletics were skimpy and The Scribe regularly 
plained about the lack of necessary equipment for the teams. In 
1938 the basketball budget had an income of $196.00 from the sale 
of tickets and the Student Activities Fund. They had expenses of 
$183.00 including forty cents for a score book and fifty cents for 
a whistle. The tennis team raised money by selling used balls 
after a match at three balls for fifty cents.69

com-

At one point in the early thirties, a black player was on the 
team; this resulted in an incident at a game scheduled against the 
Connecticut Aggies. Visiting players were normally housed in a 
dormitory but the Aggies refused to accommodate the black Junior 
College player. Thereupon the team decided to forfeit the game 
and sleep in the gym. The game was played, 
again would the team play where a black player

however, and never 
not accepted.7°was

Schedules and results of games were very informal and spotty.
occasionally reported scores, but many results of games 

missing.71 Opponents were primarily nearby high school teams al
though in 1939—1940 and later, college freshmen and Junior Varsity 
teams appeared on the schedule. By 1940-1941 the schedule listed 
other junior college teams. While most seasons were indifferent, 
in 1941—1942 the. basketball team won 13 games and lost only 1* 
(For the first time the team had five cheerleaders and the Coach, 
Mr. Ashcroft, would shortly leave for army service.)

With the advent of the war, any schedule involving travel went out

The
are
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the window and in 1944 the men's basketball team played as inde
pendents in the YMCA League. This presented a problems Mr. 
Cortright required that each boy had to deposit $12.50 for his 
basketball uniform. An agreement was finally negotiated between 
Dr. Ropp and the Manager of the team, Dan McPadden, whereby the 
boys were allowed to use the uniforms provided some one would sign 
for and be responsible for lost or damaged uniforms.72 The team 
was not recognized by the school and it played as an independent 
group.
While athletics were in limbo in wartime, the imminent move to 
University status, along with a burgeoning student body, would al
ter the fortunes of athletic teams, some of which, such as Soccer, 
would develop a national reputation.
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Part II

The Halsey Administration 
The Quantum Leap

Chapter 6

From Junior College to University

On 1 November 1945 James H. Halsey was appointed Acting President 
of The Junior College of Connecticut, 
would later be extended for another six months, and finally he 
would retire, being appointed President Emeritus on 1 October 
1946.
the Board of Trustees, and Dr.
Vice President.1
committed to carrying forward the dream of Mr. Cortright. 
were now many opportunities to extend those dreams.

Thousands of returning veterans were making huge demands upon the 
higher education establishment. Much of their wartime experience 
had helped the veteran to develop a belief in the value of an 
education. Now the passage of the GI Bill had made a higher 
education possible for large numbers. The GI Bill provided that 
every veteran, if qualified, and if he could be admitted, could 
enjoy the benefits of higher education for a period of time 
depending upon his length of service. Additionally, he would be 
provided with a monthly stipend and his books. whereas, but a 
few years previously, going to college was the exception, now it 
became the normal expectation. After all, education was the way 
to a better life that this wartime generation had promised itself 
and had earned. The GI Bill now made it all possible, and in the 
process revolutionized higher education.

Cortright*s leaveMr.

At the same time, Mr. Halsey was appointed President by
Henry W. Littlefield was named 

Mr. Halsey was in many ways a visionary who was
There

Many of the old line colleges were neither ready nor willing to 
expand their facilities to meet this new demand for higher 
education. But existing junior colleges, ambitious smaller col— 
leges and a host of new institutions were anxious to meet those 
demands. Many of these new institutions were State supported, 
since many states new felt a responsibility to educate their 
students. Others were Privately supported colleges who had based 
much of their appeal upon performing a service to their region. 
The Junior College of Connecticut, having consistently attempted 
to meet the needs of the region, was now faced with a new chal
lenge - the necessity of expansion to meet the incessant demands 
of hundreds of local students.
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Mr. Cortright had been in the forefront of the movement to 
democratize higher education as a leader in the Junior College 
movement in the northeast. The Junior College, under his 
leadership, had acquired an excellent academic reputation. Now 
as early as 1944, Mr. Cortright had set the tone for the future 
when he said "I am wholly committed to the proposition that we 
Americans must pay our obligations to the Veteran in the currency 
of opportunity. In this area The Junior College of Connecticut 
will go far afield to accomplish this purpose".2 The operative 
word was "opportunity". The Junior College had given opportunity 
to many Bridgeport Area people; it was now professing its belief 
that it was now ready to extend this opportunity to any area stu
dent who was qualified. This attitude will help to account for 
much of the growth over the next few years.

The problems were demanding. Veterans had to be registered, 
faculty had to be found, classroom space had to be located, for 
veterans were knocking insistently at the doors. Dr. Littlefield 
was assigned many of these tasks: in addition to his duties as 
Director of the Evening Division and his work in Public 
Relations, he was also made the Director of Veterans' 
Registration. He was also responsible for acquiring the materiel 
needed, buying much of it in the form of surplus supplies from 
the government.

One of the more important items was the purchase of a building
This former administrativefrom the Navy in Quonset Point, RI. 

building was then moved on barges to Bridgeport where it was 
reassembled on top of a basement and given a brick veneer. Named 
Fones Hall, in honor of the first Board Chairmen, Dr. Alfred C.

this would become the main classroom building on the
i

Fones,
Seaside Campus for many years.3

i

\
In 1945 and 1946 The Executive Committee met almost weekly and 
the full Board four times a year. The Executive Committee still 
approved every teaching contract as well as the hiring of assis
tant maintenance personnel and set the salaries of the kitchen 
helpers. Yet Mr. Schine, in calling attention to the Auditor s 
Statement, noted that the College was rapidly becoming "big 
business" and needed to expand the business office under a Busi
ness Manager - a man was specified. William E. McNamara, 35, 
was hired as the Bursar-Comptroller on 1 July 1946.4

The Auditor's Report in August 1946 stated that the business 
records of the college were "in a chaotic condition ; some 
Veteran's accounts were unpaid and some accounts receivables had 
not been billed.5 Accordingly, the Chairman and the Treasurer

S -
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More staff was also authorized for the office.Bursar's Office".

Since Veterans were being released at a rapid rate and there were 
few schools who would accommodate themr The Junior College 
prepared for of fifty nine new students in November. One hundred 
and fifty were admitted in February and another one hundred and 
eighteen came in March. Accelerated courses were rapidly pulled 
together to accommodate them. Classroom space would be rented in 
nearby Bassick High School for late afternoon and later evening 
classes. (Twenty two classrooms would be used at one point.) 

space would be rented from the Obeh Grotto and the 
Space was at a premium.

"Officer of the Day" program was instituted whereby an officer of 
the administration was on duty in the office from 8:00 AM to 
10:30 PM to handle the deluge of applicants and information 
seekers.

Later on, 
Presbyterian Church. Further, an

In educational circles, some argued that this Veterans Bulge was 
a temporary phenomenon, others saw it as but the opening wedge of 
a national boom in higher education. Locally some saw the need 
for a coherent development. Dr. Tyrus Hilway of the Veteran's 
Advisorary Center, wrote to the Board suggesting a possible 
grouping of higher educations interests into a University of 
Southern Connecticut. Isaac Schine was delegated by the Board to 
explore this further in a meeting with the Directors of BEI and 
the Junior College Trustees to consider this concept.6 while Dr. 
Hilway was working towards a possible merger of BEI and JCC, the 
JCC Board took a position of friendly cooperation while believing 
that the next step should come from the Chamber of Commerce or 
other neutral group.7 while these tentative feelers were being 
considered, the problem of collegiate overcrowding had become 
acute. There just was no room in senior colleges to accept 
transfers; they were trying to take care of their own students 
who had had their education interrupted and were returning to 
campus.

Two petitions were received from the students; one signed by 
thirty two who wanted a Junior Class by September 1946, and 
another signed by one hundred thirty one asking for both Junior 
and Senior class work. These were referred to the Special Com
mittee on College Expansion Plans.8 The Special Committee and 
the Executive Committee were bombarded with ideas. Mr. Halsey 
proposed a Five Year Plan for the College but it was tabled for 
discussion. At the next Executive Committee meeting there was no 
time for discussion of the plan, so it was ordered distributed to 
the full Board and little came of it.9

Mr. Halsey's Five Year plan was based upon expanding the 
College's capability of meeting the needs of the area and had the 
following objectives: to increase the facilities immediately; to 
move permanently to Marina by September 1951; to explore expand
ing to a four year institution; to strengthen the Public Rela-
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tions effort; to establish the habit of giving; to acquire a 
Quonset Hut for a student lounge and Bookstore; and to prepare 
dining facilities at Marina and Seaside. To accomplish this, 
there would need to be preparation for a fund drive in the spring 
of 1947 as well as another one in 1950 or 1951. 
document, little discussion was undertaken. While much of this 
program was accomplished in piecemeal, the plan itself was not 
adopted. (See below). It is possible that because it involved a 
financial drive for the spring of 1947 that there was some 
reticence. it would soon become evident that, although Mr. Hal
sey was responsible for fund raising, some members of the Board 
were skeptical of his plans and methods (see below).

Veterans were beginning to flock to The Junior College and by the 
end of 1944, The Junior College was enrolling l/10th of all the 
veterans enrolled in Junior Colleges in the country, 
editorial in the Bridgeport Telegram expressed pleasure at what 
was being done on Fairfield Avenue:

As a planing

An

Contrary to the aristocratic and austere attitudes of 
some of its sister institutions, it [The Junior College] 
does not and will not limit its enrollment as long as 
qualified students, veterans especially, seek entrance. 
Instead of telling the veteran that his name will placed 
on the waiting list, the local college officials have ar
ranged "platoon schedules", organized concentrated and 
accelerated courses, converted a former faculty residence 
into a classroom annex, renovated a garage into a lecture 
hall, converted a sewing room for engineering drawing and 
engaged six new instructors.10

Therefore, the Board made a decision which would be the turning 
point in the history of the school: they authorized the Executive 
Committee to proceed to acquire full senior college or university 
status.11 Parenthetically, The Junior College took a step towards 
protecting its own turf. Dr. Littlefield reported that through 
his influence, the State Board of Education had prohibited Danbury 
State Teachers College from calling their extension center in 
Stamford by the name of "Stamford College".12

ii

While the Board set up a Committee on College Expansion Plans, Mr. 
Cortright was more impatient (he was still a member of the Board 
and of the Executive committee); he urged that the school exercise 
its Charter rights in order to develop a four year program under 
the aegis of The Bridgeport School of Business.13 The Committee, 
chaired by J. William Hope, reported that a senior college or 
university would be necessary to meet the demands of the community 
and his Committee thereby recommended that The Junior College seek 
proper authority to establish a four-year program. The Board ap-

the wheels were set in motion.14

Meanwhile community pressure began to grow.
proved the Report and

Chance Vought wrote
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to urge that the College give additional work as needed for their 
employees. To do so would require that the third, or Junior Year, 
would have to be given in 1947. A further letter from the Person
nel Manager of Chance Vought reported on the desires of many of 
their employees for a Bachelor's degree in Engineering.15 This 
evidence became a vital part of the discussion of expansion plans 
by the Board.

Coincidentally, the Bridgeport Chamber of Commerce had become in
terested in Higher Education in the area. As the result of hear
ing a speech, or a report on Higher Education, the Chamber estab
lished a Special Committee on Education to report on the needs for 
higher education in the area. The interest of the Chamber was 
titillated (and most members of the Board were very active in 
Chamber activities, J. William Hope chaired the Education 
Committee), by discussing the influence of educational opportunity 
upon the growth and productivity of the community. There was no 
question these ideas were influential with Bridgeport in
dustrialists and businessmen, because there was a great need for 
trained employees.16

By 1 November 1946, the Board urged that encouragement be given to 
a special Chamber of Commerce report on the need for a four-year 
college. President Halsey and Dr. Littlefield were asked to 
prepare a list of recent developments which could be used to show 
that the Junior College was ready for the next move.17

"The Four-Council Cooperative Higher Education Survey, The Junior 
College of Connecticut", was a report which envisioned a school 
with a maximum of 1,000 full-time students, but reported that some 
faculty were hesitant about the possible move to collegiate 
status. The faculty were concerned about the crowded conditions 
and were desirous of more teaching space. For instance, a 
chemistry professor was unwilling to have a partition installed 
between the lecture and laboratory section since he wanted the 
privilege of bringing the students in the laboratory into the lec
ture section to explain a point, therefore the lecture section was 
idle 95% of the time when the labs were in session. "some of our 
faculty have not caught the spirit of the values attributed to an 
urban university." Yet the report stated that the faculty were 
behind the fund raising program and most were happy about the idea 
of expansion. They felt, however, that the eighteen hour teaching 
load was to heavy. The report rationalized this situation, 
however, by noting that the faculty were teachers and not 
researchers.18

Correspondence with Commissioner Alonzo Grace of the State Depart
ment of Education involved the proposed name of the new 
institution. The Board suggested several: Cortright University, 
Bridgeport University, Marina University, Park City University, 
Fairport University, Courtland University and Pequonnock 
University. Again in correspondence with Commissioner Grace it
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was then agreed that the name University of Bridgeport would be 
most acceptable. Eight Trustees favored University of Bridgeport, 
three opposed and one "tolerated" the name, 
sity of Bridgeport, was adopted.19 
nounced a contest, with a $10.00 first prize, 
college, and later ran a picture of Marina Hall with the caption, 
"University of Southern Connecticut.20 The first public an
nouncement regarding the plans for a four year college was made in 
a speech by Mr. Halsey to the Kiwanis Club of Bridgeport on 16 
January 1947.21

So the name, Univer- 
Nonetheless, The Scribe an- 

to name the new

Action was then initiated to acquire a Charter change; the Bill 
was introduced on 28 February 1947. It was evident that the whole 
move was carefully orchestrated.
Dr. Littlefield inviting principals of high schools and leaders of 
other Junior Colleges (some of whom harbored these same ambitions) 
to support the legislation. Many industrial leaders wrote in sup
port of the move. Members of the Board of Trustees were active in 
the political and business circles. A legislative Committee held 
up the bill, raising some questions about the ability to offer 
graduate work. They had no problem with a four year program, but 
were insisting that the name ought to be Bridgeport College in
stead of using the term University.22 when it was explained that 
the College already had the first two years of not only Liberal 
Arts, but also Business and Engineering, and that the offering of 
graduate work would not proceed until a later time, the Committee 
relented. They were also seemingly influenced by the definition 
of a university as a collection of colleges, some of which might 
not present graduate work. The Charter change was passed, giving 
the institution the power to "conduct an undergraduate and a 
graduate institution for the higher education of men and women 
[and] to confer such degrees and grant such diplomas as are cus
tomary in institutions of education".23 The Charter was signed 
into law by Governor James L. McConaughy and witnessed by Presi
dent Emeritus Cortright, President Halsey, Vice President 
Littlefield, Gladys Kost, the wistaria Queen, and John Cox, the 
President of the Student council (an active student proponent of 
the four-year movement and one who would later become the Vice 
President for University Relations of the University).

There exist many letters from
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Writing in the 19th Annual Report, Mr. Halsey commented upon the 
phenomenal growth of the institution, now the third largest m 
Connecticut, but "This has been a hectic, turbulent, and unpre
dictable time when almost 'every day was a crisis'".24 They also 
paid tribute to Mr. Cortright:

We all knew that there was no one, 
could step into President Cortright s place, 
temporary arrangement, and expect to carry on with his 
profound wisdom, sound judgment, and extraordinary 
judgment. A man who had been so vital to this institu
tion which he himself conceived, nurtured and guided so

no one at all, who 
even on a
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successfully for almost 19 years through a depression, a 
recession, a world war, and the start of our reconversion 
period, veritably had no equal, within or without the 
college.25

During the early weeks of his leave of absence, Mr. Cortright ad
vised and counseled the new administration and even after becoming 
President Emeritus "no matter of college policy has been acted 
upon without his advice and approval".26 Mr. Cortright continued 
on the Board of Trustees and was in frequent contact, being kept 
up to date by the new administration.

Out of this situation grew an arrangement which was unique in ad
ministrative annals. Both Mr. Halsey and Dr. Littlefield shared 
the work of the President's office mutually and cooperatively? 
each had a definite responsibility and authority in order to avoid 
duplication of effort. As a matter of fact, each person reported 
directly to the Board of Trustees. This cooperative effort worked 
reasonably well for a number of years, due to the character and 
desire of the two individuals, but much to the consternation of 
visiting accrediting teams. Increasingly, however, personality 
differences and differing abilities and aspirations brought com
petition and often conflict. To the immense credit of both men, 
these conflicts were kept under control and a posture of close 
cooperation was maintained.

Mr. Halsey and Dr. Littlefield thus developed,under the guidance 
of the Board, a co-equal relationship and divided up the respon
sibilities of administration. Mr. Halsey worked with the faculty 
and professional staff, was liaison to the Board and was respon
sible for the financial office and fund raising. Dr. Littlefield 
was responsible for buildings and equipment, supervision of the 
dormitories and the dining hall, and acted as liaison for new cur
riculum developments. Other administrative problems were shared 
with Dean C. D. L. Ropp, the Dean of Instruction and Dean Harry 
Becker, the Dean of the College and Director of the Evening 
Division.27 These four formed the Administrative Committee. In 
October of 1946 Earle M. Bigsbee and Chauncey Fish, the new Direc
tor of Student Personnel, were added. This committee met weekly 
and "No important matter of College policy or procedure [was] 
decided without a majority agreement of this Administrative 
Committee".28

A larger committee, the Policy Committee, a group of twenty one, 
met each Friday. This Committee included the six from the Ad
ministrative Committee, four Department Chairmen, the Librarian, 
the Director of Veteran's Affairs, the Supervisor of Athletics, 
the Director of Social Activities, the Bookstore Manager, 
Director of Visual Education, the College Nurse, the Director of 
Publicity and three members of the Faculty, elected by the full 
time teaching staff. The use of committees in decision making 
might seem cumbersome and slow moving, but it was very effective

the
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at this time. It had another fall out, that of extending the ear
lier concept of "The Family". The concept of "The Family" had 
been developed during the early days of The Junior College, it was 
now extended and helped to instill a feeling that this was a 
mutual enterprise that all had to make sacrifices now for the fu
ture well being and success of the school. In these days all were 
made to feel a part of the whole operation - all believed that it 
was necessary to join together and work together for the mutual 
dream that was to become the University of Bridgeport. Care was 
taken to choose faculty who would be compatible and they were 
given a week long orientation to the school and its policies and 
objectives.29

Whereas earlier the faculty had had many administrative 
responsibilities, they now had few, since it was the belief that 
instruction was the sine Qua Non of the college and that the 
"administration exists merely to facilitate instruction".30 The 
faculty met each Thursday, presided over by Mr. Halsey. Much 
basic work was done in committees in the preparation and plans for 
curricula for expansion. However, the faculty, who had suffered 
the pangs of economic constriction, now were concerned with 
greater economic security. A Special Faculty Representative 
Committee, elected by secret ballot, met to study the new salary 
schedule recommended by the administration and tentatively ap
proved by the Executive Committee of the Board. Members were: 
William W. Everett, Emerson Chamberlain, Elizabeth Mueller, Stan-

Some members of this committeeley Wronker and Alfred R. Wolff, 
were interested in forming a faculty union, but little headway was 
made and the recommended salary schedule, with some changes, 
approved. The new salary schedule had a range of $2,400 to 
$6,000, which was reported to be better than in many senior 
colleges. Ever a bone of contention, the summer pay rate was 
increased, and a retirement program through the Teachers Insurance 
and Annuity Association (TIAA) was to go into effect on 1 March 
1947.31

was
i

H

A long time objective of The Junior College had been to reach amnE rnmmmAbout 2/3 of these students were veterans.32 The administration 
estimated that there would be a peak enrollment in September 1948 
which would be maintained through 1950 when it would level off at 
about 1000 full time students. All felt that higher education had 
been democratized, but their estimates proved to be low, 
the increased demand for higher education.

due to

in order to service .11 of these
beei?C«Jded.' Since there were now one hundred sirty three on the 
full time and part time payroll, it was clear that many part
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timers were employed. Some of these were in experimental programs 
in the evening, such as the cooperative program in aeronautical 
engineering with Chance Vought and programs in cost accounting and 
architectural drafting. While the ranks of the student body were 
swollen with veterans, there was an abundance of faculty 
applicants, there being at this time about ten applicants for each 
vacancy. Some of these new faculty stayed, having been good 
teachers and having caught the spirit and challenge of the 
College, but many either left for other opportunities or did not 
measure up. From the group who stayed, a solid teaching faculty 
remained to do the spade work of developing a program for the 
University. First and foremost this was to be a teaching 
institution. "We are primarily interested in those whose major 
interest is in teaching as contrasted to research.... We also 
prefer persons who will be not only good campus citizens, but also 
good community citizens".34

As students, the Veterans were generally considered a joy to 
They were mature, they were motivated by a vision of ateach.

better life for themselves and their families (many were married), 
and they "ate up" the material which was presented. Many teachers 
recall this period as being one of the highlights of their teach
ing experience. The students were often as old as, or even older 
than, the faculty; many had in common the experience of the War. 
It was truly a rewarding educational experience. Since there were 
also many younger non-veterans, they were exposed to a more rapid 
maturation, thus providing a vibrant intellectual climate.

While the administration reported that the veterans were not ex- 
huberant enthusiasts of outside of class affairs, they must have 
known that nearby watering holes, such as Zambory's (later the 
Knickerbocker), The S & S Grill, The Buffalo Club, and Healy's 
Barn (a meeting place for the new fraternities), had a resurgence 
in their business due to the fact that the veteran, dependent upon 
a small maintenance check, could only afford beer.

The veteran was also impatient with the old required assemblies; a 
change came and compulsory attendance was abolished and a student- 
faculty committee arranged for a few programs. Later, a faculty 
member (namely, the author) was given the responsibility of con
ducting a voluntary convocation program.

One activity which brought good publicity was the Wistaria 
Pageant. In the spring of 1946, much local publicity was noted 
because of "the desecration of the wistaria vines by some unknown 
culprit. Just two days before this scheduled event, three 
branches of the wistaria vine were sawed through. The prompt and 
capable action of tree surgeons seems to have saved the vines 
which give no appearance of withering away and dying".35

Despite all of the pressures of the college, both Mr. Halsey and 
Dr. Littlefield gave time to outside professional
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responsibilities. Mr. Halsey was President of the New England 
Council of Junior Colleges and a member of the Committee on Higher 
Education of the New England Association, 
president of the Connecticut Conference of Junior Colleges and a 
member of the Curriculum and Adult Education committee of the 
American Association of Junior Colleges, 
tended many conferences where there were extended discussions on 
the new problems of higher education, 
both of these men would continue these activities and become 
leaders in regional and national associations, thereby adding to 
the College's academic reputation among other academics.
Bigsbee also became a part of this outreach.

Dr. Littlefield was

Additionally they at-

It should be noted that

Earle

Due to the on-campus pressures/ less and less public relations and 
fund raising was being done. The Board engaged the firm of Marts 
and Lundy to work in this area and to prepare recommendations for 
a major fund drive to raise money for capital expenditure. If it 
were to continue its work/ the college needed several new 
structures: a large classroom building/ a science center/ and ad
ministrative center/ a long dreamed for auditorium/gymnasium and a 
student center. With a student population approaching a thousand, 
the campus designed for two hundred was not sufficient. New and 
expanded facilities were necessary.36

Students were generally supportive of the school despite the 
problems of growth. But there was a vociferous complaint of some 
of the women students about waiting on faculty tables in the Wis
taria Dining Room. They felt that it was degrading to serve the 
faculty. The matter was referred to the Board who decided to hire 
two young women at fifty cents an hour to perform this chore and 
then let the other women wait upon themselves.37

To meet the problems of space, new properties were acquired: two 
were on the Fairfield Campus, the Rapoport House which would be 
named Fairfield Hall and be for administrative offices, and 
Simonds House. In the Seaside area, the Gibney House was bought 
and converted to a dormitory (Seaside Hall).38 Mr. Schine 
reported that property at Marina which had earlier been sold could 
be repurchased at the price it had been sold for and there was 
more property nearby that might be available. In the past year 
the Board had spent $151,000.00 on new properties which was 
$9,000.00 less than anticipated.39

Paying for these properties was not a major problem, most of the 
funds came out of current tuition income. The school had no en
dowment income to pay for expansion: "Not until 20 June 1944, did 
the Institution have any endowment. On that date two members of 
the Board of Trustees made the college the beneficiary of a 
$100.00 nF" War Bond donated definitely for endowment".40 Two al
ternatives remained: a major fund raising effort or become a part 
of the State System. The Board, ever the proponents of free 
enterprise, remained adamant against becoming a part of the state
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The matter was discussed in the 19th Annual report,system.
noting that one of the major issues of the day was the threat of 
socialization - making all higher education state supported. It 
was believed that the private institutions had a unique and valu
able role — they were freer to make their own choices rather than 
be caught up in the entanglement of red tape and legislative 
debate. The simplicity and efficiency of private management ap-

The Public/Private issue would not remainpealed to the Board, 
quiescent, but would resurface in the future.

In the meantime, with the bonanza of new monies from tuition 
income, the Board voted to pay off the mortgages on the main col
lege building and Wistaria and other mortgages. The Board, 
business like, knew that new expenditures would be necessary and 
knew that old indebtedness should be cleared up. After all, most 
predicted that there would be a leveling off of college enroll
ments about 1950.

Expansion was necessary, especially if the school were to move 
into the upper collegiate level. Dr. Littlefield was given the 
primary responsibility for this expansion. The creation of new 
positions was authorized: a Dean of the College of Liberal Arts 
and Sciences; a Dean of the College of Business Administration; a 
Dean of the Junior College of Connecticut as well as a Purchasing 
Agent. These positions could only be filled upon approval of the 
Executive Committee.41

ever

The basic planning was being done by a Trustee Special Committee 
of College Extension Plans, aided by the administration. On 29 
March 1947 the Committee presented a Basic Philosophy of the New 
University:

1/ A minimum student body of 1,000 full time and 1,000 
part time students between 1955-1960.

2/ The immediate creation of a College of Arts and 
Science and a College of Business Administration.

3/ The Junior College of Connecticut would continue to 
exist and would house terminal programs and supervise 
evening programs.

4/ "The basic philosophy of the University will be that 
of a non sectarian, coeducational, urban university of 
higher ^ learning. Maintaining high academic standards, 
the University will meet the needs of the community and 
yet offer degree programs that are representative of the 
best patterns of educational thinking".

With reference to the development of the Marina Campus, the Spe- 
cial Committee stated that both long and short time planning 
should be undertaken immediately because there a need for awas
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new classroom/library building, a technology building, buildings 
for a college of music, and an art studio. It would seem that Mr. 
Halsey's long range plan was preempted.

The remodeling of a garage, formerly a stable, would provide some 
of this space. The largest part would be the surplus navy build
ing which was being shipped by barge to Bridgeport, 
available was doubled when the Board voted to build a basement 
upon which to place the building. In order to give some semblance 
of it being an academic building, a brick facing was approved. 
The Board noted also that there was a need for a broad building 
plan and a style of architecture.42

In the meantime, the Board was very much involved in the Twentieth 
Anniversary Celebration under the chairmanship of Alfred V. 
Bodine, the Vice Chairman of the Board of Trustees, 
much to celebrate; the Junior College had survived and was now 
prospering and was now about ready to move into a new and exciting 
phase. The leadership of the Board and administration also began 
to understand some of the values of public relations: 
Honorary Chairmen of the event included all of the current politi
cal leadership of the state, Raymond E. Baldwin, John Davis Lodge, 
Clare Booth Luce, Jasper McLevy, Brian McMahon and James E. 
Shannon.

The space

There was

the

It was a gala, four day celebration which began with the Wistaria 
Pageant and Open House on Sunday, 11 May 1947. On Monday, The 
Bridgeport Chamber of Commerce hosted a large luncheon where the 
Glee Club sang and Dr. A. Wellington Taylor, the Director of 
Education for the New York Chamber of Commerce and a former Dean 
of a Graduate School of Business Administration, spoke on the 
topic "What Business and Industry Want from Higher Education". On 
Tuesday there was a student convocation at the Klein Memorial 
Auditorium where Dr. Allan A. Stockdale spoke on "Higher Education 
and America's Future". A luncheon for women heard Dr. Helen M. 
Lynd, a Professor of Sociology at Sarah Lawrence and the co-author 
of Middletown, speak on "Higher Education for Women"• The Charter 
Day Dinner on 14 May culminated the gala celebration. Lt. Gov. 
James C. Shannon presented the new Charter to the Board and to the 
Administration. Two famous speakers, Dr. Guy E. Snavely, the Ex 
ecutive Director of the American Association of Colleges and Dr. 
Harry J. Carmen, the Dean of Columbia University, each spoke of 
"The Future of Higher Education in America".

j!

!Not only was the College able to attract outstanding speakers, butitmMmmmmm
Education.

i

The clockschafed under some of the confusion. 
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in the various classrooms were not coordinated, and the faculty 
were told to rely only on the "gong" system for the changing of 
classes. Mr. Alexis Boldakoff, the college engineer (but he 
regularly attended faculty meetings) asked the faculty to be more 
careful in watching the thermostats. "Prof. Everett wanted to 
know when we are going to teach with so much correspondence to 
read or so much correspondence to hand out".43 But the faculty 
was regularly informed on matters pertaining to the expansion. 
Prof. Bigsbee reported on the Four Year College Development plan. 
In part, the plan had been based on a survey as to the number of 
students who would return for the junior year and which curriculum 
they desired. After discussion and the urging of caution, the 
report was adopted as faculty opinion.44

The faculty then turned to the question of classroom cheating 
which would become a major problem. It was generally agreed that 
the honor system would not work, and Mr. Halsey even "believed 
that cheating could not be licked", none the less a committee was 
appointed to study the problem. A Student Honesty Committee was 
also formed to assist in the problem, but "This problem is far 
more serious than it first appeared. Dr. [Leah] Fein told the 
faculty that at the meeting in Chicago, this problem came up. The 
factor of overcrowding is quite a contributing factor".45

Since faculty were intimately involved in the registration 
process, detailed information on this process was regularly 
presented. Since each student was registered individually for 
each of his classes, this could be a cumbersome and time consuming 
process.46

Having just become a university, and in order to present upper 
class courses, many new faculty had to be hired. It was a sign 
of the times that fears of "crack pot" professors had to be al
layed in a community which 
Connecticut, and where there 
communistic mood, 
panies that the new University would depend upon for support in 
the near future. Accordingly, Dr. Littlefield addressed the 
Civitan Club in 17 June 1947. While the major part of the address 
concerned the plans for the University, it was the following which 
made the headlines in the

was still the Industrial Capital of 
was a strongly patriotic and anti- 

It was from these industrialists and their com-
upon for support in

papers

The University of Bridgeport has no place for any "crack 
professors. Although we will fight to the last 

ditch for the privilege of academic freedom, yet I want 
to make it clearly understood that such a freedom does 
not include academic license. Our staff will present the 
basic tenets of all political ideologies, but they will 
not present distorted pictures of 
that communism flourishes 
dictatorship 
capitalistic,

We will teach 
personal

We will teach that communism is anti- 
that it is imperialistic, that it favors

any 
under a

•...

f....
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the use of force to bring about a social revolution. 
Yes, we will teach about communism, but we will not teach 
for it.47

The proposed new salary recommendations were hotly discussed at 
several meetings. Some, such as Prof. Cyril F. Kilb, of the So
cial Science Department, wanted the level of salaries raised be
cause it was difficult to save on $2,400.00 a year. Others were 
concerned about promotions and increments as well as how teaching 
ability was to be judged. In the face of these seemingly hostile 
questions, President Halsey stated that he "believes that here at 
The Junior College of Connecticut, we have an unusual kind of 
flexibility, and a more promising situation than some college that 
is hidden in the hills of New England. Anyone who stays here is 
guaranteed a good future".48 And again, "The President expressed 
the thought that we are in the noble work of education together, 
and President Halsey emphasized the ideals of service; 
furthermore, it is so important and so eternal - it is so ever
lastingly true. In Education, President Halsey believes that we 
are trying to make individuals better, so that in turn they will 
make the world better".49

On a more mundane and practical matter, new parking regulations 
were issued in a vain attempt to control that problem. But Prof. 
Harry Wechter noted that he had already seen a student with a 
faculty parking sticker.50 This was but a minor irritant compared 
to the problems of the proctoring of exams and the preparation of 
the schedule for the summer session, and the detailed discussion 
of candidates for graduation in June.
cussed in detail including those who were to have honors.51

The whole list was dis-
I!

The students were influenced by dreams of postwar collegiate so
cial life which they had seen in the movies and had read about. 
Dances were organized and big name bands were hired for balls. 
Enoch Light played at The Ritz Ballroom for the All College 
Christmas Ball. Ray Scott's orchestra would perform at The Ritz 
for the Spring Prom. Fraternities were high on their list and it 
ran counter to earlier Board and Faculty feelings. None the less, 
the Board began their consideration of the student's request for 
fraternities by referring the matter to a committee. In April 
1947, a policy on fraternities was promulgated and printed in The 
Scribe-53 Already one fraternity, Theta Sigma, had jumped the gun 
and organized in preparation for recognition. On 15 March 1947, 
Theta Sigma elected John J. Cox as President, Bob Donaldson as 
Vice President, Tom McGannon as Secretary and Ev Matson as 
Treasurer. They would not be formally approved until the fall of 
1947.

i
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A suggested Constitution for Student Government was worked upon 
spring of 1947 with a draft being presented on 9 May 

This Constitution would not be approved until later by 
(See below.)

during 
1947.54 
the Board.

the
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Despite all this social activity, many students were interested in 
getting on with their education and many enrolled in the summer 
session, the largest one on record. The problems of transferring 
for the sophomores were not acute, they could now be admitted to 
the new University of Bridgeport. All, faculty, students and ad
ministration alike, were caught up in the tremendous excitement 
promised for the new days ahead. At the Board of Trustees meeting 
of 9 July 1947, the recently enacted amendment to the Charter was 
accepted, and it was voted that the name of the new institution be 
The University of Bridgeport, effective 1 July 1947.

While the University was a legal fact, much work remained over the 
summer and in the next few years, to make the University a 
reality.
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Chapter 7

The Making of a University 
1947-1950

Events moved so rapidly during the summer and fall of 1947 that 
it was difficult for anyone to know all that was going on, a fact 
which was often lamented by President Halsey and Dr, Littlefield 
in faculty meetings, 
found and hired; programs had to be developed for the junior 
year; the new building on the Seaside Campus had to be finished; 
new properties had to be acquired; and students had to be 
recruited for all of the first three years.

Recruitment proved to be a disappointment since only ninety six 
juniors were enrolled. A full time day enrollment of 1359 and a 
part time enrollment of 1057 for a total of 2416 were registered, 
as contrasted to a projected enrollment of 1500 full time 
students, including 200 juniors, 
programs and getting advertising out were blamed for this 
shortfall in students.

The establishment of new programs was primarily an administrative 
problem. Minutes of Faculty meetings of this period indicate 
that the Faculty as a whole had but a little role in the develop
ment of programs. Some discussions were held in a few 
departments. Department Chairmen may have worked with the in
dividual deans, but it would seem that the major decisions on 
programs were made at the Dean's level and by the President and 
Vice President, with the Deans Council being especially active. 
The Catalogue which was operative at this time was still that of 
The Junior College of Connecticut for 1947-1948, which, while 
undated, was published before the Charter was changed. Therefore 
information on programs had to be distributed otherwise; a 
Catalogue Supplement of thirty two pages was printed for 1947-48 
which listed the upper class programs and courses that were to be 
offered.
The Catalogue of 1948-1949 noted that not only was there The 
Junior College of Connecticut, but also The College of Arts and 
Science and the College of Business Administration. Furthermore 
it was announced that The College of Nursing and the Division of 
Engineering were "being established in the fall of .1948 , despite 
the fact that on Page 5 it was stated that the Division of En
gineering existed.
All freshmen and sophomores were registered in The Junior College 
for their first two years of work and then transferred, upon

Large numbers of new faculty had to be

Delays in setting up the

i
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application, to the senior college of their choice. The College 
of Arts and Science offered programs in the physical, biological 
and social sciences, foreign languages, English literature and 
composition, Philosophy and mathematics, building upon the intro
ductory and general studies of the Junior College. The College 
of Business Administration also built upon the studies of the 
first two years to offer courses with majors in economics, 
finance, journalism, management, marketing, general business and 
secretarial science. The College also offered graduate work 
leading to the Master of Science Degree in Business 
Administration.

The College of Nursing was scheduled to open in September 1948 
offering an integrated four year program in nursing with clinical 
experience to be provided in the Bridgeport Hospital, 
also noted that the Board of Trustees was at work on plans for 
the establishment of a College of Engineering, building upon the 
first two years of general engineering studies already 
available.1

The aims and objectives of the university were also listed:

The purpose of the University of Bridgeport is to provide 
guidance to living, to help the student realize his 
capabilities as a rational man or woman capable of meet
ing the moral, social, economic, and emotional problems 
of life. To attain this end the University aims to help 
the student achieve

A capacity for logical reasoning and for scholarship.

An understanding of man and society.

An understanding of natural science and the scientific 
method.

An appreciation of music, literature, and the other arts.

An ability to use English clearly and effectively.

The habit of maintaining good physical and mental health.

The fundamentals of a profession or competence in a semi- 
profession.

Ethical ideals and the moral strength to live by them.2

These were certainly lofty ideals and objectives. The faculty 
spent much time in committee meetings and faculty meetings on two 
of these areas: classroom ethics and the use of the English lan
guage under the Universal English Program.

It was
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The objectives of the Universal English Program (UEP) were to en
force the correct usages of English in all courses. Each instruc
tor was requested to refuse any written work which did not come up 
to his standards. Prof. Milton Milhauser,3 the Coordinator of the 
UEP, was ready to assist all in the implementation of this 
program. One good effect of the program was that it required the 
development of habits of written expression, 
ficult to convince a student in the sciences that he had to write 
acceptable English because he was under the impression that all he 
had to do was to be proficient in his profession, forgetting that 
it was also important to be able to transmit his ideas effectively 
to others.

It was often dif-

The question of classroom ethics was of continuing concern. Many 
faculty meetings in 1947 and 1948 heard debates on the problem. 
Some faculty felt that this was only an age old problem which 
could never be solved. Others felt that by being vigilant, reduc
ing temptation, and punishing those who were apprehended, the 
problem could be alleviated. The administration took the lead by 
issuing proctoring regulations for final examinations and by 
centralized control of examinations.4 The Faculty implemented 
rules for the punishment of cheating of all types.5

The faculty worked hard. Eighteen semester hours of credit was 
the norm for instructors, although full professors had a twelve- 
hour load, and the other professorial ranks often taught fifteen 
hours. Many instructors were also engaged in graduate work. The 
number of preparations and committee work was supposed to be 
limited, but the faculty was a harried, overworked lot and often 
needed the buoying up that President Halsey constantly provided.

The minutes of the Faculty meetings note these attempts:

*

!
Also President Halsey reminded the faculty that we

and that the
are

moving forward and moving forward very fast, 
future of the institution is glorious.

look forward to lives of Service dedicated to this
Faculty members

can
great cause of Education.6
The President informed us that the institution continues

. The University of
Our 
Our

\\to move along very quickly
Bridgeport is in excellent condition financially 
long range planning will be developing very nicely, 
future opportunities seem very good.7

• • •
, • • •

I
Then President Halsey extended a sincere word of welcome 
and his best wishes for the most successful year we have 

This is the best faculty this institution has 
There will be a year of hard work ahead of

The Presi- 
There's 
but we

ever had. 
ever had • • • •us. There are many adjustments to be made, 
dent asked us to be big about the little things, 
a tremendous number of things to be worked out,
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must take them in our stride - we will work them out 
Then the President informed the group that recognition 
and reward comes after performance demonstrated through 
hard work. We have to prove ourselves. To the older 
members of the staff, this is an organization with a 
heart and a conscience.8

President Halsey was also concerned about the same matter which 
had been voiced the previous June by Dr. Littlefield: communism. 
It was rumored that several of the faculty members were communists 
or socialists. Within the Bridgeport community at that time, and 
as it was a national phenomenon, the "red scare" was alive and 
well and any proven allegation could spell the doom of the 
University. Accordingly, "President Halsey advised faculty mem
bers not to give the impression that they were teaching communism. 
If a person feels strongly about communism, the President asked 
that individual to severe [sic] relations with the University of 
Bridgeport".9 That was a strong statement by President Halsey, 
who himself, was suspected by many of harboring very liberal 
leanings. His penchant for making idealistic statements often 
misled people, among them some members of the Board of Trustees 
who often thought he was too liberal.

The Faculty was harangued each year about participation in the 
Community Chest Drive and about getting involved in some way with 
the community. One history instructor, Cyril Kilb, took this ad
monition to heart and announced that he would run for Mayor 
against the long time Bridgeport Mayor and Socialist, Jasper 
McLevy. While the announcement made headlines, little came of the 
attempt, and Mr. Kilb resigned from the faculty shortly 
thereafter.10

....

The reorganization of the academic administration went on apace 
but not without some concerns. Many felt that Dr. Ropp was a 
"shoo-in" as the dean of the College of Arts and Science, but the 
effective work and administrative ability of Dr. Harry Becker made 
him a rival. A compromise was reached and Dr. Ropp became dean of 
the Arts and Science College while a new position was created for 
Dr. Becker, Dean of Administration.il Dr. Boone D. Tillett from 
Hofstra University, was chosen to head the new College of Business 
Administration.12 Earle M. Bigsbee was appointed Dean of The 
Junior College of Connecticut; Chauncey L. Fish as Dean of the 
Division of Student Personnel; and Harry A. Kendall as Director of 
Evening Classes. Other appointments in new academic areas would 
shortly come, especially that of Martha Jayne as the dean of the 
new College of Nursing, in March of 1948, the five Deans composed 
the newly created Council of Deans. An interesting policy was 
announced at a Board Meeting by Mr. Halsey, that in which members 
of the Board and prominent men in the community would be called to 
interview candidates for administrative positions.13

The University Administration was extremely busy interviewing and
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hiring new professors. The Board still validated all faculty ap
pointments and their salaries. Some of the faculty who received 
appointments in this first year were: Dr. Ralph Pickett, Dr. Rose 
Davisf Dr. Milton Milhauser, Dr. Joseph Shaefer, Dr. Anita Riess, 
Dr. Charles Goulding (again) , and Dr. John Gill. All of these, 
except for Dr. Shaefer, would stay at the university until their 
retirement. Many others were hired but would stay for only a few 
years, most, such as Kenneth Hampson, going on to other oppor
tunities elsewhere. In the administration, Wendall Kellogg would 
take over the Public Relations duties. One problem in the 
recruiting of faculty was that many were asking for a salary 
beyond the ability of the University to pay. There was also con
siderable concern about housing for faculty, accordingly a Board 
Committee under Fred Carstensen was appointed to study the 
question. Nothing came of this effort, but in some cases, the 
Board would help to purchase homes for some faculty.

The Board of Trustees was extremely busy during this period keep
ing a close watch on all developments, buying property and plan
ning for new colleges and programs, 
the Seaside area were bought with the idea that they would be con
verted to dormitories, classrooms or offices until permanent 
buildings could be provided. The dormitories and offices were 
equipped with surplus government property at minimum cost. At 
first these homes would be named after the streets upon which they 
were located.
they be named after neighboring towns, 
home which was named Wistaria and the new classroom building, 
which was named Fones Hall in honor of the first Chairman of the 
Board.

Large numbers of old homes in i

Later on, the Deans Council would recommend that
Exceptions were the Mason

It was in the area of planning for new programs and colleges that 
the Trustees became most intimately involved. The demand for an 
Engineering program had been an impetus to move to University 
status; but to plan for the facilities and curriculum of the upper 
two years of Engineering required further advice. Accordingly the 
Trustees appointed a special Committee of community repre
sentatives to study the matter. When a request was received by 
local hospital authorities to start a College of Nursing, another 
special Committee was appointed in the fall of 1947. The same 
procedure would be used when dentists would approach the Univer
sity to start a school of Dental Hygiene.

i i

' : 1
i

. •

Education. Further discussion and study had to be accomplished 
before the Board would make a final decision to go ahead with 
other proqrams and divisions. With that in mind, it would be a 
900I Idea t? e“res= . for a look at the problems and suggested 
solutions of each committee.

i
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* * *

Dr. Boone D. Tillett, formerly from Hofstra University, had been 
chosen, after extensive interviews, to organize the new College of 
Business Administration. The Trustee Committee on the College, 
composed of Trustees, a group from Friedberg & Company (the 
University auditors) and "Main Street" business executives, not 
only recommended Dr. Tillett, but advised on the needs of 
business. Consequently, the program which was developed included 
curricula in Accounting, Economics, Finance, General Business, In
dustrial Engineering, Journalism, Management, Marketing, and 
Secretarial Science.14 Additionally, there was a a program for a 
Master of Science Degree in Business Administration. The programs 
for the upper classes were built upon the Junior College years.

Many new faculty were brought in for what was at this time one of 
the most popular programs. One of the new persons was Dr.
V. W. Read who would succeed Dr. Tillett as Dean. Other than Dr. 
Read and Kenneth Hampson (he resigned in June of 1949) , most would 
not stay for more than two years. Reportedly Dr. Tillett did not 
get along well with the existing faculty; he moved most of them 
out of his college as soon as possible. Prof. Charles Petitjean 
saw the handwriting on the wall and resigned because he could not 
work with or for Dr. Tillett. The administration talked Prof. 
Petitjean out of his resignation and he became an administrative 
assistant to Dr. Becker for the next year.15

Eaton

Dr. Tillett also worked out a consulting arrangement, approved by 
the Board, with Friedberg & company. He also developed, with the 
Friedberg Company, a Bureau of Economic and Business Research, 
which he headed. Under the terms of this agreement, Dean Tillett 
was to give Friedberg Company three and a half days of profes
sional activities a week in return for $2,500.00 a year.I6 
Additionally, the Dean was spending two days a week as a consult
ant to a college in New Hampshire which was being run by his 
brother. The combination of these two activities left very little 
time for administering the affairs of the College of Business Ad
ministration and it brought about the transfer of Dean Tillett to 
fund raising duties for the remainder of the year. 17

After a three month leave of absence, Dr. Tillett was relieved of 
his duties as Dean and asked to assist in the Development office 
for the remainder of the year.18 on 27 April 1949, "as has been 
discussed several times previously", the Executive Committee voted 
approval of Dr. Read as Dean of the College effective 1 June 1949. 
In commenting upon this development, Dr. Read said, "I can still 
remember, I drove him [President Halsey] to some meeting or some
thing at his request. At that time he said that Tillett had been 
trying to resign, or threatened to resign a number of times, and
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he thought probably it was time to take him up on it. Would I ac
cept the deanship? I said that I would be glad to give it a 
try."19 Dr. Read would remain as Dean until 1966.

* * *

A development of a College of Engineering was under study by a 
Committee of Trustees. The basis of the program was the two year 
program in The Junior College in Junior and General Engineering. 
The third year program in Mechanical Engineering was carried by 
the College of Arts and Science on a temporary basis. The Com
mittee at work on the matter was composed of Trustees and local 
Industrialists (Herman Steinkraus, President of Bridgeport Brass, 
became very active).

The Committee reported at virtually every Board and Executive Com
mittee meeting over the next year and periodically after that. A 
commonly accepted fact was that there was a need for engineering 
education in the community. After all, evidence of this had been 
used to get approval for University status, 
early found that it would be a very expensive program and felt 
that this would be a basis for cooperation with others offering 
engineering education.20 This was an obvious reference to another 
local school, Bridgeport Engineering Institute (BEI)•

Meetings were set up between the Executive Committee, the En
gineering Committee and BEI in March of 1949 to explore the idea 
of a merger of the two institutions.21 The first meeting was 
friendly and much progress was made. Arthur Keating, President of 
BEI, presented a plan for coordination which was the basis for 
discussion, but no definite action was taken by either Board.

But the Committee

• i

'

Despite the lack of official action, Mr. Keating took the 
position, in the fall, that the plan had been adopted and that the 
two institutions were committed to a merger. As a matter of fact, 
he had already pledged $10,000.00 in cash and equipment to the

Under Mr. Keating's plan, BEIproposed Engineering Building.
"would handle all evening engineering programs" and would compen
sate UB "for students sent" and who wished to retain their UB 
status.
credit based upon approvals by committees of both institutions to 
be arranged.... Degree programs in Engineering based generally 
upon E.C.P. (Engineering Council for Professional Development, the 
primary Engineering accrediting agency) approved programs to be 
worked out whereby students of both institutions and their 
graduates may work toward and receive full degrees in 
Engineering".22 under the plan both schools would remain separate 
and any possible merger would be left for the future.

There would also be "subject by subject interchange of

The University outlined areas of cooperation and of no 
cooperation: UB could cooperate on developing curriculum and offer 
the use of labs (after they were built) and make arrangements for
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the expediting of the obtaining of degrees for former BEI 
Students. But UB felt they could not withdraw from the offering 
of evening courses and since there were plans for cooperative 
education, UB students would have to take courses in the evening; 
there was an obligation to UB students to allow them to complete 
these courses on a part time basis.23

Prompted by these discussions, Dr. Littlefield wrote to the State 
Department of Education asking if they would approve such a plan 
of cooperation. He also asked if it would be satisfactory if BEI 
got accreditation as a college and could this plan of cooperation 
be put in each school's catalog? Harry C. Herge, Chief of the 
Bureau of Higher Education and Teacher Certification, replied on 
28 January 1949 indicating that such plans could only be approved 
by the State Board of Education. Furthermore, according to their 
records, the courses at BEI were not of the college level, there
fore if there would be an affiliation, there would have to be an 
inspection, an accreditation. Failure to do this could jeopardize 
the accreditation of UB. Herge also said that in developing a 
College of Engineering, UB must be completely autonomous. 
Additionally, Herge pointed out that the work of t>EI was not sub
standard but it was not a college of engineering, its accredita
tion was as a technical institute.24

In the meantime, a search was going on to find a person to head up 
the Division and ultimately the College of Engineering. Many of 
the Trustees and the Engineering Advisorary Committee members were 
very supportive of Dr. George H. R. O'Donnell, who taught science 
and mathematics at the Fort Devens Branch of the university of 
Massachusetts, to head up the program, but he was opposed by Mr. 
Keating of BEI, so in order to keep up the good relations, 
consideration of Dr. O'Donnell was dropped.25 Another candidate, 
unnamed, expressed concern about the ability of UB to carry 
through with the plans that had been made.26

the

The search for a Director went on while the Board was continuing 
to develop its plans for a new Engineering Building on the Seaside 
Campus. In July of 1948, Mr. Halsey recommended Mr. John Bodnar, 
the Assistant Superintendent of the Belknap Manufacturing Co., as 
the Acting Director of the Division of Engineering. what made 
this recommendation viable was that it would meet with the ap
proval of Mr. Keating.27 Cooperation continued in the fall of 
1948 when arrangements were made for BEI to use the physics lab 
and equipment.

On 12 November 1948, the Board approved the plans for the con
struction of a new Engineering building. The initial cost would 
be %540,000• 00 for the main wing and $150,000.00 for equipment.

* * *

The Board of Trustees heard reports early in 1948 on the progress
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of plans for a College of Nursing and the hopeful expectation that 
it would start in September 1948. Martha Jayne was appointed as 
Dean of the College on 23 June 1948. She worked with a special 
Board Committee on the Nursing college during the summer and fall 
when the Board would adopt a resolution in principle to establish 
a School of Nursing.28 This was based upon a knowledge of the 
demand for nurses as presented by Bridgeport Hospital and a study 
made by Dr. Becker.

When asked how she happened to come to the University, Dean Jayne 
said:

I was an Associate Professor of the Yale School of Nurs
ing and I had known Henry Littlefield from his graduate 
study at Yale, and his wife also, very well. He called 
me early one morning, right after 7:00 AM, and said, 
"Martha, how would you like to start a school of nursing 
over here at the University of Bridgeport?" And I said I 
wouldn't. "Well," Henry said, "just come over and talk 
to the Board, would you do that?" Why sure, I would come 
over and talk to the Board and found the Board, Henry and 
Jim Halsey, the most enthusiastic group and knowledgeable 
group, as well as [Dr.] Becker, who had done a great deal 
of study on nursing, so I went back to the School of 
Nursing, and I was also studying in the School of 
Medicine in the Department of Public Health, and I talked 
to the Director, Hitchcock, who was a well known person, 
and said to him, "What do you think about my doing this? 
and he said, "Well, it is going to take a lot of money, 
do they have the money?" 
faculty nurses there and she said, "For $5,000.00, take 

$5,000.00, with a $500,000 increase the next year
At that time, $5,000.00 was a 

That is how I got there.29

!

Then I talked to one of the

it!"
if we liked each other.
lot of money.

Dean Jayne recalls that she was intrigued by the opportunity and 
excitement of creation. She continued to be pleased with the in
spirational support of President Halsey and Dr. Littlefield. Very 
important in the years ahead was the interest and support of the 
Board of Trustees and particularly the Special Committee on Nurs
ing headed by Hamilton Merrill.30 one problem was to persuade 
people of the need for baccalaureate nursing. She felt that a 
recurring question was what a baccalaureate nurse could do that a 
Registered Nurse could not do. Although the nursing associations 
said that all nurses should be graduated from a baccalaureate 
program, it was a very new idea to many. Furthermore, the hospi
tal schools of nursing, who produced RN's, still wanted to retain 
their schools. Yet the efforts of Dean Jayne had much support 
from the officials at the Bridgeport Hospital.31

:

i

undertaken based upon the most recent
Dean JayneCurriculum planning was 

philosophy of current four year schools of nursing.
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also worked closely with the accrediting agencies who were concur
rently studying the problem of the expansion of nursing 
education.32

The State Board of Examiners on Nursing on 29 November 1948 in
cluded the Nursing School on the accredited list based upon the 
plans which had been submitted. This did not give the automatic 
approval by the State Board of Education but meant that it was 
very likely that it would come soon.33

as had beenEnrollment for the program was not as large 
expected, but new proposals for scholarship aid would help in this 
area (a problem had been the late awarding of UB scholarship aid). 
Dean Jayne's college started the third year program in the fall of 
1950 with one RN graduated in 1950. But she complained that there 
was a need for more faculty. There were only four full time 
faculty and ten part time in 1951, serving a student body of 
thirty seven basic students, six full time RNs and forty part time 
RNs. The new State program for nursing scholarships aided the 
enrollment.34

In 1952 the college celebrated three "firsts": the completion of 
the four year program in basic nursing with the first class 
graduated; the receipt of temporary national accreditation; and 
its first direct anonymous gift. Two programs were under way: the 
four year program and a supplemental degree program for nurses who 
already had their RN. Permanent accreditation was delayed by 
questions about the budget for the college and by the small number 
of full time faculty (still four).35

* * *

Although The Junior College had had from the beginning a 
secretarial program, the opportunity to expand that program and 
ultimately to provide a four year program came in 1948. Mrs. 
Marian W. S. Beech and her husband owned the for-profit Weylister 
Junior College located in Milford, CT. They were both in their 
early nineties and reached the conclusion that they could no 
longer continue with the school at the same time that the Town of 
Milford acquired the location of the school through eminent domain 
for a new high school building. They also felt that they had an 
obligation to the current students and their alumnae, so they ap
proached the University of Bridgeport.

Dean Bigsbee said that Mrs. Beech

had been with the famous school in New York as a partner, 
Gibbs. And she decided that a girl ought to have a 
broader experience than the Gibbs experience, so she 
bought a huge home up near New Haven and had a boarding 
situation there and her program had more balancing 
courses than secretarial techniques."36
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The students of Weylister had developed a good reputation as had 
the school. wanting to perpetuate the name of the school and to 
preserve the records, she turned now to the university of 
Bridgeport. The agreement which resulted was not a merger nor an 
absorption, the University agreed to perpetuate the name as long 
as the University operated a secretarial school, and preserve the 
records of the students.

Mrs. Beech agreed to serve as advisor and consultant for one year; 
the library came to the University without payment; and the 
University purchased forty typewriters, the rest of the equipment 
being sold at auction. For a number of years the Weylister 
Secretarial school was a very effective program, especially under 
the leadership of Dr. Marie Jaeger who became the Director in 
1951.37

* * *

The establishment of the Fones School of Dental Hygiene came as a 
result of a request on the part of the Connecticut State Dental 
Association. It was a good example of UB serving of the region 
and of pioneering by the new University.

The University received a letter on 3 April 1948 from the Connec
ticut State Dental association recommending the development of a 
school of dental hygiene noting that there was a shortage of den
tal hygienists, that it was a new and growing field, that there 
were only five such schools between Boston and Philadelphia, and 
that more and more states had legalized the work of hygienists. 
Were the University to develop such a school, the Dental Associa
tion would promise its support.38 The driving force behind the 
efforts of the State Dental Association was Dr. Ira Dow Beebe, the 
Chairman of the Council of Dental Health, 
dentist, Dr.
Alumni Association of the University, using the argument that no 
dental hygienists had been trained in thirty years in the state. 
It was Dr. Beebe who sold Dr. Liscio on the idea, and he then ap
proached the university officials.39 Dr. Liscio ultimately became 
Chairman of the Special Trustee Committee on Dental Hygiene and 
later the Director of the Fones School in 1970.
By 3 June 1948, Dr. Becker, who had been charged with the inves
tigation of the possibility of such a school, and a special com
mittee made their report to the Trustees. The committee had cor
responded with other schools and developed a complete list of 
equipment and faculty needed to begin the school. Serving on the 
committee with Dr. Liscio and Dr. Beebe was Dr. Carl Hedberg, an 
alumni Trustee and a prominent Dentist. The estimated cost of the 
equipment was $20,000.00 and it was believed that the dentists of 
the state would donate one half of that. (They eventually raised 

Speed was urged, however, since there were attempts
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being made to require such schools to be associated with schools 
of dentistry.
The Board voted on 21 January 1949 to take all steps necessary to 
have the Fones School in operation by September 1949. 
nouncements of the opening of the school were to be sent out by 
the first of March so that a class could be recruited. Dr. Robert 
H. W. Strang was appointed as the first Director on 8 July 1949 
and Miss Frances Ferri was appointed Assistant Director.

Formal an-

At the opening ceremonies of the new school, named in honor of the 
founding trustee, Chairman of the Board and pioneer in the dental 
hygiene movement. Dr. Alfred Fones, Dr. Strang noted that he
had first lectured to the first classes in the school started by 
Dr. Fones, and had continued as a teacher in the short lived 
school. Now thirty six years later he returned to head up the new 
Fones School. He noted that there were thirty two in the first 
class and that there were coincidentally thirty two in the first 
Fones class. While the first Fones school was without the 
cooperation of the dentists of the state, this school was founded 
at the request of the dentists.40 Dr. Strang was sixty nine at 
the time and had a national reputation as an orthodontist, 
agreed to become the Director if he could have an effective Execu
tive Director since he still had a very busy practice.41

He

Miss Frances Ferri, a trained hygienist and educator in 
Springfield, MA. became that Executive Director.

All of a sudden Dr. [Carl] Hedberg appeared in the place 
I was working in Springfield, MA 
chance to come down and work in Dental Hygiene Education 
in Bridgeport, which I had just gone through on a 
train.... [I] Drove down with my mother and we stayed in
Barnum's old house, facing the sound, and that was im
pressive - I slept in Barnum's bedroom and I took a bath 
in Barnum's tub.

and offered me a• • •.

That was very impressive.42

Miss Ferri was also impressed with the opportunity to start a 
pioneering school of Dental Hygiene from scratch and accepted the 
opportunity.

In the meantime the basic curriculum had been developed by Dean 
Bigsbee who put together the common denominators of nineteen other 
schools. Together they ordered the necessary equipment, and Dean 
Bigsbee found himself drilling in the floor to accommodate the 
equipment.43 There were even last minute hitches in getting all 
of the materials and the clinic ready for the first students.
Miss Ferri recalled:

Remember those wonderful cases to hold instruments that 
we had? And how they were little too big for thea
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cabinet that we had to put them in? .... Ike Schine saved 
the day, he sent a guy over in a station wagon, [put them 
in it] and brought them to the lumber yard, sawed off 
l/16th of an inch, refinished that end of it. 
then shove them back proudly on the first day.44

Miss Ferri and other members of the faculty soon became leaders on 
national committees and were thus able to be in the forefront of 
new developments in the field. The students, a highly selected 
group, benefited from this and consistently scored very well on 
national exams. Reports were proudly made to the Board of 
Trustees at regular intervals that all of the students had passed 
their state boards. Shortly the Fones School of Dental Hygiene 
would rank as one of the top three such schools in the country. 
Miss Ferri was also included on many accreditation teams, and Dean 
Bigsbee spoke to the AAJC in Seattle on the role of a Dental 
Hygiene School in the Junior College.45

We could

* * *
!
I

After negotiations and discussion, the Executive Committee voted 
to establish The Reading Laboratory on 6 August 1948. Dr. Lit
tlefield had been approached by Gladys Persons who had conducted 
the Persons Reading Research Laboratory in Stamford and now 
desired an affiliation with the University. All agreed that there 
was a need for such a service in the area and felt that the area 
of reading research would be a significant area of contribution to 
the university.

Miss Persons would bring with her her own specialized equipment 
although more would have to be purchased. Not only would the 
service be available to the university students but it would also 
be available to school children in the area. It was believed that 
if the Laboratory served only the public, that the fees charged 
would cover the costs of the program. The plans of the Laboratory 
included the training of students of non college age, the solving 
of problems of the university students and developed an 
instructor's course for teachers in the local high schools.

i

Thus began an area of emphasis which would be a specialty of the 
university for many years. Even after the formal closing of the 
Reading Laboratory, Dr. Lydia Duggins would retain for UB a na
tional prominence in this field.46

★ * *
i

Trustee and a teacher in the local highMrs. Etta Oppel, 
schools, reported at the Annual Board meeting in November 1947 
that she had been asked about the possibility of graduate courses 
in Education. The administration reported that they had received 

from the State Department of Education who had advised

a

counsel
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against it for the time being, however they would be approached 
again in the spring of 1948 and that UB hoped to have limited of
ferings by September 1948. At the time that the Board was forming 
special committees to study various forms of expansion, a College 
of Education was not on their list.

Nothing was mentioned in Board minutes about a Division or College 
of Education until 13 April 1949 when candidates for the Director 
of the Division of Education were interviewed. For the first year 
the Division would be a part of the College of Arts and Science. 
On 17 August 1949, the Executive Committee validated the appoint
ment of Dr. Raymond Wochner as Director of the Division of 
Education. He was charged with the mission of developing and get
ting accredited the teacher education program.47 Dr. wochner 
would be successful in this endeavor when the State Department of 
Education approved the creation of the College of Education. At 
that point, Dr. Wochner was named dean of the college.48

A curious sidelight to the development of the College of Education 
was the request of the owner of the Fanny Smith School for a 
merger with the university, with the idea that it would serve as a 
laboratory school for the College of Education. Not only did Miss 
Louise Hoyt preside over a private school for children in grades 
kindergarten through grade eight, but she also operated a teacher 
training institute. it was the teacher training program that she 
wished UB to take over.

Dr. Harry oecker was assigned to investigate the situation and to 
make a recommendation. He did not have much enthusiasm for the 
undertaking because the Fannie Smith School was in difficulties 
with the State Department of Education and there was a serious 
question as to whether their graduates could be certified to teach 
after 1951. Dr. Becker felt that little would come of the effort 
and that Miss Hoyt really wanted too much for what she was 
giving. The proposed plan would be that Miss Hoyt would deed 
the property to UB (including the $4,300.00 mortgage), and she 
would be paid $3,000.00 a year for life as Principal Emeritus (she 
was 71)• The State Department of Education was insisting either 
upon changes in the school or its disbandonment. A charge of ra
cial bias m admissions was also pending.

The administration did feel that the school could be operated 
profitably as an elementary school and would be an aid in training 
teachers in the College of Education. All but Dr. Littlefield, 
who had reservations, felt that the teacher training operation 
would more than recover its costs of operation. The Board, 
fluenced by Dr. Littlefield's reservations (and later by the 

S rese.rvations) 9 and by the international situation, 
voted that no action be taken at that time.50

in-
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* * *

To many students, intercollegiate athletics, and especially 
football, was as important a part of college life as the academic 
programs.
for a football team. All were surprised, however, not only at the 
intensity of the campaign, but its effectiveness as organized by 
the students, under the general leadership of Harold Beardsworth, 
later called the "Father of UB Football".

It was, therefore, inevitable that there be a demand

The Board received student petitions (about 750 signatures) for a 
football team and established a Special Committee on Intercol
legiate Athletics (this would soon be known at the "football" 
committee) composed of Trustees, Sports Editors and local high 
school football coaches.51 The committee reported to each meeting 
of the Executive Committee whose special concerns were costs and 
possible liabilities.

All through the winter of 1948 a steady stream of material about 
football was issued. Jimmy Dlugos* column in The Scribe reported 
that both President Halsey and Dr. Littlefield were in favor of 
football; a column, "The Student Speaks", had fifteen quotes from 
student leaders, all supporting football; an article by Columnist 
Hal Boyle entitled, "What is college 
Fun?", was reprinted.52

On 10 March 1948 the students made a presentation to the Executive 
Committee of the Trustees.
Carpenter was the spokesman) indicated plans for a massive rally 
in support of a football team. The rally was held on 16 March in 
the Klein Memorial Auditorium. It was preceded by a two section 
parade: one coming from the Fairfield Avenue campus and one from 
the Seaside Campus. Floats and musical groups were featured but 
there were plenty of sirens, drums and applause. The rally itself 
was Emceed by Al Goldstein, a student. Speakers included A. V. 
Bodine, the Vice Chairman of the Board, who said that while the 
Board wanted a winning team for UB there were more considerations 
than just wanting it. None the less, he believed that favorable 
action would be taken by the Board.
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Harold Beardsworth, the originator of the student petition, and 
Reigh Carpenter spoke. Carpenter raised the specter that he knew 
of students who were transferring out to go to a school which had 
football. Athletes were also introduced: Chet Gladchuck, 
Bridgeport's only All-American; Mickey Connelly of the Brooklyn 
Dodgers football team; and Levi Jackson, Yale's fullback. All ex
tolled the value of a football team. The rally culminated with 
President Halsey being asked if he would support Football in '48. 
He responded that he had never seen anything like this enthusiasm, 
and in typical fashion, became carried away by the emotion of the 
event and said that he hoped that UB would have football on a na
tional scale, maybe even play the University of Hawaii.OJ
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The Executive Committee responded by calling for an early meeting 
of The Football Committee with the understanding that it might 
have the power to make definite plans for a team starting in Sep
tember 1948 on a limited and conservative basis, 
approval of a football team, the Trustees heard about a new stu
dent organization, the "Bridgettes" or "UB-Ettes", a dance team to 
perform at intercollegiate games, and voted to uniform them for 
$1,250.00.54

Even before the

Early in July, the Football Committee recommended, and the Execu
tive Committee approved the appointment of the All-American and 
professional football player from Bridgeport, Chet Gladchuck, as

Long before this, in April/
At the

head coach for the football team.
more than 100 turned out for spring football practice, 
opening meeting, Chet Gladchuck spoke about his program.55 
Showers and lockers were provided in the Basement of Bishop Hall. 
Insurance was also taken out on the team.56 Plans were made for 
Gridiron Week from 20-25 September to inaugurate the new season. 
Tied in with registration and Freshman Week, this was a week-long 
pep rally. It was announced that "Miss Kick-off would be chosen, 
The Girl We'd Most Like to Tackle", (Sally Sykes was chosen), A 
bonfire rally, a Kick-Off Dance at Lenny's Wagon Wheel, (The Foot
ball Steering Committee got a special 2 AM permission for all dorm 
students), and a parade through town converging on Candlelight 
Stadium. Expected were about ten bands and Drum Corps. Ever 
alert to the bottom line, the Trustees heard on 29 September that 
the cost for football so far had been $14,470.67 and a loss on the 
operation thus far of $6,170.63. At the end of the season, Chet 
Gladchuck was reappointed for the next year with an increase in 
salary. Prof. John Sherry, the Business Manager of Athletics, was 
given an honorarium as was Prof. Alphonse Sherman as an assistant 
coach. Walter Kondratovitch was later brought in as backfiel^ 
coach (he was also assistant Basketball Coach and an Instructor in 
Health).

The first season ended with a 4-4-1 record, which was exceptional 
for the first year. Notable among the accomplishments were: 
first touchdown was scored by Frank Costa on a pass from Buchanan; 
Marty Ryan scored on a 91 yard pass-run off a pass from Donald 
"Duck" Marchette to win the Merchant Marine game 25-20; and a 6-6 
tie was played with Hofstra in a game in which much of the action 
was obscured by a dense fog.57

the

k°u kittle, the famous coach of Columbia, was the speaker at the 
Football banquet where honor was paid to a student who had not 
played one down: Stanley Ramik. Ramik had been out for spring 
football and was considered a very good prospect. However 
accident in August on a construction job, his left foot had been 
injured and was amputated. None the less, Ramik attended every 
practice and game, and was awarded his letter, to the tumultous 
applause of all present.58

in an
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Early in January 1949 the lease for Candlelight stadium was 
renegotiated for a five year term. The University paid the 
owners, The Sportsmen's Club, 15% of the gross after taxes and the 
University had to pay for the marking of the field, lights and the 
rental of extra seats. The Club was liable for liability in
surance and could not sell any alcohol in the stands.

In July 1949, the Board was informed of the resignation of Chet 
Gladchuck as uoach, and the Football Committee was charged with 
finding a replacement. On 3 August 1949, Assistant Coach Walter 
Kondratovitch was nominated to succeed Gladchuck as head coach.

Candlelight Stadium was a long way from the campus and many envi
sioned the building of a stadium on campus, but it was not a high 
priority item for the Board. However, the matter of an 
Armory/Stadium had been under consideration for some time by both 
the city and the state. By December of 1949 this matter was 
receiving a lot of attention. The State had proposed that some 
land be set aside at Seaside Park, but because the University was 
there, it was felt this was not a place for an armory although it 
was suitable for a large field house and a stadium. The Board ap
pointed a committee to confer with W. Parker Seeley, the Chairman 
of the Armory Committee, and several meetings were held.59

!
:

After study it was deemed inadvisable to buy a bus to transport 
the athletic teams, instead it was decided to rent from bus 
companies. The Board approved a proposal to purchase band 
Uniforms, and to broadcast the football games.60 The University 
did not carry insurance for plastic surgery for the football team 
who were asked to sign waivers.61

* * *

A very large proportion of the students of this period were 
veterans, young men who had not only lost time, academically, 
while serving their country, but also men who knew how to lay out 
a plan to obtain their objectives. The University had a corps of 
these young men, as evidenced by their ability to obtain football 
at the University. Others turned to student government. 
Throughout the Junior College Years the student body had been 
small and there had not been a real need on the student s part to 
form and make effective any form of student government. But with 
large numbers of students, and at a time when things were ro°Yin9

turned to the formation of a studentso rapidly, students now 
government organization.

four hundred man-hours of work, a committee 
"The Father" of student government, and

Dan Greaney, Tom
After putting in over
headed by Chris Parrs, ,
aided by a committee which included John Cox,
McGannon and Bob Donaldson, along with others, drafted a constitu

It was a constitution which formed ation for Student Government.
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Student Council with elected representatives from all classes. 
After study by the Trustees and a thorough review by the Univer
sity Attorneyf Harry Goldstein, the Trustees approved the 
Constitution. There was a provision that a referendum by the stu
dents was necessary to make it effective. Accordingly the stu
dents voted 737-62 to approve the Constitution. Subsequently John 
Cox was elected as the first President of the Student Council.62

The American Society For The Advancement of the Shmoo, Inc. was 
another manifestation of student activity. It was an organization 
which was connected to the advent of football as well as a commit
ment to community service. The Shmoo was a character in 
Bridgeport native, Al Capp's, cartoon strip "Lil Abner". In A1 
Capp's strip, the Shmoo existed to serve mankind; he was a roun
dish character who could transform himself immediately into any 
food which his owner desired? furthermore, the more he was used, 
the more he multiplied. As a part of the half time festivities at 
the first football home game, Al Capp was presented with the 
honorary degree of Doctor of Delightful Living (D.D.L).

Ben Raubvogel,153, recalled:

The whole thing started with Wendall Kellogg, and we were 
introducing football to the University, and he was trying 
to think of some kind of a, we had no mascot or anything 
at that time, and we were just trying to think of some
thing with which to give it a little zip. And at that 
time, Al Capp, who was a New Haven boy, had quite a few 
things going on in colleges connected with his comic 
strip "Lil Abner", so Wendall suggested, why don't we 
contact him and maybe we can work something out. Some 
kind of a celebration.

So we went down to see him, and he said, "Well, there is 
really nothing". He, Sadie Hawkins Day, that was it, 
Sadie Hawkins Day. He said, "that has pretty well shot 
its wad, but I got a new character that maybe we could do 
something with — The Shmoo". it was a white, furryr 
little thing. He said, "Gee, that might not be bad"* 
And so we started talking with him and working something 
up, and we came back and Wendall went to the Board of 
Directors, and presented some ideas to them, and the 
thing took off.63

The legend of the Shmoo was embellished by the students and large 
parts of the legend were incorporated into Capp's cartoon strip* 
An undated press release quoted Bert Arthur, "Al Capp is trying to 
steal the Shmoo that P. T. Barnum discovered 60 years ago"* The 
story was based upon the discovery of a secret compartment in P* 
T. Barnum's Home, Marina. A loose brick in the fireplace was ac
cidentally uncovered which led to the locating of a secret panel 
next to the fireplace. when a locksmith finally unlocked the
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door, they found papers which detailed the history of the Shmoo. 
A collector had discovered Bobtonia, which A1 Capp now called the 
"Valley of the Shmoon", which had a species of animal heretofore 
unknown - The Shmoo.

It was to protect this creature from defamation that the society 
of the Shmoo was formed and incorporated on 29 September 1948.64 
The aim of the Society was to promote patriotism, community 
programs for social betterment for all, and the spread of 
happiness. Anyone could be a Shmoo if he promised to help in his 
own way to relieve the world's suffering from war, disease, famine 
and disaster. Chapters could be founded on other campuses; all it 
required was seventy five persons each contributing ten cents to 
the national organization and paying one dollar for the printing 
of the charter. Benjamin A. Raubvogel was the president and John 
Cox was President of the Board of Managers. Jacqueline E. Keefe 
was the Secretary-Treasurer. More than twenty colleges soon 
formed chapters.

The Shmoo Society became the vehicle for campus community service. 
Instead of there being six to eight charity solicitations each 
year, the Shmoo Society, with the approval of the Student Council, 
had one drive a year to support all of these solicitations. A 
goal of $5,000.00 was first set for the uB Campus Chest.

: I

1' I
*

1
Student spirit led the students to try to recover another piece of 
Barnum Memorabilia, the famous Barnum Elephant, Jumbo. While 
there were persistent rumors that Marina Circle had more than one

the students wanted something they
One major problem

;elephant buried underneath,
could see and with whom they could identify, 
was that Tufts University owned the stuffed and preserved Jumbo. 
Accordingly a "Return of Jumbo Committee" was formed which then 
wrote to Tufts, asking for the return of Jumbo. .

Tuft's President, Leonard Carmichael, replied that Jumbo had been 
a part of Tufts for sixty years and he could not consider removing 
Jumbo from the Barnum Room since he could no longer stand the 
process of removal. Furthermore, he said, Bridgeport had the baby 
elephant, "Bridgeport" (b. 2 February 1882, d. 12 April 1886), the 
second elephant ever to be born in America. He suggested that 
"Bridgeport" would be a good candidate for a mascot:

What more appropriate animal could there be for your in
stitution than this active playful young elephant who was 
so full of pranks? He bears your name; like you, he was 
born in Bridgeport; and like you he enjoyed rapid growth 
in Bridgeport. He had close associations with P. T.

He is not unacquainted with collegeBarnum, as you have, 
life, for he entered Tufts in 1886 and spent some years 
here, even studying with the great Jumbo during his 
senior year. Following his graduation, he established 
his residence in Bridgeport, at the corner of Gilbert and
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Main Streets.65

The Faculty also had thoughts about organizing themselves. While 
Dean Bigsbee had indicated that he had earlier wished to develop a 
Senate similar to the one at Union, the idea had fallen on deaf 
ears.66 Developments had moved so rapidly that the newly formed 
Deans Council really usurped what the faculty thought were their 
academic prerogatives. The Faculty was so large that it seldom 
met as a group and then it met primarily to be greeted or given 
instructions. Regular college meetings, mostly monthly, were 
held, but these concerned the agenda of each dean. A local chap
ter of The American Association of University Professors (AAUP) 
had been formed and the faculty became interested in the problems 
of governance from the faculty point of view. In the spring of 
1949, President Halsey reported to the Board that there had been a 
request from the local AAUP for the establishment of a Senate and 
copies of that request, along with other pertinent materials, were 
sent to the Board. The local chapter, aware that many of the 
Board believed that the AAUP movement might sound like a labor 
union, arranged for each Trustee to receive a copies of all AAUP 
publications. Later a faculty committee of the AAUP expressed a 
desire to bring Prof. Calhoun of Yale to confer with groups of 
Trustees about a proposed Senate.67

The AAUP issued a "Proposal For A Faculty Organization For The 
University of Bridgeport" on 15 March 1949. It called for a 
"constitutional convention" to develop a Senate composed of all 
full time teachers. This Senate would draft a Constitution which 
would empower the Senate to represent the faculty and be a working 
group with power to act in the name of the faculty. It could make 
policy in appropriate fields; the faculty would have ultimate 
power in academic policy such as curricula, scholarship standards, 
degree requirements, honors, etc. Additionally it was suggested 
that the Senate advise the Administration in the appointment, dis
missal and promotion of the faculty.68

President Halsey, in a letter to the Executive Committee, favored 
the idea of a Senate, however, he said that it must have a clear 
cut statement of objectives, obligations, privileges and 
prerogatives. He also recommended that all full professors, 
regardless of titles such as Deans, Directors and head of schools 
be ex officio members with full powers and vote. Dr. Littlefield 

i^a?_ a. Senate should be a part of the university structure 
and should include the Deans. "if possible, the President of the 
University should serve as Chairman of the University Senate". He 
agreed that the functions should include the setting of university 
standards in academic, curricular and advising problems. The 
Council of Deans should continue and concern itself only with ad-
^L1S^ra^VVPr0b„lemS, He would delude in the membership the President, Vice President, the Deans and representatives of the academic departments.69 representative*
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Matters with the faculty moved much slower than with the students. 
Committee meetings did not get under way until the fall of 1950 
and the Constitution was not completed until 1951f therefore, the 
matter of the Senate development will be reserved for considera
tion in the next Chapter.

The Trustees were from time to time concerned with what was con
sidered aberrant behavior by both students and faculty. In 
January 1948, it was noted that three students were suspended for 
"conduct unbecoming gentlemen". One faculty member was reported 
in the newspapers as being arrested for driving while intoxicated 
and the administration was told by the Executive Committee to keep 
an eye on him. Another faculty member made headlines when, upon 
being presented with a bill for the repair of his car which he 
thought was exorbitant, left and then returned to get the car at 
gun point. He would shortly resign from the University due to 
"the recurrence of an illness. A student was arrested in the sum
mer of 1948 for passing counterfeit fifty cent pieces. His father 
insisted that only five or six had been passed, but the Secret 
Service was more interested in the student's process for producing 
the coins, which was reputedly cheaper than that used by the 
government.

!
f M
i *: 1
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The Trustees were also interested in the students' religious well 
being.
appointing three leading local clergy to be chaplains, 
felt that while it might be desirable, there might be some unusual 
complications and implications, so delay was urged.70 President 
Halsey conferred with the Inter Group Council which favored a 
series of institutes on racial and religious matters: action on

Early in 1948 there was a discussion about ap- 
It was decided that this would be

Chairman Chaffee requested consideration of the idea of
The Board

this was tabled, 
pointing University Chaplains, 
a good thing and the Board approved the idea in principle and 
hoped that various religious groups could make the appointments.

The Board did vote toNo appointments were made at this time.
remove from its application forms any reference to racial or 
religious background and also voted to sponsor the Inter Group 
Council Institute On Race Relations under the leadership of Prof. 
Abraham E. Knepler.71

The recommenda-Some students wished to organize Sectarian Clubs, 
tions of the Council of Deans was negative, since this would be a 
change in policy. The University had not previously allowed any 
organizations with racial or religious restrictions in the past. 
The Executive Committee was told that "The spirit that the deans 
would like to preserve is one of Americans meeting together with 
the fullest possible opportunities for friendship and understand
ing among the students of all of the racial strains which compose 
our student body."72 The Board appointed a Committee to inves 
tigate the matter. The Committee reported at the next meeting. 
Its report was accepted but there was no indication what the
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report contained. By spring, several sectarian groups were per
mitted to meet but without official recognition.73

Dr. Littlefield was approached during the summer of 1949 by those 
who wished to start a Newman tlub. The Board then decided that at 
the time of registration each student would be given a card to 
fill out, if he wished, and if he were interested in participating 
in any religious activity. No other activity in this field was 
noted through 1950. The Board was wrestling with the notion that 
the University was declared to be a non-sectarian university, 
while it also recognized the need for some sort of religious 
expression, it had not yet found the answer.

The question of retirement benefits which had been been raised 
periodically, arose again and the Board approved a plan whereby 
the individual faculty member could participate in the University 
sponsored program arranged with TIAA (Teachers Insurance and An
nuity Association). 
salary and that was matched by an equal 5% from the University.74 
Helping to encourage this development was the fact that without 
some sort of retirement package, it was extremely difficult to get 
new faculty to come to the University.

Each Professor would contribute 5% of his

Having provided for a retirement plan for the faculty, it was soon 
brought to the attention of the Board that there was a class of 
faculty who had given long service to the Junior College yet they 
were not provided for. Two options were open: either fund this 
past service through the TIAA or assume the obligation for the 
future. it was decided that the Board would supplement the 
retirement income for those who continued to teach through ages 
60-70 through a formula which would multiply the years of service 
prior to the effective date of TIAA participation by 1% of the 
?^ent.annual salarY t0 9et an annual payment.75 in November 
1950, the Board would vote to participate in the Social Security 
program, completing the basic retirement package.76

While wrestling with all of the matters 
did find time for of expansion, the Board 

^ * boto li(3ht.er and happier moments. A special
P°j.was made of the honor paid to Trustee Donald F. Carpenter who 
had been made a member of the Board of Consultants to assist the 
United States Atomic Energy Commission in making atomic energy 
Sn^r/n1/8* avai*:able more quickly to industry.77 Mrs. Alvin C.

IJd MJP* Rlchard Cooper missed the summer Board meeting m 
Th®/.lle on this meeting had a copy of a telegram sent by

G^e®^in^s from your runaway trustees while you 
are sweltering in Bridgeport we are enjoying cool dry air. We 
know you will miss our sage advice. But send our best wishes and
A reDlvUwaRnRent0tonfhhln9 !;hat We W0Uld not do if we were there";

lt0 them acknowledging the receipt of the wire and 
Lake llacid. next Year the meeting could be held in
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Students had always had difficulty in finding places to meet or to 
relax over a cup of coffee and a sandwich. The cafeteria on Fair- 
field Ave was in a very small room. So, with the building of 
Fones Hall and the renovation of the barns behind the building, 
consideration was given to a new cafeteria. The former stables 
area of the barn was converted to a cafeteria. While it was much 
larger than the one on Fairfield avenue and while it served as an 
excellent and picturesque setting, one was reminded of the former 
uses of the building on damp days. The stable motif was retained, 
even to preserving the horse stalls, and the place was ap
propriately enough called, "The Stables". This would serve as the 
cafeteria and coffee house until the acquisition of a student 
union building.

Loyola Hall, previously rented for classroom space from Fairfield 
Prep, was turned over to the students as a Student Union while 
plans were under way to build a new Student Union Building. The 
Board of Trustees were at first suspicions of a Student Union.
Dr. Littlefield recalled:

When we decided that we were going to build the Student 
Center, I made the presentation to the Board about the 
need for it, and how we had put up the other facilities, 
and I said, "Besides, you know, a union on campus these 
days is one of the requisites which are needed in order

After all, one of the things that
is the

And I recall how Al Bodine, who was 
Chairman of the Board at that time, said, "Henry, do we 
have to have a union now?"78

.i
\i\

W• I
i

to attract a student, 
attracts students probably as much as anything, 
physical plant".

!

As more activities began to be held on the Seaside campus, parking 
became a major problem. Existing zoning regulations did not per
mit the constructing of parking lots. As students searched for 
places to leave their cars while in class, they often parked in 
and in front of driveways of the neighbors causing much

A Parking Committee of faculty, administration and 
students attempted to provide a solution to the problem, 
problem eased somewhat. But in the fall with the arrival of a new 
set of students, the problem resurfaced. A letter to the resident 
neighbors was sent informing them what the University was trying

Part of the purpose of the letter

1 i
:!

consternation.
The I \

-
i

to do to alleviate the problem.
was to solicit support for a change in zoning which allowed park- 
ing lots, but opposition of the neighbors prevented it.79 Presi
dent Halsev then visited with all of the concerned neighbors, 
reported that they all had friendly attitudes about the 
university. It would be some time, however, before the zoning 
laws would be changed so that paved parking lots would be allowed.

He

Dr. Littlefield told the Board that The Scribe had been put on a
The key officials of the 

It would con-

■

business like, self sustaining basis, 
paper would get paid provided there was a profit. I
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tinue to get appropriations from the Student Activities Fund, Un
der the two year leadership of Editor, Jim Dlugos, and the astute 
business manager, Ray Folkman, The Scribe flourished and became a 
very good school newspaper, winning a First Class rating from the 
36th National Newspaper Critical Service of the Associated Col
legiate Press in January 1948.

While the University was responsible for the quality, management 
and finances, The Scribe would operate as an independent business 
and be self supporting. Its policies were controlled by a Scribe 
Advisorary Board composed of the Editor, Business Manager and the 
Vice President of the Student Council. Elections to the Board and 
Scribe Offices were to be held each April and they would take of
fice the following September. If there were a profit, the Scribe 
Editor would get a salary of $10.00 a week, The Managing Editor 
$5.00 and the Business Manager, $10.00. Solicitors got 10 cents 
per column inch for new ads and 8 cents per inch for further 
insertions. The profit was determined on a per issue basis.80

Alumni affairs were under the leadership of Betty Madden Jensen. 
In the spring of 1948, the job was complicated by the impending 
motherhood of Mrs. Jensen. she arranged for her brother, Robert 
Madden, a third year student, to complete the academic year under 
her supervision. She was succeeded by Doris Borrup. In the 
Catalogue for 1950-1951, there was no Alumni Secretary, instead 
the organization was headed by the President of the Alumni 
Association, Herbert Bundock and the faculty representative, Prof. 
William W. Everett. The Board succeeded in establishing the first 
alumni club in Boston in the summer of 1950.

As the student population grew and as the decision was made to 
consolidate on the Marina Campus, the Board concluded that more 
and more money would be necessary to pay for this growth. Already 
a small portion of operating income had been used to acquire 
property for expansion needs, but this would not be enough. 
Board, however, was distrustful of any major fund raising effort, 
having been so unsuccessful in previous efforts.

The

Early in February 1948, President Halsey, who was far ahead of the 
thinking of the Board on this matter, made a proposal to raise 
$670,000.00 in a fund raising campaign with 50% of his time being 
devoted to this effort. Again skeptical of new methods, the Board 
felt that a high pressure campaign would be unwise, and urged a 
long range, quiet campaign. a "third Proposal" which embodied 
these methods was approved.81 The firm of Marts and Lundy agreed 
to consult in New York on a no fee basis. it was hoped to an
nounce the receipt of $100,000.00 in gifts for the Charter Day 
Banquet, and a special account was established to hold all dona- 
tions to the UB Development Fund. Executive Committee meetings 
hrough the rest of the spring and summer spent much time on mat- 

ters of fund raising. Solicitation for the Development fund was 
suspended during the Community chest Drive, in November, the an-
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nouncement was made that in a quiet campaign, $140,000.00 had been 
raised, but President Halsey observed that there were limitations 
to a quiet campaign.82

A Progress Report was prepared and 15,000 copies were printed to 
be sent to Alumni, contributors and potential contributors. 
Malony suggested at a Board meeting that the campaign should be 
more intensive, along with a long-range non-intensive campaign. 
President Halsey prevailed with the idea of intensifying the cur
rent campaign, expanding it and making it permanent through the 
establishment of a fund raising office with an eventual full time 
director.83

Mr.

The entire fund raising effort on the part of Universities in the 
Post-war period was to undergo a fundamental change. Previously 
the established Universities had relied upon large scale 
philanthropic efforts from a few wealthy people. While some of 
the new Universities had a few wealthy donors, most had to search 
out new sources of philanthropy. President Halsey hit upon a 
revolutionary idea - Parents. Parents were a short-term captive 
audience. These were people who, for the most part, had never 
before been connected with a university. Now they could be 
brought into the orbit of the University because they had a common 
concern, the education of their children. Some of these people 
were relatively well-off, and all were flattered by the attention 
paid them by University Officials. Mr. Halsey was very good at 
this. Out of this idea developed the Parents Association which 
made significant contributions to the Development Fund. In later 
years, as the Parents Association grew, the UB Parents Association 
became one of the top such groups in the country.84

An intensive letter-writing campaign was undertaken in the winter 
of 1949-50 and 237 responses brought in $13,027.07.85 
was relatively small potatoes, so the Board, belatedly now, voted 
to engage in a fund raising campaign to raise $450,000.00 and to 
retain the firm of Marts and Lundy to advise.86 This money was 
needed to help pay for the first new building on campus, the En
gineering Technology building. One could see, even at this time, 
some of the creative accounting that was taking place. There was 

of income over expenditures in November 1950 of 
$303,762.00 but there was a deficit of $146,630.00 due to expendi
tures for the Tech building. It was explained to the Board that 
that deficit would be eliminated with the sale of the Fairfield
avenue campus which was on 
Board now voted to hire two specialists to make a survey 
preparatory to a Capital Fund Drive.
Another source of funds to meet the building demands, especially 
for dormitories, was the federal government through long-term, 
self-liquidating loans. The Board voted to investigate the 
matter.88 Preliminary investigation determined that the Univer
sity was ineligible under the RFC.89 Isaac Schine was delegated
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to pursue the matter further after discussion at every Executive
Pay dirt

was struck when it was determined that the Housing and Home 
Financing Agency provided funds for dormitory construction. 
Chairman and Treasurer and the Buildings and Grounds Committee 
were authorized to enter into a contract to borrow the sums needed 
for the construction of dormitories for 700 students.90

The fact that the senior colleges had been accredited opened the 
way for the government loans. Although The Junior College 
retained its accreditation, this did not apply to the Junior and 
Senior years.
made to acquire the necessary approvals.

In April 1948, a team of ten academics visited the University on 
behalf of the Connecticut State Department of Education, 
results of this accreditation 
report dated 11 June.
1 September 1951. 
given, several problems were noted, 
be removed before fall; a plan for the easing of teaching loads 
and the increasing of doctorates was needed; the library was in
adequate for the current needs. The Committee cautioned about the 
possibility of over extension and recommended that graduate work 
be deferred.

Committee meeting during the summer and fall of 1949.
The

Therefore, from the very beginning efforts were

The
were reported to the Board in a 

The University was given State approval to 
While generally satisfactory ratings were

A list of fire hazards had to

In 1949, Dr. Littlefield visited the New York State Department of 
Education to explore provisional certification in that state. A 
visitation was scheduled for 4 May. in February 1950 a request 
was made to the Connecticut State Department of Education for an 
inspection of the College of Education, 
reported to have been impressed by what they saw.91 By the end of 
1950, all units of the University had been accredited by the ap
propriate bodies in the State of Connecticut and was approved by 
the New York State Board of Education. Enough classes had not yet 
been graduated to attempt New England regional accreditation.

The visitation team was

The. first one million dollar budget was set for September 1948 
(this included $10,000.00 for football). After a disappointing 
start, the student population began to grow. In the fall of 1948, 
there were 1,359 full time students and a total enrollment of 
2,416. In September 1949, enrollment increased to 2,148 full time 
students. A part of this increase was due to an increase in out— 
of-state students (this of course created a demand for 
dormitories). 374 came from New York; 83 from Massachusetts, 32 
from New Jersey, 17 from Pennsylvania and 10 from Maine. There 
were also students from Illinois, New Hampshire and Vermont. The 
first reported international students were noted: there were 1 
each from Argentina, Columbia, Cuba, Iran, Philippines and 
Venezuela. A student from Hawaii and one from Puerto Rico were 
included among the international students.92
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The start of the Korean War induced panic among University Ad
ministrators all over the country; UB- was only less panicked. The 
American Council on Education (ACE) sent out special advisories on 
the seriousness of the international situation. The Board drew up 
a letter to the faculty who were in the Reserves, assuring them 
that if they were called up, they would be assured of their posi
tion when they returned.93 The war had some effect on enrollment 
in the fall. While the gross enrollment was almost the same as 
the previous year, there were two hundred less full time 
students.94 The dorms, however, were filled to capacity. The 
report of the Acting Chairman to the Annual Meeting noted that 
this had been the most successful year of the university in terms 
of student enrollment, gross income, and plant expansion. The 
educational programs were maturing and of high quality. The 
surplus in the account was the result of efficient management and

While there was a temporary

'■I

;
careful supervision by the Board, 
trend of downward enrollments, this was not seen as a major 

The Chairman noted that it was expected that the Deans
By the end of

setback.
would be teaching at least one class next fall.95 
December, it seemed that the February class would be much smaller 
and the Board did not plan to fill several faculty vacancies.96

I
i

i <!! I
■ «!As the year 1950 drew to a close, it was clear, even to the 

skeptics, that the University was here to stay and that it was on 
the way to becoming far more than the "Seaside High" which many 
scoffers had called it. UB was making rapid strides towards its 
objectives of serving the region. It had a Board which took its 
duties seriously, an administration which was at the same time 
idealistic and efficient. UB had a faculty which was increasingly 
expert, and it had a growing student body. One nagging doubt 
remained - what would be the effect of the war?

:
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Chapter 8

The Korean War and its Aftermath 
1950-1956

The Korean War introduced a high level of uncertainty, not only 
among draft age young men, but also among American Universities. 
The Korean Police Action was a limited war, but there was no way 
of knowing what the effects might be because there was no way of 
knowing how widespread the conflict might become. Therefore no 
one knew how enrollments might be affected.1 Veteran enrollment 
in American Colleges had already reached a point of 
stabilization, but there had been an increase in non-veteran male 
registrants. An enlarged war, or a draft certainly would cut into 
this pool of applicants. The ruling that one's induction into 
the service, if he were a college student, was delayed to the end 
of the current educational year was welcomed by students and

This ruling later provoked charged 
But the operation of the draft did

university officials alike, 
of elitism and even racism, 
have a beneficial result for college enrollments, since many 
young men would learn of the advantages of a college education, 
along with its delay of induction into the service.

Colleges themselves were uncertain as to the effects of the war. 
The immediate reaction was one bordering upon terror, but saner 
heads prevailed: it was reported at the meeting of the American 
Association of Junior Colleges in Des Moines, Iowa, that there 
was less pessimism about enrollments.2 President Halsey told the 
Board that the international situation would halt the expansion 
of the university but, instead of being a tragedy, it would be an 
opportunity for consolidation and improvement.3

Reservists, however, especially those with a needed specialty or 
those who were in "hot" units, were called to the colors. Very 
shortly Prof. Harry A. Kendall, Prof. Alphonse Sherman and Prof. 
James Jackson were called up. in accordance with generally 
cepted policy, they were guaranteed their employment upon their 
return. v 1

ac-

The University moved to tap another source of students, and to 
help prepare current students should there be a larger war, by 
authorizing the exploration of the forming of an ROTC unit on 
campus. The authorization was first for an Air Corps unit.4 The 
fact that the University was not yet a member of The New England 
Association was a reason to deny the application^ but the ap
plication was soon reactivated. This time the Army told the 
University that UB's application was but one of several hundred
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file and only twenty-five new units were anticipated.
the administration went through the formality of

on
Nonetheless,

application for the record and then began to approach 
Connecticut’s Senators and Representatives for assistance.o

* * *

During the fall and winter of 1950-51, a Committee was at work 
drafting a Constitution for a Faculty Organization. Very shortly 
the author became the chairman of this committee and soon found 
that the easiest way to get things done was to present a draft 
for consideration by the Committee. There was always something 
in the draft, a "throw away", which could absorb attention, while 
leaving the meat of the section intact.7

There were no model constitutions available to serve as a guide, 
since it was believed that each organization should be formed to 
fit the local situation. There was relatively little disagree
ment on the academic and student life powers of the proposed 
Senate.
Senate.
no encroachment be made upon the fiscal and policy making powers 
and responsibility of the Board and the Administration. An ac
ceptable position was formulated in the Preamble:

The University Senate is a legislative body repre
sentative of the University of Bridgeport Faculty and 
concerns itself with the minimum rules and general 
regulations pertaining to all University Schools and Col
leges and with policy insofar as it pertains to the 
educational program of the institution and which are not 
reserved to the Board of Trustees or to the 
Administration.

No provision of this Constitution is to be construed in 
any way to conflict with the Charter of the University of 
Bridgeport or its duly passed By-Laws now existing or 
hereafter adopted. This Constitution shall take effect 
when duly approved by the Faculty and the Board of 
Trustees.8

;

The main "rub" was over the legislative power of the 
The Trustees and the Administration were concerned that

ii

•; iii
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Faculty duties and responsibilities, beyond instruction, were of a 
legislative, advisory and community serving nature. Legislative 
functions were in the area of academic requirements, standards and 
policies, curriculum, admission, graduation and student ethics and 
student life policies.
The composition of the Faculty Senate required the most 
compromise. Faculty wanted this to be exclusively a faculty body; 
the administration was skeptical and wanted to keep an eye on what 
the faculty was up to and to lead and direct it, if possible. 
Since the faculty was defined as consisting "of the President, the
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Vice President, and all those holding academic rank in this 
University", the top administration and the Deans could hardly be 
kept out. The compromise came on the composition and size of the 
Senate: it was comprised of thirty members, ten permanent members 
(which included the President, Vice President, and all the deans, 
as the permanent members); and twenty faculty members, four at 
large, and the other sixteen on a proportional basis from the Col
leges and Divisions. Since all proposals for action had to be ap
proved by a two thirds vote, it was argued that it would be dif
ficult to get twenty faculty members to agree upon a questionable 
action, and thus pass anything, without the support of at least 
some of the deans.9

The President could suspend any action of the Senate, in writing, 
until action was taken by the Executive Committee of the Board, 
but this feature was not utilized until many years later. 
President was also a member of the Executive Committee which set 
agendas and appointed Standing Committees of the Senate, 
power of inquiry and investigation of all matters coming within 
its purview was a powerful weapon, but it was seldom used.

Another major compromise in the Committee 
a presiding officer, 
presiding officer elected.
wished to have the President as the presiding officer, 
spirited discussions were held on this matter and it was only 
settled when the University Attorney and Board Member, Harry 
Goldstein, informed the Chairman that the only way that the Con
stitution could be approved by the Board was for the President to 
be the presiding officer.10

The Third Draft of the Constitution was approved in principle by 
the Board on 6 April 1951, subject to review and minor corrections 
by Mr. Goldstein, and on 14 September the author 
with the Board to make an explanatory statement and answer 
questions. The main thrust of the questions asked indicated that 
the Board was fearful that this was to be a labor union. When as
sured that it was nothing of the kind, but rather the normal func
tions of a university faculty, the Board decided to cooperate with 
the committee.il

The

The

was over the question of 
The Faculty Committee wished to have the 

The Board and the Administration
Several

asked to meetwas

Elections to the Senate were completed by 16 December 1951,12 and 
the organizational meeting of the Senate was held on 18 December 
1951. Elected to the Executive Committee were: Dr. Harry A. Be
cker as the Secretary,

It was decided that the currently constituted Faculty 
Standing Committees would be continued until abolished or altered 
by action of the Senate.

Dr. Eugene Falk and Prof. William F.Allen.13

The investigative power of the Senate 
was immediately brought to the fore by Prof. Allen, who inquired 
about a report of the Committee on the Advisory Program of the 
previous year and wondered why its recommendations had not been 
put into effect. After discussion, all were satisfied with the
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explanation given.14

The Senate turned, upon the motion of Dr. Arnold B. Sklare, to a 
discussion of a penalty for class absences immediately prior to
and after a vacation period. His motion called for a "double cut" 
penalty for those absences. A discussion ensued which emphasized 
that the University did not have a "cut" system; instead there 
were "tolerated absences". This fiction would cause problems and 
discussion off and on over the next years. Some felt that extrin
sic motivation should not be used until all attempts to obtain 
intrinsic motivation had been made. The whole matter was tabled.

The next issue pointed out one of the major flaws of the Senate - 
that of Parliamentary Procedure. Again Dr. Sklare had recommended 
that control of, and the proctoring of, final examinations would 
be under the aegis of the various departments rather than the 
University administration. An amendment to refer this proposal to 
a committee of five for study and report brought on an extended 
discussion of parliamentary procedure before it was finally con
cluded that a Special Committee could be established to study the 
matter. All too often Senators were not acquainted with par
liamentary procedure: many refused to learn anything about them 
and others, when they tried to use it to their advantage, often 
knew too little about Roberts Rules Of Order to really take advan
tage of them. As a consequence, all too often Senate discussion 
degenerated into parliamentary wrangling, thereby discouraging 
many. As new members came on the Senate, they, too, had to go 
through this indoctrination. The net result was that after a 
really auspicious start, service on the Senate came to be regarded 
as a chore which was seen as undesirable by many of the more in
fluential faculty in later years.15

s
»(..

! .

The proposed Student BillDespite wrangling, progress was made, 
of Rights, which had been the result of the Student leadership's 
involvement with the National Student Association (NSA), had been 
presented to the Council of Deans before the formation of the 
Senate. The Deans quite properly thought this was a matter for 
the Senate and referred it to the Senate for action. Sidney 
Litwak, Vice President of the Student Council, and Danny Leeson, a 
student, presented information about the Student Bill of Rights 
and answered questions. Ultimately, a Committee chaired by Prof. 
Charles Jacobs and including Dean Ropp and Prof. Petitjean were 
appointed to confer with the Student Council.16

The Committee labored long and hard with the students taking ex
ception to some of the demands and requirements of the Senate Com
mittee in their revised Bill of Rights of 14 July 1952. Prof.
stable agXreementd siSce p^int^onc^agreed upon were often reopened 

work was the work of a committee and not widely participated in by
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the rank and file of students. Again the draft was returned to 
the Committee.18

Committee meetings dragged on for some time until new students 
came on the Committee: Victor Muniec and Gary Singer. Thenf work
ing with Dean Ropp and Prof. Jacobs, a statement was worked out 
that was mutually agreeable. With the change of only one word, 
the Student Bill of Rights was passed to be forwarded with a 
recommendation for adoption to the Board of Trustees. 19 
ecutive Committee approved the Student Bill of Rights subject to 
any changes or recommendations on the part of the University 
Attorney.20

The Senate also began the review of academic matters: the require
ments for the Associate Degree; the need for increased religious 
and moral education in the curriculum; required attendance at 
Convocations; and upon "fresh start" students, those students who 
for adequate reasons were allowed to start their college career 
over again. The current regulations required a higher grade point 
ratio than was required for graduation, a fact which some felt was 
not fair nor educationally sound. The Freshman Advisory Program 
came in for considerable attention. The procedures of the assign
ment of advisees and the length of time they would stay with a 
particular advisor were matters of contention.

The Ex-

9

The Senate turned briefly from University concerns to faculty con
cerns on the subject of TIAA/CREF allocations. TIAA/CREF was the 
retirement vehicle for members of the faculty, some of whom now 
wished individually to determine the amounts of allocation to 
either vehicle. The issue arose not from any desire of the Board 
to restrict the allocation, but rather the contract which the 
Board had with TIAA/CREF. It was necessary for the Board to act 
one way or the other, and they referred the matter to the Senate. 
On 25 November 1952 the Senate adopted a resolution asking the 
Board to take steps necessary to enable faculty members to in
dividually elect their form of participation.21

The Senate organized itself into sixteen Committees, each repre
senting an area of faculty and university concern. Over the next 
few years, the committee system worked quite well. While it of
ten took a considerable amount of time to agree on 
recommendation, that recommendation was generally accepted, with 
two major exceptions: the report of the Committee to reevaluate 
the Senate, as required by the Constitution, and the General 
Education Curriculum recommendation. m both cases, the Senate 
acted as a Committee of the Whole to redo all of the work of the 
Committees (and m both cases, took a long time in accomplishing 
their work). *

a

in the case of the Committee to Reevaluate the Constitution of the 
Senate, (formed on 10 November 1953) a revised Constitution was 
presented, after over a year of work, in a Report to the senate on
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5 January 1955. The Committee said that "...although the Senate 
has its shortcomings, it has justified its existence". Among its 
general recommendations were that each Senator should be ac
quainted with the Rules of Order; that the presiding officer ad
here to the Rules of Order; that the Senate could not adequately 
function in the one hour a month allotted to it; and that the com
mittee reports should be printed and distributed in advance. 
Another nagging question was raised by the Committee: the constant 
question of the relationship of the Deans Council and the Faculty 
Senate.

The main recommendations for changing the Constitution included: 
the methods of calling special or emergency meetings; the elimina
tion of At Large faculty members, making all representation 
proportional among the faculty membership of each of the colleges; 
noting that the presiding officer should not enter into discussion 
without yielding the chair; methods of presenting proposals; and 
the provision for emergency measures.

Debate on the revised constitutional questions was delayed until 
fall by the work on the General Education Curriculum. But during 
October 1955 to February 1956 extra meetings were scheduled to 
consider the Constitution. Working as a Committee of the Whole, 
each provision was debated in detail. Finally on 14 February 1956 
the revised Constitution was adopted by the Senate and sent to the 
Faculty. A General Faculty Meeting on 20 March 1956 adopted the 
Constitution and on 23 March 1956 it was approved by the Board of 
Trustees. While there would be amendments in later years, this 
would remain the Constitution for the Faculty and for the Faculty 
Senate until a major change was made in 1969 — that of changing it 
to a University Senate by the addition of student Senators.22

The issue of the relationship of the Council of Deans to the 
Faculty Senate was partially resolved by appending to the new Con
stitution a document entitled "The Place of the Council of Deans 
in the University Organization" as Appendix I. 
developed by a joint committee from both bodies, with both parties 
believing that it was not an appropriate part of the Constitution 
itself, in summary, it stated that the Council of Deans had those 
policy making responsibilities which had not been reserved by the 
Trustees or administration and which had not been delegated to the 
Senate; it was an administrative body with the responsibility for 
implementing established policy; fiscal policy was reserved to the 
Board of Trustees although either the Senate or the Council of 
Deans could recommend upon matters of fiscal policy.

The other instance of the Senate resolving itself into a Committee 
Of the whole was in the consideration of a General Education 
Curriculum, one of the more important actions of the Senate. A 
Special Committee on General Education had been created after 
Prof. Emerson G. Chamberlain had submitted a proposal for the 
development of a General Education Curriculum. After about one
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year of consideration, the committee submitted its report during 
the winter of 1954.

The Curriculum which was envisioned was a traditional one very 
similar to those in operation in many other colleges. It 
included: six Semester Hours (SH) of English Composition; four SH 
of Speech; six SH of Western Civilization (this later became World 
Civilization at the request of the College of Arts and Science and 
the History Department); a one semester course in each of Art, 
Music, Philosophy and Literature; and a one semester course in 
each of the Biological and Physical Sciences (a general survey 
course was envisioned, although it could be replaced with a 
laboratory course). Originally it was suggested that the program 
would go into effect in September 1955.

The program was discussed in faculty meetings of each college and 
all, excepting Engineering and some of the specialized programs 
such as Dental Hygiene, were in agreement with minor variations. 
These discussions took place in the spring and fall of 1954. In 
March of 1955, benefiting from all of this input, the Senate 
transformed itself into a Committee of the Whole to debate sec
tions of the proposal. A major stumbling block was the statement 
that there might have to be exceptions to the policy. Accordingly 
a compromise was reached in a "substitution clause", or "escape 
clause", which allowed certain programs to appeal and make sub
stitutes for portions of the program to meet the demands of their 
curriculum as dictated by specialized accrediting bodies.

The General Education Curriculum was finally passed by the Senate 
on 3 May 1955 to take effect in the fall of 1957. The curriculum 
was considered to be the minimum requirements for the university 
and individual colleges were urged to expand upon them wherever 
possible.

i

The Senate, at the suggestion of the Council of Deans, embarked 
upon an experiment in 1953. It had come to the attention of the 
University as a result of the findings of many faculty, that many 
students were not well prepared for college, especially in 
reading. The Reading Laboratory Program under Gladys persons 
helped to improve the reading skills of many of these students. 
It was also felt that there were many applicants who were capable 
of completing college level work but who were not able to qualify 
for admission to a regular curriculum. The council of Deans ap- 

ai? exPe^1IJental program at their meeting of 7 August 1953 
fnt HalseX, ?allad a special meeting of the Senate to 

consider the proposed Terminal Exploratory Program or TEP.

H-Lf-prfe,..
hP ahi^ f8 fKeadlng and mathematics, so they the mightbe able to complete the requirements for an AA Degree and for

for applicants 
of the
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those who might profit by a year of post secondary education with 
an emphasis upon the fundamental skills, 
meeting that this program would help to meet the needs of the 
region and that it was not entirely revolutionary since other re
spectable colleges had similar programs. The program was approved 
for one year, at the end of which there would be an evaluation. 
It was subsequently believed that for about one half of the en
rolled students it was a great success and it was renewed for 
another two years.23

During these years the Senate concerned itself with many other 
matters: Attendance Regulations, Convocation Requirements, Gradua
tion Requirements, Physical Education Requirements, Scholastic 
Standards and Grading Policies, Student Ethics, the development of 
a Tenure Policy, the Lecture/Discussion method of teaching (with 
the ungodly acronym of SSDG for Single Section/Discussion Group) 
and the Freshman Advisory Program. In the matter of SSDG, argu
ments were made for and against the arrangement on both educa
tional and administrative grounds. It was finally decided by Dr. 
Littlefield who said that the matter of class size was an ad
ministrative matter, but that the administration would welcome 
faculty advice. One unnamed faculty member raised a question with 
the Board as to whether it was the administrative responsibility 
of the administration to determine the size of the class 
sections.24

In an effort to crystallize an unwritten tenure policy, the 
Senate, upon recommendation by the local Chapter of the AAUP, 
recommended that tenure be given after a five year probationary 
period. Certain other safeguards were included. Upon passage, on 
3 January 1955, the matter was referred to the Board of Trustees 
who referred it to the University Attorney, Mr. Goldstein, with 
power to act.25
policy on Academic Tenure on 28 February 1955.

It was noted at the

■i.

t

The Executive Committee considered and adopted a

The Faculty Advisory Committee, under the leadership of its 
Chairman, Dr. Alfred Wolff, met regularly and often in an attempt 
to improve the advising of students. It quickly came to the ob
vious conclusion that not all faculty were good advisors and that 
some were more inclined to be good advisors than others. in 1954, 
faced with a problem of a high drop out rate of Freshmen, the com
mittee recommended, and the Senate approved, a recommendation that 
a small corps of faculty be given specific in-service training in 
the area of advisement, and would undertake the allocation of more 
time to the Freshmen students in return for a yearly honorarium of 

The matter was approved by the Administration. At the 
end of the first year, the Committee reported on 22 April 1955 
that the overall withdrawal rate was down 2% and that it was prob
ably about 4% better for the Freshmen. Clearly, the program had 
paid for itself and had salvaged many potential dropouts. Knowing 
that there was a sympathetic ear m the person of a specific 
faculty member, aided many students to learn how to cope with the

$200.00.
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Freshman Year and college life.
drop out of the college for one reason or another, 
between faculty and students was evident during this period, 
program was carried on for a few more years before it was dropped 
for financial reasons.

Some students were advised to
A closeness 

The

The first years of the Senate were years of accomplishment, years 
of the development of better communications and years in which 
solid contributions to the University were made. A major reason 
for these accomplishments was the quality of the Faculty Senators 
and the spirit of cooperation which existed, 
casional disagreements,

While there were oc- 
they were never confrontational and all 

wanted to make the Senate work for the good of the University, 
some ways this spirit was but another manifestation of the feeling 
of family in a larger context.

in

* * *

The days of classes on two campuses, each just over a mile apart, 
came to an end when the entire university 
Seaside Campus in the fall of 1950, except for Drama, which still 
operated out of the Little Theater on the Fairfield Avenue campus. 
As soon as the decision had been made to consolidate, there was a 
threat to the integrity of the new campus. Planning had been 
going on for the development of a new interstate throughway 
through Bridgeport - it would become the Connecticut Turnpike (I- 
95). In early spring of 1951 it was learned that the new ex
pressway would cut right through the middle of the campus.
Board passed a a resolution against this route.26 and individual 
trustees got busy lobbying the right people. As a consequence, 
the campus was saved and the throughway was placed a few blocks 
north of the campus.

\ was consolidated on the

The

After the move to the new campus there was the problem of selling 
the old campus. All were sure that that was an attractive and 
desirable property but it proved to be difficult to sell. The 
concern of the Board is reflected in the fact that the Board 
received at least quarterly reports through 1951 to 1953 on the 
matter. . There were many inquiries but no satisfactory offers — 
many evidently hoped to pick up the property for a song. Several 
of the old dormitories were sold late in 1951. Often it was 
reported that a sale was near at hand and going according to 
plan.27 The prospective buyers wished to build an apartment com
plex on the property and had met the active opposition of neigh
bors who appealed the building permit. The appeal was dismissed, 
but then certain building restrictions hampered the buyers.28 
was felt that the Bridgeport Common Council would take favorable 
action on this matter.29

It

While it was believed that a closing on the property might take 
place by the end of July, another snag appeared; The FHA increased 
its rates and it was reported that the University might not get
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all of its money in sorely needed cash - some of it might be in 
the form of a land lease mortgage.30 All was ironed outf however* 
and it was reported that the closing was to taken place on 28 
November 1953 for $100*000 in cash and a purchase money mortgage 
of $100*000.00 @ 5%* the purchase being made by College Realty* 
Inc.31 The sale came at a propitious time for it was reported 
that the current fund deficit was thus eliminated and it was the 
first time in a long time that the University had not been forced 
to borrow money.32

* * *

One reason there had been a deficit in the current fund other than 
a fall in enrollments* was the fact that the University had ac
quired Arnold College* along with their obligations and assets.

Arnold college of Hygiene and Physical Education was a highly 
respected college which prepared students in the area of Physical 
Education. As a single purpose institution it was experiencing 
enrollment problems along with cash flow problems caused by a 
large mortgage on its property. It had surpluses through 1950* 
but with the war it had lost in enrollments and was not able to 
meet its obligations.33

With this situation in mind* President Edward J. Brown and Joseph 
Burns* the Chairman of Arnold's Board of Trustees* asked for a 
confidential interview with President Halsey and Dr. Littlefield. 
At this meeting the University was apprised for the first time of 
Arnold's interest in affiliating with UB. They were told that Ar
nold had liabilities of close to $100*000.00 by the end of the 
year* which they could not meet. Arnold's desire was to provide 
for the transfer of their current students* the perpetuation of 
the name of Arnold and a depository for their records.34

!! •

i

A Special meeting of the Executive Committee was called to discuss
Both Brown and Burns* from Arnold* were also 

This was followed by a Special Meeting of the Board of
Mr. Schine reported that he felt the

It was explained

this overture.
present.
Trustees on 25 May 1953.
real estate was worth more than the liabilities, 
that the terms stipulated that all of the assets of Arnold would 
come to UB which would assume the liabilities (a limit of 
$105*000.00 was placed upon them). The students of Arnold would 
have the privilege of transferring with full credit to UB. 
University assumed no responsibility for the faculty* but they in 
turn could apply for a position with the University. The Board 
voted to look favorably upon the idea and authorized the Executive 
Committee to act in the name of the full Board. The Arnold Board 
voted to transfer its Charter to UB on 26 May 1953.

The

Some problems with the transfer of the Charter and Arnold s con
tinuing accreditation were raised.35 These problems were resolved 
when the Connecticut State Department of Education approved the
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continuation of Arnold's current accreditation to 1955, and by a 
change in the Board of Trustees of Arnold.
Trustees resigned and five of the Trustees of the University were 
elected to replace them.36

Although some had hoped that the Arnold Campus in Milford might be 
used in some manner, it was decided to put the property on the 
market so as to cover the liabilities brought with Arnold, 
sale of the property moved very slowly. In the meantime UB had to 
pay off the current debts of Arnold which required at first a 
$30,000.00 loan from the University, which came from the proceeds 
of the sale of the Fairfield Avenue campus. This action impinged 
upon the University's cash flow problem and the Trustees were in
formed that it might be necessary to borrow money to get the 
University through the summer.37

All of Arnold's

The

While there were many inquiries, there were no active buyers for 
the property. There was an agreement to lease the Arnold Gym for 
$400.00 a month, to be used as a skating rink, and the Milford 
School was allowed to use the gym for basketball in the winter if 
they repaired the heating system.38 In the meantime, tax bills 
had been forwarded from the Town of Milford. It was then dis
covered that while a request for exemption had been filed in 1954, 
none had been filed for 1953.

t

The Tax Assessor argued that the 
property was not being used for educational purposes since it had 
a "For Sale" sign posted on the property. The problem was com
pounded when the Milford Tax Assessor denied a tax exemption for 
the property and the Trustees decided to take the necessary action 
to try to keep it on the exempt rolls.39 The Town of Milford sued 
for the taxes on the property, but lost the case, 
pealed the decision to the -Connecticut Supreme Court and lost 
there also.40 a bill was subsequently introduced in the State 
Legislature for the abatement of these taxes.41

Milford ap-

In a personal file addendum to the Minutes of the Arnold College 
Trustees minutes of 22 August 1955, it was noted that William 
Carlson had done an excellent job in marketing the property. 
Schine said that it was harder to sell than expected, and this was 
caused by zoning problems since the property was primarily suited 
for a school or convalescent home. But they did report that the 
Town of Milford might be interested in buying the property. This, 
however, had to go through the Representative Town Meeting for a 
decision.

Mr.

Periodically, the University was asked to lend the Arnold Trustees 
money to meet the expenses of the property and to pay off the 
Mortgage on the property. By 24 February 1956 the total had 
reached $100,000.00, much of it being used to pay off the 
mortgage. By summer 1956 the property still had not sold, a fact 
which caused some worry and consternation among some Board 
members. The Minutes of almost every meeting of the Executive 
Committee mentioned the status of the property. At one point, Mr.
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Schine was asked if he had advertised the property, 
said that while some advertising might be beneficial "that the 
type of prospect at present was more or less limited to schools 
and eleemosynary institutions" .42

Mr. Schine, with great relief, was able to report to the Executive 
Committee in September 1956 that he had a deposit of $5,000.00 on 
the property at a selling price of $120,000.00 of which $30,000.00 
was in cash and the rest in a mortgage @5%. The sale was contin
gent upon a zoning change, but Mr. Schine felt that would be no 
problem. By the end of the year an appointment had been made for 
the transfer of the property to Arnold Plaskon of Derby.43

Mr. Schine

;

;
:

* * *

The acquisition of Arnold college coincided with a drop in 
enrollments, 
growth in enrollment, 
students.44
been made earlier of the frenetic pace of growth, this 300% jump 
in enrollment in one year is an indication of the speed with which 
things were happening. The growth continued to 1950, the start of 
the Korean War, with a total of 3,374 students. It should also be 
noted that the percentage of veterans suddenly began to decline in
1950 from a high of 61% in 1946 to 41% in 1950, and a one year 
drop of nine percentage points. While Evening Student enrollment 
remained virtually stable, the full-time enrollment dropped by 
1,097 students from 1949 to 1952, a drop of virtually one half of 
the full time student enrollment, 
only upon the budget but also brought on retrenchment of faculty 
and other operations.

Several developments occurred within the next three years to 
change this downward slide and by 1956 the enrollment had climbed 
to 3,516, an all-time high. At that time the percentage of 
veterans had slipped from a high of 61% to a mere 20%.
1951 and 1952 the admissions pool was smaller due to smaller high 
school graduating classes, fewer veterans, good employment condi
tions and the draft.45 in an effort to offset this, a special 
term was started 1 November 1952 for Korean veterans.46

One windfall for UB was the closing of Champlain College in upper 
New York State after the Spring term of 1953. Dr. Donald Kern, 
the Director of Admissions, visited the school and by June of 
1953, 74 applicants had been received. The Arnold merger also
brought new students.47 By June, 41 Arnold students had
applied, with more expected. Aiding in this development was the 
fact that both President Halsey and Dr. Littlefield visited ana 
spoke with the student body of Arnold. By August it was expected 
that 135 would come from Arnold and 75 from Champlain.48

By the fall of 1954, the results of a preliminary study by the

:The post World War II period had seen a phenomenal 
In 1945 there were a total of 709 

1946 saw a jump to 2,053 students. While note has

:

?• •

This had a severe impact not

t

!:

But during
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Deans Council were reported to the Board which found that there 
would be a growth of students over the long run and plans had to 
be made to accommodate them.49 The Board was also informed of a 
new program with Staples High School in Westport, whereby high 
school seniors were allowed to take college courses for which they 
were qualified. This was the result of an effort to accelerate 
and enrich the student's program and differed from the Ford 
Foundation's program whereby high school students were allowed to 
enter college at the end of their junior year. Only two students 
took classes at UB under this program, but it resulted in much 
visibility in the Westport Schools.50

In the spring of 1955, the Board was concerned with the draft of a 
letter prepared by Dr.
state legislators urging the amendment of 
General Assembly.

Littlefield which was later sent to all
a bill before the 

Dr. Littlefield urged that the proposed 
scholarships for students majoring in education in the State Col
leges be amended so that students in private universities and col
leges of education could participate in the scholarship program.51 
The bill was in response to the fact that the "baby boomers" were 
reaching the school systems of the state. Nationally this explo
sion of the population would be revolutionary in all areas of 
education, but most specifically in the area of higher education. 
The growth of the population, along with a developing belief in 
the value of education, would set the backdrop for a tremendous 
growth in higher education, especially on the part of State 
governments. With its basic philosophy of not turning away any 
qualified applicant in the region already in place, the university 
of Bridgeport was in a position to take advantage of this 
development. Already the admissions office reported that applica
tions were up 40% over the previous year and the acceptance rate 
was up 56%.52

!
•r •

The increase in applications for entrance and in applications for 
dormitory space was reported at each Board meeting during the sum
mer of 1955. The greatest demand was for programs in Arnold 
College, Education and Engineering. These reports seemed to 

the directions which had been taken earlier and fueled 
greater aspirations. Plans for expansion were discussed, 
only were dormitories needed, but there was now a need for a gym- 
nasium in order to carry out the Arnold programs. The new Carlson 
Library had just been finished (see below), and there was talk 
about a new Student Center.53 The call for new and more dor
mitories was really an indication that the University had reached 
beyond its definition of its region; it had moved from serving 
Fairfield County to an area which included most of New England and 
New Jersey and Pennsylvania.

Not

The fall enrollment counted 3,316 students (just 58 students less 
than the all time high of 1950) with 1,707 participating in the 
Evening Division which was the highest ever. 360 students were in 
dormitories and enrollment gains were noted in all colleges, but
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especially in the Arnold and Engineering programs. Only 410 full
time students came from Bridgeport and 1,096 came from 
Connecticut. In what would become a major development in later 
years, there were twenty students from fifteen foreign countries. 
Another trend was also noted: there were 354 transfers from 137 
colleges.

Educational leaders were looking at the demographic figures and 
began seeing stars before their eyes. On 22 January 1956 UB offi
cials met with members of the State Liaison Committee from the 
State Board of Education and the state University to study the 
latest demographic information, 
were projected to 1970 and outlined the additional facilities 
needed by that time. The expectation was that UB would have an 
enrollment of 2,800 by 1960 (actually it reached 5,663 of which 
2,650 were full time). When reported to the Trustees, they felt 
that this information was a sound basis for planning and once 
again placed on the record the UB policy:

The University Trustees reiterated their policy of meet
ing local needs and confirmed the fact that no qualified 
youth from local area high schools who seek admission to 
the University of Bridgeport would be turned away.54

While the emphasis was still on accepting all qualified students 
from the local area, the Board did not set any policy in regard to 
students from the larger region. It was, none the less, an impor
tant reaffirmation of a long standing policy, and seemed to have 
been the basis for an extension of the region, 
importantly, it set the stage for a new round of building 
activity, the basics of which were already in place.

These forecasts of enrollment

\But most

Applications for the next fall (1956) added fuel to this fire for 
expansion. Applications were again running ahead of the previous 
year and the Arnold applications were up by 81%55 However, fall 
enrollments remained exactly where they had been the year before 
although there was an increase in full-time students. In the 
midst of all of these reports of student increases, one Trustee 
asked where the students were coming from and why was there the

He was informed by the administrationgrowth in higher education, 
that the growth was due to the availability of more students, the 
growing prestige of the university and the desire of parents to 
have their children study gainfully.56

The Senate had a Committee on Admissions but it never had an im
pact upon admissions policies. As a matter of fact, the subject 
of admissions standards never came up in the Senate other than the 
request for an annual report on entrance test scores of each 
class. Some faculty thought that in this manner they could keep 
track of the abilities of the entering class.

reported that the athletic coaches often pressured him to
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admit particularly gifted athletes whose academic preparation was 
very poor. While willing to cooperate if he felt that the student 
could possibly succeed, he generally held to the standards. 
Several such athletes were not admitted but were able to enroll in 
neighboring institutions. They subsequently gave the Purple 
Knights a lot of trouble in athletic contests in later years.57 
Further pressures came from parents who went to great lengths to 
get their children into the college, often embellishing their 
offspring's records.58

President Halsey, ever the promoter of the University, often 
created some problems for Dr. kern. President Halsey, and others, 
often referred students to Dr. Kern, students who were often 
trying to enter by the back door. Since Mr. Halsey traveled 
widely, applications came from many parts of the world and the ad
missions office had problems in evaluating transcripts.59 Some of 
these students who were accepted, although they did not meet all 
admissions criteria, turned out very well and became excellent 
practitioners in their professions.

As Dean of Admissions, Dr . Kern recruited by visiting schools n 
the area bounded by Boston, Albany, Harrisburg and Washington, D. 
C. Additionally, advertisements were placed, in the early period 
in such magazines as Seventeen and Cosmopolitan and in local 
newspapers and on the radio.60 a number of responses came from 
the ads in Seventeen, but they were mostly from eighth graders. 
Over a period of three years, two enrollees came from the 
mopolitan ads.

Modern concepts of marketing an institution were not known, and 
advertising was considered in bad taste. Some members of The New 
England Association raised their eyebrows at this seemingly 
blatant commercialism. UB soon dropped this sort of marketing and 
replaced it with a reliance upon the Guidance counselors in the 
Secondary schools. An occasional newsletter to these Counselors 
kept them apprised of developments and of new programs.61

were set by the individual colleges or 
Standards were obviously higher for the higher quality 

more demanding programs such as Dental Hygiene and 
Engineering, but over all in this period, about one quarter of the 
applicants and about one half of the accepted students matricu
lated at the University.

os-

Standards for admission 
divisions, 
and

* * *

Having made the decision to consolidate on the Seaside Campus, the 
H«rlthen decided to acquire necessary properties contiguous to

campus was composed of many of
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these old mansions which lent a certain charm to the campus. The 
area of the campus had been the site of the last homes of the 
famous showman and impresario, P. T. Barnum. It was also the site 
of the large homes of many of the city's leaders and wealthier 
people. However, many of these homes were more difficult to 
maintain, to say nothing about heating them, which, coupled with a 
move to the suburbs, made many of them available for the 
university.

Initially, the University concentrated on the purchase of two-and- 
three family houses as they became available and for which a good 
price could be negotiated by Mr. Schine, who was delegated this 
primary responsibility.62 However, this activity was limited 
through 1953, a period when retrenchment was going on due to low 
enrollments. The purchase of all of this property was generally 
financed from operating income, 
there was little money available to buy property.

A tremendous impetus to the development of the Campus came with 
what was called by Mr. Bodine, the Board Chairman, the third most 
important event in the school's history,63 the gift by William and 
Philip Carlson of $200,000.00 to build a new library. While this 
had been discussed in the Board meeting of 10 December 1953, a 
resolution was passed by the Board on 8 January 1954, formally 
thanking the Carlson Foundation.64 The main significance of this 
gift was not only that it was the largest single, private gift 
that had ever come to the University, but it represented the first 
such recognition of the University by Bridgeport industry, many of 
whom were not sure that the University would survive. Once this 
breakthrough had been made, it was easier to raise money from 
them. (See Below).

and when enrollments were down

!

Since the move from the Fairfield Avenue Campus, the Library had 
at first occupied one floor of one wing of Fones Hall but it soon 
expanded to fill both floors of that wing. It was noted however, 
that the new library would only meet the needs for the next five 
years, when addition would be needed.65 More could not be done to 
enlarge the library, however, due to a lack of money. Actually 
the terms of the Carlson gift was presented in $50,000.00 mere-

consequence money had to be borrowed
Mrs. Ruth Hornments over four years. As a

meet the prospective muralist, Sefior Hipolito Hi 9 Carlson
and the final decision on the mural was left to William Carlson
and Dr. Littlefield.68

Soon after, with the announcement of . tJ?nnbu<J-ldJ?| £fbert B 
library, the Board accepted the presentation of the Robert B.
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Davis collection of Lincolnalia, the largest such collection then 
in private hands. The Board also undertook to raise $50,000.00 to 
add a wing on the new Library to house this collection.69 The 
Board approved the site and final plans for construction of the 
library in May 1954. The site was the location of Bishop Hall, 
(on Park Place at the corner of Park Avenue) which would have to 
be razed, but which was seen as being the center of the developing 
campus, a fitting location for a library.

With enrollments again on an upswing, it was necessary to meet two 
other needs: the building of a gymnasium to meet the demands of 
programs in Arnold College, and to build dormitories for the in
crease in demand for dormitory accommodations. While these 
problems were awaiting solutions, mainly the raising of the money, 
other properties were acquired.70

While a decision was awaited on the building of a gym, some place 
was needed for an outdoor instructional area for the Arnold 
students. The City Zoning Board of Appeals denied a request to 
utilize a vacant lot based upon the opposition of neighbors. 
Since these athletic facilities were needed, other solutions had 
to be discussed. One possible solution was to move the wooden gyro 
on the old Arnold campus to a site on the Seaside Campus. This 
idea was negated, in part because it was believed that a temporary 
gym could be built for $150,000.00.71 
a gym and there was no other alternative, The Board voted to 
proceed with the plans for the construction of a gym not to exceed 
a cost of $400,000.00, exclusive of the architect’s fees and 
equipment.72

! •
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Since there was a need for

Late in 1954, Dr. Littlefield sent plans to the Trustees to meet 
the expansion needs of the University and hoped that they could be 
reviewed in January. The Chairman, Mr. Bodine, noted that since 
the older, established colleges were not planning to expand, it 
was up to UB to meet the needs.73

The Gymnasium Planning Committee decided upon a maple wooden floor 
for the gym, folding doors on an optional basis, which would af
ford greater versatility in the gym use, and discussed the pos
sibility of including a rifle range in the basement to meet ROTC 
requirements, should a unit be acquired by the University.74 
Board authorized the construction of a gym with 40,130 square feet 
of space (3,000 sq. ft. less than planned) but within the budget
5li^Cated*I5n ItL-WuS decided to site the gym on the location of Waldemere Hall which meant that that house had to be demolished.

The

The financing of the gymnasium presented a major problem, 
fund raising drive had not yet raised enough money (see below). 
To build it would require some financing which was noted by Mr. 
Malony as a departure from custom. Heretofore the money had been 
virtually m hand. But some members of the Board were confident

The
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that a special enthusiasm in the community would develop which 
would not only allow the completion of the gym but also a student 
center.76 in an addendum to the Minutes of the Executive 
mittee of 18 July 1955, Dr. Littlefield noted that there was about 
$350,000.00 available for the gym, and the following options 
available: a bank mortgage without guarantors was impossible under 
the present regulations but the University could borrow from the 
current or operating fund or use short terra notes. When President 
Halsey returned from his summer trip, he could reactivate the old 
fund drive or start a new one to raise money.

Almost immediately opposition of the neighbors surfaced. As a 
result of newspaper stories about the gym, a group of neighbors if 
this were in zoning compliance. A legal opinion prepared by Atty. 
Cohen started that there was compliance with the codes and this 
was accepted by the Zoning Commission.77 This was but the latest 
problem from the neighbors (earlier, parking had been a problem). 
These problems would continue for many years under the leadership 
of the Glanville sisters, whose home was across the street from 
the Gym.78 The neighbors did not give up easily. They began to 
start a petition questioning the building permit for the gym. 
Att. Herbert Cohen was engaged to perform the necessary legal work 
on this matter for the University.7 9 Meanwhile site work 
proceeded.

Despite the budget allocation of $400,000.00, the bids, (E&F Con
struction was the low bidder) came in at $528,120.00 but was none 
the less accepted by the Board. The Board voted to direct Presi
dent Halsey to raise the funds to cover the remainder needed. The 
construction of the gym was made possible by the arrangement of a 
loan from the Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance Company of 
$250,000.00 for 15 years at 5%.80
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In the meantime, another iron was in the fire. From the manner in 
which applications were developing, it was obvious that more dor
mitory space was needed, and in August 1955 Dr. Littlefield was 
authorized to proceed with preliminary negotiations with a public 
housing authority to build a dormitory.81 Later information 
received indicated that a dorm with dining facilities for three 
hundred women could be financed under a Housing and Home Finance 
Loan at 2.75% which could be amortized over 50 years and cover the 
total cost excepting for the furnishings. The Board authorized 
Dr. Littlefield to negotiate the loan, approved the site on Park 
Place, and authorized C. Wellington Walker to undertake the 
preliminary plans.82 students were appointed to the uormitory 
Planning Committee and indicated that they preferred small units, 
being willing to pay more for smaller units than for large. They 
also suggested that the dining hall should be coeducational and 
that there should be lounge area or "date rooms" along with a 
laundry area on each floor.83 The final application for the Dorm 
estimated that the University would contribute $100,000.00 for the

It was estimated that it wouldmovable furniture and equipment.
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cost $4,000.00 a student to build. Loans of this type were amor
tized from student room income over forty years. The total amount 
of the loan requested was $1,300,000.00.84

The completion of the library was delayed due to the late delivery 
of the aluminum doors and glass panels. None the less some books 
were moved in and plans were made for the total move. Despite the 
lack of doors and a particularly damp early fall (1955), the 
muralist was at work on a mural depicting highlights of the His
tory of Bridgeport.85

A cause for concern was how to finance construction of the gym un
til the pledges came in or the money was raised. Mr. Schine felt 
that current operations could handle the loan payments. 
Additionally, Dr. Littlefield informed the Board that there was a 
need for a new classroom building of 20-25 rooms no later than 
September of 1958. President Halsey felt that the University 
should finish the fund drive for the Gym and then wait until 1960 
before going back to the community for more money. The 1960 appeal 
should be part of a ten year plan. Accordingly, the Board voted 
to investigate a mortgage for the building of a classroom.86

i
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The "Marina Project", as the dormitory/dining complex was now 
called, turned out to be more expensive than expected. The low 
bid by E&F Construction Co. was $200,000.00 more than the loan ap
plication to the HHFA. A visit to that organization brought 
agreement that an increase in the approved application could be 
made, but it would take time, so UB would have to cover those ex
penses until the final approval. The Board then voted to borrow 
$500,000.00 on the recently approved line of credit established at 
Connecticut National Bank, and approved, if necessary the obtain
ing of another loan of $200,000.00. Construction of the Marina 
Project was then approved.87

" il

The construction and use of the gym brought cries of outrage from 
some of the neighbors over the problems of parking. The City Park 
Board met on this matter and it was felt that an appropriate let-
tei5- x311 stadents urging their consideration would be 
satisfactory. The Board wanted to convert some of its vacant land 
into parking lots to ease the situation, however, the current 

Feiulat.ion.s forbade parking lots. Negotiations began with 
Jark Commission and the Zoning Commission to alleviate this 

l uation, but these parking lots, in turn, would be opposed by 
the immediate neighbors.88

Despite all of these loans and mortgages for construction and the 
<TiynV*99«?if nn1?Perfies» the auditors reported an income of 

a«2ni’00 £°r nhe Je3r endin9 30 June 1956, and a surplus of $54,955.00. The Board had begun the practice of borrowing from 
its current fund to meet certain construction obligations. This 
rc"°rng,V?vUld show up under the asset line of the auditor's 
report and thus make it relatively easy to balance the budget and
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even show a modest surplus. There was nothing illegal or immoral 
about this practice; virtually every independent university in the 
country was using this device for construction and expansion. 
Furthermore this was a convenient and relatively safe method as 
long as there was a constantly expanding student enrollment as 
would be evidenced by the fact that this method worked very well 
for UB down to the 1970*s when the bottom fell out of the student 
market.

* * *

Paying for all of the construction required a lot of money along 
with some creative financing. The raising of money was a major 
problem, and one with which the University had little experience. 
Most of the Board and the Administration were in agreement that 
there were many people in the community who had money and who 
might be willing to do their philanthropic bit by responding to 
the very worthy appeals of the new university. But many in the 
community were not at all certain that the new University would 
survive, much less rise to the level of a "real" university, as 
some said. Too often, in the press and in conversation, one heard 
UB being described as "Seaside High". While this denigration was 
often an excuse not to give, most did not appreciate the time that 
it took to build a great University. To expect that UB would be
come great overnight was, at the least, unfair and unrealistic.

President Halsey was to be given the primary responsibility for 
raising the money needed to accomplish all of this: he was equal 
to 'the task. President Halsey made a very impressive appearance: 
many said he looked like a University President. He had the 
ability to inspire confidence in himself, and thus in the 
University. Along with his wife, Julia, who was a dedicated 
helpmate, they made an excellent team. Together they spent much 
of their time promoting the University from raising money, to ex
tolling the virtues of the University, to recruiting students. 
Stories abound about the Halsey's taking every opportunity to 
recruit students.89

i *.
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President Halsey soon learned the fundamentals^ of the Jiew srt^of 
fund raising.fund raising. Generally, he wanted to go farther and faster than 
the Board was willing to let him go, but after some false starts, 
he became very adept in the art. One could readily say that he 
might have been motivated by a statement attributed to P. T. 
Barnum: "Imagination is the elixir of life, 
greatness".90 Mr. Halsey undoubtedly had imagination and he cer
tainly became a great fund raiser. Increasingly his time would be
concentrated in that area.91

the seed of

Over the next few years a number of fund p*fns"ere 
presented for approval by the Board, but, to date, the details of 
those plans have not been found. It is necessary, therefore, to 
piece the picture together by other evidence and by individual
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recollections. All faculty members recall that a part of every 
fund raising program included a drive for faculty contributions, 
because this would prove to other donors that the faculty were be
hind the drive and believed in what was being done. Often the 
amounts suggested were almost equal to the amount of the annual 
salary increment of that year. This would result in the wry 
statements of many faculty that the mortar which held the bricks 
together was moistened with their blood.

Early in February 1951 Mr. Halsey's plan for a Capital Drive was 
accepted. The plan was discussed in Executive Committee meetings 
through the spring and summer. By June 1951 it was reported that 
153 pledges had given a total of $103,376.50. These evidently 
came from a relatively few people for there was subsequent discus
sion of a potential Chairman of a General Citizen's Drive.92 The 
firm of Marts & Lundy had been contracted to provide advice on the 
potential and organization of the drive. As their contract time 
was ended, J. Raymond Olive was hired as an Assistant to President 
Halsey to take over the fund raising duties full time. By July 
1951, the Twenty Fifth Anniversary fund had raised another 
$90,000.00 towards its goal of $820,000.00.

In August 1951, another breakthrough occurred: the University
received its first ever grant from any Foundation, a grant of 
$200.00 from the Hazen Foundation of New Haven for the development 
of a program on Student Counseling. 93

From time to time expenses of operating the fund raising operation 
paid out of the Development Fund (an account into which was 

placed all monies received from the fund drives), and at least 
once, Development Fund monies were used to balance the budget. 
Due to capital expenditures the budget was overspent in the 1950— 
51 budget year by $37,000.00 which was covered by taking from the 
Old Development Fund and the sale of a portion of the Old 

In January 1952 the current fund was reimbursed out of 
the New Development Fund for $30,000.00 to repay for the purchase 
of Loyola Hall and the proposed Student Union Building.95

In March 1952 the Development Fund was languishing; it was suffer
ing from a lack of activity and leadership.96 in part to assist 
the Development fund, and in part to improve the image of the 
University within the city, Trustee George Waldo said he would 
personally begin a public relations operation in both of his two 
newspapers (Xhe_Bridgeport Po?i- and The Telegram).97 By March 
1953 the Development Fund had reached just under $400,000.00 on 
the basis of donations from many industries, and Mrs. Herbert
Cohen (a daughter of Herman Steinkraus) was assisting on a volun
teer oasis.

By July 1953, it was reported that the Development Fund under the 
Leadership of Rudolph Bannow was doing well. The fact that the 
University had been able to enlist Mr. Bannow, a highly respected
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industrialist, to chair the fund drive was very important. He had 
access to many other industrialists and could put the "bite" on 
them in a manner which others could not.

A rather complete plan to intensify efforts in fund raising 
presented by President Halsey to the Board on 5 October 1953 
delayed because the Board wanted further data.
what data was needed. The plan outlined a procedure to intensify 
the efforts in business and industry and to collect unpaid pledges 
under the banner of "Let's Finish The Job!". At this time he also 
urged the building of a new Gymnasium and Mr. Halsey urged that a 
fund raising drive be undertaken for this project, at the Annual 
Meeting of the Board on 20 November 1953.

The announcement of the gift of $200,000.00 from the carlson 
Library, as noted above, helped to turn the whole fund raising 
picture around.
that brought this gift about, but it was likely that each sought 
out the other, 
donations to the University earlier.98

Another gift to the university came with the probating of the will 
of Mrs. Sara J. Cooper, one of the original Trustees, 
bequeathed $30,000.00 and her house at 195 Brooklawn Avenue to the 
University which could be used as a residence for the ^resident or 
other purposes or it could be sold.99 Mr. Schine felt that the 
property should be sold. It was sold for $55,000.00.100 
before this, the University also received its first bequest from a 
will, that of Charles A. Smith of Bridgeport. The $1,000.00 was 
earmarked for endowment and put into a separate fund. 101 The pos
sibility of joining hands with other colleges in fund raising was 
raised by a request that the University join the New England Col
lege Fund, Inc., a group of about twenty liberal arts colleges. 
Nothing came of the proposal.102

In the fall of 1954, President Halsey presented a new proposal to 
the Board for a permanent solicitation of funds on the basis of 
annual gifts and recommended the engagement of Curtis P. Fields, 
who for twenty years had been the Director of the Yale Alumni 
Fund.103 At the next Executive committee meeting, he would again 
urge the adoption of this plan. No action was taken. It is not 
clear from Board Minutes why the plan was not adopted. Perhaps it 
was because Mr. Halsey was far ahead of the Trustees, perhaps 
there were other reasons, or maybe he was far ahead of his times, 
for in later years annual giving was to become a very important 
element of fund raising. Quite likely the reason was due to the 
fact that the current fund raising drive had only reached 74% of 
its goal by March of 1955, and that the Alumni Fund Drive to raise 
money for the refurbishing of Loyola Hall, to become the Alumni 
Hall was not as successful as it had been hoped. Never the less, 
President Halsey persisted in the concept of an Annual Giving Cam
paign while reminding the Trustees that they had to prepare for a
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tremendous increase in enrollments over the next fifteen years.104

At the same time, Dr. Littlefield alerted the Trustees to the 
needs and plans for the years ahead and hoped that these could be 
accomplished "in the good old Yankee way, Higher Education and 
Private Enterprise". He then outlined the needs for the immediate 
years ahead:

Immediate and Long Range Programs requiring financial 
support outside of the budget: Lincoln Room $50,000.00?
Hall Home for a dorm $35,000.00? Gym and Physical Educa
tion center $500,000.00? Classroom Building $350,000.00? 
Administration Building $275,000.00? Modern Dorm for men 
and women $1,000,000.00? Reading Lab School $200,000.00?
Music Hall $175,000.00? Little Theater $350,000.00? All 
Faith Chapel $100,000.00? Audio Visual Center 
$100,000.00? Student Center Addition $200,000.00? 
Scholarships and Endowed Professorships - no figure 
allocated.105

Here was a shopping list of $3,335,000.00 plus money for scholar
ships and endowed chairs at a time when the university was having 
trouble meeting the goal of $820,000.00 in its current fund drive. 
The Board must have been astounded as they were confronted by 
these seemingly grandiose plans when they were, at that point, 
confronted with the question of how to finance the proposed new 
Gym. While not yet ready to embark upon a comprehensive building 
and fund raising program, the majority of the Board was in favor 
of short term specific programs to raise money for specific 
projects such as the gym.106 The Board agreed that President Hal
sey would personally direct a "quiet" campaign, with only spe
cially selected prospects being cultivated, under the banner of 
"Let's Finish the Job". A special brochure was authorized and the 
drive was to run concurrently with the new Annual Gift Campaign 
planned for the fall of 1955.107 a special committee of sixteen 
Trustees plus members of the Board of Associates was developed to 
start the campaign.108
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About sixty persons were ultimately on the committee.109 
drive was to get under way immediately after the completion of the 
United Fund Drive with an objective of $318,000.00. J. Williain 
Hope was chosen as the General Chairman of the drive, Frederick 
Silliman was Vice Chairman and Charles Bitzer

The

was Treasurer.
additional boost to the Gym Fund Drive was the announcement 

*^at Foundation was making a grant to the University of
$321,000.00 to bolster professors salaries, while the Ford Foun
dation gave grants to most accredited colleges in the country for 

iSrfme PurPose' it never the less gave a new credibility to 
Somewhat tempering the joy for the faculty was the news 

that only one half of the money would arrive on 1 July 1957 and 
the other half a year later, it was later voted to keep the money
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separate from other accounts and to make a special payment to the 
faculty at the end of each academic year.

Another foundation, the Esso Educational Foundation, gave an un
restricted grant of $2,000.00. This, coupled with gifts of 
$5,000.00 from Bridgeport Machines (Owned by Rudolph Bannow and 
Magnus Wahlstrom), and $1,000.00 from the W. S. Rockwell Co 
the Gym Fund Drive off to a good start, 
pected gifts came from the Johns-Manville Co. and Alcoa. This was 
the sort of recognition that was needed to get more and more of 
Bridgeport business and industry behind the fund drive. However 
the unsolicited donations went into the special fund for setting 
up a physical chemistry lab so that a chemistry major could be 
established.Ill

., got 
Unsolicited and unex-

Pledges for the Gym Fund Drive, however, did not come in fast 
enough and the Board was forced to borrow money, as noted above, 
to complete the financing of the Gym. Mr. Schine once again made 
a contributions he contributed $5,000.00 which came from the dis
solution of the Bridgeport concrete Co., which had been formed at 
about the same time as the University.112

Almost six hundred Alumni made contributions of $3,500.00 to the 
first Annual living Campaign. While this was not a large sum, Mr. 
Halsey reported that he felt it portended the development of an 
annual program of importance in the future.113

The Gym Fund campaign was scheduled to be closed out by the end of 
the year with special end-of-the year letters to about one 
thousand persons who had not yet been called upon. It did not 
reach its goal of $318,000.00. As of 31 October 1956, a total of 
$107,646.63 had been raised. The year-end drive netted an addi
tional $9,578.00 from 239 contributors.114

* * *

i

The Board of Trustees and Dr. Littlefield, especially, believed in 
"good old fashioned Yankee ingenuity" and private enterprise. But 
the actions of the State of Connecticut intruded upon the course 
of university development, 
connected politically and took decisive action, when necessary, as 
they had done throughout the life of the University. Some State 
actions and recommendations were strenuously opposed; but others

Often a very fine

The Trustees, particularly, were well

brought cooperation from UB during this period, 
line was drawn between the public (State) and the private 
universities.

introduced in Hartford which would 
Such legislation could ad-Early in 1953, legislation was _. 

create a Board of Higher Education.
versely affect the University because it would have the power to 
control all of the higher education in the state, including the 
private, independent sector. Accordingly both Atty. Goldstein and
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Dr, Littlefield attended the hearings on this legislation. Both 
testified forcefully against the proposed legislation.115 Dr. 
Littlefield also met with the Governor to enlist his support. Dr. 
Littlefield reported to the Board that he was assured that there 
was no prospect for expanding public higher education in the 
Bridgeport area in the near future, thereby avoiding direct State 
competition.116

With boom in college-age students predicted for 1955 and beyond, 
the State of Connecticut began to explore means to meet its per
ceived responsibilities in the area of higher education. A bill 
was introduced to develop and support Community Colleges and 
State-aided four year colleges. The UB Trustees observed that 
this legislation should be framed so as not to impinge upon col
leges which were already serving community needs, i.e 
University of Bridgeport, and that point should be made in the 
public hearings, it was decided that the University would not op
pose the bill establishing State Community Colleges, rather they 
were prepared to attempt to get state scholarship aid for those 
students who were going to private colleges. Another bill had 
been introduced to provide scholarships for those who became 
teachers; it applied, however only to the state teachers colleges. 
The Board approved a course of action to try to get this bill 
amended to include scholarships in private colleges for prospec
tive teachers.117

Dr. Littlefield appeared before the Joint Education Committee in 
Hertford where he asked for possible consideration of financial 
support for community colleges and to get into the record the 
status of the University and its plans. He said that the Univer
sity hoped to be able to accommodate 9,000 students by 1970. He 
also argued that if the state were to appropriate money for the 
expansion of higher education in the State, it should consider the 
role of the private institutions, especially those who were making 
great contributions at no cost to the taxpayers. It would, 
therefore, be much more economical for the state to make ap
propriations to private institutions than to build more competing 
institutions which would, in turn, duplicate the services of the 
already existing institutions.118

In the meantime the Connecticut Public Expenditures Council was 
formed. President Halsey met with the Council and reported that 
the advocates of the Community Colleges argued that they 
supplemented, rather than duplicated, the work of the private 
colleges. They would merely be filling the gaps left by the es
tablished colleges.119 * r

A Governor's Liaison Committee on Higher Education was formed, 
since the issue was becoming politically hot. Ronald Malony, a 
Trustee, attended these meetings. After the first one he reported 
to the Executive Committee that the story of the private institu
tions was not being adequately told in Hartford. The Governor,
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however, was not certain of the direction which the State should 
take, since there was discussion of the possibility of state 
scholarships and even grants in aid rather than "blind 
development" to meet the situation. The advocates of public 
higher education were also questioning the stated costs of the 
private institutions, thereby giving the impression that the 
public schools could do it cheaper.120

At the next Executive Committee meeting, Mr. Malony reported that 
the Liaison Committee had heard the position of UConn and the 
State Board of Education that there would be no further expansion 
into any community where adequate educational resources were 
available. The position of the Committee, also, was that there 
should be a system of state scholarships to help students to 
equalize educational opportunities, but that they would not help 
to provide facilities to the private institutions. The Board was 
willing to go along with this idea as well as the idea of grants 
on a matching fund basis and that of using the low state rate of 
borrowing on a loan basis or the idea of allowing private institu
tions to issue bonds.121

Cooperating with UB in this effort was Hillyer College in 
Hartford. They had an interesting and unique proposal that the 
proposed state grants should be long term, non-interest bearing, 
non-callable loans to institutions which could be paid back in 
cash or in scholarship credits. The UB Board thought that this 
would have a better chance of acceptance, hence they approved the 
idea.122 Agreement in Hartford, however, was hard to get. Many 
felt that the interest-free loans would help, but it had not been 
possible to get around the question of the church related 
institutions, since state funds were involved, and the idea would 
possibly violate the principle of church-state separation.123

Newspaper reports of the positions taken in these meeting in 
Hartford backfired in the Bridgeport community. President Halsey 
reported the misundertanding of many that UB was asking for a 
state "hand out". These people were not thinking far enough ahead 
to realize that the University was seeking ways and means of meet
ing the needs of the state while doing it in a way which would 
save the taxpayers' money.124
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* * *

The Trustees of the University were a devoted and hard working 
group. Not only did the Executive Committee meet monthly, and the 
full Board at least three times a year, but many, particularly the 
Chairman of the Board, were in almost daily communication with the 
administrative officers of the University.. These were busy 
persons, most held important positions in business and industry. 
Yet the concern and care with which they directed the fortunes of 
the University did not waver.
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In the early period of the University, the Trustees were, for the 
most part, the same trustees who had served The Junior College. 
(See Appendix A.) This a self perpetuating Board, with very few 
additions for a number of years. The addition of Alumni Trustees 
provided the main alterations for some time. These Alumni 
Trustees were most effectively used and made excellent 
contributions. Dr. Carl Hedberg (first elected as an Alumni 
Trustee and then reappointed as a regular trustee), and Dr. Paul 
Liscio (elected as Alumni Trustee in 1949) were instrumental in 
establishing the Dental Hygiene Program. John A. Jensen (elected 
in 1947 and reelected in 1951 as an Alumni Trustee), chaired the 
Trustee Football Committee.
Alumni Trustee) was also active and made solid contributions to 
the Board. A measure of the contributions of the Alumni Trustees 
was the fact that the Board voted to increase the number of Alumni 
Trustees and increase their term from two to four years in a way 
that they would be overlapping .125 Robert A. Donaldson was the 
first Alumni Trustee elected under this provision.

Carl Huber (elected in 1953 as an

The resignation of Trustee Donald Carpenter due to the pressure of 
his national obligations has been noted; the death of Mrs. Andrew 
M. Cooper in November 1952 and the death of Sumner Simpson in June 
of 1953 left major holes in the roster of the Trustees. Both of 
the latter two had been original Directors and Trustees, and while 
they had missed many recent meetings, they were, none the less, 
available for consultation. Indeed Sumner Simpson, seldom came to 
Board meetings, but he was in constant communication with the 
administration.126 Mr. Simpson's son, William S. Simpson, was 
elected to the Board in November of 1955. He had been a member of 
the Board of Associates for some time before his Trustee election. 
As a consequence, the Simpson family has the unique distinction of 
having been of service to the University from its inception to the 
present day.127
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Election to new membership on the Board was highly selective. 
From 1948 to 1953 only six new persons were elected: Atty. Daniel 
F. Wheeler, Charles Bitzer (President of the City Trust Bank), Dr. 
Charles H. Sprague, Harry B. Curtis, Herman w. steinkraus, 
(President of Bridgeport Brass u>.), and Frederick B. Silliman 
(soon to be President of the Bridgeport Hydraulic Co.). With 
several vacancies, a large class of five was elected in November 

Rudolph Bannow (one of the co-owners of Bridgeport 
Machines), William Carlson (Owner of Metropolitan Body Company), 
Fred E. Lacey, Mrs. Julia Farnum Quinn and Mrs. Lucien T. Warner.

A new class of Trusteeship was created for Elliott W. Peck who 
wished to resign due to illness: Trustee Emeritus. He wrote the 
the Board that he rejoiced in his new "condition". But within the 
year he died. Soon to join him in death were: H. Almond Chaffee 
(30 December 1956), Harry A. Goldstein (20 February 1957), and 
George C. Waldo (30 September 1956).

1953:
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Two important elections to the Board were those of Hugh V. Allison 
and Charles B. Kentnor. Hugh Allison was General Manager of the 
Allison-Campbell Division of American Chain and Cable Co, and 
would soon be added to the Executive Committee in July 1956, 
Charles Kentnor was President of the W. S. Rockwell Co. Both of 
these men would make an indelible impression in later years in the 
growth and development of the University,

The Trustees discovered that there was no provision for a quorum 
for any of their meetings. This fact came to light when the Hous
ing and Home Finance Administration studied the By Laws as a part 
of the Loan application for the new Marina complex. It was 
decided to recommend a quorum of 9 for the full ooard and 4 for 
the Executive Committee. The full Board adopted their 
recommendation.128 The Executive committee felt also that the By 
Laws should be amended to provide for the addition of another Vice 
Chairman and an Assistant Secretary and an Assistant Treasurer.129

* * *

In 1951 some negative publicity in the newspapers came from the 
charges of James S. Westbrook that economics texts at UB were 
being chosen and used to subvert the American way of life. 
Similar claims were made elsewhere in the country. The Korean War 
was under way and there was a growing "Red Scare" which preceded 
the McCarthy hearings of a few years later. Many were suspicious 
of what went on in the classroom as students were confronted with 
new ideas, readily believing that "crackpot professors" might be 
up to most anything. The Greater Bridgeport Area had at the same 
time some of the most liberal persons in the country and some of 
the most conservative.

;
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The charges, then, of Mr. Westbrook attracted much attention, 
letter charged that the University was using texts "calculated to 
pervert, undermine and destroy the American way of life".130 The
text referred to was that by Paul A. Samuelson, EQPU.Q.inicgi_M_In~
troductory Analysis# which was currently used at all of the serv
ice academies and an additional 4,550 colleges. It was of no mat
ter that this man would serve brilliantly in higher education, 
serve his nation and presidents in many ways, and would win the

All who used his text were

His

Nobel Prize in Economics in 1970. .
tarred with the brush of communism by Mr. Westbrook who evidently 
misunderstood the Keynesian approach of Dr. Samuelson. 
that the course in which this text was used was taught by a highly 
respected refugee from Nazi Germany, Dr. Hans Apel, was of no 
moment. Dr. Apel was a classical economist with an historical 
bent. He had earlier studied under Max Weber and had been the 
former chief executive of the largest wine company in Europe.

The fact

A fullThe Trustees and the administration reacted immediately, 
report was prepared and Dr. Apel testified before the Executive
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Committee, When the report was finished it was to be sent to all 
those industrialists who had attended a meeting called by Mr. 
Westbrook. The Executive Committee felt that the charges were 
unsubstantiated.131 a thirty eight page report was completed by 
President Halsey to answer these charges based upon the contents 
of the text and reviews in professional and non-professional 
publications. The report resulted in a letter from Mrs. Lucille 
Cardin Crain, the editor of Educational Review, who requested the 
withdrawal of one statement (unidentified) in the report. The 
matter was referred to the University Attorney and it was pointed 
out that the purpose of the "Educational Reviewer" was to combat 
"Concealed theories of Collectivism", all part of the current at
tacks on education. 132 Mr. Westbrook did not give up easily? he 
would later write to the Deans and Faculty of the University.133

The University recovered from these attacks with little damage 
done. At the same time, enrollment prospects for the next few 
years were heartening. The mood of an ever expanding higher 
education scene nationwide did not escape UB. It was ready for a 
new period of growth.i
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CHAPTER 9

Think Big I

Board Chairman Alfred V. Bodine set the theme and tone for the 
remainder of the Halsey administration, a theme which would carry 
over into the Littlefield administration, when he told the Board 
that "He hoped that the University would always have a building 
project on the Boards".1 For the next six years the Board was 
concerned with the planning for, the funding of, and the building 
of: the completion of the Marina Project, The Dana Hall of 
Science, men's dorms (North and South Hall), an addition to the 
Carlson Library, a New junior College Building, a new girl's dorm, 
a student Union Building and the start of a new classroom 
building.

Constantly concerned that the University was turning away 
qualified students who requested dormitory space, the drive to 
build dormitories was understandable. All planning indicators 
promised an unending spiral of student growth (The Annual Report 
of 1959-1960 forecast an enrollment of 11,000, a figure which was 
reputed to be conservative) . 
growth were found, not the least of which were new developments in 
fund raising.
By far the most important catalyst for all of this, the one who 
would supply a large part of the money and who in turn would urge 
steps for the maturation of the University was the discovery of 
Charles A. Dana. Folklore about the discovery of Mr. Dana 
abounds, but it is believed that the following account gets as 
close to the truth as is currently possible.

Mr. Dana told Dr. Littlefield that he was first attracted to the 
University by a one page letter from President Halsey, 
was impressed with the letter because it said a lot on one. page. 
He saw this request for assistance as coinciding with his own 
desires to make an investment in the youth of the country.. Ar
rangements to visit the university were made; and after looking at 
the plans for the Science building, Mr. Dana felt that they were 
inadequate and ought to be expanded. He also felt that the 
proposed auditorium should also be used for religious purposes be
cause religion should be an integral part of every one s life. 
"Mr. Dana said that the better the college, the better the student 
attracted to it, the better the faculty, the better the graduates 
of it".2

Mr. Dana had responded to a

.

New means of financing of this : •- '! i

!

Mr. Dana

form letter which had been developed
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Dr. Milton 
had writ-

to be sent to all of the foundations in Connecticut.
Milhauser, an English professor and a faculty volunteer, 
ten the letter which was a request for foundation assistance in 
building a classroom building. Included in the letter was brief 
background information about the University, describing its amaz
ing growth.3
Mr. Dana replied in a handwritten note on 5 1/2 by 8 1/2 station
ary on 18 August 1958:

Dr. James H. Halsey,

If you and an associate desire to present in some detail 
including pictures of your campus and annual financial 
reports and description of faculty and students and 
courses, to me Friday, Aug. 22 at above address, I will 
entertain your application.

Very Truly,
i : Charles A. Dana.< ••

Answering yours Aug. 11.4
ir;

Dr. Halsey and Harold Main, the retired President of the Black 
Rock Bank who was assisting Halsey in fund raising, accordingly 
went to see Mr. Dana in Wilton, CT. on the appointed date. After 
presenting him with the requested information, they told Mr. Dana 
about the plans for the new classroom building. Mr. Dana then 
wanted to see the plans for the building. A date was arranged for 
the last of August.

f

Dr. Littlefield has described the meeting:

They put out the plans and Dana was looking at them. 
This fellow had an uncanny ability to see something about 
a plan, after all he built his own company plant out in 
Toledo, and he had also helped a couple of colleges 
before he got to the University, and so he is going over 
the plans and he says, "why are you doing that in that 
particular way for?". And I guess everybody looked at 
[Fred] Carstensen, and he said, "I can't answer that." 
Jim [Halsey] said "I don't know", and Bodine said, "Very 
frankly, our Vice President is in charge of this and he's 
not here - he's in Europe now, and I am sure if he were 
here, he could tell you".

Dana came to another mass [in the plans], and they said 
the same thing, and then Dana said, "Well, I can see 
there is no sense in me carrying on this conversation.
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When is this Littlefield guy going to get back?". Then 
they saidr "He'll be back Labor Day." So Dana said, 
"I'll be up and see him on Thursday after Labor Day".5

So Dana came in to see me and I had the plans ready. And 
he said, "What are you doing this for?" And I said, (it 
happened to be why do you go down a half floor into the 
basement and up a half to the first floor), "Well, Mr. 
Dana, very frankly that is the cheapest space you can 
get, because you are going to put your footings in there 
anyway, and you just do a little more excavating and you 
have got a nice floor, and this way nobody has to go up a 
full flight".

He thought that was great. [After showing some other 
things] he said, "Well, if you go forward," (and I think 
at this time the building was budgeted at around 
$950,000.00), "Now if you go forward and build this 
building as outlined here, then you will have what you 
want, what the faculty wants for this particular kind of 
facility?" I said, "Oh, Mr. Dana, no, positively not. 
Actually, this is a second drawing that we have made. We 
originally took the plans which we thought were 
reasonable, and it represented a building approximately 
half as big again."

t
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I"Well, why didn't you do it?" I said, "Mr. 
we think we know how much money we can raise, but

He said, 
Dana, 
we are not going into debt over and beyond this figure 
here. We're going out to raise this money." He didn't 
say anything at this point. Of course, my heart was in 
my mouth because I thought he was going to come up with ~ 
whatever. I told him it would cost $350,000.00 more to 
do that job. well, before he left, he said, "All right, 
I like what you have got there — I see the need for it, 
I'll give the $200,000.00 which your college is asking 
from me, on the basis that you will raise the rest of the
money".

I

Si

The next day, on Friday, about 4:00 PM, I'm in my office 
and I got a telephone call, it was from Mr. Dana, he was 
in New York. He said, (in those days he called me Dr. 
Littlefield), "Dr. Littlefield, I m in New York with some 
cronies of mine and it seems that we formedl a syndicate 
here a while ago, and we bought some oil wells out in 
Oklahoma, and they have been getting to show oil, and now 
everybody wants to sell and telling me how big a profit
we would make from it. And I ®a^d' 'L?°kf any more money, I don't know what to do with it. And 
one of my colleagues said said, 'Come on Charley, you can 
c"rtainTy ?hink9 of none place where you can put your 

don't want it yourself. And I got tomoney if you
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thinking of what you said regarding that building, 
what do you thinkr if I were to up my share by 
$150,000.00, do you think you can get those trustees off 
their tails and raise the additional $200*000.00 that 
will be needed so the faculty and students can have the 
kind of building they want?"

Now, this is a direct quote, Bill, and I said, "Mr. Dana,
I never presume to speak for my Trustees, but this time I 
will". I'll never forget it, Mr. Dana said, "Hold your 
horses, young man. You talk to your trustees and then I 
will be in touch with you the first of the week."

So after hanging up from Mr. Dana, I called Bodine, who 
was Chairman of the Board at the time, and told him about 
the situation, and he said, "Henry, that is great, 
you speak for the Board here, there is no question, we 
will support it, and we will get the additional money."
The I talked to Ike Schine, and he said the same thing.
And I called Ron Malony and he said the same thing.
I called Charley Bitzer at the bank, he was Chairman of 
the Finance Committee, so of course he had a big respon
sibility and he said, "Henry, there is something fishy 
here, I think this guy is just trying to pull your leg".
Now you can understand this if you have ever seen Charley 
Dana, Charley Dana would come to the University, he 
would be unshaven, he would be wearing an old flannel 
shirt, open at the neck, certainly his trousers hadn't 
been pressed in a year, and he was driving about in a 
1950 Cadillac which had been left out in the rain and was 
pretty dilapidated.

[After discussing the drawing up of floor plans], Mr. 
Bitzer still did not like it and said, "I'll tell you 
what I will do the very first thing Monday morning, I'll 
do a D&B on him." ... He called me about 11:00 Monday 
morning as said, "Henry, is my face red! Charley Dana can 
buy this bank and all the other banks in Bridgeport" .6

Thus began the wonderful relationship between the University and
He would receive the University's second 

honorary doctorate and would later be named an honorary Trustee, 
the only one to occupy that posit ion. 7 Not only would the Dana 
Foundation give large amounts of money to the University for 
buildings, he would endow the Dana Professorships, establish a 
fund for the Dana Scholars and establish a revolving fund which 
the Trustees could draw upon instead of borrowing from the banks. 
While Dr. Dana was a benefactor to many colleges and Universities, 
his relationships to the university were important to him and to 
the University. In reality it was he who forced the Trustees and 
the administration to face the realities of fund raising and to 
take the steps necessary to transform the University into a mature

Now

sure

Oh,\

i r-c-

i

Charles A. Dana.
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University, without developing an over reliance on the 
philanthropy of one man.

The Dana Hall of Science, as the building was named, had a unique 
feature. President Halsey conceived of the idea of a "Wall of 
Science" on the exterior of the building to honor the Immortals of 
Science. A special Trustee committee, chaired by Bern Dibner,8 
selected the first twenty five immortals after surveying many 
scientists as well as the faculty of the university.9 in sub
sequent years, other names were added. Excellent publicity was 
received from this endeavor and for the academic convocations 
dedicating the Wall and later additions.

President Halsey discovered Foundations. The recent unsolicited 
donations and the Grant from the Ford Foundation whetted his ap
petite and he began to cultivate more of them. One of the first 
grants was from the Ford Foundation for $19,000.00 to conduct a 
study on the use of part time teachers at the college level.10 He 
went looking for a grant to do a self study so that the institu
tion could plan objectively.il A Trustee Committee on the Col
lege of Nursing began approaching Foundations for money to support 
the struggling college. Hamilton Merrill, the Trustee Chairman of 
the College of Nursing Committee, reported that there was much 
support from the Health Agencies, but much depended upon the 
results of the Accreditation visit of the National League of Nurs
ing on 14 October 1957.12

Trustee Charles Kentnor proposed a plan for the raising of $15,000 
annually for the new College of Engineering which would permit 
some research and testing projects.13 Further, an amendment to 
the Charter of the University was passed by the State General As
sembly on 13 May 1957 (Special Act No. 245) which gave the Univer
sity the power to borrow money, issue bonds or notes and secure 
them by a mortgage of real and personal estate of the 
University.14
The procedure followed by the Board was to identify a building 
need, authorize the development of building plans and then appoint 
a subcommittee to study methods of financing the project.15 The 
Sub Committee on financing suggested the following possible 
methods: 1/ from UB resources (the operating Budget) $250,000.00; 
2/ attempt to raise a like amount from local industry using the 
formula that each industry should give on the basis of $4.00 for 
each employee as their contribution; and 3/ contact the Council on 
Financial Aid to Education for the development of an appeal for 
the third portion of $250,000.00.16

Early visits, based upon a pilot program in fund raising, 
first hopeful, and then skeptical, because of a down turn in 
business.17 Dr. Halsey would then turn to another avenue of fund 
raising, the parents, and his program to include them in the fund 
raising effort was approved by the Board.J-o
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A major development in the fund raising effort occurred in January 
1958, went the Board accepted Dr. Halsey's recommendation to hire 
Harold Main to direct the drive for the science fund. Mr. Main 
had recently retired as President of the Black Rock Bank and was a 
very well respected figure in the financial and industrial circles 
of Bridgeport.19 The plan for the drive included both the stu
dents and the faculty circulating throughout the community 
soliciting for funds in a planned way on UB Day. A goal of 
$100,000.00 had been set to climax the science Building Fund 
Drive.20 Clearly the plan was based upon the Community Chest 
practices of the day. To publicize the campaign and to start it 
off well, The Connecticut National Bank pledged $10,000.00 and the 
City Trust Bank $7,500.00.21 There was to be a big (1,000 were 
expected) kick-off dinner and industry was being asked to give at 
the rate of $10.00 per employee.22 The UB Day drive was con
sidered a success, $500,000.00 was raised including $3,000.00 from 
the Parents.23

Meanwhile, a new committee structure had been accepted for the 
Board (See Below) and a Community Relations Committee was formed. 
It first studied a report from the State Department of Education 
which stated that the Trustees should take more of a role in Fund 
Raising. The Committee also discussed what steps would be neces
sary to cultivate large gifts, it being the feeling that the 
University could not go to the community each year in a similar 
Community Chest Drive.24

i
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In the meantime, the New Haven Foundation gave $2,500.00 to the 
College of Nursing for a Public Health Nursing program and the 
College received a grant of $9,217.00 from the US Public Health 
Service for the development of a program in Mental Health.25

i
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The Alumni Giving program received a boost from the plan of 
Trustee Senator Benton who pledged to give the Alumni Association 
$1,000.00 for each percentage that the alumni giving was increased 
m 1959 up to. ten percentage points. This was based upon the num
ber of alumni participating and he would also match dollar for 
dollar, the increase in the actual amount over the 1958 figure up 
to a 100% increase.26

The Carlson Foundation gave $120,000.00 to expand the Carlson 
Library in September 1959. The University also received a coin 
collection from Robert J. and Phyllis p. Tobin valued at $6,380.00 
on the condition that it be retained for at least five years and 
that it would be displayed periodically. After that time it could 
be sold and the resultant income used to set up a scholarship*

co*ns valued at $2,033.50 were given by the Tobins in 1960.27 u

At the end of the year of 1959, President Halsey was engrossed in 
completing the Science Hall Fund Drive. The Trustees were given
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names of prospects upon whom to call. The Board of Associates 
formed a new $1,000.00 club (to be called Life Members, and thirty 
three were enrolled by the end of the year), the Alumni were using 
"telephone nights" to get contributions from Alumni (one Alumnus 
gave $1,000.00), and the faculty and staff were approached again, 
although the Trustees urged caution in the approach to them.28

Mr. Dana added to the funds by giving $78,000.00 for scholarships 
and another $50,000.00 for the hiring of professors in selected 
areas. These resulted in the establishment of the prestigious 
Dana Scholars and four Dana Professorships by providing subsidies 
of up to $2,500.00 above their normal salaries.29 This was 
shortly supplemented by a provision that UB got the dividends on 
22,000 shares of Dana corporation stock to be used in conjunction 
with the College of Nursing until the Norwalk Hospital was built. 
Additionally, UB was given 5,000 shares of Dana Stock to support 
the Dana Scholarships and the Dana Professorships.30 Later the 
Dana Foundation would offer $40,000.00 a year for five years to 
continue the Dana Scholarships with the hope that UB would then 
fund them.31 In gratitude, Dr. Littlefield was authorized to ar
range for the painting of a portrait of Dr. Dana.32

Meanwhile the Engineering College Advisory Committee reported to 
the Executive and Finance Committees a plan to raise $47,000.00 
over a five year period which would be a part of a total expendi
ture of $124,000,000 needed to put the College of Engineering in a 
position for accreditation. The Business College Advisory Com
mittee also presented a plan for a supplemental endowment for the 
College. Both plans were approved.33

Harman Snoke of the Manufacturers Association had offered a plan 
for a program of Technical Education in Junior Colleges. The 
program received a lot of support in the Bridgeport area but the 
State would not give money for the technical institutes in 
Bridgeport. Here was a demonstrated need, and the University 
proposed to meet it. It aroused the interest of Mr. Dana who of
fered $425,000.00 of the $800,000.00 needed if UB would raise the 
rest. The Executive Committee accepted the proposal.34 
subsequently approved the naming of this building after his wife, 
the Eleanor Naylor Dana Hall.35 Mr. Dana also came to the rescue 
of the Student Center; its proposed cost was $1,210,000.00 and 
only $900,000.00 was available from the HHFA. Charles A. Dana ad
ditionally guaranteed $100,000.00 to accelerate the plans.36

■ ?
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Mr. Dana

The proposal to pay for a large auditorium for Dana Hall (for that 
the accepted name of the Science Building) was to have the 

Trustees raise among themselves $100,000.00 to pay for the 
Trustees Hall. The idea was that this would further encourage Mr. 
Dana and give him more confidence in the institution.37 Dr. Hal
sey was authorized to make preliminary conferences with individual 
trustees and if this proved successful in getting confidential 
commitments sufficient to ensure reasonable success, a special

was now
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meeting would be called for this purpose.38 within two months 
$71,710.00 was pledged and at the meeting of the Board announcing 
this, seven more pledges totaling $11,725.00 were secured.39

Fund raising now seemed to be moving at a more rapid pace. New 
buildings and new projects cost money and the Trustees and the Ad
ministration organized a new fund raising project for each 
objective, so that there were numerous campaigns under way. By 
the end of the year 1960, Dr. Halsey observed that there were ten 
separate fund raising programs under way.40

As a result of a self study, a Ten Year Plan was presented to the 
Board in March of 1961 (See Below for discussion of the plan). 
From a financial point of view the plan would require the raising 
of $17,500,000.00, a figure which the Board thought was large but 
reasonable. However the Board, although approving the plan, 
required that the administration present its recommendations on 
the raising of the money to the Executive Committee before 
proceeding with any action on the plan.41

To raise more money for the Student Center, the annual UB Day was 
to start with a breakfast for all in the Gym and then send the 
Students out into the Community to solicit funds over a two day 
period.42 This was a reprise of an effort the year before. 
Additionally, the newly created Dana Revolving Fund was first used 
in the construction of the Student Center.43

In connection with the construction of the Student Center, a 
unique gift was presented. Louis Schweitzer, the husband of 
Louise Lortel, offered a huge outdoor umbrella to the University 
which they accepted providing the donors would pay 
of installation. The donors agreed, but its location became a 
problem. Dr. Halsey at first suggested that it be placed in front 
of the Student Center, an idea which was vetoed by the Board. It 
was finally decided to place it in the rear of the Student Center 
and the Board voted, then, to accept the "parasol".44

•'i
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The theme set by the Administration and the Trustees for the next 
ten years (1961-1970), based upon the Self atudy, was THINK BIG! 
These two words summed up the planning document approved by the 
Board in the Spring of 1961 based upon the recently completed Self 
Study. The basic arguments for the plan were based upon the con
tinuing population growth and the resultant pressures to expand 
educational facilities to accommodate this growth. Size alone, 
however, did not interest the university because they had deter
mined that the University of Bridgeport will become as large as 
it could be good, as large as its resources can properly manage, 
and as large and as good as its supporters would assist it to 
become".45

Not all in the university community were in agreement with the ar
gument which seemed to many to be translated into "growth for the
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sake of growth". The University existed in a society which 
glorified growth. But to become "as large as it could be good" 
had little meaning for many of the faculty and for those who 
looked closely at the planned allocation of monies which it was 
hoped could be raised.

The Trustees determined to raise $17,500,000.00 within the next 
ten years as a part of a grand total of $25,000,000.00 (when the 
remaining 8 1/4 million would be raised was not stated). The sug
gested allocation of these monies was as follows:46

To improve and enrich the academic program.
For making good teaching better and better 

teaching excellent.
To provide desirable academic facilities.
For helping students to develop their interests 

and to mature during their college years 
including dorms, field house, etc.

For developing the distinctiveness and
effectiveness of the campus in keeping 
with the potential of its distinctive 
setting including apartments for faculty.

Totals

$ 125,000

7.500.000
3.800.000

9,050,000

5.260.000 
$25,735,000

Roughly one third, then, was to be allocated to the academic 
program; the rest would go into facilities and student programs. 
The academic program placed an emphasis upon a teaching faculty; 
it was not envisioned that the University would become a research
university, teaching was the primary raison_d1 etre.
next administration would alter the plan by placing more emphasis 
upon excellence, the building program which would ensue from this 
plan would almost bring the University to its knees.

The budget for 1961-62, which budgeted an income of $4,789,000.00, 
allocated only 57% to instruction and to the library.47 
tional salaries were low and there were many comments noted in the 
Board meetings that it was difficult to hire faculty at the 
salaries being paid. It was also reported that there were many 
resignations from faculty who were leaving for better positions 
elsewhere.48 There was an investigation, at the request of Mr. 
Dana, on the possibility of building apartments for faculty as an 
inducement, but it was deemed too difficult. So the Trustees 
turned to the adoption of a new salary schedule and the awarding 
of the usual increments of about $350.00 a year on the average. 
The new salary ranges were as follows:49

Instructor 
Assistant Professor 
Associate Professor 
Professor

Additionally, the University assumed the cost of the group life
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insurance, and in 1959 the Board approved a major medical program 
for the faculty, with coverage continuing in retirement if the 
faculty member had been with the University for ten years or 
more.50

Nationwide, the issue of faculty salaries had been getting much 
attention: The Ford Foundation had started to address the issue. 
Now the University approached the Parents Association for funds to 
match the income from the Ford Foundation.51 The American Council 
on Education issued a statement in 1958 which, among other things, 
called for the doubling of faculty salaries, 
presented this statement to the Board and asked for their endorse
ment of the statement and the public announcement of it. 
Trustees declined at that time, because it

called for some programs which could be controversial or 
actually unattainable, such as doubling faculty salaries, 
and it was felt that no action should be taken by the 
trustees or the administration at this time and that 
everyone would watch with interest to see what the lead
ing colleges and universities do regarding this policy 
statement.52

President Halsey

The

i*

Actually many felt that the UB salaries were not very far out of 
line, witness the following figures which were presented to the 
Board based upon national averages for rank as prepared by the 
AAUP and the averages for UB:

r
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national Average 
$4,254 
5,027 
6,250 
7,440

UB Average 
$4,255 
5,137 
5,950 
6,220

The Board, however, did see a need to improve the salaries of the 
top two ranks.53

The Board was very much concerned with increments and promotions, 
originally because they wanted to be certain that they could pay 
them and then as a method of controlling the budget. As they had 
done from the beginning, each spring the "Trustees went over very 
carefully the recommendations [from the Deans Council] for each 
faculty member both from the standpoint of increments and advances 
in rank and approved those on the list".54

v Instructors 
Assistant Professors 
Associate Professors 
Professors

i
»

When Senator William Benton was elected to the Board on 11 April 
1958, only one vacancy was left on the Board. The Trustees felt 
that it would be unwise to go beyond the maximum 32 members. But 
in discussing a possible revision in the By Laws of the Board, 
they did consider a new category of Trustees, that of Emeritus 
Status (Trustees Cortright and Day were recommended for this 
honor), which would permit the addition of new Trustees. Addi-
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tionally they agreed to enlarge the Executive Committee to include 
not only the officers but also the Chairmen of the Standing Com
mittees on Finance, Buildings and Grounds, Educational Policies 
and Development and Planning.55 By June 1958, under these 
stipulations, Hugh Allison, Chairman of the Educational Policies 
Committee, Fred Silliman, Chairman of the Development and Planning 
Committee, and Charles Kentnor, Chairman of the Community 
Relations, Public Relations and Large Gifts committee were added 
to the Executive Committee. These three men would make a major 
contribution to the leadership of the Board.

With the moving of Cortright and Day to Emeritus Status, room was 
made for the election to the Board of Bern Dibner, Founder and 
President of Burndy Corporation, and Newman Marsilius, Jr. the 
President of Producto Machines.56 Later Dr. Frederick H. Jackson 
accepted an invitation to join the Board. He was an officer of 
the Carnegie Corporation and had been the speaker at the previous 
graduation.57
Recognition on a national level came to Dr. Littlefield when he 
was elected a Vice President of the American Association of Junior 
Colleges. This presented a problem since he had no official title 
in connection with The Junior College of Connecticut. The As
sociation requested the Board, therefore, to designate him as the 
Official Representative of The Junior College. In gratitude, the 
Board not only approved Dr. Littlefield * s Election but also named 
him the Executive Officer of the Junior College of Connecticut 
with the title of President.58 Thus there were two presidents at 
the University, a President of the University and a President of 
one of its components, The Junior College of Connecticut. In some 
respects this was in accord with the unique reporting relation
ships of both Dr. Halsey and Dr. Littlefield to the Board. Some 
discerned also that this might have exacerbated the already tense 
relationships existing between the two men. !?

The newly established Committee System of the Board operated quite 
well at the outset as evidenced by the first Committee Reports at 
the Annual Meeting. The files of the Board Minutes attest to 
that, since the minutes of those meetings were now more regular 
than ever before. By mid winter 1959, however,, it became the 
practice for the Executive and Finance Committees to meet 
simultaneously, under the argument that their work complemented 
each other and therefore time could be saved. By early 1961, some 
problems with this arrangement had arisen. Dr. Halsey spent some 
time in discussing the operational procedures of the Board, 
urqed the setting of regular dates for all Committee meetings and 

' * considered in detail by the Execu-
One reason

He

planning.59
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The issue of "Disclaimer Affidavits" and "Loyalty Oaths" which 
were required by the National Defense Education Act was discussed, 
but there was no record that the Trustees took a stand on this 
matter. Coincidental with this discussion was a request from the 
American Association of Colleges (AAC) who urged that there be 
partial cancellation of loans under the National Defense Education 
Act to all who went into teaching regardless of whether it was 
public school teaching. The Trustees declined to make any state
ment at that time.60

The Spring Meeting of the Board (10 April 1959) was concerned 
primarily with academic matters, after adopting the revised 
budget. There was discussion of the reevaluation of the Univer
sity on 20-22 April which included twenty four visitors from six 
accrediting groups. This was the first time in New England that 
such a large and diverse group had visited any University, 
experiment proved successful and would be used often in the 
future.
all visitations at once instead of six 
Much time and effort was thus conserved, 
sion of the results of the visitation.)

There was an extended discussion of the Definition and Objectives 
of an Urban University as presented in the Self Study Document. 
Eventually all definitions were accepted in the Basic Principles 
of Educational Philosophy excepting the deletion of Federal and 
State from Paragraph 5 so that it read;

The University of Bridgeport supports the principle of 
financial equalization of opportunity for higher educa
tion through [federal and state deleted] scholarship aid 
directly to the student. it also advocates grants to 
those private institutions which assume the increased 
share of the educational task.61

The Board was not yet willing emphasize a system of student 
scholarship aid to the student which would seem to rule out any 
aid from the private sector.

The

The main benefit was that each university prepared for
over a period of time. 
(See below for a discus-

\
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Long time faculty member, William W. Everett died on 9 January 
1960. in gratitude for his service, the Board voted a gift of 
$5,000.00 to his widow, Elsie.62 Trustee W. Stuart Clark died on 
22 July 1960. In his will he left 10% of his gross estate to be 
used for the Science Building.63

In his summary of the Annual Report to the Board, Dr. Halsey 
listed the following needs of the University:

1/ The enrichment and strengthening of the academic 
program.
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2/ The appointment of faculty with national reputations. 

3/ The Improvement of faculty Salaries.

4/ The adjustment of the teaching load to allow for 
research.

5/ The development of doctoral programs, especially in 
Education.

6/ The full accreditation of Engineering, Business and 
Education.

7/ The realignment of the administrative structure to 
cope with the planned expansion.

8/ Several new buildings.64

"Thinking Big" and "Growth" were still the themes so readily 
espoused by Dr. Halsey, 
something else. It was not clear from the Report exactly what Dr. 
Halsey had in mind; but it soon became clear that there were 
problems with the long time co-equal relationship in the leader
ship of the University.

Dr. Thomas E. Jones, an administrative Consultant at the Associa
tion of American Colleges, had been asked to review the situation. 
His report was the subject of discussion at the Spring Board meet
ing of 1961. Much of the discussion centered around his recommen
dation

Item 7, however, contained the germ of

fij

that the university was now at a place in its development 
when there should be a study of both the administrative 
structure and the educational program of the institution, 
and that such a study requires the services of an outside 
examiner and should be done as a professionally directed 
survey.65

Noting that it was risky business for an administration to study 
itself, Dr. Jones recommended several outside persons or groups to 
accomplish this in order to prevent the development of tensions 
among the administrative officers. Dr. Halsey was directed to in
vestigate the expenses involved in such a survey and report back 
to the Board.

"an active and excitingDr. Jones noted that while UB was 
institution" with good academic standards and a strong pioneering 
faculty, its campus presented "a somewhat confused and unimagina
tive arrangement", and accordingly recommended the acquisition of 
a campus planning firm.66 Dr. Jones also noted that the ad
ministrative structure was too complex. Too many divisions 

both the President and Vice President which overbur-reported to
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Therefore, it wasdened them and confused the lines of authority.
"necessary for a central arbiter to maintain harmony and implement 
the work of the university".67

Administrative responsibilities should be more sharply defined,
For instance there should be a full time ad

ministrator in the business office who would also serve the In
vestment Committee of the Board as well as work with the architect 
and the Superintendent of Buildings and Grounds.68

Dr. Jones noted.

Considerable effort was expended by Dr. Jones in regard to the 
need to develop a University "Idea" or "Image". By integrating 
The Junior College, with its terminal programs, with the Senior 
Departments and Colleges, there would be a blending of the liberal 
and vocational approaches. Students could be more carefully 
selected and inspired under the University "Idea" rather than 
trying to make available some type of education for every 
applicant. While selective admission was already in force, stu
dents were not often inspired by the "Image" of the university, 
instead they were quite willing to fulfill their class 
requirements, get a degree and get a job. Students did not see an 
integrating "Idea" or a compelling loyalty.69* .

The Jones Report concluded:

The University of Bridgeport is a new institution. It is 
suffering from growing pains. it has a remarkable ad
ministration which has transformed a provincial and 
little known Junior College into a university with six 
colleges and three schools.
Trustees and working committees, 
magnificent gifts for buildings and equipment, and 
through government loans, has increased its residence 
population from two or three hundred to over twelve 
hundred.

si'r
V. .

’I
It has a strong Board of 

It has attained somei

Its plant is made up of modern well equipped classrooms, 
laboratories, library, dormitories and a student Union. 
It has laboratories and classrooms housed in old mansion 
type homesteads. An overall campus plan is envisioned 
and new structures are being placed with reference to a 
city park on Long Island Sound.

The administrative and faculty personnel are well 
selected, competent, and enthusiastic. There is a spirit 
of loyalty and optimism among both teachers and students. 
There needs to be a greater integration of the Junior and 
Senior colleges, more emphasis upon upper divisional and 
interdepartmental studies, research projects, college and 
industry cooperation, university and community 
activities, and other types of development.
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The University of Bridgeport has reached a new era in its 
brief history. With wise counsel and proper Board action 
far reaching and important developments are possible.70

The question of internal administrative reorganization produced a 
curious study paper by Dr. Halsey. Entitled "A Proposal to In
vestigate the Possible Reorganization of the Top Administrative 
Procedures of the University of Bridgeport whereby the Usual 
Duties of the President's Office Would Be Shared by Various Other 
Administrators on a Mutually Equitable Basis.", the paper was a 
development of the previous Self Study. In this draft, Dr. Hal
sey noted that the President and the Vice President had 
frequently discussed possible administrative changes, and this 
had inspired the development of a proposal to the Fund For the 
Advancement of Education.

Under the suggested terms of this proposal, there would be a 
three to five year experiment whereby the title of President 
would be eliminated and the exclusive functions of the 
President's Office would be reallocated among various other ad
ministrators similar to that of a large legal firm or The Office 
of of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. There would be the creation of 
an Administrative Committee of three, each of whom would have al
most complete autonomy in certain clearly defined functions. The 
Committee would meet to consider policy. One of the Committee 
would be the coordinator or Chairman, although this could be on a 
rotating basis.71 This was seemingly but one of the many pos
sible solutions sought by Dr. Halsey.

<!!■

In the meantime, the growing strains between Dr. Halsey and Dr. 
Littlefield spilled over into campus politics. It was common 
knowledge that certain people, both administrators and faculty 
were either "Halsey People" or "Littlefield People". Two "Halsey 
People", Dr. Alfred R. Wolff and Dr. Donald W. Kern, were recom
mended for promotion to Dean of the Division of Student Personnel 
and Dean of Admissions and Registrar, respectively. The Minutes 
of the meeting of the Executive Committee showed that Dr. Lit
tlefield stated that the recommendation was solely that of Dr. 
Halsey and that he, Dr. Littlefield, did not support the 
promotion. His argument was based upon the matter of timing; if 
there were to be an outside survey of the administrative 
structure, it would be better to wait for that study. None the 
less the promotions were approved.72

l|!

Meanwhile, Dr. Halsey reported that he was making progress in 
selecting a committee of college presidents to undertake the sur
vey in the fall. Dr. Norman P. Auburn of Akron University 
chaired the team of College Presidents who visited the campus 
beginning on 17 July 1961.73

The Three College President's Report recommended the estab
lishment a comprehensive long range plan based upon an mstitu-
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tional philosophy of the educational direction in which the 
university should move. It further recommended the determination 
of the kind of institution which it wished to become and then 
promote this image locally, statewide and nationally. Very 
importantly, they recommended that the top level administrative 
structure of the University be reorganized to "reflect the grow
ing need for a more clearly defined delineation of functions, 
responsibility and authority".74

The report went on to recommend an upgrading of both the academic 
offerings and the instructional staff by diverting financial 
resources into enriching the existing curricula and the improve
ment of salaries. A prescribed and required program of general 
education as a basic core was highly recommended. Supplementing 
the suggested Core Curriculum, it was suggested that the 
student's educational experience be enriched by a series of 
regularly scheduled cultural convocations. Once the academic and 
fiscal operations were more clearly defined, the Committee of 
Three Presidents believed that the University would have little 
problem in the projecting of its educational image.75

The Executive Committee discussed the report on 18 January 1962 
and noted that the Committee was not aware of the planning which 
had already been done on campus. From the reactions noted in the 
minutes and from subsequent actions, it was quite clear to the 
Trustees that the unique, divided authority arrangement, already 
previously noted by accrediting teams, had to come under 
scrutiny.

i

r
It is also evident that the role of the Trustees in the operation 
of the University and their relationships to the administrative 
officers was a major concern.•I ‘ The respective abilities of Dr. 
Halsey and Dr. Littlefield and their own ambitions also played a 
role. Former Board Chairmen have reported that under the Chair
manship of Mr. Bodine, that he really ran the University and was 
in effect the Chief Executive Officer and moderated the growing 
competition between the top administrative officials.76

Mr. Silliman and Mr. Marsilius had great admiration for both Dr. 
Halsey and Dr. Littlefield, but theyr at the same time, recog
nized the strong and weak points of both. Further, the new Board 
Chairman, Newman Marsilius, did not want to act as the CEO, as 
had Mr. Bodine.

Mr. Silliman observed:

Jim was a great dreamer, I give him credit for that, that 
he reached for the sky quite often. But, it seems to me, 
he had problems mechanically in getting these things 
done. If sufficient funds had to be raised, there had to 
be an organization for all of it.. . . . I don't think he quite
realized the extent of all of the requirements. And so,
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in effect he was the dream man, but some one else really 
had to go out and do the work.77

Mr. Marsilius added:

Jim was probably, truly, aJim was an unusual person, 
visionary, and he had many great ideas, and he stimulated 
a lot of people. The problem with Jim was that, as true 
of many people of his type, he was better at creating 
ideas than he was at executing them, 
carried away, I think, at times, because of his strength 
of belief in education

And Jim also got

And Jim, in those early days 
was something of an old fashioned type of flaming 
liberal, who felt that you should guarantee a living. 
When I first met him in the late 40s, he said that there 
should be a minimum family income in this country, it 
should be $12,000.00 a year, and the government should 
make sure it is that, and that was a lot of money in 
those days, I was earning less than that myself

.. • •

78....

[Halsey and Littlefield] were a great team in many 
respects, because Halsey would have the brains, and Henry 
Littlefield was enough of a tough guy, he would pick the 
ones he could do 
involved,
Committee

«x>, but the Trustees were intimately 
and things were decided in the Executive 

v.v/u.„uuucc, they weren't formulated and passed, after 
general discussion like it has tended to be in more 
recent administrations

! HI
....

And then, of course, strange as it may seem, the Chief 
Executive Officer was the Chairman of the Board, not the 
President, and I discovered when I became Chairman that I 
was signing all kinds of stuff that I wanted no part of, 
so I proceeded to get Herb Cohen to redraft the rules, 
and to make the next president the CEO.

We had to do it.... They were, friends early on, rivals 
most of their life, and a great feeling of the Board, as 
I recall, was that if we could keep these two guys work
ing together, we would have the best of both worlds. 
Either one of them could have carried on with another as
sistant or associate.

ISSlifilbeen responsible for a lot of the early ideas in getting 
people involved, and he had a lot of good people here, 
but?we need somebody with more hands on.... We decided 

going to keep both people on campus (they

. . • .

that we were
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had some years to go), we would have to provide a role 
for both of them.79

Both Silliman and Marsilius made this seem rather simple and easy 
to accomplish, but that did not prove to be the case. Each of
ficer had devoted supporters among the Trustees and they had to 
contend with the aspirations of both men. The question of reor
ganization and the respective titles to be used was under con
sideration all spring. It was reported that Dr. Halsey, Dr. Lit
tlefield and a new assistant, Alfred Diem, were discussing the 
question of titles but were not yet ready for a recommendation. 
They told the Executive Committee that they felt the Board should 
participate in this matter, consequently, Chairman Bodine ap
pointed a special committee consisting of himself, Charles Bitzer, 
Fred Carstensen, and Fred Silliman.80

The Special Committee reported on 6 June 1962, suggesting that Dr. 
Halsey be named Chancellor and Dr. Littlefield as President. 
"This is to be the maintenance of the equality of responsibility 
and authority that has existed for circa 16 Years". Additionally, 
Mr. Diem was to be named Vice President for Business effective 1 
July. The whole recommendation was to be commended to a Special 
Meeting of the full Board in the near future. In the meantime all 
were cautioned that there was to be no publicity on the matter un
til then.

‘ :

• iL. »•
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TheThe Special Meeting of the Board occurred on 20 June 1962. 
minutes recorded that Dr. Halsey indicated his reaction to the 
Committee Report, but there was no indication what that reaction 
was. 
times,
Vice President, that the minutes recorded 
The Minutes reported "There was further discussion of the problems 
associated with the changing of the By Laws as proposed. It was 
the hope of some of the Trustees that possibly some compromise 
might be worked out that would be satisfactory to both the 
Trustees and the Chief Administrative Officers".

r...

T The Board then went into Executive Session (one of the few 
other than to discuss the salaries of the President and

an executive session).
!

A motion to adopt the proposed changes lost. Accordingly another 
meeting was called for 28 June 1962, and then canceled so that the 
Executive Committee could study the matter more fully. It was 
quite evident that the Trustees were split on the matter? each man 
had his ardent supporters. The Proposed Change in the By Laws 
stated that the Chancellor and the President (note that the Chan
cellor preceded the President) would be in general charge of the 
Administration and that they would recommend to the Board the ap
pointment of the Faculty, in other words the chief administrative 
officers would be doing the very things that they had been doing, 
only the titles would be changed, but with far reaching 
implications.81

The Executive Committee met on 27 June 1962 and shortly went into
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Executive Session to discuss the matter of titles and were unable 
to reach an agreement. Thereforef they canceled the proposed full 
meeting of the Board and set a call for a new meeting.

At their next meeting, also in Executive Session, on 10 July 1962, 
a compromise was achieved and spelled out in a letter dated 3 
August 1962. There would still be joint leadership and the two 
main officers would work out the arrangements for official 
entertaining, etc.
University Committee or Council for long range planning, 
would agree on the times for the meetings of this Council, 
however, if they could not, the Executive Committee of the Board 
would decide. Attached to the letter was a detailing of the 
responsibilities of the Chancellor and President.

The Chancellor would organize an internal
All

The Chancellor would chair the University Administrative Council, 
a committee created by the Board to coordinate all major ad
ministrative recommendations. "It is the principal administrative 
unit of the University and will meet regularly". The principal 
duties of the Chancellor were in long range planning, development, 
the direction and implementation of the Ten Year Plan and the su
pervision of the Public Relations and Fund Raising effort. Ac
cordingly the Directors of Public Relations, Alumni and Develop-

The Chancellor would also work 
the Parents Association and the

ment reported to the Chancellor, 
with the Board of Associates,
Directors of Convocations, Foreign Students and Student 
Publications, 
the Faculty Senate, 
of both the Board of Trustees and of the Executive Committee as 
well as the Board Committees on Planning and Public Relations.

He was also a member of the Council of Deans and of 
Dr. Halsey was also the Executive Secretary

As President, Dr. Littlefield would direct and supervise the 
educational program of the University. He would chair the Council 
of Deans and the Faculty Senate. The new Vice President for Busi
ness and Non Academic Affairs would report to him. He was also 
the Executive Secretary for the following Board Committees: Build
ings and Grounds, Finance and Educational Policies.

The Summer Meeting of the Board of Trustees accepted this com
promise and voted to change the By Laws of the Trustees to approve 
these changes. During the discussions, both Ur. Halsey and Dr. 
Littlefield withdrew from the meeting. The rationalization noted 
in the Minutes stated that while there had been progress under 
joint leadership, this dualism of authority was not m accordance 
with good business practices. There was a need for an identifi
able chain of command with a chief executive officer. The minutes 
also noted that some wanted prompt action to appoint a chief ex
ecutive officer, others wanted a delay to let time heal the

The Board then elected Dr. Halsey as Chancellor, 
President and Mr. Diem as Vice President.82

While there was a change in titles, little else actually changed.
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Dr. Halsey controlled the Administrative Committee. Note that Dr. 
Halsey was elected Chancellor before Dr. Littlefield was elected 
President and for a period of time, Dr. Halsey was mentioned first 
in Board Minutes. Dr. Littlefield still controlled the academic 
program and the finances which he had done for some time. The 
designation of a Chief Executive Officer would wait for the 
future.

The competition between Dr. Halsey and Dr. Littlefield remained 
under control and campus activities remained basically unaffected. 
The casual observer might even be unaware that there was anything 
but harmonious relationships. At the time of their retirement, 
however, an article in The Bridgeport Sunday Post "muckraked" the 
whole issue in an article entitled Saga of Littlefield and Halsey 
at OB by James Keeler Morgan, a free lance writer.83 The article 
called these two men "two relatively undistinguished toilers in 
the academic vineyards in the 1940s" and then went on to report 
rumor, inaccuracies and innuendo about the antagonisms between the 
two men and their wives. The author did deny the rumors, but the 
damage had been done in one of the more sleazy jobs of reporting 
that Bridgeport had ever seen. Both men and their wives and 
families were hurt and embarrassed. Dr. Littlefield in 1985 would 
express regret about this article; and Dr. James H. Halsey, Jr. in 
1986 would comment upon the hurts which this article accomplished. 
The article cast a pall upon the careers of two dedicated men and 
their families and was completely unnecessary. There had been 
competition, yes, but there was always the over riding concern of 
the development of the University on the part of both men.

i •
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Certainly, under the administration of Dr. Halsey, the University 
of Bridgeport had accomplished a tremendous leap into the future. 
The move from The Junior College of Connecticut to the University 
of Bridgeport had involved a tremendous amount of work and vision. 
Much of the vision and leadership for this period had come from 
Dr. Halsey.

!»
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Chapter 10

Programs, Faculty and Students

One of the major, and long lasting, contributions of Dr. Halsey 
was the development and implementation of internationalism in 
education at the University of Bridgeport. Dr. Halsey had ear
lier taught, along with his wife, Julia, in the Macjannet camps 
and schools in France (The future Duke of Edinburgh had been one 
of the students), and had early become a convert to the convic
tion that world peace could be advanced by international 
education. Not only did this involve the study of many cultures, 
but it emphasized the exchange of students, who, when living and 
studying with other students from other parts of the world, would 
improve international understanding, and hence further world 
peace.

While this resulted in the International Scholarship Program 
(ISP), and ultimately the Halsey international Scholarship 
program (HISP) after his death, it began in a very simple manner. 
For some unexplained reason, foreign students began showing up at 
the University in 1947. The Scribe of 21 November 1947 reported 
that there were seven foreign students at UB from France, Poland, 
England, Lebanon, El Salvador, Argentina and Hawaii (!). 
years later, when there were sixteen foreign students, 
still made the list, and the country list had been expanded to 
include Venezuela, France, Poland,
Yugoslavia.

Two
Hawaii

Italy, Hungary, Rumania and

international events helped to bring students, 
of the Hungarian Revolution; many refugees soon 

The Halsey family traveled quite

From time to time 
as in the case 
attended the University, 
frequently; as a matter of fact, every other summer for much of 
this period, the Halseys traveled abroad, first to Europe, and 
then to other parts of the world.1

only did the Halseys meet with Ministers of Education, they 
also met with other educational leaders, often in a search for 
extending their concepts of international education. At one

for American Universities, in Aix-en-Provence, France, about the 
possibility of closer cooperation and exchange of students be
tween the two schools. Dr. Halsey dreamed of the development of 
a branch of The Junior College Of Connecticut on M*2* ® f^Pus.2 
The dream did not reach fruition, although some UB students did 
attend his Institute for a semester abroad.

Not
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Students often came to the University after one of these trips. 
In one case especially, the author and his family became closely 
involved. Yoshie Tanaka, a graduate of Tokyo University, came to 
UB for graduate work. Her English was quite poor, (she had 
learned it from a dictionary), and she was having academic 
problems as well as problems with her host family. Mrs. Halsey 
suggested at a Faculty Women's Club Bridge function that Yoshie 
needed another host family and the Author and his wife took 
Yoshie into their home.3

The host family concept, as noted above, would become the unique 
(at that time) cornerstone of the ISP. An international student 
would live with a host family for three periods of four months 
each, thus experiencing life in three American homes in a year. 
No other collegiate international program included this feature.

OnBut the formal ISP program did not get under way until 1967. 
the evening of 6 January 1967, Madam Vijaya Lakshmi Pandit, a 
sister of Mr. Jawaharlal Nehru, India's first Prime Minister, was 
scheduled to speak at a banquet at the University, 
the event was scheduled to take place, word came that Lai Bahadur 
Shastri, the second Prime Minister of India, had died, and Mrs. 
Pandit had to leave immediately to return to India, 
less, the two hundred guests sat down to the dinner while mourn
ing the loss of the Indian Prime Minister and the featured 
speaker. Instead of a speech, discussion took place as to how 
best to memorialize the event. After a suggestion that the group 
consider plans for a memorial scholarship (soon to become the 
Shastri Scholarship), a Committee was organized, led by the 
Halseys. The Committee became the Council International.

i just beforei.

None ther:
irr
t.
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The first scholarship for an Indian student, known as the Shastri 
Scholarship, was awarded to Cyril Alapatt for the fall of 1967, 
and the basis of the whole program was established. The funds to 
support the scholarship were raised by local national-ethnic 
groups, the student would live with host families, and the 
studies must be completed in one year (all of these scholarships 
were for graduate study).

Upon his retirement, Dr. Halsey suggested that he would like to 
include other nations in the program. in the summer of 1971 he 
visited Europe where he received much support from Fulbright rep
resentatives and other private and national educational exchange 
groups.4

The final steps to expand the ISP were undertaken at this point. 
Reference has been made above to the raising of scholarship funds 
among local national and ethnic groups. Bridgeport was a very 
fertile field for this development because over sixty ethnic 
groups have been identified in the city. Enlisting ethnic alumni 
and ethnic leaders of each community, committees were formed to
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raise the scholarship monies required. First, the largest ethnic 
groups, the Italian, Israeli and Scandinavian communities were 
approached and committees formed. They agreed to raise the 
$3,000.00 a year that was required for tuition and also enlisted 
the required host families.

By September 1972, four international scholars from India, 
Israel, Italy and Norway were in attendance. In 1973 committees 
raised monies for scholarships from Argentina, France and Greece. 
In 1974 Hungarian, Polish and Portuguese Committees provided 
funds and in 1975 China was added. Each committee raised its 
funds in typically ethnic fashion, i.e., the Argentine Committee 
sponsored a polo match between Argentine and US players, and the 
Indian Committee sponsored a bazaar.

Some felt that the ISP Committees would have a further fallout by 
providing an additional source of fund raising. The record on 
this, however, has been spotty. In later years, with hefty 
raises in tuition, some committees were not able to meet their 
quota for the tuition. Especially after the death of Dr. Halsey, 
the leadership and inspiration for the committees underwent a 
drastic change. The commitment from the university was not as 
deep as had been the case with Dr. Halsey, although Mrs. Halsey 
would continue her leadership.5

The Deans and the faculty were concerned about the presence of 
foreign students on campus, many of whom were deficient in their

The matter of appointing a Coordinator ofabilities in English.
Foreign Students was taken up in the Council of Deans in 1949, 
but since Mr. Halsey was not present, the matter was postponed.6 
Faculty concern and involvement in the matter of foreign students 
did not become a major concern, however, until the administration 
of Dr. Littlefield.
The international theme was further evidenced in the programs of

These lectures were sponsored by Frank E.the Jacoby Lectures.
Jacoby, whose interests coincided with those of Dr. Halsey, and 
he funded an annual Lecture around the basic theme of The 
Brotherhood of Man and methods to promote this concept in the 
world. The speakers for these lectures, which often were cen
tered upon academic convocations, emphasized this theme: Ralph 
Bunche, Mrs. Franklin Delano Roosevelt, General Carlos P. 
Romulo,7 Harold Stassen,® Paul Hoffman, Governor Abraham Ribicoff

While these Lectures were well at-and Senator Barry Goldwater. . , ^ ,
tended at first, attendance began to drop off in later years and
the program died out.

take advantage of this diversity within the confines of his
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In class, students studied many of the ethnicSociology program, 
minorities and each study generally culminated in a program and 
dinner at a church or social hall of each of these ethnic groups. 
Many students remembered this method as one which acquainted them 
with the real melting pot that was America.10

Dr. Halsey's proclivity for coining slogans spilled over into 
coining acronyms; one especially, RUSHEHVE, was repeated by him 
for several years whenever he welcomed the faculty and whenever 
appropriate elsewhere as a method of distilling the objectives of 
the University. For some time, the general objectives of the 
University had been listed in the Catalogue and some felt that 
not all of the faculty were fully cognizant of these objective, 
hence the coining of RUSHEHVE. Although the objectives of the 
University have been listed above, it is worth repeating them in 
this context along with the components of RUSHEHVE. (The first 
and only time they were listed in the catalogue was in the 
Supplement, Additions and Corrections for 1961-63 catalogue, al
though Dr. Halsey had explained them countless times to the 
faculty and to the Board of Trustees in April 1959.)11

(R, Reasoning)

(U, Understanding)
(S, Science)

(H, Humanities)

(E, English)

(V, Vocation)

(E, Ethics)

i
i •

A capacity for logical reasoning and for 
scholarship.

An understanding of man and society.
An understanding of natural science and the 

scientific method.
An appreciation of music, literature, and 

other arts.
An ability to use English clearly and 

effectively.
The basic preparation for a profession or the 

fundamentals of a semi-profession.
Ethical ideals and the moral strength to live 

by such ideals.
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These were excellent objectives for a University education, 
where many faculty, both then and subsequent, disagreed, was on 
the question of Vocation. Although the discussion would become 
more severe later, anything which smacked of vocationalism was 
anathema to many faculty. Yet it was under the Halsey Ad
ministration that there was pride in the "Shirt sleeves" origin 
of the University, and the fact that there were already some 
clearly professional courses being given along with a rudimentary 
Co-Op Program.

But

These antagonisms were reflected in the basic question of The 
Junior College and its role within the University. For the first 
years, all who entered were under the aegis of The Junior College 
and only went to their major college after the Sophomore year. 
The onus of being in a junior college irked some students; but it 
injured the psyche of many of the faculty even more. Academic
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snobbery, which had made it so difficult for Dr. Cortright to get 
accreditation, had been reborn on the UB campus. Dean Bigsbee 
raised this question time and time again in his annual reports.12

By 1963, The Junior College was relegated to the position of 
meeting the needs of those who wanted a two year college ex
perience and the course work provided for them was for the most 
part of a terminal nature. These were courses which trained for 
the semi-professions such as Laboratory Technology, Fashion 
Illustrating, Interior Decorating and Research Assistant. Of 
course the already established "skills" courses of various types 
of secretaries and of Dental Hygiene remained.

The long time interest in the Arts was the subject of exploration 
in the early 50s. Success in campus Thunder (see below) prompted 
more serious thoughts on the matter of drama. Early in 1951 it 
was proposed that the Theater Guild of the Dramatic Arts be lo
cated at the University as an autonomous division. The guild was 
closely related to the Westport country Playhouse and its 
Director, Lawrence Langer.
A few months later, the White Barn Theater, operated by Lucille 
Lortel and the Peter J. Schweitzer Foundation, suggested that the 
University take over the 
of the UB Drama Department, 
whereby the apprentices would be under the direction of Prof. Al
bert Dickason. An interesting financial transaction was worked 
out: the Theater donated $5,000.00 to the University which then 
donated the same amount to the Theater to cover the cost of the

Ultimately, the theater returned $322.52

operation of the Theater as an adjunct 
A trial period was worked out

apprenticeship program, 
to the University which was credited to the Building Fund 
Drive.13
In the spring of 1952, The Silvermine School of Art presented a 
proposal whereby there would be a joint AA degree in Art. 
Actually, both schools would operate their own art department but 
this arrangement would provide a degree option for The Silvermine 
School. The affiliation was approved on 26 March 1952.14

The first honorary degree (Master of Science) was awarded to 
Charles E. Wilson, President of the General Electric Company in 
November 1949.15 This was followed by honorary Masters given to 
Michael DiSalle, the Office of Price Stabilization administrator, 
and Bridgeport Mayor, Jasper McLevy• The argument that no 
honorary degree should be given which was higher than any earned 
degree offered by the University prevailed until E. Everett 
Cortright, the founding President, was given the first honorary 
doctorate, a Doctor of Laws degree, at the June Commencement in 
1952.

ever alert to a good news story, even while 
One day in the spring of 1948 he saw a story
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executive of a Midin the newspaper about a $50f000.00 a year 
West manufacturing company who had given it all up to go to 
graduate school at Columbia University in order to prepare him
self to teach at the college level, because he felt that this was 
where the real action was to be in the future. President Halsey 
informed the Board in May 1948 that he had written to this man, 
Arthur Thexton, telling him that when he was ready to teach, they 
should talk. Mr. Thexton came to campus shortly thereafter and 
was hired to teach Political Science.

Prof. Thexton bought a house on campus and became a popular fix
ture among both faculty and students. However, he evidently be
came disillusioned about the future of the academic life, for he 
asked for an unpaid leave of absence for the fall semester of 
1950. Prof. Thexton then went to work for the Economic coopera
tion Administration and did negotiate with the University to 
house foreign industrial workers on campus. He did not return to 
the campus and soon returned to the business field.16 President 
Halsey subsequently bought the Thexton home on campus (June 
1951), and for the first time, the President lived on campus.

The eighteen hour teaching load which had been normal was reduced 
to fifteen hours in 1950, largely upon the recommendations fol
lowing the inspection by the Connecticut State Department of 
Education. Even with this reduction, it was often difficult to 
acquire new faculty, despite the fact that the emphasis was still 
upon the University as a teaching institution. The hiring of new 
faculty had been the responsibility of the top administration up 
to 1952 when the deans were delegated that responsibility. Al
though the Deans could hire faculty, the Board regularly 
validated all faculty appointments.

\
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High on the list of popular faculty members was John Sherry of 
the Mathematics Department. John was a short, roundish man who 
always had a butt of a cigar in his mouth. People recall his 
raspy voice coming out of the other side of his mouth. Prof. 
Sherry was a primary source of information about what was going 
on around the campus, but no one was

In class, he was known for the pieces of chalk, 
thrown with unerring accuracy, in order to make a point, 
also knew that he liked his beer (numerous faculty and students 
recalled having spent some time with him drinking beer and swap
ping stories).

of what his mainsure
sources were.

Many

One favorite Sherry story concerned graduation. At that time all 
graduation exercises were held at the Klein Memorial Auditorium, 
aa city owned facility on Fairfield Avenue, and all of the 
faculty sat in rows on the stage. At one point, Prof. Sherry, 
seated in the last faculty row, became restless and started to 
mutter, "I've got to get out of here". Thereupon he got down on 
his hands and knees to crawl along the floor to one wing. Upon 
arriving there, he found no exit, so he reversed himself and made
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his way across to the other wing. Meanwhile this was observed by 
those on the stage in his vicinity and by those in the balcony. 
A growing level of titters and then laughs, puzzled most in the 
audience and certainly those at the front of the stage. It is 
doubtful they ever found out what caused the titters.17

Marcia Buell, Director of Food Services and later Director of 
Special Events, remembered another classic Sherry story. In the 
five week summer session of Math 101, there was a test every 
Friday.

And every Monday he would come back with the test papers, 
and he would say to the class, "Well, I presume you are 
here because you are planning to take The calculus. 
Judging from some of these papers, you should give up 
that idea. You know, here at the University of 
Bridgeport, we have another Mathematics course, Mathe
matics 105-106. I have my own name for it, I call it 
'Rally round the flagpole, boys'. The faculty member who 
loses out gets to teach that course".

it would be "IThat would be one week; the next week, 
presume you are here because you are planning to take The

Now here at the University we 
Mathematics 117, for 

Education majors. They teach you how to add, subtract 
and multiply, mostly they go forth and multiply".18

Calculus, forget that, 
have another Mathematics course,

One faculty member who was not as widely known among the students, 
but beloved by those who knew him and greatly appreciated by his 
peers, was Prof. Charles J. S. R« Jacobs. Besides teaching 
English Literature, Prof. Jacobs was a poet with a wry sense of 
humor. Two examples illustrate this:

Reflection
Life begins at forty,
Or fifty if you deign;
Even when you are sixty,
You can park in Lovers'

Life begins at seventy,
Or eighty if you please;
But the damned old engine rattles,
And the damned old bellows wheeze.19

Postscript on Lizzie Borden 
Lizzie Borden took an axe 
And gave her daddy forty whacks.
Why she did, they can't discover.
I'm glad as hell I ain't her lover.20

Another faculty member,

Lane:

arrivedwho shall remain anonymous,one
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one morning at the Fairfield campus on the back of a garbage 
truck. He was a great teacher but had a drinking problem? when he 
was on a binge, his fellow faculty would cover his classes for 
him. One morning after a particularly bad night, he was hurrying 
down Fairfield Avenue for his 8 AM class when he saw a garbage 

, and in a jovial manner asked for a lift. They gave it to 
and he rode up Fairfield Avenue waving his briefcase to

truck 
him,
people as he passed.21

Professors Charles Petitjean and Frank DiLeo of the College of 
Business Administration became the University's first computer ex
perts in 1956 and 1957. Both were outstanding teachers and also 
doubled as Assistant Deans, in which capacity they were respon
sible for the graduate program in CBA.

Computers were in their early stage of development at this time 
and were just being utilized in the educational process. Sperry 
Rand and IBM discovered that it was too expensive to do all of the 
training needed, so they got the idea of training college profes
sors who in turn would develop computer courses. The University 
of Bridgeport was one of twenty to twenty five schools invited to 
send two professors to a six week summer training session. 
Ideally there was to have been an engineering professor and a 
business professor, but there was no engineering professor 
available, so two from CBA were sent.

i •
i
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r.. After this training course, Electronic Data Processing courses 

were established at the University, UB was therefore in the lead 
in the data processing field. The need for advanced mathematics 
however, caused the undergraduate courses to be dropped after a 
two year trial, to be replaced by graduate courses. Also making 
it difficult to teach such courses was the fact that there were no 
textbooks, the instructor had to teach from company manuals, 
more importantly, there was no computer to provide hands on ex
perience (there were only ten Univac I's in existence). But for a 
time, "UB was in the forefront of the computer revolution" .22

i.
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Other than the power of recommendation, the faculty had little to 
say about the courses to be offered? this power resided with the 
Council of Deans, which was dominated by Dr. Littlefield. Each 
time there was to be the publication of a new catalog, and for 
much of this period a catalogue sufficed for two years in order to 
save money, the Deans undertook a discussion of what courses to be 
retained and which ones, if any, could be added. 
Littlefield's influence was paramount as noted in the Minutes of 
the Council. He was opposed to the addition of certain courses: 
i. e. a course in the Masterpieces of French Literature in trans
lation because he felt there would be no demand for it and he 
thought it would be a duplication. He also vetoed a course in the 
Military History of the United States because there were already 
enough offerings in US history which could cover military history, 
and suggested instead that there be an economic or cultural his—

Dr.
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tory of the United States, 
content of other courses.23

The deans often discussed changes in

The Council of Deans was taken to task by the Senate concerning a 
"refinement" in the University Catalogue for 1961-1963 in the mat
ter of maximum credit in the major allowed towards the BA degree. 
Colleges and Departments had been very assiduous in protecting the 
number of credits allowed for the major, therefore, a purported 
change undertaken by the Council of Dean aroused some ire among 
some faculty members of the Senate. The Deans replied that the 
task of preparing a new catalogue had been delegated to the deans 
and "Considerable effort is made to refine the wording of state
ments so that they accurately reflect college policy"24

A given proposition is that where there are faculty, there will be 
controversy. While most faculty kept their likes and dislikes un
der control most of the time, a long standing feud simmered be
tween the Art Department and the Industrial Design Department. 
The Art Department felt that it had been shunted from pillar to 
post for much of this period, while the Industrial Design Depart
ment had much better visibility and facilities. At the bottom of 
the problem were strongly held differences in educational 
approach. The Art Department felt that their function, 
educationally, was broad and inclusive and should include both 
specialists and non specialists. They held that their approach 
was not rigid and formal because the requirements of their person
nel were different and that there was a difference in their train
ing and experience. Industrial Design contended that their stu
dents did not understand the basic principles after their study of 
Art in the Art Department and therefore they had to perform much 
remedial work and consequently the faculty was less effective in 
their teaching.
tention and misunderstanding, 
differences.
very much like duplication which was costly, 
into a meeting of the heads of both departments with their respec
tive deans and the Vice President in July of 1959. Actually few 
decisions were reached and the feud would simmer for many years, 
being further complicated by the introduction of Graphic Design 
and Interior Design programs.25

Some faculty had the luxury (and the frustrations) of starting 
their own departments. Prof. Edward Byerly came to the University 
in the summer of 1947 for the express purpose of founding a Music 
Department. He recalls:

We started with nothing. When I came to UB there was no 
music department. There was only a so-called Music Ap
preciation course that met for three times a week for two 
credits, and it was taught by a part time person, if she 
ever had time to show up. It only had five or six stu
dents in it and they owned two records. One of them was
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magnified by personality 

Administratively, two separate art courses looked
The feud blossomed
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Beethoven's Fifth Symphony and the other 
Franck's C Minor Symphony 
piano. Nothing.

I finally found a piano. A local piano teacher had died 
and her brother wanted to give it to the University. It 
was a Grand Piano, Steinway.26

was Cesar 
We didn't even have a.. • •

the Music Department obtained grand 
Prof. Byerly's office was

With the move to Marina, 
quarters in the old stables/barn area, 
in the former apartment of the Barnum Estate care taker and was 
shared with member of the History Department. An Advisory Com
mittee was formed, Chaired by Atty. Herbert cohen, and including 
Alexander Kipnis, Ruth Steinkraus Cohen and Sigmund Spaeth. In 
short order a chorus was organized and later a band and the

One of these wasdepartment expanded to three full time people.
John Worley who directed the band; another was Harold Dart, 
former accompanist of James Melton.27

a

Prof. Byerly would later establish the first University of 
Bridgeport-Community orchestra as well as the first mixed chorus. 
Ultimately, he would lead in the development of a major in Music 
and later a major in Music Education.

Social and cultural activities for the faculty family were 
provided, in large part, by The Faculty Women's Club, who con
tinued the concept of "The College Family" from previous years. 
Additionally, the Club, composed of faculty, faculty wives, and 
staff members, had, as Mrs. Littlefield recalled,

i
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enthusiastic groups [within] the Clubs Bridge, book 
reviews, bowling, The Newcomers Society, and rug hooking. 
This group had an annual hooking bee held in the gym 
during the summer and open to the public.... The proceeds 
of these affairs were donated to the purchase of china 
for the Cultural Center of the University.... We liked to 
think of ourselves as a family unit.28

4 • f;
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The Faculty women's Club annually held a Silver Tea to raise 
money for the Helen M. Scurr Scholarship Fund. Guest artists and 
authors, such as Stephen Dohanos, John Hershey and Amy 
Vanderbilt, were attractions at these teas. Additionally, infor- 
mal teas were held for many years in lounges where faculty could 
drop by for socialization and relaxation.29 Their Pot luck Sup
pers several times a year were famous and well attended.

* * *

In the early days of the University, dormitory students were sub
ject to many rules and regulations, in the dining hall, men stu
dents had to wear coats and ties and women students were not al
lowed to wear slacks or kerchiefs. Within the residence halls*
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beds had to be made by 10 AM and all rooms were open to inspec
tion by University officials at all times. Young ladies could be 
entertained in the men's dorms in the lounges only and then only 
after receiving special permission from the residence counselor.

In the women's dorms, each student had to do "bell duty" 
(answering the door bell, calling students by a bell signal when
ever they had a phone call and checking the register at curfew to 
see that all girls were in) • 
regularly (this admonition was not included in the men's 
regulations).
There were curfews:
Thursday? 12 midnight on Friday and 1 AM on Saturday; special 
permission hours were available for upper class women, 
permission was needed when the female student would be absent 
overnight, even if they were to be at home. There were also spe
cial hours during which they could entertain young men in the 
lounges.
Any form of liquor or gambling was prohibited, not only in the 
dormitories, but anywhere on University property. While many 
alumni delight in recounting tales as to how these regulations 
were circumvented, apprehension brought severe repercussions - 
the student was expelled.

All were urged to attend church

Women students were not allowed to have cars, 
lights out were at 11:30 PM Sunday through

Special

.
::

Prof. Charles Spiltoir, of the Biology Department, was an early
Behind his back, he was known as "Riotlips" 

This did not particularly bother
Dorm Proctor.
(Spiltoir spelled backwards).
Prof. Spiltoir since his troops during the war had discovered the 

thing (Spiltoir was a Major in the Marines during World War 
Prof. James Fenner was a Dorm Proctor for four years in

As a Proctor in old Waldemere Hall, he

\\same 
II).
three different dorms, 
combatted false fire alarms at 2 AM by announcing that he would 
hold fire drills at 2 AM at least three nights a week if the 
false alarms continued.

!

Knowing that "necking" was commonplace after a dorm party, Fenner 
was concerned about the safety of the students if they went to 
Seaside Park (and few went there to see Howe's Statue), so he an
nounced to the young men that he would douse the lights in the 
dorm parking lot. Student pranks would always be expected among 
exhuberant young men. Marina Hall housed a group of transfers 
from Portland Junior College in Maine (Gerald Davis was one). 
These students, at the instigation of one, decided one weekend to 
remove an old safe in the basement of the Dorm to an upper floor 
and let it roll off the roof to the ground.
Beer parties in student's rooms were common despite the 
prohibition. Occasionally a few girls were sneaked into the 
dorm, Fenner reported, but he said that the ideas of these young 
men were far removed from those of later young men and women. 
Instead, a bigger problem was getting rid of the stray animals
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which the students brought in, even though they, too, were 
prohibited. None the less, Fenner called these young men "good 
kids. We had a lot of fun, it was a fine group to work with, 
even though they drove me up the wall a lot".30

The dress codes were later eased: while a committee felt that ad
hering to a strict dress code in the Dining Hall would improve 
and build morale, they recommended that the men should wear 

ties and dress shirts to the evening meal and on Sunday 
noon, and that the women could wear dresses or a suit to the Sun
day noon meal and skirts and blouses or sweaters to the evening

, the women were allowed to wear 
At no time were athletic or work

coats.

As a major concessionmeal.
flats instead of high heels, 
clothes to be allowed.31

In the fall of 1950, the students were still searching for a mas
cot when some one hit upon the idea of a Great Dane or a St. 
Bernard. After being suggested by a Park Hall Committee, leader
ship moved to the Student Council, and money was raised to pur
chase a Great Dane, to be known as Prince Valiant, as a mascot. 
However this purchase was not officially approved, nor was there 
any maintenance money. The matter was brought before the Execu
tive Committee of the Board who then told the administration, ad
vised by Atty. Goldstein, to solve the problem.32

Accordingly, after much negotiation, a plan was developed, 
was to be a Mascot Committee which was responsible for the care, 
feeding and welfare of the dog as long as the dog remained the 
mascot of UB. The committee had to raise funds each year to con
tinue this care; if sufficient funds were not raised, it was to 
be assumed that interest was not enough to warrant retaining the 
dog as a mascot. if that were to occur, the Student Council 
would have to rescind its motion of November 1950 making the 
Great Dane the mascot and return the dog to the previous owner• 
If the dog died, it was the responsibility of the Committee to 
procure another. Each year the ownership of the dog was to be 
transferred to the new President of the Student Council. The 
Committee had to have a surplus at all times of at least $100.00 
in its checking account to cover all expenses, and all expenses 
had to be paid by check. Roland Blais had official ownership of 
Prince Valiant to 5 May 1951.

By next spring, however, there was not enough money to maintain 
the dog and Mrs. Von Berg of the Housatonic Kennels agreed to be
come the official owner of Prince Valiant and not to charge the 
Student Council for Room and Board.33
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The fall of 1950 also saw the students planning a celebration of 
Sadie Hawkins Day (after an annual episode in A1 Capp's cartoon 
strip, "Lil Abner"). They requested permission to dress in Sadie 
Hawkins fashion on the date of the Sadie Hawkins Dance and also 
encouraged the faculty and. administration to dress similarly.
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The Council of Deans felt that no special action should be taken 
against students who violated the dress code by wearing 
dungarees, but the faculty and administration should not be ex
pected to dress in this manner, 
publicity should not get in the newspapers since it would tend to 
distract from the seriousness of the purposes of the 
University.34

Fall out from the big time sports betting scandals touched the UB 
campus.
cated in the New York Basketball betting scandal, 
reported to have received a bribe of $500.00 to act as a go- 
between for a gambler and a Columbia player. While this did not 
affect any UB games, the student was dropped from the University 
(this was his third ethics violation, he had two previous inci
dents of cheating on exams).35

They also suggested that

One student, a sophomore in Arnold College, was impli-
He was

★ * *

There has been a continuing controversy over which fraternity, 
Sigma Phi Alpha or Theta Sigma, was the first fraternity at UB. 
Both were organized at about the same time and their request for 
recognition went into the Administration and hence to the Board 
at the same time (17 September 1947) where the matter was 
referred to the University Attorney, Harry Goldstein.36 However, 
The Scribe reported that Sigma Phi Alpha was the first fraternity 
to be recognized.37 Matthew Morris38 was its first president, 
and the fraternity was organized to promote school spirit through 
sports, scholarship and fellowship.
In its next issue on 24 October 1947, The Scribe reported the ap
proval of Theta Sigma.
Donaldson was the Vice President and Prof. John Sherry was the 
faculty advisor.

Roswell T. "Bud" Harris, a .
later Director of Alumni, was committed to the belief that while 
Sigma Phi Alpha might have had its constitution submitted first, 
Theta Sigma was mentioned first by the Board of Trustees, there
fore it was the first one chartered.39 As noted above, there was 

further notice of the fraternities in the Board Minutes. What 
was probably the case, was that President Halsey wrote to the 
fraternities informing them in one letter that their constitution 
had been approved by the Board, and since, probably, Theta Sigma 
was mentioned first in the letter, they thus laid claim to being 
the first.40
Other fraternities followed in close order. Delta Epsilon Beta, 
led by Howard Lester, Charles McMonigle and Joseph Tobin, with 
Prof. Elmer Weber as advisor, was the third. Pi Omega Chi, led 
by c. Harold Schwartz and Walter Banker was next, followed by Al
pha Gamma Phi, led by Robert Ball and Melvin Levery. One of the
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last fraternities to be organized was Alpha Delta Omegar with 
William Calgren as President,
Stephen Matica as Treasurer,
Secretary, James Rawley as Secretary and Kenneth Chapman as Ser
geant At Arms. Prof. Harry A. Kendall and Prof. William F. Allen 
were the faculty advisors. Additionally, an Accounting 
Fraternity, Beta Alpha, was recognized, led by Charles Feld as 
President.

The Spring of 1948 brought the organization of sororities, 
first one was Beta Gamma with Ann Jacobs as President and Janet 
Lamberton as Vice President, followed by Theta Epsilon led by 
Jackie Keefe.

Fraternity and Sorority activities remained an active part of 
student life down to the 60s when there was a rebellion against 
all forms of The Establishment, 
humorous episodes to the attention of all students and the 
Cafeteria of the Student Center was a cacophony of sounds and 
antics for a brief period. But some of the hazing incidents also 
brought adverse criticism. While no serious accidents occurred, 
there were enough incidents to bring about an agreement on what 
should be allowed in hazing.

Early in the administration of Dr. Halsey, a competition was held 
to produce a new Alma Mater Hymn, replacing the one of The Junior 
College Alma Mater. Several candidates presented their offerings 
before a committee which included students (Gus Seaman was one of 
the students). The winning hymn was composed by Prof. Harold 
Dart and the words were written by Prof. Albert Dickason.41

Huntley Perry as Vice President, 
Herbert Neelman as Financial

The

"Hell Week" often brought

(,. .
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!i: • The Prom or a Ball was one of the main social events in the life 

of the students during this period. It was an opportunity to 
dress up in ball gowns and a rented Tuxedo and dance away the 
evening to the strains of one of the popular "Big Bands", 
major dance was generally held at Christmas time, just before 
vacation, and in the Spring time, generally associated with the 
Wistaria Weekend. The Dances were still held at the Ritz 
Ballroom in Bridgeport, which had for some time been a regular 
stop on the Big Band circuit, consequently it was not difficult 
to attract such names as Shep Fields, Ray McKinley and ulaude 
Thornhill, Charlie Barnett, Tony Pastor, Rosemary Clooney, Vaughn 
Monroe and Harry James.

A

The-gCEifre became a weekly in 1949, replacing the irregular pub
lishing schedule. This development was made possible by the es
tablishment of sound business procedures for The Scribe under its

-------Ray Folkman,149, "The Father of the weekly
Mr• Folkman organized and supervised a campaign to sell 

ino space, the income from which made the weekly editions 
possible.42 Ben Raubvogel, who had been the President of the 
Society for the Advancement of the Shmoo,
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of The Scribe in 1950.43

Besides complaining when the price of coffee in the snack bar 
went up to ten cents44 and raising the old issue of student 
apathy,45 student life went on apace. Rounding out the cycle, 
the Student Council proclaimed Homecoming Weekend in 1961 as the 
"Don't go home this weekend" weekend.46 Despite all these 
efforts, the University clung to its reputation as a "suitcase 
college", even though a wide variety of activities were con
tinually presented each weekend.

Other students would begin to work on the development of a campus 
radio station broadcasting to the immediate campus.47 Plans for 
Station WUOB (640 KC) were approved. The station was the brain
child of Herb Burbank and Ed Shumofsky, along with Prof. Harry 
Wechter, the faculty advisor. They planned to go on the air in 
February 1956 with Wes Hobby, a student and a disc jockey for 
radio station WNAB, as the temporary station manager. Jim Muller 
was later elected as the station manager. The station failed and 
was reestablished in 1960 and later expanded to become WPKN-FM.48

The Seawall was a popular hangout for many students, 
the soothing quaffs of The Seawall were not enough for one 
student, Joe Schlachter, found the pressure of exams too much, at 
least that is what he said, and took a dip in Long Island Sound 
in January.49
which a woman died in a neighboring state.50 
Scribe about student dress habits was revealing: "A man isn't a 
man unless he wears white bucks, known as 
woman isn't a woman unless she wears 
the campus gossip (along with other observations) was contained 
in The Scribe column, "Along Park Place" written by Andy 
Demotses.52

But even

Another student was accused of theft and arson in
A comment in The

:
'fruit boots', and a 

'creep' soles".51 Most of

Many students found the appeal of the University too great to 
leave and returned in various capacities. Andrew Demotses, '54, 
and Austin Chapman, '49. would teach accounting? Michael "Gene" 
Somers,'51, and Hugo James, '58, would return to teach Biology? 
Milton Greenhalgh, '33, would continue to teach Chemistry on a 
part time basis? Beverly Howard, '51, Ann C. Shannon, and Eileen 
Moore, '52, taught Dental Hygiene? Elsa Lusebrink, '39, taught in 
the Nursing College? John Rassias, *50, in Foreign Languages? 
Victor Swain, *50, in English? and Mary Shook, *57, 
Secretarial Studies. Many others taught on a part time basis.

Michael Somers, '51, was brought in as an Instructor in Biology 
by Prof. Everett for the 1955-56 academic year and remained, 
cepting for two years when he finished his doct.^a^r 
retirement in 1986. His love of teaching meshed with the concept 
of UB as a teaching institution and the pioneer spirit of the 
early days.53 His initial experience with Dr. Littlefield was 
revealing. As he had his interview with Dr. Littlefield for a

ex- 
to his
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positionr Dr, Littlefield saidr

"Well, Mr. Somers, have you, we're interested in hiring 
you on the faculty in Biology... • Well, can you teach Bio 
101?" [and Dr. Littlefield] went through the entire 
catalogue asking me if I could teach every single course 
that was listed in the catalogue [for Biology], and I 
said, "Yes, I could, to one and No to Botany, and No, I 
don't think I could to comparative Anatomy,... and so 

And then he said to me, "Well, Mike, what do you 
In the meantime, Bill Everett had

forth".
want as a salary?" 
come to me and said, "Now look, when you go in there 
today, you hold out for $3,200.00". So I said, "Well, 
Dr. Littlefield, I just couldn't come for less than 
$3,200.00". So he looked as me and said, "Well, alright, 
Mr. Somers, we will go with $3,200.00", and then he 
reached down with a pencil and he lined out $3,400.00 and 
wrote in $3,200.00. And that was my introduction to 
Henry Littlefield.54

...

In the administrative area, many graduates also stayed on: Gerald 
N. Davis, '58, in Admissions; Nicholas A. Panuzio, '57, in various 
positions; Victor Muniec, '53, Director of Public Relations; Wil
liam B. Kennedy, '52, Director of Alumni Relations; Gustave 
Seaman, '53, in the Evening Division; William C. Wright, 57, 
Director of Student Activities; and Vincent Irving, '50.

Nick Panuzio had been the President of the Student Council and in 
a fraternity, SLX, which aimed at taking over the campus.55^After 
graduation, Panuzio went to work for the University and "held, 
over the next fourteen years, seven titles" in the area of 
admissions, the business office, development, as Director of the 
Student Center and as Director of Purchasing. Politically active, 
he was in the General Assembly in 1970, won the Mayor's Office m 
a "landslide" victory of seven votes in 1971 and was comfortably 
reelected. He ran unsuccessfully for Governor in 1974 and then 
went to Washington as Deputy Administrator of the General Services 
Administration.56 Nick Panuzio would later be given an honorary 
Doctor of Laws by the University and then become a Trustee.57

Working in the Business Office and as Director of purchasing, 
Panuzio got to know many of the Trustees since they were very ac
tive in the operation of the university. "It was an active, work- 
ing Board of Trustees, and they literally chaired committees, and 
they had to sign checks.... we dreaded having to go [to get the 
checks signed] if Bodine was out of town"58

As Director of Purchasing, Panuzio's job was governed by the 
economic constraints imposed by Dr. Littlefield. The University 
had arrangements with the office furniture stores in town whereby 
the University would buy all the heavy, used desks that came 
their stock. Faculty were given a file drawer, not a whole file
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cabinetr so four keys had to be made for each cabinet59 
taphone Corporation gave a number of old dictating machines to the 
University each year. Arthur Lunin, of the Franklin Furniture and 
the Son-in-law of Frank Jacoby, sold furniture to the University 
at very reasonable rates, 
dormitories, special arrangements were needed: the Troy Sunshade 
Co. designed the "Bridgeport Desk" and chairs for the dormitories 
at special rates; a bed manufacturing company created the 
"Bridgeport Bed" which had angle irons turned so as to prevent the 
mattress from slipping off the bed.60

The job of Purchasing Director included the receipt, storage, and 
ultimately the moving of all of this equipment into the dorms. 
One fall a hurricane flooded the basements of North and South 
Halls where some three hundred mattresses were stored, 
contacted Bob DiSpirito,
football players to the rescue and in about thirty minutes, 
the mattresses had been moved to a higher level.6l

Both Panuzio and Muniec, who as Director of Public Relations, was 
intimately involved with publicizing the academic as well as the 
cultural programs of the University, fondly referred to this 
period of the University's history: "We were very poor, very, but 
there was a sense you were working [for a goal], even though we 
were working for very low salaries".62

* * *

The Dic-

Again when furnishing the new

Panuzio
the football coach, who brought fifty

all of

Prof. Albert A. Dickason, Asst. Prof, of Dramatics, and head of 
the Office of Campus Productions which also produced several 
memorable Wistaria Festivals and Pageants,63 conceived the idea of 
a major musical production for the University, somewhat along the 
lines of Harvard's Hasty Pudding productions. Over the next dozen 
or so years, the yearly edition of Campus Thunder was the social 
and dramatic event of the year. Trustees organized dinner/theater 
parties each year, faculty and students competed for tickets and 
it was regularly given rave reviews in the local press. Its fame 
was not entirely regional, there was once (1950) a show train in 
reverse leaving from New York to attend a performance.

i

The first Campus Thunder was presented on 11 December 1947 with an 
Arabian Nights theme. The show marked the premiere of "Fifi and 
her Thunderettes" a group of eight males (often husky football 
players) dressed in female clothes (today we might say "drag") who 
danced and cavorted around the stage in a most humorous fashion. 
The tradition proved to be so popular that Fifi and her Thun
derettes were included in all subsequent shows and the competition 
for the role of Fifi was as great as for the other leads in the 
show. Sheldon Rose created the role in the first production. 
Students also participated in many other ways: Victor Swain com
posed special ballet music for the first show; Dan Greaney was the 
production manager, and Bert Arthur was the stage manager.
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The Second "Thunder" had a Carnival Theme and featured Dan Greaney 
as Fifi. Frank Castellucci created one of the more memorable 
Fifis in the third "Thunder" and repeated it the following year. 
Bill Desmond was the Fifi in 1950.

Another memorable role was that created by Joyce Matthews as 
"Little Miss Fill-In". Her role was to sing a song about filling 
in while some scenery was being changed back stage. The part had 
been written specifically for her and her song started out with 
the statements "Hey, you know, you have to know somebody to get 
into the show, and I don't know anybody, so it's never going to 
happen".64 she stole the show that year. Thirty six years later, 
some still remember that performance.

Another student who blossomed in "Thunder" was Geraldine Bennett. 
She had had some background in the dance and this was put to good 
use her freshman year when she was in the chorus line, and the 
following year she was the lead dancer. Each year she had bigger 
parts so that in her Senior Year, a part for her was written into 
the play, none the less, she recalled that she still had to audi
tion for the part.65 The "Thunder" of 1952 contained a nostalgic 
note. The theme was the Ziegfield Follies, and Ginny Tenant, 153r 
played the role of a Follies Girl, a reprise of a role played by 
her mother who had been a Follies Girl in 1928.66

The Knights of Thunder was organized in the spring of 1950. 
had to have had a lead role or major responsibility in a previous 
Thunder, or had been involved in one of the productions of The Of
fice of Campus Productions to be elected to membership at the end 
of one's junior year. In many respects, it served as an active 
alumni organization for many years, and the Homecoming Day of 1986 
had a large turnout of The Knights of Thunder. It had its own 
Coat of Arms.67

The show was written each year almost exclusively by Prof. 
Dickason, but Steve Martin, Vic Swain and Gus Meyers wrote most of 
the music, and Gus Meyers conducted the orchestra. The whole show 
would be put together within a six week period with most of the 
rehearsals taking place into the wee hours of the morning since 
most of the students often had evening classes.

Occasionally, there were near disasters, in 1949 the curtain came 
up on a scene called Garden of the Gods. It was a mountainous 
area with the "gods" perched on various peaks, each to be high
lighted by a spot light. At dress rehearsal when the gods wore 
their beautiful costumes for the first time, it was discovered 
that when the spot lights hit the costumes, they became completely 
transparent. Hurried changes were in order.68

Eyebrows were raised in October 1950 when it was rumored that Cam
pus Thunder would include a female impersonator. Not only did
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this strike the Deans as being in bad taste, but it was also a 
form of amusement which was under attack by the Bridgeport Police 
Department. Dean Bigsbee was delegated to talk to Prof. Dickason 
about this and found that such an act was not included. The rumor 
had probably gotten started based upon exaggerated publicity.69

The popularity of "Thunder" was such that there were requests for 
performances in neighboring towns, 
performance, however, was at the Bushnell Auditorium in Hartford. 
That performance lost money ($400.00) and it was not repeated in 
later years. It would seem that while "Thunder" was quite 
popular in Bridgeport, it had not built a clientele in Hartford. 
For the future all performances were at the Klein Memorial 
Auditorium, excepting for a one time removal to the Shakespeare 
Theater in nearby Stratford, because a larger stage was needed for 
that performance.

Prof. Dickason, or "Mr. 
made his dramatic impact at the celebrations surrounding the sign
ing of the New Charter in 1947 where, within a week he had whipped 
together a pageant, entitled, The Cavalcade", depicting the his
tory of The Junior College.70 it had attracted the attention of 
President Halsey who wished to do more in this area. Juggling his 
classes in Accounting with rehearsals proved to he a major task, 
therefore "Mr. D." was transferred to the Drama Department and ul
timately The Office of Campus Productions where he presented not 
only seventeen Campus Thunders, but the wistaria Pageants, as well 
as other special programs, including a short show, with a cast of 
faculty, for the annual All University Dinner, called "Campus 
Blunders".71 One Wistaria Pageant, The Barnum Diary", presented 
in Marina Circle, was witnessed by an estimated 10,000 people.

The first out of town

D.", as he was affectionately known, had

A marching unit from the Pageant won first prize in its division 
in the Barnum Festival a short time later. The next year, Mr. "D" 
was asked to prepare a float for the Barnum Parade. He needed a 
special kind of gold paper to carry out the proposed theme; but 
this paper was not available either locally or in New York, it had

When Dr. Littlefield saw the $60.00to be flown in from Florida. _ , _
charge for the express postage, he complained bitterly to Mr. 
that UB could not afford such costs. A day or so l^ter, Mr. 
was passing through Cortright Hall just as Dr. Littlefield was 
pickinq up a copy of The Bridgeport—post, which announced that UB 
had won first prize for its float in the Barnum Parade. Mr. "D" 
commented, "Can you buy that for sixty bucks?" and kept on 
walking.72

D"
D"

* * *
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Donald Kern became Director of Admissions in 1950, he found that 
some advertising had been done in Seventeen and Cosmopolitan but 
only two enrollees came from these sources in a three year 
period.73

Other than this type of advertising, a News Letter was sent to the 
guidance counselors in the area every two months or so, telling 
them about new programs and other developments. Occasionally, as 
was the case with the the introduction of the Industrial Design 
program, a brochure was developed.74 But the demand was so great 
that it was not necessary to do much recruiting other than to 
visit High Schools and the Guidance Counselors.

As with the collegiate organization of the new university, 
Junior College of Connecticut was the basic unit - all students 
entered through The Junior College. Only after graduation were 
they accepted by the senior colleges to complete the baccalaureate 
major of the student's choice. Requirements for admission to The 
Junior College remained the same, although applicants were advised 
to satisfy the entrance requirements of the senior college of 
their choice.

The

C .•
Admission to The college of Arts and Science was based upon the 
Plan A portion of the Junior College requirements, and a student 
who had satisfactorily completed the first two years of the Arts 
and Science program at The Junior College required no further 
evaluation of his record. Applicants for transfer had to meet the 
same requirements. While the same entrance requirements applied 
to the College of Business Administration, it also established 
requirements for admission to the Master's program in Business 
Administration. In 1949, the College of Nursing, duplicated the 
same entrance requirements.

•ili *
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noted through 1954-56No changes in entrance requirements 

catalogue. All students still entered through The Junior College 
of Connecticut. In the 1955-57 catalogue, the old format changed; 
there were added some specific recommendations for entry into the 
basic upper class curricula.

were

The Catalogue of 1955-57 was the last which stated that all Fresh
men and Sophomores were in the Junior College. By the Catalogue 

1957—59, The Junior College was described as presenting two 
year programs only? all others were admitted directly into the 
four year collegiate program.75

Faculty generally had little to do with establishing admissions 
standards, however the College of Engineering did develop a plan 
of admission to provide greater selectivity as a result of several 
questions asked during the Engineer's Council For professional 
Development (ECPD) visitation.76 a further indication that the 
faculty had little to do with the admissions standards was 
demonstrated in early 1961. Dr. Kern wrote a memorandum to the
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Deans urging UB to join the college Entrance Examination Board and 
utilize their admissions examinations. He argued that much pres
tige value would accrue to the university. While it would bring a 
reduction in the number of candidates for the first few years (the 
poorer candidates would not apply), UB really would not lose any
thing except the application fee. However, the effect would be 
greatest upon the athletes who normally had poor scores on the 
College Boards.77 College Boards were required as a part of the 
admissions process beginning with September 1962.

Dr. Kern administered the work of the Admissions office based upon 
administration policy and upon his own judgment. In the fall of 
1961, Dr. Kern pointed out that Senate Regulations in regards to 
New Start Students covered only those who awarded it; nowhere was 
there a statement of standards to determine who might be eligible. 
Therefore he had administered the program for many years on the 
basis of his own judgment. "This year, in order to realistically 
reflect the working procedure of the various colleges of the 
University, requirements were raised."78

Further evidence that the faculty were not involved in the setting 
of admissions standards came from Dr. Kern's Annual Report of 
1963: "The Office of the Dean of Admissions is responsible for 
the recruitment and admission of students including determination 
of admissions standards • • • •

The parent of the eighties would look with awe upon the tuition 
charges for this period: in 1947 Tuition was $225.00 per semester 
and Room and Board Charges were $250.00 a semester, 
charges were raised by $50.00 in both categories.
1956, the charges were increased to $300.00 a semester for tuition 
and $325.00 for Room and Board. The fall of 1960 saw another in
crease to $350.00 for Tuition in addition to a $70.00 University 
Fee (tuition was kept low in this manner through the device of in-

Another $50.00 increase per semester was in-

in:
in 1952 

In the fall of

creasing fees).
stituted for the fall of 1962, although there was an additional 
differential fee of $50.00 for Engineering and Nursing students.

The composition of the Student body began to change in 1954. 
missions reports noted a large influx of female applications, 
especially in Dental Hygiene, Fashion Merchandising and Weylister, 
all programs which attracted females.79

A questionnaire given to Freshmen in September 1954 indicated that 
most came to UB because it was close to home, UB had the special 
fields they desired, it was a smaller college in a location they 
desired, and because their parents advised them to apply, 
prestige of the University, its facilities and athletic or recrea
tional opportunities got very low ratings. Instead their teachers 
and high school advisors were their most frequent source of infor
mation and about one half were advised to apply by their 
teachers.80

Ad-
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Major steps affecting admissions were taken at the end of this 
period: the decision to require all applicants to present Scholas
tic Aptitude (SAT) scores; and the decision to limit enrollment 
for each college and division through a quota system which would 
attempt to acquire not only the better students, but also to be 
more certain that certain programs be adequate populated (foreign 
students were seemingly exempt from the quota system).81 As will 
be noted below, both systems would have an important effect upon 
the University.

* * *

Self Studies were a requirement of the accreditation process, The 
faculty and administration grappled with this problem during the 
1958-59 academic year in addition to their other work. The first 
phase was completed in late spring 1959.82 Hardly had the Self 
Study been completed and the appropriate accreditations received, 
it was determined that the University should plan for the next 
decade. A grand plan was developed which would cost $33 Million 
with the hope that $11 Million could be from government loans.83

The Junior College of Connecticut had earlier been accredited by 
the New England Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. 
The only other accreditation available for the first few years, 
until sufficient classes had graduated and inspection visits made, 
was by The Connecticut State Department of Education. All of the 
collegiate programs received this approval at a very early stage. 
All were also registered by the New York State Department of 
Education.

Early State Department of Education visitations criticized the 
library collection as being inadequate for the curriculum and fur
ther noted that library circulation was low. The visit from the 
New York State Department of Education in 1949 noted the same 
deficiencies.

Preparations for the New England Accreditation Visitation included 
the arrangement of a dress rehearsal, a "spit and polish" exercise 
led and supervised by Prof. Charles Tillinghast, a Professor of 
Education, who had once been President of the Middle States 
Association. The Self Study and the dress rehearsal paid off: ac
creditation was received in December 1951, the earliest possible 
time consistent with the required waiting period

The Catalogue of 1952-54 noted that the University had membership 
in the New England Association of Colleges and Secondary Schools. 
The Chamber of Commerce sponsored a celebration for The University 
upon the receipt of Membership in the New England Association on 
10 December 1951. UB was also to be voted into membership of the 
American Association of Colleges in December of 1951, and both 
President Halsey and Dr. Littlefield requested permission from the
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Board to attend the ceremony, 
their pictures taken with Senators Benton and MacMahon and Con
gressman Morano. Dr. Littlefield would then attend a meeting of 
the Association of Junior Colleges.85 
National accreditation by the Council on Dental Education in 
1953.86

After the event, both would have

The Fones School received

After a visitation, the Connecticut State Department of Education 
approved the University and all of its programs in May 1955 for 
the next three years for all divisions.87 while the Commission 
was impressed by the enthusiasm of the staff and faculty, they 
were critical of the heavy work load and the salary schedule. 
They also noted that thought should be given to raising the mini
mum standards for admission. In this respect they noted that the 
Admissions Committee was a policy making body only and appeared to 
give the Director of Admissions a large amount of freedom and 
authority. For the first time official notice by an accrediting 
agency of the unique administrative organization of the University 
was made: the organization by which the President and Vice Presi
dent were co-equal and both reported to the Board of Trustees. 
They felt that while it was unique, it could only operate with the 
complete cooperation of both men.

1959 saw more accreditations being received: The College of Busi
ness Administration was reaccredited by the State Department of 
Education and approval given for the Masters Degree Program. The 
College of Engineering did not fare quite as well: the request of 
a Master of Science Degree in Engineering was tabled until the 
school had received accreditation from the ECPD.88 Earlier at
tempts to get EC PD accreditation failed because the admissions 
process was too loose and the students came from the lower 40% 
cohort. The faculty load was considered too heavy. Additionally 
there was criticism of the attempt to move into Electrical 
Engineering, which they saw as premature.89 The National Council 
for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) would not accredit 
the program of teacher preparation and school service personnel 
because they found a major weakness in the organizational struc
ture for planning and administering the program. They also felt 
that the faculty was not fully adequate and the facilities spotty. 
They concluded by commenting that the University was trying to do 
more than it had resources for.90
A major coup was accomplished in 1959 when the New England As
sociation gave a ten year reaccreditation to the University. Many 
felt relief that all of the work done on the Self Study had 
finally paid off.91 success in this area led to the hope that the 
University could work for and achieve accreditation by the 
American Assembly of Collegiate Schools of Business (AACSB).92 
The Mechanical Engineering program and the Fones School were reac
credited in the fall of 1962.

The whole period was one
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of extremely active growth and
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development, but it was often done on a shoe string. Perhaps the 
criticism of evaluators that the University was trying to do too 
much with too little money did lead to just getting by. It was 
easy for an observer to get the feeling that the University al
lotted only enough resources to the academic sector to barely 
satisfy the accreditors. It was true that the University was al
ways reacting to a perceived need of the region and consequently 
was often branching out into new endeavors, 
that this tended to dilute the better programs.

Some critics felt

* * *

The naming of newly acquired buildings was a problem until a sug
gestion by Dr. Harry Becker solved its buildings were to be named 
after neighboring towns,93 with the hope that the town and their 
alumni would be supportive. Earlier buildings on the Seaside Cam
pus had been named after the streets upon which they were located: 
the King House became Waldemere; the whitely House became Park 
Hall; The Richter House became Linden Hall, and the Mason House 
became Ingleside Hall. As a result of the policy suggestion by 
Dr. Becker, the De Loss House became Westport Hall and the Bero 
House became Fairfield Hall.

One exception to these policies was the former Paige House on the
It had been bought forcorner of Park Avenue and Park Place.

$20,000.00 and then named after the founding president as 
Cortright Hall.94 it was to be used primarily for administration 
and faculty offices; those faculty who were being moved from 
Bishop Hall, which was now used almost exclusively for classrooms. 
President Halsey and Vice President Littlefield and their staffs 
occupied the first floor while faculty were placed on the second 
and third floor. Within a few years, Development offices expanded 
to the second floor.95
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Other than Fones Hall and Cortright Hall, the first buildings to 
be named for persons were the two new dormitories, named after 
former Board Chairman Chaffee and former Trustee cooper.96 In 
1960 Dana Hall would be named for Charles A. Dana.

Space was at such a premium in the early days that the university 
rented a building, Loyola Hall,(on Park Place, next to the Hall 
Neighborhood House), from Fairfield Prep who had earlier acquired 
the building with the hopes of expanding in the Seaside Park Area. 
Dr. Littlefield had negotiated a lease for $250.00 a month except
ing for the summer months, 
ranged for $50.00 a month.97

In 1949, a rental agreement was ar- 
UB took title to Loyola Hall in Oc

tober 1951 and it soon became Alumni Hall, the Student Center.

The Alumni agreed to pay for the renovation of Loyola Hall as the 
Alumni Hall, but since they only had $20,000.00 on hand of the 
$43,500.00 needed, there was a delay in the renovation.
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Charles A. Dana thought that the street name of Park Place would 
be much better as University Avenue, Needless to say, the Board 
went right to work on the matter. The Buildings and Grounds Com
mittee looked into the problem first and was told that the city 
was reluctant to change the name of a street, however if all 
property owners agreed, it might be possible. There was no dis
agreement and the name change became a reality.98

Having read some where that one university had not built any 
pathways, or sidewalks around new buildings until they saw where 
the student traffic really was, the Building and Grounds Committee 
tried the same thing when Cooper and Chaffee Halls were built. 
The experiment failed because the students walked everywhere and 
walkways had to be constructed as they had previously, where it 
was believed there was the greatest traffic.99

Not all were completely enthusiastic about the varied design of 
the succession of buildings. At least one faculty member wrote a 
letter of complaint to the Board.100 Dr. Littlefield would later 
explain the varied architectural style as "homogeneity through 
heterogeneity",101 brought on by the necessity of using the least 
expensive methods of construction available at the time, thereby 
getting more space for the money expended.

It had been the original plan to position the men's dorms at one 
end of the campus and the women's dorms at the opposite end. 
Bowing to pressures of the students, the Board altered this policy 
and was now willing to build these dorms close to each other.102

* * *

;ii
• s

Continuing the standing tradition of having portraits of Chairmen 
of the Board painted, the Portrait of Johannes Schiott was un
veiled on 29 June 1949, followed by the portrait of H. Almond 
Chaffee on 11 December 1949.103 Board Chairman Albert Bodine's 
portrait was executed. Extending the tradition was the commis
sioning of a portrait of the Founding President, E. Everett 
Cortright; it was unveiled on 3 October 1947.104 The Board com
missioned a portrait of the second President, James H. Halsey, to 
be done by the artist William L. Kolb.105 it was unveiled on 31 
January 1954. President Halsey then asked that the Board commis
sion a portrait of Dr. Henry W. Littlefield to be painted by 
Frederick Roscher.106 it was unveiled on 30 September 1956. The 
only honorary trustee to have his portrait done was that of 
Charles A. Dana.107 The portraits of Dana, Chaffee, Halsey and 
Littlefield currently hang in the Founders Room of the Wahlstrom 
Library.

* * *

all students entered asAs noted above, for the first few years, 
students of the Junior College, but this presented a problem with
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both students and faculty. In the Annual Report of 1952 it was 
noted that the main problem was for the faculty and staff to 
recognize the importance of the Junior College and to give it 
adequate attention. It had great drawing power in regards to 
students, but the Junior College was neglected by the faculty.108

By 1957 the position of The Junior College was defined: it was to 
administer all two year programs and the university-wide General 
Education courses which cut across Department Boundaries.109 
General Education programs had been pushed by President Halsey 
very early in the University History, but it took a long time to 
get it through the faculty. A part of the reason was the indis
tinct lines of communication. The Deans were responsible for the 
academic progress of the University from 1951; the concepts of 
General Education were being pushed by President Halsey; and the 
faculty were increasingly turned on by their own discipline. The 
Student was becoming more and more professionally minded. All 
were going in different directions.

Enrollments in Business Administration courses validated all pre
dictions that there was a large demand for these studies. In May 
1949, ninety three students received their BA degree, and Under
class registration was particularly heavy,110 and many new faculty 
had to be recruited. A large number of part time faculty were 
utilized, (twenty five in 1949), which presented a problem in 
coordination. Relatively few of the faculty had doctorates: "I 
hope we can find younger Ph.D*s as a placebo for accrediting 
agencies".111 Dean Read favored a broad general education cur
riculum undergirding the professional courses. This matter of 
curriculum was one of national debate, but Dean Read came down 
hard on the side that the curriculum should be broadly humanistic 
and that the proportion of specialized courses should be reduced.

\

f :

Adjustments to the business curriculum were necessary even though 
there were now forty eight hours of general education courses: 
Economics had to be moved to the sophomore year because the stu
dents were having difficulties in dealing with concepts; Account
ing was also moved to the second year preceded by a course in 
business computations, because the students were weak in 
mathematics. The Management Department was retitled Industrial 
Relations for psychological and semantic reasons.112

The Journalism Department changed its emphasis to Industrial Jour
nalism in 1953, and those who wanted regular newspaper reporting 
were told to take their BA in the College of Arts and Science. A 

v new four year program for Weylister was developed and a Fashion 
Merchandising option within the Marketing Major was added. A fpur 
year program in Graphic Design was added in 1957. To support these 
and the other programs, the Dean was finding it extremely dif
ficult to acquire the necessary faculty within the existing salary ranges provided.113
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An Advisory Committee was developed in 1958 (sixteen were at the 
first meeting chaired by Herman Steinkraus); they were asked to 
consider the graduate program and the improvement of the cur
riculum and instruction. As a consequence, the MBA program was 
inaugurated in 1959, approved by the State of Connecticut, and had 
a first year enrollment of sixty two in three programs.114

The problems of attracting well qualified faculty was alleviated 
somewhat by the institution of the Dana Professors program: Dr. 
Charles Stokes was appointed to one of these chairs in 1960 (he 
replaced the retired Dr. Hans Apel). Dr. Leon Dale was hired to 
Chair the Industrial Relations Department. But part time faculty 
still outnumbered full time faculty twenty one to seventeen. This 
problem, along with that of attracting well qualified students, 
had to be corrected if the college wished to obtain AACSB 
accreditation.115

In the fall of 1962, it was announced that Dean Read would be on 
Sabbatical leave for the school year 1962-63 to be a visiting 
Professor of Marketing at Arizona State University, 
tively ended his tenure as Dean? shortly after his return, he 
asked to be relieved from the "deaconate" to return to teaching.

This effec-

* * *

Founded first as the Division of Engineering under the director
ship of John Bodnar, the first two years were administered by The 
Junior College and the third year by the Division. By 1949, the 
whole division was administered by the College of Arts and 
Science. By 1950, along with the Division of Education, the Divi
sion of Engineering was a free standing division with majors in 
Industrial and Mechanical Engineering and Industrial Design.

;

>The Division had been founded as a result of a conviction of a 
Special Engineering College Committee that there was a definite 
need for engineering education in the community and that it would 
be welcomed by industry. They also recommended that there should 
be the standard four year curriculum, a five year Co-Op program 
and an evening school.116

•. ;
ij

In July 1953 Dr. Willard Paul Berggren became the Director of the 
Division of Engineering.117 Both Mr. Bodnar and Dr. Berggren, 
though not deans, sat on the Council of Deans. Dr. Berggren led 
the development of the Division into the college of Engineering 
when the Trustees approved the change of status in 1957. No 
problem with the State Department of Education was encountered be
cause this was a change in status and not in programs.

The administration was authorized to proceed with plans for the 
engineering college and introduce work for the MaBters degree.118 
This was despite the fact that the ECPD visiting ( 
been critical. While substantial progress had been made m ten
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years, despite insufficient funds, there were still problems: 
teaching loads were too high (fifteen hours), the crowded labs 
were not well equipped and financial support was insufficient. 
They also recommended that entrance requirements be raised. Also 
noted was a lack of depth in many Mechanical Engineering Courses. 
They felt that it would be a serious mistake to move into Electri
cal Engineering at that time.119 None the less, a Department of 
Electrical Engineering was established. A serious problem was re
lated to the lack of accreditation by the ECPD, graduates could 
not become licensed as a professional engineer.

The Department of Industrial Design received a signal honor in 
1957 when they were asked to participate in a project to develop 
an ID exhibit for the USIA to be sent to Europe in the fall of 
1958. It was reported that the ID Department was chosen because 
it was one of the ten best departments in the country. 120 Prof. 
Robert E. Redmann was to build a solid reputation for himself as a 
teacher and to transfer this to the Industrial Design Department, 
ultimately making it one of the top three in the country. He had 
a national reputation: in 1958 he was reelected as National Presi
dent of the Industrial Designer's Institute.121

* * *

The appointment of Dr. Arthur E. Trippensee as Dean of the College 
of Education was made on 29 June 1954 and he assumed the office on 
7 August 1954. For the first few years, the former Dean, Dr. Harry 
A. Becker, remained as a part time consultant and taught several 
courses.122 in the next seven years, the College of Education 
grew very rapidly: by 1961, the College had the largest full time 
enrollment of any of the colleges (922), in addition to a very 
large number of part time students. "Dr. Trippensee met and 
talked with each member of his faculty in his office, and he would 
talk with them about their programs and their ambitions•"123

- r

\
t
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A definite service to the teachers of the area in providing 
graduate education for them accounted for a large number of the 
students, especially in the summer programs. Besides a Masters 
Degree in several fields, a Sixth Year Professional Diploma was 
instituted. The college was cited in a 1959 accreditation visit 
for maintaining high academic standards.

Besides the Dean, forty three full time faculty and many part 
timers served the students. in the later years, three newly ap
pointed professors had had long service as either professors of 
Education elsewhere or as long time Superintendents of Schools 
which gave an added dimension to the qualifications of the 
faculty. The faculty of the College began urging the development 
°f a Sixth Year Diploma for the preparation of college teachers 
and a BA and MA program in Education. The latter program would 
put them on a collision course with the Colleqe of Arts and 
Science. ^
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* * *

Dean Ropp lead the College of Arts and Science during this whole 
period. Under his leadership the departments of History, Biology 
and Sociology grew rapidly, regularly graduating about one half of 
the College's students. Of particular note was the fact that it 
was normal for 50-60% of the graduating class to go on to graduate 
and professional schools. The measurement of the outcomes of the 
education received in the College was done by the requirement that 
all prospective graduates receive an appropriate score on the 
Graduate Record Examination, which was normally taken only by 
those who planned upon a postgraduate course of study. The fact 
that the average UB Senior's score was regularly above the na
tional average was an indication of the quality of the education 
received by the Arts and Science graduates.

Another measurement of the quality of the graduates of the College 
of Arts and Sciences was that for four years in a row, a graduate 
received a Fulbright Award for advanced study abroad. Emily A. 
Forte, Margaret R. Fenick, and John Rassias were among those who 
brought academic laurels to the College. Peter Miletta also was 
named a Woodrow Wilson Scholar. John Rassias, '50, who has since 
become famous as a language teacher as a professor at Dartmouth, 
used his Fulbright Award to study at the University of Dijon. By 
the fall of 1952 he had acquired his doctorate and returned to 
campus as a Professor of French.

The Faculty of the College of Arts and Science, and by 1961 there 
were forty three full time faculty, took the lead in the develop
ment of a program in General Education,124 in the Senate and other 
all University Committees. But of particular concern to both the 
Dean and many faculty was the heavy student load carried by 
faculty who taught the SSDG Courses (Courses with two large lec
tures and many smaller group discussions.) The Dean noted with 
regularity in his Annual Reports that not all faculty could handle 
the arrangement successfully and that further study was needed to 
alleviate the system.

•: \

■
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* * *

In November 1948 the Board of Examiners of the State of Connec
ticut approved the plans which had been submitted and agreed to 
include the College of Nursing on its list of accredited schools 
up to 1 September 1951.125
Growing pains of the first few years revolved around a very small 
full time faculty and a lack of secretarial support. National Ac
creditation could not be sought until the University had received 
New England Accreditation. Additionally, the program had to be 
changed in 1951 as a result of exams which had been given by the 
National League of Nursing (NLN) Education Committee.126
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1952 saw the completion of three "firsts" for the College of 
Nursing: the completion of the four year program in basic nursing 
with the first class being graduated; receipt of notice of tem
porary national accreditation; and the receipt of the first direct 
gift to the College anonymously.127

The increasing reputation of the College was noted in 1953 due in 
part to the fact that Dr. Littlefield had been active in national 
committee work towards the implementation of a Junior College 
program in nursing. Additionally, the college had a more stable 
faculty, applications were increasing although many of these were 
not qualified, and it was hoped that accreditation would come the 
next year.128

In 1955 the first group of registered nurses were admitted to the 
baccalaureate program. It was quite successful since there was no 
other program in Connecticut to meet these needs, 
course in nutrition had been developed as a result of the pre
viously noted anonymous gift.129 Faculty loads were still heavy 
and there was a lack of an office on campus for the clinical 
field.

Further, a

i *

The College of Nursing operated at a deficit and its finances were 
constantly under scrutiny by the Board. While fourteen students 
did get scholarships made available by the State of Connecticut, 
not as many students enrolled as were expected. Meanwhile the 
costs of the college were rising. Educationally it had 
provisional accreditation but not full accreditation: to reach 
this more expenditures were necessary;
secretarial aid were needed.130 The Board Committee became con
vinced of the need for the College; Dean Jayne got some very good 
endorsements, so the Board decided to continue and expand the col
lege for at least one more year since it had received temporary 
accreditation and soon received full accreditation from the Na
tional League for Nursing.131 Accreditation brought the first 
support from foundations and an increase in scholarship money. 
Additionally a government grant in the field of Mental Health was 
received. The office situation was improved by a move of the col
lege to Monroe Hall on University Avenue.132

v faculty andmore
t
i

• ’ **H •

Preparation for the National League For Nursing (NLN) accredita
tion visit took up much of 1959; however full accreditation was 
received in December. Federal funds for scholarships helped in 
nearly meeting the goal of a hundred full time students. This 
success led to the recommendation that there be a consideration of 
a Masters program as well as an Associate Degree program.133

By 1961 more funds became available, accreditation helped in the 
recruiting of new faculty although the low salary range was a 
hindrance. But the College was now a viable unit within the 
university.
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* * *

On a university-wide basis a program of convocations was continued 
with varying degrees of success until Dr, Justus van der Kroef be
came Chairman of the Senate's Faculty Standing Committee on Infor
mal Education. The Annual Report of 1961 summarized this:

Under the direction of Prof. Justus M. van der Kroef, as 
Chairman of the Faculty Standing Committee on Informal 
Education, a very effective program of Student Convoca
tions was held during the year, 
series of foreign films, art exhibits, musical concerts, 
the Dana Scholar Convocation, a debate on the work of the 
House Un-American Activities Committee, a lecture by 
President William Graham Cole of Lake Forest College on 
Love, Sex and Marriage in the Bible, and debates on the 
Israel-Arab problem and Castro's Cuba.134

Additionally, the Board appropriated $13,000.00 for the undertak
ing of a Study on a possible Honors Program under the leadership 
of Dr. William R. McKenzie, Professor of Education. Dr. McKenzie 
was further asked to present a report on how to improve the 
General Education Program of the University.

* * *

Highlights included a

Graduation of large classes and other drops in enrollment brought 
a retrenchment in operations in the early '50s. Retrenchments 
required not only that more courses had to be given in the 
evening, but other cost cutting actions had to be undertaken. 
Cost cutting which involved the elimination of secretarial help 
and the extensive use of part time faculty, it was argued by Dean 
Read, did not solve the problem: costs would not decline because 
a volume decrease and drastic expense reduction would result in 
hidden product deterioration.135

But the use of evening hours for many classes was an example of 
the complete and efficient usage of the physical plant. Class
rooms were in use from 8 AM to 10:30 PM and nearly every class
room was in use each period. The cost effectiveness of the Plant 
was augmented by the use of Part Time Faculty. The Part Time 
Faculty, along with the Part Time Student, was often referred to 
by Dr. Littlefield as "My Endowment".

* * *

While UB had moved to University Status, it retained its member
ship in the Connecticut Junior College Athletic Conference for 
three years, and competed on that level, excepting m football, 
until the fall of 1950 when their application for membership in 
the Eastern Collegiate Athletic Conference (ECAC) became
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effective. Since the requirements of the ECAC were that freshmen 
could not play on varsity teams, it required that the university 
offer a freshman schedule in the required four major sports.136 
Additionally there were minor sports played on an informal basis 
as well as intramural sports (777 participated in 1948-1949).137

Although UB participated in the Connecticut Junior College Con
ference in 1947-1948, the records of that year are incomplete. 
With Herbert E. Glines as coach (overall record of 150 wins and 
141 losses), 138 wins and 134 losses were recorded in basketball 
down to 1960.
16-28 record.
seasons; the captains and co-captains of those teams were Richard 
LaBash, Gus Seaman, Lou Saccone, Ernest Amaral, Alvin 
Clinkscales, Bob Laemel and Joe Colello.

Gus Seaman's first two years as coach brought an 
In this stretch there were only six winning

Career records set by some of the early basketball teams were 
quite impressive: Lou Saccone still ranks fourth in all time 
career points; Gus Seaman ranks eighth and Dick LaBash ranks 
tenth, 
rebounds.

Gus Seaman and Lou Saccone still rank one-two in career 
In 1953-54 the team won the New England National As

sociation of Intercollegiate Athletics crown and earned a trip to 
the national tournament in Kansas City.

The merger with Arnold College did add some depth to the athletic 
teams. A part of the agreement of the merger was that all stu
dents who had a clear record at Arnold would be accepted at UB. 
One of these was Alvin Clinkscales who later captained one UB 
team. One student, who had previously not been admitted and then 
had gone to Arnold where he devastated UB in basketball, could 
not get a clear transcript. The claim was that Arnold had made 
certain financial promises to him which the school allegedly did 
not keep. Instead he went to another school where again for the 
next two years he single handedly beat UB. The Basketball Coach 
was devastated.138

••

Baseball did not fare quite as well; there were only four winning 
seasons through the 1962 season, although in that year the 13-8 
team participated in the New England NCAA tournament. 83 wins 
and 97 losses was the total record under the successive coaching 
of Herbert Glines, ,
The UB baseball season

John McKeon, Lou Saccone and Bob DiSpirito. 
. . ., was hampered by the absence of indoor

training facilities and by the vagaries of New England weather. 
None the less, Miles McLaughlin pitched a no hitter against Hun
ter College in the Spring of 1962. He had fourteen strike outs 
and walked six.139

1^ was in Soccer that the UB teams first brought national 
attention. The brochure, prepared for the fund raising for the 
gym in 1954, declared that the UB Soccer teams were among 
st in the nation, it would not be until the next year 
would be mentioned, along with Penn State, as number one in the
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nation. In 1959, UB's Division I Soccer team reached the finals 
of the NCAA Tournament, only to lose to St. Louis. 5-2. 
did not begin auspiciously? UB had a 3-11-3 record in the first 
three years under Coach Tony Iannone. However, a new Coach, John 
McKeon, began to turn things around and produced, through 1961 a 
67-19-3 record which did make UB a soccer power. Four All 
American players were produced in this period: Nicholas D'Alusio, 
James Davins, Hans Zucker and Bob Dikranian.

From 1948 through 1961, the football teaml40 had only four win
ning seasons and had a 41-69-7 record under three coaches, Chet 
Gladchuck (one year), Walter Kondratovich (eleven years), and Bob 
DiSpirito (two years). The total points for and against was a 
bit more respectable (2,143 for UB and 2,067 for the opponents). 
After a 3-4-1 start in the first year, quite creditable under the 
circumstances, the team had two winning seasons in a row. 
Losses, however, outnumbered wins for the next five years, with 
the depths being reached in 1954 when no game was won, the only 
season in which that happened. The rather poor record for this 
period was due to the freshman rule of the ECAC and the fact that 
no athletic scholarships were awarded.

The awarding of five athletic scholarships helped to bring a win
ning season in 1957, but it was followed by two more losing 
seasons. A new coach, Bob DiSpirito, produced a winning season 
in 1960 (4-2-1).

Despite the team losses, John Longo (1948-1951, Donald Scott 
(1956-1958) and George Dixon (1953, 1957-1958) produced outstand
ing scoring records. George Scott was named to the AP Little All 
American Team in 1958. Dick Cipriani, an end in 1954 and 1955, 
and Harold Trischman, a tackle in 1954, were named to the NAIA 
Little All American teams.

Soccer

‘ i

I

Personal records of individual players during this period were 
outstanding.
time rushing list with 2,005 yards; George Dixon (1957-1958) was 
fourth with 1,579 yards? and Donald Scott (1956-1958 was seventh 
with 1,317 rushing yards. In pass receiving, Lou Saccone (1949- 
1951) was third on the all time list with seventy three catches 
good for 1,250 yards? John Longo (1948-1951) ranked fifth with 
forty four catches and 775 yards; and Andy Olayos (1948-1951) 
ranked sixth with forty six catches and 754 yards. Quarterback 
Donald "Duck" Marchetti also handled the punting chores and 
ranked second in total yards (4,875) and second in all time 
average per kick (37.5 yards).!41

John Longo (1948-1951) placed second on the all

:

In 1954 when the football team underwent a five game losing 
streak (it became a nine game losing streak), the students be
came restless. They argued that a more generous scholarship 
program would improve the football program. In reality, 
that would have taken a long time to achieve because the ECAC

even
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After therules forbade the use of freshmen on varsity teams, 
loss of four straight games, Mickey Vail's Sports Column demanded 
scholarships,142
to the Editor supporting football scholarships, but the "Non- 
Compos Mendes" column of Bob Mendes argued against a lowering of 
scholarship standards to get a good football team; he was in 
favor, however, of aid to good players.143

The next issue of The Scribe carried a Letter

Complicating the picture was the fact that Candlelight Stadium, 
the home field, was sold and there was no place to play the home 
games. Harding High School's Hedges stadium was soon under 
exploration, and approval for three home games the following fall 
was obtained. Although the football program lost $3,369.00 in 
1954, the Board did respond to these pressures by authorizing 
five full tuition scholarships for the 1955-56 season, to be 
awarded through the Scholarship Committee, hoping thereby to 
preserve some of the fiction that these were actually scholar
ships and not grants in aid.144

Minor sports were on an informal basis, golf being the one with 
the most continuity. Varsity track was most unsuccessful. It 
was so under represented that by 1958 the event was placed on 
probation. The Coach, Walter Kondratovich, was informed that un
less twenty men turned out, practiced every day and participated 
in all of the dual meets, that the sport would be dropped.145

The informality of the minor sports was emphasized in a memoran
dum to the fencing coach, Political Science Professor, William 
DeSiero. While the memo chastised Prof. DeSiero for his unor
thodox procurement methods (he bought fencing equipment without a 
purchase requisition which was to have been processed through the 
Athletic Office), it further emphasized that the minor sports 
were on an informal basis. The University would pay for the 
necessary equipment, greens fees, tennis court rentals and fenc
ing officials.
but there was no University provided transportation to the event; 
the advisor was responsible for making the arrangements, which 
meant that the coach and team members drove their own cars.146

Ip*
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The School would award sweaters and certificates,

As the University entered the fall semester of 1962 under a new 
President, it was poised to take advantage of a new situation: 
It had a new Ten Year Plan, a new honors proqram, and a new IBM 
1621 computer.
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PART III

The Littlefield Administration

The Commitment to Excellence i
;

Chapter 11

Steps Toward Maturity 
1962-1964

Public controversy marked the early days of the Littlefield 
Administration, although the matter had been brewing for a short 
period of time.
Anti-Communist League, had written public letters criticizing 
certain professors on campus for their leftish political 
positions.
Human Rights, organized in reaction to another student 
organization, the Young Americans for Freedom, provided the op
portunity for further attacks.

Edward McCallum, a leader of the Connecticut

A new student organization, The Student League for

i
Mr. McCallum charged that a speaker invited by the Student League 
for Human Rights, Frank J. Donner, was a "Communist Agitator". 
Such public charges could damage the image and hence the fund 
raising ability of the University in the community, so the 
Trustees acted. The Executive Committee met with the faculty ad
visors of the Student League for Human Rights, Professors Ralph 
Pickett and Stuart Mayper. The Committee was told that this was 
but one of many speakers in the Convocation Program of the 
University whereby each student needed to attend six convocations 
a year in order to graduate. Since there were many more than six 
convocations each year, no student was required to attend any 
particular Convocation, but could pick and choose. Still con
cerned about the University's image, Dr. Halsey was designated as 
the one to give approval of any speaker in a controversial area 
and he was also asked to develop a policy statement in order that 
a balanced and quality program could be presented.!

i
i

Ten days later the Educational Policies Committee of the Board 
spent a considerable amount of time discussing proposed policies 
on campus speakers, but could not reach a conclusion. A meeting 
of the same Committee in December was also inconclusive, so 
Trustee Herbert Cohen was asked to write a draft for discussion. 
Before the draft could be completed, Dr. Halsey received an open 
telegram from Mr. McCallum about another proposed speaker, 
convenient way out of that dilemma was found when the faculty
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sponsors resigned because they had not been consulted by the stu
dents before the speaker had been engaged. Since there were no 
faculty advisors, the club could not operate and the speaking 
engagement was canceled. Meanwhile the Board decided that the 
Administrative Committee would serve as a screening committee for 
all campus speakers until a policy had been developed.2

A curious sequence of events then occurred. On 21 January 1963 a 
policy statement on speakers was approved by the Educational 
Policies Committee of the Board; the same notation was made for 
the meeting of the same committee on 4 February 1963. The report 
was not considered by the Executive Committee until 29 March when 
questions were raised by some Trustees on the four categories of 
people who would not be allowed to speak; therefore no action was 
taken.

The full Board meeting of 17 April 1963 was told by Chairman 
Bodine about a letter from Mr. McCallum casting aspersions upon 
Dr. Halsey.3 in May, the whole speaker policy, and the refusal 
to allow the Rev. Willard Dphaus to speak, brought a flood of 
letters to the Board criticizing Mr. Bodine and Dr. Halsey. Some 
people even returned their fund drive cards along with vitupera
tive comments.
Herbert Cohen who criticized the feeling of some that the image 
of the University was at stake; instead, Mr. Cohen spoke out 
strongly for the principle of academic freedom. As a consequence 
of this, over six hundred students had become aroused, along with 
many faculty members, 
reacting in fear of Mr. McCallum.4

The Board was divided on this matter.
Committee, Chaired by Hugh Allison, 
recommendations to state "Any faculty group, or any recognized 
student group with the approval of its faculty advisor, may in
vite to the campus any speaker the group would like to hear, 
provided that the University Administrative Committee shall have 
been given adequate prior notice of such invitation." The vote 
was 6-4 in the Committee.5

The amended policy statement was presented to the Executive Com
mittee on 2 July and, after further attempts to change the policy 
found no agreement, the matter was returned to the Committee.

A compromise was finally achieved in Committee when it 
to alter another item to read: "in this regard, as in all like 
instances, recognition must be given to the responsibility of the 
University Administrative Committee to act, at all times and in 
all circumstances, to protect the general welfare of the 
University."6 The compromise agreement was not to be made 
public at that time. The total policy was approved by the Execu
tive Committee at its meeting of 12 July 1963. The policy worked 
because it provided a clearly defined procedure. its effective-

Mr. Bodine had also received a letter from Mr.

;

He argued that the University was also

\
The Educational Policies 

modified one item of the
<
i

i

votedwas
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ness was noted when a Speech by Malcolm X on 21 November 1963 
passed without incident, 
milestone in weathering a controversial problem without 
incident.7

The Board was told that this was a

The fact that it took nearly a year to arrive at an acceptable 
policy was worry enough. What was even more serious was the fact 
that many did not accept the fact that the attitudes of both the 
faculty and the student body was undergoing a fundamental change. 
Political activism was in its early stages; it would blossom 
forth in the next few years in conjunction with the national 
tends of protest which would be centered around the Vietnam War. 
The Trustees seem to have been afflicted with the same questions 
as the faculty and students. The delay in reaching an acceptable 
policy seemed to indicate a lack of the ability to reach a 
decision. The Board's role was undergoing a fundamental change; 
while the Chairman of the Board was in fact the Chief Executive 
Officer of the Institution and while the institution was 
nominally run by an Administrative Committee, clear lines of 
authority and leadership had not yet been determined.8

* * * :-j

Early in 1962, Mr. Charles A. Dana contributed $400,000.00 
towards a planned classroom building which had a projected cost 
of $1,200,000.00 with the understanding that the University would 
raise the other $800,000.00 by 1 January 1963. This became known 
as the Dana Challenge Gift. To meet this challenge, it was 
decided to raise this amount from the University family group 
(Trustees, Associates and Faculty) and from industries in areas 
adjacent to Bridgeport. Later, in 1963, a community-wide appeal 
was to be made.9
Fund Raising attempts to meet the Dana Challenge gift went on 
very slowly during the fall of 1962. Each Trustee and each mem
ber of the Board of Associates were contacted individually; from 
this, eighteen trustees pledged $259,918.00, but one pledge of 
$150,000.00 was contingent upon $109,660.00 being raised by other 
trustees. Six were not able to make any pledge. The Board of 
Associates raised $29,000.00.10

j

■ ■

i

In an effort to aid the University in meeting the Dana Challenge 
which had to be completed by the end of 1963, it was reported 
that Mr. Dana would accept "Letters of Intent"; however at the 
December meeting of the Board this position was reversed: Mr. 
Dana was unwilling to accept "Letters of Intent" as a means of 
meeting the Challenge gift and the Victory Celebration was 
postponed.il The confusion over the matter was due to the fact 
that Dr. Halsey and Dr. Littlefield had separate understandings 
and conceptions of their responsibilities concerning the issue. 
It was stated that the Board was the one responsible on the ques
tion of Letters of Intent and had not stopped the move. All 
agreed however, to ask Mr. Dana for an extension of time since
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the University had failed to meet the challenge. 12 while Mr. 
Dana was present at the next Executive Committee meeting and did 
agree to granting an extension of the deadline for meeting the 
challenge to 30 June 1963, he lectured the Executive Committee on 
the need for careful planning. The University should not try to 
do too much in a limited time: he felt the ten year plan was too 
ambitious and the university should take one step at a time. 
Instead, more land for future development should be acquired and 
the endowment should be built up.13

A new compromise on the Dana Challenge gift was reached: if the 
Development office raised $175,000.00 by 1 July 1963 and 
$50,000.00 a month from 1 July 1963 to 1 January 1964, Dana would 
give $50,000.00 during the same period. If all deadlines were 
reached, then he would release the remainder of the

The Trustees persuaded Frederick B. Silliman to 
accept the chairmanship of the Bridgeport Community Drive on the 
condition that he would have complete authority in the directing 
of the drive and have at least three trustees to help as 
divisional chairs (Mr. Bodine and Mr. Hope volunteered)• A goal 
of $1,125,000.00 was set as a part of the three year goal of Six 
Million dollars.15 Asked why he insisted on having complete 
autonomy in directing the fund drive, Mr. Silliman said that it 
was because of the lack of organization and implementation of 
previous drives. He felt that Dr. Halsey was a great dreamer, a 
conceiver of ideas, but that he had problems, mechanicallyr in 
getting things done.16

$100,000.00.14

- *
Mr. Silliman, then, provided the or

ganization and brought in other people in the city who were well 
known, to get things done.

v
The fund drive continued on apace. Dr. Halsey felt confident 
enough of success that he asked for permission to go to Europe 
for the summer, but it was suggested that he alter his plans due 
to the demands of fund raising.17 a $150,000.00 gift from Arnold 
Bernhard gave the drive a decided boost.18 it was reported in 
August that there was still a problem in meeting the revised Dana 
Challenge. By November it was reported that there was a need for 
$96,000.00 in new pledges or cash to meet the Dana Challenge.19

In February 1964, the Dana Challenge was met, and Mr. Dana gave 
new gift of $60,000.00 for the new classroom building. A new 
Fund Raising quota for 1964 of $600,000.00 was announced with the 
aim of improving faculty salaries, endowments and and scholar
ships along with funds for new buildings.20

t
»

a

Some success in endowment fund raising was noted: 
cepted an endowment from Donald MacJannet which 
$5,000.00 for international activities, and Mr. MacJannet would 
contribute to it annually. Eventually, he said that one half of 
his entire estate would come to UB with the other half going to 
his alma mater, Tufts. He also asked that these monies be placed 
in the James H. Halsey Fund. Additionally the Parents Associa

te Board ac- 
was initially
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tion agreed to raise funds to "endow" professorships.21

All this activity began to bear fruit. Grants from the Kresge 
Foundation and the Sperry and Hutchinson Foundation were 
received. The Warner Brothers Foundation pledged to endow a 
professorship in the College of Business Administration which 
would add $2,500.00 to the base salary of the recipient. Arnold 
Bernhard gave $150,000.00 to establish the Bernhard Professor
ships in Philosophy, Mathematics, English and History.22

October 1964 found the University short by $246,507.00 in reach
ing its fund raising goal for the year of $1,500,000.00. Dr. 
Halsey recommended that the Board meet Dr. Robert L. Stuhr, of 
Gonser, Tinker and Stuhr, specialists and consultants in fund 
raising. As a consequence, it was arranged that Dr. Stuhr would 
be hired as a consultant and would visit the University eight 
times a years for two days each visit over a three-year period. 
He would also be available by phone or letter to respond to spe
cial situations. This represented such a change in approach that 
the Executive Committee decided to send the matter to the full 
Board. A special meeting of the Board approved the recommenda
tion but there appeared to have been some reticence on the Board. 
This move did signal a fundamental change in fund raising 
approaches. Despite the fact that previous methods had not been 
overly successful, some of the Board were hesitant about bringing 
in the outside expert.23

• !

With the appointment of Dr. Stuhr as a fund raising consultant, 
the University was on the verge of developing a professional fund 
raising effort. As noted previously, the art of fund raising for 
the collegiate level had been based upon the old Community Chest 
concept, and it was abundantly clear that any campaign based upon 
this concept would be a "bust" because but it was now obvious to 
some that willing volunteers were not enough, there had to be 
abundant preparation to alter the conceptions of many in the 
community. The image of the University had to be changed: many 
thought that the University was public; others thought it was of 
very poor quality; others had no idea of the role which it played 
in the community; too many accepted the sobriquet of "Seaside 
High". A new fund raising and public relations effort had to be 
undertaken; it could only be done with professional fund raisers

Dr. Stuhr would provide thisand public relations efforts, 
training over the years.24.
As 1964 closed, the Board accepted a bequest from the estate of 
Mary Ford Dunn which would be applied to the development of the 
Engineering Division, and the ownership of the Atlantic Street 
Apartments, a gift from Trustee Isaac Schine.25

* * *

It was agreed that one definite way to improve the image of the
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While there were solid 
more of an effort to 

The fact that all of the Fones

University was in the area of academics, 
academic achievements over the years, 
publicize them was necessary.
Graduates passed their State Boards with regularity was not

The fact that the Univer- 
former Minister of Education

generally known outside of the campus, 
sity attracted Dr. Dison H. Poe, a 
of The Republic of China, as a Visiting Professor sponsored by 
the Whitney Foundation, was not widely known. Something which 
did attract attention was the fact that Prof. Robert E. Redmann 
appeared on the national television show, "Meet the Professor". 
This was a great boost to the Industrial Design Program. More 
people probably knew, however, that the Soccer team had a 10-1 
record that year.

Dr. Littlefield determined that in order to fulfill his program 
of Commitment to Excellence, more faculty with national reputa
tions had to be brought to campus, and in order to do this, 
salaries had to be raised. Accordingly, he convinced the 
Trustees to increase the salary schedule for the fall of 1963. 
The new salary schedule provided for a range of $5,000.00 to 
$7,000.00 for Instructors, Assistant Professors from $6,000.00 to 
$8,000.00; Associate Professors from $6,500.00 to $9,000.00 and 
Professors from $7,500.00 to $12,000.00. Additionally, the in
stitution of merit increases for about 10% of the faculty added 
to the rewards for excellent teachers and productive scholars.26

: t
A Committee to Study Faculty Load was established in 1962 in an 
effort to implement the policies and objectives of the Ten Year 
Plan of 8 February 1962. A progress report was made in April 
1963 which indicated that there would be a need for faculty 
capable of implementing and carrying out the objectives of the 

Further, the Committee suggested that within the twelve 
hour teaching load that there be a facuity/student ratio of 15:1. 
A higher ratio, such as 20:1 was "probably undesirable"27 The 
Report also indicated that the Deans were swamped, 
administratively, and each needed an assistant or office manager. 
But the idea was also expressed that the Deans should also teach

of class

■ i: •t plan.
• *•:.

• !

and should supervise instruction in a program 
visitations. Dr. Littlefield recognized the problems and told 
the Senate that other institutions had solved the problem by 
raising the teaching load to 20:1 and said "We must be willing to 
break with traditional approaches if we are to increase produc
tivity without lowering the projected salary schedule".28 in an 
attempt to further evaluate the problem, a study of Non Teaching 
Activities was undertaken.29

Two new deanships became available. Dr. Trippensee was about to 
retire from the College of Education, and it was announced that 
Dr. Clarence D. L. Ropp would retire after thirty five years as a 
dean on 1 September 1963. Dr. Ropp's service had been most 
memorable, having served from the founding of the Junior College 
and having led the College of Arts and Science into what many
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felt was the premier college of the University. In addition to 
these two posts, Dr. Littlefield was interviewing for replace
ments of numerous Department Chairs. Dr. Littlefield attended 
many national meetings where he had the opportunity to interview 
candidates for these positions. The addition of new faculty was 
difficult because of the practice of the fifteen hour teaching 
load, although there was much pressure to reduce it to twelve. 
The Board was told that the University would have to reduce it 
soon in order to be competitive. It was not just the need to 
remain competitive that would bring on the twelve hour load, it 
was the requirements of the accrediting agencies.30 The lowering 
of the teaching load brought a fundamental question to the fore: 
productivity. Mr. Hope, in the Executive Committee, raised the 
question of efforts to determine the productivity and effective
ness of the faculty.31

Dr. Ropp was asked to stay on an additional year beyond his 
retirement date due to the fact that Dr. Littlefield had been un
able to complete negotiations with a possible replacement.32 
Meanwhile the search continued.

In the meantime, Dr. Littlefield recommended, and the Executive 
Committee accepted the recommendation, that the University move 
to a normal twelve hour teaching load with the following guiding 
principles: The implementation of the twelve hour load and its 
financial impingements were uppermost in his mind and could only 
be met with a tuition increase (the increase was $100.00), and 
increased faculty effectiveness. He urged that the nine month 
salary be kept as high as possible and that yearly increments be 
paid. It would also be expected that each college would use 
about 25% of its instruction with part timers. Those graduate 
faculty who already had a twelve hour load would get no further 
reduction in teaching load. Certain functions which had brought 
released time would now be paid by an honorarium instead. There 
would no longer be an extra honorarium for Freshman advising and 
the number of classes using SSDG would be increased.33

i

Along with plans to attract the best faculty possible went the 
need to attract the best students possible, 
them, a major in Philosophy and Spanish was planned, 
the recruiting of students went the retention of students? the 
drop out rate was still high. No students below 800 on the Col
lege Boards were now being accepted; none the less applications 

especially in Arts and Science^ where there^ was a 45% 
increase, and in Nursing.

To aid in attracting 
Along with

a 45%
Additionally, Dr. Littlefield told the 

Board, he was working towards the full accreditation of the Col
lege of Business Administration, Electrical Engineering and the 
Graduate Department of Education, along with more Graduate work 
in Arts and Science. The increase in Library services and the 
expanding of research facilities were also be studied.34 
truth, enrollment did increase each year during this period: 
from a day division total of 3,083 in 1962, to 3,757 in the fall

were up,

In
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of 1964, 
in the fall of 1964.

and a University grand total of 6,575 in 1962 to 7,532

This was a period in which the Senate was very active in the 
Educational Program:
General Liberal Studies Program was studied; there was concern 
for the communications skills of the students; and an Ethics and 
Discipline Council was instituted.

Senate Proposal #6204 established an Honors Program in January 
1962 "in order to encourage the maximum intellectual development 
of students of outstanding academic achievement"35 
Programs were to be developed by the several faculties, which 
were then to be examined and approved by an Honors Council. By 
the fall of 1962, sixty four students were enrolled as Honors 
Students.

An honors Program was established; a

Honors

An attempt to institute a General Liberal Studies Program was not 
successful. With the purpose of broadening the educational ex
periences and opportunities of all students, the General Educa
tion Committee had recommended a revised program of sixty 
semester hours of liberal studies. The required and elective 
courses constituting the program were to be approved by a General 
Education Council. it was the powers of the proposed General 
Education Council which concerned many Senators, while others 
were concerned about the impact of such a program upon specific 
accreditation requirements in some colleges. By a vote of 14—10, 
the proposal was recommitted to the Committee.36

^*be English Language skills of students was of a concern to the 
Senate. Senate Proposal #6215-6216 was passed on 9 May 1962 and 
stipulated that no student could be admitted who had not 
demonstrated satisfactory skill in reading and English 
Composition. A student considered deficient in these skills, but 
otherwise qualified to do college level work, could be required
^L^?rt?ke.reme^al wo*k before final acceptance.37 A proposal 
(#6218) which would require that each student complete his Fresh
man English Course in his Freshman year was passed in May 1962.38

International students also were the concern of the Senate. One
J#6,217v? that foreign students meet basic standards of English skills by the successful completion of a course 

in communication skills the summer before enrollment. Concern 
orientation of and advising of the International stu- 

dents led to the introduction of Proposal #6307 The proposal would establish an office to coordinate 111 acJI^ities in ?egard
dLthrnJrnfn1^be suPervised by an International Stu-

a ful1 time F°reign Student Advisor, Relations 39 1 9 f * neW DePartment of Inter-Cultural

v
i

I

The increasing number of International students on campus had
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brought about the earlier development of a program to aid in 
their orientation to the University under the leadership of Prof, 
Leon Dale and the Foreign Student Advisorary Committee (Dr. Marie 
Jaeger supplied much of the impetus). The Educational Policies 
Committee discussed some of the problems regarding the assimila
tion of foreign students and noted that there were now two per
sons to handle this program.40

The passage of the Proposal establishing the Ethics and Dis
cipline Council in November 1964 was the culmination of a long 
process and exhibited the concerns for student Ethics. Senate 
meetings in the spring and fall of 1964, while concerned with 
other matters, spent much time on the proposed Ethics and Dis
cipline Council Constitution. The Constitution finally was ap
proved on 11 November 1964 by a vote of 23-2-1. Having both 
original and appellate jurisdiction, the Council was composed of 
both faculty and students and had the power to administer any 
disciplinary sanction that was in keeping with the policies of 
the University, working in cooperation with the Student Council 
and within the terms of The Student Bill of Rights, procedures 
were established to adjudicate issues dealing with violations of 
ethics and discipline.41

The Faculty Senate during these years was at its most effective 
period. The collegiality exhibited, not only in the actions 
undertaken, but demonstrated in a review of the Senate Minutes, 
was unsurpassed. In many ways, it was but an extension of The 
Family Concept which had been a hallmark of the developing 
institution. It was about to change, because there would shortly 
be an infusion of large numbers of new faculty who were not 
readily absorbed into the Family Concept, and whose agenda was 
quite different.

j

* * *

Late Spring of 1964 saw the appointment of two new deans: 
Leland Miles as Dean of The College of Arts and Sciences, and Dr. 
Harold See as Dean of the College of Education.42 Although they 
would not arrive on campus for another few months, both would 
have a decisive impact upon the University. Both were bold, 
imaginative, creative and articulate. Both would lead their 
respective colleges to new heights. Dr. See would later become a 
Vice President of the University. Dr. Miles would leave the 
University after three years to become President of Alfred 
University and then return in 1974 as the President of the 
University of Bridgeport. Both men, but most especially Dr. 
Miles, would leave an indelible mark upon the University.

Dr.

his office as Dean on 1 July 1964 and
were most favorable.43Dr. Harold See took up
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been at, DB was mundane and unexciting.44 He did stay for a num
ber of years because he grew to like the school and because his 
daughter liked the Fairfield School System. Instead, his tenure 
became exciting; the faculty in the College of Education grew 
from about thirty to ninety, the graduate faculty growing most 
extensively; and Dr. See would become Vice President for Institu
tional Research which provided him with the opportunity to

In truth,operate in a larger field, that of State Relations.
Dr. See was "one of the most complicated, fascinating individuals 
that this institution has had in many years".45

Both Dr. See and Dr. Miles agreed upon the need to increase the 
quality of the faculty and staff and the need to improve salaries 
and working conditions. On many other matters they disagreed.46 
According to Dr. See, he became identified as a "Littlefield man" 
while Dr. Miles became identified as a "Halsey man".47 Dr. Miles 
was much more charitable in his discussion of this complicated 
relationship; as follows:

I would say that our relationships, as I saw them, were a 
bit erratic, up and down. I think each of us had a heal
thy respect for the other. Certainly I had a healthy 
respect for him as a very formidable colleague and some
times antagonist. There were very few major moves I 
wanted to make that could be made without a very careful 
consideration of how he would react and what to do with 
him if he reacted negatively
him, in a sense that he had far greater knowledge in 
higher education than I did. He had much greater 
theoretical knowledge, he was much more broadly based in 
terms of knowing administrative techniques and historical 
precedents for various types of administrative decisions.
He had all the language of the administration. He had a 
lot of things I lacked.

I think basically, the relationship between us has got to 
be understood within the context of the following 
comments.
there has been, historically,
the Liberal Arts College and the College of Education 
In addition, I felt that I had a mandate, 
appointed, to make the College of Liberal Arts central, 
where in fact the College of Education had been central, 
and had gotten the funding. Obviously this is going to 
create a confrontation in relationships.

Finally, at that particular time, and still, I disagreed 
strongly with the nature of teacher preparation. I have 
always been committed to teacher preparation...but I have 
never liked the idea of majoring in education and minor- 
ing in the field [to be taught]. I thought it should be 
the reverse.... So I had that philosophical difference.
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I think these factors, all of them, created an almost 
automatic rivalry. And yet, I think there were were some 
very happy moments with Harold.48

Dr. Miles came to the University for essentially three reasons: 
one was a case of "putting up or shutting up", in that he had 
been critical of administrators and deans for some time and this 
was a chance to do what he thought was right or forever hold his 
peace.
for power to change things even though it was always more dif
ficult to change things than one realized. He said:

I guess the third factor was the potential of UB itself;
I have always felt that the university had enormous 
potential, its location is phenomenal for this type of 
university 
County.49

Dr. William McKenzie, the Director of Institutional Research, in
dicated that he would soon be leaving the University and Dean See 
expressed interest in helping out in this sector by volunteering 
to take on the task of Institutional Research, over and beyond 
"Deaning". He shortly met with the Educational Policies Com
mittee who agreed that he might be able to do both jobs.50

Fifty new faculty were added to the University's rolls for the 
fall of 1964, nearly one half of them due to the change over to 
the new twelve hour load. Additionally, new departments were 
added in Arts and Science: Political Science, Speech and Drama. 
Political Science was a split off from the old Sociology and 
Political Science Department and Speech was divested from the 
Department of English.51
With a new infusion of academic blood, new leadership in two of 
the colleges (a third would have a new dean soon), and with an 
increasingly professional fund raising operation, buttressed by 
an increasing interest of the Federal Government in assisting in 
the construction of college buildings, Dr. Littlefield was on the 
V0£gg of the early stages of his Commitment to Excellence.

Another was a common feeling among faculty, the yearning

there is no better place than Fairfield• • •,

Plans for a new classroom building were under way during the sum
mer of 1962. These plans included the addition of a 
modious bookstore to replace the one in the former garage behind 
Cortright Hall. A Campus Planning and Beautification Committee 
was formed by the faculty in an effort to influence the architec
ture of the newly planned buildings. Many of the esthetically 
minded faculty were concerned that in all of the building, there 
was no single theme or homogeneity; some felt that the hodge 
podge" of building styles was undesirable. But costs were always 
uppermost in Dr. Littlefield’s mind; he wanted to get the most 
usable space for the money expended. An added cost to the new

more corn-
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classroom building was the requirement of a new city building 
code which required that the building be fire proof rather than 
fire resistant.52

Despite the inability to meet the interim fund raising goals (as 
noted above) , it was decided to add the new Bookstore wing onto 
the proposed classroom building and to finance it ($300,000.00) 
from the plant fund, 
project came in over the projected budget, but the contract was 
awarded to the low bidder Vuomo-Lione,
$1,290,000.00.53

The bids on the new Classroom/Bookstore

of Stamford forInc • r

As this building was being constructed, Dr. Littlefield informed 
the Board that recent Federal legislation included monies for the 
Construction of Colleges of Nursing and that'$600,000.00 might be 
available to UB.54 The Board authorized the development of 
preliminary plans for such a Building.55 A further go ahead for 
the preparation of detailed plans was given in September 1964. A 
grant from the Federal Government of $330,833.00 was received for 
this building.56

Each fall the Board was told that the dorms were full and 
generally there were some applicants who could not be accepted 
because there was no more available dorm space. In fact, ap
plications to the University, although there was a drop off with 
the institution of the requirement of College Boards, remained 
high (4,200 in 1962). Dorm space was somewhat alleviated by the 
completion of Barnum and Seeley Halls in the fall of 1962.

f.

Almost immediately the Board began discussing a new dormitory for 
men. It was not just the hope of Chairman Bodine that UB would 
always have a building project going, the Board was told that 
there was to be a huge increase in high school graduates nation
wide in 1965 and new dormitories would be needed to accommodate 
them.

5
Additionally, the competition of new local colleges would 

reduce the number of local students at the University. Dr. Lit— 
tlefield told the Educational Policies Committee in the fall of 
1962 that despite the new local college, Sacred Heart University, 
and the developing State Community Colleges, UB would get its 
share of students due to the increasing stature and prestige of 
the University. Since there would be a noticeable increase in 
dormitory students, it was also felt that an infirmary should be 
included in the plans for this residence hall.57

The Buildings and Grounds Committee and the Executive Committee 
discussed possible plans for the dorm during much of the rest of 
the winter and reported the results to the Board meeting in 
April, noting that they were thinking in terms of an eight to 
nine story building as had been the experience with Warner Hall* 
In the meantime the new women's dorm on the east side of campus 
was nearing completion, and it was recommended that the first 
four floors be named the Lucien T. Warner Hall and the top four
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floors the Mary B. Warner Hall. This was the result of a request 
by Student Personnel to provide the semblance of small 
dormitories. Collectively, they would be known as Warner Hall.58

Actually Warner Hall had been planned with this in mind. While 
it was to be the largest and tallest dorm yet built by the 
University and would hold four hundred girls, it was designed as 
one dormitory on top of the other. There was a further breakdown 
of students into smaller groups of about twenty five through the 
device of a common room on each floor. Therefore the "hominess" 
of a small dormitory could be retained within the large dorm 
concept.59 By December 1963 the Board had approved the necessary 
resolutions to proceed with the negotiation of the contracts for 
a Government Loan to finance the new Dorm.

Later there would be plans to build another tall dormitory on the 
opposite end of the campus. This time the neighbors were not as 
charitable. As news of the new "skyscraper" dorm became public, 
neighbors complained that their view would be blocked out lessen
ing the value of their property. Since a variance from the city 
building codes would have been necessary for the eight to nine 
story building and since there was a considerable amount of op
position by the neighbors, it was decided instead to abandon the 
idea and replace it with a four story dormitory for up to five 
hundred students. A news release to this effect was to be issued 
to calm the neighbors. Also abandoned was the idea of including 
an infirmary in this new dorm, and Vice President Diem was asked 
to negotiate with a property owner for a building which could be 
the infirmary.60 subsequently the Rehabilitation Center on Park 
Avenue was purchased to serve as the infirmary.61

The need for this dormitory was demonstrated in the fall when it 
was reported that all dorm spaces were filled and two hundred men 
were living off campus because there was no room for them.62 At 
this stage the University was operating on the presumed assump
tion that there was a never ending supply of students, and the 
number would continue to increase, and it was the duty of the 
University to meet the needs of these students, 
later a cap would be put on the growth of the University at 
10,000 students, but it might have been better to have put a 
lower cap on the size and to have spent the available monies on 
the faculty and programs.63 Trustee Ronald Malony must have felt 
much this way because he was reported to have said that the em
phasis should not be on bricks and mortar, but rather should be 
on excellence in the field of higher academic standards.64

It is true that

Dr. Littlefield told the Board of criticism of the old Seal of 
the University which featured the predominance of the Junior 
College, and asked for permission to develop a new seal.65 The 
request was approved. This was in line with the idea discussed 
in the Educational Policies Committee where they agreed to de- 
emphasize the concept of an urban university and to concentrate
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on the term University.66 Chairman Allison of the Educational 
Policies Committee reviewed the recommendation for a new seal in 
March of 1964, and the Executive Committee adopted the new seal, 
designed by Prof. Robert Redmann, in March 1964.

Meanwhile applications were increasing each year. In July 1964, 
applications were up 25%, which was noteworthy since Sacred Heart 
University was entering its second year, Norwalk Community Col
lege under its President, Dr. Harry Becker, was fully operating 
and the Stamford Branch of UConn was enrolling students. A large 
increase in Arts and Science students was seen as most 
encouraging. However, as heartening as this information was, 
there was also a 50% increase in rejections of applications for 
admission. The fact that enrollment in the spring semester of 
1964 was up significantly, and that applications for the fall 
demonstrated an increase in female applicants as well as applica
tions for Arts and Science, was encouraging, lead all to believe 
that the University was correct in all of its assumptions.

* * *

It was earlier noted that the number of outside speakers on cam
pus increased; now the quality of the offerings improved 
dramatically. Senator Wayne Morse, Senator Jacob K. Javits and 
Justice William 0. Douglas were the Jacoby Lecturers. Dr. Robert 
Hutchins spoke at a two day Symposium, the First Halsey 
Symposium, sponsored by the Parents Association.67 The Second 
Symposium featured Elmo Roper, Senator Clifford Case and Senator 
Paul Douglas on the theme of "Achieving and Preserving a Free 
Society". Through the efforts of Senator Benton, Indira Gandhi 
was engaged to speak on campus.68

Attendance at Convocations by the students was assured by the im
position by the Senate, as a part of the University's Educational 
Program, of a specific number of Convocation credits for 
graduation. One convocation credit was to be required for each 
five hours of academic credit presented for graduation by each 
full time student. Thus a candidate for an Associate's Degree 
would need twelve convocation credits, ana a uanaiuauc Iv,. - 
Bachelor's degree would be required to present twenty four con
vocation credits.69 in 1964 the requirements were relaxed: Can
didates for the Bachelor's Degree were required to present twelve 
Convocation credits and eight were required for the Associate's 
Degree.70

:

While there had been a small radio station (WUOB) , piped to each 
of the dorms, some students wanted to develop an FM radio 
station. In August 1962, the Board resolved to take the neces
sary steps to create the station, and a Mr. Schweitzer donated 
some radio equipment.71
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* * *

The local newspapers reported, in the fall of 1962, that some of 
the off-campus parties of the students, both fraternity and non
fraternity, were somewhat raucous as a result of the amounts of 
alcohol consumed. More and more parties were being held off cam
pus in protest of the strict enforcement of the existing policy 
which prohibited liquor being served on campus, along with the 
impact of the increased enforcement of the State drinking laws. 
The newspapers reported a protest march on 30 November; a 
proposed march on 3 December was canceled. A committee of stu
dents and faculty met to draw up procedures for supervision of 
these parties and upheld the no liquor policy.72

A slight revision of the alcohol policy was studied again by a 
faculty committee which decided that it was really the respon
sibility of the student to adhere to and observe state liquor 
laws. It was also decided that the student organizing a social 
function, or the designated chaperon, had to sign a form which 
stated that they assumed responsibility for this observation. 
This placed a lot of responsibility on the faculty chaperon and 
brought a request for a new policy on chaperons. Many faculty 
were now unwilling to serve as chaperons and if there were no 
chaperon, a party could not be held. It was felt that each 
faculty member had to chaperon two events a year but the chaperon 
was an honored guest, one who had no responsibility other than to 
be there. It was really a compromise which made a chaperon 
superfluous.73

Students were also dissatisfied with the existing policy in 
regards to fraternities 
fraternities. Some wanted the development of national and resi
dent fraternities. The Council of Deans reviewed the policy and 
upheld the exiting rules.74

that they be local, social

* t

* * *

The baseball teams in 1963-64 compiled an 18-18 record under the 
coaching of Bob DiSpirito and Phil Leibrock. Mike McLaughlin, 
who had pitched two no-hit games for the University, became the 
pitching coach.75 The basketball team fared less well, it 
struggled to a 14-30 record under Coach Gus Seaman. John 
McKeon's soccer team presented a gaudy 21-5-3 record in 1963-64 
(it was McKeon's last year). Both years, the team reached the 
quarter finals of the NCAA Tournament, losing to Maryland and 
Navy successively. The football team built a 10—15 record for 
1962-1964 under Coach Bob DiSpirito, playing their home games in 
Hedges Memorial Stadium at Harding High School.

Competition on the playing fields was matched by cooperation in 
the classroom. One effort, and one which would fore-shadow fur
ther cooperation, was the proposal for closer cooperation among
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Fairfield University and Sacred 
Under the terms of the agreement, students at

The University of Bridgeport,
Heart University, 
any of the Universities could enroll in courses at any one of the 
other schools, if that course were not offered at their home 
institution.76 Not only would this make a wider class of course 
work available to all of the area students, but it was very cost 
effective as well, since it did not require the hiring of addi
tional faculty to service a small number of students.

Despite administration claims that more and more money was being 
spent to improve the Library, The Scribe joined some of the 
faculty in a crusade for further improvement. Not only did the 
The Scribe rail against the problem of theft and defacement of 
books, they asserted that the Library was not up to par in its 
holdings according to the guidelines of The American Library As
sociation (ALA).77 The story became a continuing one during the 
fall with comments by faculty and administration, some of whom 
questioned the interpretation of the ALA Guidelines.

The Scribe reached a high point during these years under the 
Editorship of William Ahearn, who would eventually become Manag
ing Editor of the Associated Press. The standards of writing and 
reporting were better than they had been for years, and the 
reporting on Campus events and issues were excellent. Some of 
the issues raised might have been old, such as that of parking, 
but a degree of concern and cooperation spilled over to the Stu
dent Council. The Council, under the Presidency of Jerry 
Feldman, passed a series of six resolutions on the matter and 
personally took them to Dr. Littlefield.78

Student dress habits were a concerns a concern for the faculty 
because of what they saw as deteriorating dress habits, and a 
concern for the student who desired a more casual dress. For a 
time "good taste" in dress was left to the discretion of the 
faculty,79 but the Men's Senate petitioned for a relaxation of 
the dress rules which required men to wear ties and jackets to 
dinner in the Dining Hall. The Petition was denied by Dean 
Wolff, who described the request as "a step backwards". In an 
Editorial, The_Scribe agreed with Dean Wolff.80

j :

* * *

Faculty/Students relationships were often exhibited in strange 
but loving ways. Prof. Michael Somers, "The Great One", told of 
one case. He was stopped one day by Dr. Littlefield who said:

"Mike, I am not surprised about the things that go on 
here at the University, but the other day, I saw some
thing that surprised me and I have to tell you." You 
know Henry loved student pranks as long as they weren't 
going to damage University property, 
good sense of humor.

He had a really 
He said, "I saw something that I
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couldn't believe, 
looked out, and I saw a group of students going by, and I 
subsequently found out that this was a Biology class 
going on a field trip. I want to tell you I thought this 
was really superb, but what I can't understand was, there 
were four students carrying a stretcher with a chair, and 
you were sitting in it with a pith helmet on your head."

This day the kids wanted to go out on a field trip or 
something, and we went down to the beach, so I said 
"Fine, but the only way I go is in a Sedan Chair", 
they, we had these old army stretchers around the place, 
and we got those stretchers, of course I was a hell of a 
lot thinner in those days, now it might take eight of 
them instead of four to get me aboard, and they put this 
thing together, and they had a pith helmet, which by the 
way I used for about ten years on every field trip, and 
so I sat in this chair, with the pith helmet on, and they 
lifted me up, and off we went down to Seaside Park on a 
field trip.81

I was standing by the window and I

So

* * *

Aside from the early honorary doctorates given to E. Everett 
Cortright and to Charles A. Dana, both for very obvious reasons, 
the Board was uncertain as to how to proceed on the question of 
honorary degrees. Again there were inquiries to other univer
sities and eventually a procedure was developed. In short, a 
panel of nominees was recommended to the Educational Policies Com
mittee who in turn made their recommendations to the Board. It 
was then up to the administration to secure the acceptance by the

From 1963 on there were regular mo
tions in Board meetings to approve the panel as presented.

Curiously though, and despite the establishment of a procedure, 
there was one instance of an honorary degree being awarded, 
despite the lack of any record of Board Action on the matter. It 
is quite possible that the individual may have been on a previous 
panel, as was the case in the late winter of 1964,82 or it is 
quite possible that the administration secured the necessary ap
proval orally and no note was made in the official minutes. In 
March 1964 a slate of ten nominees was presented with the recom
mendation that the process be undertaken earlier in the following 
years.
The Board of Trustees
Trustees Bannow, Day, Hope and Lacey died.
Dr. Robert Jeffries were elected to vacancies, and Ronald Malony 
succeeded Mr. Hope as Board Secretary. At the same time there was 
a move on the Board to increase the number of Trustees to thirty 
six and a Committee was appointed to study the m®ans for 
of new members.83 An abortive move on the part of the faculty.

' I
i

individuals from this list.

suffered losses during this period:
Richard F. Moore and
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but one which had ominous overtones for the future, was the 
request that one or more full time teaching faculty be included on 
the Board of Trustees.84 While the proposal was defeated in the 
Senate by a vote of 4-17-5 on 31 March 1965, in the minds of some 
faculty, the issue was not yet dead.

The Public/Private issue remained a constant, especially as the 
State was awakening to its educational responsibilities. 
Obviously, anything which the State did in this area was of con
cern to the University. In an article in the October 1960 issue 
of the Educational Record, Dr. Halsey had argued that by 1965 
there would not be enough room for the available and qualified 
students in the State of Connecticut. He asked for three fun
damental changes: that UConn become an upper division school? that 
there be established a statewide Junior College System using all 
existing institutions, both public and private? and that there be 
a program of grants and scholarships to support the program. 
Halsey felt that all but the Ivy and Religious institutions would 
participate, with the net result that there would be a community 
college within twenty five miles of each student.85

While much of the exchange of ideas was reserved for meetings of 
The Connecticut Commission On Higher Education (CCHE), the issue 
often spilled over into the public realm. In speeches to the 
Kiwanis Club and The Junior Chamber of Commerce, Dr. Halsey noted 
the "short sighted and wasteful use of public funds because [the 
State] failed to take advantage of the role of the private col-

The State could make its Higher Education 
dollars go twice as far as it does now by making use of private 
community colleges in its future expansion plans.86

Dr. Halsey agreed with UConn President, Dr. Albert N. Jorgenson, 
that UConn should be the Senior and Graduate institution in the 
state, but disagreed that the lower division students should com
plete their work at a University Branch or State College, 
dilemma was not ready for an easy solution, in part due to a lack 
of trust and in part due to a tendency towards "empire building".

In 1964, the CCHE organized a state wide study in an attempt to 
inventory the existing facilities in Higher Education in the 
state, and to judge the needs for the future. The University 
cooperated with this study. The State University, however, pub
lished its plans for expansion before the study was completed, 
thereby fueling the fires of suspicion among the private 
Universities. UConn's plan was to expand the state's junior, 
community, college system and to establish a fifth University Ex
tension without awaiting the results of the CCHE study.87

* * *

Dr.

* :

: ■

f-

leges in Connecticut ....

The

Having agreed to evaluate the progress of the new administrative 
alignment, the Planning and Development Committee began to review
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this by a study of the progress on the Recommendations of the 
Three President's Report (See Chapter 9). 
that the university was outgrowing its original concept of an ur
ban university, so now there would be a deemphasis on "urban" and 
a concentration upon the word "university".

Further progress on the recommendations of the Report was noted by 
the fact that the average full time faculty salary (including 
fringe benefits) had increased from $6,866.00 to $7,800.00 
(133.6%), with a top salary of $10,280.00. Although the General 
Education Program had been in place for several years, it was 
again under review by the Faculty Senate; accreditations had been 
increased;88 and facilities for instruction had been improved with 
the completion of the new classroom building. Priority objectives 
were: the development of graduate courses in Arts and Science; the 
establishment of a new major in Philosophy; the development of a 
closed circuit TV station on campus; and the improvement of the 
library collection.

Extracurricular activities had been improved by the allocation of 
an additional $26,000.00; the number of outside speakers in the 
Convocation Series had been increased; and the financial and busi
ness operations had been improved, 
to be financed by an increased fund raising drive with a goal of 
$6,000,000.00 by the end of 1965.89

There was agreement

All of these developments were

The Report of Progress did not address the matter of top ad
ministrative reorganization, and the Trustees shortly found that 
the old antagonisms had not completely disappeared. They broke 
out into the open in the spring of 1964 when President Littlefield 
asked the Board to approve some supplementary material he had 
given them dealing with some faculty promotions. Dr. Halsey did 
not agree with all of them, feeling that it was unjust to make 
promotions in colleges where the Deans were retiring (Arts and

Additionally, he did not agree with theScience and Education), 
idea of withholding the top annual increment from a professor for 
disciplinary reasons. Further he did not feel it was right to 
promote two business faculty whose qualifications were less than 
two professors in the Education College who were not being 
promoted.
Dr. Littlefield replied that he was following the recommendations 
of the Council of Deans. Furthermore, the President must have the 
authority to go along with his responsibility if the educational 
program were to be effective. The Board went into Executive Ses- 
sion to consider this matter and the records do not indicate their
decision.90

It was becoming clear __
authority and responsibility was not working as effectively as had 
been hoped. As explained in a letter (Chairman Bodine had been 
ill and had been out of town for some time), Vice Chairman Sil

to the Board that the dual or divided
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liman had appointed a Committee, chaired by Newman Marsilius, to 
study this matter. The Committee recommended the rearrangement of 
duties and a Chief Administrative Officer, 
recommendation and for the first time since the founding of the 
University there was a designated Chief Executive Officer. 
Halsey's functions as Chancellor were designated to be in fund 
raising, alumni activities and the Parents Association.

The Board approved the

Dr.

Fred Silliman, who was Vice Chairman of the Board (and had to run 
things while Mr. Bodine was away), said "It was a difficult 
period, they were both fine men, both of them brought up in the 
college, they both wanted a certain amount of power, It was very 
frustrating for the Board to handle".91 it was further evident 
that there was not unanimity on the Board on all matters. After 
referring to "a bit of politics on the Board", he noted that it 
blew up into a very heated discussion between a very liberal Board 
member and a very conservative Board member. In trying to con
trol this discussion, Mr. Silliman lost his voice.92

Basically, the Board decided that they were going to keep both men 
on campus and provide a role for each of them, but in order to 
keep Dr. Littlefield, he had to be named the CEO. Chairman Bodine 
had done a lot of moderating between the two men, as noted by New
man Marsilius:

When I succeeded him [Bodine} I decided I couldn't, 
wouldn't, and it wasn't proper, that I even attempt it.
So I insisted that we make a choice, and the choice was 
Henry
rather than an entrepreneur, promoter, visionary type.
We just felt that, at this point in time, that Henry Lit
tlefield was what we needed, and I became convinced of 
that, and other trustees agreed, and that was the 
decision.93

The Jones Report and the Report of the Three Presidents had led 
the Trustees to a reassessment of their role. For example, from 
the beginning the Trustees had validated every faculty contract, 
more recently as a formality, but originally great care was taken 
with each appointment, each promotion and what salary increment. 
When asked about this practice, Mr. Marsilius said:

i :
;•

We needed more of an executive/manager type... •

% •
t -

I am not sure I know. I think it was something that was 
done originally because the Trustees wanted to make sure 
that we could pay them, and that was the reason too 
often. I think that if Jim found a guy that he thought 
was good, he would go out and offer him a contract, and 
he would figure out where to get the money afterwards. 
He was that kind of guy, he felt that he could sell it, 
and Jim was very effective ....

Anyway, that was one of the things that we cleaned up as
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we started to find out what other institutions were 
doing. We had just been growing, and we got more sophis
ticated trustees and we started writing to other univer
sities [asking about their practices] 
learning process for us.94

One example would illustrate the question of the relationships of 
the two men. It was noted in the Executive Committee Minutes of 
16 October 1963 that the Concert Choir European Summer Tour had 
been canceled because the Director, Prof. Earl Sauerwein, could 
not meet all of the established requirements. A casual reading 
of the minutes would find nothing particularly disturbing about 
this fact. However, the background was quite illustrative of the 
relationships.
Prof. Sauerwein had developed an A Cappella choir which had 
received some very good reviews. Dr. Halsey conceived of the 
idea, along with Prof. Sauerwein, of taking the Choir on a 
European tour. In effect the Choir and Prof. Sauerwein would be 
the "front man" for Dr. Halsey who would come in the next week 
and attempt to recruit students and other support. The trip was 
to be partially paid for by the parents of those in the choir and 
Dr. Halsey was to raise the rest of the money.

Dr. Littlefield and the Department Chairman, Prof. Edward Byerly, 
were not aware of this development for some time. When word of 
the proposed trip did get out, there were conferences with all 
concerned. At that point it was determined that the Department 
Regulations and procedures had not been adhered to, appropriate 
approvals had not been acquired, therefore the trip was canceled. 
This was an instance where an interesting idea was conceived by 
Dr. Halsey, developmental steps undertaken by the Professor, 
all had not bothered to clear it with the man who held the purse 
stings.95

It was a• •..

but

* * *

Halsey was honored on 17 May 1964 with a University-wide 
reception recognizing his twenty five years of service to the 
University. Dr. Littlefield received an honorary degree from 
Bates College. Dean Earle Bigsbee completed his term as the 
President of The New England Conference of Junior Colleges and as 
President of the Department of Higher Education of the Connec
ticut Education Association.

Dr

Dr. Littlefield began a five year term as a member of the Commis- 
sion on institutions of Hit,her

zxx i^ssss-s^.
enrolled at the University in the fall of

a The

7,532 students were
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1964. Included in that number were forty two foreign students 
from twenty seven countries. Applications continued to increase 
even though there was more competition from local schools. The 
effect of this development was that more and more of the students 
were coming from outside the region, thereby accelerating the 
changes in the composition of the student body; the University

To serve this student body, thewas becoming more cosmopolitan, 
faculty reached a total of 384 (241 were full time) in the fall 
of 1964. In May of 1964, the largest class ever graduated, 1,065 
students. Much of the groundwork had been laid for the big push 
to implement "The Commitment to Excellence".

!

-
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Chapter 12

Growth and Maturation

1965-1967

The Board of Trustees, from 1965 on, was doing essentially what a 
Board was supposed to do 
physical plant, the academic program for the students and the 
necessary administrative leadership, 
resurgence of Committee activity, the Board was actively 
functioning as a Board and not taking an active role in the day 
to day administration of the University.

being concerned with providing the

Once more there was a

In February 1965, the Executive Committee was informed about the 
broad objectives of the University within the framework of the 
current five year plan. It was noticed that a subtle change had 
been introduced, Dr. Littlefield was emphasizing that the Univer
sity was a regional and national university rather than an urban

He stated that the in-

!

university serving the needs of the area, 
tention was to increase the percentage of students from the first 
quartile of their high school class, and to increase the number 
of outstanding student scholars. This would be accomplished by 
enrolling more national and international students.

* ,
;
I

Dr. Littlefield outlined, on this basis, his plan to accomplish 
the Commitment to Excellence:

Toward Quality and Excellence.
Toward a scholarly and more competent faculty.
Toward a sound financial program.
Making facilities adaptable to Programs.1

The new deans had been given the objective of improving the 
academic programs, which translated into the improvement of the 
faculty and new academic programs. The Board recognized that 
this would cost money and they authorized higher increments for 
the faculty, and further authorized "super increments" to about 
10% of the faculty. Growing inflation ate into this, but it did 
aid in keeping the good faculty and attracting scholars with a 
broader reputation. Additionally, the Board authorized loans for 
relocation expenses in order to attract good faculty.2

• '»

Dr. Leland Miles, the new Dean of the College of Arts and 
Science, felt that his duty was to make that College central to

His public statements on this upset some of his 
blazoned across the pages of Ikethe University, 

fellow deans when they were
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He stated that a "university can't rise any higher thanscribe*
its College of Liberal Arts."3 While some of the other deans hit 
the ceiling, the statement made an enormous impact upon the

Furthermore, it was part and parcelfaculty of his own college, 
of the Commitment to Excellence.

Such a step was necessary to restore the confidence of the Arts 
and Science faculty. That faculty felt that it had been sub
jugated to the professional schools, i.e. Education, Engineering 
and Business, and most of its faculty were engaged in presenting 
"Service Courses". (The Biology and History Departments were 
exceptions, since they had had good enrollment and led the Col
lege in numbers of majors. Their students had also taken the 
lead in winning Fulbright awards.) Further, the full time 
faculty was vastly outnumbered by the part time faculty, and felt 
they were the doormats of the University. They were especially 
antagonistic towards the College of Education.4

The next step in restoring the role of the College of Arts and 
Science was to bring about an upgrading of the faculty. There 
were some excellent teachers on the faculty already, but more 
were needed. Furthermore, the leadership needed to be upgraded. 
Fifteen new faculty were hired including Bernhard professors 
Alfred J. Schmidt, Howard L. Parsons, Wray G. Brady, and James F. 
Light. In all, ten new department chairmen came on board.

i ;

Dr. AllanSome of these new faculty made an immediate impact.
Lewis built upon the earlier idea of the late Dr. Helen Scurr and 
her cooperation with the new Shakespeare Theater in Stratford, to 
begin the Shakespeare Institute. This was primarily a summer 
program to train teachers of Shakespeare Studies through a close 
examination of the Shakespearean plays being produced at the 
Shakespeare Theater. A central purpose of the Institute was to 
create a dialogue between the academic and theatrical worlds. 
Closely associated with it was a program whereby Junior High 
School and High School students were brought to the Theater to 
see the productions. The Program attracted national attention.

f ■

Because Dr. Miles was closely related to the Institute for 
British Studies, its Monograph Series of Studies in British His
tory was brought to campus under the editorship of Dr. Walter 
Love. Again, since the Series had its headquarters on campus, 
and since it published some outstanding works in British History, 
a new aura of scholarly achievement descended upon the campus. 
However, a proposal of Dr. Charles Stokes, the Dana Professor of 
Economics, to establish an Economic Education Center on campus to 
train high school teachers of Economics was tabled by the Execu
tive Committee.

The new Bernhard Professor of Philosophy, Dr. Howard Parsons, 
tracted considerable local attention when he announced plans for 
a conference of Soviet and American philosophers to be held ah

at-
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the University.
Marxist, but with a Christian orientation.

Dr. Parsons had established a reputation as a
Curiously, the main 

criticism did not come from internal sources, but rather external 
persons.
morality, issued a scathing public criticism of the conference 
and Dr. Parsons especially.

Again Mr. McCallum, that local watchdog of political

Parsons had received approval for the Institute from Dr.Dr.
Miles, on the basis that this was to an Institute with eclectic 
speakers.
stituted eclecticism became apparent with the subsequent an
nouncement of speakers such as Herbert Apthecker, his daughter 
Bettina and Gus Hall, all of like minds philosophically.

That there appeared to be a difference on what con-

Not only was Dr. Miles upset, Dr. Littlefield was almost 
apoplectic, he felt that the fund raising effort was seriously 
damaged. Dr. Littlefield publicly attacked Dr. Parsons, who 
replied in kind. Both were prevailed upon to restrain their 
comments, but a special meeting of the Trustees was called to 
discuss the matter. Dr. Miles defended Dr. Parsons on the 
grounds that this represented the role of a university, the op
portunity to discuss all ideas of interest. Trustee Malony ques
tioned whether UB had acquired the maturity for such a conference 
without it backfiring. Trustees Cohen and Schine maintained that 
it was the function of a university to serve as a source of free 
inquiry. Ultimately it was agreed to approve the conference in 
principle and that there be a committee formed at the highest 
level to oversee the details, and in effect to prevent any more 
fallout.5
Prof. Christopher Collier of the History Department ruffled the 
feathers of the administration, the Board and a major donor. In 
a speech at the Dana Scholars Convocation in February 1965, Dr. 
Collier outlined what he felt were the steps needed to improve 
the academic atmosphere at the University in order to achieve 
excellence.6 while there was considerable truth in what he said, 
his comments were taken as an indictment of the University for 
its weak programs and weak students.
Convocation and was visibly upset, 
he demanded that Dr. Littlefield fire Prof. Collier? an action 
that an issue of academic freedom, and the right of Prof. Collier 
to say what he said. Dean Miles, however, was able to negotiate 
a settlement which left all sides mollified.7

Some other faculty became involved in external affairs of a more 
mundane but professional nature. The Board was informed in the 
fall of 1965 that seven members of the History Department par
ticipated in an organizational meeting of what came to be called 
the Southern New England Historical Association on 10 September 
and that Prof. Allen was elected to the special organizational 
committee.8

. ?

Mr. Dana was present at the 
Immediately after the speech,
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Dr. Miles instituted 
This was not with the

To enhance and expand academic programs,
Master's level studies in several areas, 
complete support of some of the faculty because many believed 
that the library was not sufficient to support a high level of 
graduate work.9 Dr. Littlefield thought that he had put an 
adequate block in the way of the presentation of these courses by 
imposing a strict minimum number, fifteen, for any course to be 
taught. In part through the device of allowing qualified seniors 
to take these graduate courses, eight or nine graduate courses 
were taught the first year, 
courses" were taught in the late afternoon and early evening to 
accommodate part time graduate students. 10

Furthermore, these "twilight

Since many other schools were also moving into the realm of 
graduate study, there was major competition. A new, young 
graduate program was not distinctive; therefore, something dis
tinctive had to be provided in order to attract scholarly 
attention. Here the Shakespeare Institute and the Monograph 
Series provided that mark of market distinction. The development 
of this market distinction pointed out the truism that it is 
necessary to build on something indigenous to achieve almost in
stant scholarly distinction and recognition. Unfortunately for 
the university, this lesson was often lost upon others in the 
future.

i:
In the College of Education, Dr. See set the main objective of 
securing the accreditation from the National Commission for the 
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) at the graduate level. 
At this time, the College of Education was the largest college in 
terms of enrollment, and presented a wide variety of graduate 

There were nine areas of curricula leading to the 
Master of Science Degree, plus a sixth year professional diploma 
in four areas. A new area was mapped out when Dr. See was able 
to obtain a grant of $81,707.00 for the curriculum development 
for Project Cause II, which was designed to train students in the 
arts of counseling.il Full accreditation from NCATE came in the 
fall of 1966 for the Bachelor's program at the Elementary and 
Secondary Level, and provisional accreditation at the Master's 
level and Sixth Year Professional Diploma.12

■

r.
r: - courses.

The College of Engineering made one step forward and another 
backward, .when, the Mechanical Engineering program received ECPD 
reaccreditation for another four years. But Electrical 
Engineering, however, was not accorded that status on the basis 
that the tenure and experience of the faculty was 
program needed more seasoning.13 The College of Nursing was 
credited by the National League for Nursing, not only at the Bac
calaureate level, but also for the Associate Degree in Nursing* 
After its earlier troubles, this was an indication that the rest 
of. the nursing world was catching up to the pioneer work of the 
University of Bridgeport. An effort to secure approval for the 
Chemistry Department by the American Chemical Society was
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unsuccessful. The College of Business Administration was expect
ing to seek AASCB accreditation in 1968, with, it felt, a 50/50 
chance of success.

Dr. Littlefield asked the Trustees to consider the establishment 
of a University of Bridgeport Press whereby only the editorial 
work would be done on campus and the printing and binding would 
be done under contract. The Executive Committee authorized this 
step with a budget of $1,000.00 and under the directorship of 
Omer Morin.14 There is no record that anything was done or that 
the Press ever published anything, nor does there seem to have 
been any correlation with the work of Dr. Walter Love as Managing 
Editor of the Monograph Series, Studies in British History and 
Culture. An agreement was reached with the New York University 
Press to publish four monographs for the Series.15.

The goal of making the College of Arts and Sciences central to 
the University was further explained by Dr. miles at the Planning 
Committee meeting of 3 January 1966. He stated that the goal was 
for the college to make a significant contribution to American 
Education as well as to make the college central to the 
University. The accomplishment of this goal was accompanied by 
some problems; not the least of which was the lack of administra-

For years Dr. Ropp had pleaded for help noting 
that "the Dean is overwhelmed with hack work when he should be 
devoting his time to major projects".16

tive assistance.

Dr. Miles found that the occasion of moving into graduate work 
was the opportunity to obtain assistance. Almost immediately he 
appointed Dr. William E. Walker as graduate registrar and Assis
tant Dean. Dr. Walker had had a lot of administrative 
experience, having been a Dean in a women|s College and the Ac
ting Dean at a Graduate School at Vanderbilt. He would shortly 
become the Assistant Dean for Undergraduate Students, and would 
be responsible for the development of forms and procedures for 
the College which remained in use over the years. For the first 
time, there was a solid effort given to the clearing up of stu
dent records.17

. ;

Dr. Miles also stated that there was inadequate released time for 
the chairmen. They were expected to teach a full load (with 
generally only a one course release) while being charged, with the 
responsibility of planning for the department, recruiting new 
personnel and doing all of the administrative work required of 
the Department Chairmen. This requirement was accompanied by in
adequate secretarial help for the chairmen and for the departmen—

of whom argued that this was false economy, 
and all of the faculty were, of necessity,

and other
tal faculty, some
since the Chairman . . _ . .
required to do most of their own typing of tests, a
correspondence. (Only those faculty with huge student loads in 
SSDG sections received any help - and then m the form of student 
work study programs.)
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Also criticized by Dr* Miles, was the library which was weak in 
many areas and generally felt to be inadequate to support 
graduate level work. The excessive percentage of work taught by 
part time personnel was criticized. More fellowship aid was 
needed if a move to graduate education was to be undertaken on a 
serious level. The Deans Council were criticized as archaic and 
overwhelmed with trivia which left them little time for academic 
planning and coordination.

In perhaps the most glaring criticism of the University, Dr. 
Miles contended that the administration was monolithic at all 
levels. Everything was controlled from Dr. Littlefield's office; 
he made all major decisions, including the final say in the 
hiring of new professors. Instead, Dr. Miles contended, each 
dean needed more elbow room, he should be able to hire professors 
on his own judgment. Rounding out his list of problems, Dr. 
Miles noted that the high cost of housing made it difficult to 
bring in new personnel; there was the need to balance the Univer
sity structure with a Fine Arts College; and a need for a high 
level office with adequate staff to coordinate foundation and 
government grants.18 Needless to say, Dr. Miles did not endear 
himself to the current administration; but there was a lot of 
truth in what he said, the administration was monolithic. This 
criticism, along with other elements of activities, would prob
ably bear a major role when it came time to chose a Vice Presi
dent for Academic Affairs. The other Deans in their reports to 
the Planning Committee, were much more prosaic, although Dean See 
did note the need for more cross appointments, the need for more 
specialized faculty members and the need to increase research 
facilities.

Some of these recommendations and criticisms would bear fruit in 
the near future but in an unexpected manner. Dean See had 
received an offer to become the President of a College in 
Massachusetts. in order to retain him at the University, 
Littlefield asked the Trustees to name him Vice President for Re
search and Academic Services. The Trustees accepted this 
recommendation, so for the remainder of 1966-67, Dr. See would 
devote one quarter of his time to the College of Education and 
three quarters of his time to the work of the new Vice 
President's job. After 1 July 1967 he would devote full time to 
his work as a Vice President. Dr. Robert Kranyik was given the 
title of Associate Dean and would concentrate on administering 
the College of Education.19 Other administrative changes also 

Mr. Diem's title was changed to that of Vice President 
for Business and Finance and Dean Jayne announced that she would 
retire on the 30th of June 1967.

■v:
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Dr.

occurred:

A proposal for another administrative change, that of estab- 
lishing a Vice President for Academic Affairs, presented some 
problems. The initiative for the establishment of this office
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came from the Trustees and probably was not too well received by 
Dr. Littlefield. The presumed presence of such an official would 
have meant that Dr. Littlefield would have to relinquish some 
control; some felt that he was not completely in accord with the 
idea. Many had the impression that he did not like to have 
strong people around himf or people whom he could not control. 
The cost of setting up such an office may also have been a 
deterrent.
matter of selecting a new Vice President for Academic Affairs in 
contrast to the ease of accepting a Vice President for Institu
tional Research.

As a consequence, there was much temporizing on the

The first step in this direction was taken by the Board who ap
pointed a committee for the selection of a Vice President for 
Academic Affairs (VPAA) on 14 April 1965. This Committee dis
cussed what would be the appropriate title and function of the 
new office. The implication of course, was how would he fit 
into the Littlefield mode of operation.20 The Minutes of the Ex
ecutive Committee of 26 May 1965 noted only that the Special Com
mittee reported on their meeting and their discussions of a Vice 
President for Academic Affairs versus a Provost. In August the 
Committee submitted a progress report and discussed a letter 
which was to be out soliciting nominations. By November, sixty 
three applicants and been screened and rated on a scale of one to 
five.21 But by July 1966, the Committee had to report that the 
search had been delayed due to a lack of outstanding candidates.

The Board wrestled with the problem all fall. A careful reading 
of the Board Minutes gives the definite impression that somewhere 
there was some temporizing going on - a masterful delaying action 
was being fought by some one. The minutes of the Committee meet
ing in October were revealing, however. Newman Marsilius, the 
youngest member of the machine tool clique who had governed the 
Board for so long, argued for an engineer to be the Vice Presi
dent for Academic Affairs. In this respect, he might have been 
correct, since the College of Engineering was getting short 
shrift in the allocation of monies and was having great dif
ficulties in getting all of its programs accredited. Someone on 
the Committee had another candidate, however. The Committee dis
cussed "in considerable detail the qualifications and administra
tive capabilities of Dean
After reviewing the facts, as presented by Dr. 
was agreed to keep looking for other candidates, although this 
Dean's name was still kept on the list.22

In its report to the next meeting of the Executive Committee, the 
Search Committee reported that it wished to expand its search to 
include a person trained in the sciences and to consider one of 
the Deans who had applied.23 At its meeting in February 1967, it 
was noted that two UB deans were interested, but one had taken a 
position as president of a New York State University. For the 
first time, the Committee minutes included a list of the can-

j
• *

of the University of Bridgeport".
Littlefield, it
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(The two persons who ultimately be-didates under consideration, 
came Vice President for Academic Affairs were not on this list.) 
Dr. Littlefield reported on the Dean Search (Dr. Miles had an
nounced his resignation to become President of Alfred University) 
and the Vice President Search to the Spring Meeting of the Board 
of Trustees. Further, he noted that he had not announced to the 
faculty any aspect of the planned administrative reorganization, 
but would wait instead until fall when he would present a working 
paper as a proposal to the faculty for their consideration.24

Summer and fall of 1967 passed by without any decision, although 
the board members on the Special Committee argued their respec
tive positions. Newman Marsilius reported that some wanted to 
delay the decision for a time due to the added cost of such a 
position. Dr. Littlefield said that it might be better to 
eliminate the position of Chancellor and substitute a Vice Presi
dent for Development. Mr. Cohen still supported the idea of 
selecting a Vice President for Academic Affairs at that time and 
argued that an individual should be selected who could meet the 
needs of a President or Academic Vice President and bring him in 
as an Executive Vice President. He then introduced another 
element; he noted that there was merit in a new president having 
his own team. This was three years before Dr. Littlefield was 
due to retire. As a compromise, Dr. Jeffries suggested that if 
the right man were not found, an emeritus or an older person 
should be brought in for the interim.25 it would seem that the 
Board might have considered selecting a VPAA who might be 
oriented and trained on the job with the idea that he might be
come the next president upon the retirement of Dr. Littlefield. 
This might also be construed as the Board directing the hiring of 
a Vice President when it was really the primary selection of the 
President, who in this case, was not enthusiastic about the idea. 
It might also seem that the Board was using this search as a pos
sible solution to one of the primary functions of a Board, the 
selection of a President. The Fabians had their way when the Ex
ecutive Committee agreed that if the position were not filled by 
September of 1968, they would hold off until a new president was hired.26

The Board of Trustees had streamlined its operations in recent 
months. A more effective Committee structure had been instituted 
and the spate of Committee reports was an indication that not 
only was the new system working, but that the Committee system 
was doing very well. Additionally, a sub committee on Board Mem
bership established new procedures for nomination to the Board.27 
Changes in the Board By Laws came in June 1965. The size of the 
Board was increased to thirty six, and, for the first time, the 
new class of Trustee, that of Trustee Emeritus, was included in 
the By Laws. Such a person could neither vote nor hold office. 
The By Laws also set a limit of eight consecutive one year terms 
for Board Officers, set up the duties of the committees, and 
changed the order of the Chancellor and President in the By Laws
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with the President being listed first. This completed a revision 
of the By Laws which had not been done since 1947.28

While the Educational Policies Committee, under the leadership of 
Hugh Allisonf had been making significant contributions, it was 
now the Planning Committee under the chairmanship of Trustee, Dr. 
Robert Jeffries, who began to be most active, and who actually 
shook up the way in which the Trustees began to operate, 
evaluation of the existing Board, Dr. Jeffries presented a study 
of the Board to the Planning Committee, 
of the Trustees was to participate in the development of the 
University by making the committee system work more successfully 
and by contributing to the University financially.

In a revealing study of Trustee giving, Dr. Jeffries reported 
that in the previous year, five trustees had given $303,000.00 to 
the University (an average of $60,600.00 per person), 
three Board members had contributed $53,225.00 in gifts ranging 
from $50.00 to $500.00.
not yet made a contribution to the Long Range Program.

In an

He stated that the role

Twenty

Eight members of the present board had

Jeffries further evaluated the Board on the basis of theDr.
"Four w*s", the ability of a member to contribute Work, Wisdom, 
Wealth or Weight. He found that twenty one could contribute 
Work; eighteen could contribute Wisdom; eleven could contribute 
Wealth; and fourteen were willing to help in fund raising, 
did not think that that was a very good picture and that any fu
ture additions to the Board should be capable of improving the 
rating of the Board in all categories.29

He

The Alumni Association requested additional representation on the 
Board of Trustees and a sub committee was formed to study the 
matter. (An additional Alumni Trustee was added in December 
1966.) But in his planning committee report to the annual 
meeting, Dr. Jeffries stated that the Board must expand the 
University*s resources beyond the Alumni and the local community 
in order to meet the growing financial pressures of the 
university. This came at a time when the State was moving for 
the first time into the field of Higher Education and thus the 
competition for monies and students was growing.30

Chairman Alfred V. Bodine died on 2 July 1966 after sixteen years 
as Chairman and a memorial resolution was approved by the 
Board.31 The Vice Chairman, Newman Marsilius, insisted that the 
Board not be forced to name a new chairman immediately; he would 
remain as Vice Chairman while the Board evaluated the situation. 
This situation remained the case down to the Annual Meeting in 
December when Mr. Marsilius was elected as Chairman with Fred 
Silliman as Vice Chairman.32 One does note from the that
the meetings became much more organized and the agendas organized 
into three9 sections: items for suggested Trustee action; items

.
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for background information; and major areas for discussion.

As a result of the work of Dr. Jeffries and the Planning 
Committee, a most unusual meeting was held on the 15th of August 
- a meeting that established what has been referred to as the 
Massive Gifts Committee. The meeting came about because Dr. Jef
fries had sent a letter on 25 April 1966 concerning the problems 
with the name of the University. Additionally, Senator Benton 
had suggested that a letter be sent to Charles A. Dana suggesting 
that the name be changed to Dana University. It was the position 
of Dr. Jeffries that the name, University of Bridgeport, was a 
drawback, and that it confused people who often felt that it was 
a public University, rather than the private one it really was. 
Further, there was the long standing attitude, albeit mistaken, 
of many that the city of Bridgeport was a cultural wasteland.33

Not all agreed on the question of a name change. Trustee Charles 
Kentnor stated that his alma mater had changed its name and 
received very negative reactions from the alumni. Furthermore 
the name change had not increased its stature one bit. UB had 
already built a reputation with its old name. Mr. Silliman also 
felt that nothing could be gained in a name change. Milton 
Greenhalgh, an Alumni Trustee, felt that the Alumni would be 
against any name change.

Mr. Marsilius said that the Trustees should consider a name 
change if there were a substantial gift to the University, other
wise there would be no reason to change the 
then asked how much we should charge to change the name?
Schine replied that that would depend upon how much money was 
given and the name that went along with it.

Arnold Bernhard stated that the Alumni were a tremendous asset 
from whom a half a million a year could be raised. This would be 
lost if the alumni were alienated. But, Mr. Bernhard argued, UB 
needed a lot of money and "If anyone should care to make a large 
gift to the University, it should be named after him". In 
summary, the committee felt that a change of name should be 
favorably considered if a substantial gift were involved and 
there were the right name attached to it. if there were no gift, 
there*'should be no name change. Therefore, there should be the 
pursuit of the idea with Mr. Dana and a sub committee was ap
pointed to probe the matter and prepare a proposal for Mr. 
Dana.34 No record exists in the files as to the outcome of this 
effort.35

i •

i .

Henry DuPont 
Mr.

name.
/ ■'

A curious sidelight to Trustee activity appeared in the spring of 
1967 • There was formed a Special Trustee Committee on Academic 
Robes for Trustees who investigated the possibility of designing 
and purchasing a special academic robe for trustees to wear at 
various academic programs, especially at graduation ceremonies. 
The robes would be purple with a white trim and would bear the
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seal of the University. The Committee reported that the program 
might be worthwhile if from one third to one half of the Trustees 
participated in the academic programs. Evidently the committee 
was splitr so it was requested that mail ballots be sent out. 
The Summer Board meeting decided to send out the mail ballots. 
Since twenty three voted affirmatively, 
authorize Dr. 
robes.
author has not been able to locate any remaining robes. 36

One important function of the Trustees was to provide the 
facilities for the students and faculty, and there was the usual 
active building program under way during all of this period. The 
new classroom building under construction as a result of The Dana 
Challenge, was designated as the College of Business Administra
tion building. Fund raising was under way for a College of Nurs
ing building.37 The bid for the new dormitory came in at 
$1,983,000.00, submitted by the E&F Company of Bridgeport. But 
this was not enough; the Board was told that 7,500 applicants 
were expected for the fall and not all of the qualified ap
plicants could be accepted because of a lack of dormitory space; 
a women's dormitory, especially, would be needed for the fall of 
1967.38 By June, it was reported that qualified males were 
rejected due to a lack of dorm space.39 The Trustees reacted by 
approving plans for another dormitory with the proposed site 
being at Lafayette and University avenues and four more pieces of 
property were acquired to complete the site.40

The Bridgeport and Campus community was stunned by newspaper 
reports in July 1965, that the University was seeking a sup
plementary campus of about one hundred acres elsewhere in the 
area.41 a Bridgeport Post story said that UB needed a one to two 
hundred acres site for an expansion of the campus at some point 
not too far from the current campus. Several parcels were 
reported to be under consideration but no action had yet been 
taken.
growing University.42 
serious consideration of another campus was at hand, since the 
new Route 25 would open up access to more land. Mr. Silliman was 
asked to chair the Buildings and Grounds Committee and to begin a 
search for an appropriate parcel of land.43 
of this was made in the Minutes of the Board, and one suspects 
that this story was a ploy to attack the growing cost of property 
in the campus area, property which was needed for expansion. In 
part Newman Marsilius confirmed that this was one aspect; however 
the remaining property in the South End was getting very expen
sive and the city was not very cooperative in the zoning area. 
So, with Route 25 opening up, it was felt that the University 
could serve a wider area if it were on a major transportation ar
tery such as Route 25 or Route 8. But nothing came of the move 
and the University went ahead to pay the higher prices being 
demanded for property in the South End adjacent to the existing
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campus.44

At the same meeting that the search for a new campus was 
announced, the Board approved the necessary Resolutions for a 
government loan for $2,200,000.00 for a new dormitory. The 
Bridgeport Post reported that only 1,400 of the 7,100 students 
who applied could be accepted due to a shortage of dormitory 
space.45 a cycle was being established: qualified applicants 
were turned away due to a lack of dormitory space; more dormitory 
space seemed to generate more qualified applicants, which gen
erated requests for more dormitory space. Up to this point, 
there had been no problem with getting government loans for dor
mitory space, because the Trustees could require the students to 
occupy the rooms so that the loans could be paid off. It would 
not be long, however, before the students would begin to rebel 
against this requirement and would actively seek to get the 
requirement relaxed so that they could live off campus. These 
were but the opening phases of the attack upon the In Loco Paren- 
tis. principle, the concept that the University should act in lieu 
of a parent for all students under 21.

The new dorm was proposed to be a nine story building to properly 
balance the campus with the tall Warner Hall on the east side, 
diagonally across the campus. The Zoning Board denied the 
request for a nine story building and a rehearing was 
requested.46 a variance was subsequently acquired and the con
tract was let to the DeMatteo Construction Co. 
$2,100,000.00.47

In the meantime discussion of a proposed Fine Arts Building was 
under way. Currently budgeted at $3,500,000.00, Dr. Halsey 
proposed the announcement of the second phase of the current 
capital campaign to have the objective of raising the monies for 
this building. Despite his love of the arts, Trustee Cohen ques- 
tion the need for the building at that time. The Administration 
replied that this was now the number one priority, so the Execu
tive Committee voted to proceed with the plans.48 a proposal for 
a new men's dorm and for a dining hall was approved and a search 
for possible siting was to proceed.49

A special Meeting of the Board was called to discuss Phase II of
-.nnn2ortR^ge Plan which would encompass the raising of $12,100,000.00, a sum which Dr. Halsey thought could be raised. 

Th® Trustees were told that the enrollment projections of 1957 
ana 1962 had been exceeded and that the existing dorms were fullr

proof that growth was exceeding expectations. Further, it
Cfidt:nbne nnoenn imaTte(l ^ 1962 that 1970 the budget would be
$8,500,000.00. In fact, the budget had gone over ten million in
1966. Tj*e goal of 5,000 full time day students and 5,000 part 
time student still remained.

for

J

.a. . . _ While Dr. Jeffries noted that the 
state was embarked upon a major building program at that time, 
there was still no reason why the University should not go ahead.
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"The state supported colleges will attract primarily those stu
dents who cannot qualify for admission to the University of 
Bridgeport." The motion was carried but it took a poll of absent 
members to carry the proposal with a 2/3 vote, 
overwhelming show of support.50 The full Board was told that 
rollments were expected to increase another 400-500% within the 
next twenty years.51

It was not an
en-

The site for the Arts and Humanities building was set for the 
southeast corner of University Avenue at Iranistan, and the site 
for the new high rise dormitory was set for University Avenue 
west of Rennell Street.52 The possibility of a grant for the 
Arts and Humanities building was ascertained and an application 
was submitted. The Board was later assured by Vice President See 
that $500,000.00 in government grants were available. But no 
federal money was available for the new dorm; instead vice Presi
dent Diem was looking towards in-state lenders. In the meantime, 
over $1,300,000.00 of University funds were tied up in the con
struction of the women's dormitory, therefore it might be neces
sary to borrow up to $300,000.00 by June 21 to meet current 
obligations. Such borrowing was approved and a line of credit 
with three local banks was acquired.53 Plans for a multi-story 
parking garage were also initiated.

A disturbing report from the Admissions Office failed to dampen 
the ardor of the Trustees. The Dean of Admissions reported that 
from 1962 on, the caliber of the entering freshmen had increased, 
but the rate of growth of the freshman students had begun to 
decrease, although the growth of the transfer students increased. 
The students from Bridgeport and from Connecticut were declining. 
"The number of eighteen year olds in the four state area from 
which we draw most of our students will continue the decline 
which began in 1966.
He concluded, however, on an upbeat manner: 
our student body has increased, so have the choices available to 
the applicant likewise increased. Most students now attend the 
University of Bridgeport because they want to, not because no one 
else will accept them."54
Another objective was authorized: the selection of an architect 
to plan for a $2,000,000.00 addition to the Carlson Library.55 
The Finance Committee reviewed the matter of long term commit
ments already outstanding and found that the unpaid balance was 
$11,511,218.00. They took heart from the fact that the budget 
for 1967-68 was $12,234,050.00.56 Dr. Littlefield reported to 
the Annual Meeting of the Board that the pace of the student in
crease had slowed down due in part from the competition from the 
public sector and the higher standards of UB. He also noted that 
65% of the budget was allocated to the academic endeavor. Dr. 
Littlefield added that there was on hand $2,790,000.00 in pledges 
for the Arts and Humanities Building ($4.5 million was needed), 
including a gift of $300,000.00 from the Dana Foundation. The
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Carlson Brothers had also given $125,000.00 as a fund starter on
as the library addition wasthe new Learning Resources Center, 

now being called.57

* * *

The status and condition of the Library again became a bone of 
contention. Editorials and news stories in The Scribe regularly 
pointed out the need for a better security system since so many 
books had been lost, and that the Library was deficient by The 
American Library Association standards.58 The Arts and Science 
Faculty, perhaps most influenced by the move into graduate 
courses, passed eight resolutions for the improvement of the 
Library. These resolutions included the doubling of the holdings 
of the Library by the fall of 1967, the increase of library 
staffing and security, an an increase in the size of the library 
itself.

The Trustees were evidently concerned as well, because a point 
was made in noting the increased amounts of money budgeted for 
the library during this period, with the objective of doubling 
the size in a ten year period. By 1957, the collection 
reportedly contained 144,000 volumes and a consultant had been 
employed to advise on methods of increasing the size of the 
building and other improvements.59

»..

5

j »

The Faculty continued to be enlarged: by September 1967 there 
were 483 on the faculty, with 332 of them being full time, 
aid in the recruitment of faculty there were twenty "supported" 
professorships.60 There were six Dana Professorships; four 
Bernhard professorships; two Ford professorships; and the 
Littlefield, Bruner-Ritter, Sikorsky, Bullard, Bannow-Wahlstrom, 
Marsilius, Dome Visiting professor and the Eliphatlet Remington 
professorships. Having recently moved to the twelve hour teach
ing load, there was now a movement to go to a nine hour load, 
especially for those teaching graduate courses.

To»»*
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★ * *

A General Liberal Studies Program was finally passed by the 
Senate in February 1966 after nearly three years of study and 
debate. The Committee Report as presented in January 1966 under
went considerable attack by the Senators who reflected the fears 
of territorial educational matters coupled with the fact that 
there was no acceptable provision for the accommodation of 
programs which were heavily prescribed by the accrediting 
agencies. While the final amended program was technically a 
product of the Senate Committee on Curriculum chaired by Dr. 
Lorin McMackin, in reality it was the result of a luncheon hosted 
by Dr. Miles at nearby Maloney's restaurant and included Dr. 
McMakin and the author. Accordingly, as a result of this
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meeting, an amended proposal was prepared to be introduced at the 
next Senate meeting by the author. College caucuses on the 
amended proposal prepared the Senators from the College of Arts 
and Science and from the College of Education, who were now, for 
the most part, united on a plan of action.

The previous stumbling block of the composition of the General 
Education Committee had been surmounted by the decision that the 
Committee would include three faculty from Arts and Science and 
two from Education, with the Chairman being a non Arts and 
Science faculty member. Even this was attacked by Senators from 
other colleges. A major criticism of the substitute proposal was 
that it seemed to delegate the legislative authority of the 
Faculty Senate in violation of the Constitution. The argument 
that this was not valid due to the fact that the Committee would 
implement policies established by the Senate and remain respon
sible to the Senate, won the day. Dr. See was not in agreement, 
however, and he argued that the proposal would make liberal 
education a proprietary function of the College of Arts and 
Science, whereas other colleges were just as interested and 
concerned. He also said that the proposal would make the College 
of Arts and Science a service organization. 61

The General Education Program was composed of 51-57 hours of 
which nine to twelve were required in each of the following 
areas: The English Language (written and oral); the other 
Humanities; Mathematics and the Natural Sciences; History and the 
Behavioral and Social Sciences. Fifteen hours were to be al
lotted to liberal arts electives outside of the major, except 
that in the case of the Liberal Arts, six had to be in a foreign 
language.
tion Program, which for a few years began to add some liberal 
leaven to the lives of many students. Unfortunately, a few years 
later, "relevancy" would destroy it.

Thus was established a basically sound General Educa-

Student dishonesty in the classroom continued to 
On 17 February 1965, the Senate voted, 23-5-0, to increase the 
penalty for cheating in the classroom. On the first offense, an 
F would be given in the course in which it occurred; for the 
second offense, suspension for at least one semester and possibly 
expulsion was the penalty. An editorial in The—Scxibe, called 
this a big step to stop cheating.62 The action came none to soon 
for at this time, one student was apprehended after having broken 
into the Records Office two previous times in an effort to change 
his grades and those of some of his friends.

be a concern.

about inequities in the twelve hour teaching load 
surfaced in 1966. The concern was primarily over credit for the 
teaching of laboratory courses. Attempts by the Senate to in
crease this credit was, in effect, ruled out by Dr. Littlefield
agreeSto Us ten muf^SSSal whiS^hld wide^urrency

Senate concerns

.63
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The Committee on Faculty Welfare in its annual report noted that 
it had been working to upgrade faculty salaries.
Littlefield reported to a General Faculty Meeting that after a 
series of meetings it had been determined that the salary in
creases for the next year would be made on the basis of merit 
based upon each faculty member's "Shine Sheet" and other factors. 
Consideration was being given to the upgrading of the basic 
salary with an increment range of 0-$800.00 with an additional 
$100-600 to go to about 10% of the faculty as "super increments". 
Dr. Littlefield further noted that for promotion to a higher 
rank, excellent teaching was not enough, research and writing 
were expected, as noted in the Provisions of Employment.64

Indeed, Dr.

* * *

After years of what had been described as apathy on campus, stu
dent activism arrived with a vengeance. UB Students watched the 
developments at Berkeley and then became involved with the civil 
rights movement. Many students took part in the marches in Selma 
at the same time that the Faculty voted down an emergency 
proposal to send a wire to President Johnson urging him to use 
whatever means that were necessary to protect negroes. The stu
dents then marched upon City Hall.65 a "Teach-In" was soon held, 
sponsored by the Student League for Human Rights to discuss the 
Viet Nam War and policy in the Dominican Republic.66 October 
brought another "Teach-In". An Editorial in The Scribe called 
this a farce, maintaining that it was not really a "Teach-In". A 
part of the problem was that the Student Council had cut the al
location for the Student League For Human Rights by one half. 
The Du Bois Club sponsored a march upon the Bridgeport Draft 
Board - only twenty one appeared and only nine of these were 
students.67

A note of concern for the individual 
Board when they were shown an editorial from The Scribe express
ing approval of the action of the Deans Council in accepting the 
proposals of the students on final exams and the advisor/advisee

same advisor for three 
the student got

a role in policy making, they would become too caught up in 
semantics and philosophical arguments and thus "unable to com
prehend every single angle and slant involved in policy 
making".68

Not only the students were presenting problems; in the spring of 
1966, one hundred non professional workers at the university went 
on strike demanding that they be represented by the Teamsters. 
The Trustees refused to recognize them because they were not 
covered by existing laws. The strike lasted nearly two weeks.69

In the fall of 1967, the Student Council, under the leadership of
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Stuart Broms, called for "Student Power" and a Student Union to 
negotiate with the university as the sole bargaining agent on 
matters of student grievances, student life, academic standards, 
student fees, future plans of the university, and course 
requirements.70 Two thousand students turned out for this rally 
and some saw a strike as a last resort possibility. The 
Bridgeport Post ridiculed the idea and the seventy two hour dead
line for action which had been issued.71

At a meeting of the Student Council with Dr. Littlefield, a tem
porary "University Council" was set up, composed of three 
students, three faculty and three administrators to discuss 
grievances and the establishment of a permanent Council. This 
shortly became the Temporary University Council (TUC) which had 
as its first agreement the publishing of faculty names in the 
schedule of classes. After meeting for two weeks behind closed 
doors, a public hearing was held, attended by only nine students; 
four from the Student Council, three from The Scribe and one from 
WPKN. 
were.72
permanent and finally 
present Faculty Senate

Dr. Littlefield reported in the Annual Report of 1967, no campus 
was immune from the pressures of the anti-establishment student 
activists. On the UB campus, the students had received en
couragement from the meeting of the National Student Association 
and the proposed new Student Bill of Rights drawn up by a com
mittee of faculty, students and administrators. Students were 
also opposing college regulations emanating from In Loco Parentis 
principles, and were calling for what was called "relevancy" in 
their college courses.74 Dr. Littlefield referred again to a 
portion of his speech at the opening convocation in September. 
After noting that each group at the university had established 
vehicles for the promotion of discussion of differing points of 
view and the fact that he expected the leadership to come from 
these constituent bodies:

and that it will be tolerant of the position of others 
they expect tolerance for their own opinions. We 

would hope that no one would jeopardize the quality of 
the educational program; undermine the fiscal soundness 
of the University; provide academic freedom without its 
accompanying obligation of inquiry within the broadest 
scholarly context; disregard broadly acceptable standards 
of ethical and moral conduct; or which would affect ad
versely the capability of the University of Bridgeport to 

increasingly its commitment to total excellence.75

Dean Wolff commented with some trepidation on the future:
the Dean anticipates a most dif-
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In an Editorial, The Scribe asked where all the students 
The TUC continued to study a method of making itself

students be added to thesuggested that ten 
.73
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ficult year. Students will test the potential for 
"power" more and more, and the faculty and administration 
separately will find their own power threatened. The 
complaint is already heard from certain faculty members 
that they appreciate the need for student rights, but 
what about faculty rights? Members of the Division of 
Student Personnel will find their usual position of "The 
Middle" more difficult. They will receive increasing 
criticism as students on one hand will protest restric
tions that interfere with "their self responsibility" and 
faculty will in some instances complain that Student Per
sonnel is taking sides against them, and the administra
tion will wonder if there is a lessening of external con
trols on students. It should be interesting - but nerve 
wracking.76

Yet the students became worried about the possibility of losing 
WPKN. The Federal Communications Commission was eliminating all 
10 Watt stations (WPKN was one), so the station obtained permis
sion to go to 1,000 Watts but found that it needed $30,000.00 to 
accomplish the change over. A referendum was held on the 
question: Would the students pay an extra $5.00 a semester in 
tuition to finance the station? They voted 1,425-97 to accept 
the tuition raise.77

t.

During this time of troubles, provisions for the religious needs 
of the students were first provided. Rev. Robert Bettinger be- 

the first full time chaplain in the fall of 1966. He was 
sponsored by the Bridgeport Council of Churches. Father Mitchell 
was appointed by Bishop Curtis to administer to the Catholic stu
dents in the fall of 1967. Rabbi Rackovsky and then Rabbi Wallin 
volunteered a half day a week to work with the Jewish students.

came

Fraternities requested, in lieu of fraternity houses, that they 
be housed in reserved wings of dormitories. While this would 
represent a change in policy, Student Personnel felt this would 
not be a violation and could be done on an experimental basis. 
The Planning Committee discussed the matter with the fraternity 
groups, and discussed the possibility of the University purchas
ing a house north of Atlantic Street, to provide rooms for 
fraternities who would have to pay for the facility. No action 
took place on this proposal.78

A new administrator arrived on board. John Cox, while serving as 
an Alumni Representative on the Board of Trustees, became the 
Director of Alumni on 1 May 1966. He had been recommended for a 
regular term on the Board of Trustees (there was one nay vote) 
but because of the plan to bring him into the administration, he 
was passed over.
(November 1967).79 He would soon become Director of Development

While the University was building Dormitories as rapidly as
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possible, there was still not enough room for all of the 
students. Consequently, Dr. Littlefield developed a plan where 
one hundred students were given the option to enroll in the fall 
semester and take the spring semester off, returning the follow
ing summer. While many took advantage of this, many did not 
return after their semester off. In the fall of 1965, five 
hundred male students had to live off campus. There was a con
siderable uproar when one hundred and eighty were called back to 
campus in December.80

The failure of the contractors to complete Bodine Hall on 
schedule disrupted the opening of the fall semester of 1967. It 
was necessary to double up, by putting three students in a room 
for two, until the dorm was ready. Students were able to move 
into the new dorm in late October.81

The Soccer team under the new Coach, Joe Bean, complied a 25-11-0 
record between 1965 and 1967. 
quarter finals of the NCAA tournament, 
year they lost to LIU again, 2-0 in the first round. In 
basketball, after a 3-19 record, coach Gus Seaman retired, to be 
succeeded by Bruce Webster, who presented a 25—24 record over the 
next two years. In Coach Webster's first season, 1965-66, the 
team manufactured one of the greatest rallies in college basket
ball history. The team was down at the half, 44-18, to arch 
rival, Fairfield, but came back from certain defeat to win 88-87. 
Fairfield was deprived of a bid to the National Invitational 
Tournament because they had blown a 26 point lead.82 The 
Baseball team, under the new Coach, Joe Bean, had a 24-31 record, 
with 1967 being a winning year, 11-6.

In 1966, the team lost in the 
1-0, to LIU. The next

Nick Nicolau, had a difficult time his
1966 was better with

The new football coach,
first year and the team had a 3-6-0 record, 
a 7-3-0 record; but in 1968, the team went back to its losing

Derrick Warner began toways while compiling a 2-6-0 record, 
blossom as a star in 1968 when he scored 108 points of the total 
208 points scored.83
The Scribe editorialized that the sports teams were terrible and

in order to makethat the University should emphasize Basketball, 
a name for the University.84 yet attendance at the 1965 football 
games was up: there was an average of 2,100 at each home game and 
the income was up to $7,000.00 as opposed to $4,000.00 a year 
ago. A part of the reason for better attendance and income was 
the fact that home games were now played in the JFK Stadium. 85

* * *

After a sab-
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Professor of Marketing and was succeeded by Dr, Frederick Ekeblad 
as Dean. Dr. Karl D. Larsen succeeded Dr. Leland Miles as Acting 
Dean of the College of Arts and Science. He made it clear that 
he was not a candidate for the position. Dr. Mary Topalis 
succeeded Dean Jayne as the dean of the College of Nursing.

The Halsey Symposium of 1966 featured Max Lerner, Louis Nizer, 
Otto Fuerbringerf Clifton Daniel, William Corrigan and William 
Loeb, on "The Mass Media and the Preserving of a Free Society". 
Additionally it was announced that the University would host an 
Institute on Non-Western History, funded by a $60,000.00 grant 
from the Office of Education, in order to improve the teaching of 
world cultures in elementary and intermediate schools.86 This 
Institute helped to build a good external image, especially among

Dr. Daniel Bell was the featuredthe public school faculties, 
speaker at the Halsey Symposium in 1967.

A growing symptom of the times was the indulgence in drugs or il
legal substances. In March 1966, the Student Personnel Office 
issued a warning on the use of drugs. In October 1967, Dean 
Wolff had to repeat himself and add that the use or possession of 
drugs could result in suspension for a minimum of one year. Al
most immediately came word that four UB students were arrested by 
the police at an off campus "pot" party.

Entertainment for the students saw the change to a different type 
of activity. Instead of the big bands of the previous years, the 
students desired comedy and modern concert music. Accordinglyr 
in the spring of 1965, and under the auspices of the Student Cen
ter Board and the Student Council, Woody Allen and the Rooftop 
Singers appeared at the University.87

* * *

i ,

~ *
Newman Marsilius raised a vital question with the Board. After 
noting that it was now time to consider the future direction of 
the University, there were several questions to be answered: 
Should we continue to be an Urban University? Or should we be
come part of the Public University Sector in Connecticut?

In the late 60s, the State of Connecticut was embarked upon an 
expansion program in the field of Higher Education, 
program, with its lower, subsidized tuition, 
the well being of all of the private sector in Connecticut, 
only had the University of Bridgeport grown tremendously after 
the war, but so had other new Universities, notably the Univer
sity of Hartford and the University of New Haven, to name only 
two. The situation lead the Chairman of the Board, Newman 
Marsilius, who had earlier been a state Senator, to realize the 
necessity of becoming involved in the state legislative process.

early in

Such a 
was threatening to

Not

Other Boards were feeling the same way. Accordingly, _____ -
1967, the Board approved the allocation of $5,000.00, assuming
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other Private schools would do the same, to support a lobbying 
effort. Dr. See was to coordinate the effort for UB.88 The 
University of Hartford was reported as willing to release one in
dividual on a temporary basis.89 The situation impressed enough 
leaders of the private sector that they agreed to explore a 
method of concerted action. Accordingly, on 3 May 1967, UB 
hosted the Presidents of the Independent Colleges to plan for an 
organization and a program of legislative lobbying.90 The Con
necticut Conference of Independent Colleges (CCIC) was formed 
shortly thereafter. Dr. Vincent Coffin was appointed to serve as 
the Executive Director.81 Potentially, this organization could 
carry a lot of weight with the legislators and thus counter
balance the influence of UConn.

The competition from the Public Sector led Dr. Littlefield to 
prepare a position paper in November 1967 in which he stated that 
UB was in the strongest position ever.

With the background of strengths, it does not seem to me 
that we should seriously consider abdicating our part in 
the broader obligation to perpetuate a viable dual system 
of Higher Education for Connecticut

Whereas we should strive to become excellent and an 
outstanding independent university, we might better face 
the facts that such a goal is improbable in the near 
future."92

Dr. Littlefield went on to argue that it was better to be what we 
were than to capitulate to the public sector. He then offered a 
program to insure the continued viability of the University of 
Bridgeport which was based upon an improved effectiveness and 
efficiency.
The improved effectiveness and efficiency would depend upon an 
increased faculty/student ratio; an academic reorganization along 
divisional rather than departmental lines; and an all out effort 
to improve the College of Engineering. If the University failed 
in the latter objective, they should try to accomplish the im
provement through a contracting arrangement with the state. If 
that did not work, then the College of Engineering faced possible 
elimination. "It may be that this college's expendability may 
insure the continuance of the entire institution as a private 
one."93
If, after all of this had been done,. Dr. Littlefield continued, 
competition resulted in a drop in the part time enrollment, per
haps the Evening Program should be eliminated, although that step 
was noted as being an unlikely event. Further, if the full time 
students from the region dropped below 4-4,500 and if private 
support were not forthcoming, "Then, and only then, would I 
recommend turning the institution over to the state, and become a

. •

• . .
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part of the state system."94

New programs should only be introduced if they were demonstrably 
viable from a fiscal point of*view. There should be an effort to 
develop a cooperative computer center. The CCIC efforts to ac
quire state subsidies, payments for services rendered, scholar
ships and new construction, should be supported by DB. Political 
efforts, through a meeting with the Governor, should be pursued 
to discuss the place of Higher Education in both Southwestern 
Connecticut and state wide.

Dr. Littlefield proposed that the capability of housing resident 
students be raised to the 4-5,000 level. "We would thus become a 
regional or national university with a strong undergraduate 
program." Income should be increased through a planned program 
of moderate raises in tuition and an expanded program of commer
cial and governmental research. Further, such income savings 
devices as part time faculty, modest summer salaries and a mini
mum allowance for non teaching responsibilities should be 
maintained. Fund raising efforts should be pursued 
aggressively.95

It was most unusual for Dr. Littlefield to prepare a position 
paper, the only previous one located was on the matter of becom
ing a four year institution. What had precipitated this? Dr. 
Littlefield had always been an advocate of private enterprise in 
higher education, but now he was facing a possible revolt on his 
Board of Trustees. Newman Marsilius was ever alert to the 
political situation, and he was augmented on the Board by another 
individual, Dr. Jeffries, who, as Chairman of the Planning 
Committee, was making waves.

Dr. Jeffries had been brought on the Board through the efforts of 
Dr. Halsey. Dr. Halsey and Dean Berggren had met Dr. Jeffries, 
the President of an Electronics company in Danbury, when the 
University was considering expanding graduate engineering educa
tion in the Danbury area. Dr. Jeffries wanted such an expansion, 
but when the expansion did not take place, he went to the Univer
sity to find out why. He eventually passed muster with the 
leadership of the Board and was elected to membership.96

Placed first on the Development Committee, Dr. Jeffries concluded 
that the fund raising effort was in a shambles, "they didn't know 
whether they were coming or going".97 shortly after that, Dr. 
Jeffries was placed on the Planning Committee and soon became its 
Chairman. The Committee became very active, meeting on a rotat
ing basis in the homes of the members. They became very close as 
a group and worked for about a year and a half together.

Henry attended those things, he kept quiet because I think he 
recognized that this was another power base on the Board that 
he didn't have control over. Well, we got to the point
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wheref and I guess it emerged out of the group, that what we 
needed was to take a dramatic leap into the future. Just 
what we were doing, you couldn't get to where we wanted to go 
from here, unless we did something dramatically different. 
And, oh, Jim Halsey saw this. I'll give him full credit for 
that, and somewhere about this time, John Cox came into the 
picture

Well, anyway, out of that came a plan which said we would try 
to get money from our own Board members. I got from [one 
Board member] a commitment for five million, [another] for 
five million, and
anticipated, although Henry didn't disagree, 
commit himself, for another five million from Dana, 
there was [another person] that we thought would give another 
five million.

With that in hand, we went to [a] Foundation, John Cox and I, 
and got them to agree. The pitch we made to them was, we 
will get twenty five million in hand, you give us a matching 
twenty five million and the University will commit itself to 
raising twenty five million over the next ten years

The Foundation bought the plan to the extent that they told Jef
fries to get the commitments formalized and to get the necessary 
Board action. The more the individual Trustees thought about it, 
they concluded that a name change was necessary.

We kicked around things like the University of Southwes
tern Connecticut, The University of Southern New England, 
things of this kind, and they all seemed to like the 

Somewhere within the next couple of weeks, Henry 
talked to what I called his "Algonquin Club Board", and 
they didn't like it at all. And Henry came back and said 
that he wouldn't ask Mr. Dana for his five million 
Well, the thing fell apart.99

•. •.

[another] for five million. We
but he didn't 

And

98• • • •
.* •

idea.

• • • •

The Planning Committee now determined that money had to be ac
quired in some manner from the State, in the meantime, Dr. Jef
fries had been put on the State Commission for Higher Education. 
In that role, he had drafted and supported a bill, which was 
adopted, which would allow the state to contract with private 
Universities in the state. it was funded for a million and a 
half dollars, but not one single proposal was forthcoming from 
any private university.

I can remember sitting in the Board room, and I had to 
struggle, like pulling teeth, to get Henry Littlefield to 
place [the matter] on the agenda, and then to recommend 
to the Board that the University of Bridgeport prepare a 
proposal. He didn't want to do it. 
state support.

He didn't want any 
He wanted to remain completely
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independent. But we finally got the action, but then we 
never got a proposal.... So at the end of the first year 
the Commission finally scrounged up a couple of little 
proposals [in the state]. So the Commission was there 
with its face hanging out, and the next year, the funding 
was cut to half a million 
think. Still nothing from Bridgeport.

I had drafted a concept, and got the Commission to recom
mend it, of what we called a Designated Agency, where an 
institution could be a Designated Agency of the state in 
its own geographical region for State purposes 
legislature approved it in principle, subject to the 
receiving of a specific proposal. We never got any 
specific proposal. I wanted Bridgeport, I pleaded with 
them to become the Designated Agency for Engineering in 
this area
program any longer. The law was never changed. That law 
was on the books, it is on the books today as far as I 
know.100

We got four proposals, I• •..

The•...

Eventually they just didn't fund that• • • •

Some people feel that to have missed the boat on a seventy five 
million fund raising effort and to have missed the chance for a 
State relationship when it would have been easy, were major 
shortcomings. But, Dr. Littlefield, as well as a significant 
portion of the Board, were totally committed to Private Higher 
Education. State aid, they held, should only come from the 
prevention of any legislation which would be deleterious to the 
Private Sector, or to provide scholarships for in-state students 
to the Private Universities, or for financial assistance in each 
private school's building program. The question of a State 
Relationship did not die and would resurrect itself several times 
in the future; only at that time a State Relationship would be 
viewed as a "bail out".

* * *

Dr. Littlefield wished to institute some way in which the faculty 
could receive some perquisite which would improve faculty morale. 
Having recently acquired the old Luscomb House near the Student 
Center and next door to Loyola Hall, he conceived of the idea 
that it would make a wonderful Faculty Club. In truth, it would 
have. He proposed to the Board that the University rehabilitate 
the building and prepare it for its possible use as a club if the 
faculty would maintain it by means of a dues structure. The 
Board approved the idea subject to approval by the faculty.101

A faculty committee was formedl02 to investigate the matter? most 
of the committee were proponents of the idea. Considerab.\e

other faculty clubs and it was determined that
it would be necessarysearch was done on 

in order to make it viable, financially,
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that all faculty be required to become members and pay a minimal 
annual dues. For the most part, other faculty clubs, with but a 
few exceptions, either had to have a mandatory dues structure or 
have the whole operation underwritten by the University.

Accordingly, a proposal was prepared whereby there would be a 
mandatory, but minimal, dues structure of $65.00 a year, subject 
to a 70% approval of the faculty. In the subsequent balloting, 
60% of the eligible faculty voted "Yes" with the final vote being 
142 for the proposal and 86 against. Among the no votes were 
several threats of law suits if the mandatory proposal went 
through. The committee had determined that more than a majority 
vote was necessary due to the nature of the endeavor? but failing 
to get the announced 70%, the committee had to admit failure and 
throw the problem back to the administration and the Board.103 
An alternate plan was soon developed whereby one floor of the ad
dition to the Student Center would be reserved for a Faculty 
dining and lounge area.

It mightMany felt this this was a good idea which had failed, 
have restored a sense of closeness to the faculty that was 
lacking. The old sense of family which had been a hallmark of 
The Junior College and of the early days of the University, had 
been destroyed by the very rapid enlargement of the faculty and 
their subsequent organization into colleges. Many faculty did 
not know other faculty members in other departments or other 
colleges. Instead faculty were increasingly parochial, being set 
off from others by these artificial restraints. Attempts had 
been made to overcome this by providing a reserved area in the 
Student Center Cafeteria for the faculty, but students soon 
usurped those spots, and most faculty were not enthralled by the

mostidea of eating in the noisy cafeteria, as a consequence, 
"brown bagged it", eating in their offices.104

• i * * *

On 29 September 1967, the University took title to the Seeley 
Mansion, a large brick building facing Seaside Park, and adjacent 
property. It would soon become the chief administrative office 
building of the University, known as Waldemere Hall. Also in 
that fall, Dr. Littlefield was elected first Vice President of 
the New England Association of Colleges, a signal honor for the 
man and the University. Earlier, in March, the top 
administration, all the deans and Dr. Jeffries of the planning 
Committee of the Board had held a three day "Blue Sky 
Conference", a planning conference at Atlantic City. The study 
of and preparation of long range plans was the occasion, and the 
administrative and academic leadership returned with a new vision 
of what the University could be.
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Chapter 13

The Gathering Storm

1968-1970

The closing years of the administration of Dr. Littlefield were 
marked by serious discussions of a State Relationship, disagree
ments over the continuing building program, student rebellion and 
threats of faculty unionism. It seemed that no one was willing 
to let the closing years of Dr. Littlefield's tenure be quiet 
years; instead disagreements based upon student and faculty ac
tivism came close to destroying the university.

These problems, however, were not wholly unique to UB: rather, DB 
was typical of the national crisis in higher education. The post 
war explosion in higher education had produced major problems for 
private higher education which was dependent upon tuition income, 
endowment income and private philanthropy to expaand their 
facilities and to serve their clientele, 
higher education was in direct competition with the state sup
ported institutions who could charge a subsidized tuition rate 
and whose buildings were finacnced by public taxation, 
private institutions failed; others just barely survived. At UB, 
the manifestations of these problems were often not as severe as 
on other campuses, but they were, in their particular 
conformation, severe enough to raise serious questions about the 
survivability of the university.

The steady expansion of the State of Connecticut in the field of 
Higher Education in Fairfield County was of continuing concern to 
the Board. The expansion of the Community College concept in 
Bridgeport and New Haven, along with the existing one in Norwalk, 
while they were reputed to serve a different clientele and pur
ported to have programs which were technical and terminal in 
nature, were already draining away students who found that they 
could get their first two years of college at a much cheaper 
rate. Additionally, the University of Connecticut was expanding 
its Graduate Center in Stamford, which was a serious competitor 
for the University of Bridgeport. Dr. Jeffries called this to 
the attention of the Board and said that it was imperative that 
consideration be given to this problem.1
The Board discussed the matter and was told that, while the State 
was actively developing plans for Southern & n d Western 
Connecticut, the University should explore all possibilities and 
should develop a proposal whereby the University could become the 
Designated Agency in Engineering particularly, and possibly as a

Privately supported

Some
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Further, the University should support the ef-Graduate Center,
forts of the CCIC in getting scholarship support from the State.2 
At succeeding meetings of the Executive Committee, Dr. Harold See 
kept the Board apprised of his efforts at the State level and 
with the CCIC lobbying effort.

By the end of May, 1968, it was evident that the State was going 
ahead with its efforts to establish a fifth State College in the 
area. This prompted a letter to the Commissioner of Higher 
Education, Warren Hill. The Board wished to state that "It was 
the consensus of the Board that the University should continue as 
a separate private institution serving the needs of the students 
of the area and State, but that we should do whatever we can to 
cooperate with the State".3 Dr. Littlefield also told the Board 
that McGeorge Bundy and President Kingman Brewster of Yale were 
"doing a tremendous disservice to higher education by over em
phasizing the financial plight of private colleges", because this 
would influence those who gave to the private colleges to cease 
their giving.

Actually, a series of letters had been exchanged during the 
spring. On 2 April 1968, Dr. Littlefield wrote to Commissioner 
Hill stating that the University of Bridgeport was willing to al
locate some of its existing facilities to accommodate 1,000 addi
tional full time Connecticut students. He added that the Univer
sity was anxious to avoid program duplication, and was therefore 
anxious to explore a contract relationship with the State for 
such expensive programs as Nursing, Dental Hygiene and 
Engineering. Additionally, the University was willing to care 
for 1,000 more part time students.

Commissioner Hill wrote to Dr. Littlefield asking for his con
fidential reaction to the recurring proposal for a fifth state 
college in the southwestern part of the state, and specifically 
what would be the effect of such an institution on UB.4

On the same date, Dr. Homer Babbidge, the President of UConn, 
wrote to Dr. Littlefield indicating that he was willing to meet 
with Dr. Littlefield in an effort to coordinate educational ef
forts in the Fairfield County area. He wished, also, to include 
Commissioner Hill in the meeting.5 it is not known whether the 
meeting actually took place, but it was obviously a reaction to a 
letter sent to Dr. Babbidge on 25 April 1968. In that letter, it 
was indicated that UB, Fairfield University and Sacred Heart 
University had coordinated their efforts in the area. They indi
cated that they felt that the development of a consortium would 
be the best way to coordinate all of these efforts. As a first 
step, they believed that the development of a consortium on 
graduate studies in cooperation with the University of 
Connecticut, would be desirable.
Fr. William Mclnnes,

The letter was also signed by 
President of Fairfield, and Dr. William 

Conley, President of Sacred Heart University.
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A series of specific proposals to the State followed in Nursing, 
Dental Hygiene, Education and graduate programs. There was also 
a promise that out-of-state students would be replaced by in
state students. To accomplish this, scholarships for up to 
$1,650.00 were needed, with the students receiving the difference 
between the fees at the State University and the tuition and fees 
of the school which he attended. Dr. Littlefield also asked for 
fellowships for graduate students and capital assistance for 
upgrading and expanding the facilities in Engineering, Science, 
Education and the Library. It was suggested that this would 
amount to $8,000,000.00, but would be on a matching basis.6

In the meantime, Dr. See was active on the State level. He 
reported to the Board of Trustees on the financial problems of 
the State in financing higher education through the community 
colleges and a possible fifth college in the area. He then 
"Outlined how the state could capitalize on the use of Private 
Institutions where the facilities were already available for im
mediate use."7 He further reported on his hopes that the State 
would allocate scholarship monies for in-state students at 
private institutions, an aim of the CCIC. The minutes recorded 
that a discussion followed on whether the University should main
tain its identity as a private institution.

A full blown discussion of the matter occurred at the August 
meeting of the Executive and Planning Committees. The Committees 
were told that with the expansionist ideas of the State, it was 
necessary for the university to plan for its future and would do 
so with the institution of a Self Study in September. "The 
University of Bridgeport's position is that the interests of all 
higher education are best served by support and assistance in the 
development of s strong, stable, high quality independent higher 
education component". To assure this, state support was needed, 
yet "it is the stated policy of the University of Bridgeport to 
remain private, but to seek state assistance for its on going 
program"8 At the same time, the Commission of Higher Education 
had philosophically committed itself to limit the expansion of 
state institutions while asking the independents to assist them.

The Board was then informed of the proposed program of 
assistance, which, at that time, was to be kept very 
confidential. The program had been under discussion with the 
CCIC and the Commission on Higher Education staff. It was a plan 
whereby the independents in the state would seek to enroll an ad
ditional 2,000 students from the state in the fall of 1969 and 
4,000 in the fall of 1970. The whole basis of the plan was based 
upon growth and presumably was aimed at the independent sector 
enrolling additional state students. Connecticut was still an 
exporter of students. If the goals were met by the institution, 
that institution would receive for each additional state resident 
enrolled, a sum equal to the cost at a state institution with the
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institution having flexibility in awarding the scholarships. If 
this were to work, UB would get about 17% of the funds available.

The position of the CCIC was that it was willing to support this 
program at the next session of the legislature, but that it fell 
far short of the actual needs. Additionally, they argued that 
the program should be based upon factors other than growth; 
rather it should emphasize the principle of freedom of choice 
without any financial barriers. Consequently, the CCIC presented 
a counter proposal whereby the state would provide institutions 
with 50% of the average cost of educating full time students in 
the state institutions for each student from the state enrolled 
in a private institution. The CCIC was also concerned with 
graduate and part time students. The Executive Committee was 
skeptical about the level of political influence which CCIC was 
able to muster, but felt that the only hope was to go along with 
these proposals.9

Many in the CCIC felt that, faced with the need for heavy budget 
reductions, the legislature would be in opposition to aiding the 
privates. Additionally, they were told that the Commission for 
Higher Education would not go beyond the program for assistance 
for fear of a direct confrontation with the State Colleges in a 
test of political strength. Therefore, to achieve their goals, 
the University had to work with the CCIC, and to expect 
"contracting" or other support would be wishful thinking. The 
fact that Dr. See was also president of the CCIC was a factor in 
their thinking.

The 1969 Session of the General Assembly directed UConn to expand 
its Stamford branch into a four year, full curriculum college, 
starting in the fall of 1971. No funds, however, were allocated 
to accomplish this development even though a study committee had 
found that such a facility was needed.
Education maintained that the Stamford Branch had not been nor 
was a part of the higher education plan for the state and was 
working at the same time to maintain a proper balance between the 
public and the privates. The expansion of the Stamford Branch 
was opposed by Dr. Littlefield on the grounds that there was al
ready too much duplication and undue competition. Dr. See tes
tified as President of the CCIC in support of An Act Concerning 
Promotion of Additional Student Spaces in Independent Coll£9es 
(Bill number 6198) as being an effective use of the private 
sector.

• i HigherThe Board of

The battle lines were being drawn which would be operative for 
some time to come. The University of Connecticut was determined 
to assert its preeminence in public higher education in the 
State, and any attempt to divert any money to help the private 
sector would be bitterly fought. Additionally, a large percent
age of the legislators were UConn graduates with an affinity for 
their Alma Mater, and were thus easily convinced that any giving
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in to the privates would cut into the monies available to UConn. 
The Southwestern portion of the state, the most populous area, 
and the wealthiest area, was a fertile field for expansion and 
represented opportunities that were not available in the rural 
area of Storrs. While the time had not yet come when UConn would 
look upon the people from the University of Bridgeport as swash
buckling pirates, the battle lines were being drawn.

The Board was kept informed of the details of the progress of the 
program in the state legislature. The CCIC was now working on 
the scholarship idea in lieu of new facilities. Eventually the 
legislature did pass a program of scholarships based upon growth 
- the enrolling of additional state students in the private 
sector. The effect upon UB would have been that the University 
would get $2,047.00 per student if the University increased its 
enrollment from Connecticut by seventy two students.10

The Self study of 1970, prepared under the direction of Dr. 
Harold See, but largely rewritten by Dr. See, strongly recom
mended a state relationship, an idea that was anathema to many. 
Dr. See reported that while he was working on the Self Study 
project that Commissioner Warren Hill met with Dr. See and indi
cated that while the Commission could not go to the University 
and ask them to become a state university, but that they did want 
a state university in the area of Southwestern Connecticut. Hill 
reportedly asked Dr. See if there were any way that he could get 
the University to request that it be a state university. Dr. See 
felt that that was the beginning of his end with some of the 
Board members who were devotees of the private enterprise in 
higher education school.H

Mr. Marsilius wrote to Dr. See, then in Thailand, in June 1970, 
about the Self Study and the matter of state relations. In a 
post script he said:

After twenty years of activity in state politics as well 
as the University, I find this a most undesirable and 
even impossible alternative. I am convinced for many 
reasons - only one state school in Connecticut will at
tain top stature - this of course is the University of 

The neglect of the state colleges because
And if the University of 

I am sure that it
Connecticut.
of this pressure is tragic.
Bridgeport joined the State System,
will always be a "poor cousin". Over the years we have 
had several chances and very wisely turned them down.

which had a branch of theThe experience of Hartford,
University of Connecticut, proves this quite clearly. 
After a number of years trying to get money, facilities 
and programs, the community decided to do what we have 
done, and created the University of Hartford. 
Connecticut's traditions of private education are too
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We should follow the New York pattern ofstrong
private schools with a strong program of state 
assistance.12

.. •.

Dr. See responded in part by promising a paper for the CCIC on a 
new approach to the Independent College/State Relations. He 
expressed concern with what he called the defective recent state 
program which would reimburse the Independent colleges based upon 
growth in the number of new Connecticut students enrolled. The 
emphasis should have been upon quality and not upon numbers. 
Furthermore, the state action was based upon highly inflated 
demographic projections since the Ivies were going Co-Ed and 
state schools outside of the state were growing. He urged care 
in any contractual relationship because the university could be 
in the position of picking up programs which the state schools 
found undesirable or that the university would have to accept 
those students rejected by the state university. He concluded 
that to hold the position that the independents were altruistic 
and only interested in helping the state and unwilling to face 
the facts of life, was begging the issue.13

Since Dr. See had been given a two year leave of absence to take 
a Ford Foundation position in Thailand, and because of the death 
of Vice President Christie (see below), The Academy for Educa
tional Development (AED) was placed under contract to continue 
the planning effort and to advise on the next steps.14 
ford G. Moon, for the AED, reported to the Executive Committee 
in October of 1970 on the question of state relationships and 
specifically the contracting for state services. They recom
mended that the University propose the development of a College 
of Urban Planning; that there be state assistance in Engineering 
and Science Technology; that proposals be developed in Health 
services. Community College Services, Continuing Education and 
Institutional Research opportunities. The Academy also felt 
that the University should give serious thought to a total com
mitment to the public sector. To assuage those who felt strongly 
about remaining a private institution, they noted that there had 
been instances where universities had gone public and remained 
independent, such as Temple University.

Dr. Rex-

, n

The discussion brought out the ideas that the University had 
several alternatives: 1/ an approach could be made to the state 
to be named the Higher Education Center for Southwestern 
Connecticut; 2/ continue to be almost private and ask for state 
*ld £or. sP®cific programs; 3/ establish a program such as an in- 
depth institute for urban planning; or 4/ develop an institu
tional relationship to the state as opposed to a contractual 
relationship. The AED maintained that there was every reason to 
chose the option of going public.

The time to go public, Dr. Moon maintained, was when the Univer
sity had strength and a long record of balanced budgets.
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believed that the University could survive quite well for the 
next three to five years as a private institution, but when the 
public institutions in Southwestern Connecticut were operating at 
full strength, there would be increased difficulties. Therefore, 
Dr. Moon recommended that the University approach Hartford with 
an offer that the University act as a pioneering instrument of 
the Center for Higher Education.

Opponents to the idea of a state relationship argued that there 
was strength in diversity. Neither the publics nor the privates 
could do the job alone. "It was pointed out that a public in
stitution in Stamford may not adversely affect the University of 
Bridgeport", and that "The University of Bridgeport should not be 
afraid of competition".15

The discussion carried over to another meeting the following 
week. some pointed out that the Stamford Branch would have 
little autonomy, but would be subservient to the University in 
Storrs. There was a report on what other states had done, espe
cially in Pennsylvania and New York. Here the Temple University 
case and the New York State contracting college examples were 
discussed. It was finally determined that the University would 
seek, possibly by contract, public funds, but would maintain it
self as an independent institution. Mr. Marsilius and Vice 
President Bigsbee were authorized to meet with Chancellor Hill to 
express the willingness of UB to expand its services to the 
State. At this meeting, Mr. Marsilius reported, Chancellor Hill 
had stated that UB would be one of the designated agencies and 
that a contractual arrangement was possible while maintaining its 
independent status.16 Yet Vice President Bigsbee was quoted in 
The Scribe as saying that there were no plans for a state 
affiliation. UB had neither asked nor been asked for such an 
affiliation, although in the future such a relationship might 
have to be sought due to rising costs.17

Nothing, however, came from these overtures. There would be fol
low up on the implementation of the various AED recommendations 
in the next and succeeding administrations. The issue would be 
raised again, but at that time the situation was different; UB 
was not in a good financial position and any state relationship 
proposal was immediately labeled a "bail out". There were 
distractions; the University was searching for a new president; 
and there would later be a change in the leadership on the Com
mission for Higher Education. This issue did not remain dead, 
however; Dr. Jeffries would pursue the idea in the succeeding two 
administrations.18

* * *

on a seesaw. InThe athletic fortunes of the University were 
1968 and 1969 the football team under Coach Nick Nicolau went 12- 

However, the 1969 team took part in the first Knute Rockne
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Bowl played at JFK Stadium in Bridgeport and played for the NCAA 
Eastern College Division Championship. Derrick Warner continued 
his assault on the UB scoring records. In 1970 under a new 
coach, Ed Farrell, it had a 4-6-0 Record. In soccer, Coach Fran 
Bacon began his eighteen year tenure by compiling a 22-12-5 
record in these three years. Basketball, under Coach Bruce 
Webster earned a 35-38 record. Gary Baum, Bill Callan and Alan 
Fischer were the leading scorers.

Halsey Symposium speakers were Arthur M. Schlesinger, Jr 
Evers and William F. Buckley and Dick Gregory, 
did not provide the "fireworks" which had been anticipated due to 
the late arrival of Mr. Gregory.
Jacoby Lecturer in 1970 and Coretta Scott King spoke at the 
January 1970 Commencement exercises. The University was able to 
attract outstanding public figures, and their messages to the 
students were generally enlightening.

In contrast to these positive developments, The Ethics and Dis
cipline Council was hearing more and more cases of students using 
drugs. Student experimentation with drugs ranging from Marijuana 
to the newer hallucinogens, such as LSD, was growing at an 
alarming rate. Even one faculty member, a teacher in the Sociol
ogy Department, was arrested on 9 January 1969 for possession of 
drugs (he had a large supply in his office as well.) 
suspended from teaching pending the outcome of his case.

Inter-University cooperation in the Greater Bridgeport University 
was a dream of Dr. Littlefield's. Beginning with the Tri Univer
sity concept it grew into the Higher Education Consortium for Ur
ban Studies (HECUS) which was to have been the vehicle for the 
cooperation.
HECUS was to have brought the interrelationships of all 
institutions, public and private, into a closer relationship. 
Dr. Littlefield hoped that through the efforts of HECUS, joint 
appointments to all institutions could be made which would allow 
each University to build up a first rate department in a par
ticular specialty and allow the students of all Universities to 
receive benefit.

Medgar 
The latter team

• r

Arthur J. Goldberg was the

He was

: Under the Directorship of Dr. Parker Lansdale,
areaj

HECUS not reach Dr. Littlefield's expectations because of the 
lack of money, the departure of Father William McGinnis of Fair- 
field University, a strong supporter of the concept, and the 
refusal of the State of Connecticut to allow the state institu
tions to pay dues to HECUS. Instead, head to head competition 
for students in critical areas resulted: i. e., Fairfield Univer
sity moved ahead, without any warning, to develop its own School 
of Nursing. In later years Sacred Heart University would enter 
into direct competition with programs already offered by 
Bridgeport. Therefore the organization which was designed to 
remove competition in student-scarce areas, foundered upon the 
parochial and competitive desires of each institution, and Inter-
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University cooperation went out the window.19
* * ★

Dr. Littlefield was scheduled to retire in the near future when 
he reached the mandated administrative retirement age of sixty 
five (October 1970). No formal announcement of his impending 
retirement was recorded in Board Minutes. The first indication 
in that source was the report of the Presidential Search Com
mittee to the Executive Committee on 23 June 1969. 
pus knew all about it.20

But the cam-

It was axiomatic that one of the primary responsibilities of the 
Board of Trustees was to hire and fire a president. The Board 
had done this with the last two presidents, but the times had 
changed considerably, student and Faculty activism had reached a 
peak at about the time that President Littlefield announced his 
retirement plans. With the impending retirement of the "old 
guard" (it was known that Vice Presidents Bigsbee21 and Diem 
would also be retiring), there was bound to be a major change in 
the administrative leadership of the University. Motivated by 
the opportunity, the activism of the times, and the growing 
militancy (and impending unionism) of the faculty, the local 
AAUP Chapter moved to carve out a role for the faculty.

On 22 November 1968, the AAUP Chapter, through its representative 
Dr. Stuart Mayper, introduced a Senate Proposal, #6811, which 
would provide faculty participation in the Selection of All 
University Executives.
" a mechanism must be established by which the faculty can ex
ercise its legitimate interest and concern in the choices of 
their [the retiring executives] and the inevitable effect these 
choices will have on the future direction of the University". 
The proposal quoted from the Joint Statement on Government of 
Colleges and Universities as approved by the AAUP, the American 
Council on Education and the Association of Governing Boards of 
Universities and Colleges to the effect that a "Joint effort of a 
most critical kind must be taken" in a presidential search.

The Preamble of the proposal stated that
• •.

The proposal recommended that a committee be established to as
sist the Trustees in their search. The committee, as suggested, 
would have had a faculty representative from each college and two 

This would have resulted in a committee composed of 5students, 
faculty and two students.
The proposal did not get debated until the Senate meeting of 23 
April 1969, when two substitute proposals were presented. One 
suggested a search committee composed of one third faculty, one 
third students and one third Trustees and administrators, who 
would recommend a slate to the Trustees. The other suggested a 
committee composed of eight faculty, three students and three 
nominees from the Board.
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In his comments upon the original proposal, Dr. Littlefield 
stated that two different kinds of activities were suggested: the 
selection of a President, which was the primary responsibility of 
the Board; and the selection of officers below that of the 
President, which was the primary responsibility of the President. 
He also pointed out that the Chairman would not think of having a 
search committee without having faculty and student involved, but 
he felt it was a little presumptuous to tell the Trustees what 
the composition of the Committee should be.22

Senate debate on the matter indicated, as expressed by Prof. 
Richard Ehmer, that not only did many feel that it was time to 
tell the Board about their thinking on this matter, but also on 
the selection of other officers, and did not think that the Board 
would be affronted because specific ways were suggested to carry 
out the process. The lack of any representative from the General 
Services area caused the amended proposal to be tabled.

One intervening session of the Senate dealt with proposals on a 
Pass/Fail Grading System, before they turned again to the ques
tion of the Search Committee on 14 May 1969 as represented by a 
revised proposal. Dr. Halsey submitted several amendments which 
would have made the proposal more general in nature, but they 
were defeated. The revised and amended proposal that was finally 
adopted recommended to the Board of Trustees a selection com
mittee consisting of one third faculty, one third students, and 
one third trustees, administrators and others concerned with the 
selection, 
votes, 
year.23

- i

The proposal was adopted with but two dissenting 
This was the last meeting of the Senate for the academic

It took all summer and fall of 1969 for the Search Committee to 
be set up. The Board was informed that both the faculty and 
alumni had expressed a desire to participate and that all seg
ments of the university would participate in the Search.24 prof. 
Robert Redmann submitted a proposal to the Trustees on the com
position of the Search Committee which, it was noted, was at 
variance with the Senate Proposal. He wanted a larger proportion 
of faculty on the committee because he felt that they were better 
qualified to review credentials of the applicants and would be 
more affected by the subsequent decision. He felt there was 
safety in faculty numbers. The Board felt that this would make a 
committee which was too large. None the less the Board estab
lished a Committee composed of nine faculty, seven Trustees, two 
students, three alumni, one from the Board of Associates, 
from the non—academic staff and two from the administration,

The Committee was charged with 
recommending to the Trustees a panel of at least three and no 
more than five candidates.25

•i •

one
for

a committee of twenty five.

As would be proven in the deliberations, a Committee of twenty
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five was time consuming and unwieldy. While it was believed by 
many that there was "safety in numbers", it took far too much 
time (over a year) in its deliberations to reach a timely 
decision. Further, there were, as would be seen, inevitable 
splits of opinion which would mar the deliberations.26

The Search Committee was finally established under the Chairman
ship of Trustee John Field and the Vice Chairmanship of Faculty 
member Dr. Lorin MacMakin, who also asked for a release from nine 
hours of teaching. He also asked that each faculty member on the 
committee be given three hours of released time. The released 
time was denied because "it was pointed out that it was not 
necessary to travel around the country doing interviews"27 vp 
Bigsbee was appointed Executive Secretary to the Committee. By 
March, fifty nominations had been submitted.

The Search Committee proceeded according to plan through the 
remainder of the Spring and Summer. But a sense of urgency began 
to pervade the work of the Committee. While it was planned to 
have the new President on Board by 1 July 1971, some Trustees 
began to wonder if it might be possible to have a new president 
by the fall of 1970. Mr. Cohen felt that a real emergency had 
arisen and that it was necessary to make all possible speed. 
Others on the Board felt that Dr. Littlefield, as a result of 
campus disturbances and his "lame duck" status, would not be able 
to carry the university forward. Others felt that a delay of 
several months would be preferable to taking a chance in recruit
ing the wrong man. None the less, Dr. Littlefield was given a 
Sabbatical from 1 January 1971 to 30 June 1971, the date of his 
retirement.28

By mid October 1971, Mr. Marsilius had received a panel of three 
recommendations, in rank order, from the Search Committee and was 
authorized to offer the presidency to the top ranked person.29 
That person was contacted immediately and Mr. Marsilius was told 
that that candidate had withdrawn since it had been two months 
since he had visited the campus and he had assumed that UB was no 
longer interested. Furthermore, there had been some changes at 
his current school and he had accepted a a foreign assignment 
with the Department of State.30 
was called for 6 November 1970, 
presidency to Dr. Thurston E. Manning, who accepted and agreed to 
assume the Presidency. He attended the Annual Meeting of the 
Board on 11 December where he made some remarks.31 The Board 
then voted to accord the rank of President Emeritus upon Dr. Lit
tlefield along with fitting tributes to both Dr. Littlefield and 
Dr. Halsey, who would soon retire.
The other person on the recommended panel was Dr. 
former Dean of the College of Arts and Science and the then cur
rent president of Alfred University. Dr. 
strong support on the committee because people had remembered

A special meeting of the Board 
to consider offering the

Leland Miles,
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what he had done as dean and he now had experience as a 
president. He had, however, developed some strong detractors on 
campus especially in the Colleges of Education and Engineering. 
This had been the determining factor in the selection process and 
led the Board to go to an outsider, who also happened to be a 
physicist and not a "poet". It was believed that the physicist 
could relate better to the conservative and industrial community 
of Bridgeport.32

John Field, who chaired the Selection Committee, commented upon 
the work of the Committee:

Well, we’ve got to pick a president, somebody’s got to 
come in and run this institution, and we said, let’s be 
all things to all people. Let’s put a committee together 
in which we have faculty representatives, student 
representatives, trustee representatives, administration 
representatives. We put it all together, and my job in 
running the committee was to try to get a consensus. In 
retrospect it was a great mistake 
about trying to do something by committee 
to get somebody that nobody had strong objections to, but 
all the strong people, including Lee [Miles], were 
rejected by that committee.

It’s the old story 
We managed

....
. • •.

I can remember in that committee, Lee's name kept 
repeatedly coming up as a suggestion and the faculty 
representatives, particularly, screamed bloody murder 
whenever Lee's name came up, and they told horror stories 
about when Lee was there before

. •.

33• •..

* * *

Faculty and student representation on the Board of Trustees was 
requested in a Senate Proposal (Number 7008, 4 March 1970). The 
gist of the proposal was to request that six faculty and six full 
time students be added to the Board of Trustees in order to 
express the concerns of the faculty and students and to improve 
communication as recommended by the T.U.C (Temporary University 
Committee). They argued that the students and the faculty should 
have a voice in determining the quality and direction of 
education.34

At the March 1978 meeting of the Executive Committee, this 
proposal was called to the attention of the Trustees and Dr. Lit— 
tlefield noted that a part of the Self Study, although not fully 
completed, recommended that Faculty and graduating Seniors be in
vited to be members of the Board.35 The meeting of 26 March con
sidered the request of the faculty, although it had not yet been 
debated in the Senate, and of the T.U.C. There was unanimous 
agreement that channels of communication must be opened, but that
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that did not necessarily mean that the faculty and students had 
to be on the Board,
power over any action of the Senate, 
would come to the Board.

For example, the President did have veto
at which time the issue

It was noted that the University of Bridgeport is an 
eleemosynary institution and like other institutions in 
this category the Board of Trustees does not represent 
any particular group. They represent everyone within the 
institution (administrators, faculty, students and staff) 
as well as the public and community that support it.36

There was agreement that faculty would bring their problems to 
the Board in one way or another, but careful consideration should 
be given in putting graduating seniors or young alumni on the 
Board. A consensus developed whereby there could be faculty and 
student representatives on certain standing committee (Student 
Affairs, Planning, Educational Policies and Buildings and 
Grounds) with a voice and a vote; that there be meetings of in
dividual trustees with faculty representatives but not with the 
full Board; and that the Alumni Council be asked to recommend one 
or two younger alumni.37

The issue was the main topic of discussion at the Spring meeting 
of the Board. in commenting upon the composition of the Board, 
Dr. Jeffries noted that it must be free from any conflict of 
interest.
flict of interest.
faculty and students were on certain committees, 
noted the need to improve communications with the Senate and the 
T.U.C. So the Board passed the following resolutions

Resolveds The Board of Trustees reaffirms its fundamental 
belief that the essence of trusteeship requires that 
Trustees must be selected from among those individuals 
who are free of any direct conflicts of interest. It 
also affirms its belief that the election of repre
sentatives of the faculty and students to the Board would 
tend to make it into a partisan type legislative body 
thereby forcing it inevitably to deal in terms of blocs 
and matters of special interest. For similar reasons it 
is believed inappropriate that the President or other 
members of the Administration should hold membership on 
the Board.

By nature,, the faculty and students would have a con- 
There would be no such conflict if the

He further

The Board of Trustees recognizes that the governance of 
universities today is undergoing searching scrutiny. 
This is regarded as healthy. The Board remains open to 
new approaches which do not do violence to those basic 
principles it believes essential to the proper and effec- 
tive management of any institution of higher education. 
It has requested, therefore, that its Standing Committee
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on Long Range Planning continue to seek additional ways 
and means to improve communication and broaden under
standing within the University Community in addition to 
the specific recommendations in the following sections.38

The following sections set forth a plan whereby two faculty and 
two students would be chosen to sit on the Educational Policies, 
Student Life and Long Range Planning Committees with a voice and 
the right to vote. This did not extend to the Board as a whole. 
In addition, two faculty and two students were to be chosen to 
sit, when appropriate, on the Finance, Buildings and Grounds and 
Development and Public Relations Committee, on the invitation of 
the Chairmen of those Committees, and without a vote.

This information was given to the whole faculty and the Senate by 
Dr. Littlefield,39 and was the subject of debate at the Senate 
meeting of 22 April. Several commented that they thought the 
conflict of interest argument was irrelevant. Others argued that 
excluding faculty and students, except by invitation, from some 
committees was a grievous error. One faculty member asked "Is 
the University of Bridgeport a proprietary institution or is it a 
community of scholars? Are we, in fact, a University, or are we 
something else entirely?"40 Much inconclusive discussion fol
lowed with the Senate being unable to decide whether to force the 
issue of voting rights on the Board or whether to accept the 
proposal of the Board. Eventually the proposal was tabled.41 
The whole subject of the governance of the university was being 
raised and there was no unanimity on the part of the faculty. 
Some confused it with the concept of collegiality, some with 
accountability. Indeed, Dr. Alfred Gerteiny introduced a 
proposal (#7013, 5 April 1970) to study the possibility and means 
of devising a system whereby The President would be accountable 
for his actions and that the tenure of his office be conditioned 
by his relevance and responsiveness to existing conditions.42
Clearly, the faculty were positioning themselves to move into 
what they saw as a vacuum, the impending retirement of Dr.

Gerteiny would call Dr. Littlefield a "dead 
instead of a "Lame Duck" in a General Faculty Meeting) and 

the installation of a new president. They were also obviously 
motivated by the times of disruption and the concept of 
"revolution", which sometimes meant revolution for the sake of 
revolution. Indeed, within a month, the University would bo 
closed for the remainder of the semester.

- i

Littlefield, (Dr. 
duck"

As a matter of fact, the actions of the "strike" (see below) took 
up the time of the Senate in the following month while the issue 
of committee voting remained on the agenda. Mr. Marsilius had 
agreed to attend the Senate Meeting of 13 May, but had to be out 
of town. Another date, hopefully, could be arranged.

Steps were taken by the Board and by the Administration to elect 
members to the Board Committees as designated by the Board
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Resolution of 10 April.43 
William F. Allen,
Charles Stokes, and Justus van der Kroef.

Elected with votes weres Professors 
James Fenner, Francis Dolan, Richard Ehmer,

Elected to committees 
without votes weres Professors Louise Turner, William Walker, 
Helen Spencer, Richard Strand, Austin Chapman and Sidney Clark.

The Senate finally got around to discussing the matter again at 
its meeting of 6 January 1971 (Note that this discussion carried 
over into the administration of the new President, Dr. Manning.). 
Since the authors of the proposal were not present, Dr. Ehmer was 
asked to address the subject. He noted that he was one who had 
been elected in September but that as of this date he had yet to 
attend a meeting of the Planning Committee to which he had been 
assigned or even to have any conversation with the Chairman. 
Therefore, he felt the present arrangement was not working well 
and it was no substitute for full membership on the Board.44 Dr. 
Wolff reported that he had been in touch with Alumni Trustee 
Daniel Greaney, Chairman of the Student Life Committee, who 
reported that he was anxious to get under way, but the Student 
members of the Committee had not yet been appointed. Some were 
dismayed to learn that the Board Committees met only two or three 
times a year, except for the Student Life Committee. 
Proposal was tabled until a member of the Board and the President 
of the University could be present to present their opinions.45

Dr. Manning raised the issue at the Senate meeting of 17 February 
meeting and the Senate was adamant that it would wait until Mr. 
Marsilius was present. Dr. Manning did state that from reading 
the previous discussion in the Minutes, there had been no con
sideration of the fundamental question of the purpose of the 
Board. Before one can say who should be on the Board, one had to 
determine what its functions were and the qualifications needed 
to carry out those functions.46

The

Manning and Mr. Marsilius were present at the Senate 
Mr. Marsilius presented thinking, which, he

The
Both Dr.
meeting of 17 March.
said, corresponded to that of most Boards in the country. 
Trustees regarded themselves as a Board of Governors rather than 
legislators or a Board of Directors. A Trustee was one who held 
in trust certain things, especially the responsibility for build-

It was their duty to seeing and maintaining the university.
that the University was well managed, but not to manage it. 
found the essence of trusteeship to be the remark of one Board 
Chairman, "The only item of business on the agenda of a board of 
trustees meeting should be whether or not to fire the president • 
After citing reactions, or lack of response to the contrary, Mr. 
Marsilius quoted the words of President Kingman Brewster of Yale 
that "trusteeship embodied in a lay board is the academic 
community's chief protection against the abuse of academic 
freedom for non-academic ends by students or faculty •

He

better methods of providing in-Dr. Manning added that there were
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formation to the Board than one who represented a particular 
constituency; the adding of faculty and students was a step in 
developing further communications, 
of a constituency would have great difficulty in making decisions 
which bore upon the public trust concept, which was one reason 
that the President of the University was not a member of the 
Board itself, 
taken.47

At the meeting of 31 March, there was continued discussion of an 
amendment which had been offered to the effect that the Trustees 
expand the Board to include the President of the University, the 
President of the Faculty Council and the President of the Student 
Council. (An attempt to add these to the Executive Committee was 
ruled out of order.)
Proposal #7008 was defeated with a vote of four for, twenty four 
against and five abstentions.48

Perhaps influenced by the times, and perhaps influenced by con
versations with individual faculty, the Accrediting team from the 
New England Association recommended that there be increased par" 
ticipation by the faculty in the governance of the institution.49

* * *

Individuals who are members

The Senate adjourned before any action was

After more discussion the motion on

The process of selecting a Vice president for Academic Affairs, 
begun in 1965, continued. By February 1968 three candidates had 
been on campus for interviews. The first choice of the committee 
rejected the offer which was made to him.50 But Dr. Robert A. 
Christie accepted the offer and would be on board effective the 
first of July 1968.51

Dr. Christie, in his short tenure, made a considerable impact 
upon the University. While there had been a question of how such 
an officer would share power with Dr. Littlefield, Dr. Christie 
fit into the situation in a very smooth manner. At the very 
first he gathered around him three professors, Dr. Gerhardt Rast, 
Prof. Robert Redmann and Dr. Albert J. Schmidt, whom he used to 
provide opinion and insights.52

Dr. Littlefield asked Dr. Christie to perform functions and carry 
on with projects which cut across one or more colleges and which 
involved coordinating the efforts of many people and offices. 
Included in these project were: the search for a new Dean of Arts 
and Science; developing and programing the new Learning Resources 
Center; directing the academic phase of the Self Study; coor
dinating and directing the activities leading to reaccreditation; 
and to work with the History Department and the Librarian leading 
to the acquisition of the papers and volumes of Ambassador Edwin 
F. Stanton dealing with Thailand and South East Asia.53
Accordingly, Dr. Donald w. Fletcher was appointed Dean of the
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College of Arts and Science.54 
the Library Program that a new design was produced for the new 
addition. Working closely with the Library Committee, a consult
ant was hired, and the Learning Resource plans were doubled in 
size.

It was, however, in the area of

Dr. Christie had inherited a design for the library 
project which was based upon a modification and extension of the 
existing Carlson Library. Dr. Albert J. Schmidt said that he and 
Rene Boux, another Committee member, prevailed upon Dr. Christie 
to hire the consultant, who then persuaded all concerned to opt 
for a separate and larger building.55

The Academic Affairs Task Force, chaired by Dr. Christie, 
developed for inclusion in the overall Long Range Plan being 
developed, a series of recommendations. They still placed the 
primary educational emphasis upon teaching rather than research, 
which was none the less encouraged as a basis of good teaching. 
Extensive curricular revisions were recommended which would 
require fewer courses and permit greater choice along with reduc
ing the minimum degree requirements from 124 to 108 credit hours. 
They also recommended an academic reorganization by forming two 
new colleges, a College of Fine Arts and a College of Allied 
Medical Services.

A new Senate reorganization was envisioned, composed of eighteen 
members apportioned equally among the new Administrative Council, 
the new Faculty Council and the students. Also recommended were 
that the faculty elect three of its members to two year terms on 
the Board of Trustees.

A new system of faculty evaluation was proposed based upon 
faculty self evaluation and individual conferences with the 
Department Chairman. A nine hour average teaching load and an 
improvement in faculty salaries were proposed.

Dr. Christie also acquired responsibilities in the area of 
academic procedures which helped to organize and codify annual 
efforts in the area of catalog revision, contract procedures, 
faculty orientation, tenure and the University calendar. Addi
tionally he was the court of last resort in individual faculty 
cases or grievances.56
Dr. Christie's arrival signaled a breath of fresh air to the 
University Community. He indicated a concern for the students as 
well as the faculty and was instrumental in providing the Car
riage House for student relaxation. Many speculated that he was 
being groomed to succeed Dr. Littlefield, and he may have been a 
good candidate had his life not ended so tragically. But whether 
he would have been able to make the hard decisions that would 
soon be required is a matter of speculation.

★ * *
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A possible reorganization of the Board of Trustees was under con
sideration in 1969. A plan was presented where by there would be 
two vice chairmen, six standing committees and an Executive Com
mittee and the elimination of the office of Secretary and 
Treasurer Subsequent discussion brought out the fact that the 
Secretary ought not to be eliminated due to the legal require
ments for the Secretary to sign certain documents. But the 
elimination of the Treasurer's office was possible because the 
Vice President for Business and Finance was handling all of the 
duties which had been performed for so many years by Mr. Schine. 
In part those duties had been lessened by the device of allowing 
administrative officers more leeway in the signing of checks.

The plan included the elimination of the office of Chancellor and 
his replacement by a Vice President for Development. A new Vice 
President for Students was also proposed. The President and the 
four Vice Presidents would form the President's Council which 
would be the central advisory group of the administration. The 
Executive Committee agreed to submit this new plan to the full 
Board in July but without a date for implementation.57 The plan 
was approved in principle with the stipulation that it would be 
implemented in due course by the Executive Committee.58

The plan for two vice chairmen was approved at the Annual Meeting 
of the Board in December and a compromise on the Secretary's post 
was reached by the appointment of one or more Assistant 
Secretaries who would not necessarily be members of the Board. 
Actually the appointment of an Assistant Secretary would recog
nize the actualities of the situation. The Board Secretary 
seldom, if ever, took notes and prepared the minutes; that had 
really been done by the Secretary to the President who ac
complished this task each meeting. Accordingly, now, Ms. Chloe 
Studwell was appointed an Assistant Secretary.

One other By Laws change was accomplished in this period; 
designation of Trustee Emeritus 
Trustee.

the
was changed to become Life 

The conditions of the office did not change.59
* * *

The pace of dormitory building slowed down a bit in 1968 when the 
administration asked for a delay in the construction of the new 
dormitory at University and Rennell Street. The delay was for 
one year, with occupancy slated for September 1970. It was 
determined that the new dorm could not exceed two million from 
government sources with the balance to be financed under other 
sources which were under investigation by vice President Diom, 
but it would not require any new fund raising.60 But the move to 
expand the Student Center went forward when John Zandonella was 
given the contract for the expansion.61 The determination to go 
ahead with the new Arts and Humanities Building remained solid. 
The low bid of $4,095,000.00 was won by oeorge Hickey of
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Stamford. Apart from the fund raising which had been under way, 
there would be a one and a half million government loan at 3% for 
30 years.62
lars was accepted by the Board towards what was now to be known 
as the Bernhard Arts and Humanities Center.63

A gift from Arnold Bernhard for a half million dol-

The old Alumni Hall (formerly Loyola Hall) burned down on 4 March 
1969. The Trustees accepted an insurance loss of $180,250.00 on 
the building, and $18,884.00 on the contents.64 The Old Earle 
Hotel, on the corner of Park and Prospect, which had served as a 
dormitory for many years, was now not being used since there were 
adequate dormitories on campus. The Trustees recommending sell
ing it at the earliest possible time.
$250,000.00 was put upon the property, 
received, but withdrawn, because the prospective purchaser was 
not willing to wait for the approval by the Executive Committee. 
As a consequence, Vice President Diem was authorized to sell the 
hall for whatever price he could get.65

Another problem with a building appeared. The curtain walls, or 
the brick facings, on eight sections of Bodine Hall were begin
ning to separate from the structure. Mr. Diem claimed that the 
contractor had not complied with the architectural 
specifications, but the contractor was disclaiming any 
responsibility. Mr. Diem was authorized to take all steps neces
sary on the matter.66

A selling price of 
An offer was later

* * *

Since the Carlson Library was becoming crowded, and since various 
accreditation bodies had criticized the holdings of the Library, 
steps were undertaken to build an addition to the Carlson 
Library. There would continue to be a considerable amount of 
disagreement over the style and location of the addition. A con
sultant was hired in the fall of 1968 to aid in determining what 
the needs were and how they might best be met. 
there was the decision to call this a Learning Resources Center, 
a new concept of the role of a library.
By the fall of 1969 the recommendation went to the Board to build 
a library, or Learning Resources Center, with the top two floors 
unfinished so as to accommodate future expansion. While this 
would be more than needed at the present time, it would be 
cheaper in the long run. Although this would bring the estimated 
price up to four million, the Executive Committee voted to take 
this route.67 some of the faculty were upset about.the exterior 
plans for the Learning Resources Center, and prevailed upon the 
Senate to propose that an environmental planner be employed to 
study the campus Plan.68

Early in November 1969,
Resources Committee, clashed with Dr.
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He wanted a separate structure ratherof the library design, 
than an addition to the old Library.69 By the fall of 1970, The 
Scribe reported that plans were being finalized for the "Library 
Annex" of four stories, and that it was expected that ground 
would be broken in March 1971.70 
"blasted" the design of the proposed annex, calling it an 
"esthetic monstrosity", and out of harmony with the older build
ings on campus.71

Later that month, Boux

By the fall of 1971, it was estimated that, with all the changes, 
it would now cost $6 Million.72 The final cost, however, came to 
$7.5 Million when finally approved with its eight stories. The 
doubling of the cost of the Learning Resource Center from its in
ception would not only prove to be a most difficult financial 
burden, but would bring about a difficult situation in the 
administration. Vice President Diem went over the head of Dr. 
Littlefield and told the Trustees that the University could not 
afford the $4 Million originally projected to build the Library. 
Dr. Littlefield was "burned" by this action and almost resigned 
as President over the incident, because he had made promises to 
the students and to himself that an adequate library would be 
provided. The Chairman, Newman Marsilius pleaded with Dr. Lit
tlefield to stay on, but Dr. Littlefield would subsequently say 
that this venture was the start of the University getting into 
trouble financially.73

Phase II of the fund raising campaign included the objective of 
raising funds for the new Library and when the campaign was slow 
in reaching its goals, there was a question raised about delaying 
the construction of this edifice, it was noted that the President 
had made a commitment to the students and faculty for the Center 
and that an application for a government loan had been forwarded. 
The Chairman asked for a review of the financial feasibility for 
the next meeting.74

Chairman Marsilius expressed concern about the status of the 
Library and wrote to Dr. Littlefield:

We need to know the ability of the school to absorb any 
additional debt service, interest and maintenance costs, 
and the reaction to the new tuition levels.... 
ficulties in working out the faculty increment discussed 
at length yesterday only served to point this up

In summary, the uncertainties and vagueness of these 
financing questions leave me very much perplexed and up 
in the air as to how we can make any firm plans at this 
time. Recognizing that I may be unduly pessimistic, I 
would look to the Administration to submit its justifica
tions as soon as possible to the Finance Committee.

Finally, this must be done by the President, and the Vice
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President and Treasurer jointly. Particularly with a new 
president now on the horizon, all financial planning must 
be in practice as well as in theory be a joint function.
This is a common practice in many institutions and one 
that I find most appropriate. Part of the confusion here 
seems to be that Harold See has gone beyond his planning 
function into the fiscal area.75

Dr. Littlefield replied in a long letter (nine pages) in which he 
regretted that the administration had not yet presented a united 
recommendation to the Trustees.

If Mr. Diem had elected to speak with me about the ac
tions which Vice President See had taken with my approval 
- an action which did not provide for going through every 
possible channel, because of Dr. See's leaving and be
cause I was going to a professional meeting in Houston, 
perhaps we wouldn't have faced the need for such a 
lengthy statement.76

At any rate, the letter was a detailed case statement for 
proceeding with the construction of the Learning Resource Center. 
Dr. Littlefield referred to the vote of the Board to proceed with 
two additional floors. He argued that the work of Dr. See, in 
making some financial projections, had been an effort to meet a 
deadline for a grant. He then went on to cite references to the 
inadequacies of the library as evidenced by the remarks of the 
consultant, citations from accreditation reports and criticisms 
of the faculty and students. All hinged upon the fact that the 
library was inadequate for the graduate work which was being 
undertaken.

Much emphasis was placed upon his statement to students at "The 
Lid" that he expected the new library wing would be occupied by 
the fall of 1970, and upon a scathing report of the Greater 
Bridgeport Regional Planning Association on the deficiency of the 
UB Library, all of which had been relayed to the Trustees. He 
then quoted from a very critical article in The Scribe entitled 
"Is UB's Heart Functioning?"

There are many who believe a library is the single most 
important facility on a University campus. The Trustees, 
Administration and faculty share this view. This state
ment was made in 1956 at the dedication of the Carlson 
Library.... All signs indicate that the university, 
paper, has all but abandoned the library.... It is ob
vious that many major improvements are necessary in the 
Library? and that two years from now is too late to 
begin./7

on

noted his response to this criticism and
of the new addition,Dr. Littlefield then 

again noted the target date for occupancy
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the fact that the Trustees had authorized the proceeding with 
preliminary plans by an architect, and the fact that the Carlsons 
had made a gift of $125,000.00. There were delays and The ..Scribe 
asked "How long is foreseeable future?
Mets win the pennant, or when men walk on the moon, but when stu
dents at the University see a new Library".78 Dr. Littlefield 
quoted from the report going to the NEACSS in advance of the re- 
evaluation in March: "Construction of the 4.5 million dollar ad
dition is expected to start during the current academic year. 
This new construction is being planned in response to the in
adequacy of the present library building to meet the growing 
needs of the university.79

A telling comment from Trustee Carlson was included:

There was, however, a disappointing note to the day - 
nothing has been done physically towards building the ad
dition to the library. If you will recall, the matter 
was presented to me as one of utmost urgency, one which 
could be delayed no longer. It was due to this urgency 
that the foundation accumulated the necessary cash to get 
the project started and give it to the university over 
fifteen months ago.

I would greatly appreciate having you write me giving the 
date the University expects to begin the addition and an 
explanation of what has been holding it up.80

Well, it's not when the

Another, but a very important issue, had been raised concerning
Dr. Lit-the donation of monies by the Carlson Foundation, 

tlefield wrote to Trustees Carlson and Marsiliuss

It has come to my attention that there might be some 
misunderstanding among members of the Carlson family 
regarding the status of the University Library which is 
known as the Carlson Library

I want to state to you that at the time the university 
named the present facility the Carlson Library that it 
was certainly our intention to continue this recognition 
of your financial support of the University as long as 
the University exists and as long as we have a library. 
We will of course find it necessary to have various 
memorials and other recognitions to people who might make 
substantial contribution to the facility, but I want to 
assure you that this will in no way effect [sic] the 
original commitment of the University to maintain the 
name of the Carlson Library. if you have any question 
about this, don't hesitate to write to me about it. You 
will note that I am sending copies of this letter to the 
Chairman of the Board of Trustees in order that he may be 
completely familiar with the statement contained

<:

• • . .
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herein.81

In summary, Dr. Littlefield presented an impassioned plea to get 
the library project under way; "I am personally convinced that 
any decision to delay the construction of the Learning Resources 
Center is one which will forever plague us as most unwise".

An institution that can spend nearly $5,000,000 for an 
Arts-Humanities Center that says it can't finance a 
library addition now; an institution that can spend an- 
nually approximately $250,000 for computer resources and 
says it can't finance a library addition now: an institu
tion that can provide an increase in one year of its 
educational budget (with most going to compensation) of 
$987,350 and says it can't afford a library addition now: 
an institution which appropriates $112,000 as an addi
tional annual appropriation for student activities and 
says it can't finance a library addition now: an institu
tion that proposes to find revenue to provide a faculty 
load reduction and says it can't finance a library addi
tion now: an institution which builds an addition to its 
Student Center at a cost of $508,818, that subsidizes a 
faculty lounge-dining areas, and an intercollegiate ath
letic program and says it can't finance a library addi
tion now can certainly be accused of having a wrong set 
of values and of gross mal-administration.82

Turning to the financing of the project, which now had a 4.5 mil
lion budget ceiling, Dr. Littlefield suggested that, based upon 
varying estimates as to how much might be raised in gifts, that 
it would be necessary to borrow from 1.5 million to 3 million. 
Based upon a three million loan, interest and amortization would 
cost $37.00 annually per full time student (based on an average 
4,500 student body. Having just raised tuition $250.00, he 
proposed another increase the next year by the same amount, and 
if no other way was found, that $40.00 of that raise be allocated 
to increase the library facilities. If the 3% loan were not 
arranged, Dr. Littlefield proposed the elimination of the top two 
floors in order to reduce the total cost. Further, he urged put
ting a freeze on the purchase of any more real estate.

For over twenty four years I have had major respon
sibility for maintaining the fiscal soundness of this 
university. I was commended for my ability to achieve

J&cMGr 5Eit TuV tEZhSTSSfiS!
adversely. Believe me, as I approach the end of my 
tenure, 1 have no intention of making any questionable 
recommendations which would jeopardize our long term 
financial situation. I am equally reluctant to make..or.SSfflatiLJLB

M qnafhpr of a century to develop a UniveC—support 
efforts over a
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Of no minorsity of quality and of increased excellence, 
consideration are the potential peripheral effects of any 
undue delay in moving ahead with The Learning Resources 
Center in providing students and faculty with a caus& 
celebre for anti-administration actions.83

The Finance Committee reported that the whole matter was feasible 
and that they planned to go out to bid in the fall of 1970 with 
the possible alternative of adding the top two floors.84 
chitect was commissioned in October and methods of financing the 
structure were discussed.

Other than a notification that the Commission of Higher Education 
of Connecticut had increased its allocation from $75,000.00 to 
$115r368.00 for the library building, no further mention was made 
of the matter in the Minutes of the Board for the rest of the 
year. One has to turn to other sources to note the developments.

An Emergency Meeting of the Senate was held on 20 November 1970 
to consider a proposal that the Senate request the Board of 
Trustees to withhold implementation of the plans for the new 
library until they had been examined and endorsed by a Senate ap
pointed committee. The emergency nature of this request was that 
it was alleged that two grants totaling several hundred thousand 
dollars would revert to the donors if ground were not broken by 1 
July 1971. In reference to his report, the library consultant, 
Dr. Ellsworth Mason, formerly the librarian at Northeastern 
University and then at Hofstra, had stated that he was opposed to 
adding to the present Carlson Library, as originally proposed by 
the Library Building Committee.

An ar-

The Building Committee was divided in its recommendations upon 
the architects attempts to solve issues raised in the

At a meeting two weeks before the Senate 
an approval was obtained but one member resigned from

A third member called the next

Consultant's Report.
Meeting,
the committee, and one voted no. 
morning to change his yes vote to an abstention. It was not cer
tain that any students were at the meeting because the original 
student member had graduated. The net result of the meeting was 
a motion that the Library Building Committee hold further meet
ings to reconsider the building project and that the meeting 
should include student participation as well as the architect, 
the consultant and a representative from the AED.85

Curiously, little fund raising for the library addition had been 
done. John Cox, the Director of Development, had reported in a 
memorandum to Dr. Littlefield that funding for the building was 
feasible if there were several major donors who could each con
tribute one million dollars.86 An eighth of a million had been 
obtained from the Carlson Foundation, but they were unhappy 
the slowness of developments. The ostensible reason that little 
fund raising had been done, was that the Development Office was
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still trying to complete the fund raising for the Arts and 
Humanities Building.

The fact that not enough money had been raised to pay for the 
Arts and Humanities Building at the time that there were great 
pressures to build an addition to the library at a hefty figure, 
worried some, especially some of the Trustees. There were those 
who also said that while the building of the library would vir
tually complete the campus, it was being rushed in order that the 
last edifice to the complex could be completed, or at least under 
way by the time of the retirement of Dr. Littlefield. Certainly, 
this would seem to insure his reputation as a great builder of 
the University.
But the fact of the matter is that the administration was really 
on the horns of a dilemma, 
for an expanded library facility; but there were indications that 
the rate of growth of the University was slowing down and that 
some major new donors, or other sources of financing was a vital 
necessity. Failing that, the University would be saddled with an 
extremely heavy debt service. The latter was indeed the case, 
and the succeeding administrations had to come to grips with 
these facts.

There was no question about the need

* * *

Faculty activism became a matter of concern at the Commencement 
ceremonies in June 1968. Dean Larsen heard of a plan to ask for 
the microphone at the Arts and Science Satellite Ceremony in or
der to read a protest concerning the commissioning of an ROTC 
student. A series of phone calls brought this to the attention 
of Dr. Larsen, evidence of some concern on the part of some 
faculty. The Faculty Peace Group denied having a part in the 
movement since they were having a Strategy Planning Meeting at 
the time of the anonymous phone call. It appeared that the whole 
issue was not peace or war, nor the swearing in of the ROTC 
student, but simply that the faculty had not been consulted 
before the decision. This demand for consultation before any 
decision would become the basis for much action in later years.87

A large part.of faculty aotivis^was centered ^^Jern^^ith 

recommended that seven years of probation were now1968 it 
reappointment 
necessary to acquire tenure.

Pressures on the part of the faculty to aJ^thie^in^oart continued. The Chairman of the Board rationalized this in part
by noting that by strengthening the faculty» one g°t a more g- 
gressive faculty. A petition to lower the ,1|adwjj JJJS 
hours was received and was opposed by Dr. Littlefield, who
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the Board that this was too rapid a reduction and would cost too 
much.
reduced, it would be necessary to get more productivity, 
tion of the still on-going Self Study was released urging the 
reduction of the teaching loads at an earlier date, and Dr. Lit
tlefield was authorized to take the initial steps to develop a 
program on load reduction to be effective in September 1970.88

In the meantime, the faculty had been questioning the claims of 
the inability of the administration to pay higher salaries and to 
lower the teaching loads. It was only logical then, that they 
requested a copy of the condensed budget figures to be made 
available. The Board agreed with this and placed these figures 
in the Library where they would be available to the Faculty.89 
At the same time, the local American Association of University 
Professors (AAUP) Chapter was requesting a minimum 10% annual 
increment plus a merit increase and a 10% Cost of Living A1-- 
lowance (COLA).

The question of the twelve hour teaching load, including graduate 
courses, brought near open rebellion in the fall of 1969. An Ad 
Hoc Committee on Graduate teaching was formed. This Committee of 
twenty to twenty five hoped that by circulating a petition, they 
could get fifty to seventy five faculty teaching graduate courses 
to refuse to sign contracts to teach on this basis in the fall of 
1970. Dr. Fred Lapides, President of the AAUP was instrumental 
in avoiding a confrontation. Closely associated with this move
ment was the plan of Dean Fletcher to phase out the Master's 
program in History. Dr. Schmidt, the History Chairman, urged an 
investment of $11,000.00 in the program as an act of good will 
since the Department had voted nine to one to refuse to teach 
these graduate courses under the twelve hour load.90.

The Faculty Welfare Committee became very active in the winter of 
1969-70, meeting with the President many times on the matter of 
faculty increment policy. Dr. Littlefield told them and the 
Board that to reduce the teaching load to an average of eleven 
hours and change the equation for laboratory classes, would 
require twenty new positions, at the same time that the Faculty 
Welfare Committee was asking for a raise of 10%
The Board then passed a Resolution:

Resolved: The Board of Trustees was firmly committed to 
the maintaining of high standards of the private 
institution, and that new faculty members would be 
appointed, and increments would be based upon merit as 
well as other factors. Furthermore, the Board was op
posed to the use of unrestricted funds raised by the 
Development Office, or the invading of the principle of 
endowed funds, to supplement the operating income of theUniversity.91

The Trustees noted that for the teaching load to be
A sec-

the board.across
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The latter part of the Resolution was necessitated by the fact 
that some faculty were suggesting that that be done in order to 
increase the annual increments, 
such immature understanding of economics helped to brand the 
faculty as being naive, and was thus an obstacle to 
communication.

To some members of the Board,

later

At their next meeting, the Trustees were presented with a summary 
of Dr. Littlefield's discussions with the Faculty Welfare Com
mittee and a request, in the form of a proposal, which the Com
mittee said was the only one they would accept, which would add 
$518,877.00 to the compensation line. The Administration recom
mendation was much less than this. The Board had a committee 
recommendation that a program would be devised and presented to 
the faculty, not for its approval or rejection, but to let them 
know what was being done. They also knew that the local AAUP 
Chapter had voted not to accept any proposal submitted by the 
administration.92
Dr. Littlefield submitted to the Board a method of meeting the 
faculty demands which would remain within the budgeted figure by 
making adjustments elsewhere in the budget. At the same time he 
warned of possible adverse developments, 
three groups on campus who wished to represent the faculty: The 
AAUP, the AFL, and the Faculty Welfare Committee. The Board felt 
that to seek a compromise would set a dangerous precedent, yet it 
was amenable to a COLA due to the high inflation rates. Further

There were at least

they could not, as suggested by some faculty, lower the pay scale 
of newly hired faculty in order to raise that of the existing
faculty. The Board did want to reward merit ana instructea ur. 
Littlefield to go ahead with the planned reductions in teaching

vote of confidence to theloads. The Board also gave a 
President.93
A Report on all of these negotiations was sent to the Faculty by 
the Faculty Welfare Committee on 6 February 1970 and a General 
Faculty Meeting called for 13 February 1970. A chronology of the 
meetings was given and a summary of the request of the Committee. 
The Committee was asking for direct increments costing 
$720,000.00 and a quarterly COLA costing $200,000.00. The Com
mittee felt that through joint efforts, savings in the budget 
could be found to pay for this. The Committee argued that 
through the appointing of new professors at a lower pay scale, a 
large amount could be saved. They were, the Committee maintained 
only $7,643.00 apart. When the Chairman of the Committee had 
asked for the opportunity to present his views to the Board, he 
was politely turned down.

result of a Letter to the
and AFL 

Littlefield
The issue reached the newspapers as a _
Editor of the Rridaepoh—ppgt by the AAUP

When the newspaper found that Dr.
they gave him one in orderrepresentatives, 

did not have a copy of the letter,
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that he could respond. This was brought to the Board and

During the discussion, members of the Board vehemently 
stated that they felt that this should not go without 
reproach to the faculty members involved, that this cer
tainly did not help the university, and that this 
definitely a breach of professional ethics. It was em
phasized that the Trustees could not discuss this with 
the faculty members directly as it should be handled by 
administrators, but the Trustees did want to go on record 
expressing their opposition to the act taken by the Ex
ecutive Committees of the AFL and the AAUP.94

Not all faculty activity was confrontational and argumentative. 
The History Department was very concerned with its introductory 
course, History 101-102. The very size of the lectures, up to 
five hundred in a lecture was not unusual, and the uneasiness with 
the lack of personal attention as well as faculty uneasiness in 
this situation, led to a several day conference supported by 
Trustees Bernhard and Shepherd at the Fox Hill Inn. Out of this 
Fox Hill Conference grew the idea that the lectures be given by 
all members of the department who were teaching the course and 
each lecturer would be assigned to lecture in his area of exper
tise in order to articulate the problems of the contemporary 

These would be followed up by discussion groups which 
would study in depth a theme of mutual interest to the instructor 
and student. This, in reality, meant the interest of the 
instructor. While it was an attempt to be relevant to the 
student, it generally had the opposite effect; due to the esoteric 
interests of the particular faculty, the course became a "hodge 
podge" of many things and became "un-relevant" by being too 
specialized.95

•::

world.
c ■

* * *

Student radicalism in the mid to late 60s was a common occurrence 
on campuses around the country. This radicalism which developed 
into protests against the Viet Nam conflict, was influenced by 
the pressures of the draft which resulted from the war. 
Additionally, there was a popular feeling that by protesting, 
sometimes even violently, groups could win concessions. The ear
lier successes of the Civil Rights protests gave credence to this 
set of ideas. DB students were touched by the Civil Rights 
marches and some took part in them. Later as Mario Savio and the 
Berkeley movement gained strength, many UB students were 
impressed. Some administrators felt that the UB reaction came 
from a feeling that many students believed that, in order to be 
in", some sort of protest had to occur on campus. Others, and 

perhaps more rightly so, realized that a basic intellectual and 
emotional development was occurring. Increasingly, students, not 
to mention the faculty and much of society, began to believe that 
by concerted action, individuals could take control of their own
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lives. The UB student protests were comparatively mild.

In October 1967, student leaders, motivated by many of these 
feelings, and capitalizing upon complaints about required courses 
and their curriculum, demanded a student union to negotiate with 
the administration. The demand was that the Student Union be the 
sole bargaining agent on matters of student grievances, student 
life, academic standards, student fees, the future plans of the 
university, course requirements and all such matters. The ad
ministration was given seventy two hours to act or the students 
would act unilaterally. 96

What the students were demanding was, of course, the prerogative 
of the faculty, excepting for the matter of student fees and fu
ture plans, and illustrated the fact that the students were un
aware of how the university was run. This fact was pointed out 
by Dr. Charles Stokes, who said that the students were off target 
and really should be aiming at the faculty who made 95% of the 
academic policy decisions - those things which the students were 
complaining about.97 Stuart Broms, the Student Council 
President, would later scale down his requests, although he would 
lead the Council in the vote for a Student Union and lead a mass 
student rally, estimated at 2,000 students. Mr. Marsilius 
refused to meet with the students indicating that this was an ad
ministrative matter.

These protests led to the organization of the Temporary Univer
sity Council (T.U.C., see above), an body composed of 
administration, faculty98 and students which was designed to be a 
vehicle for the venting of opinions and to increased communica
tion and to give the students a full hearing.

One of the first results of the T.U.C. was that the Senate ap
pointed a committee to study the parietal rules of the 
University. The TP t.qco Parentis concept held that the Univer
sity was responsible for the student while he was at the univer
sity in the same way that a parent was responsible. As a con
sequence a whole range of regulations existed which governed the 
activities of the student while at the University.

The most far reaching recommendation of the T.U.C. was that ten 
students be added to the Faculty Senate.99 while most Senators 
seemed to favor the concept, some were concerned about the 
proposed size of the student representation. Another Senator 
proposed the offsetting of this move with the development of a 
Faculty Council, which along with the Student Council and the 
Deans Council, would feed ideas to a University Senate.100 None 
the less, at the Senate meeting of 28 February 1968, the proposal 
was passed as amended whereby the President of the Student Coun
cil and one student elected from the full time undergraduates of 
each College be members of the Senate. The proposal passed the 
Senate with no votes in opposition and only three abstentions.
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At a General Faculty Meeting on 20 March 1968, the necessary con
stitutional amendments were passed and these changed were ap
proved by the Trustees the next day.101 The Faculty Senate thus 
became the University Senate.

The winds of change were in the air. Jackets were no longer 
required in the Dining Hall, female dormitory curfews were 
abolished, and the College of Arts and Science abolished the 
requirement of the Graduate Record Examination (GRE) as a gradua
tion requirement.102 There was a Senate Proposal to discontinue 
the practice of mandatory class attendance and the Senate 
abolished the Convocation requirement.103 Later the Senate would 
reject a proposal making class attendance mandatory in 100 level 
courses which were taken by Freshmen.104 "Beanie Court" was 
ended and the Physical Education requirement was reduced to one 
semester hour.105

Dr. Littlefield opened the fall semester of 1970 with an address, 
"Measuring Up", in which he maintained that students had a right 
to insist upon an educational experience which was relevant; but 
relevance meant involvement and involvement meant opportunities 
which in turn resulted in increased obligations and 
responsibilities. To accomplish this, all had to understand the 
nature of our complex society and the continuing pattern of 
change. Accordingly, Dr. Littlefield asked the faculty to 
achieve increased relevance through significant curricula 
changes. The right of orderly dissent and scholarly freedom of 
inquiry would be zealously guarded, but disruptive or destructive 
behavior would not be condoned.106

Meanwhile the local Students for a Democratic Society (SDS) chap
ter was hard put to get enough interest among the student to con
tinue as an organization.

Early in the spring semester, a hard core group of about 
thirty five individuals composed mostly of students, but 
including young people from the community, formed an ap
parently loose-knit group called the "United People".
The United People made a series of demands on the 
University, including a request to keep all recruiters 
from "The Military-Industrial Complex" off campus, to 
have the Student Center open on a 24 hour basis to the 
entire community, an Open Admissions Policy with local 
Bridgeport citizens given top priority for admission.

This group, in April 1970, made an attempt to disrupt an 
evening class of a university instructor who was al
legedly involved with CIA activities. its members were 
waiting for a cause which could fire up a large number of 
University of Bridgeport Students. The frying pan was 
warmed by a week of disruption at nearby Yale University, 
centered mainly around protests that Bobby Seale, the
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Black Panther Leader, could not get a fair trial. Then 
in early May, when it was apparent that the United States 
troops were in Cambodia, the frying pan sizzled with hot 
grease. The killing of four students at Kent State 
served to heighten emotions. On 5 May 1970, hundreds of 
students with the support of some faculty members began 
picketing classes and called for the President of the 
University of Bridgeport to make a public stand express
ing the dismay of the University of Bridgeport student 
body with the country's foreign policy and also urged the 
closing of all classes for the semester.107

While conditions on campus remained relatively quiet, the ad
ministration began to develop a "confrontation policy" Dr. Lit
tlefield told the Board that in the case of any confrontation 
with students, it was Dean Wolff's responsibility to initiate 
discussions with the students. No one was authorized to call on 
outside forces excepting the President or his designate. In 
other words, "The Board has placed in the hands of the ad
ministration complete responsibility for dealing with distur
bances that infringe on the rights of the students, faculty, and 
the University of Bridgeport".108

One characteristic of student activism of this time was that stu
dents were becoming disenchanted with living in the university 
dormitories, they wanted the extra freedom (and perhaps a cheaper 
rent) that an off campus apartment would bring. Accordingly, in 
the spring of 1969, demands for releases from contracts to allow 
off campus living reached a peak. It resulted in a sit-in at 
Cortright Hall. An agreement was worked out and the demonstra
tion ended peacefully, although Dr. Littlefield would tell the 
Board that some students were not interested in answers. Trustee 
Cohen had been helpful in settling the affair, although, at its 
height, Dr. Littlefield had considered using an injunction to 
stop the sit-in. It was agreed that students over twenty one who 
had eighty five or more credits had the option to live off 
campus. Additionally, Shelton Hall and the basement of North and 
South Hall would no longer be used for housing. The new dorm un
der construction, scheduled to open in 1970 would have the con
cept of off campus living.109

The Viet Nam MoratoriumFall of 1969 started out quietly enough.
Day was relatively quiet.HO But the first of the year brought 
another problem. The students requested variations on the meal 
plan in the University Dining Hall. The Board was told that to 
accede to the Student's request would bring a deficit m the 
Marina Dining Hall budget of $50,000.00.111 An accommodation was 
reached and three new meal plans were introduced. 48% of the 
students chose the seven day option, but this brought a proDected

from the food service operation.112 The
altered as a result ofloss of $15,000.00

living arrangements in the new Dorm were _ -
the concept of "off campus living on campus and a relaxing of
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The new dorm would be co-ed by 1/ segregat-the parietal rules, 
ing floors, 2/ alternate floors and 3/ alternate clusters on an 
experimental basis.113

This far, the UB scene had been relatively quiet and primarily 
concerned with local matters. Now it was the invasion of Cam
bodia and the Kent State Affair which set off serious campus 
demonstrations in May. A quick summary of the events follows: 
On 5 May the students declared a strike. On the following day 
most students were reported as not attending class and the 
boycott was declared effective. As a consequence, Dr. Lit
tlefield canceled classes at 3 PM on 6 May to Monday 11 May to 
provide for discussions and deliberations. Two faculty members 
drew up resolutions for UB to be closed for the rest of the year 
and that the University condemn the President of the United 
States. Dr. Littlefield did not attend the Senate session be
cause he had been advised of the possibility of violence if he 
were there. The Resolutions passed the Senate by a 19-16 vote at 
a meeting in a room filled with students and non-Senate members, 
with approximately one thousand striking students surrounding the 
building. The student leaders charged that the administration 
had chosen to disregard peaceful protest therefore the safety of 
the administration, students and faculty had been endangered by 
"Peaceful Protest". The telephone lines to Waldemere had been 
cut during the preceding night and there were threats of bombings 
of the homes of Dr. Littlefield and Dean Wolff. The threat of 
physical violence to some faculty and administrators was taken as 
very real. 114 At the Senate meeting Dr. Parsons called for a na
tion wide strike and Dr. Collier said, "We can vote Yes and save 
the University or vote no and get into serious trouble". Many 
felt the threat of mob violence and some voted in reaction to 
this threat.

•j :•

On 7 May the administration and a few Trustees met for discus
sions and to consider a petition from twenty faculty members 
calling for a full meeting of the faculty to reconsider the ac
tion of the Senate. Accordingly that faculty meeting was set for 
Friday, 8 May at 3 PM. The student demands, in the meantime, 
called for a statement by the President approving the closing of 
the University for the balance of the year and set a deadline of 
noon on Thursday, 7 May. when the President replied that the 
University position would not be available until 5 PM on 
Saturday, the Students occupied four buildings on campus includ
ing the switchboard and the computer center.

With the occupation, the University attorney was asked to proceed 
to obtain an injunction which was served upon the students by the 
Sheriff and the University Attorney at 5:30 PM 7 May, The 
University Attorney, Herbert Cohen, and Dean Wolff met with rep
resentatives of the students on Thursday evening. Afterwards, 
Dean Wolff arranged a meeting of representatives of the faculty, 
students and administration which became the "Ad Hoc
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Committee".115

On Friday, Vice President Bigsbee was added to the committee and 
it considered what came to be called The Lovell Resolution. The 
resolution was approved by the Committee, the Administration and 
the Trustees and then presented to the Faculty at the 3 PM 
meeting, previously called, where it was approved by a 4-1 
margin. The Lovell Resolution provided that the faculty would 
make an effort for any student to complete his semester's work; 
if the student felt that he could not, he could take an incom
plete grade. All grades were frozen as of 2 May except for those 
who told their instructors by 19 May that they wished to complete 
the course or take a Pass/Fail grade. This option was not open 
to students in courses mandated for certification.116 with this 
accomplished, the occupation of buildings was called off and the 
injunction proceedings called off.

Excepting for the Student Center, very little damage was done. 
The students were well organized and well disciplined. The fol
lowing comments of Henry Heneghan about the occupation of the 
Computer Center illustrated this fact:

The funny thing about that was that they were pretty well 
organized. The kids that came into the computer center, 
and in particular the two or three that were leaders, 
were veterans. They were older but they knew what they 
were doing, and they had things pretty well under 
control. They had a lot of young kids, young girls came 
in, and they had their sit down, but they were just doing 
what they were told. The kids were smart enough that 1 
don't think they had any intention of doing any damage,

I am sure that if they gotespecially to the computer, 
into that, that was an expensive item, all hell was going 
to break loose, plus they didn't know very much about it.

We had word that they were coming, so there was a 
security officer in there, I'm not sure, but I think it 
was Ron Winkler, and he was just starting on the 30b 
The decision had been made not to oppose them. We simply 
said O.K. I said, "I'm going to turn everything off , 
and one of the kids said, "that's O.K., we can start it 
up again, and we are going to ruin all your tapes". Then 
I relaxed because we didn't have any tapes, but he looked 

and couldn’t tell we didn't have any tapes, so I 
t know what the hell he was looking for.

. . . .

it over 
figured he didn
we not onlv turned it off, but we locked out the power 
and everything else. They couldn't have done anything 
and thev never tried. It turned out to be an interesting 
three days. We stayed down in the offices all the time, 
we walked in and out of the computer center when we
wanted.
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It came time to run the payrollf we went down and talked 
to them and saidr "Look, you are looking for sympathy, 
but if we don't run the payroll, you are not going to get 
any sympathy from anyone on this campus. So they moved 
out, and we ran the payroll, we wouldn't even let them in 
the room.... We could have kept them out, but we ran the 
payroll, turned everything back off, walked out and let 
them back in. They were happy.117

Earle Bigsbee added:

I remember they started a strike, and I got out of my of
fice and went around campus, seeing what was going on. I 
was over by the Engineering Building, and there were

I saw one of the fellows, one of the 
He sought out another boy and said.

That
pickets there, 
students, picketing.
"Would you like my sign? I've got to go to class", 
was the depth of his conviction.118

VP Bigsbee further noted that after the Kent State affair, when 
the students occupied the buildings, they cut the phone lines, 
"but as you probably remember, Henry took off and went home, and 
the kids began to call him 'Run away Henry'. That was the big
gest mistake Henry made, that was right at the end of his 
career".119 The fact that there were solid rumors of an attempt 
to kidnap Dr. Littlefield undoubtedly caused Dr. Littlefield to 
go home where he was accorded police protection. None the less, 
Dr. Littlefield would shortly leave for a summer trip to Europe, 
making VP Bigsbee the President Pro Tem.120

Remaining baseball and tennis games were called off,
Track team did take part in the Metro Track Conference Meet, 
der the provisions of the Lovell Resolution, individual students 
were forced to make choices in their individual classes and 
faculty were advised to get the choice in writing from the 
student.

- i-

but the
Un-)

Not all students were willing to let the semester go down the 
tube. A group known as Students for Classes was organized in an 
attempt to get back to normal operations, but most students took 
the liberal options open to them by the faculty action, 
and violence was classified as minor, except in the Student 
Center, which was the strike headquarters and where damage was 
extensive, but there was much intimidation and threats. '
outside groups, such as the Black Panthers, were on campus and 
did not serve a mediating role.

Damage

Many

In the aftermath, there was a lot of soul searching and re- 
evaluation. Dr. Littlefield wrote to the Trustees, Alumni* 
Associates, Parents and Friends on 10 June stating that while 
disruption did occur, the University met its commitment to
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provide instruction although not all chose to avail themselves of 
this option. Chairman Marsilius wrote to Dr. Littlefield, Vice 
President Diem and Atty. Cohen on 26 May saying that while the 
University had a policy against violence, the administration's 
planning was not sophisticated enough. The president and half of 
the administration should not have allowed themselves to be tied 
up and that this should never have gotten beyond the level of the 
Dean of Students. "This is where the students can claim a vic
tory - everybody jumped". He added that this was another reason 
for a Vice President for Students.

In another letter, Chairman Marsilius said that while many stu
dents took the easy way out ("Why continue to study if we can get 
grades and degrees without any work"), he felt that the Univer
sity had handled the matter rather well. The middle road of dis
cussion and cooling off was not as successful as he would have 
liked, but "we handled it far better than many", and "Dr. Lit
tlefield maintained the University's traditional non-involvement 
in political matters and we avoided real violence and damage".121

In the face of all of this activity, a group of faculty members 
began meeting in the home of Dr. David Field, the Director of The 
Arnold College Division, to see what could be done to salvage the 
situation. Out of the discussion grew a plan for the calling of 
a General Faculty meeting and a presentation of a resolution for 
consideration. Since the author was chosen to make the opening 
statement and to present the proposal, it became known as the 
"Allen Proposal", 
clear statement by the University of policy on any disruptive 
activities. It stated that a disruption of University operations 
should not be tolerated and recommended that if a building were 
taken over, the legal processes should be entered into to obtain 
an injunction. The disruption of any class would be a cause for 
immediate expulsion; and demonstrators were to be liable for any 
damage that was done.
After the presentation of the proposal, there was a carefully or
chestrated parliamentary move in which the succeeding speakers 
yielded the floor to the next speaker. In this way, an orderly 
presentation of the pertinent points could be made to complete 
the whole picture. The opposition was caught off guard and the 
proposal passed 152-88 with 8 abstentions. Dr. Littlefield later 
told the Board that "concerned faculty have organized and are 
prepared to be on the offensive rather than on the defensive" .122

In the middle of these activities, word reached the University 
that Vice President Christie, who had, with his whole family, ac
companied his wife on a field trip in Honduras, a trip in final 
preparation for her doctoral thesis, been wiped out in a tragic 
airplane crash on 25 May 1970. Dr. Christie, in his short time 
at the University had made a solid impression upon many; there 
were those who felt that he might very well have succeeded Dr.
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The Students for Peace askedLittlefield upon his retirement, 
that the new dorm be named after him.

John J. Cox was named Vice President for Development in 1970 and 
plans were made to realign the administration for the summer 
since Dr. Littlefield planned to be out of the country in June 
and July. Dr. Halsey was named acting President for this period 
and given limited responsibilities in the area of the Tri- 
University matter, The Urban Center, The Shakespeare Institute 
and his proposed Day Care Center, 
sible for all other internal matters, 
recommendation that Dean Bigsbee be made the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs to replace Dr. Christie and that the position 
for Vice President of Research and Planning be eliminated for the 
time being.123

VP Bigsbee told the Board in July that there were further 
problems: the students had requested a two week closing prior to 
the elections so that students could work in the political 
process and that the Senate had passed a resolution to establish 
a committee to revise the curriculum to permit increased freedom 
of choice with less structured instruction.124 The "politicking 
proposal" ran into considerable opposition, especially among the 
evening students. Vice President Bigsbee recommended that the 
calendar be left intact. He also noted that his communications 
committee was being boycotted by the radicals on campus. He told 
the Board that next time there was any disruption, amnesty should 
not be granted to anyone.125 Another problem surfaced: Dr. Wolff 
told the Board that he was working on a policy to control drugs 
on campus.

Mr. Bigsbee was to be respon- 
It was Dr. Littlefield's

„ :•

The question of the "Allen Proposal" was resurrected by the stu
dents in the fall. Dr. Littlefield received a letter from the 
President of the Student Council stating that the Council had 
passed a resolution declaring the Allen Proposal null and void. 
Some felt that because the proposal had been passed at the end of 
the semester when few students were on campus and since the stu
dents had not been consulted in its adoption, it was not 
valid.126 Some argued that it locked the university into an in
flexible position. Never the less the Resolution stood. In a 
letter to Russell Valentine, the new President of the Student 
Council, Dr. Littlefield said:

I am informing the Council that it had no authority to 
declare "void, invalid, not applicable to nor binding on 
the students of the University of Bridgeport" an action 
taken by the faculty of the University of Bridgeport for 
the following reasons:

The faculty had a right to meet and pass any 
resolution...[which] dealt with the continuity of 
classes, a legitimate concern of the faculty.
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The Allen Proposal requests the Trustees and the ad-
The

2.
ministration to make a clear statement of policy.
Allen Proposal was not that policy and it was not sub
mitted to the Trustees as a policy statement.

Franklyf I fail to find anywhere in the Allen 
Proposal the oppressiveness and the stifling of freedom 
that your resolution notes.127

3.

* * *

Dr. Henry W. Littlefield went on a sabbatical leave on 31 December 
1970 as Dr. Thurston Manning came into office. While the closing 
months of Dr. Littlefield's administration had been wracked by 
protest and change, which might at first make it seem that he was 
leaving under a cloud, the fact was that Dr. Littlefield had led 
the University to new levels of maturity and excellence. Growth 
and sheer size was, to many, synonymous with this excellence. 
Growth was more than the steady development of buildings and 
facilities, it also was demonstrated by the breadth of solid 
academic programs, and by the tremendous enlargement and quality 
of the faculty and by the academic reputation of the University.

The fact that Dr. Littlefield was President of the New England As
sociation in 1969 was a high recognition of the quality of the in
stitution and was far removed from the experience of Mr. Cortright 
in his attempt to acquire accreditation from that same body. Dr. 
Littlefield was the first President of that Association to come 
from the new wave of academic institutions in New England. 
Previously, the Presidents had been chosen from the Ivy League and 
other smaller or "little ivy" schools.

Dr. Littlefield had developed a national reputation as an educa
tional innovator. His support of and leadership in the Associate 
Degree Nursing Program, and his membership on the National Commis
sion on Nurse Education, assured him of a place in nursing 
history. He was honored by the Newcomen Society in North America 
in 1970. His speech, "Building For Tomorrow On Values Of 
Yesterday", emphasized the flexibility and sensitivity to regional 
and community needs that had become the hallmark of his

widely known in academic circles as aadministration, 
sound academic builder.

He was

SIIiaiSH
It was the delay in the building of that library, (along with 
changes in its design and size) that marked the beginning of the
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financial troubles of the university, 
some one who was capable of making the necessary hard decisions of 
the type that Dr. Littlefield always made, that University would 
have been in a much better position in later years.

Even this, however, can not dull the reputation of Dr. 
Littlefield. Without his acute financial management and his vi
sion of excellence, the University of Bridgeport would not have 
become the force in the educational field that it became, both in 
his time and afterwards, 
were not the values of the 1970s in the minds of many faculty and 
students.

Had he been succeeded by

Unfortunately, the values of yesterday

i
j
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PART IV

The Manning Administration

Chapter 14

The Crisis

The administration of Dr. Thurston E. Manning was short. it was 
marked by a brief honeymoon period followed by the crashing 
around him of the accumulation of problems inherited from the 
previous administration along with a changing attitude about the 
value of higher education on the part of younger people which 
resulted in lower college enrollments nationwide. The problems 
were further exacerbated by Dr. Manning's administrative style 
and by faculty unionism. Falling enrollments and the subsequent 
budget cuts brought anxiety, frustration and anger on the part of 
many faculty who could no longer resort to the device of moving 
on to another school because teaching positions had dried up all 
over the country. Many began to wonder what the university was 
going to become, or even if it were going to exist.

Dr. Manning's urbane charm enlisted the support of most people on 
campus. He seemed to epitomize the change which was expected by 
many; he was an academic (a doctorate in Physics), he had had ex—

and he had a vivacious 
Word soon made the

perience in University Administration, 
wife. But the honeymoon was short lived, 
newspapers that the University had paid for a large house in the 
Brooklawn section of Bridgeport as a residence for the new 
President. It was a large house, fitting for the entertainment 
role that was required of the President and needed to improve 
communications on campus. What the public did not learn im
mediately was that the Board had paid for the house while Dr. 
Manning sold his home in Colorado; when that sale was closed. Dr. 
Manning repaid the University for his Bridgeport home (January 
1972). Many, however, refused to accept this explanation espe
cially when almost simultaneously, budget cuts were announced to 
avoid an expected deficit of $372,000.00.1
The Board recognized the need for a new emphasis upon communica
tions within the university; one requirement in the President s 
job description had been to improve communications, and 
consequently, an allowance had been given him to defray the costs 
of the expected added entertainment in his home. But because all 
this was a departure from the previous practices, it was viewed 
by some as an unnecessary expense. Previous presidents had been 
expected to provide their own living accommodations, 
of fact, Dr. Littlefield took pride in the fact that he got no
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all of it came out of his ownallowances for entertainment 
pocket.2

I
* * *

The previous policy of buying properties contiguous to the campus 
continued; throughout 1971, four pieces of property were 
acquired. An opportunity to acquire the TV Channel 43 property 
went unanswered because of the large financial commitment 
involved.3 
successful.
as a drug rehabilitation center fell through.4

Planning for the new Library, or Learning Resource Center, con
tinued on schedule. The Library Committee recommended a recon
sideration of the addition concept, so plans were ordered to be 
developed which would separate the addition from the old Carlson 
Library, based upon a four story concept with an alternate idea 
of two extra floors which would not be completed. Additionally, 
plans were to be developed so that three additional floors could 
be added later.5 By September drawings and specifications for 
the building were presented. The Buildings and Grounds Committee 
reported that "The proposed library construction, considered by 
many to be essential, has been redesigned and resited on the ad
vice of consultants and the Library Construction Committee of 
Faculty, Students and Administration." It was now designed for 
eight stories.6

The financing of the Library was to prove to be a major hurdle, 
and the resulting debt undertaken was to be the straw that almost 
broke the back of the University, with a total outstanding debt 
of $15,554,932.00 at the beginning of 1972 (this included the 
self liquidating dormitory loans), new and different methods of 
financing were necessary. There was a need for $7,500,000, as 
opposed to the $4.5 million anticipated earlier, to build the 
library but only $1,200,000.00 was on hand plus another 
$300,000.00 which had been pledged. The University had approval 
from the Federal Government under Title III for annual payments 
which would provide an effective rate of 3% on one million of 
borrowed funds, and had pending an application for an additional 
grant of $5 million which did not materialize.7

Noting that experience showed that the University received be
tween $400,000.00 and $450,000.00 annually as unrestricted gifts, 
Dr. Manning suggested that these monies could be used to pay the 
debt service on the loans. Operating and maintenance costs for 
the library of approximately $180,000.00 would have to be met 
from the operating budget. The net effect of this was that there 
would be over a half million dollars of income which would not be 
available each year in the future to apply to special projects or 
to balance the operating budget. The Board approved the suggest
ion and authorized the financing arrangement through the Connec-
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ticut Health and Educational Facilities Authority (CHEFA) to sell 
thirty year Bonds for the whole $7.5 million. The final decision 
on the building was that there would be eight stories above the 
ground, but the upper three stories would only be completed with 
heat and light and reserved for further expansion. The contracts 
were let and construction began on 1 March 1972.8

Meanwhile the Development Office was to undertake a special fund 
raising operation to raise money to pay for the building. Based 
upon a gift of $1,000,000.00 from the Wahlstrom Foundation, the 
name of the library was designated as The Wahlstrom Library.9 
The Development Office added personnel to accomplish this 
mission.
1973.10

John K. Martin became the Director of Development in

As soon as construction was under way, there appeared various 
plans for the utilization of the unfinished space atop the new 
Library Building. Dr. Manning submitted a report to the Building 
and Grounds Committee suggesting that the top three floors be 
finished and used for faculty offices.il Such a plan would allow 
the razing of many frame buildings then occupied by faculty of
fices at a savings of $40,000.00 a year. The Board was suitably 
impressed and authorized the completion of the sixth floor.12

However, a Special Meeting of the Board was convened in February 
to consider the completion of the top three floors of the library 
at a cost of $710,000.00 exclusive of furnishings estimated at 
another $200,000.00. By housing the faculty and some administra
tive functions there, there would be an estimated savings of 
$100,000.00 to $150,000.00 a year. The recommendation was ac
cepted by the Board. 13 The plan was not implemented, in part be- 

of faculty opposition, but there was no rescission of the 
action by the Board.
cause

Meanwhile the Arts and Humanities building was very much behind 
schedule. The Board was first informed that it would not be com
pleted in time for the 1 December 1971 dedication date, and then 
the Board was informed that the project was nearly two and a half 
years behind schedule.14 Although the Mertens Theater and the 
Dana Tower, the nine story portion of the Arts and Humanities 
Center were dedicated in July 1972, there were still problems 
with the building. There was a disagreement with the contractor 
over damages and money had been withheld since 16 January 1972.1 
Eventually an agreement was reached with the contractor and all 
liens and garnishees were removed with the payment to UB of 
$50,100.00 in damages.18 certain defects in the building ap
peared and Vice President Diem told the Board that the cost of 
correcting these was about $50-60,000.00. The University held 
back about $13,000.00 in payments. VP Diem recommended legal ac
tion to solve the problem.!'
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* * *

Indications of a decline in students for the following year ap
peared as early as February when the Board was told that applica
tions were down, even though acceptances were ahead of the pre
vious year due to a speed up on internal operations. The State 
scholarship program which was based upon an increase in in-state 
students did not materialize because not enough in-state students 
came to the University. The legislation itself was flawed since 
it was based upon an unrealistic requirement for all private 
schools to increase their in-state enrollment when there was, and 
would continue to be, a situation where Connecticut was a student 
exporter. The applicant pool was also decreased by the fact that 
Congress had delayed action on student loans so the Admissions 
office had not been able to process aid applications. The Board 
received the recommendation that if Congress failed to act that 
the University obtain funds to loan to students at rate of 6% up 
to $100,000.00.18

The Planning Committee of the Board presented resolutions calling 
for explicit programs to attract the support of the State, and 
Commissioner Warren Hill spoke to the Board on the necessity of 
support for legislation which would allow contracting with inde
pendent colleges for facilities, services and programs.19 Sub
sequently two proposals were submitted to the State indicating 
that UB was willing to act as an agency for certain types of 
programs such as Engineering and that UB was willing to offer 
service programs to meet state needs.20

University planning which had been producing a Self Study was 
held up by the resignation of Dr. See and the death of Dr. 
Christie. Actually a plan had been presented as rewritten by Dr. 
See, but it had not been accepted. As a consequence, the Board 
engaged the Academy for Educational Development (AED) to advise 
the Board on the next steps for planning. The Report of AED was 
submitted 1 March 1971 and was based upon data accumulated in the 
fall of 1970, along with the work of the University's Self Study; 
as a matter of fact some of the recommendations came from the 
Self Study. The Report was not an appraisal of the University? 
rather it was a set of recommendations for possible future 
action.

• >

1 i

!

Entitled "The University of Bridgeport in a Decade of Change", 
the report began: "To survive and prosper, colleges and univer
sities must perforce rebuild themselves into resilient institu
tions capable not only of adapting to change, but of directing 
it".21 The thrust of the document was that UB must change and 
must decide how much change it could handle. For a part of the 
change, five new educational efforts were suggested: a College of 
Urban Planning; a College of Health Sciences? a University 
College, subsuming The Junior College to provide a flexible 
curriculum, and to include Continuing Education? a Core
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Curriculum; and a UB Research Foundation.

Additionally, the report recommended: that there be a Vice Presi
dent for Students; the development of a preliminary Campus Master 
Plan; a study of administrative reorganization; planning for ap
propriate State aid; an improvement in budgeting systems and 
controls; and the assignment to the Council of Deans the respon
sibility for establishing a program of Continuing Education.

Noting that the faculty had met many of its goals in the Self 
Study, the AED cautioned that the university goals were not at
tainable without an immense increase in income, probably a mas
sive tuition increase, 
development appeared dim to many faculty, and frustration, anger 
and cynicism continued to develop.

Observing that there was an imbalance in the enrollment pattern 
(one half of the students were in twelve major fields and the 
remainder were spread over the other fifty seven fields), the 
Academy undertook an enrollment evaluation of each of the 
colleges. One third of the students of the University were in 
the College of Education at a time when there was a decline in 
the need for teachers; The College of Engineering had a very high 
cost of instruction, but was meeting the needs of the^industrial
ized region. It was, however, unable to attract suitable dona
tions to meet its needs. Its future was in doubt.
The College of Nursing had assessed its needs and had planned 
accordingly, but was operating at 50% of capacity and thus had 
the highest cost per credit hour in the University. The College 
of Business Administration had very low operating costs and the 
faculty was not in favor of any State Aid. The College of Arts 
and Science asked for higher admissions standards, better pay, 
lower loads, curriculum changes, improved communications and had 
been hampered by frequent changes of Deans. . The Junior College 
had a unique program in the AA Degree in Nursing, but its enroll
ment was down and its costs were high. Furthermore the Junior 
College program detracted from the prestige of the University.

The university had the potential for dealing with all of these 
factors by the implementation of new programs, but it had to 
change, not only educationally but in the matter of internal or
ganization and control. An administrative informations system 
should be developed along with a new system of cost analysis. 
Budgeting priorities had to be assigned. A market analysis 
should be undertaken and then should form the basis for a strong 
program of sales promotion.
The AED Report concluded with the harsh admonition that if the 
1970-71 trends continued for another five years, the University 
would be in dire straits and would suffer a total ne^ 
the end of 1976 of about $7,500,000.00. The report noted that
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this was a crude projection but it was better than anything that 
currently existed at the University.22

The Board directed Dr. Manning to report to it at each meeting on 
what was being done to implement the recommendations of the 
Report. Great emphasis was placed upon change in Dr. Manning's 
Second Letter to the Faculty in the fall of 1971. Due to a 
greater than expected decrease in student enrollment, 
budget reductions had to be accomplished. However the possible 
silver lining in this decease was the fact that while there had 
been little energy to change the style of the university in a 
period of rapid growth, there was now a very good chance to ex
amine the organizational structure and resources of the 
University. Dr. Manning emphasized that the best disposition of 
the resources of the university was through the efforts and 
recommendations of the Colleges and Departments, therefore they 
would be free to adopt many of the recommendations of the AED 
Report.

More specifically. Dean Frank Hennessey of the Junior College, 
was given the responsibility of developing new programs for Con
tinuing Education in The Junior College; Dean Topalis was to take 
the lead in examining the Allied Health program idea; and the 
Senate was asked to produce a feasibility study for a College of 
Law.23 Among the new programs developed in the Continuing Educa
tion area was an extension of the University in Puerto Rico. For 
several years this was a growth program, but was phased out 
during the Miles administration after it had acquired full 
accreditation. After the departure of Dean Hennessey, Dr. Keith 
Bird would assume the responsibility for Continuing Education.

Another new program, and a major 
(Engineering for Disadvantaged Youth) Program headed by Prof. 
Charles Kishibay. The purpose of the program was to make it pos
sible for minority students to successfully pursue an Engineering 
career since they were very under represented in industry and 
poorly prepared to pursue that education. The program, funded by 
a grant of $225,000.00 over three years from the Alfred R. Sloan 
Foundation, involved a program of six weeks of enrichment during 
each summer for minority students in high school. Aided by a 
further grant from the Exxon Foundation, the reach-back was to 
the sophomore year in high school.
English, Mathematics, physics, Chemistry and an introduction to 
computers. There was some indoctrination in the area of goals 
and the need for meeting the challenge in industry. Under the 
Direction of Prof. Kishibay, many students were able to succeed 
in college who previously had had little hope even of attending 
college.24

severe

the EDYsuccess, was

The enrichment occurred in

Declining revenues from a decreasing student body left little 
time or money to plan for costly new programs, even if they would 
attract new sources of income. None the less, although the
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University ended the fiscal year in the black, it was necessary 
to open lines of credit with four local banks for $3,250,000,00 
for cash flow purposes and to partially finance the new residence 
hall.25

* * *

Honors for the President Emeritus and the retiring Chancellor 
were voted by the Board; honorary degrees were approved for both 
men for the June graduation. Additionally, at the request of 
President Manning, the title of Chancellor Emeritus was given to 
Dr. Halsey.26 when Dr. Halsey retired at the end of June 1971, 
after thirty three years of service, he acquired the title of 
Consultant to the President on International Affairs, a position 
from which both he and his wife worked to expand the Interna
tional Scholarship Program.27

In the spring of 1971 the University lost two trustees; Isaac 
Schine and Elmo Roper died within two days of each other. A 
resolution of commemoration cited Mr. Schine as "A Builder For 
The Future" and the new residence hall was named for him.28 a 
new Trustee was elected; Prof. Chris Argyris, the Conant Profes
sor of Educational and Organizational Behavior at Harvard. 
Presumably this action was to allay criticisms that the Board did 
not have input from educators, (even though Dr. Jackson was on 
the Board), and to fulfill the implicit compromise reached when 
the Board refused to elect UB faculty members because of a con
flict of interest.29

Another Trustee, Magnus Wahlstrom, would die on 30 January 1972. 
Trustee William Benton would die on 18 March 1973. Trustees Her
man Steinkraus, Frederick Jackson, John Flanagan and Hamilton 
Merrill would become Life Trustees in 1971 and 1972. Over the

Trustees were elected: John F.next three years many new 
Merchant, Mrs. Gilbert R. Larson, Maurice J. Hoffman, Hubert T. 
Mandeville, Thomas M. McGannon, Geraldine Bennett, John J. 
Scanlon, Roy A. Johnson, Mrs. William Benton, Edward R. Kasparek, 
Bernard H. Trager and Dr. Alan Pifer. Many of these Trustees 
would perform in an excellent manner in the future. In addition, 
new Alumni Trustees were elected in this period: Bruce W. Taylor, 
William L. Koke, Martin J. Ryan, Jr., and Louis Radler.

Board membership was regulated even further. As a result of a 
memorandum written by Dr. Jeffries, the Board voted to continue 
the four Alumni members but they had to retire from the Board for 
at least a year before being elected again. All regular Trustees 
were limited to twelve consecutive years of service and then had 
to retire for one year before being reelected again. No Trustee 
could elected who had reached the seventieth birthday.30

There were also changes at the administrative level.___Earle M.
Biqsbee. the Vice President for Academic Affairs, announced his 
retirement effect 1 July 1972.31 Two deans, Michael Karnis of
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the College of Arts and Sciencef32 and John T. Lovell of the Col
lege of Education, resigned in 1971. In 1972 Dean Willard Berg- 
gren retired from the deanship of the College of Engineering to

In 1973 Dean Frederick
Ekeblad retired from the Deanship of the College of Business Ad-

That
become Director of Studies and Planning.

ministration to become a Professor of Management Science, 
there was such a rapid turnover of Deans at this time should have 
been a cause for worry. While some Deans would argue that a 
three year tour was about all that a Dean could expect to be 
effective, the fact that four deans stepped down in a two year 
period was disturbing. A very important segment of the Univer
sity leadership was new, only two of the replacements had had any 
experience at the University.

Dr. Albert J. Schmidt, Bernhard Professor of History, succeeded 
to the deanship of the College of Arts and Science and Dr. Leo L. 
Mann, Professor of Education, became the Acting Dean of The Col
lege of Education; he was later succeeded by Dr. Curtis P. 
Ramsey. Dr. Franklin C. Fitchen was appointed Dean of the Col
lege of Engineering. Francis X. DiLeo became dean of the College 
of Business Administration. Thus the senior Dean was Dr. Mary 
Topalis of the College of Nursing followed by the Dean of The 
Junior College, Dr. Francis J. Hennessey. Furthermore, in March 
1972 a new Vice President for Academic Affairs, Dr. Warren 
Carrier, was appointed. As a consequence, there was an almost 
complete turnover of the senior academic and administrative 
leadership of the University within the space of three years. 
Therefore, there was, as Dr. Schmidt said:

poor leadership at the center, demography was against us, 
and the tenor of the times was against all requirements.
And then there was Collective Bargaining. All these 
brought immediate insecurity and a climate of pessimism, 
and the University was in a crisis before they realized 
it.33

Additionally, a change in the Senate Constitution permitted the 
election of a presiding officer. Dr. Manning at first indicated 
that he would not be a candidate for the position of Moderator, 
and then changed his mind. He was consequently elected.34

* * *

Not only was enrollment beginning a decline in the early 70s, but 
the country was experiencing a rapid inflationary spiral. The 
combination of the two factors played havoc with the University's 
budget. Governmental action to combat inflation by a Wage and 
Price Freeze caught the University in a bind. Faculty salaries 
for the fall of 1971 were frozen, catching them in a tight finan
cial situation. However, those faculty who had taught in the sum
mer school under the provisions of their new contract, continued 
to receive the income specified by their new contract. Sub-
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sequently a ruling was received which allowed all faculty to 
receive their increases because the terms of the teaching contract 
had been allocated before the price Freeze. Tuition income 
remained unaffected because the announced tuition raises had been 
announced and collected prior to the Price Freeze.

The fiscal year ending 30 June 1971 found the University operating 
in the black with an excess income of $1,449.00 in a gross operat
ing budget and endowment income of $16,116,860.00. Although en
rollment in the fall of 1972 was reported at the same level as the 
preceding year, final figures indicated that there was a decline 
of 190 full time students and 178 part time students. A proposed 
budget of $17,122,905.00 was adopted for the next fiscal year; but 
this budget had to be revised downward by 4.5% as a result of the 
decline in students.35 a revised budget was adopted in December 
1972 which was $502,364.00 less than the preliminary budget. 
Financial matters were further complicated by the fact that the 
University had borrowed $1 Million for cash flow purposes, and 
this was expected to be paid back in January with the monies due 
for the spring semester.36 The process of meeting the cash flow 
problem by borrowing against anticipated income would exacerbate 
the financial situation of the University in the near future.

Dr. Manning, in a letter to the Board, emphasized the need for a 
systematic long range plan even though some changes had been made. 
The changes had been piecemeal and there was the need for a com
prehensive planning document. Building upon the statement and 
goals of the Self Study and the AED Report, there was a need for 
accurate quantitative projections. To aid in getting this hard 
data, Dr. Manning announced that he had received a two year grant 
from the Esso Foundation to develop a quantitative analysis system 
of the university's operations.37

★ * *

The argument has been made many times that strong athletic teams 
were an excellent recruiting tool because they would attract 
students. That view was put to the test during this period. It 
was a period in which UB's athletic teams were outstanding and won 
many regional honors. But it seemed to have had little effect on 
attracting students to the campus, since enrollment declined. 
Furthermore, attendance at games was not large.

The football team compiled an enviable record.
1, losina its first game to American International College, 6-3. 
They went to the Knute Rockne Bowl in Atlantic City and defeated 
Hamden-Sydney for the NCAA Eastern College Championship.

In 1972, the football team, still under Coach Ed Farrell, was un
defeated (the first undefeated season ever) in eleven games, in
cluding a repeat performance in the Knute Rockne Bowl in Atlantic 
City. This game extended the nation's longest collegiate winning

In 1971 it was 10-
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streak to twenty one games, and gave a eleventh place final na
tional ranking in the UPI poll for college division teams,
Farrell was named as the New England Coach of the Year, Kodak's 
District I Coach of the Year, and was fourth in the national 
voting for the Coach of the Year.

Coach

;

The 1973 season saw the winning streak extended to twenty two 
games with a victory over Alfred University as time ran out.38 
The streak was ended by a loss to American International. The 
season was 9-2, with the other loss coming at the hands of Juniata 
in the first annual NCAA College Division Playoff, 
year span, Coach Ed Farrell complied a record of 34-9.39 
Cornell won the AP Little All American honors in 1972 (Third 
Team). Gary Cudmore (1971), Bob Karmelowicz (1971), Roy Ferreira 
(1972), Dennis Paldin (1972) and Chris Cochran (1973) were named 
to the AP Little All American Honorable mention teams, 
these three years, UB was the top ranked team in New England in 
its NCAA Division (Division II in 1971 and 1972, and Division III 
in 1973). In 1971 UB was tied for third in the Lambert Cup Poll 
signifying the top ten teams in the East; in 1972 UB was second, 
and in 1973, third in the same poll.

Over a four
Chuck

During

The baseball team complied a 34-25-1 record under Coach Fran 
Bacon, in these three years and included an appearance in the ECAC 
Tournament in 1973. This was the most successful three year 
record of any UB Baseball team. The Soccer team, still coached by 
Fran Bacon, had a 34-14-2 record in the same period, and par
ticipated in the NCAA Post Season Tournament each year, getting to 
the second round in 1972 (First round losses were to Brown in 1971 
and Yale in 1973.) 
complied a 48-32 record.

The Basketball team under Coach Bruce Webster

•* ] * * *

The students did not attend athletic contests in overwhelming 
numbers; their interests, and problems, lay elsewhere, 
an increasing concern about student problems on campus, 
ture of the problems had changed (or if there had been no change, 
certainly they had become more open). By June of 1972 the Sex 
Counseling Center had become a reality; and AEGIS, the student 
problem center, was active in 1971. In a five week period in 
April and June 1971, sixty five calls had been received (twenty 
one from one person). The gamut of the calls ranged from 
loneliness, sex, anxiety, drugs and depression. The Coffee House 
had opened in the Spring of 1972 and the concept of a Student Om
budsman had been approved.40

There was 
The na-

At the suggestion of Jay Coggan, President of the Commuters 
Senate, Schiott Hall was annexed to the Student Center as a meet— 
ing place for the Commuters and as a place for study and relaxa
tion between classes.41 The Organization of Black Students (OBS) 
was formed to further the needs of the Black Students. They would
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develop a Black Student Lounge, The primary goals of OBS were for 
more black faculty members, the employment of blacks as residence 
hall counselors and special recruiting efforts. The only course 
in Black History was taught by a white professor because it had 
been impossible to find a competent black professor up to that 
point. A special black admissions counselor did succeed in en
rolling an additional forty six new black full time students.42

A Student Leaders Luncheon on 12 March 1972 produced several in
teresting ideas. They identified: the need for a recreation 
center; the need for an Ombudsman to get around the UB "Shuffle"; 
the need to redirect traffic patterns of the trucks going through 
the campus;43 and scholarship aid for Evening Students. A sug
gestion that tuition be frozen for four years was also presented. 
Again, the students wondered when the curriculum was going to 
change.

Concern about the curriculum by the students prompted a research 
study of student attitudes by Dr. Donald J. wolk of the Psychology 
Department. The study, completed in April 1974, reported there 
were many negative attitudes towards academics and the general in
tellectual and emotional life on campus, which increased among the 
sophomores. Many felt that the professors did not set high stand
ards of achievements for their students, and many felt there was 
no real intellectual challenge.
that there was not enough social activities on campus, 
of night time campus safety was also raised.44

Two thirds of the students felt
The issue

Concern about their education was reflected by the efforts of the 
Student Council to develop a system of course and teacher evalua
tion in order to improve the effectiveness of teaching. Several 
false starts were made, but eventually a system of rating was 
developed with the aid of several faculty members, 
however, continued far into the future.

It was not,

Major changes in the educational program occurred in 1972 with the 
elimination of all All-University required courses. Dr. A. J. 
Schmidt said:

This came from the Curriculum Committee of the
University. _ , . _
highly structured curriculum was old fashioned and out of 

Faculty did not anticipate the repercussions of 
the things that did occur and this led to further 
tensions.45

The Department of History felt this deeply. With the elimination 
of the required History 101-102, there was a considerable loss of 
students and a surplus of faculty, consequently many of the 
programs had to be dismantled and many faculty were lost. The 
History Department probably felt the ramifications of this move 

severely than any other Department.
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under the leadership of SarahThe Evening Student Council,
Honrath, submitted a revised Evening Student Council Constitution 

received representation on the University Senate (1972) 
the "Night watch", a column in The Scribe, 

another President of the Evening Student Council,
Dowling, instituted the Synopsis, The Evening Student Newspaper. 
The first issue (20 March 1974) also commented upon the fad of 
"streaking" which had occurred on campus.
Part Time Student took part in the fad. 
quoted as saying "I streak every morning, beating my wife and kids 
to the bathroom".

I in 1971, 
and started Later,

Patricia

It was noted that no 
However, one student was

The Carlson family, in the person of Ruth Carlson Horn, continued 
as benefactors of the University. Whereas her father, William 
Carlson, had been primarily interested in the Library building and 
its additions, Ruth Horn developed and maintained an interest in 
the cultural life of the University. She started early: in 1956 
when the Carlson Library was dedicated she sponsored an art ex
hibit in the Library. In 1960, with the dedication of the new 
wing to the Library, there was yet another art exhibit, and these 
were followed by her sponsorship of at least two art events a 
year. Additionally, she had arranged for the fresco in the lobby 
of the Library as noted above.

In 1968, Mrs. Horn began to move into the music area, sponsoring 
concerts each spring which came to be known as Promenade Concerts. 
Not only did she fund the events but she played a large role in 
making many of the arrangements. These concerts were later en
dowed by the Carlson Fund. With the construction of the Bernhard 
Arts and Humanities Center, the Carlson Foundation funded the 
Carlson Gallery in memory of her father, William, and her uncle, 
Philip. With the dedication of the Arts and Humanities Building 
in 1972, she sponsored six events culminating in the world preview 
of the work of Reuben Nakian.46.

* * *

ThereThe war in South East Asia was still the concern of many, 
was an attempt on many campuses to return to the older days of 
revolt. On the UB Campus it was handled a little differently. 
While the Senate passed a Resolution allowing the focusing of at
tention on the war on 22 May 1972, all faculty were urged to meet 
their classes, although they could replace their regularly 
scheduled material by material on the war. Dr. Manning sent a 
Memo to all faculty noting that each faculty member had the 
responsibility for the quality of the course content, and said, 
"University Students can reasonably expect that the materials 
presented in university courses represent balanced treatments ar
ranged by a faculty member having experience and formal training 
in the materials he presents".47 The Students For Classes opposed 
the Teach In and demanded what they had paid for. A Teach in
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schedule was published and about ten faculty and several Viet Nam 
Vets spoke to those who attended, 
incident.

The day passed without

This was also the period in which Women's Rights advocates were 
increasingly active. A lecture by Frederic Storaska on Rape was 
disrupted by a group of Women's Rights Activists. His suggestion 
was to urge going along with the attacker until a way could be 
found to safely react. At this point in the lecture a scandal was 
created by inaccurate reporting by a Scribe reporter. The Scribe 
reported said that at this point in the lecture, Prof. Dorothy 
Tennov accused the lecturer of making rape a laughing matter and 
then was inaccurately quoted as saying, "The only way to deal with
an emotionally disturbed rapists is 'to cut off his p------'
was then reported as having pulled out a meat cleaver from her 
pocketbook to emphasize her point.48 The next issue of The Scribe 
carried a Letter to the Editor from Dr. Manning indicated that 
Prof. Tennov was misquoted; she did not hold up a meat cleaver, 
and she did not make any remarks about castration.49

Students were concerned about the regular and large increases in 
tuition. As explained to them, this was necessitated by the in
creased costs of utilities, Social Security payments, supplies and 
servicing of the new buildings and for raises for the faculty and 
staff.50 within the administration, budget reductions were under 
way in order to conform to the expected decrease in income, 
despite the tuition increase.

She

One example highlighted the lack of communications and decision 
making. Dean Karnis of the College of Arts and Science complained 
about a reduction in graduate assistantships allocated to his 
college. Noting that the memo of VP Bigsbee of 4 May 1972 stated 
that graduate assistantships were to be reduced by 50%; since the 
College had had twenty one the previous year, this new allocation 
of ten was too few. He referred also to the fact that despite 
pressure for a decision, no decision had been made before 4 May. 
That delayed announcement brought about the circumstance where ten 
assistantships had already been committed, seven to two 
departments. It was impossible therefore to administer the reduc
tion equitably. Additionally, seven departments had sent letters 
of protest. Dean Karnis then asked for a rescission of the cut 
and that a study of the situation be made by the Graduate Council. 
Most Departments retained their assistants. It was becoming in
creasingly difficult to make a budget cut and make it stick.

* * *

The Board was informed by the Finance Committee in the Spring of 
1973 that the budget in preparation assumed two hundred fewer full 
time students and a tuition increase of $100.00. Further the cash 
flow projections indicated the need to borrow $2 1/2 - 3 million 
for working capital through the 15 of August 1973.52 The un-
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audited report showed a deficit of $300,000.00 or 1.8% of the 
budget to close out the year. Furthermore there was reported the 
need to borrow on the short term market $2 million by December 
1973 and a like amount by June 1974.53

Trustee concerns were reflected in a questionnaire reported on by 
Trustee Silliman. Many felt that they were not getting all of the 
information they needed and in the form they needed it. Trustees 
wanted more frequent meetings and were concerned that Committees 
had made too many decisions before the matters were presented to 
the Board. The Committee reporting on the questionnaire 
recommended: that there be six full Board meetings a year with two 
thirds of these for a full day; that there be scheduled presenta
tions by officers, deans and department heads; that there be an 
orientation program for new Trustees; that Trustee terms be 
limited to two terms; that the Board agenda be mailed one week 
before a meeting; and that a standardized reporting system be 
implemented.54

If the historian had to depend solely upon the records of the 
Board of Trustees, aside from hints that there was a financial 
problem which brought on a lot of short term cash flow borrowing, 
he would be at a loss to explain what happened between the Board 
Meeting of 14 September 1973 and the Executive Committee meeting 
of 19 November 1973. There was only the notation that copies of 
the Executive Committee meetings of 1 October 1973 and 15 October 
1973 were in the files of the Chairman of the Board, Fred Silliman 
at the Hydraulic Company. Those files presumably have been 
destroyed; neither the retired Mr. Silliman nor his secretary have 
been able to locate those minutes.

What had happened was that the members of the Executive Committee 
and some members of the Board had decided that for a number of 
reasons, Dr. Manning was not working out and had to go. The an
nouncement of his resignation, effective 30 June 1974, soon 
followed. He was allowed to keep his title, his office, perform 
some fund raising chores, and undertake some studies at the direc
tion of the Board. The administration of the University was to be 
in the hands of an Administrative Committee composed of Vice 
President Warren Carrier, Vice President Albert Diem and Vice 
President John Cox, commonly referred to as "The Troika". It is 
believed that this Committee met six times formally and could not 
agree upon much, even though Vice President Carrier reported that 
it was working actively and cooperatively and that decisions were 
being made.55 None the less, with the failure of the Troika, the 
leadership of the Board stepped in to run the University. The an
nouncement of a Board/Administration Liaison Committee was made at 
the Board meeting in December and had developed guidelines as a 
basis of an operating policy.56 The real executive leadership 
came from the Chairman of the Board Fred Silliman, and Dr. Robert 
Jeffries, Henry DuPont and John Field, until the installation of a 
new President.

■ t
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What happened? Why was Dr. Manning given the option of resigning 
after but two and a half years on the job?

Fred Silliman said:

The problems with the budget, finances, and things of 
that type, we were kept pretty much in the dark, 
finally had two or three people come to me and say "We've 
got some problems here", and one of these was our 
Treasurer, A1 Diem 
people, and I think the matter perhaps came to a head 
when we had a meeting of the Executive Committee one day, 
and I invited some other members of the Board and Finance 
Committee to attend this meeting so they could see what 
was going on.

And I

I must have talked to a few other• • • •

had not seen a budget for the year that started 
And I had requested such a budget,

Now
on the first of July, 
requested it in writing, and I had never received it. So 
I said it was time that this matter came to a head. And 
I asked Ted Manning, "Where is the budget that was due?". 
"Well, I have it in my pocket", and he pulled out a piece 
of paper, which I believe was in pencil, and he said, 
"This is the budget for the year that started last July". 
And it turned out that Al Diem had never even seen this 

So our eyes were opened that we had a severe 
As a result of that meeting and a subsequent 

took appropriate action.57

we• • •

?

thing. 
problem 
meeting that I held, we

... •

John Field recalled this period:
I felt, all of us felt, that decision making went along 
awfully fast, and he [Silliman] was the one who really 
made up his mind that Manning wouldn't do, and I think we 

all coming to that point, but I felt that it came 
pretty abruptly
[Fred] felt that Manning wasn't making decisions, 
felt that things were drifting, and I understand that was 
true. I mean Manning was a very nice guy...but the 
university was in a crisis, and he wouldn t do anything.
He just sat there___ So you have the head of the Board
who was very impatient, and Manning who was taking things 
pretty easy, not really accomplishing anything, and it 
turned out that he was not a good administrator, 

bad as it would seem.58

Newman Marsilius said, after comment about the cost of the 
new buildings and the increases m faculty salarie •

cash flow no end, and in

were
.. • •

He

but not as. • •

that all just complicated our
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the meantime we had not budgeted as tightly, and Sacred 
Heart was beginning to cut in on our evening program, and 
our success was being imitated in New Haven, and they 
were expanding. But we did get ourselves into quite a 
cash bind, and Ted Manning was not a Henry Littlefield, 
he was not the tight, well controlled fiscal person. He 
didn't keep check of things, he delegated an awful lot of 
stuff
And Fred Silliman was Chairman at that time and Fred 
decided that he was going to get a complete audit of the

We wanted a complete look at this whole 
So the time came and it was obvious that Ted

He couldn't cut it, he 
We went to him and sug

gested that maybe at this point in time, he didn't fit 
our needs. And he said, "This isn't what I expected"
He was very much the gentleman, but the Trustees had seen 
the report from Price-Waterhouse, Bob Jeffries had done a 
lot of work on this stuff, and our student/faculty ratio 
was way up...and he could see the erosion, and it was ob
vious that most of these numbers and his numbers plus 
those of Price-Waterhouse, the Trustees had no choice but 
to make some changes.

It either had to be Ted making the change, and the whole 
approach to the institution, including the Provost who 
thought it was our problem; his problem was to spend the 
money and our problem was to find it.59

Dr. Robert Jeffries, a Trustee, but one who also held the title 
of University Professor and conducted experiments in

also had an office on the third floor of Wal- 
where he had an excellent opportunity to observe:

I was the only one, as far as I can recall who opposed 
the hiring of Manning. Manning had been, by title, 
Director of Planning. well, I know enough about or
ganizations that generally, if you have someone who has 
been a line administrator, or manager, and you move him 
into a planning position, or call it corporate develop
ment or institutional development, you are really pushing 
him aside.... I concluded that this was so, and I talked 
with a few people out there at Colorado whom I had known 
and they reaffirmed this,
opposition, but I was alone so I just stepped back.

... •

whole thing 
thing
wasn't stepping up to it. 
couldn't do a lot of things.

....
....

... •

Parapsychology, 
demere Hall,60

!

= ;

so I was vocal in my

I came to know Manning very well and liked the man. He 
was a wonderful person, but you don't have to talk with 
him ten minutes and you knew he wasn't an administrator. 
He wasn't a manager. He didn't think in terms of motivat
ing other people He thought in terms of what he could....
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do, and he would have killed himself trying to do every
thing himself 
ful person

He was a procrastinator, but a wonder-• • • •
• • • •

We were preparing budgets, and time after time we had to 
defer action on approving a budget because we didn't have 
a budget. Finally we gave him a deadline. On this day 
you have got to come in, the budget must be balanced, no 
matter what it will take you, you tell us what it will 
take, and the Board will assume the responsibility. Now 
this would send the Board way down into details, but it 
was out of desperation 
out of balance
we miss it by up to 5, 7 or 8 percent, so we are not jus
tified in any greater precision than plus or minus 3%.

Well, the Board said "We gave you instructions, we wanted 
a balanced budget. Sure we may miss it, but we have to 
at least know it is possible". And they gave him another 
fifteen minutes and he just sat there. And we sat there 
in this dead silence. And finally Fred Silliman got up 
and said, "I'd like to talk to a couple of you". And, I 
forget, he called me and Newman and I guess it was Jack 
Field, and he said, "We can't stand this, I am going to 
adjourn the meeting", 
not have a President who couldn't, even on paper, come up 
with a balanced budget...61

Within the administration there was frustration. VP Bigsbee said 
that VP Diem came into his office one day and said that he wanted 
to go to the Board and recommend Bigsbee for the Presidency and 
at the same time he would recommend that the Board get rid of Dr. 
Manning. VP Bigsbee did say that it was very hard to get a deci
sion from the President, so after three or four tries, he made 
the decision himself and never got criticized for it. 62

While -there were minor differences in recollections,, all of the 
main characters in the situation agreed upon the.major details. 
The financial situation was out of hand for a variety of reasons 
and the current administration did not have a suitable proposed 
solution to bring things back onto an even keel.

He came in and it was still 3% 
His position was, well in any one year

• • • •
.. •.

And we all agreed that we could

=

Was Dr. Manning to blame for the economic troubles of the 
University? Rather than being to blame, he was more likely the 
"fall quv" for a series of escalating expenditures going back 
over many years in the financing of the University. There was 
nothing Unusual about this: this was the way that all growing 
universities were financing their growth. The root of the 
problem at UB was that budget controls were very difficult to in
stitute because the budget itself was <3isor9aKni2ed' ' ** w“ 
therefore virtually impossible to know where the budget stood at
any moment.
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Dr, Manning has been criticized by some on several accounts. 
Most would blame him for the large deficits which struck the 
University in the mid 70s. His response to this charge was:

Really serious financial problems arose during my last 
year, after I had announced my resignation and when I was 
no longer involved intensively in day-by-day operations.
In the previous year we had experienced our first operat
ing deficit, but that was the result of an oversight: the 
business office had missed revising the budget to incor
porate a rise in FICA contribution effective January 1.
The oversight wasn't discovered until the books were 
closed, at which time it wasn't possible to prune an
ticipated expenditures to cover the increase for FICA.63

According to Dr. Manning, enrollment had declined because in the 
60's and the early 70's, those from the New York Metropolitan 
area now had more opportunities closer to home and "UB's ability 
to draw them in former numbers waned, 
creased competition from other nearby institutions such as New 
Haven".64

Dr. Manning wished that the administrative personnel would have 
done more on their own; his administrative style was based upon a 
more non-directive approach.

I'm convinced that work gets done if many people do it.
They can be encouraged by being directed or and this I 
prefer - by being persuaded that what needs to be done is

I'm not a directive person, 
tending to raise questions, pose alternatives and seek to 
have others assume responsibilities. In retrospect I 
think that Bridgeport in 1971 was not a fertile ground 
for this approach.65

-:

Also important was in-

important and interesting.
■ ;

* * *

The financial problem of the Dniversity 
steps were taken in 1973 and 1974 to bring it under control. 
Certainly the vice President for Business, Albert Diem, knew of 
the severity; certainly Dean Frank DiLeo and the university 
Budget Committee66 were aware of it; certainly some Trustees were 
aware that there was a problem; but most faculty and staff either 
did not understand or refused to believe the extent of the problem.67

Certainly the financing of the new library added to the financial 
problem. Trustee John Field said.

was serious although

I can remember my own personal unease...and having 
some knowledge of financial affairs, when I saw their
. . .
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financing arrangements for the new library, it struck me 
that they were on pretty tenuous grounds 
there were some comments on the Board, but Henry 
see any problems

A1 Diem could be criticized on this because A1 was a nice 
guy, a lovely guy,
everything over and say everything was all right, and I 
remember some sharp questioning of A1 
who would always come up with Henry, anything that Henry 
wanted to do, why A1 would figure out how to do it.

It really wasn't until we got involved in it as Manning 
was preparing to leave [that] we became aware of the 
seriousness of the situation, but I think we had been in
creasingly aware of it during the period when Manning was 
there. I guess when we were picking Manning, I don't 
remember that we had much fear of the finances; we didn't 
think they were particularly good, but we didn't think 
they were particularly bad either; but when we were pick
ing Lee, we knew they were bad.68

Perhaps the financial situation and its causes can best be ex
plained by Harry Rowell, Jr., who became Vice President for Busi
ness and Finance on 1 July 1974. He said he had received some 
sketchy financial information when he was looking at the school 
as well as some unaudited privileged information.

I was told by the Trustees I met with, and they reacted 
with information that they had been supplied with by the 
then administration, that there was a small deficit 
disclosed, and they expected another small deficit when 
the books were closed at the end of the current year.

I remember 
didn't

•.. •
•«•

• • • •

but he had a tendency to smooth• •.

He was the one• . • •

[Upon arrival in Bridgeport] I asked for information such 
most recent statements, faculty budgets, the current 

budget and things of that nature, and I recall very dis
tinctly that the budgets arrived on July 2nd with a knock 
at my office door...the door opened and a hand truck came 
through the door...and on the hand truck was what turned 
out to be the quote "budgets" of the University. A stack 
of paper about four feet tall.

as
:
3

■

t=3 SSmS =»S s
the negative side. Having built the Wahlstrom Library, 
supplied the cash from the current fund to finish off the 
Wahlstrom Library.. .and they had rebuilt the walls of
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Bodine Hall which were falling down, and they took cash 
out of the current fund to do that,... It was technically 
only two years that they had run deficits, but practi
cally it was a number of years.

In the process of building the campus and spending 
money on buildings, enrollment started dropping 
dramatically. The fact is that there had been a crisis 
four or five years back when actions didn't start 
That is not a condemnation of the people that were in 
control of the place, so much as it was a condemnation of 
the times. You recall the boom was in the 60s, in which 
we couldn't do any wrong.
it was always better than you had expected 
were always on the up side and people got accustomed to 
it.... Bigger and better and more buildings was the name 
of the game because you constantly needed additional 
facilities. That turn off came when the war ended and 
the advantages of being in school left. Plus 
demographics changed dramatically.

• • • •
1

. • •«

I don't care what you planned,
The errors.. • •

At the University of Bridgeport, I was faced with the 
situation that had accumulated over a number of years, 
already dramatically a decline in enrollment, heavy 
inflation, the heaviest I have ever known, and over 
building, and having spent cash out of tuition income, 
the cash generated by tuition income
term borrowing from the banks was in the order of four 
million dollars. And it had started out at the first of 
the year some four or five years back; that borrowing was 
a half a million, the next year it was a million, and the 
next year two million, and by the time I got there it was 
four or five million.

And each year the tuition was due in advance of the fall 
semester, but the tuition would flow in and repay those 
short term notes, and so you get back flush with a couple 
of bucks in the bank, and then by the middle of 
September, you are back borrowing again 
faced with one additional problem, and this time the bor
rowings are so big that the tuition money for the fall 
would not be enough to pay it back.69

Some Faculty were aware of the problems, especially those on the 
University Budget Committee. The University Budget Committee had 
been established by the University Senate (Proposal #7107, passed 
31 March 1971) with the idea that the dissemination of knowledge 
could "be performed more efficiently if the faculty and students 
are given a direct voice in determining the allocation and 
signment of the monetary resources of the University", 
charge was to consider the budget of all operations of the 
University and to make recommendations thereupon.
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Faced with a projected deficit of $785,000.00 in the fall of 
1972, the Budget Committee forwarded to President Manning a list 
of fourteen academic and eleven non academic recommendations.

Since decisions cannot affect or change the past, we are 
faced with the basic question of time dimension in 
planning. Certain decisions must be made now, before 
they become fixed costs in the 1973-74 budget and future 
budgets. We feel that immediate action is vitally neces
sary now in order to survive. The following is a list of 
action items for your consideration. No one of them is 
pleasant and the committee feels no sense of satisfaction 
in their proposal - unless we consider the alternative.70

The recommendations were drastic. They included the reduction of 
the size of the faculty by 10% immediately and 10% the following 
year; the increase of the teaching loads; the withholding of 
tenure; any replacement faculty were specifically to be outside 
the tenure track; eliminate programs which did not support 
themselves; increase the faculty/student ratio; and eliminate one 
assistant dean from each college. In the non-academic area the 
recommendations were equally severe: reduce the size of the 
clerical staff and non-academic services by 10% that year and 10% 
the following year; stop hiring; reduce maintenance costs; defer 
plans for new facilities; close down and demolish old houses; re
evaluate all auxiliary enterprises and make them cost effective; 
reduce student organization activities; and submit athletics to a 
rigorous cost effective analysis. The recommendations had a 
chilling effect upon the few faculty who read this report 
carefully. Many others saw it as a major threat to their own 
security.
Dr. Manning replied to the Committee that several actions had 
been taken: the master's program in Nursing was to be phased out 
because it did not attract the requisite number of students; the 
faculty had been somewhat reduced through retirement, leaves 
without stipend, and the expiration of appointments; the 
projected completion of the top three floors of the Wahlstrom 
Library would provide faculty and administrative offices and thus 
make possible the elimination of many frame buildings, with con
sequent savings; accounting procedures had been developed which 
would allow greater control over the budget; and there was a dis
cussion of the enrollment forecasts.71

;

an all-out attack upon the problemsFor a variety of reasons, ^ , . . ,
causing the budget constrictions was not undertaken; indeed many 
refused to believe that the situation was any more than 
temporary. An indication of the distrust that was developing was

excuse to prevent giving the faculty what many believed was their
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The feeling was heightened when Dr. Carrier announced the 
of eighteen persons who received tenure with the 1974-75

due. 
names
contracts along with another seventeen who received unconditional 
contracts for a fifth year, making them eligible for tenure the 
following year.72

:

By most measurements, faculty salaries were low; what was worse 
was that this was a period of raging national inflation which 
eroded any increases that were given to the faculty: for instance 
the increase in faculty salaries was approved by the Board as not 
to exceed 5%, and this at a time when inflation was running at a 
higher pace.73

* * *

Faculty frustrations over salaries and their seemingly impotent 
role in University affairs would result in a faculty Union and 
subsequent confrontation with the University, 
was not a rapid one, nor for that matter as rapid as some would 
want it to be.
with the inclusion of students in the University Senate. 
Faculty felt that there was a void in their power relationships; 
this brought about the organization of a Faculty Council. 
Faculty Council would not only replace the Faculty Senate but 
would increasingly take the role of a labor union with the adop
tion of a structure and procedures of the Grievance Committee, 
and then the organization of the Contract Terms Committee, build
ing upon the older Faculty welfare Committee.74

In the fall of 1971 the Faculty Council expressed great concern 
about the leadership and decision making process at the Univer
sity and noted that there were no plans to meet the long range 
financial difficulties. They further argued that there was not a 
need for a Vice President for Academic Affairs.75

Council President James Fenner informed the Council of a letter 
sent to Dr. Manning expressing concern about the lack of com
munications with the faculty and particularly about certain ad
ministrative appointments. Discussion at that meeting brought 
out two important points: the faculty wanted a hand in the deci
sion making processes in long range planning instead of being 
presented with a fait accompli* and the discussion called atten
tion to the belief that the Faculty Council was being judged by 
the results of the recent contract negotiations with the Faculty 
Welfare Committee.76

Faculty Council sensibilities underwent further shock, 
reported that few faculty believed that the administration had 
negotiated a contract; instead the Council was shocked to learn 
that the President did not consider the Faculty Welfare Committee 
a negotiating group; rather he called it purely advisory.77 
Council members raised the question of the need for an outside
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bargaining agent since many felt that merely the possibility of 
an outside negotiator might lead the administration to negotiate. 
The Council felt that it would be the logical negotiator if it 
had some power.

The Council's concept of bargaining underwent further delineation 
whenf in a meeting in November 1972 with the Vice President for 
Academic Affairs, Dr. Carrier, he said that he would discuss con
tract terms with the Council's Contract Terms Committee, but 
"bargaining" was a term with many legal connotations and should 
be avoided. He viewed the Committee as a representative group of 
the faculty and not a legal bargaining unit. None the less the 
Committee said that it would seek recognition in writing from the 
administration of its right to act as the official bargaining 
agent of the faculty.78 Council activities received encourage
ment when the local Chapter of the AAUP endorsed the Contract 
Terms Committee as the faculty bargaining agent.79

The Contract Terms Committee reported on its activities to a 
General Faculty meeting on 21 February 1973. The Committee 
report noted that its purpose was "negotiating contract terms on 
behalf of the faculty".80
proposals which had been submitted by the Committee, 
features of these proposals included a Cost of Living Adjustment 
(COLA), an across the board salary increment, a sum for merit 
increases, and an increase in the University's contribution to 
TIAA/CREF. The administration, through Dr. Carrier, countered 
with the offer of a 5% increase, which was reported as being 
"non-negotiable".
Both parties were treading upon the edge of labor law. The 
Faculty Council maintained that the Contract Terms Committee had 
the endorsement of the faculty to serve as its agent in contract 
negotiations with the administration, and Vice President Carrier 
had agreed to serve as agent of the administration although he 
included the disclaimer that

It presented the three successive
The main

neither the Contract Terms Committee nor the Vice Presi
dent for Academic Affairs is a 'bargaining agent' in the 
legal sense as used by the Labor Relations Board, 
gaining agents are elected under NLRB supervision and 
sign contracts which are binding on the parties they 
represented. The Contract Terms Committee and the Vice 
President for Academic Affairs will negotiate and recom-

their respective

Bar-

terms tomend contract 
constituencies".81

While the term negotiation was used, the operative word was 
recommend. Each would recommend to their constituencies.

After discussing the directions which the negotiations had taken, 
the Committee Chair, Prof. Betty Dorfman, recommended that the
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Committee be disbanded, based upon its failure in the space of two 
years to obtain desirable contract terms. She further urged the 
Faculty Council to seek a more effective method of reaching terms. 
The Faculty Council President, Prof. Louise Soares, then presented 
the Faculty Council recommendation that the faculty obtain a 
legally recognized bargaining agent. A motion to do so was passed 
by a voice vote. 82

The Faculty Council was then charged with conducting a feasibility 
study for collective bargaining. The Faculty Council endorsed the 
AAUP as the preferred agent, although there were supporters of the 
AFL-CIO and NEA as possible agents. By April the Faculty Council 
announced that two hundred twenty six signed cards had been 
returned and that they would now approach the administration for 
certification? if the administration did not accept this move, 
there would have to be an election. There then followed a state
ment by Prof. Fenner that no one would be compelled to belong to 
the bargaining unit or to give money to it.83

With the advent of unionism, the Faculty Council had to re
evaluate its role and its relationship with the AAUP? it said that 
it would maintain its policy making functions. It did not, of 
course, although it would hear regular reports about the progress, 
or lack of progress, of negotiations. It did move to try to in
stitute a process to evaluate the administrators? it asked for an 
internal candidate for the Presidency, noting that a financial 
saving could be made if that person were paid no additional money. 
With the necessity of budget cuts, the Council recognized the 
necessity of cuts but argued against unilateral (i.e. administra
tively mandated) action. Some argued that in a collective bar
gaining situation it was to the advantage of the administration to 
demonstrate a deficit? others argued that the deficit might not 
only be real but might be an understatement. Others wondered why 
economies were always suggested at the faculty level and not at 
the administrative level.84

An indication of the level of anger and frustration was presented 
at the Faculty Council meeting of 10 April 1974 when there was a 
discussion of negotiations. Prof. Peter Costello was quoted 
thusly:

They have complete contempt for the faculty. They call 
us lazy, out to get all we can get of this university, 
that we don't publish, we don't teach well, etc. It's an 
attitude we get almost every session we meet." He went 
on to suggest to the Council the program of "No Contract - No Work".85

The AAUP Chapter had been on campus since the early 50s? member
ship was small,86 and its concerns were essentially those of the 
national association - the promotion of academic freedom and 
collegiality. By early 1972 the Chapter pushing the ad-was
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ministration to obtain as much state aid as possible and felt that 
the UB leadership was not doing enough.87 By the spring of 1972, 
when the chapter reported seventy members and $698.22 in its 
treasury, the Chapter was turning its concerns to the faculty 
contracts. Many felt that there had been little cooperation from 
the administration and that vital information had been withheld.88

As the frustrations of faculty increased, so too did the appeal of 
a legal collective bargaining relationship increase. Working with 
the Faculty Council, there was a drive for authorization cards 
which would lead to an NLRB certifying election on 10 May 1973.

Rather little notice of the unionization movement was contained in 
the Minutes of the Board of Trustees. Although the Minutes had 
detailed the success of the dining hall and maintenance workers in 
certifying a union, the first mention in Board minutes about 
faculty unionism came on 19 March 1973, a few short weeks before 
the election.
"Information was provided on the current faculty investigation for 
collective bargaining". On 13 April 1973, Dr. Manning reported 
on the AAUP Collective Bargaining developments as well as the ne
gotiations with the 1199th (The Maintenance Union) which won its 
election 111-96. No notice was made in the Board minutes of the 
faculty election; however note was taken of the attempt to 
unionize the other staff members on 22 June 1973. From this time 
on, the Board was apprised of the conduct of negotiations but no 
further notice was made in the minutes until 20 May 1974 when Dr. 
Carrier conducted a rather full discussion.

And then the reference was quite cryptic:

The Board of Trustees were not actively involved in the 
negotiations, either leading up to the certification vote or in 
the contract negotiations. This was considered to be an ad
ministrative matter, with the Board receiving only progress 

While there is no evidence available to indicate anyreports.
guidance given to the administration, one has to assume that much 
guidance was offered, given the make up of the Board at that time, 
almost all of whom had had experience with labor negotiations. 
Nor did they fall into the trap of negotiating directly with the 
Union as the union wished to do whenever they reached an impasse
in negotiations.
Both sides attempted to influence the vote in the period before 
the election. Dr. Manning issued a letter to all full time 
faculty and professional staff on 3 May 1973. His warnings on the 
ills of collective bargaining, while proved to be true, were 
largely iqnored by most faculty. He averred that industrial con
cepts of bargaining would be transplanted to the university set
ting because of the legal environment. Further he said, I 
believe that faculty collective bargaining will strengthen the 
power of the administration" because bargaining was really an ad
versarial position. He also said that the presence of collective 
bargaining must erode authority and responsibility of all existing
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bodies of governance - the Senate and the Faculty Council. He 
then urged all to vote.89

On 10 May 1973 the NLRB certification election took place. Ap
proximately three hundred were eligible to vote and two hundred 
forty nine voted. One hundred eighty eight voted for AAUP repre
sentation and sixty one voted against. The NLRB certified the 
AAUP as a labor union in 18 May 1973.

Could a situation such as this have been avoided? There have been 
those who have laid the blame at both doors and have said that the 
actions and/or demands of one side or another made unionism 
possible. In retrospect, the author thinks that the unionization 
of the faculty was probably unavoidable given the increasingly 
desperate financial position of the University and the faculty's 
desire to get more money and security in a period of intense 
inflation. Certainly, neither side was well prepared in their un
derstanding of the consequences or even of the necessary steps to 
the rapid reaching of a contract. Impatience only made the situa
tion more untenable.

Negotiations were slow to get under way; the first meeting oc
curred on 12 October 1973; the second came a month later. Dr. Al
bert Diem was chosen to coordinate the administration team in the 
negotiations. Dean Frank Fitchen was Chairman of the Administra
tion Negotiating team, which also included Deans Willard P. Berg- 
gren and Llewellyn M. Mullings.90 The Director of Personnel, 
David E. Reilly, would shortly join the team. Prof. Philip Dil- 
loway chaired the AAUP Negotiating Team until he resigned in 
December (as a consequence of his election as First Selectman of 
Wilton, Ct.) to be succeeded by Dr. Justus van der Kroef. Other

Peter M. Costello, Dr. Alfred G. 
A further complication was the

members of the team were Dr.
Gerteiny, and Dr. Anthony Soares, 
resignation of Dr. Manning in October 1973.

’i

To some, especially to some of the Trustees, the formation of a 
faculty Onion was virtually the end. Most recognized that the 
Faculty needed more money, but there was also the fact that most 
of the trustees recognized that if the faculty were given their 
demands, that the University would have been bankrupted.®^- 
Furthermore, there was a deep division on the Board of Trustees 
about what the University of Bridgeport ought to be. John Field 
said:

Herbert Cohen always had the idea that the University of 
Bridgeport ought to be a second Yale. He wanted to build 
up the Liberal Arts, he felt that the Liberal Arts were 
the heart and soul of a University. we all agreed in 
concept with Herb that the Liberal Arts are the heart and 
soul of an educated man or woman, but it wasn't practical
for the University of Bridgeport____ [The students]
wanted to feel that they were being educated for a job,
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rightly or wrongly, 
as a concept of education, but we all know that is what 
goes on at the University of Bridgeport, and many others. 
Whether we agree with it, or we don't agree with it, we 
are in a competitive business, so we gradually came 
around to this concept of Educating for the Real world, 
which I happen to think is a very practical concept.

Don't forget that at this time we are talking about, we 
were also going though a terrible situation with the 
faculty] and meanwhile we were running those debts, and 
we were getting into worse and worse trouble.

so when Ted Manning came, he had trouble. Ted didn't 
put us in trouble...but Manning didn't help any...and it 
was only when Lee got there that there was an attempt was 
made to pull this thing together.

And meanwhile we had the faculty problem, we had the stu
dent unrest, we had the unsettled leadership, and we had 
the financial problem. We also had the problem of what 
kind of a university this should be. Newman [Marsilius] 
was arguing for Engineering 
ing for Liberal Arts.92

I mean, Herb didn't agree with that

• • •

and Herb [Cohen] was argufy • •

* * *

At the Senate Meeting of 7 November 1973, as a result of a com
munication from Prof. Stuart Mayper, it was determined that 
Senate Proposal #6811, in regards to Faculty participation in the 
selection of all-university executives, was still operative and 
the Secretary was ordered to make this known to the Chairman of 
the Presidential Search Committee, John Field.93 The Board, over 
the signature of its Chairman, Frederick Silliman, wrote to the 
Secretary of the Senate indicating that the swiftest possible ac
tion was necessary which precluded an extensive search process. 
There would be four committees for recommendation and evaluation, 
one
selected by 1 December 1973. 
receive recommendations from these committees, draw upon the 
files of the previous Search Committee and then engage external 
professional assistance in developing dossiers before submitting 
its condensed list to each of the four committees for their 
recommendation. After analysis of these comments the Search Com
mittee would make its own recommendation to the Board.

of which was to be a faculty committee, which should be
The Selection Committee would

The recommendations of the Committee were submitted to the firm 
of peat, Marwick and Mitchell for the development of dossiers. 
The firm was also instructed to conduct a search for the upcoming 
vacancy of Vice President for Business and Finance, VP Diem 
having also announced his intention to retire on 1 July 1974.
By the end of January 1974, the Search Committee reported that
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there were only two candidates worth considering and the Execu
tive Committee voted to offer the post to the first candidate and 
to submit the recommendation to the full Board on n February 
1974.96 a Special Meeting of the Board voted to offer the 
presidency to Dr. Leland Miles firstr and if he did not accept, a 
second candidate was named.97 Negotiations continued for several 
months until the Board, in June, appointed Dr. Leland Miles as 
President, effective 15 August 1974.98 
pointed Harry B. Rowell, Jr. as Vice President for Business and 
Finance. VP Albert Diem was appointed Vice President Emeritus 
upon his retirement on 30 June and was retained on a consulting 
basis through 31 December 1974.

;
■

The same meeting ap-

* * *

The period between the resignation of Dr. Manning and the advent 
of Dr. Miles was to have seen the University operating under the 
"Troika" of Carrier, Cox and Diem, but as indicated elsewhere, 
this did not work out. Increasingly, the Board/Administration 
Liaison Committee, headed by Chairman Silliman, and including Dr. 
Jeffries, John Field and Newman Marsilius, really ran the school.

Two incidents illustrate the degree of Trustee control.
March 1974, Mr.
them to hire Mr. Rick MacNamara as head football coach and one or 
two assistant coaches as necessary, 
retention, expansion or elimination of the whole intercollegiate 
program would be the responsibility of the next president.

A Strictly Confidential Memo was sent by Mr. Silliman to the 
"Troika" on 28 February 1974. In this memorandum, the Ad
ministrative Committee was instructed to initiate a program so 
that the Budget of 1974—75 would absorb one third of the cumula
tive deficit of $750,000.00 and that it be balanced. They were 
to operate under the rubric of reducing part time faculty costs, 
the improvement of the efficiency of the full time staff; the 
reduction of costs in all facets of the operation, drop courses 
with^ low enrollment and to recommend appropriate increases in 
tuition. Specific recommendations were also made in regard to 
tenured faculty.

On 19
Silliman sent a Letter to the "Troika" telling

The ultimate decision on the

I

Vice President Diem wrote to the Faculty and Staff on 8 March 
1974 about the seriousness of the fiscal situation and enclosed 
Mr. Silliman s Memo to the Administrative Committee. Vice Presi
dent Warren Carrier replied to the Board on 13 March 1974 in a 
eight page reply. He argued that if cuts were only made in the 
academic area, the faculty and students would be in open revolt 
as evidenced by persistent cries of outrage already received. 
T^e, costs in the academic area was not meant to 
prohibit growth, therefore more expenditures might be needed. 
While significant cuts had been made in the last two years, any 
further cuts might endanger programs and could be a mortal blow.
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"It is not a time, whatever the need, to approach these problems 
with the finesse of a tank" He further saw the Board's evalua
tion of the faculty as gratuitous and noted that releasing 
tenured faculty was a difficult matter and fraught with legal 
problems.

While he did see a reduction of costs by savings of $127,000.00 
in 1974 and 1975 and $170,000.00 in 1975-76, Dr. Carrier 
continued:

I am obligated, in good conscience, as your chief 
academic officer, to stress that there is a limit beyond 
which resources for an academic program cannot be cut 
back without seriously endangering its integrity and its 
accreditation.
university costs a certain (and increasing) amount of 
money.100

The fact must be faced that running a

* * *

Negotiations between the Administration and the AAUP continued 
through the spring and became increasingly rancorous, 
released a portion of the Administration proposals which 
portrayed the Administration as heartless beasts, 
ministration claimed that the estimated costs of the AAUP 
proposals in the first year alone would be $4,414,970.00 which 
was 93% of the existing payroll.I01 Dr. Carrier also noted that 
all decisions of personnel matters were thrown off timing by the 
negotiations and by the fact that each reappointment had to be 
justified. The Final Report of the Trustee Task Force on 
Budgetary Analysis and Policies was made to the Board on 17 July 
1974. The Task Force criticized the faculty for their lack of 
understanding of the concepts of working capital, cash management 
and long term funding. The Board approved the Report.102

No one seemed to be happy with what was going on. 
could not agree with each other, the administration felt put upon 
by the Board/Liaison Committee and its insistence that the budget 
be balanced, the faculty was frustrated by these indications of a 
void in leadership and what they saw as running the university 
like a business.1^3 Few realized the depths of the economic 
problem confronting the University at a time when all were 
clamoring for a larger piece of the pie. More and more, people 
were searching for a savior and increasingly, many looked upon 
Dr. Leland Miles as that savior.

The AAUP

The Ad-

I

The "Troika"

4
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Epilogue

One of the stories floating around campus in the days before Dr. 
Leland Miles arrived was that he would come to Bridgeport by 
walking across Long Island Sound. Such was the need for a 
savior. There were those who would show him where the stepping 
stones werer and there were those who would remove the stepping 
stones. Some of Dr. Miles' old friends from his days as a dean 
gave him a small replica of the mythological king of Corinth, 
Sisyphus, who was condemned forever to roll a huge stone up a 
hill in Hades, only to have it roll back down again on nearing 
the top of the hill. Meant as a humorous comment upon the task 
before him, it became almost prophetic.

Virtual chaos confronted Dr. Miles when he arrived on campus on 
15 August 1974. The University was practically insolvent (the 
proposed budget was one and a half million out of balance, and 
there was a short term debt of about four million dollars), there 
were increasingly bitter labor negotiations with the faculty (and 
neither side knew much about bargaining), and there was the con
tinuing slide in student enrollment which had been going on for 
several years.

It is not within the purview of this work to relate how these
From an

it is still too early to attempt
Further,

this author was very intimately tied to the Miles administration. 
Consequently, any evaluations he might make, could, despite all 
attempts at objectivity, be looked upon as being slanted.

problems were met and how a few of them were solved, 
historical point of view, 
critical evaluation of the administration of Dr. Miles.

a

)

It will have to suffice at this point to indicate that Dr. Miles, 
with a completely new administrative leadership, isolated and at
tacked the major problems which confronted the University. With 
the creative financial advice of Harry Rowell, Jr., the short 
term debt was refinanced into long term obligations. Faculty 
union contracts were negotiated (although there were several 
strikes).

The problem of a sliding enrollment was approached from several 
angles. New approaches to the recruitment of students were 
undertaken. New programs were added: The School of Law, the Bio- 
Nutrition Institute, and the Center For the Study of the Aging# 
Existing academic programs were consolidated, thereby freeing up 
funds for the support of more effective programs, 
thrust was undertaken in the Engineering Technology 
creation of the Connecticut Technology Institute (CTI).

And a major 
with thearea
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In an attempt to bolster and stabilize enrollment and to add a 
new dimension of internationalism to the educational program, the 
recruitment of international students was expamded. The increas
ing numbers of these students helped to maintain the student en
rollment levels while at the same time developing a greater 
awareness of internationalism among all students. Dr. Miles' in
ternationalism also led him to the presidency of the Interna
tional Association of University Presidents (IAUP).

Under the leadership of Dr. Miles, the University of Bridgeport 
survived the crisis of 1974 and then moved on to new levels of 
accomplishment.
successor to Cortright, Halsey and Littlefield, 
mightily against great odds to advance the dream of a superior 
educational institution in the City of Bridgeport. Each, by the 
dint of his personality, left an indelible mark upon the 
University.
The thirteen years of the Miles Administration were busy, hectic 
years. Dr. Miles gathered about him an effective group of educa
tional leaders who aided in furthering the objectives delineated 
by Dr. Miles.
some segments of the University, but every decision was always 
made with the welfare of the University at heart. The author 
knows of some of the agony through which Dr. Miles went in many 
of these decisions. But no one knows them better than his wife. 

Together, they sacrificed their personal well being, 
their family, and other opportunities, to contribute to the 
vival of the University of Bridgeport.

Miles demonstrated that he was a fitting
Each struggled

Dr.

Some of the decisions were not always popular with

sur-
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End Notes, Chapter 1.

The Bridgeport Sunday Post, 25 May 1947, feature article on 
Cortright. This story was repeated by many who knew Cortright. 
Mr. Cortright himself referred to this fact in his speech at the 
unveiling of his portrait on 3 October 1947. See also Letter, 
President Emeritus Cortright to Mr. Charles E. St. Thomas, 7 
November 1949. In commenting upon Mr. St. Thomas' article in the 
Rotarian, in which he said that this "was the original beginning 
of the idea behind what came through as The Junior College of 
Connecticut". Mr. Cortright noted that one reason he went to NYU 
was that he felt he needed some college teaching experience.
2. Allegheny College would confer a belated BA in 1948.
3. Biographical material from galley proof of item to be pub
lished in National Cyclopedia of American Biography.
4. The Bridgeport Post. 10 February, 1925, pp. 1-2.
5. Ibid., 15 January 1925, p. 11.
6. Ibid., 18 February 1926, pp. 1-2.
7. Letter, President Emeritus Cortright to Mr. Charles E. 
Thomas, 7 November 1949.
8. Ibid., 10 February 1925, pp. 1-2.
9. Undated, taped interview with E. Everett Cortright by his son- 
in-law, Howard Stiles.
10. Ibid.
11. Cortright, in a speech on the History of the Junior College 
in 1936 at the first meeting of the Board of Associates, said the 
date was 26 February 1926. Often in his later years, 
Cortright would confuse some dates.
12. In later years, the Rotary Club would take pride in calling 
this the intellectual founding of The Junior College of 
Connecticut. Mr. Cortright, however, denied that a group of 
Rotarians were the intellectual and financial fathers of The 
Junior College: "There was no group of twenty Rotarians. 
was no combined subscription of $25,000.00 or any other amount. 
The fact is that the entire funds were raised by Dr. Alfred C. 
Fones and myself". Letter, President Emeritus Cortright to Mr. 
St. Thomas, 7 November 1949. Again, this refers to Mr. 
Thomas' article in the Rotarian- Mr. Cortright, in the same 
letter, also said "So far as I am aware, I did not mention any 
such institution for Bridgeport", although he did speak of Mr. 
Waldo asking him to write the series of articles. There seemed to 
have been some confusion in his mind as to when he actually 
proposed such an institution for Bridgeport.
13. The Bridgeport Post. 9 February 1926. Succeeding references 
to this series of articles are all from The Bridgeport Post and 
the dates noted.
14. Ibid.
15. This would seem to fly in the face of the later claim that 
The Junior College of Connecticut was the first chartered junior 
college in the eleven northeast states. There is no problem if 
one remembers that The Junior College of Connecticut was the first

1.

St.

Mr.

There

St.
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to have a legislative charter.
The concept of a response to community needs would become a 

vital objective not only of the The Junior College of Connecticut 
but also its successor. The University of Bridgeport. Methods of 
determining those needs will be delineated below.
17. In 1986 there were nineteen private colleges: The University 
of Connecticut with its four branches, four state universities, 
five technical colleges and twelve community colleges. Addi
tionally there were several proprietary schools. Clearly the col
lege age population in Connecticut has been democratized, but Con
necticut is still a college student exporter with approximately 
60% of college bound student going to institutions out of state.
18. Note below the frequent reference to the number 200 students 
even after the Junior College was no longer a private venture.
19. The Bridgeport Post. 9 March 1926.
20. Ibid,
21. Letter, President Emeritus Cortright to Mr. St. Thomas, 7 
November 1949.
22. Sarah Lawrence got a Charter from New York State, but not 
from the legislature, in December of 1926 and classes began on 4 
October 1928.
23. See below for more detail on the role of Dr. Fones.
24. The Bridgeport Sunday Post,* 25 May 1947.
25. The Bridgeport Post headlined this as "Purchase of Site of
Junior College is outstanding realty deal of the week" _
Bridgeport Post 26 December 1926, p. 6.
26. Taped interview with Earle M. Bigsbee, Vice President 
Emeritus, 12 February 1985, p. 6 of transcript.

Bridgeport Times Star, 14 February 1927.
The Bridgeport Post. 28 January 1927, p. 5.
Letter, Wendell Kellogg, Director of Public Relations, to 

John Richmond, 8 March 1950. Mr. Kellogg claimed to have received 
this information from Mr. Cortright. There is no other evidence 
to corroborate the story, although other members of the family 

known to have consulted astrologists from time to time. 
Minutes of the Connecticut Junior College Meeting, 3 March

31. The Bridgeport Post, 6 April 1927.
Bridgeport Times Stax# 8 April 1927.
Atlantic Monthly, Vol. 139, No. 4, pp. 497-501.
Ibid,, Vol. 139, No. 6, pp. 809ff. « ,ftCO

35. Letter, Wendell Kellogg, to John Richmond, 8 March 1950.
36. On 16 March 1939, Mr. Cortright, in a letter to the Board, 
would state that the reason that a stock corporation was the 
vehicle of organization, was that no one knew whether it would 
succeed, so the stock corporation was the best vehicle for the 
distribution of assets if the institution closed.

Mr Kellogg reported in a letter to Mr.
that twenty nine people put up $54,100.00 in cash and that 

Mr Cortright paid the corporation one dollar per share for its 
shares of common voting stock. This mid account for the 

later claim that Mr. Cortright controlled the voting stock.
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; 38 See Appendix A for terms and officers.
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End Notes, Chapter 2.

Bridgeport Telegram, 7 July 1927*
Mr, Schine would shortly become the Treasurer of the Board 

and would play an extremely active role up to his death on 2 May 
1971.

1.
2.

Records of ownership of this stock are not available. One 
can guess at some of the ownership later when stock was turned in 
and was counted as part of the fund raising effort in late 1930. 
We do know that Mr. Cortright had a controlling interest of the 
common stock. He would also refer to his controlling block of 
stock in his Second Annual Report.

Minutes of junior College Committee Meeting, 15 September

3.

4.
1927.

A copy of this bulletin is in the Burroughs Library in

Hereafter
5.
Bridgeport.

Minutes of the Board of Directors, 4 October 1927. 
cited as- Board of Directors.

Evidently at an early date, a committee system was developed
No record has been found of their

6.

7.
by the Board of Directors, 
creation; however there are references to an Executive Committee, 
a Buildings and Grounds Committee, and a Fund Raising Committee,

Board of Directors, 4 October 1927, 25 October 1927, and 22 
November 1927.
Catalog, 
throughout.

Cortright to Tax Assessor, 23 January 1928. 
would grow to love the word "eleemosynary", denoting in this 
sense, non profit, wherein a great part of the income would come 
from donated funds.

The Times Star, 12 December 1927.
One full time student was forced

8.
The junior College would often spell Catalogue as 

For the sake of consistency, Catalogue will be used
Mr. Cortright9.

10.
11.
week of classes due to a nervous breakdown.

to withdraw in the first 
First Annual Report,

24 April 1928. ^ „ . .Preliminary announcement and conditions of admission and 
courses of study of the Junior College of Connecticut. While 
dated 27 May 1927, it did not come off the press until much later.
13. The Times Star# 17 January 1928, Editorial Page.
14. The Junior College had received several gifts in its first 
three months of operation: a Victrola and records from Smith 
Blackman; a half dozen baseball bats and one dozen baseballs from 
Edward Fletcher; one dozen suits for the baseball club from Mat
thew Sanders and James F. McCarthy? and the return as a gift to

five shares of Preferred Stock and one share of
First Annual Report, 24 April

The

12.

the college of 
Common Stock by A. 
1928.

H. Canfield.

The "Docket" was really the Agenda for the meeting, 
first reference to the existence of Minutes was an the Docket for
16? B°lofrde?finD9ir°efct8orAsP,ri9 September 1929. The emergency loans 

were repaid in October and the latter note was repaid to the bank

15.
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in November.
While there were monthly meetings, not all stockholders came

All were informed of the meetings and the 
The first reference to an Executive Committee is at the

Thereafter, the Executive Com-

17.
to each meeting, 
results.
Annual Meeting of 16 July 1929. 
mittee would meet at least monthly and the full Board would meet 
about three times a year. Additionally, there are indications 
that Mr. Cortright was in almost daily communication with one or 
more of the members of the Executive Committee.
18. There is no need to review the names on this list here, but
two future trustees and Chairmen of the Board appeared on the
list. They would later make up for this by more lavish support in 
later years.
19. See below for more comments on football. There was discus
sion in the Board meeting of 21 September 1928 in regards to the
support for the football team. It was argued that the team did
bring in five or six students at the "underwriting allotment of 
one student's income - $360.00. There was an exceptional amount 
of "doodling" on Mr. Cortright's copy of the docket. The amount 
of "doodling" seemed to vary with the severity of the matters un
der discussion.
20. Cortright in a report to the Board of Directors meeting, 29 
May 1928.
21. Ibid. The problem of regional accreditation had been raised 
in the First Annual Report by Mr. Cortright. But "the Regional 
Boards of every section of the union have acted upon standards for 
the junior college except that of New England". He further noted 
in this report that the Junior College had met each of the stand
ards of the American Council On Education (ACE) but for #7 which 
concerned the source and amount of annual income. In effect, this 
required income from an endowment of $200,000.
22. The Bridgeport Post. 14 June 1928.
23. Tiroes_Star, 22 June 1928. Rumors of this sort, along with
others concerning failure and imminent bankruptcy would plague the 
school for many years - even down to the present.
24. Letter, Wendell Kellogg to John Richmond, 8 March 1950. 
battle provoked heated exchanges between President Olds of Amherst 
and Dean Moore of Harvard. President sills of Bowdoin was 
reported as saying that he would never serve on a committee with a 
junior college representative on it. Academic snobbery was in its 
heyday.
25. Minutes of Faculty Meetings, 7 November 1928. Hereafter
cited as Faculty Minutes. The author is indebted to Dr. Charles
B. Goulding, Professor Emeritus of English, for a copy of the 
Minutes of the Faculty Meetings from 1 March 1928 to 11 June 1938. 
These minutes record actions and note discussion on particular 
matters. Little of the argumentation needed to reach the decision 
is noted. To date, no Minutes from 1938 to December 1946 have 
been uncovered. Prof. Carl E. Wallace was the first secretary 
the Faculty.
26. Ibid., 14 November 1928.
27. Ibid., 12 December 1928.

The
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28. Accreditation was perhaps the biggest battle of Mr. 
Cortright, excepting for finances. In later years, however, the 
Junior College of Connecticut, both as the entity and then as a 
part of the University of Bridgeport, would become a strong factor 
in the New England Association. The third president, Dr. Henry W. 
Littlefield would become President of the New England Association 
and Dr. Earle M. Bigsbee, once Dean of the Junior College and 
later Vice President for Academic Affairs at the University, would 
participate in forty nine accrediting teams for the New England 
Association.
1985, pp. 6-7 of transcript, 
some weight: he was appointed to the Committee on Higher Education 
of The New England Association in 1931. The Scribe, Vol. II, #3, 
18 February 1031. The scribe's name changed over the years from 
The Scribe to Scribe and back again several times. The name, The 
Scribe will be used in this work for the sake of consistency. See 
also Board of Directors Minutes, 8 April 1929.
29. The Scribe. Vol. II, #2, 16 December 1930.
30. Faculty Minutes, 19 December 1928.
31. Ibid.. 20 March 1928.
32. Ibid., 18 March 1928.
tors reacted to Faculty recommendations, 
would appropriate money to improve the Biology and Physics 
laboratories.
33. Ibid., 5 June 1928.
34. Ibid., 17 May 1928.
35. Ibid., 9 August 1928.
36. Ibid., 3 February 1930. 
persons as having been on the football team.
37. Ibid., 7 November 1928.
38. ibid.. First Report of the Curriculum Committee, 14 November 
1928
39. * ibid.. 14 November 1928 and 5 December 1928. 
noted that at this time, the study of Spanish at the collegiate 
and graduate school level was not acceptable in the rigorous Arts 
programs. As late as 1947, Spanish could not be offered as one of 
the required foreign languages in the graduate history program at 
Yale unless the student were to work in Spanish or Latin American 
History.
40. Ibid,. 6 March 1929. . ^
the period in which Tn TnnQ Parentis was in full bloom.
41. Faculty Committee Report 10 April 1929. The Report was pub
lished by the President. The Faculty Minutes do not record any 
action on the Report other than a handwritten note on the record 
that this was promulgated without faculty action.
42. Faculty Minutes, 12 February 1930.
43. Ibid.. 29 October 1928.
44 Tbid . 18 February 1929.

Interview with Four members of First Class, 23 March 1985, p.
7 of transcript.
46. A picture of 
members who later

Interview with Dr. Earle M. Bigsbee, 12 February 
Mr. Cortright, himself, would wield

i

!l
\
! I

Note how closely the Board of Direc- 
Very shortly, the Board !

; I
i!The Minutes did not identify these
•i

;
!

It should be !

•’!

The reader must remember that this was

45.
the first baseball team included four of the 
became doctors or dentists: Daniel Massey,
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Dr. Paul LisciorLeonard Scalzif Victor Romano and Carl Hedberg. 
a member of the class, would later become the second Director of
the Fones School of Dental Hygiene.

Interview with Four Members of First Class, 23 March 1930, p.
12 of transcript.

The Bridgeport Post# 7 December 1927.
Bridgeport Herald# 30 September 1928. 

played on 29 September 1928.
50. Reporting on JCC football was quite spotty.
Post of 8 September 1928 reported there were 25 candidates, 
also reported that they were practicing for a game with Trinity 
JV. The game never was played. Schedules were very loose and one 
only learned of the true schedule from reports in the newspapers. 
All scores and game news about football was gleaned from the files 
of The Bridgeport Post.

Letter from Dr. Leonard Scalzi,

47.

48. The first game was49.
The Bridgeport

They

'29, to the author, 1251.
February 1986.
52. Interview with Dr. Daniel Massey, *29, 24 February 1986, p. 4 
of transcript.
53. The Bridgeport Post. 8 November 1929. The Times Star of 6 
November 1929 reported that the CCNY game and others were canceled
due to injuries.
54. Letter from Ben Sternberg, ’31, to the Author, 10 February 
1985.
55. Interview with Members of the First Class, 23 March 1985, P* 
4 of transcript.
56. Ibid., 23 March 1985, p. 6 of transcript.
57. Ibid.. p. 7 of transcript.
58. Ibid.. p. 16 of transcript.
59. Ibid.. p. 20 of transcript.
60. Faculty Minutes, 14 November 1928.
61. Ibid.. 19 and 20 November 1928. The author has been unable 
to locate a copy of this Constitution.
62. Second Annual Report, 16 July 1929.
63. Interview with Members of First Class, 23 Mar 1985, p. 21 of 
transcript.
64. Faculty Minutes, 26 November 1928. To this day, surviving 
members of the team that have been located have no recollection of

There were no further references in the Faculty 
One has to conclude that there was a satisfactory solu-

this matter.
Minutes, 
tion to the matter. 
65. The _Scrlbe^ Vol. II #3, 28 March 1930. These developments 
will be discussed in the next chapter.
66. Faculty Minutes, 7 and 10 February 1930.

The, Scrjbe., Vol. nr #2, 16 December 1930.
68. The Bridgeport Post. 29 March 1930.
69. The Times Star. 26 April 1930.
70. Bridgeport Life. 5 July 1930.
71. Undated interview of Cortright by Howard Stiles, p. 
transcript.

67.

3 of
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End Notes, Chapter 3.

1. See Appendix B.
Not all of these Annual Reports have been located: six are 

still missing but have, to a degree, been reconstructed from 
newspaper stories which tend to give a rosier report that the ac
tual reports.

As noted previously, it is not clear how much was in returned
However,

2.

3.
or donated stock and how much was in cash or pledges.
Mr. Cortright did report to the Board that $94,525.00 in stock was 
given back. The large donors to this campaign were: Mrs. Cooper, 
$12,000.00; Sylvanus Locke $12,000.00; Mrs. Sanford, $7,500.00; 
Sumner Simpson, $5,000.00; Mr. Bullard, $5,000.00; Miss Bullard, 
$3,000.00, as noted in The Board of Trustees Minutes of 20 October 
1930.
$18,000.00 and Sylvanus Locke $15,000.00. 
that Mr. Locke had made a gift of $21,000.00 as noted in The 
Bridgeport Post of 29 March 1930.

;
". i

Elsewhere, Sara J. Cooper was reported to have subscribed
It was also reported :

1Donor records are sparse and 
Furthermore, the amount reported to have been raised is 

See below.
Executive Committee Minutes, 16 March 1931.

spotty, 
in question.

Hereafter cited4.
as Executive Committee.
5. An Occasional Bulletin, 18 December 1931.

Ibid.. 27 Jan. 1932.
Ibid.. 14 March 1932.
Letter to the Board, 20 February 1932. 

spirit" noted by Mr. Cortright may have been the public stance, 
though motivated by the knowledge that few positions were 

open elsewhere, and that at least they had a job. Privately, one 
is sure that there was some growsing. Yet the author knew three 
of these faculty members, and not once did they mention to him 
this cut or any of the subsequent cuts in salary.

Ibid.
10. conference of the Board of Trustees, 19 May 1932.
11. Not only would Mr. Dunnigan be President of the Freshman 
class, he would be voted as the one who had done most for the 
school. In later years, Mr. Dunnigan would become President of 
the publishing House of Prentice Hall, receive an honorary degree 
from The University of Bridgeport in 1976, and become a Trustee of 
the University. Mr. Dunnigan, in an interview on 25 September 
1986, p. 1 of transcript, recalled that this was the Emily Fuller 
Scholarship. Junior College records refer to these as the Bedford 
Scholarships. Dr. Gerhardt Rast, the Superintendent of Schools 
in Westport at the time, recalled this period. See Interview with 
Dr. Rast, 23 January 1986, pp. 1-2 of transcript. Dr. Rast also 
noted that the the scholarship was established by Mr. F. 
Bedford, a former executive with Standard Oil of New Jersey for 
four graduates of Staples High School to The Junior College of 
Connecticut. Mr. Bedford was a good friend of Mr. Cortright s ac-

Dr. Rast would subsequently become a Profes-

6.
7.

This "excellent8.

even

ill

9.

•!

:
|

T.

cording to Dr. Rast. 
sor of Education at the University.
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Interview with Dr. Paul Liscio, 4 February 1986r PP* 5-6 of
Hereafter cited

12.
transcript.
13. Board of Trustees Minutes, 13 March 1933. 
as Board of Trustees.
14. Ibid.
15. Executive Committee, 22 May 1933.
16. An Occasional Bulletin, 17 July 1933.
17. Executive Committee, 7 June 1933. 
ments on this flirtation.
18. Ibid., 27 September 1933.
Board of Trustees, Annual Meeting of 26 November 1934.
19. Annual Meeting of Board of Trustees, 27 November 1933.
20. Ibid.. 27 November 1933.
21. Minutes of Finance Committee, 18 January 1934. 
cited as Finance Committee.
22. Annual Report Number 7, 26 November 1934. Twelve NYA jobs 
were assigned to JCC, but since Yale did not use all of its

Eighth An-

See below for further com-

The deficit figures come from The

Hereafter

allotment, five more were acquired by Mr. Cortright. 
nual Report, 25 November 1935. One has to be impressed with the 
concern and humanity of the Board, faced as they were, with a very 
tight budget.
23. Finance Committee, 18 December 1933.
24. Executive Committee, 21 May 1933. Canvas results were noted 
in Executive Committee of 14 June 1934.
25. Annual Report Number 7, 26 November 1934.

Ibid. In hindsight, one has to agree with those faculty
See below for further actions in the advertising and

26.
members. 
recruiting area.
27. An Occasional Bulletin, 13 Mar 1935.
28. Mr. Cortright would later note in An Occasional Bulletin, 13 
March 1935, that in the first seven years of operation, The Junior 
College had enrolled 1228 students, most of whom came from 
Connecticut.
29. Seventh Annual Report, 26 November 1934.
30. Board of Trustees Conference, 10 January 1935. The agenda 
noted this as a Dutch Treat luncheon at the University Club. 
Since this is specifically noted as a Dutch Treat Luncheon, 
wonders who paid for the other luncheons. The records are silent 
on this matter.

Ibid

one

28 January 1935 and Letter to Trustees, 30 January31. • r
1930.

The Bridgeport School of Business will be discussed in more 
detail in a later chapter.

Executive Committee, 18 March 1935.
Students were seldom mentioned by name in the Board Minutes, 

but a Special Finance Committee meeting on 2 March 1935, specifi
cally exempted from this collection effort a student by the name 
of Stuart Mayper who owed $150.00. He had signed a Morris Plan 
Note which had been co-signed by Mr. Cortright. interestingly»
Mr. Mayper would soon graduate, go on to obtain professional de 
grees and then apply to his old instructor, then Dean Roppr 
Dob as an instructor at the University of Bridgeport. Dr. Mayper

32.

33.
34.

for a
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retired from the University in June of 1985.
35.
Eighth Annual Report, 25 November 1936.

Board of Trustees, 30 September 1935.
Ninth Annual Report, 23 November 1936.
Bulletin of The Junior College of Connecticut for 1936-37, p.

Annual Meeting, Board of Trustees, 26 November 1935 and

36.
37.
38.
11.
39. Executive Committee, 12 August 1935. Mr. Cortright also 
donated the costs of redecorating the corner room so things would 
be ready for classes in the fall.
40. See a later chapter for further discussion of academic 
programs. The faculty was not enamored of such courses as these, 
particularly the granting of academic credit for such "skills" 
courses as stenography and typewriting.
41. Executive and Finance Committees, 9 April 1936.
42. Reported in Board of Trustees, 6 August 1936. It is remark
able to note that to date, no one person, except possibly Mr. 
Cortright, had been responsible for admissions and student 
recruiting, while one can argue that the size of the student body 
would not warrant a full time person, it was none the less 
important. There was a considerable expenditure during the year 
for stationary and printing for recruiting purposes.
43. ibid. The deficit had earlier been reported as $3,835.56.
44. Annual Meeting of Board of Trustees, 23 November 1936.
45. Special Meeting of Board of Trustees, 18 January 1937 and An 
Occasional Bulletin, 11 March 1937.
46. Cortright letter to the Executive and Finance committee, 
June 1937. See below for Dr. Bigsbee's recollection of this 
period. The Karl Larson referred to eventually came to the 
University of Bridgeport as Professor of Physics and sometime Dean 
of the College of Arts and Sciences. Dr. Larson does not recall 
that there had been any contact with The Junior College.

Minutes of the Buildings and Grounds Committee, 25 May 1938.

i j

ill

' i

8

i47. ____
Hereafter cited as Buildings and Grounds Committee.
48. Board of Trustees, 10 June 1938; Buildings and Grounds 
Committee, 13 June 1938; and Executive, Finance and Buildings and 
Grounds Committees, 26 August 1938. !i
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End Notes, Chapter 4.

__ The announcement story in The Bridgeport Post, 15 August 1938, 
p. 25, gave his title as Executive Assistant to the President. In 
subsequent Junior College Catalogs, his title is listed as Assis-
1.

tant to the President.
2. Executive and Finance Committee, 10 March 1939. The Rev. Dr. 
Markle had 110 students in the fall of 1938 and was serviced by a

In the Spring of 1939,volunteer faculty who received no pay. 
fourteen courses were planned, to meet on Tuesday and Thursday 
evenings. The Bridgeport Post, 25 January 1939.
3. Twelfth Annual Report, 15 December 1939. According to The 
Bridgeport Post of 28 August 1938, p. 4, there were only two rules 
at Fremont: no smoking in the rooms, and study hours to be 
observed. Later another will be added: each girl had to sign out 
and in when on a date. Dorm rates included three meals a day. 

Ibid*4.
See also, Executive and Finance committee, 10 MayIbid.5.

1939.
6. Twelfth Annual Report, 15 December 1939.
7. Ibid.
8. Ibid. Mr. Cortright specifically asked for "a man" to super
vise the athletic program.
9. Ibid. Dr. Donald Kern, a later Dean of Admissions, commented 
that the College advertised in these magazines as late as 1950. 
See interview with Dr. Donald Kern, 25 October 1985, p. 3 of 
transcript.
10. Mrs. Newman was Mr. Cortright's eldest daughter, Enid.
11. Board of Trustees, 11 October 1938, 8 November 1938, and 12 
January 1939.
12. An Occasional Bulletin, 6 March 1939, and Letter 
Board, 2 May 1939.
13. Letter from the State Bar Examining Committee, 23 January 
1939.
14. Board of Trustees, 10 October 1939.
15. Executive Committee, 2 March 1939? Executive and Finance 
Committee, 17 March 1939? and Board of Trustees, 31 March 1939, 
and 10 October 1939.
16. Board of Trustees, 4 August 1939. Mr. Cortright referred to 
the surplus as "profit".
17. Board of Trustees Conference, 22 August 1939.
18. An Occasional Bulletin, 7 September 1939.
19. Cortright letter to the Board, 8 September 1939.
20. Occasional Bulletin, 21 September 1939.
21. Twelfth Annual Meeting, 15 December 1939. It should be noted 
that there is a difference between the Twelfth Annual Report of 15 
December 1939 and the Minutes of the Board of Trustees of 15 
December 1939. They are two separate documents.

Board of Trustees Annual Meeting, 15 December 1939. ,
Miss Morrisey would remain as librarian for many years ana

to the

22.
23.
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would marry Dr. C. D. L. Ropp.
24. The age old question of how to pay for laboratory classes was 
handled by equating a double lab period at 3 1/2 times the $100.00 
per semester hour rate. Overloads were to paid at $100.00 per 
semester hour per year. Board of Trustees, 10 October 1940.
25. Board of Trustees Annual Meeting, 15 December 1939.
26. Board of Trustees, 2 April 1940.
27. Ibid.
28. Executive Committee, 10 January 1940; Board of Trustees, 2 
April 1940. There is the suspicion that members of the Board or 
the administration prevailed upon the President of the Chamber of 
Commerce to make this study to develop community support. See in
terview with Dr. Henry W. Littlefield, 4 September 1984, pp. 
11,12, tape side #1, of transcript, and interview of 17 September 
1984, p. 18, tape side #4, of transcript.
29. Details of this transaction are from the interview with Dr. 
Henry W. Littlefield, 11 September 1984, pp. 11-12 of transcript, 
tape side #1.

■

II
Dr. Littlefield related a story which told much about the man. "I 
went to Rotary Club one week and I heard Mr. North, who at that 
time was the head man of the Ringling Bros., Barnum and Bailey 
Circus. I went up to him (the circus was going to be at the old 
circus grounds) and said, 'Do you think there is any possibility 
that you could get me two or three acts to come over and perform 
in the old P. T. Barnum building?' And he was so excited about 
it. And so I had a group of Trustees and faculty, and the like,

When I introduced them, I said.

;

in

and they put on three acts there.
'If you have ever performed, you do it tonight, because old P. T. 
is up there watching every step". See Interview with Dr. Henry W. 
Littlefield, 4 September 1984, pp. 13-14 of tape side #1.

The device of rewarding the faculty with a bonus rather than 
regular pay raises would continue for some time. When the author 
came to the Junior College in 1947, the device was still in use, 
although it was replaced shortly afterwards with a more standard
ized system of pay raises.
31. An Occasional Bulletin, 20 July 1940.

Ibid.
33. A salary increase was .
done so much to build up the Secretarial Science department. 
However no raise, as suggested, was given to Dr. Goulding who was 
carrvinq a 19 hour load. Board of Trustees, 16 October 1940.
34. Board of Trustees, 16 October 1940; Board of Trustees Annual 
Meeting, 18 December 1940; Special Meeting of the Board of 
Trustees, 30 January 1941.
35. Executive and Finance Committee 6 January 1941.
36. Special Meeting of the Board of Trustees, 30 January 1941.
37. Special Meeting of Board of Trustees, 14 February, 1941.
38. Arthur Keating, the President of BEI, would ^i^th^citv 
Cortriqht that they had made some good arrangements with the City 
and furthermore .ere not sure that they .ere able to support a 
building of their own. Board of Trustees, 27 February 1941.

30

32. voted for Elvira Himich because she had
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Special Meeting of the Board of Trustees, 14 February 1941. 
Board of Trustees, 27 February 1941. Mr. Cortright indicated 

to the Board of Trustees on 20 February, that he had
He referred to the deci-

39.
40.
in a Letter
some reservations about the whole thing, 
sions of the meeting of 14 February as "hurried" and found that 
the suggested method of the change of name was not good, it could 
be done easier (he did not say how), He also indicated that a 
name change would require a change of stationary, materials and 
forms, which would be expensive (he did not want to rubber stamp 
them). Furthermore, if the old name were abandoned, it could be 
used by anyone else who might wish to trade upon the good name of 
The Junior College.
41. ibid. One could also assume that once the other colleges in 
Connecticut got wind of the fact that The Junior College was 
thinking of becoming a four year institution, much pressure was 
felt by Commissioner Grace. Such an action would naturally repre
sent a considerable threat to all colleges in the state.
42. Special Meeting of the Board of Trustees, 30 January 1941 
and 14 February 1941.
43. Ibid.. 28 April 1941. College records refer to "boys" and 
"girls" throughout. The author has decided to use the more 
modern terminology of young men and young women.
44. Ibid.. 3 September 1941. The Trustees subscribed, by this 
date, $3,325.00 for the renovations. The costs of renovations 
exceeded the estimates, because they found that new plumbing, 
pipes, and electrical wiring had to be installed. Buildings and 
Grounds Committee, 25 September 1941. These renovations delayed 
the opening of the college by one week.
45. Ibid. . 3 September 1941. The Handbook, entitled "View 
Book", presented an almost idyllic view of life at The Junior 
College. Pictures of cozy lounges, spacious students' rooms, 
classrooms, students and professors, sports activities (including 
riding at a nearby riding club), social affairs, including a pic
ture of the traditional wistaria Queen and her court, made this an 
excellent recruiting piece.
46. Executive Committee, 10 April 1941 and Board of Trustees, 29 
October 1941. Since there are no extant minutes of Faculty meet
ings for this period, one can not determine their reaction. 
However, since no national social sorority was subsequently 
formed, one can safely assume that the faculty refused the
request.
47.
48.
49.

Board of Trustees, 29 October 1941.
Executive Committee, 15 December 1941.
Annual Meeting, Board of Trustees, 30 January 1942.
Ibid.,, and Executive Committee, 12 February 1942.

Annual Meeting of the Board of Trustees, 30 January 1942 and 
Board of Trustees, 5 May 1942.
52.
Officers, 2 September 1942.

Board of Trustees, 5 May 1942.
Executive Committee, 24 July 1942.

IfeA£.a Dr. Ropp continued his formal ways, referring

50.
51.

Executive Committee, 10 June 1942; and Conference of

53.
54.
55.
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persons, excepting his wife whom he called "Jo", by their last 
name. When answering the phone, he usually said, "C. D. L. Ropp 
Speaking".
56. Board of Trustees, 27 October 1942.
57. Ibid.. 27 October 1942 and 18 December 1942. In regards to 
getting information for short courses, Mr. Halsey reported that it 
was difficult getting past the guards, but he did report that the 
Trade School was used in all but two plants for any special 
training. Many also felt that technical training had to be done 
in the plant itself.
58. Annual Meeting of Board of Trustees, 26 February 1943. At 
least one daughter would attend the University in later years.
59. Ibid., and Executive Committee 25 March 1943.
60. Executive Committee, 25 March 1942. An option to this effect 
was given on 27 May 1943, and the property was sold in August 
1943. Finance Committee, 2 August 1943.
61. Board of Trustees, 17 December 1947.
62. ibid.. 27 May 1943. This would be but the first step of 

Dr. Goulding would come an go with frequency over the
On 17 June 1943, the Executive Committee voted

this saga, 
short term future, 
to retain all instructional staff.
63. Executive Committee, 24 July 1943.
64. Finance Committee, 2 August 1943.
65. Executive Committee, 9 August 1943, and 14 August 1943.

Ibid.. 23 August 1943. Born 11 October 1905 in Middleboro,
Littlefield had been educated at Bates and New York 

He received his BA degree in Education in 1929 and
from

66.
MA,
University.
his MA degree in Education (both with History Majors) in 1933 
NYU. He had taught history and was the Vice Principal in Orange, 
MA. until 1935 when he moved to Hamden,CT. High school. By 1937 
he was Vice Principal.

!.i

IH •'where his 
From

In 1940 he received his Ph.D in Education from Yale, 
doctoral dissertation was on the Junior College Movement.
1942 he was a Research Associate at the Connecticut State Depart
ment of Education where he undertook a study of Post Secondary 
Education in the Post war years. It was while undertaking this 
study in New Haven, that Dr. Littlefield was a part time teacher 
and administrator at the New Haven College and where he met Mr.

’

1
, i!

Cortright. to the Board, attached to Minutes of Executive 
One story is that Mr. Halsey did notHalsey letter

k no^1 Vf^the3fi£ancial^s tatus of the school until he had been 

prompted to investigate. See interview with Dr. Earle M. Bigsbee. 
12 February 1985, pp. 15-16 of transcript. In the meantime, Mr. 
Halsey had sold his house on Stratfield Road through an enterpris-

■r-~S~S ■ = Sfs
Even then, the Rooster River was known for overflowing 

The knowledge of this was enough to get 
Interview with Dr. Carmen

67.

property.
during a heavy rainfall, 
his uncle to withdraw the offer.
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Totora, 11 April 1986r p. 4 of transcript.

Prof. Emeritus Emerson G. Chamberlain offered some light on this. 
"Some wealthy woman had a hobby of running symposiums on interna
tional affairs in the summer, that was a part of it? and it sup
posedly had a Board of Trustees, important people. When Halsey 
finally got around to getting in touch with some of those people, 
he found that their names had been put on this list without even

See interview with Emerson G. Chamberlain, 10their consent."
September 1985, p. 4 of transcript.
68. Executive Committee, 9 September 1943.

Ibid.. 23 August 1943? Board of Trustees Special Meeting 23
4 October 1943, Executive69.

September 1943? Executive committee,
Committee, 24 March 1944? Board of Trustees, 22 May 1944.
70. Board of Trustees, 22 May 1944. See also interview with Dr. 
Henry W. Littlefield, 11 September 1984, p. 2, tape side #1 of 
transcript. Dr. Littlefield said that the sale of this property 
underwrote his salary for the first three years.

Ibid. A look at these assignments, would make a modern ad-
One must remember that the Junior College

Nonetheless
71.
ministrator tremble.
was much smaller than the University would become, 
this list was formidable.

Executive Committee, 24 July 1943.
Ibid.» 23 August 1943? Board of Trustees Special Meeting 23 

September 1943.
74. Executive committee, 24 July 1943, 9 August and 14 August
1943? and Emergency Meeting of Executive Committee 14 September 
1943. Cortright was convinced that the man had an emotional 
problem and the Board released him from his contract.
75. Board of Trustees, Special Meeting, 23 September 1944 and Ex
ecutive Committee, 4 October 1944. Prof. Emerson G. Chamberlain 
ascribed Dr. Ballou's leaving to the requirement that he teach in 
the summer school. Mr. Cortright insisted that it was the 
patriotic thing to do, since the war was on, to teach in summer 
school. See interview with Emerson G. Chamberlain, 10 September 
1985, p. 9 of transcript.
76. Emergency Executive Committee Meeting, 14 September 1943? 
Board of Trustees Special Meeting, 23 September 1943.
77. Executive Committee, 4 October 1943 and 14 September 1944.
78. Finance Committee, 2 August 1943.
79. Executive Committee, 24 November 1943? Board of Trustees, 17 
December 1943.
80. Board of Trustees, 22 May 1944. Note that this was the same 
meeting that voted to hire Dr. Littlefield.
81. Ibid• r 22 May 1944. Much of this decision was the result of 
a study done for the Chairman of The Board by Mr. schine who 
argued that The Junior College had one of the most liberal salary 
schedules of any New England junior college. Obviously/ 
result was that it became necessary for all faculty to teach m 
the summer, despite Mr. Cortright's warning on 25 April 1944 that 
the staff was tired and irritable, having taught for thirty three 
out of the previous thirty six months.

72.
73.

one
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82. Faculty Letter to Board, in files of Minutes of Executive 
Committee Meeting, 10 May 1944. Actually there were a series of 
meetings of the Executive Committee, on 10 May, 12 May, 15 May and 
17 May. These were followed by a joint meeting of the Trustees, 
Faculty and Administration on 22 May 1944.
83. Mr. Cortright's Letter to the Executive Committee is in the 
files noted in the last footnote. This matter of summertime 
remuneration would be around for some time. It had not improved 
much when this author came aboard. It would also be complicated 
by the system of pay for an overload, with many faculty commenting 
that, instead of time and a half for overtime work, they were paid 
at a rate less than that for a regular load.
84. Executive Committee, 2 June 1944.
85. Letter to the Board from Mr. Cortright, 25 April 1944.
86. See interview with Earle M. Bigsbee, 12 February 1985, p. 19 
of transcript. He reported that at one point one of Mr. 
Cortright's daughters told College officers that her father had 
cancer and only had another three months to live. It is believed 
that Mr. Cortright outlived these doctors.
87. Cortright Letter to Mr. Schine, 18 May 1944.
88. Board of Trustees, 10 September 1944; Executive Committee,12

Fremont House had recently become available. The
One of them took the

October 1944.
women housed there had been asked to vacate, 
issue to the local OPA office which supported The Junior College.

Executive Committee, 14 September 1944? Executive and Finance 
Committee, 12 October 1944; Board of Trustees, 20 October 1944.

Executive Committee, 29 November 1944? and 22 December 1944? 
Adjourned Annual Meeting, 1 February 1945.

Executive Committee, 14 February 1945 and 23 February 1945.
Executive

89.

90.

91. 1 February 1945?Adjourned Annual Meeting,
Committee, 19 March 1945? Board of Trustees, 26 March 1945.

23 February 1945, 19 March 1945 and
92.

Executive Committee,
Board of Trustees 26 March 1945.
94. Executive Committee Conference, 4 April 1945. 
be the last time that a professor who managed to get his name in 
the paper on a scandal related manner would be released 
immediately. The College, under the leadership of Board Chairman 
Chaffee and Mr. Cortright, was particularly concerned with all 
aspects of life which might cast any moral aspersion on the 
College. For example, it was not until much later that any al
coholic beverages could be served on campus at any faculty or
other adult function. . , n, ... ,Executive Committee Conference m Lobby of Stratfield Hotel
after Rotary Club Meeting, 8 May 1945. _ _ .
96. Ibid.* Executive Committee 24 August 1945, and Interview
with Mr. Bigsbee, 12 February 1985, p. 17 of transcript. Mr. 
Cortright reported that Hillyer Junior College had increased its 
full time staff from four to eighteen and had doubled its part 
time staff. He also felt that The Junior College would have to 
add six new faculty. See also interview with Dr. Charles 
Petitjean, 13 February 1985, p. 1 of transcript.

Executive Committee 24 August 1945. A total of $340.00 had

93.
This would not

95

97.
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It is also evident from thebeen paid during the previous year, 
minutes and notes, that Mr. Cortright did not wish to make this 
payment.

Ibid.: Board of Trustees 10 September 1945; and Finance com
mittee and Board of Trustees, 2 November 1945. Prof. Bigsbee told 
a delightful story about the lockers, 
the keys in a box.
trial and error method in order to key all of the lockers, 
author was provided with a war surplus desk when he arrived which 
he had to share with another faculty member, 
for many years, 
file drawer in a file cabinet.
99. Executive Committee 3 October 1945; Executive Committee meet
ing 16 November 1945. Prof. Kendall would become endeared to many 
generations of students, would share an office with the author for 
many years, and the two of us would team-teach a course in World 
Civilization. This "Bert and Harry" team, one of the many appela- 
tions by which they were known, introduced generations of students 
to their love for History.
100. Executive Committee, 3 October 1945; Finance Committee and 
Board of Trustees, 2 November 1945; and Emergency Meeting of Ex
ecutive Committee, 20 November 1945.
101.
102.

98.

All one hundred came with 
He had to spend a whole Saturday, using a

The

These desks served 
Each faculty member was also provided with one

Finance Committee and Board of Trustees, 2 November 1945. 
Ibid. Mr. Cortright would act as Secretary of the Board at 

a meeting on 16 November 1945 and would call an Emergency Meeting 
of the Executive Committee on 20 November 1945, although he would 
not be present. For some time, Mr. Cortright would attend and 
participate actively in Board Meetings.
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End Notes, Chapter 5

!• Interview with Dr. Henry W. Littlefield, 4 September 1984, p. 
7 of transcript.

Interview with Margaret McEnerny, 5 June 1985, pp. 3-4 of 
transcript. Ms. McEnerny subsequently went into the service, and 
later returned to the University to take her degree.
3. Interview with Milton Greenhalgh, *33, 13 September 1985, p. 
12 of transcript. Greenhalgh had to pay for the glassware that 
was broken. Shortly after this incident, Greenhalgh became a lab 
assistant for Dr. Ropp and then later taught chemistry classes un
der the meticulous supervision of Dr. Ropp. That first semester, 
Greenhalgh agreed to help for whatever he could be paid as deter
mined at the end of the semester. At that point, Dr. Ropp called 
him into his office to tell him that there was no money available, 
however, Dr. Ropp, out of his own pocket, gave him a Two and a 
Half Dollar gold piece, which Mr. Greenhalgh has to this day. Dr. 
Ropp and others tried to obtain the full time teaching services of 
Greenhalgh. But he, in the meantime, had obtained a much better 
job with General Electric where he would have an illustrious 
career and hold numerous patents including the one for the 
electric blanket. None the less, Greenhalgh continued teaching 
part time. He was beloved by his students. Currently, Greenhalgh 
in in his fifty seventh year as a student and teacher at the 
college.

Interview with Earle Bigsbee, 12 February 1985, pp. 7-8 of 
transcript.

Ibid.. p. 8 of transcript. At this point in the interview, 
Mr. Bigsbee placed a very short stub of a pencil on the table, 
referring to the habit of Dr. Ropp of using all of a pencil. The 
erasers were rounded but full, but the lead was worn down 
completely. Dr. Ropp often gave pocket pencil sharpeners to 
friends. The author still has one. Even in eating, Dr. Ropp was 
precise, chewing each mouthful a prescribed number of times.

2.

{ (■

■ ;ii4.
,

5.
!

•

Dr. Ropp's copy of The Junior College of Connecticut Bulletin for 
1937-38, records in ink the suggested changes in quality points on 
p. 27. However, the Bulletin of 1938-39 still used the old 
formula, as would all subsequent Junior College Bulletins, 
first notification of change in Quality Points occurs in the first 
University of Bridgeport Catalogue for 1948—49, p. 22.
6. Interview with Dr. Paul Liscio, *30, 4 February 1986, p. 2 of 

Besides being in the first graduating class, Dr. Lis 
the first President of the Alumni Association

The

;j
transcript, 
cio would become

«»=* iT, pp.
5-6 of transcript. Today Mr. Lovell is co-owner, with his 
brother, of probably the oldest continually operating business in 
Connecticut; their hardware supply company has been in the family 
for over 200 years. Over fifty six years later, Mr. Lovell was 
visibly upset over this incident.

1

;•

;•

I
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Interview with Milton Greenhalgh,'33, 13 September 1985, p. 11 
of transcript.

Interview with Cecelia Kochiss Burdett,'39, 20 February 1986, 
p. 4 of transcript.

Interview with Dr. Paul Liscio, '30, 4 February 1986, p. 14 
of transcript. Dr. Scurr instilled a love of writing in many 
students.

8.

9.

10.

Four members of First class, (Helen Hirsch
Helen Werner 

See also inter- 
14 of

Interview with
Harriet Davis Austin, Ellen Williams,

23 March 1985, pp. 9-10 of transcript.
30, 4 February 1986,

11.
Levine,
Liskov),
view with Dr. Paul Liscio, 
transcript.
12.
transcript.

Interview with Milton Greenhalgh,131, 13 September 1985, p. 7 
of transcript.

Interview with Earle M. Bigsbee, 12 February 1985, pp. 10-12
that

P.

6 May 1985, p. 5 ofInterview with Margaret McEnerny,

13.

14.
of transcript. Practically all who were interviewed agree 
Prof. Zampierre was not a hard marker, some note that when they 
transferred, their work was not up to par. None the less, "Zampy" 

beloved by all and had the concerns and well being of the stu
dent uppermost in his mind, even though most students knew him as 
"The little old Winemaker". Prof. Chamberlain recalled having

See interview with
See

was

helped "Zampy" up the stairs to his classroom.
Emerson Chamberlain, 10 September 1985, p. 10 of transcript. 
Appendix F for a copy of The Junior College Alma Mater Hymn.
15. Interview with Milton Greenhalgh, '33, 13 September 1985, PP- 
7-8 of transcript. The math whiz was Mildred Simondinger, who was 
later elected to Phi Alpha Theta.
16. Interview with Harold C. Lovell, '31, 19 March 1986, p- 2 of 
transcript.
17. Dr. Goulding, while not gregarious by nature, was the advisor 
to The Scribe, but was not actively involved in other activities 
of the School, excepting in the Library Society which raised money 
for library books. He married Prof. Ballou's daughter. While 
still living, Dr. Goulding has declined to participate in a taped 
interview, because he said he took little part in things other 
than The Scribe and just did not remember. Letter to the author, 
22 March 1986. Dr. Goulding also said that he was told that he 
resembled Charles Lindbergh, postcard to the Author, 20 February 
1987.
18. Interview with Helen Werner Liskov, and other members of the 
first class, 23 March 1985, p. 6 of transcript.
19. One does note that that Latin course in Virgil was spelled 
"Vergil" in successive Catalogues until the Catalogue of 1930- 
1931.
20. The Junior College of Connecticut Catalogue, 1933-1934, Vol. 
6, No. 2, April 1, 1933, pp. 37-38.
21. The Junior College and The University consistently spelled 
this word, "catalogue", through the catalogue of 1963-65. With 
the 1965-67 issue, the spelling was changed to "catalog". In this 
work, spellings will coincide with University usages.
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The Bridgeport Post, 9 May 1933,
IVf No. 4, 3 April 1933.

Minutes of Faculty, 20 January 1933. 
libility on the part of the student, 
military service, has a fund of stories about the gullible in
dividual who falls prey to the wise old timer.
24.
20-23.
25. 
and

22. See also The Scribe. Vol.

23. One suspects gul- 
Academia, as well as the

Bulletin of The Junior College of Connecticut, 1936-37, pp.

The distinction of a program in Liberal Arts and in Science 
or every other program, is significant in understanding 

faculty attitudes regarding professional versus semi-professional 
courses.
26. Minutes of the Faculty, 11 February 1936.

Ibid.. 22 February 1936. This meeting did vote to carry out 
the senior year program for the Bridgeport School of Business.
28.

27.

Ibid.. 16 January 1931 and 20 January 1931.
A Survey of The Junior College of29. James H. Halsey,

Connecticut. A Paper Submitted to the Faculty of the Yale Univer
sity School of Education. 5 October 1942, p. 30. Hereafter cited 
as Halsey, Survey. This paper was to have been the basis of his 
doctoral dissertation.
30.

|

Ibid.. p. 30.
31. ibid.. p. 59. He also stated that "the most effective way 
of assuring good teaching is by securing several young persons 
whose zeal and enthusiasm is high" and who have not been dulled 
"by a background of reactionary experience".

See also interview with Dr. James H. Halsey,Ibid.. t _ __
Jr., 1 June 1986, p. 1 of transcript. Mr. Cortright was reported 
as not being very happy when he read this paper and did not take 
kindly to being called "despotic". <
33. Halsey, Survey, pp. 47-49. One has to smile at this observa
tion because the author recalled hearing these very comments

He also recalled the many

32. 47.P.

voiced by many faculty in later years, 
extra administrative assignments, such as University Fire Marshal 
and Coordinator of the assembly programs, among other assignments, 
given him in his early years at the University, all with no ad
justment in an eighteen hour teaching load.

Interview with Cecelia Kochiss Burdett, 20 February 1986, pp.
Since there were no eating facilities for the

Oc-
34.
3-4 of transcript. ^ . ,

fall of 1943 to work at the Chance Vought factory. Actually, Carl 
Huber and others had succeeded in establishing a small grill room 
on the first floor of the main building. This would serve, under 
very crowded conditions, the basic gustatory needs of the students
for several years.

Thg> ftcribe. Vol.
eight Sophomores^to serve on an Assembly Program Committee,

la

1, 21 December 1931. Prior to 
committee of eight Freshmen andIII, No.35.

The
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Bridgeport Post. 30 September 1931.
The Scribe. Vol. Ir No. 2, 9 April 1930.
Bridgeport Herald. 8 October 1933.

38. The Scribe. Vol. VIII, No. 6, 19 March 1937, p.
Reinhard reported that he came in second, see interview, 22
January 1986, p. 7 of transcript. ^ . - ..
39. interview with Helen Werner Liskov and other members ot the

At this point, no copies of this

36.
37. 1. Milton

23 March 1985.first class,
paper have been found. tooa
40. The first issue of The Scribe. Vol. I, No. 1, 7 March 1930.

The Scribe. Vol. XVII, No. 1, 31 October 1945. In the next 
it would win first honors, The Scribe, Vol. 18, No. 1, 1

The Scribe changed its numbering system from Roman
41.
year,
November 1946. 
to Arabic numbers at this point.

Mr. Cortright reported to the Board that The Scribe was
Letter to the Board, 9 November 1931.

"in42.
jail" as a consequence.
43. Faculty Meeting, 16 November 1931.
44. The Scribe. Vol. V, No. 1, 20 December 1933. There was
relatively little use of the term, Purple Knights, in succeeding 
years, and in 1947 a Committee opted for the name Buccaneers. (The 
author was a member of the Committee along with Myron Ballen and 
Ginger Waldman. Betty Brandt submitted the winning entry. 
Scribe. Vol. 18, No. 10, 11 April 1947.) Although used the rest 
of the year, that name did not stick, and the Purple Knights it 
became.

The

NO. 2, 6Ibid.. Vol. VII, No. 1, 1 November 1935; Vol. VII,
January 1936; and Vol. VII No. 3, 24 January 1936.
46.
from an editorial in 1935.

The Scribe. Vol. VI, No. 3, 20 April 1935, p. 12.
48. The Scribe. Vol. I, No. 4, 13 June 1930. Dr. Liscio would
also become the first Alumni President and would become a vital 
factor in the founding of the Fones School of Dental Hygiene' 
later becoming its Director. Paul Liscio was also recognized as a 
leader by the administration at an early date.
Chairman of the Board, often took Mr. Liscio as a student repre
sentative on visits to civic organizations and to homes of wealthy 
people. See interview with Dr. Paul Liscio, 4 February 1986, P- 3 
of transcript.

The..Scribe., Vol. VII, No. 2, 6 January 1936.
IblcL-, Vol. IX, No. 7, 14 June 1938.
1-frl.dj.r Vol. XII. No. 4, 31 March 1941. 0
lb id*., Vol. XII, No. 2, 31 January 1941; and Vol. XII No. 3,

28 February 1941. Betty and Jack Jensen said that they were 
chosen by Mr. Cortright to lead this drive because they were good 
workers and had been on a recent Community Chest Drive. Interview 
with Betty and Jack Jensen, 10 January 1986, pp. 1~2 of 
transcript.
53.

45.
The reprint wasIbid^, Vol. XI, No. 2, 19 February 1940.

47.

Fones, asDr.

49.
50.
51.
52.

and Vol. XlHf 

2, 4

Ibid,., Vol. XIII,
No. 4, 27 February 1942.

Ibid,, Vol. XIV, No. 1, 4 December 1942; Vol. XIV, No. 
February 1943; and Vol. XIV, No. 3, 16 March 1943.

No. 3, 17 December 1941,
54.
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55, Ibid,, Vol. XV, No. 2, 16 December 1943; Vol. XV, No. 4, 23 
March 1944; and Vol. XV, No. 6, 18 May 1944.
56• Interview with Cecelia Kochiss Burdett, 20 February 1986, P. 
2 of transcript. Mary Bondaruk Hartnett did not take her A.A. 
degree but did receive her B.S. in 1967 and now lives in 
Stratford, Ct. Alice Walsh Wideman now lives in Chatham, MA. It 
was quite normal for Miss Kochiss to be selected as the class 
politician in 1939 as well as most popular, the best student, done 
most for the school and her class, best athlete, most ambitious, 
and most likely to succeed. See The Scribe Commencement Issue, 
1939 p. 24; and Vol. X, No. 5, 12 June 1939. In an interview, 
Mrs. Burdett reported that the convention was in Lawrence,

20 February 1986, p.
Oklahoma.

Interview with Cecelia Kochiss Burdett, 
9 of transcript.
58.

57.
The Bridgeport Post, 4 April 1934 and 27 May 1934.

Interview with Milton Reinhard,141, 22 January 1986, p. 6 of59.
transcript. 
60. Interview with George Puglisi, '35. 14 April 1986, p. 2 of
transcript.

Interview with Dr. Elsa Lusebrink Brown, 31 July 1986, p. 5 
of transcript.
62. Curiously the spelling of Wistaria began as Wisteria and only 
in later years was the spelling of wistaria used. One year a near 
tragedy occurred when vandals desecrated and nearly destroyed the 
Wistaria vine just before the festival was to begin. The tradi
tion of the wistaria Pageant, unfortunately, died out in later 
years. The name however, continues as the name of the Yearbook.
63. The Scribe. Vol. IX, No. 1, 15 December 1937. An assistant 
to Mr. Cortright, Prof. MacMillan had only been at the school for 
two years when he died suddenly of a stroke on 18 December 1937.

Ibid,, Vol. VIII, No. 2, 22 January 1937; No. 2, 10 Februa
The Scribe often had trouble with

61.

64.
1937; and No. 3, 3 March 1937. 
its numbering system.

The Bridgeport Post# 28 August 1938, p. 4.
Again, in an effort to reflect modern sensibilities, men 

and "women" have been substituted for "boys" and "girls", terms 
which were not only used in the 30's and MO's, but which were 
considered quite acceptable at that time.
67. The Scribe, Vol. XVI, No. 1, 27 October 1944. -.q.c

Bv June of 1945, The Scribe Vol. XVI, No. 8, 1 June 1945, By June or So°thouse married Virginia Austin of
a Yeoman 2nd Class in the WAVES. They had 

Mr. Southouse would later become a Director of

65.
66.

68.
would report that Mr. 
Louisville, Kentucky, 
met at a USO Club, 
the Evening Division.

The Scribe. Vol. IX, No. and Vol. IX,2, 20 January 1938,

70. ^Telephone conversation with Ben Sternberg, *31, in June 1986. 
On; can only admire the sense of loyalty to their teammates and 
their early day dedication to Civil Rights.

69.

" referred to the State Agricultural School atThe term "Aggies
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Storrs, which would eventually become the University of 
Connecticut.
71.
cidental research in The Bridgeport Post, 
schedules and scores that are currently available, 
remember that the fetish for records is a post war phenomena.

The Scribe. Vol. XV, No. 3, 12 February 1944, and Vol. XV, 
No. 4, 23 March 1944.

Some results have been determined as the consequence of in-
See Appendix D for 

One should
72.
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End Notes, Chapter 6.

Minutes of Meeting of the Full Board of Trustees, 1 October1.
1946 •
2. Seventeenth Annual Report, 15 December 1944. The nation was 
not only proud of its Veterans of World War II, but felt it owed 
an enormous debt to them. The GI Bill and many other Veterans 
benefits provided a smooth and honorable transition to civilian 
life. Compare this period to that of the post Vietnamese era.
3. Approval for this step was received from the Executive Com
mittee on 13 February 1947.
4. Executive Committee, 20 March 1946. Up to this time the 
position of Bursar (which included some of the business manager's 
duties), had been handled by a woman, and of course, at a lower 
salary. One must realize that this period was a generation away 
from Equal Opportunity.
5. ibid., 21 August 1946. The Registrar's Office was also in 
trouble. Mr. Bigsbee had been told earlier by Mr. Cortright to 
clean up the records, Interview with isarle M. Bigsbee, 12 February 
1985, p. 39, side 2 of tape, and Executive Committee, 14 March 
1947. Mr. Bigsbee had also been responsible for admissions, whose

The author was aware of the neglect ofrecords were in bad shape, 
these records when he had the extra duty of being an Evening Class 
Advisor, with the primary responsibility of helping to clear up 
the academic records of Evening Students.

Executive Committee, 16 November 1945. There is no evidence 
that the two Boards met, but it is certain that there were con
versations among individual members of both Boards. If Arthur 
Keating remained true to his earlier ideas, he would have opposed 
any merger discussion.
7. Ibid.. 30 November 1945.
8. Ibid.. 9 May 1946. 
was struck by the fact that many
both petitions, although they were not mutually exclusive.
Bodnar, Joyce Walsh and Marjorie Ousterhoudt each signed three
times.
9. Ibid
was dated 24 May 1946.
10. Bridgeport Telegram, 6 December 1945.
11. Minutes of Annual Meeting of Board of Trustees, 15 March 
1946. Rumors of this possibility were rife: one such rumor was 
reported in The Scribe and they reported that the students were 
about equally divided in opinion. The Scribe, Vol. XVII, No. 5,
10^May^l946. lye Cominitteef 9 May 1946. This name will surface
later in another endeavor. session of 27 May 1946.
Evident^iitUe credence was given this idea for it was not 

pursued. -
it'. Kecuti^Committee1,0 21U August 1946 and Board of Trustees, 1

6.

The Author has seen these petitions and 
of the same names appeared on

Elaine

The plan24 May 1946, 27 May 1946 and 6 June 1946.
• t
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October 1946.
Telephone conversation with Dr. Littlefield, 21 October 1986. 

In this conversation, Dr. Littlefield referred to a speech. The 
Records of The Chamber of Commerce in the Burroughs Library for 
1946 are missing. But the President of The Chamber of Commerce, 
Alfred V. Bodine (also Vice Chairman of the JCC Board), in his 
state of the Chamber Address in January 1946, as reported in the 
Bridgeport Post for 13 January 1946, spoke of the work of J. Wil
liam Hope and Dr. Randall Hamrick of the Education Commission. 
The Chamber meeting of 26 January 1948 heard a report on "Why 
Bridgeport needs more Educational Facilities" by G. Roy Fugal, who 
had done much of the research on the earlier report of the Educa
tion Committee of the Chamber. One should take note that most 
members of the Board of Trustees were also members of the Chamber.
17. Finance Committee and Executive Committee, 1 November 1946.
18. This report was undated and unsigned but, from internal 
evidence, evidently came from the spring of 1947, and was probably 
written by some one close to the school. The Author's suspicion 
is that Mr. Halsey wrote it.
19. Board of Trustees, 20 November 1946; Executive Committee, 22 
December 1946, and 10 January 1947. It is notable that the pre
vious favorite, Barnum College, did not surface at this time, al
though Mr. Halsey would report that that name was the choice of 
the Alumni. (Executive Committee, 21 January 1947.) While the 
name, University of Bridgeport, would cause some problems in later 
years by leading persons to assume that it was a publicly sup
ported university, of all of the suggestions listed, it was prob
ably the best.

16.

Over the years counsel had been received from Commissioner Grace 
in the form of letters and meeting with the Board. Commissioner 
Grace's attitudes were now quite different from those he held in 
1941 at the time of the Barnum College episode. At that time he 
urged that The Junior College would not move to the senior college 
level "since that did not represent the need in Connecticut". Yet 
in a letter to Chairman Chaffee on 16 September 1946, Grace urged 
the change to a four year institution. In this letter he also 
said that "The Junior College of Connecticut holds a high place 
in the academic circles of our state". At meetings with the 
Board, Grace emphasized the the major service at the collegiate 
level lies at the Junior College door with meeting the unfulfill®^ 
need for training in semi professional, semi skilled and technical 
levels. President's Annual Report 1941.

The Scribe. Vol.
No. 6, 24 January 1947.
Edward Stempel and Donald Davidson.

18, No. 5, 10 January 1947, and Vol. 18r 
There were two Ten Dollar awards won by 

The Scribe also stated that 
schools of music and nursing were under consideration. Note that 
at this point, Xfag—Scribe had abandoned using Roman numerals fot 
its volume numbers.
21.

20.

The Scribe. Vol. 18, No. 6, 24 January 1947.
22. Executive Committee, 30 April 1947.
23. Charter of the University of Bridgeport, approved 8 May 1947.
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24. 19th Annual Report covering the period of 1 November 1945 to 
31 January 1947, signed by both Mr. Halsey and Dr. Littlefield, 
and hereafter cited as 19th Annual Report. Things were moving so 
rapidly that the Annual Report was delayed.
25. Ibid.
26. Ibid.

Dr. Becker had been brought in earlier to fill the position27.
in Student Personnel which accrediting agencies had been insisting 

He had been a colleague of Dr. Littlefield's at Hamden Highupon.
School.

19th Annual Report.
In later years, with the addition of many new faculty and

It was perhaps due
28.
29.
administrators, The Family concept would die. 
to the fact that the University became so large that it was not 
able to imbue all new people with this concept. Even today, older 
faculty members speak fondly of this concept and ascribe to it a 
major reason for the early success of the University.
30. 19th Annual Report.
31. ibid., and Minutes of Faculty Meeting, 9 January 1947. This 
Committee was elected after the administrators had left and the 
Minutes say that they were to consider "such things as profes
sional advancement, social gatherings and anything pertaining to

See also interview with Dr.the interests of the teaching staff".
Alfred R. Wolff, 12 September 1985, p. 37 of transcript, for 
details of the abortive unionization move. Since the Board was 
composed largely of businessmen and industrialists, unionism was a

The author, when interviewed for a position in 
questioned about his attitudes towards the

1
"dirty word".
January of 1947, was
Taft-Hartley Bill. .32. The fact that the Veterans Administration was very slow in
paying Veterans benefits often required that the University borrow 
in the short term market to meet expenses.
33. 19th Annual Report.

Ibid.

!

34.
35. Ibid.
36. Ibid.
37. Executive Committee, 12 March 1946.

18 September 1946.
13 February 1947, 19 February 1947 and 28 February38. Ibid

39. Ibid 
1947

SS7.,5,5JriSS
SoSlI uter be uSld to establish the Willi., and Regina winter 
Award to a graduating senior in the College of Business 
Administration. See also The Scribe# Vol. 18, No. 13, Special 
Issue (No Date).
41. Executive Committee, 14 March 1^47.
42. Ibid-, 2 April 1947, 24 April 1947. 
did settle upon one style of architecture.
43. Minutes of Faculty Meeting, 19 December 1946.

• t
• t

The University never
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44. ibid., 30 January 1947.
45. Minutes of Faculty Meeting, 13 February 1947. 
member of the Psychology Department.
46. The author was introduced to the Faculty at the meeting of 3 
February 1947, and immediately deluged with the alien system of

While three quarters of an hour was

Dr. Fein was a

registration for class work, 
allotted to each student, it never quite worked that way, since 
there was always such a line waiting to register, 
would back up from the library, down the stairs, through the 
halls, out the front door, and one time even out on the street to 
Bassick High School. The author was told that if he survived this 
ordeal, he could survive anything.
47. The Bridgeport Post. 18 June 1947 and a conversation with 
Dr. Littlefield.
48. Ibid*, 20 February 1947.
49. Ibid.. 1 March 1947. Mr. Halsey did admit "that everyone in 
this room is overworked".
50. Ibid., 13 March 1947.
51. Ibid.. 31 May 1947. Carol Chantos was voted as graduating 
with Honors. Dr. Chantos would later serve as an Alumni Trustee 
and perform conscientiously on the Student Life Committee.
52. Executive Committee, 14 March 1947.
53. The Scribe. Vol. 18, No. 10, 11 April 1947. Prof. Petitjean 
was reported to have said that he "didn't want to tell the boys 
that the Board has turned down the fraternity". Minutes of 
Faculty Meeting, 13 February 1947.
54. The. ibe, Vol. 18, No. 12, 9 May 1947.

Often this line
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End Notes, Chapter 7

1. Catalogue of the University of Bridgeport, 1948-1949, pp. 5-8.
2. Ibid.. p. 4.

Prof, and later Dr. Milton Milhauser, was a beloved and highly 
respected member of the Department of English, who served for many 
years. Extremely articulate in speech and in writing, he was the 
faculty conscience in many matters. Unfortunately, Dr. Milhauser 
passed away a week before a taping session was scheduled.
4. Even then, cheating occurred. On at least one instance, the 
locked room in Howland Hall in which the prepared examinations 
were stored was broken into by students.
5. See Faculty Meetings of 20 January 1948 and 1 March 1948. At 
the latter meeting the report of the Student Ethics Committee was 
accepted. After the third offense the student was expelled. He 
suffered lesser penalties prior to that, including an F in the 
course involved. "The whole plan was to salvage the student if 
possible". The policy was to go into effect on 1 April 1948.
6. Faculty meeting, 2 July 1947.
7. Ibid.. 3 August 1948.
8. ibid.. 29 September 1948. The quotations are but samples, 
but they would set the themes that would be reiterated at many 
faculty meetings. Mr. Halsey was very good at motivating people, 
although many of the "old timers" could repeat by heart large 
parts of the welcoming speech to the faculty each fall.
9. Ibid.. 2 July 1947.
10. Long time Bridgeport Mayor, Jasper McLevy, while a Socialist, 
stayed in power because he was a penny pinching Scotsman, who put 
the financial affairs of the city back in good shape. His politi
cal support came very largely from Republicans and Conservative 
Democrats. Mr. Kilb resigned, not over the political matter, but 
because he was unhappy with the financial terms of his contract. 
It is quite probable that the story that his fiancee had been 
missing, a story which made the newspapers and radio news broad
casts throughout the northeast, had nothing to do with the matter. 
However, Mr. Halsey, at the Faculty Meeting of 2 July 19 r 
"cautioned the faculty about personal matters because they affect
the institution".

Interview with Earle M. Bigsbee,

3.

12 February 1985, p. 4 of

12 Dr ^Tillett. it was reported to the Faculty Meeting of 2 July 
1947 tea ten collie dlgreL "all of which “ad bean earned". The 
lu&r does»“ recall seeing the list, bat the catalogue for 
1947-1948 only lists two: J.S.D., and LL.B.
liked this'procedure6and vlahe^to^xpand the citisen’s comittee

transcript.

11.

The Executive Committee
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Again one has to rely upon the Catalogue of the University
fOC 1 interview w^th5Dr. Charles Petitjean, 13 February 1985, Tape 

Side 2, pp. 32-36 of transcript. Dr. Petitjean referred to the 
Dean as a promoter, but one who saw Petitjean as being the most

He also indicated that the administration in-

14.

15.

dangerous to him. 
timated that the Dean would not be at the University for a long
period of time.
The Dean had asked Petitjean to make out the teaching assignments 
because he knew the strengths of the faculty, and then later 
changed all of these assignments. It was this incident which 
precipitated Petitjean1s resignation. Prof. Petitjean would later 
return to teaching where he was most effective.
16. Tillett's expense account in reference to the Bureau was 
questioned by the Executive Committee who refused to pay $40.00 of 
expenses. Executive Committee, 3 August 1949. See also Executive 
Committee 6 February 1948 where the matter of consulting for 
Friedberg was discussed. The Board felt the need for developing a 
policy on this matter, but Dr. Tillett's contract with Friedberg 
was approved on 11 June 1948.
17. After leaving UB, Tillett started a private business school 
in Stamford, CT. and got into a bit of trouble with the State of 
Connecticut because he was calling it Stamford University. The 
State had to bring legal action. Tillett later ran memory train
ing courses for organizations and reportedly made a lot of money. 
The author is indebted for this information to Dr. Charles 
Petitjean. See Interview 13 February 1985, tape side 2, pp.
39. The Executive Committee also took note of the fact that Til- 
lett had published announcements on the establishment of Stamford 
College and had taken no steps to license the action. Executive 
Committee, 3 August 1949.
18. Technically, Tillett was the acting head of the College but 
with no duties there.

38-

While there are references to The Development Office at this time, 
it is not known when the Office as such was established.

Read, 13 February 1986, P- 1Interview with Dr. Eaton V. W.19.
of transcript.

Executive Committee, 14 January 1948.
Board of Trustees, 12 March 1948.
Copy of Plan in files in President's Office. The pledge of 

$10,000.00 was noted in Executive Committee. As this was being 
written, the author heard that similar discussions were under wayr 
with the concepts of Mr. Keating's plan still a vital part.
23. Undated, unsigned memo in files in the President's Office.

Letter to Mr. Herge from the Dean of Engineering at Penn 
State College who had headed the E.C.P.D. team evaluating BEI* 
Considerable emphasis was made on the point that the Curricula was 
that of a technical institute and not a collegiate curriculum.
25. In conversation with Dr. O'Donnell's son, George O’Donnellr 
Jr. in Trumbull, CT., on 2 September 1986, George, Jr. told the

20.
21.
22.

24.
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author that his father did not come to UB because the university 
had no plans to expand the engineering program to include Masters 
and Doctoral programs? he was not interested in just a bac
calaureate school. George, Jr. married a daughter of Charles W. 
Bitzer, who became a Trustee in 1948.
26. Executive Committee, 23 June 1948.
27. Board of Trustees, 9 July 1948. See also Special Executive 
Committee, 26 September 1948. Dr. Littlefield had visited several 
engineering colleges in the development of plans for the new 
building. The size and number of classrooms in the proposed 
building were reduced when it became apparent that the cost would 
go beyond $800,000.00.
28. Board of Trustees, 31 October 1948.
29. Interview with Dr. Martha Jayne, 19 November 1985, p. 1 of 
transcript.
30. Hamilton Merrill was a member of the Board of Associates and

Before retirement he had been
He became a very valu-

then of the Board of Trustees.
President of Manning, Maxwell and Moore, 
able volunteer for the University, not only working on trustee 
committees, but later becoming a most effective fund raising 
volunteer. He has been credited with the discovery of several im
portant donors to the university, 
the training of many of the staff.
Linsley, 28 July 1986, pp. 7-8 of transcript.
31. Ibid., 19 November 1985, pp, 2-3 of transcript.
32. Annual Report, College of Nursing, 1948-1949.
33. As reported to the Executive Committee, 29 December 1948.
34. College of Nursing Annual Reports, 1950, 1951.
35. Ibid., 1952.
36. Interview with Earle M. Bigsbee, 12 February 1985, pp. 40—41

He was also most influential in 
See interview with Jean

of transcript.
37. The Agreement was signed 17 July 1948. See also the 23 March 
1948 letter of Dr. Littlefield to the Board and the interview with

3, tape side 2 ofDr. Littlefield, 11 September 1984, p.
transcription. . , _ . ..
38. In the course of negotiations it became known that the As
sociation had approached Yale and other institutions in the state 
to undertake this effort. See Interview with Earle Bigsbee, 12 
February 1985, p. 3 and p. 32 of transcript.
39. interview with Dr. Paul Liscio, 4 February 1986, p. 9 of
transcript. See also interview with Dr. Harry A. Becker, 23 April 
1986, p. 2 of transcript, where he said that Dr. Beebe was dis
tantly related to P. T. Barnum. . , ^ , .

Dr Alfred C. Fones had started his dental Hygiene school m 
his offices at the corner of Washington and Park Avenues in 1913, 
continuing8through 1918. His office assistant, Edith Newman, was 
very important in helping him work out all of the procedures. His 
students, for the most part, were subsequently employed in the 
Bridgeport School system, making this one of the ^ pro,9rain® 
its kind in the country. Dr. Fones held fche thec^y that go 
practices of Dental Hygiene were uppermost in the health of the 
population. See Interview with Dr. Paul Liscio, 4 February 1986,

40.
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p. 4 of transcript.
Dr. Strang would remain as the Director until 1970 when he 

became eighty nine years old.
Interview with Frances Fern Dolan* 12 February* 1985* p. 34

of transcript. „ „ _
Interview with Earle M. Bigsbee* 12 February 1985* p. 35 of

41.

42.

43.
transcript. ^ t
44. Interview with Frances Ferri Dolan* 12 February 1985* p. 36
of transcript.

Interview with Earle M. Bigsbee* 12 February 1985* p. 38 of45.
transcript. a ^ .
46. Dr. Duggins came to the University in 1958 and stayed to her 
retirement in 1984. She developed a perceptual skills program in 
reading which lead to a new program in teaching adult non-readers 
which won the National Library Board Award in 1984. She was named 
Teacher of the Year* Professor of the Year from the graduate 
students* and won a Citation of Merit from the International Read
ing Council.
47. Interview with Dr. Harry A. Becker* 23 April 1986* p. 4 of 
transcript. Additional records of the early days of the College 
of Education have not surfaced.
48. Executive Committee, 30 June 1950.
49. Memo of Becker to Halsey* Littlefield and Wochner 24 June 
1950 and 26 June 1950.
50. Executive Committee, 27 July 1950* and 3 August 1950. 
Korean War had just begun and was responsible for a cautious ap
proach by all.
51.

The

There was some indication that
it was

Ibid.. 17 December 1947.
contrary to the original composition of the Committee* 
really composed of a small number of Trustees and administrators. 
See Executive Committee, 14 January 1948.
52. The Scribe. Vol. 20, No. 9, 20 February 1948* and Vol. 20* 
No. 11* 18 March 1948.
53. This issue carried

'48Ibid,., Vol. 20* No. 12* 2 April 1948. 
the banner headline* "WhoopeeI Trustees OK Football Here For 
Fall Semester"* and announced the appointment of Chet Gladchuck as 
the new coach. There was also a picture of a Ram with a caption 
noting that it had been proposed as a mascot.
54. Executive Committee 5 May 1948. It is interesting that the 
Bridgettes were approved before the football team.
55.
56.

The..Scribe* Vol. 21* No. 13* 16 April 1948.
Executive Committee* 1 September 1948.

The Scribe* Vol. 21, No. 2, 12 October 1948? Vol. 21* No 5* 
2 November 1948 and Vol. 21 No. 7* 9 November 1948. Many of the 
coaches* to say nothing of the spectators, saw little of the game 
due to the dense fog. There were hints later that even the 
referees missed some of the action.
58.

57.

Ramik wentIbid.. Vol. 21* No. 7* 16 November 1948. Stanley L. 
on to Dentistry School after graduation and became a highly 
respected dentist in the area. His brother* Tim* played on the 
team.

Executive Committee* 21 December 1949.59.
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60. Ibid., 2 June 1950, and 8 September 1950
61. Ibid.. 30 August 1950.
62. The Trustees formed a Special Committee which included stu
dents and faculty at the outset (Executive Committee, 14 January 
1948). The draft was approved by the Executive Committee after 
certain changes suggested by Atty. Goldstein on 22 January 1948. 
See also The Scribe. Vol. 20, No. 9, 20 February 1948; Vol. 20, 
No. 11, 18 March 1948; and Vol. 21, No. 14, 30 April 1948. It 
should be noted that The Scribe had some difficulty with the num
bering of their volumes at this time. Volume 21 was used for the 
rest of the year.

The Student Committee working on the Constitution was an excep
tional group of young men. Chris Parrs would later serve as 
Alumni Trustee; John \,ox would later serve as Alumni Trustee, 
Alumni Director, Director of Development, and Vice President for 
University Relations; Dan Greaney would serve several terms as a 
Trustee, first as an Alumni Trustee and then reelected as a 
regular Trustee, and would become a Life Trustee in 1987; Tom 
McGannon would also be elected a Trustee; Bob Donaldson would be
come Editor of The Scribe and later elected as an Alumni Trustee. 
All of these students were in the author's classes and he has very 
fond memories of each of them.
63. Interview with Benjamin A. Raubvogel, '53, 7 April 1987, p. 1 
of transcript. Raubvogel also noted that the school received a 
lot of publicity and was written up in Newsweek,. He also noted 
that The Society came under the scrutiny of "Uncle Sam" on the 
suspicion that it was a "pink" organization. They had difficulty 
accepting the idea that the whole thing was a big gag. See inter
view with Raubvogel, p. 2 of transcript.
64. The Articles of incorporation were approved by the Secretary 
of the State of Connecticut on 4 October 1948.

from President Leonard Carmichael to the Return of
Jumbo committee, Student Council, 23 May 1949.
66. interview with Earle M. Bigsbee, 12 February 1985, p. 5 of 
tape side three.
67. Executive Committee 23 May 1949. _ . .

The proposal made reference to the AAUP—ISull.etj.il,
Spring 1948, pp. 58-59.
69. President Halsey's memo was dated 15 March 1949. 
has ascribed to Dr. Littlefield the "Thoughts Regarding a Univer
sity senate", which were in an undated, unsigned memo in Dr. 
Littlefield's Historical File. It was written in the style of Dr. 
Littlefield, and so attributed to Dr. Littlefield.
70. Executive Committee, 8 October 1947. _ ,
71 Ibid . 14 January 1948. On 22 January, the Board approved 
the establishment of the Institute On Race Relations.
72. ibid.. 9 December 1948.
73. Ibid.. 11 March 1949. n _...
74 Annual Meeting, Board of Trustees, 28 February 1947.
75 Executive Committee, 22 August 1948. This would not be a
princelysum: for instance, Dr. Ropp, the longest in service,

. .

65. Letter

Vol. 34,68.
The author
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would get an annual supplement of $828,00.
76.
77. Executive Committee, 
later resign from the Board, but would be prevailed upon to com
plete his term, but he finally resigned on 20 December 1950.
78. Interview with Dr. Henry W. Littlefield, 17 September 1984, 
p. 16 of transcript, tape side 2.
79. Executive Committee, 5 October 1949 and 30 November 1949. 
One occasionally got the idea that some neighbors were trying to 
drive the University away. But the University was there to stay - 
as was the parking problem.
80. Policies approved by Executive Committee, 5 May 1948.
81. Executive Committee, 13 February 1948, 18 February 1948, 10 
March 1948.
82. Annual Meeting, Board of Trustees, 12 November 1948.
83. Development Fund Committee, 19 January 1949. President Hal
sey often "doodled" on papers during meetings. One such "doodle" 
was quite revealing; for the Executive Committee meeting of 13 
April 1948, one can find the words "Ride Our Train of Tomorrow". 
President Halsey was constantly developing ideas, mottos and the 
like, to attract support.
84. The Board approved the permanent establishment of the Parents
Association on 15 June 1949. The Parents Association was first 
organized on 29 October 1949 with Abraham B. Arthur as President 
and the Rev. William Alderson as Vice President. See Scribe.,
Vol. 22, No. 6, 3 November 1949.
85. Executive Committee 24 March 1950.
86. Ibid., 27 October 1950.
87. Annual Meeting, Board of Trustees, 10 November 1950. A "For 
Sale" sign was voted to be erected on the Old Campus on 24 May 
1950.
88. Executive committee 29 December 1948.
89. Ibid,, 22 June 1949.
90. Ifai-.d,, 26 April 1950. Dr. Littlefield was designated as the 
official representative of the Board in all future negotiations.
91. Ibid.. 24 March 1950.
92. Ibid.r 30 November 1949.

Special Executive Committee meeting, 27 July 1950.
94. Executive Committee, 27 September 1950.

Annual Meeting, Board of Trustees, 10 November 1950.
96. Executive Committee, 20 December 1950.

Annual Meeting, 10 November 1950.
8 October 1948. Mr. Carpenter would
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:
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93.

95.
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End Notes, Chapter 8

1. Former students in History 50sf Contemporary History, might 
remember that the author stated in his end of the year predictions 
that there was a great likelihood of conflict on the Korean Penin
sula six weeks before it occurred. While he was fearful that this 
could become World War III, the actions of President Truman in 
committing United states troops at an early stage, delayed or 
prevented a major escalation.
2. Executive Committee, 14 March 1951.
3. Board of Trustees Spring Meeting, 16 March 1951.
4. Special Meeting of Board of Trustees, 8 February 1951.
5. Board of Trustees Annual Meeting 14 December 1951.
6. Executive Committee, 23 July 1953.
7. The files of these meetings were turned over to President Hal
sey after the Senate was organized, 
discovered, if indeed they still exist, therefore the account must 
be pieced together from the author's recollection and from brief 
notations in Board Minutes.

Preamble to the Fifth Draft of Constitution for a Faculty 
This draft became the first Constitution.

Those files have not been

8.
Sub-Organization.

sequent references to the Senate Constitution below are from this 
draft until a new draft was approved on 23 March 1956.

This fear turned out to be quite illusory.
Dean Bigsbee conducted a study of voting in the Senate and deter
mined that in no instance was there effective block voting. 
Rather, there was either unanimous agreement, or no conspicuous 
desertions from either bloc. In reality, with the President 
presiding, and without a vote except to break a tie, the Faculty
had a bare majority of one. .
10. Numerous conferences were held between Mr. Goldstein and the 
author, as chairman of this committee. Much credit should be 
given to Mr. Goldstein for his practical and substantive advice 
which helped to avoid many pitfalls in the future.
11. Executive committee, 6 April 1951 and 14 September 1951. 
Curiously, no formal vote approving the Constitution of the Senate 
appears in the Board Minutes. It is supposed that the earlier ap
proval in principle was sufficient. The Board, none the less was 
appraised of the actions of the Senate and later, m 1953, the 
Minutes of the Senate were given to the Board. Executive
Committee, 24 August 1953.

Faculty Bulletin, 17 November 1951.
Minutes of Faculty Senate Meeting,

Hereafter cited as Faculty Senate.
14. Faculty Senate, 8 January 1952.
15. as a result of Senate Action,
Parliamentary procedures were conducted by Prof.
Chamberlain. No one came to the transcrintwith Prof. Chamberlain, 10 September 1985, p. 16 of transcript.
16. Faculty Senate, 4 March 1952.

Ibid.. 14 October 1952.

In later years,9.

12. 18 December 1951.13.

a series of four meetings on
Emerson G. 

See Interview

17.
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Ibid.. 21 October 1952.
__ ibid.. 17 February 1953.
members of the Senate opposed the passage, one of them the author. 
Not recalling the time, one has to guess from the debate that the 
author felt that the inclusion of the right to hear any speaker,

In retrospect, the

18. The record shows that only two19.

included the right to hear communist speakers, 
author does not think this was a valid reason for his opposition 
to the measure.
20. Executive Committee, 28 April 1953. There was the stipula
tion that the operation of this measure would be reviewed after it 
had been in operation for one year.
21. TIAA/CREF stands for Teachers Insurance and Annuity 
Association; CREF denotes College Retirement Equity Fund. Under 
TIAA one bought units of an annuity; under CREF the unit amounts 
were invested in the stock market and theoretically one could 
provide a good hedge against inflation. Almost immediately eigh
teen faculty members signed up for participation in CREF. 
tive Committee, 27 February 1953.

The original Committee had explored the issue of including 
students in the Senate, it had been suggested strongly by the 
author, but the issue was so divisive at the time that it was 
dropped.
23.

Execu-

22.

The author subsequently taught some of these students and 
found that they were often bright students who had been hand
icapped by a lack of adequate reading ability and that after this 
handicap had been repaired, most, if not all, could handle college 
level work with considerable profit. Subsequent discussions on 
the program in the Senate would emphasize that this rehabilitation 
was valuable.
24. Executive Committee, 14 October 1953.
25. Ibid.. 21 January 1955.
26. Board of Trustees, Spring Meeting, 16 March 1951. See also 
Executive Committee, 14 March 1951.
27. Executive Committee, 10 December 1951; 4 January 1952; 26
March 1952; 29 August 1952; and Board of Trustees, 14 November
1952. Mr. Isaac Schine handled all of these negotiations for the 
Board. However, Ruth Carlson Horn indicated that her father, Wil
liam Carlson, had a large role to play. See interview, Ruth 
Carlson Horn, 5 May 1986, p. 14 of transcript. She said that it 
was Isaac Schine who got her father involved with the university.
28. Executive Committee, 27 February 1953.
29. Board of Trustees, Annual Spring Meeting, 13 March 1953.
30. Executive Committee, 13 August 1953.

Annual Meeting of Board of Trustees, 20 November 1953 and Ex
ecutive Committee, 1 December 1953.
32. Executive committee, 8 January 1954. It was also possible to 
loan the Trustees of Arnold College $50,000.00 to meet their 
obligations pending the sale of their campus. See below.

A financial review of Arnold was done by William H. Curtis, 
the Superintendent of School in Wallingford, CT. in 1952. It was 
he who pointed out these facts.
34.

i
■

!

1
*
:

I
i 31.
1
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1

33.

•<
Undated, unsigned memorandum in file left by Dr. Littlefield,i
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"Background of Merger of Arnold College with the University of 
Bridgeport". From internal evidence, this memorandum had to be 
written by Dr. Littlefield.
35. Executive Committee, 12 June 1953.
36. They were Alfred Bodine, Fred Carstensen, Harry Goldstein, 
Ronald Malony and Isaac Schine. The effect was that the chief of
ficers of the UB Board were also the Board of Arnold College. 
They generally held meetings prior to or subsequent to UB Board 
meetings. Executive Committee 2 July 1953.
37. Executive Committee, 25 May 1954.
38. The reference to the skating rink is from the Minutes of a 
Special Meeting of the Arnold College Trustees, 9 July 1954. The 
reference to the Milford school is from a meeting of the Arnold 
College Trustees, 2 November 1954. At this same meeting a request 
for the Arnold Alumni to have a seat on the Board was denied since 
the Board was only concerned with the real estate.
39. Executive Committee, 7 December 1954.
40. Ibid.. 23 January 1956. The minutes noted that the case for 
the Arnold Trustees was handled by Atty. Herbert Cohen who did not 
charge for the legal work. See also Connecticut ReportsJ__1956~58# 
Vol. 144, pp. 206-211. (Arnold College for Hygiene and Physical 
Education v. Town of Milford.) The case was decided on 7 January 
1957 and held that even though there was an intention to sell the 
property, the actual use being made of the property on the taxing 
date controlled whether the property was exempt. Therefore the 
property was tax exempt. The author is indebted to Atty. Martin 
F. wolf of the firm of Cohen and Wolf for a lead on this

Atty. Wolf was listed along with Atty. Cohen as rep-information.
resenting Arnold College.

Executive Committee, 28 January 1955. The author does not
but it must have lost or been41.

know what happened to this bill, 
withdrawn for in April 1955, the Town of Milford reduced the 

and the Board voted to continue to get the property 
placed on the exempt list. Arnold College Board Minutes, 22 April
1955.
42.

assessment

Executive Committee, 30 July 1956.
43. Ibid.. 3 December 1956. _ .. .
44. unless otherwise noted figures represent both day and evening 
students. All figures are from the chart included in the Annual 
Report 1 November 1961-31 October 1962, p. 4.
it: EXibUid!r lC70mSctoblr 71952r.Ch Fall^enrollment was reported as
being in line with the forecasts. Much oftheforecasting of en
rollments was being made by Dean Bigsbee who had deveJ°Ped “ 
cellent formula to prognosticate enrollment. Dean Bigsbee 
recalled one eoisode in which he was off by eight students. Dr. 
Littlefield looked at the figures andsaidto Bigsbee, Good God^ 
Earle, aren't you ever going to get anything right- Interview 
wS Earle M. Bigsbee, 21 February 1985, p. 11 of transcription of 1 Mi

atape side 3. „ , -ocoExecutive Committee, 12 June 1953.
48. Ibid., 13 August 1953.
47.
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1 September 1954,
23 September 1954.
22 April 1955. The University was successful in this

49. Ibid
50. Ibid
51. Ibid 
plan.
52. Ibid., 22 April 1955.
53. Board of Trustees, 8 July 1955.
54. Executive Committee, 23 January 1956.
55. Ibid., 28 May 1956.
56. Ibid.. 10 July 1956. The reference to "gainful study" might
seem as being a statement which begged the question, but in ac
tuality it was the forerunner of the motto adopted under the Miles 
Administration, "Educating for the Real World". One has to note 
that the enrollment was concentrated in programs which prepared 
students for the later work experience: Education, Nursing, Busi
ness Administration and Engineering. While enrollment was growing 
slowly in the College of Arts and Science, much of it was directed 
towards the preparation for a job after graduation. Academics for 
the sake of academics was not a major theme of either the students 
or the University. Interviews with graduates at Homecoming, 8 
November 1986 (q.v.) further emphasized this matter: most
reported that they had received a practical education which 
prepared them for their life's work. Note especially interviews 
with Robert Slater, '52, Walt Olbrys '36, Richard Limbacker '51, 
Abe Secor *31, and Bud Torrey ’50.

• r
• r
• r

Trustees also were perturbed by the fact that not all students who 
were accepted actually matriculated. it was then that they 
learned of the growing practice of multiple applications. Execu
tive Committee, 29 October 1954.
57. Interview with Dr. Donald Kern, 25 October 1985, 
transcript. These athletes will not be identified here.
58. Ibid.. pp. 8-9 of transcript.
59. Ibid., pp. 12-15 of transcript.
60. Ibid., pp. 2-3 of transcript. UB got into special events 
advertising by accident. The Easton, Ct. Grange held a fair and 
for a five dollar ad in their program, UB was provided with a card 
table to hold UB recruitment materials, 
rollment in the Evening Division.
61.

7 ofP.

It did result in some en-
Ibid p. 4 of transcript.

The purchase of a three family house at 53-55 Myrtle Avenue 
was announced on 20 July 1951; Loyola Hall was purchased in Oc
tober 1951 and would soon be remodeled to serve as Alumni Hallr 
with the Alumni paying for most of the renovations? title was 
taken to the Curley House in December 1951 (the Curley House was 
named Schiott Hall after the Second Board Chairman, and its garage 
was renovated in August of 1953 as The Little Theater and later 
called the Drama Center).
63.

• f
62.

The first two were the chartering of The Junior College of 
Connecticut and the chartering of the University of Bridgeport.
64. See interview with Ruth Carlson Horn, 1 February 1985, PP* 2~ 
4 of transcript. Mrs. Horn was a daughter of William and Frances 
Carlson and she related to the author the long time connection of
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the Carlson Family with the University. Other sources agree that 
the Carlson gift was the main turning point in the University's 
fund raising history.
65. Special Meeting of the Board of Trustees, 10 August 1954.
66. Ibid,
67. Executive Committee, 23 September 1954.
68. Ibid.. 21 January 1955.
69. Executive Committee, 26 March 1954. By the time the wing was 
built, the library had to expand to fill much of this wing and the 
collection was stored in the library vault temporarily. Today it 
resides in the Special Collections Room of the Wahlstrom Library.
70. The Frederick and Susan B. French house on Park Place was 
bought in May of 1954, to become Wilton Hall; the Hall Home became 
available in July 1954 but its purchase was not completed until 
August 1955 and was used as a dormitory for forty five men. The 
Hall Home (later named Stamford Hall in honor of the activities of 
the Alumni in the Stamford area, was purchased with a mortgage of 
$20,000.00, although the renovations were paid for out of the cur
rent fund. (Executive Committee, 18 July 1955.) The purchase of 
these properties was the result of a Board decision on 9 July 1954 
to buy land which was valuable within the confines of the proposed 
campus. Executive Committee, 9 July 1954. Accordingly the 
Leverty Lot behind the French property was purchased in November 
1954.
71. Ibid.. 23 September 1954.
72. Ibid.. 28 January 1955.
73. Ibid.. 7 December 1954.
74. Gym Planning Committee, 22 February 1955.
75. Executive Committee, 15 March 1955.
76. Board of Trustees, 8 July 1955.
77. Executive Committee, 5 August 1956. .
78. The father of the Glanville sisters had been employed by P.In later

it wasT. Barnum and had lived in the area for many years, 
years when he was Executive Assistant to President Miles, 
one of the author's duties to take all calls fro™ these two 
ladies, calls which always came after any event in the Gymnasium. 
Ultimately the problem was abated^by the charm ^ President Miles 
who invited the two sisters to tea in his offices in Waldemere

SrESSiffi« 5talked and were charmed by President Miles, one quietly reached 
over and turned the book over. Subsequently, the Glanville

memorabilia, including a picture of thesisters gave some Barnum 
old Waldemere home of Barnum, to Dr«
79. Executive Committee, 20 September 1955. . ..
80. Ibid.. 27 August 1956. At the same meeting the Un™sity 
bouaht the sianor property on Broad Street for $26,200.00, 
thi?d was paid in c?sh and the rest was met by a ten year mortgage
at 5%.
81. Ibid
82. Ibid

one

22 August 1955.
2 November 1955*• r

• r
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Dormitory Planning Committee, 8 November 1955.
84. Executive Committee, 16 December 1955.
85. Ibid.. 22 August 1955, and 30 September 1955. The murals 
were done in fresco and represent one of the true frescos in the 
area. The first scene depicted Roger Ludlowe who settled Pequon- 
nock in 1604; the second scene showed Elias Howe at work with his 
sewing machine. Also included were depictions of the first public 
school in town, the first newspaper, the first public library. 
President Cortright was shown in front of the old Junior College 
building. The only other living person was the painter himself
dressed in the cap and gown of a schoolmaster. See Th$ Scrj.be,
Vol. 26, No. 13, 17 December 1959 and interview with Ruth Carlson 
Horn, 5 May 1986, p. 5 of transcript.
86. Executive Committee, 30 July 1956. See below for a discus
sion of fund raising.
87.
fices of Mr. Chaffee at the City Savings Bank.

8 October 1956; 29 November 1956; and Board of 
Trustees Annual Meeting, 9 November 1956. This "Catch-22" situa
tion would continue for some time.
89. One which has been repeated so many times that it is almost 
apocryphal was that Mr. Halsey went home at noon to meet the 
refrigerator repair man, and before the refrigerator was repaired 
he had been signed up as a student.
90. President Halsey was credited with the "Silver Dollar Plan" 
whereby all of the University Bills would be paid at the end of 
April and the middle of May 1951 in silver dollars, to emphasize 
the monetary influence of the University upon the local economy. 
Although the plan was approved by the Board, the banks could not 
get enough silver dollars and the faculty was paid in quarters for 
one quarter of their salary. This plan was tied to the Twenty 
Fifth Anniversary Celebrations.
91. A major exception to this was that Dr. Littlefield at first 
approached the foundations, for the most part, since the approach 
was for academic grants primarily. Since Dr. Littlefield was more 
and more responsible for the academic area and was to develop a 
particular expertise in Nursing Education, (he was a member of the 
National Advisory Committee on Nursing Education in Junior 
Colleges) , it was he who approached the Kellogg Foundation for a 
grant for a pilot Junior College Program in Nursing. See Execu
tive Committee, 4 January 1951.
92. Executive Committee, 11 June 1951.
93. Ibid.» 17 August 1951.
94. Board of Trustees annual Meeting, 14 December 1951.
95. Executive Committee, 4 January 1952.
96. Board of Trustees, 14 March 1952 and Executive Committee, 26 
March 1952.
97. Board of Trustees, 11 July 1952. For the next few years, the 
University received excellent publicity in The Bridgeport Post and 
The Telegram.
98. william and Frances Carlson donated a Steinway grand piano to 
the Music Department after a lunch with Dr. Littlefield and Prof.

83.

This meeting took place at the of-Ibid 5 November 1956.• r

Ibid88. • r
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Edward Byerly. See Interview with Prof. Edward Byerly, 11 
February 1985, pp. 14-15 of Transcript. As related by Prof. 
Byerly, Dr. Littlefield knew his man and knew how to get the dona
tion from him.
99. Executive Committee, 15 December 1952. The Halseys had just 
bought the former Thexton House on Campus, so the Cooper house was 
not needed as a presidential residence. Dr. Littlefield was also 
adequately housed in his own home in Fairfield.
100. Board of Trustees, 13 March 1953, and Executive Committee, 
28 April 1953. The income from the estate was put into the Endow
ment Fund. Special Meeting of Executive Committee, 21 May 1953. 
As usual, the legal affairs were handled by Harry Goldstein 
without charge. Executive Committee, 24 August 1953. A report to 
the Executive Committee 29 June 1954 noted that the Endowment Fund 
had $67,949.00.
101. Executive Committee, 14 May 1952 and 30 January 1953.
102. Ibid., 27 February 1953.
103. Ibid., 2 November 1954.
104. ibid.. 11 March 1955. See Board of Trustees, 8 July 1955 
for reference to the Alumni Fund Drive.

Board of Trustees, 8 July 1955.
Executive Committee, 22 August 1955.
Special and Informal Meeting of Executive Committee, 1 Sep- 

If anything, President Halsey was persistent when he
He finally prevailed on an An-

105.
106.
107.
tember 1955. 
was convinced of a line of action.
nual Gift Campaign.
108. Executive Committee, 20 September 1955.
109. Ibid.. 30 September 1955.
110. Ibid.. 16 December 1955.
111. Board of Trustees, 13 July 1956.
Barnum Hotel.
112. Executive Committee, 19 September 1956.
113. Ibid., 8 October 1956. , ..
114. Annual Report, 31 October 1956, p. 76 and Annual Report, 31
October 1957, p. 96.
115. Ibid., 27 February 1953.
116. Board of Trustees, 13 March 1953.
117. Executive Committee, 28 February 1955,
118. Ibid., 25 March 1955.
119. Ibid., 16 December 1955.
120. Ibid., 27 August 1956.
121. Ibid., 19 September 1956.
122. Ibid., 8 October 1956.
124* ^Dece^Vr \9956. This would not be the first time
that suS^ reaction occurred in Bridgeport. Every time m the
fntnr*thenniversitv would make this point, naysayers would future that the 0nivef“.^ - r - handout. For some reason, there
comment that UB was f fch Bridgeport population that
wemea to have bean * evidence that the university was
gMng10to fa5il!°rTSysolution to this public relations problem was

This meeting was at the

and 15 March 1955 ..

not found.
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22 April 1955.
See Interview with Dr.

. p. 8 of transcript.
Currently, William Simpson is a Life Trustee.
Executive Committee, 10 July 1956 and Board of Trustees, 13

Ibid125.
126.
1985
127.
128.
July 1953.
129.
130.
131.
132.
133.

• r Henry W. Littlefield, 25 February

Executive Committee, 29 October 1956. 
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

3 August 1951.
24 August 1951.
17 October 1951. 
27 February 1953.

• r
• r
• F

Ibid • F
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End Notes, Chapter 9.

1. Board of Trustees, 12 April 1957.
2. Board of Trustees, Annual Meeting, 14 November 1958. Mr. Dana 
had been invited to this meeting and was asked to speak.
3. Interview with Jean Linsley, 28 July 1986, p. 3 of transcript. 
Mrs. Linsley worked on the Development staff from 1963 to her 
retirement in 1986. She had taken this job as a temporary one 
while she prepared to go into teaching by taking courses at the 
University. Linsley reported that the above events were told to 
her by both Dr. Halsey and Dr. Milhauser. She also reported that 
there had been some mixup on the mailing address, 
has verified this part of the story. See Interview with Dr. 
Littlefield, 11 September 1984, p. 10 of transcript, tape side 1.

The author has not yet been able to locate a copy of the form let
ter which was sent.
4. Copy of letter in files in Waldemere Hall.

Halsey had been honored by his Alma Mater, 
College, with the presentation of an honorary Doctor of Laws 
degree in June 1958.
5. Interview with Dr. Henry W. Littlefield, 11 September 1984, 
p. 11, tape side one. Dr.. Littlefield had been in Europe on a
three months sabbatical. . .

Interview with Dr. Henry W. Littlefield, 11 September 1984, 
pp. 11-14 of transcript, tape side one. Thus began a long 
relationship between Dr. Littlefield and Charles Dana. In the 
words of Dr. Littlefield, they "had an affinity for each other • 
Dr. Littlefield would become a Vice President of the Dana Founda
tion in 1961 and continued that relationship down to 1 January 
1984.

Dr. Littlefield

WabashJames H.

6.

born in Gramercy Village in New York, went to Columbia University 

University Mr. Dana performed this kind of work for many textile

mng of the Dana Corporation, »J°“dterview wPith Dr. Henry W.
pp. 15-16, of tape side number 2.quarters in Toledo, 

Littlefield, 11 September 1984,
of the Dora Roberts Ranchfrom the saleThe oil money came
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See Executive Committee, 5 November 1958.Property.
7. presumably Mr. Dana was not named as a regular Trustee so as 
not to have a conflict of interest between the Dana Foundation and 
the university. Mr. Dana was also helping other colleges.
8. Bern Dibner was the President of the Burndy Corporation, the 
founder of a magnificent scientific library and a renowned 
scientist.
9. Executive Committee, 26 January 1959.

Ibid.. 22 March 1957. Dr. D. Bob Gowin of the College of10.
Education directed the study.
11. ibid.. 12 April 1957. This was based upon a paper prepared 
by Dr. Halsey, Dr. Ralph Pickett and Professor Emerson 
Chamberlain. One argument for a self study was that institutions 
often had to resort to expediency without adequate planning, and 
such a grant would enable the institution to do the specific 
planning. The University failed to get the grant from the Car
negie Foundation, therefore the Board appropriated the necessary 
money on 26 March 1958.
12.
13.

20 September 1957.
____ . 21 June 1957. The Marsilius Brothers gave $1,000.00

and Bern Dibner gave $5,000.00 of his own money and $2,000.00 from 
his company.
14. The Amendment was accepted by the Board of Trustees at their 
Summer Meeting 12 July 1957.
15. Executive Committee, 14 August 1957.
16. Informal Meeting of Several Trustees (eleven were present), 4 
September 1957.
17. Special Meeting of Board of Trustees, 30 September 1957. 
Trustees told Dr. Halsey to continue these calls and the program 
would be evaluated later.
18. Ibid.. 18 December 1957.
19. Ibid., 22 January 1958.
20. The Scribe, Vol. 24, No. 29, 15 May 1958. At the all 
University breakfast, Columbia Records proved the services of John 
Laudermilk, as a kick-off for their new star.
21. Executive Committee, 26 March 1958.
22. Board of Trustees, 11 April 1958.
23. Executive Committee, 22 May 1958.
24. Meetings of Community Relations Committee, 22 June 1959 and 8 
October 1959.
25. Executive Committee, 16 July 1958 and 20 August 1958.
26. Finance Committee, 17 December 1958.

Executive Committee, 29 December 1958 and Executive and
Mr. Tobin was Chairman of

Ibid
Ibid

• r
• r

The

-

s

27.
Finance Committees, 15 December 1960. 
the Board of the Tilo Corporation.
28. Science Building Fund, 
23 October 1959, and Annual Meeting Board of Trustees. 11 December 
1959.
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Board of Trustees, ll December 1959, and Executive and 

Finance Committees, 21 December 1959.
30. Executive and Finance Committee, 21 Januarv 1960
31. Ibid.. 3 April 1962.
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32. Ibid. , 30 March 1960. 
Founders Room of the Library.
33. Ibid.
34. Ibid.
35. Ibjd., 23 May 1962.

The Portrait now hangs in the

Asked once by Jean Linsley how Mr. Dana had come to give the money 
for this building, Dean Bigsbee replied: "I'll tell you, Jean, 
it's a funny thing, Dana was coming to campus on a Monday, the 
relationship was established by then, and neither Henry nor Jim 
could be there, so they asked me if I would meet him and take care 
of him for the afternoon.... Of course, I let him know how poor 
the facilities were, and he said to my surprise, before the end of 
the afternoon, 'You ought to have a building, and I am going to 
give you the money for it'." Interview with Jean Linsley, 28 July 
1986, pp. 4-5 of transcript.
36. Executive and Finance Committees, 30 March 1960.
37. Executive Committee,20 April 1960.
38. Special Executive Committee Meeting, 20 April 1960.
39. Special Meeting of Board of Trustees, 2 June I960.
40. Board of Trustees, 16 December 1960.
41. Special Meeting of Board of Trustees, 20 March 1961.
42. Board of Trustees, 7 April 1961.
43. Executive and Finance Committees, 9 November 1960.
44. Executive Committee, 27 July 1961, 4 August 1961, 7 September 
1961, and 2 November 1961.
45. Board of Trustees, 7 April 1961.
Year Plan, prepared 9 February 1961. .
46. All figures are taken from the report to the Spring Meeting
of the Board of Trustees, 7 April 1961.
47. Finance Committee 12 December 1961.
48. Executive Committee, 7 July 1959.
49. Executive and Finance Committees, 3 April l9o/.
50. Ibid.. 21 December 1959.
51. Ibid.. 3 June 1959.
52. Executive Committee, 26 March 1958.
53. Ibid., 18 June 1958.

See also Long Range Ten

There were many complaints from the long time faculty ^rs 
about this new schedule. Every time a new scbedale
old timers found t.hems®^eSinte™ilw with Prof. Chamberlain, 10 
llp?Ser The author recalled others
making the same observation.
54. Executive comoittee, 26 Barch^ ^ p„slde„t Halsey
were debated to drai up the resolutions to be presented to the 

full Board.
56. 11 July 1958. Mrs.
Trustee Emeritus on 26 January 19 •
57. Executive and Finance Conunittee 
mally elected on 7 April 1961*

would soon resign to become
He was for-

L. T. Warner
, 22 March 1961.
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58. Executive Committee, 12 August 1959.
59. Executive and Finance Committees, 2 February 1961.
60. Executive Committee, 26 January 1959. The University would 
get the largest allocation of National Defense Loans in the State, 
$15,984.00. See Executive and Finance Committee, 16 February 
1959.
61. Board of Trustees, 10 April 1959.
62. Executive and Finance Committees, 21 January 1960.
63. Executive Committee, 31 August 1960.
64. Board of Trustees, 16 December 1960.
Jones, Consultant, Impressions and Suggest ions,,
Bridgeport. 14-16 December I960, pp. 1-2.
Jones Report.
65. Board of Trustees, 17 April 1961.
66. Jones Report, p. 4.
67. Ibid,. pp. 6-7.
68. A marginal note in Dr. Littlefield's handwriting asked "What 
is Hubbard?". (Gordon Hubbard was the Business Manager) Pr# 
Littlefield also disagreed with the suggestion that the Vice 
President chose between his full time attention to the business 
administration of the University or the academic needs of the 
University. A marginal note said "Why?".
69. Jones Report, pp. 11-15.
70. Ibid.. p. 20.
71. The proposal was noted as being Draft No. II and dated 20 
February 1961. Dr. Halsey also suggested that the Fund For the 
Advancement of Education assign experienced administrators to 
work with the President and Vice President and have their loads 
reduced by one half for a three year period. For the three year 
period, a budget of $200,000.00 was suggested.
72. Executive Committee, 29 May 1961.
73. Adjourned Executive Committee, 17 July 1961.
74. From a summary of the 1961 recommendations, 
report has not been located by this author, 
prepared for the Board discussion in June 1963. 
to discuss the University's Long Range Plan.
75. See later chapters for the implementation of this report, 
excepting for the matter of administrative authority, for which 
see the following paragraphs.
76. See Interview with Frederick B. Silliman, 12 September 1986, 
p. 2 of transcript, and Interview with Newman Marsilius, Jr. r 
August 1986, p. 7 of transcript.
77. Interview with Frederick B. Silliman, 12 September 1985, 
p. 3 of transcript.
78. Interview with Newman Marsilius, Jr 
transcript.
79. Interview with Newman Marsilius, Jr 
of transcript.
80. Executive and Finance Committees, 23 May 1962.
81. Special Meeting of Board of Trustees, 20 June 1962.
82. Board of Trustees, 13 July 1962.
83. The Bridgeport Sunday Post. 12 December 1970,
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End Notes, Chapter 10,

1. It should be noted that the Halseys were very closely related 
to the camps and schools run by Donald Macjannet in France. They 
would ultimately become officers in the schools as well and of
ficers of the Macjannet Foundation. As a part of this role, the 
Halseys helped to recruit campers and counselors for the summer 

See collection of letters forwarded by Mrs. Macjannetprogram.
which are now located in the University archives.

Dr. and Mrs. Littlefield also traveled abroad on the alternating 
summers, in large part to gather material to update his best 
selling History of Modern Europe. Both Dr. Halsey and Dr. Lit
tlefield often visited European Universities to compare notes on 
administrative organization.
2. Executive and Finance Committees, 3 June 1959. The Institute 
for American Universities was affiliated with the University of

newHalsey was a trustee of Maza's
See also in- 

1-2 of

Aix Marseilles.
organization. See Council of Deans, 1 April 1958. 
terview with Dr. Herbert Maza, 7 November 1986, pp. 
transcript.
3. Yoshie Tanaka lived with the author and his family for two 
and one half years and subsequently spent most of her holidays 
with the Allen family until she moved to Hawaii. Later she was 
married and the Allens became god parents to her daughter,
The Allen daughters, Robin and Jill, must be credited 
large role in the improvement in Yoshie1 s English. Miss Tanaka 
took her masters degree with honors.
4. Many of these contacts have continued to be of value in in
ternational as well HISP recruiting. The author spent portions 
of several years recruiting international students in connection 
with his responsibilities as Secretary General of the Interna
tional Association of University Presidents and was in touch with 
many of these contacts, all of whom expressed much affection f°r 
the Halseys.

Dr.

Nana, 
with a

=

5. One skeptic, who shall remain unnamed, once said in reference 
to the HISP fund raising, "Never before have so many labored to 
raise so little money".

Council of Deans, 17 May 1949. 
was finally appointed.
6. The minutes do not record who

Dr: Romul° w^s the long time Foreign Secretary of the 
Philippines, a founder of the United Nations and a founder of the 
International Association of University Presidents.
®* Governor S*?ss®n' the perennial presidential* candidate and 
^he °n at the San Francisco Conference which
founded the united Nations, returned his speaker's fee of $600.00 
to be placed in the Stassen-Jacoby Loan Fund

Dr. Roucek was a "clipper and filer". He maintained a large 
file on many different aspects of Sociology, and was reputed to
edited man5e0thirShnnlether t0 produce a" article or a book. 
edited many other books, prevailing upon other persons to write

7.

9.

He
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the various chapters, 
many students ended up in his works, culminating in the inclusion 
of a quote from one of his books in the "Department of Strange 
Coincidences" in The New Yorker.
10.
these meetings may be found in The Special Collections Room of 
the Wahlstrom Library.
11.
author has spelled out the meaning of each initial for clarity. 
12. For example, see Annual Report of the Junior College of 
Connecticut, 1964-65. Dean Bigsbee noted that there was an 
"uneasy feeling that the university was placing less and less im
portance on The Junior College to the point where the university 
might phase it out". This was at a time when Junior and Com
munity Colleges were expanding at an unprecedented rate and when 
the Junior College was making educational history in the field of 
the A.A. Degree in Nursing.

It was rumored that the term papers of

Notebooks containing clippings of news stories about each of

In the list of Objectives, theSee above noted Supplement.

Dean Bigsbee noted the handicap of the unfavorable attitude of 
the senior colleges where the Junior College was seen 
hindrance. "They tend to see the Junior College as less 
prestigious, mundane in purpose, academically inferior, crassly 
vocational, and the refuge of the marginal student".

as a

Since 90% of the applicants to the JCC programs were female, 
since the university had a shortage of dormitory space for 
females, many well qualified students were rejected, with the 
consequence of damage to such programs as the Weylister School.
13. Executive Committee, 13 and 26 July 1951 and 17 October 
1951.
14. Ibid.. 1, 10, and 26 March 1952. . . . . . ..
15. This was "Electric Charley" to distinguish him from the 
other Charles Wilson of General Motors, or "Engine Charley".

r Thomas McGannon, began working for 
The Clopay Corporation, shortly after 

McGannon would become a member of

and

One of his students16.
Thexton's former company, 
graduation.
the Board of Trustees. . . „
17. While this story has been repeated many times,
Petitjean perhaps told it best. See Interview 13 February 1985,
pp. 12-13 of transcript.

Interview with Marcia Buell,

Ultimately, Mr.
Prof. Charles

30 June 1986, pp. 7-8 of18.
transcript. _
19 Pnhliched in The Faculty Journal,
1968, published by The Faculty Welfare Committee with the support
20 DrVrLovideedfitodthe author by his widow, Mrs. Elsie Jacobs, at

Pcoviaeo 1986, P. 5 of transcript. Prof. Jacobs
alirVro'te many love poems to Elsie which were most touching.

was a certified genealogist, tracing his ancestry 
Dr. William Walker reported that Jacobs used to 

durinq Departmental meetings, and pass it around. 
Some were hilarious. See interview with Dr.

Issue Number 1, 15 June

from Charlemagne, 
start a limerick 
each adding a line.
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William E. Walker, 21 October 1986, p. 13 of transcript. Prof. 
Jacobs was also noted for his "Little Willies", short, humorous
poems. 8,Interview with Dr. Charles Petitjean, 13 February 1985, p.

Needless to say, that faculty member21.
tape side 3, of transcript, 
did not remain at the University for very long.
22. All of the material on the Electronic Data Processing train
ing and courses came from an interview with Dr. Charles Petitjean, 
13 February 1985, pp. 12-13 and pp. 32-37 of tape side three or 
transcript.
23. Council of Deans, 29 November 1956 . The refusal of the 
recommendation flew in the face of the recommendation of the
Department of History (there was one negative vote).

Ibid.. 4 April 1961. It was further stated that this 
clarification did not apply to the professional degrees, 
faculty took umbrage at this back handed admission that the Deans 
had made changes.
25. The meeting took place on 15 July 1959. Present were Dr. 
Littlefield, Deans Berggren and Bigsbee, and Professors Jackson 
and Redmann. For a discussion of the issue at a later time, see 
interview with Prof. August Madrigal, 19 June 1986, passim.
26. Interview with Prof. Edward Byerly, 11 February 1985, p. 3 
of transcript.
27. Ibid.. pp. 9-10 of transcript. The part time Organ teacher 
had to use the organ in the church where he was the organist. 
With the move to The Stables, the Music Department inherited a 
cat who acquired the quite appropriate name of "Tacit". See also 
interview with Prof. Harold Dart, 19 December 1985.
28. Interview with Mrs. Jeanie Littlefield, 2 November 1984, P*
3 of transcript.
29. Ibid., p. 2 of transcript.
30. Interview with Prof. James Fenner, 16 October 1985, pp. 59~ 
55 of transcript. Fenner noted that the Proctor received his 
room, which was a little better than the students had, and his 
meals in the Dining Hall. All this was a considerable saving and 
allowed Fenner, a bachelor, to undertake a lot of travel during 
the summers.

24. Many

Some of this travel was with the Halseys. 
Recommendations of the Committee on Student Dress to Student 

Personnel, 7 November 1961.
32.

31.

Executive Committee, 15 November 1950 and 20 December 1950. 
The Great Dane was first introduced to the students at the Loyola 
Game in October 1950.1 He did not have a name at that time.
33. Memorandum, Floyd Brewer to Dr. Littlefield, 27 March 1951. 
Prince Valiant passed out of the picture as a mascot and the idea 
of a mascot died.
34. Council of Deans, 16 March 1950.
35. Executive Committee, 21 June 1961.
36. Board records make no further comment.

The .Scrj.be, Vol. 19, No. 2, 10 October 1947.
As a veteran, Mr. Morris was enjoying the benefits of the

"52-20" club when he met a friend who was going to register at 
The Junior College. Finally being persuaded to accompany his

37.
38.I

:
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friend, he was ushered into an office. Later he would say: "I 
never figured out how it happened, but I walked out of there en
rolled as a student". Morris would go on to become a top 
student. see Interview with Dr. Charles Petitjean, 13 February 
1985, p. 20 of transcript.
39. Interview with Roswell T. "Bud" Harris, 26 October 1986, p. 
17 of transcript.

This "chicken and egg- story is primarily of importance to 
the respective fraternities. They were evidently approved by the 
administration on the same day.
41. Interview with Prof. Harold Dart, 19 December 1985, pp. 12- 
13.

40.

42. The Scribe, vol. 22, No. 11, 13 January 1949. There was a 
proclivity to claim "fatherhood" for most everything that hap
pened in those days. Mr. Folkman joined the B.P.O.E., located 
just across the street from the Old Campus, in order to assure 
himself of a regular parking space, thereby beating the parking 
problem that all confronted. There was, quite incidentally, a 
bar in the Lodge. This information came from conversations with

Folkman, many years ago when he was a neighbor of the author.
43. See interview with Benjamin A. Raubvogel,153, 7 April 1987, 
pp. 3-4 of transcript. Mr. 
direction of Wendall Kellogg, a summer newspaper, in which every
thing was on the front page. It was a large front page.
44. The Scribe. Vol. 23, No. 9, 1 December 1949.
45. The Scribe, in October 1952 complained about the poor
cheering and that fact that 50% of the attendees left after the 
half of a football game, presumably because the team was losing. 
The issue of 9 October 1952 (Vol. 25, No. 4) carried an editorial 
proclaiming "We Are Dying", and urging that the administration 
spend more on student activities. This resulted in the organiza
tion of a new group to elevate student spirit, resulting in a 
Spirit Demonstration at President Halsey's home. In 1954, the 
Student Spirit Committee organized a "No Go Home Weekend in con
junction with the Basketball Team's third year in a row bid to 
the NAIA Tournament. See The—S<?Eib-g.r Vol. 27, No. 17, 25
FebrUaThe1sc?ibe. Vol. 31, No. 5, 12 October 1961.
... Executive Committee, 21 January 1955.
48. The scribe. Vol. 29, No. 12, 10 December 1954; Vol. 29, No. 
13, 13 January 1955; and Vol. 28-30, No. 13, 15 December 1960. 
2M_icribe in 1960 was trying to correct the numbering sequence

Mr.

Raubvogel also edited, under the

46.
47.

of the volumes.
Dr. David Silverstone, the Director of Audio Visual Services, 
contributed to the organization of WUOB He stated that the 
Droiect crew out of the local chapter of the Institute for Radio 
SineerlHe also started a Short wave Radio club and loaned
tSIm hie own transmitter and receiver, which was .‘"lAvtr'stonT*
Hall burned down. See Interview with Dr. David Silverstone, 4
November 1986, pp. 7-8 of ttans°“p^* 7anuarv 1955 The scribe, Vol. 29, No. 14, 20 January 1955.
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The former stu-50. Ibid.. Vol. 31, No. 9, 10 November 1955.
dent was later convicted as a bank robber in the state of 
Washington.

Ibid.> Vol. 24, No. 14, 24 April 1952.
52. After graduation, and after working as a CPA, 
would return to teach at his Alma Mater until 1986.
53. Interview with Dr. Michael Somers, *51, 16 April 1986, p. 2 
of transcript.
54. Ibid.. p. 7 of transcript.
55. interview with Nicholas A. Panuzio and Victor Muniec, 21 
November 1985, p. 25 of transcript. Members of the Fraternity 
became leaders and officers of many campus organizations.

Nick's wife, June Bartram
She

51. Dr. Demotses

pp. 1-3 of transcript.
was the author's first student assistant.

Ibid56.
Panuzio, '56, 
remains very active in the Alumni Association.
57. Mr. Panuzio was elected Chairman of the Board of Trustees of 
the University on 18 May 1988, thus becoming the first alumnus of 
the University to become Chairman.
58.
to be signed by an officer of the Board.
Schine was particularly tough, as was Fred Silliman, each wanting 
to know the details on each check and whether or not bids had 
been obtained.

Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid

• F

Every check over $5,000.00 had 
Panuzio noted that Ike

p. 5 of transcript.Ibid • r

p. 3 of transcript, 
p. 11 of transcript, 
p. 12 of transcript.
p. 3 of transcript. This attitude was typical of 

the UB Family in the 1950's. It was a recurring theme of almost 
all of the interviewees.
63. The last Wistaria Pageant was in 1957.
64. Interview with Joyce Matthews Von Suetendael, '52, 8 Novem
ber 1986, p. 29 of transcript. Bert Arthur taped all of the 
original shows and some of the original tapes and cassette copies 
of the shows are in the Archives of the University. All of the 
Books and Scores of "Thunder" are also in the archives.
65. Interview with Geraldine Bennett Cambria, *56, 19 August
1986, pp. 2-3 of transcript. Mrs. eambria would later become a 
CPA, an auditor and an Alumni Trustee, a post to which she was 
reelected. Currently she is a Life Trustee.
66. The..ScjLibg, vol. 25, No. 8, 5 November 1952.

The original presentation of the Coat of Arms is currently
courtesy of uoyce Matthews Von 

See also interview with Bertram Arthur, '51, 8 Sep
tember 1986, pp. 5-6 of transcript.
68. Interview with Roswell T. "Bud" Harris, 26 October 1986, P» 
15 of transcript.
69. Council of Deans, 19 October 1950.
70. Prof. Dickason announced to his accounting class at its next 
meeting, that anyone who wished to pass Accounting was to show up 
for rehearsal. The class, mainly veterans, met this announcement 
with cries of despair? but they went, and loved it. Many of 
them, not the least, John Cox, turned out for the first Campus

59. • F
60. • F
61. • F
62. • F

67.
on file in the archives, 
Suetendael.
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Thunder. See Interview with Albert Dickason, 9 September 1985, p. 
2 of transcript. See also. The Bridgeport Post. 16 May 1982, p. 
El.
71. What was to be the last "Campus Blunders" featured a faculty 
chorus presenting a hilarious rendition of "We're in the money, 
Ha, Ha!".
Kendall.
funny; furthermore it did not enhance the dignity of the 
professoriate, and "Campus Blunders" was put to rest. See Inter
view with Albert Dickason, 9 September 1985, pp. 2-3 of 
transcript. Other humorous recollections of previous "Blunders" 
remain: one year, two short professors sang "Oh, You Beautiful
Doll" standing on either side of a tall, mustachioed faculty mem
ber (namely, the author) who wore a dress and a blonde wig.
72. Interview with Albert Dickason, 9 September 1985, p. 6 of 
transcript.
73. Interview with Dr. Donald Kern, 
transcript.
said, the bulk of them were eighth graders, 
that other Universities looked askance upon this type of 
advertising.
74. Ibid, p. 4 of transcript.
75. See elsewhere in this Chapter for a discussion of the role 
of The Junior College.
76. Council of Deans, 4 November 1959.
77. Memorandum, Dr. Kern to the Deans, 21 February 1961. Note 
that there was no reference to the Admissions Committee and that 
the Senate was not asked to consider the move.
78. Council of Deans, 28 September 1961. It should be noted 
that the judgment of Dr. Kern was seldom questioned.
79. Executive Committee, 25 May 1954.
80.

The "Ha, Ha" was repeated several times by Prof. Harry 
The administration did not think that the show was very

25 October 1985, p. 3 of 
Although many inquiries came from Seyenteeji, he

He also reported

Ibid.. 5 August 1955.
Annual Report of the President and Vice President, 31 Oc-81.

tober 1961.
82. Annual Report,
June 1959.

S:
StJVSTSS Of Ne-^’TO1.1 3
85?e ^Executive ccaittee, 4 January 1952. Thin »an a curious

placing^the°travelin5the r^ord'in' viei'of the prece
dents of’the plot .hen the adninistrators^had -guested^ Ur

14 November 1958 and Executive Committee, 3

privileges; perhaps it was 
record of the Board.
86. Board of Trustees, 20 November 1953.
87. Executive Committee, 13 May 1955.
88. Ibid., 7 July 1959.
89* ^ettlrT^tiona? Council for Teacher Accreditation of

a

90.
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Teacher Education, 12 August 1959.
91. Executive and Finance Committee, 21 December 1959.
92. Board of Trustees, 8 April 1960.
93. Memorandum, Dr. Harry A. Becker to Dr.
December 1948.
94. Executive Committee, 20 July 1949.
95. Among the thirty offices that the author has occupied in his 
tenure at the University, he had an office on the second floor 
and three on the third floor of Cortright Hall.
96. Executive Committee, 29 January 1957.
97. Letter, Dr. Littlefield to Father Nolan, May 1949.
98. Annual Report, 14 November 1958 and Buildings and Grounds 
Committee, 18 November 1958.
99. Board of Trustees, 30 September 1957.
100. Executive Committee, 26 July 1961.
101. Interview with Dr. Henry W. Littlefield, 11 September 1984, 
p. 24 of transcript of tape side No. 2.
102. Executive Committee, 13 July 1961. This was still a far 
cry from co-Ed dorms which would come later.
103. The portrait disappeared for several years and was sub
sequently discovered, severely damaged, in a storage area of 
Chaffee Hall. The Resident Advisor thought that it might be 
valuable and reported the find to the author, then the Executive 
Assistant to President Miles. The portrait was repaired and now 
hangs in the Founders Room of the Library.
104. For many years, the portrait hung in the foyer of Cortright 
Hall until it was stolen, along with a portrait of P. T. Barnum. 
Only photographs of Dr. Cortright1s portrait remain.
105. The portrait was paid for by a family in Westport.
106. Executive committee, 8 January 1954.
107. The Trustees authorized the portrait on 30 March 1960. Ex
ecutive and Finance Committee, 30 March 1960.
108. Annual Report 1952.
109. Annual Report, 31 October 1957.
110. But Dean Read commented that there were no accurate figures 
on how many students were actually in the college. College of 
Business Administration, Annual Report, 1948-1949.
111. Ibid. Dr. Read pulled very few punches in his Annual 
Reports. He was also noted for peppering his Reports with Latin 
quotations, every report ended with one.
112. Ibid.. 1950. Dean Read's love of semantics was well 
known.
113. Ibid.. 1953, 1955, 1956 and 1957.
114. Ibid.. 1958 and 1959.
115. Ibid.. 1960. At this point, Dean Read was in the habit of 
noting which of his recommendations had been enacting over the 
previous year and repeating the remainder and adding some new 
recommendations.
116. Memorandum, Special Engineering Committee of Board to Ex
ecutive Committee, 2 February 1948. The Committee was chaired by 
Mr. Carpenter and included as members, Messrs. Bodine, Clark and 
Hope. The Co-Op program went into effect in June of 1949 under

Littlefield, 14

:
'

:
■

I
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L
the leadership of the coordinator, Anthony Jevarjian, and was 
open to students in Mechanical or Industrial Engineering, 
Accounting, Economics, Finance, Marketing, Management and 
Journalism.
117.
Kids".
bright children through their lifetime. Prof. Terman eventually 
wrote a book about the gifted child, A Gifted Child Grows Up. in 
which he stated that high IQ kids became productive grown ups who 
ordered their lives better than most people. See interview with 
Dr. Gerhardt Rast, 23 January 1986, pp. 8-9 of transcript. See 
also interview with Dr. Willard P. Berggren, 12 February 1986, p. 
2 of transcript. Dr. Berggren had been told that estimates were 
that it would take four years to get recognition from the ECPD. 
It took him nine years. See p. 4 of transcript.
118. Executive Committee, 19 September 1956.
119. Statement by ECPD Committee, November 1956.
120. Executive Committee, 21 June 1957.
121. College of Engineering, Annual Report, October 1958.
122. See interview with Dr. Harry A. Becker, 23 April 1986, p. 4 
of transcript. Dr. Becker had become the Superintendent of 
Schools in Norwalk, CT. and would be the founding President of 
the Norwalk Technical Institute which later became the Norwalk 
Community College.
123. Interview with Dr. Lydia Duggins, 17 September 1985, p. 2 
of transcript. Dr. Duggins said that this demonstrated a concern 
for the faculty and a part of the development of the "Family".

See Chapter 8, above. The General Education program was 
passed in May 1955 and became effective for the fall of 1957. 

College of Nursing Annual Report, 29 November 1948.
Ibid.* 1950 and 1951.
Ibid., 1952.
Ibid.. 1953.
Ibid.* 1955.

Executive Committee, 20 June 1956.
Board of Trustees, 8 November 1957 and Executive Committee,

Dr. Berggren was one of Stamford Prof. Terman's "Whiz 
Prof. Terman studied the longitudinal development of

t
:124. i

i
125.
126.
127.
128.
129.
130.
131.
18 December 1957. _
132. College of Nursing, Annual Report 1958
133. Ibid.* 1959. a . .. ^ ^
134 Annual Report of the president and Vice President, 31 Oc
tober 1961, P. 22. Dr. van der Kroef spearheaded one of the more 
successful convocation programs of this whole period, thereby

valuable addition to the courses of study, 
of Business Administration Annual Report, 1952.

Glines, Annual Report of the Director of
providing a very
135. College
136. Dr. Herbert E.
137letpor,a1few years the faculty fielded teams in the intramural 
basketball league with considerable success, winning the league 
one vear Faculty participants were: Alphonse Sherman, Herbert 
Snes Charles Spiltoir, John Sherry, Alfred Wolff, Chet Glad- 
chuck occasionally, the author and several others.

See interview with Dr. Donald Kern, 25 October 1985, p. 7138.
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of transcript. Dr. Kern reported that he had had little real 
pressure from the coaches*, on the admission of athletes whose 
records were not very outstanding. He reported that Coach Glines 
wasf however, upset when that student was not originally 
admitted. But when he almost had the student in hand, with the 

and then lost him, he was devastated.
. The Scribe, Vol. 32, No. 10, 5 April 1962.
. For the first years the showers and locker room facilities

Locker rooms often tend to

merger, 
139
140
were in the basement of Bishop Hall, 
be boisterous and this was evidently the case, because there was 
a notation in the Council of Deans Minutes about the fact that 
their comments could be heard on the first floor, which inciden-

See Council of Deans, 30tally housed the offices of Dr. Ropp. 
October 1950.
Later, the Audio Visual Department occupied the basement of 
Bishop Hall. There was a projection area for the showing of 
films, many of them of a biological and scientific nature. Of
course the sound drifted up through the floors, much to the con
sternation of Dean Ropp's Secretary, Mrs. Shalvoy, who was 
reported to have said, "I don't want to hear all that garbage; 
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with Dr. David Silverstone, 4 November 1986, pp. 
transcript.
141. The author is indebted to Frank Williams, '65, for the com
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142. The Scribe. Vol. 29, No. 5, 21 October 1954.
143. The Scribe, Vol. 29, No. 6, 28 October 1954.
144. Executive Committee, 29 October 1954 and 22 April 1955;
Board of Trustees, 11 March 1955
145. Letter, Dr. Glines to Coach Kondratovich, date missing. 
Having been a Shot Putter in his undergraduate days, the Author 
volunteered to help coach the field events for a time. He had to 
leave, however, because the Coach told him that he was discourag
ing the team; he could put the shot further than any of the 
candidates.
146. Memorandum, Dr. Glines to Prof. DeSiero, 5 February 1957.
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6. 8 July 1963.
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Mr. Merrill also played a role indonor paid for the martinis, 
training some of the young staff at that time, namely John Cox. 
See interview with Jean Linsley, 28 July 1986, pp. 6-10 of 
transcript.
21. Executive Committee, 20 March 1964. The "endowment" of 
professorships was not intended to provide the full stipend to 
the professor, instead as with the Dana and Bernhard 
professorships, (see below) there was to be an additional stipend 
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Economics was also added at a later date. 

Executive Committee, 21 October 1964, Special Executive
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23.
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24.
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25.
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transcript.
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65. Executive Committee, 16 August 1963.
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as Dean. Actually all it did was to support the candidacy of Dr. 
Miles.
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The proposal was authored by stu-Senate minutes, p. 1133.34.
dent leader Matthew Fenster and faculty member Dr. Fred Lapides.
35. Executive Committee, 9 March 1970.

Executive Committee and Planning Committee, 26 March 1970.
At this point the Executive committee went into a

36.
Ibid.37.

closed session for which no minutes survive.
38.

i
Board of Trustees, 10 April 1970.
It was attached to the University Bulletin of 20 April39.

1970.i! Senate Minutes, meeting of 22 April 1970, p. 1173. 
Ibid.. pp. 1171-1177.
Ibid

40.
41.

p. 1178.
Executive Committee, 21 September 1970.
Senate Minutes, meeting of 6 January 1971, p. 1284.
Ibid.f pp. 1283-1286.

meeting of 17 February 1971, pp. 1313-1314. 
pp. 1331-1336.
Meeting of 31 March 1971, pp. 1344-1347. 

Executive Committee, 18 May 1970.
Ibid

Board of Trustees, 26 April 1968.
Interview with Dr. Albert J. Schmidt, 1 April 1985, pp.

42.-I • r
43.
44.
45.

Ibid46. • f
Ibid47. • 9
Ibid48. • r
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21 March 1968.50. • 9
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10-11 of transcript.
53. Annual Report, 1969, pp. 30-31.

Dr. Fletcher would stay for but one year as dean. When 
it was determined that he had not resigned from his previous 
position but had only been on a leave of absence, his posi
tion became untenable with Dr. Littlefield. with the death 
of Dr. Christie, Dr. Fletcher would apply for the VPAA posi
tion but would be turned down.

In his brief stint as Dean, he none the less became an astute 
observer of the UB scene. He referred to the reluctance at 
UB to establish policies in view of the limitations those 
policies might place upon individual freedoms. He also noted 
that the financial plight of private higher education was un
dergoing very severe strains and UB would have to accept 
State or Federal Aid in the near future. To meet these 
challenges, new leadership with new vigor was needed.

54.

Fletcher also had a personality conflict with Dr.
See interview with Dr. Donald Fletcher, 24 June

Dr.
Christie.
1970, pp. 1-7.

See Interview with Dr. Albert J. Schmidt, 1 April 1985, 
pp. 10-11 of transcript.

This summary of Dr.
from the Annual Report of 1969, pp. 32-39.
57. Executive Committee, 23 June 1969. One reason for the 
absence of a date to implement the plan was probably due to 
the fact that they did not wish to alter the post of Chan
cellor while Dr. Halsey was still actives this presumably 
would wait until his retirement in the near future.
58. Board of Trustees, 18 July 1969.

Ibid

55.
Christie's responsibilities came56.

11 December ember 1970.
60. ibid.# 26 April 1968. The financing was arranged by 
the consolidation of six government indentured projects into 
one single open ended indenture, a five year unsecured bank 
loan of $750,000,000 along with the two million from govern
ment funds. See Executive Committee 21 October 1968. The 
dormitory, later to be named in honor of the late Isaac 
Schine, would not be ready for occupancy until late in 1970.
61. Executive Committee, 19 February 1968.
62.
63.
64.
65.

59. • f

8 March 1968.
16 September 1968.
17 March 1969.
18 August 1969, 20 October 1969, 9 March 1970. 

Shelton Hall was just over one half a mile from the center of 
campus. Some students took the bus, and some walked, but 
many thouqht that they were out of the swing of campus life. 
The^author recalled sitting besian rtof. chnmbetlann at one 
registration session when his advisee told him that he could 
not schedule any classes before 10 AM because he commuted 
from "Shelton- Prof. Chamberlain at first thought the stu
dent wls from the Town of Shelton, but soon determined that

Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
Ibid
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the fact was that he was a resident of Shelton Hall.

The building was not sold until 1987.
66. ibid.. 15 September 1969. The matter eventually
resulted in a law suit and the expenditure of a considerable 
amount of money to replace most of the curtain walls under 
the Miles Administration.
67. Ibid.
68. Ibid.. 20 October 1969.
69. The Scribe. Vol. 42, No. 14, 4 November 1969.
70. Ibid.. Vol. 43, No. 5, 8 October 1970.
71. Ibid.. Vol. 43, No. 14, 10 November 1970. Vice Presi
dent Diem, now chairing the Committee, refused to accept the
resignation.
72. Ibid.. Vol. 44, No. 10, 29 October 1971.
73. Interview with Dr. Henry W. Littlefield, 2 November 
1984, pp. 3-4 of transcript.
74. Executive Committee, 26 January 1970.
75. Letter, Newman Marsilius to Dr.
1970.
76. Letter, Dr. Littlefield to Mr. Marsilius, 2 February 1970. 
It would seem that the necessary staff work was not being 
utilized, and it was almost a case of the right hand not knowing 
what the left was doing.
77. Ibid.. p. 4. See also The Scribe. Vol. 42, No. 53, 11 May 
1970.
78. The Scribe. 12 December 1969, Vol. 41, No. 19.
79. Letter, Dr. Littlefield to Mr. Marsilius, 2 February l^/Ur 

The specter of the possibility of losing accreditation
was thus raised. As a matter of fact, The NEACSS, while renewing 
the accreditation for ten more years, again strongly criticized 
the library, but did note that plans were under way for an expan
sion of facilities and holdings. See Executive Committee, 18 May 
1970.
80. Letter Trustee Carlson to Dr. Littlefield, 28 March 1969, as 
quoted in Letter, Dr. Littlefield to Mr. Marsilius, 2 February 
1970, p. 5.
81. Quoted in Letter, Littlefield to Marsilius, 2 February 1970, 

6. The original letter was sent to Trustee Carlson on 29
January 1969, as a result of a letter from Mr. Carlson's 
daughter, Ruth Carlson Horn.
82. Letter, Littlefield to Marsilius, 2 February 1970, p. 7.
83. Ibid.. pp. 8-9. Underlining in original. The file compiled 
by Dr. Littlefield to substantiate the need for the Library addi
tion contained seven references from The Scribe from 1967-1969; 
accreditation reports which stated that the library was "woefully 
inadequate"; and a letter from Dean miles reporting that his 
Chairman's Council called for a "dramatic expansion of library 
facilities and employment of additional library personnel" with a 
doubling of library holdings within five years.
84. Executive Committee, 16 February 1970.
85. Senate Minutes, meeting of 20 November 1970, pp. 1254 A

Littlefield, 27 January
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86. Memorandum, John Gox to Dr. Littlefield, Subject: Learning 
Resources Center, 6 February 1970.
87. Confidential Memo, Dr. Larsen to Dr. Littlefield, 12 June 

Dr. Larsen suggested that the hard core faculty be given
committee assignments such that they could not possibly stimulate 
or participate in dissent without having to resign from 
committees.
88. Board of Trustees, 18 July 1969, and Executive Committee, 18 
August 1969, and 20 October 1969.
89. Executive Committee, 17 November 1969.
90. Memorandum, Dr. Christie to Dr. Littlefield, 25 September 
1969. Attached to this memo was another memo, Dr. Fletcher to 
Dr. Christie, Subject: Dr. A. J. Schmidt's Memo, 23 September 
1969 and Dr. Schmidt's memo to Dr. Fletcher 18 September 1969, 
Subject: Re dissatisfaction in History Department on twelve hour 
load.
91. Executive Committee, 26 January 1970.
92. Executive Committee, 16 February 1970.
93. Ibid.# 16 February 1970. Interestingly, this was the 
first recorded vote of confidence in the president in the 
history of the Board.
94. ____
grievances to the newspapers would increase in the future and 
certainly did not increase the communication between the parties.
95. Ibid.. 21 October 1968.
96. Educational Policies Committee,
Editorial in the Bridgeport Post. 21 October 1967, called this 
"An arrogant ultimatum".
97. The Scribe. 26 October, Vol. 39, No. 6. 
an inveterate writer of Letters to the Editor, 
which was published in the Bridgeport post on 26 October 1967, in 
which she attacked this arrogant demand on the part of the 
students. The author generally learned of these letters when he
read them in the paper. ^ ^ ^
98. Profs. Bruce Stave, Harry Seymour and James renner were ap
pointed to the committee.
99. Senate Proposal #6715, 1 December 1967. D1~
100. Senate Minutes, meeting of 10 January 1968, pp. 813-814.
101. Executive Committee, 21 March 1968.
102. The scribe. Vol. 35, No. 15, 18 January 1968 and Vol. 39,
103.33,lbid^prvil!94i; NO. 36, 4 March 1969, and Vol. 42, No. 12, 
28 October 1969. For the Proposal to eliminate the practice of
debarment from*classes for excessive absences, see Proposal
#6807, Senate Minutes, pp. 925:9^| and theh university
passed unanimously. For Proposal #6913 Universlfcy
Convocation Program, see Senate Minute , PP* it.24-1125 1128-104. See Senate Minutes, Proposal #6919, PP. 1124 1125, 1128
1129. See also The Scribe, V®1. «, No. 36, 3 M
105. see Senate Minutes, pp. \260”A2612Q'7n12a6n5d *
Scribe. vol. 43, No. 1, 24 September 1970 and Vol.

1968.

-

The practice of taking their9 March 1970.Ibid! • /
[

30 October 1967. An

The author's wife, 
wrote a letter

See also The 
43, No. 20, 3 i
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December 1970.

"Beanie Court" was a body of upperclass students who levied
students who did not wear their Freshmen 

until the football team had won its first
penalties upon 
"beanies", or caps,

This was a relatively mild form of hazing which some saidgame.
was demeaning.
106. A convocation address by Dr. Henry W. Littlefield, 
ina Up. 25 September 1968.
107. Student Personnel Annual Report, 1969-1970.
108. Executive Committee, 18 November 1968. The statement on 
confrontation was accepted by the Board on 15 September 1969.
109. Ibid.. 19 May 1969. The Trustees ratified this agreement, 
although it might impinge upon the agreements in the loan ar
rangements to maintain near full dorm capacity. In his report to 
the Board on 18 July 1969, Mr. Marsilius expressed his concern 
about the student unrest, and told the Board that he had ap
pointed a committee to study the matter of student housing.

Measur-

The concept of "off campus" living in a University dormitory in
volved coeducational dorms, minimal cooking facilities and fewer 
parietals. See below
110. Ibid.. 20 October 1969.
111. Ibid., 26 January 1970.
112. Ibid.» 9 March 1970.
113.
chairman of the Student Life Committee, Daniel Greaney.
114. The author knew two persons who legally carried pistols for 
self protection and several others to carried them illegally.
115. The Committee was composed of Dean Wolff, Dean Lovell, 
Prof. McGinnis, Prof. Collier, students Matt Fenster, Ivan Kazan, 
Davis Weinstein, and Henry Wysocki.
116. Executive Committee, 18 May 1970.
117. Interview with Henry Heneghan, 8 August 1986, pp. 5-6 of 
transcript.
118. Interview with Earle M. Bigsbee, 12 February 1985, p. 8 of 
transcript.
119. Ibid.
120. Ibid.# p. 11, of transcript, tape side 3.
121. Letter, Newman Marsilius to G. R. Weppler, 22 June 1970.
122. Special Executive Committee, 3 June 1970. See also Minutes 
of the General Faculty Meeting, 29 May 1970, pp. 1-10.
123. Special Executive Committee, 3 June 1970.
124. Board of Trustees 15 July 1970.
125. Executive Committee, 17 August 1970.
126. Of course many students had gone home, having taken their 
Pass/Fail option. See The Scribe. Vol. 43, No. 2, 29 September 
1970; Vol. 43, No. 3, 1 October 1970; and Vol. 43, No. 8, 20 Oc
tober 1970. Both Prof. Allen and Dr. van der Kroef were called a 
"part of the Military/Industrial complex which is waging war in 
South East Asia". The Student Council argued that the faculty 
had overstepped its legislative bounds since the Constitution of

T!.!
1 This plan was supported by alumni trustee andIbid • 9
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the Faculty did not provide for Student Representation. (The Stu
dent council Constitution did not provide for faculty repre
sentation either). The Scribe editorial of 20 October 1970 
referred to these reaction as the "same kind of knee jerk reac
tions which made last spring's Council so ineffective".
127. Letter, Dr. Littlefield to Russell valentine, President of 
the Student Council, 11 November 1970.
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End Notes, Chapter 14
The expected deficit1. Executive Committee, 15 February 1971.

was caused by a decrease in expected income and an increase
particularly in salaries and in Unemployment

in
expenses r 
Compensation.
2. See interview with Dr. Henry W. Littlefield, 11 September 
1984, pp. 9-10 of transcript, and Interview with Dr. & Mrs. Henry 
W. Littlefield, 2 November 1984, pp. 1-2 of transcript.

18 January 1971 and 15 February 1971.3. Executive Committee,
4. Ibid.. 15 March 1971.
5. Ibid.. 18 January 1971.
6. Report of Buildings and Grounds committee to the Board, 15 
December 1971.
7. Memo to the Board by Dr. Manning, 17 February 1972, Subject: 
Library Project.
8. See Executive Committee, 17 February 1972, Board of Trustees 
Special Meeting, 18 February 1972, and Report of the Buildings 
and Grounds Committee, 13 April 1972. The financing arrangements 
required the deeding of the building to CHEFA and a subsequent 
lease-back arrangement. See Finance committee Report, 14 April 
1972.
9. Executive Committee, 15 May 1972. The original, and smaller, 
gift was to have been for the improvement of the College of 
Engineering.
10. Mr. Martin would be promoted to Associate Vice President in 
1976 and would assume the Vice President's chair upon the death 
of uohn Cox in 1984.
11. Building and Grounds committee, 11 August 1972. A Committee 
chaired by Dean Ekeblad visited several offices in New York and 
presented a plan whereby there would be one hundred offices on 
one floor, each with one hundred square feet of space, 
office would have a window view so there would be no question of 
a "pecking" order.
12. Board of Trustees, 8 December 1972.
13. Board of Trustees Special Meeting, 14 February 1973.
14. Executive Committee, 18 October 1971 and Buildings and 
Grounds Committee Report to the Board, 15 December 1971.
15. Executive committee, 10 July 1972.
16. Ibid.. 18 September 1972.
17. Ibid.. 18 March 1974.
18. Ibid.. 15 February and 15 March 1971.
19. Board of Trustees, 16 April 1971.
20. Ibid.. 21 July 1971.
21. Final Report of the AED, 1 March 1971, p. 1.
22. The Academy had as much difficulty in getting adequate data 
as did the Self Study. The deficit projection was very 
conservative; the $7,5 Million deficit was reached by the end of 
1974.
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Dr. Thurston E. Manning, Second Letter to the Faculty, 5 May 
The Law School Feasibility Committee labored long and hard

23.
1971.
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and recommended the establishment of a School of Law. It was not 
established at this time because of the cost of the endeavor.

Dr. Manning subsequently thought that the AED Report was not par
ticularly helpful. He recalled that it was "unrealistic in sug
gesting that UB seek financial support from the State 
(appropriate as that may have been). In the end the report was 
discussed and essentially disregarded and forgotten." See Man
ning Letter to the Author, 18 October 1986, response to question 
number four.
24. The author is indebted to Prof. Kishibay for this informa
tion received in a phone call on 1 June 1987. The program began 
in 1971. Prof. Kishibay also indicated that this program brought 
on the development of Co-Operative Education since a new scheme 
was set up at this time.
25. Executive Committee, 16 April 1971, 21 June 1971, and 
Finance Committee Report, 21 July 1971. The original request of 
the Administration was for a line of credit of six million.
26. Executive Committee, 16 April 1971 and 12 May 1971. 
practice of bestowing honorary degrees upon retiring executives 
thus continued. Dr. Cortright had been the first; Deans Ropp and 
Jayne were thus honored; and subsequently Dean Bigsbee would

Earle Bigsbee said that this was 
See Interview with Earle M. Bigsbee, 12

The

receive an honorary degree, 
then the custom.
February 1985, p. 22 of tape number 2.
27. Executive committee, 21 June 1971. Dr. Halsey informed the 
Executive Committee on 16 April 1971 that there were then two 
hundred five International Students from forty four countries at
the University. . ._

Board of Trustees, 21 July 1971 and Executive committee 1828.
October 1971.
29.
in August 1972.
30. Executive Committee, 17 January 1972.

Bigsbee had succeeded to this post after the tragic
His appointment to that post came as a 

surprise to him. When Dr. Littlefield was asked at * faculty 
meeting to whom people would go for the things that Dr. Christie 
did, "Henry said without ever having consulted me. Well you go 
to Dean, rather Vice President Bigsbee1". See interview with 
Earle M. Bigsbee, 12 February 1985, p. 9, Tape side 3.
32. Dr. Albert J. Schmidt reported that Dean Karnis resignation 
was forced by the Department Chairmen in the Coliege of Arts and 
Science. Interview with Dr. Schmidt, 1 April 1985, p. 14 of 
transcript.

' ^“approved1 in Match 1972. At tha time that Dr.
banning Sas ElectedPL Moderator, the aether »aa elected as 

Secretary of the Senate.
35. Executive Committee, . 
universities, except for Fairfield, 
decline in enrollment.

Prof Argyris would resignBoard of Trustees, 21 July 1971.
See Board of Trustees, 11 August 1972.

31. Earle 
death of Dr. Christie.

33
34

All other local 
were also experiencing a

20 November 1972.
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36• Board of Trustees, Finance Committee Report, 8 December 1972. 
37. Letter, Dr. Manning to the Board of Trustees,
1972

8 December

The author was present at this game and has regarded it as 
of the most exciting games he has ever seen. Alfred led 8-7 

as time ran out and the UB Quarterback, Mitch Saunders, threw a 
sixty three yard touchdown pass to Carmine Bove for a 14-8 win and 
UB's twenty second straight win.

Again the author is indebted to rrank Williams, '65, for the
Coach Farrell resigned at the end of the

38.
one

39.
scores and records.
season.
40. Annual Short Report of Student Personnel, 7 June 1972.
41. See undated Memo, Jay Coggan, President of Commuters Senate 
to President Manning (received in the President's Office 19 Novem
ber 1971).
42. See memorandum, Dean Wolff to Bidney Buxton,
Requests of Ad Hoc Organization of Black Students,
1969.
43. This would not be solved until 1986 with the introduction of 
the Pedestrian Mall in the Miles administration.
44. Dr. Donald J. Wolk, Research Study of Student Attitudes Con
cerning the University of Bridgeport, April 1974. The majority of 
these concerns were addressed by the next administration.
45. Interview with Dr. Albert J. Schmidt, 1 April 1985, pp» 
of transcript. Dr. Miles would later comment that "this was not 
the Faculty's finest hour".
46. Interview with Ruth Carlson Horn, 5 May 1986, pp. 1-18 of 
transcript. Mrs. Horn is justly proud of the fact that her family 
had a record of being first to support ideas and a winner, and the 
idea of the University of Bridgeport was its main project over a 
fifty year period. Although the Carlson Festivals would alternate 
with the Promenade Concerts in later years, some of the best musi
cal and cultural events were made possible. Perhaps the the high 
point of the concerts was the production of four contemporary com
poser festivals in 1976, the last of which was Aaron Copeland. 
The portraits of William and Philip Carlson hang in the Carlson 
Gallery.
47. Dr. Manning, Letter to the Faculty, 18 May 1972.
48. The Scriber Vol. 44, No. 26, 13 January 1972, pp. 1 and 7.
49. This unfortunate misquote followed ^rof. Tennov for a long 
time. At one point she spoke to the author about the situation, 
and was quite concerned, while the author was not present at the 
lecture, he believes Prof. Tennov.
50. Letter, Dr. Manning, To The Students, 29 March 1972.
51. Memo, Dean Karnis, to Dr. Bigsbee, 17 May 1972, Subject, 
Graduate Assistantships, 1972-73.
52. Board of Trustees, 13 April 1973.
53. Ibid.. 14 September 1973.
54. Ibid.. 14 September 1973.
formalized before being presented to the Board for action.
55. Executive Committee, 19 November 1973.
56. Board of Trustees, 14 December 1973.

Subject: 
8 December
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57 • Interview with Frederick B. Silliman, 12 September 1986r pp. 
6-7 of transcript.
58. Interview with John Fieldf 25 August 1986, 8 ofP.transcript. 
59. Interview with Newman Marsilius, 13 August 1986, pp. 15-16 
of transcript.
60. In later years there were rumors that a ghost appeared upon 
occasion on the third floor of waldemere Hall. Some speculated 
that the ghost had been brought there through Dr. Jeffries1 
efforts. More than one person claimed to have been aware of a 
ghost.
61. Interview with Dr. Robert Jeffries, 9 December 1986, pp. 6-7 
of transcript. The files of the Presidential Search Committee 
contain several indications of the tendency to be slow in making 
decisions. He was a "Hard man to get a decision from". Another 
noted that there was "a slight tendency to delegate tasks and 
some slowness in bringing work to completion", 
expedite certain paper work off his desk rapidly enough", 
warnings evidently did not concern the Committee.
62. Interview with Earle M. Bigsbee, 12 February 1985, p. 12 of

Mr. Bigsbee would not go along with this at-

Again "he did not 
These

tape side three, 
tempted coup.

Letter, Dr. Thurston E. Manning to Author, 18 October 1986, 
response to question number 6.

response to question number 7. 
response to question number 3.

See discussion elsewhere.
Keep in mind that the Unionization of the faculty was under 

way at this time. It was not a time for collegiality although 
all were singing the praises of the objective of collegiality. 
Dr. Manning said "I did try to inform the faculty committee of 
the University's financial position and seek their help in arnv— 
ing at reasonable and equitable faculty salaries. In retrospect 
I think I didn't understand what they had in mind, nor did they 
understand me." Letter Dr. Manning to the Author, 18 October 
1986, response to question number 9. Elsewhere in response to 
question number 8, he said "I wish the faculty had a greater
sense of collegiality". _ . . ,no, __ . . . cInterview with John Field, 25 August 1986, pp. 14-15 of

63.

64. Ibid
65. Ibid

• r
• t66.

67.

68.
transcript.

Interview with Harry Rowell, Jr 
of transcript.

Report
p. 1836 of Senate Minutes. ■ v m71. Memorandum: Dr. Manning to Dean F. X. DiLeo, 22 February
1973. dd 1841-1844 of Senate Minutes.
72 Letter Dr Carrier to Faculty, 13 May 1974. It should be 
no^ed that the University was in the midst of negotiations with
the AAUP, the faculty union.

Executive Committee, 19 March 1973.
74. Faculty Council Minutes, 5 January 1972. 
of the adoption of the Grievance Committee.

4 September 1986, pp. 2-469. • r

of the University Budget Committee, 1 December 1972,70.

73. This was the date 
See also comments of
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16 October 1985, pp. 16-17 of transcript, 
the first President of the Faculty Council; it

Prof. James Fenner
Prof. Fenner was
was he who set all the precedents and trained his successors. 
Prof. Fenner was active in almost every organization on campus at 
one time or another.
75. Faculty Council Minutes, . .
1971. Dr. Justus van der Kroef led the attack against the hiring 
of a VPAA.
76. Faculty Council Minutes, 15 March 1972.
77. Ibid., 5 April 1972 and 19 April 1972.
78. Ibid.. 15 November 1972. The Council was taking a short 
cut to unionism without adhering to legal requirements.

Ibid.

20 October 1971 and 15 December

79.
80. Report of Contract Terms Committee, 19 February 1973.
81. Minutes, General Faculty Meeting, 21 February 1973, p. 1.
82. Ibid, p. 4.
83. Faculty Council Minutes, 4 April 1973. Some faculty would 
later feel betrayed when the Union Shop concept became a part of 
the contract.
84. Ibid., 24 October 1973, 13 March 1974.
85. Ibid., 10 April 1974.
86. The author was a member and had actually served as its 
Vice President in the early 50s.
87. AAUP, minutes of meeting, 5 January 1972.
88. Ibid.
89. Memorandum, Dr. Manning to Faculty and Professional 
Staff, 8 May 1973, Subjects Some opinions on Collective Bar
gaining for Faculty and Professional staff.
90. The inclusion of Deans on the negotiating team was prob
ably a mistake. It would not be easy to provide leadership 
in the college with the ensuing adversarial relationships.
As a matter of fact, at least one uean would later, in 
another round of negotiations, note that some nasty personal 
confrontations would develop. See Interview with Dr. Albert 
J. Schmidt, 1 April 1985, p. 18 of transcript.
91. Interview with John Field, 25 August 1986, p. 6 of 
transcript.
92. Ibid pp. 11-12 of transcript.
93. Senate Minutes, meeting of 7 November 1973, p. 1910. The 
author was then the Secretary of the University senate. At this 
meeting, Mr. Field indicated to the author the person who was his 
first choice, and the author was asked to deliver a message to 
that person the following weekend (the author was to attend a 
meeting of the Parents Association of Alfred University as its 
President).
94. Board of Trustees, 19 November 1973 and Executive committee 
Report to the Senate, Meeting of 28 November 1973,
Field, the Chairman of the Search Committee said, 
that point that we would, in a sense, go through the motions, but 
we could not have a repeat of everybody and his cousin getting

We had 
and of course the

• r

p. 1922. Mr. 
"We decided at

involved in this because things were pretty desperate 
a financial problem, and we had a union
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reason we had a union was, certainly in my opinion, was just poor 
management over a period of years." See Interview with John 
Field, 25 August 1986, p. 12 of transcript.
95. Executive Committee, 21 January 1974.
96. Ibid.. 31 January 1974. This meeting was in Executive Ses
sion and was held in the downtown office of Mr. Silliman.
97. Special Meeting of Board of Trustees, 11 February 1974. The 
first part of the meeting was in Executive Session.
98. Board of Trustees, Executive Session, 17 June 1974.
99. In a Strictly Confidential Memo to the Vice Presidents on 28 
February 1974, Vice President Diem echoed Mr. Silliman's 
directive. He further noted that the demands of the AAUP, if 
acceded to, would increase the deficit.
100. The above mentioned letter and memorandum were attached to 
the Minutes of The Executive Committee of 18 March 1974.
101. Executive Committee, 20 May 1974 and Dr. Carrier, Letter to 
the Faculty, 10 May 1974.
102. Board of Trustees Special Meeting, 17 June 1974. 
of the Task Force were: Trustees Jeffries, Pifer, McGannon, 
Manning, Dean DiLeo and professor James Hamilton.
103. Not a few faculty argued that a perfect way to save money 
would be to have no president; rather a faculty member could be 
assigned the titular responsibility and could do the job at a 
great saving in money. While this solution might have been in 
tune with the concept of European Rectors, it was very much at 
odds with the traditions of American Education and demonstrated 
naivete on the part of its adherents.

Members 
Dr.
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Appendix A

THE JUNIOR COLLEGE OF CONNECTICUT 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

1927-JULY 1930

1927-1930
1927-1930
1927-1928 Vice President 1927-1928 
1927-1930 Treasurer 1927-1928 
1927-1930 President 1927-1930 
1927-1930
1927-1930 Secretary 1927-1930 
1927-1930 

23 Sept 1927-1930
23 Sept 1927-1930 Treasurer 1928-1930

1927- 1930
1928- 1930 Vice President 1928-1930 

16 July 1929-1930
16 July 1929-1930

♦Mrs. Andrew M. Cooper 
*E. Everett Cortright 
Thomas M. Cullinan 

♦Harry H. DeLoss 
♦Dr. Alfred C. Fones 
♦Harry O. King 
♦Mrs. Richard Oppel 
♦Sumner Simpson 
Elliott W. Peck 
Issac E. Schine 
Francis J. Brennan 
Albert E. Lavery 
David S. Day 
George H. Woods

♦Incorporators
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Appendix B

TRUSTEES AND 
INCORPORATORS OF

THE JUNIOR COLLEGE OF CONNECTICUT 
JULY 1930 

AND OF
THE UNIVERSITY OF BRIDGEPORT 

MAY 1947

Francis J. Brennan 
Sara J. Cooper 
E. Everett Cortright 
Henry H. DeLoss 
Alfred C. Fones 
David S. Day 
Harry 0. King 
Albert E. Lavery 
Etta M. Oppel 
Elliott W. Peck 
Issac E. Schine 
Sumner Simpson 
George H. Woods

Chairman

Vice Chairman 
Secretary

Treasurer

According to the By-Laws adopted on July 14, 1930, The Board of 
Trustees was to consist of no less than eleven nor more than 
thirty members. Up to five were to serve to the annual meeting 
of November 1930; up to five to serve to the annual meeting of 
November 1931; up to five to serve to the annual meeting of 
November 1932; and up to five to serve to the annual meeting of 
November 1933. Thereafter, Trustees were to be elected to four 
year terms, with no more than five terms to expire at any annual 
meeting.
It was not made clear in the Board Minutes how the individual 
terms were apportioned, however the following reconstruction has 
been developed from subsequent Board actions*

An asterisk (*) before a name denoted a reelection*
Term Expire at 
(years) Annual

Meeting of
Annual Date Name
Meeting of

ElectionOf
1931
1932 
1932

1Francis J. Brennan 
Sara J. Cooper 
E. Everett Cortright

1930 14 Jul *30 2
2 i
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1933
1932

3Henry H. DeLoss 
Alfred C. Fones 
Harry 0. King 
Albert E. Lavery 
Etta M. Oppel 
Elliott W. Peck 
Issac E. Schine 
Sumner Simpson

2
(?)

1930
1932
1935
1935
1935

1
2
5
5
5

1934415 Sep '30 

1930 30 Nov '30

Albert E. Lavery
19322David S. Day

Johannes Schiott

Mrs. William J. McLaughlin 
John S. Pullman 
Sylvanus Locke 
♦Johannes Schiott 
George W. Wheeler 
George Woods

1931 (?)1 (?)(?)
19332i1931 23 Nov 31 (?)(?) 1933
1933

2
2

(?)
(?)

1936
1936
1936
1936
1936
1935

41932 30 Nov '32 ♦Sara J. Cooper 
♦E. Everett Cortright 
♦David S. Day 
♦Alfred C. Fones 
♦Etta M. Oppel 
H. Almond Chaffeel

4
4
4
4
3

1937
1937

4♦Sylvanus Locke 
♦Johannes Schiott

1933 27 Nov '33 4
19384♦Albert E. Lavery1934 26 Nov '34

1938J. William Hope 38 Nov '351935
1939
1939
1939
1939

*H. Almond Chaffee 
♦Elliott W. Peck 
♦Issac E. Schine 
♦Sumner Simpson

4i26 Nov ’35
4
4
4

4; 1940
1940
1940
1940

41936 26 Nov '36 ♦Sara J. Cooper 
*E. Everett Cortright 
♦David S. Day 
♦Alfred C. Fones

(Died, 15 March 1938) 
♦Etta M. Oppel

4 4- 4I 4
j:I 194044\

1941
1941

♦Sylvanus Locke 
♦Johannes Schiott

47 Dec *371937
4
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1938 8 Nov *38 *J. William Hope 
♦Albert E. Lavery

4 1942
19424

1939 15 Dec >39 *H. Almond Chaffee 
♦Elliott W. Peck 
♦Issac E. Schine 
♦Sumner Simpson

4 1943
1943
1943
1943

4
4
4

2 Apr '40 Mrs Alvin C. Bruel 3 1943

9 Oct '40 Alfred V. Bodine 
(For three years from next annual meeting)

3 1943

1940 18 Dec '40 *Sara J. Cooper
*E. Everett Cortright 
♦David S. Day 
♦Etta M. Oppel 
DeLancey H. Bennett 

(Died November 1941)

30 Jan '41 Edgar N. Courtemauch 
(Alumni Trustee) 

♦Johannes Schiott
(Died 14 February 1944)

5 May *42 Ethel Fanita Jones 
(Alumni Trustee)

1942 26 Feb '43 *H. Almond Chaffee
♦Elliott W. Peck 
♦Issac E. Schine 
♦Sumner Simpson

1943 25 Jan '44 Donald S. Sammis
Harry A. Goldstein 
Dr. Carl E. Hedberg

(Alumni Trustee)
Ronald A. Malony 
♦Mrs. Andrew M. Cooper 
♦Mrs. Richard Oppel 
*E. Everett Cortright 
♦David S. Day

♦Mrs. Alvin C. Bruel 
♦Alfred V. Bodine 
*J. William Hope

♦Dr. Carl Hedberg 
♦Ronald A. Malony 
W. Stewart Clark 
John T. Cullinan
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4 1944
1944
1944
1944
1944

4
4
4
4

1 1942

4 1945

1 1943

4 1946
1946
1946
1946

4
4
4

1947
1946
1945

4
3
2

1945
1947
1947
1947
1947

2
4
4
4
4

1948
1948
1948

41944 29 Jan '45 4
4

1949
1949
1949
1949

41945 15 Mar '46 4
4
4
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19483Fred Carstensen
1950
1950
1950
1950
1950
1948
1949

4*H. Almond Chaffee 
♦Elliott W. Peck 
♦Issac E. Schine 
♦Sumner Simpson 
♦Harry A. Goldstein 
Donald F. Carpenter 
Horace B. Merwin 

(Died, 1948)

1946 28 Feb '47 4
4
4
4
2
3

19481John A. Jensen 
(Alumni Trustee)

♦Mrs. Andrew Cooper 
♦Mrs. Richard Oppel 
*E. Everett Cortright 
♦David S. Day 
♦Donald S. Sammis

7 Sep '47

1951
1951
1951
1951
1951

41947 14 Nov '47 4
4
4
4

19513George Waldo

♦Mrs. Alvin C. Bruel 
♦Alfred V. Bodine 
*J. William Hope 
♦Fred Carstensen 
♦Donald F. Carpenter

(Resigned 20 December 1950) 
Daniel F. Wheeler 
Charles Bitzer

9 Jul f 481948
1952
1952
1952
1952
1952

4i12 Nov 48
4
4
4
4

1950
1949

2
1

:
1951Dr. Paul Liscio 

(Alumni Trustee)
21949 7 Aug '49

1953
1953
1953
1953
1953

♦Dr. Carl Hedberg 
♦Ronald A. Malony 
*W. Stewart Clark 
♦John T. Cullinan 
♦Charles W. Bitzer

41949 11 Nov *49
4
4
4
4

1953
1952

Harry B. Curtis
Dr. Charles H. Sprague

3 Oct 150 31950! 2
1954
1954
1954
1954
1954

1950 11 Oct '50 *H. Almond Chaffee
♦Harry A. Goldstein 
♦Elliot W. Peck 
♦Isaac E. Schine 
♦Sumner Simpson 

(Died June 1953) 
♦Daniel F. Wheeler 
Herman w. Steinkraus 
Frederick B. Silliman

4
4
4
4
4

1954
1954
1954

4
4
4
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I
1951 20 Jul '51I John A. Jensen 

(Alumni Trustee)

♦Mrs, Andrew M. Cooper 
(Died November 1952) 

*E. Everett Cortright 
*David S. Day 
♦Mrs. Richard Oppel 
♦Donald S. Sammis 
♦George C. Waldo

2 1953

1951 14 Dec f51i 4 1955

4 1955
1955
1955
1955
1955

4
4
4
4

1952 14 Nov '52 ♦Alfred V* Bodine 
♦Mrs. Alvin C. Bruel 
♦Fred R. Carstensen 
*J. William Hope 
Dr. Charles H. Sprague

4 1956
1956
1956
1956
1956

4
4
4
4

1953 2 19557 Oct '53 Carl Huber
(Alumni Trustee, On 22 Apr 
1955 extended to) 1957

4 1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1957
1955
1955
1956
1956
1957

♦Charles W. Bitzer 
*W. Stuart Clark 
♦John T. Cullinan 
♦Harry Curtis 
♦Dr. Carl Hedberg 
♦Ronald A. Malony 
Rudolph F. Bannow 
William Carlson 
Fred E. Lacey 
Mrs. Julia Farnum Quinn 

L. T. Warner2

20 Nov 153
4
4
4
4
4
2
2
3
3
4Mrs.

19584*H. Almond Chaffee
(Died 30 December 1956)

♦Harry A. Goldstein
(Died 20 February 1957)

♦Elliott W. Peck
(Resigned 30 Sept 1955 - Trustee emeritus 

-died 1 October 1956.)
♦Isaac E. Schine 
♦Frederick B. Silliman 
♦Herman W. Steinkraus 
♦Daniel F. Wheeler

1954 12 Nov '54
19584

19584

1958
1958
1958
1958

4
4
4
4

19594Robert A. Donaldson 
(Alumni Trustee) 

Hugh V. Allison 
William S. Simpson 
♦Rudolf Bannow
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1955 8Jul '55
1958
1959 
1959

318 Nov '55 4
4
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1959
1959

4♦William Carlson 
*E. Everett Cortright

(To Trustee Emeritus 18 June 1958)
♦David S. Day 4

(To Trustee Emeritus 18 June 1958) 
♦Donald S. Sammis 
♦George C. Waldo

(Died 30 September 1956)
♦Mrs. Richard Oppel

4

1959

1959
1959

4
4

19594
1959
1960 
1960 
1960 
1960 
1960 
1960 
1960 
1960

3Charles B. Kentnorf Jr. 
Hamilton Merrill 
♦Alfred V. Bodine 
♦Fred B. Carstensen 
♦J. William Hope 
♦Fred E. Lacey 
♦Dr. Charles H. Sprague 
♦Mrs. Alvin C. Bruel 
♦Mrs. Julia F. Quinn

1956 9 Nov *56 4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

19571Herbert L. Cohen1957 12 Apr '57

8 Nov '57 1961
1961

4♦Charles W. Bitzer 
*W. Stuart Clark

(Died 22 July 1960)
♦Herbert L. Cohen 
♦Harry Curtis 
♦Dr. Carl Hedberg 
♦Ronald A. Malony 
♦Mrs. Lucien T. Warner

(Trustee Emeritus, 26 January 1959) 
Chris Parrs

(Alumni Trustee)

4
1961
1961
1961
1961
1961

4
4
4
4i 4

19614

1962
1959
1959

4Sen. William Benton 
Bern Dibner
Newman M. Marsilius, Jr.

i4 Apr '58 
7 Nov '58

1958
1
1

1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962
1962

4♦Hugh V. Allison 
♦Bern Dibner 
♦Charles B. Kentnor 
♦Newman M. Marsilius, Jr. 
♦Isaac Schine 
♦Herman W. Steinkraus 
♦Daniel F. Wheeler

14 Nov '58- 4li 4
4
4
4
4

1963♦Rudolph F. Bannow 
(Died 23 June 1962) 

♦William Benton 
♦William Carlson 
Leo A. Muldoon 

(Alumni Trustee)

1959 11 Dec '59 4
a 1963

1963
1963

4;
4
4>
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*Mrs. Richard Oppel 
♦Donald S. Sammis 
William S. Simpson

1960 16 Dec '60 *Alfred V. Bodine
♦Mrs. Alvin C. Bruel 
♦Fred R. Carstensen 
*J. William Hope

(Died 30 April 1964) 
♦Fred E. Lacey

(Died 17 September 1964) 
♦Hamilton Merrill 
♦Mrs. Julia F. Quinn 
♦Charles H. Sprague

7 Apr *61 Dr. Frederick H. Jackson 
12 Dec *61 Arnold Bernhard 

John J. Cox
(Alumni Trustee)

♦Charles W. Bitzer 
♦Herbert L. Cohen 
♦Harry B. Curtis 
♦Carl E. Hedberg 
♦Ronald A. Malony 
Charles A. Dana

(Honorary Trustee)

1962 14 Dec '62 *Hugh V. Allison
♦Bern Dibner
♦Charles B. Kentnor, Jr. 
♦Newman M. Marsilius, Jr. 
♦Isaac E. Schine 
♦Frederick B. Silliman 
♦Herman W. Steinkraus 
♦Daniel F. Wheeler 
Richard F. Moore

Dr. Robert J. Jeffries 
♦William Benton 
♦William Carlson 
♦Dr. Frederick H. Jackson 
♦Mrs Richard Oppel 
♦Donald S. Sammis 
♦William S. Simpson 
♦Dr. Robert J. Jeffries 
Milton S. Greenhalgh 

(Alumni Trustee)

♦Alfred V. Bodine
(Died 2 July 1966)

♦Mrs. Alvin C. Bruel 
♦Fred R. Carstensen

4 1963
1963
1963

4
4

4 1964
1964
1964
1964

4
4
4

4 1964

4 1964
1964
1964

4
4

1961 1963
1965
1965

2
4
4

4 1965
1965
1965
1965
1965

4
4
4
4

1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1966
1965

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
3

1963
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967
1967

11963 12 Jul '63 
12 Dec '63 4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

196841968 11 Dec '64
1968
1968

4
4
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1968
1968

4♦Hamilton Merrill 
♦Mrs, Julia F, Quinn 

(Died 16 Sept 1967) 
♦Charles H. Sprague 
Mrs. W. Parker Seeley 
judge John P, Flanagan

♦Arnold Bernhard 
♦Charles W. Bitzer 
♦Herbert L, Cohen 
♦Harry B. Curtis

(Died 3 June 1968) 
Henry B. du Pont III 
♦Carl E. Hedberg

(Died 6 March 1967) 
♦Ronald A. Malony 
♦Richard E. Moore 
John P. Saccone 

(Alumni Trustee)

♦Hugh V. Allison 
♦Bern Dibner 
♦Charles B. Kentnor, Jr 
♦Frederick B. Silliman 
♦Daniel F. Wheeler 
♦Newman Marsilius 
♦Isaac Schine 
♦Herman W. Steinkraus 
Daniel J. Greaney 

(Alumni Trustee) 
Edward E. Harrison

4

1968
1968
1968

4
4
4

1969
1969
1969
1969

41965 10 Dec 165 4
4
4

1969
1969

4
4

1969
1969
1969

4
4
4

1970
1970
1970
1970
1970
1968
1968
1967
1970

49 Dec *661966 4
4

i 4
4
2
2
1
4

19704
1971
1971
1971

4John A. Field 
Elmo Roper 
Thomas M. McGannon 

(Alumni Trustee)
George R. Weppler 
Magnus Wahlstrom 
Herman R. Shepherd 
♦William Benton 
♦William Carlson

(Diedr 23 August 1970) 
♦Dr. Frederick H. Jackson 
♦Robert J. Jeffries 
♦Donald S. Sammis

(Died 20 May 1968) 
♦William S. Simpson 
Herman W. Steinkraus

5 Dec '671967 4
4i16 Dec '67

1971
1969
1968
1971
1971

4
2
1
4
4

1971
1971
1971

4
4
4

1971
1971

4
4

19721968 20 Dec *68 *Fred R. Carstensen
(Died 2 November 1969) 

♦John P. Flanagan

4
19724
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I
♦Newman Marsilius 
♦Hamilton Merrill 
♦Isaac E. Schine 

(Died 1 May 1971) 
♦Herman R. Shepherd 
Samuel w. Hawley 
Mrs. Pauline Engel 
Ms. Geraldine Bennett 

(Alumni Trustee) 
Lee S. Johnson

4 1972
1972
1972

4
4

4 1972
1972
1972
1972

4
4
4

3 1971
1969 12 Dec '69 ♦Arnold Bernhard 

♦Herbert L. Cohen 
♦Henry B. du Pont III 
♦Ronald A. Malony 
♦Richard F. Moore 
♦Magnus Wahlstrom

(Died 30 January 1972) 
Howard H. Howes

(Alumni Trustee)

1970 11 Dec *70 *Bern Dibner
♦John W. Field 
♦Daniel J. Greaney 
♦Edward E. Harrison 
♦Charles B. Kentnor, Jr. 
♦Frederick B. Silliman 
George F. Taylor 

(Alumni Trustee)

4 1973
1973
1973
1973
1973
1973

4
4
4
4
4

4 1973

4 1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
1974
1974

4
4
4
4
4
4

1971 3 1974
1974

John F. Merchant 
Chris Argyris

(Resigned 11 August 1972) 
Mrs. Gilbert R. Larson 
Maurice J. Hoffman 
Hubert T. Mandeville 
Thomas M. McGannon 
Bruce W. Taylor 

(Alumni Trustee)
♦George R. Weppler 
♦William Benton

(Died, 18 March 1973 
♦Robert J. Jeffries 
♦William S. Simpson 
♦Lee S. Johnson3

4 Apr 971 
21 jul 971 3

4 1975
1975
1975
1973
1975

17 Dec '71
4
4
2
4

4 1976
1976
1973
1976

Geraldine Bennett 
John J. Scanlon 
Roy A. Johnson 
William L. Koke 

(Alumni Trustee)

1972 11 Aug 972 4
1
4
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1976
1976
1976

4♦Pauline Engel 
♦Samuel W. Hawley 
♦Newman Marsilius

4
4

19752Mrs. William Benton
(Died 3 May 1974) 

Edward R. Kasparek 
Bernard H. Trager 
Dr. Alan Pifer 
Martin J. Ryan, Jr.

(Alumni Trustee) 
♦Arnold Bernhard 
♦Herbert L. Cohen 
♦Henry B. du Pont, III 
♦Roy A. Johnson 
♦Ronald A. Malony 
♦Thomas McGannon

1973 14 Sep '73
1976
1976
1977 
1977

3
3
4
4

1977
1977
1977
1977
1977
1977

4
4
4
4
4
4

1978
1978
1978
1978
1978
1978
1978

4♦John W. Field 
♦Daniel J. Greaney 
♦Edward E. Harrison 
♦John F. Merchant 
♦Frederick B. Silliman 
George F. Taylor 
Louis Radler

(Alumni Trustee)

1974 20 Sep '74
4
4
4
4
4
4

TRUSTEES EMERITI
(Changed to LIFE TRUSTEE, 11 December 1970)

Died 1 Oct 1956 
Died 29 Jan 1966 
Died 12 Sept 1962 
Died 3 Mar 1961

18 Nov 1955 
18 June 1958 
18 June 1958 
26 Jan 1959
16 Dec 1967 
20 Dec 1968 
20 Dec 1968 
12 Dec 1969 
11 Dec 1970 
11 Dec 1970 
11 Dec 1970
17 Dec 1971 
17 Dec 1971 
11 Aug 1972 
11 Aug 1972 
14 Sept 1973 
20 Sept 1974

Elliott W. Peck 
E. Everett Cortright 
David S. Day 
Mrs. L. T. Warner 
Mrs. Richard Oppel 
Mrs. Alvin C. Bruel 
Dr. Charles H. Sprague 
Charles W. Bitzer 
Hugh V. Allison 
Elmo Roper 
Daniel F. Wheeler 
Herman W. Steinkraus 
Frederick H. Jackson 
John P. Flanagan 
Hamilton Merrill 
Richard F. Moore 
Bern Dibner

Died 12 Apr 1972

Died 30 Apr 1971 

Died 9 May 1974 

Died 16 May 1973
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Appendix C

BOARD OF TRUSTEES OFFICERS 
THE JUNIOR COLLEGE OF CONNECTICUT

AND
THE UNIVERSITY OF BRIDDGEPORT 

FROM JULY 1930

CHAIRMAN

1930-1938
1938-1943
1943-1950
1950-1966
1966-1972
1972-1974

Dr. Alfred C. Fones 
Johannes Schiott 
H. Almond Chaffee 
Alfred V. Bodine 
Newman Marsilius, Jr. 
Frederick B. Silliman

VICE CHAIRMAN

1930-1932
1932-1938
1938-1943
1943-1950
1950-1960
1960-1964
1964-1966
1966-1972
1972-1974

Albert E. Lavery 
Johannes Schiott 
H. Almond Chaffee 
Alfred V Bodine 
Ronald A. Malony 
Frederick B. Silliman 
Newman Marsillius, Jr. 
Frederick B. Silliman 
John W. Field

TREASURER

1930-1969
1969-1974
1974-

Issac E. Schine 
Albert E. Diem 
Harry B. Rowell/ Jr.

(Non-Trustee)
(Non-Trustee)

assistant treasurer

1959-1969 
1970-

(position eliminated 1969) 
(Position reinstated 1970)Charles Bitzer 

Henry B. duPont

SECRETARY

1930-1947
1947-1950
1950-1957
1957-1964
1964-1974

Etta M. Oppel 
Ronald A. Malony 
Harry A. Goldstein 
J. William Hope 
Ronald A. Malony
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Herbert L. Cohen 1974-

ASSISTANT SECRETARY

1958- 1959
1959- 1970 
1969-1972
1969-
1970- 
1972-1974

Isaac Schine 
Daniel Wheeler 
John P. Flanagan 
Chloe Studwell 
John J. Cox 
Herbert L. Cohen

(Non-Trustee)
(Non-Trustee)
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Appendix D

FOOTBALL RECORDS

THE JUNIOR COLLEGE OF CONNECTICUT

1928
Opp JCCOpponnent 

Arnold
CCNY, Brooklyn Division 
Choate 
Roxbury Prep 
Trinity Freshmen 
Peekskill Military Academy 
Collegiate Prep

7 Games, Record: 1-6;

Coach: Ed Tickey 
Captain: Joe Sisko

Date 
29 Sep 

6 Oct 
13 Oct 
24 Oct 
27 Oct 

3 Nov 
10 Nov

056
12 6 
60 0

032
012
06
41

Opponents scored 179 points; JCC 10.

1929
0385 Oct 

12 Oct 
18 Oct 

2 Nov

Wagner
New York Aggies 
Roxbury Prep 
Harding High School

4 Games, Record: 0-4;

Coach: Grant Barber
Captain: Ben Sternberg

024
070
632
JCC 6.Opponents scored 164 points;
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Appendix E

OCTOBER ENROLLMENT FIGURES 1928-19741

Evening
Classes

Day
Classes

Total
Students

Per Cent Mens 
of Vets Dorm

Womens
DormYear

1928
1929

84 158 242
122 166 288

1930
1931
1932
1933
1934

159 123 282
149 108 257
139 10 149
130 9 139
122 6 128

1935
1936
1937
1938
1939

104 45 149! 120 87 207
132 91 223
135 109 244
155 159 312

1940
1941
1942
1943
1944

167 128 295
173 272 445
227 183 410
179 247 426
208 450 658

1945
1946 
1847
1948
1949

284 425 709 301/069
1/359
1/807
2/138

984 2/053
2,416
2,907
3,327

61% 87 72
1,057
1/100
1,189

53% 123 71
52% 144 97
50% 188 133

1950
1951
1952
1953
1954

1,871
1,326
1,041
1,214
1,370

1,503
1,529
1,454
1,317
1,459

3,374
2,855
2,495
2,531
2,829

41% 125 197
41% 113 164
26% 128 135
19% 162 146
24% 104 222

1955
1956
1957
1958
1959

1,609
1,711
1,823
1,999
2,130

1,707
1,805
2,194
2,367
2,747

3,316
3,516
4,017
4,366
4,877

23% 127 234
20% 130 232
17% 338 312
16% 311 372
14.6% 410 400

1960
1961
1962
1963
1964

2,650
2,899
3,083
3,389
3,757

3,013
3,214
3,492
3,650
3,775

5,663
6,113
6,575
7,039
7,532

9.2%
6.5%
4.6%
1.5%

522 669
562 646
731 817
886 1,090
753 1,221• 4%
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L.
1965
1966
1967
1968
1969

4,072 
4 f 531 
4,575 
4,713 
4,819

3,866
3,995
4,042
3,944
4,019

7,938
8,526
8,617
8,657
8,838

.1% 737 1,231
1,446
1,626
1,714
1,708

2.7%
3.1%
3.7%
6.6%

1,003
1,228
1,174
1,088

1970
1971
1972
1973
1974

4,570
4,060
3,870
4,547
4,271

4,368
4,258
4,080
3,633
3,923

8,938
8,318
7,950
8,180
8,1942

7.4%
6.6%
7.7%

1,705
1,040
1,052

1,146
1,539
1,457

NOTES

1. From Admissions Report 1972, Section A, Il-a, of Annual 
Report. Over the years there have been some discrepancies in the 
figures reported.

2. Figures for 1973 and 1974 taken from HEGIS report. Percent
age of veterans not available. Due to the institution of co-ed 
dorms, and because appropriate records were not kept, it is not 
possible to provide the breakdown by sex in the dorms. One is 
cautioned that the basis of record keeping for the last two years 
is different from the preceding years.
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Appendix F

THE JUNIOR COLLEGE OF CONNECTICUT

ALMA MATER HYMN

Our Alma Mater, pioneer and leader,
To thee our praise and loyalty we sing.
Our noble college, nestling 'mong the maples 
Thy fame and honor through the world shall ring.

Blue, dashing waves that foam upon the sea shore 
Lend their endurance and their strength to thee.
Off in the distance, curling smoke of fact'ries 
Give inspiration to all industry.

Thy stately halls have fostered our ambitions;
Our aspirations, etched with flaming light; 
Knowledge, vouchsafed, and legion friends accorded; 
Service revealed, on Truth's great shining height.

Down through the years, the mellow, golden seasons, 
Mem'ries of thee in all our hearts will cling;
These joyous days return in glad remembrance:
Then once again our love and praise we'll sing.

Words by Miss Evelyn Holmer, Class of '29.

Music by Professor Pierre S. Zampiere.
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Bibliographical Note

The author has had access to all of the documents available in 
the University. Note has been made elsewhere that these records 
are scattered in many parts of the University.

Of primary concern and value have been the Minutes of the Board 
of Trustees of The Junior College of Connecticut and the Univer
sity of Bridgeport along with the minutes of the various Board 
Committees. Quite appropriately these are stored in the vault in 
Waldemere Hall. In some instances they have been supplemented by 
personal interviews and with memos contained in the meeting 
files.
Note has been made that Dr. Charles Goulding sent me the Minutes 
of the Faculty of The Junior College of Connecticut, 
invaluable. Subsequent discovery of the Minutes of the General 
Faculty from December 1946 to September 1949 was most helpful. 
Both of these were virtual gold mines. From 1950 on, each of the 
Colleges kept their own minutes files and these have not 
surfaced.

These were

Some offices in the university began the practice of sending me 
the files which were being cleaned out. This has been a wonder
ful practice which has allowed me to extract any valuable his
torical documents. In too many instances, over the years, valu
able documents have been tossed out. What is needed, of course, 
is a predetermined policy on the saving and preservation of 
documents.

Of great service were the copies of The SP-fib-Sr s?n^ me 
Goulding. These covered the period up to 1944 and gave great in
sight into The Junior College before the author arrived on 
scene. Of course all of The Scribe issues from the beginning to

from a journalistic point of view, came under the editorship of 
William Ahearn and Kenneth Best.
The Minutes of The Faculty Senater and then the Oniversi y 
Senate, have been consulted, as have the Minutes of the Faculty

The Senate Minutes are nearly verbatim and record the ine benate m The Minutes of The Deans Council
There

Council.
arguments used by each Senator. termsrecord actions and decisions, but in ^^^neral terms

revealing arguments used to reach the decision.was none of the
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submitted to the Faculty of the Yale University School of
Liberal use has been made of this

A paper 
Education, 
document.

5 October 1942.

A complete file of all of the catalogues of The Junior College of 
Connecticut and the University of Bridgeport have been saved and 
are stored in the Special Collections Room. Also in that loca
tion are scrapbooks of the Sociology Colloquium and all issues of 
The wistarian.

Dr. Thurston E. Manning responded in writing to a series of ques
tions which were sent to him. His responses were very useful.

Correspondence from many people, but especially Ben Sternberg, 
■32, have been helpful.

The microfilm files of The Bridgeport Post, The Bridgeport, Ct. 
Telegram, The Times Star# and The Sunday Herald, all located in 
the Bishop Room of the Burroughs Library in Bridgeport, were most 
useful, especially for the period leading up to the founding of 
The Junior College. Mrs. Redigan. Mr. Cortright's secretary, 
kept a scrap book of clippings about The Junior College. This is 
stored in the Special Collections Koom of the wahlstrom Library.

All athletic records, except for The Junior College, which were 
complied by the author, were either in the various Media Guides 
of the University, or were supplied by Mr. Frank Williams, *65, 
who has been undertaking a labor of love, and has been kind 
enough to share the fruits of his labor with me.

A very large body of time and work was spent in interviewing 
eighty eight persons and transcribing 1,578 pages of transcrip
tions of those tapes (most of them single spaced pages). These 
transcripts are on file in the Special Collections Room of the 
Wahlstrom Library.

Numerous Letter, Memoranda, Studies, Reports, Self studies and 
the like have been preserved and have been used. Dr. 
Littlefield, having been an historian, did save many historical 
materials. Relatively little from the Halsey period has been 
saved. The files from the Junior College days have disappeared, 
unless they are among the mass of disrupted storage files in the 
attic of Cortright Hall. I did not have the time to go through 
all of this mess. I would suspect that among this clutter, some 
of it the files of Victor Muniec when he was director of Public 
Relations, a number of gems might be found.

Faculty Bulletins, Weekly Bulletins and calendars, have been con
sulted and were useful in precisely identifying events and their 
dates ..

I was able to acquire some of the correspondence of Dr. and Mrs.
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They have been usefulHalsey from the late Dr. Donald MacJannet. 
in clarifying the development of Dr. Halsey s internationalism.

The initial effort was
£ ratify0 the survivors of the 
early days of the College. Several were interviewed shortly 
before their death; several others passed away before they could 
be interviewed. Later efforts were made to interview as many in
dividuals as possible who played major roles in the development 
of the college. Most people were very accomodating, however, 
several faculty would not be interviewed on tape. Several other 
elderly persons declined to be interviewed because they said 
their memory had failed them. A list of those interviews, along 
with the date of the interview, is as follows:

:
;

TAPED INTERVIEWS

Alumni (20) at Homecoming, 8 November 1986.
Arthur, Bertram, 8 September 1986.
Becker, Dr. Harry A., 23 April 1986.
Berggren, Dr. Willard P., 12 February 1986.
Bigsbee, Dr. Earle M. & Mae, 12 February 1985.

Brown, Dr. Elsa Lusebrinck, 31 July 1986.
Buell, Marcia, 30 June 1986.
Builter, Raymond, 21 January 1985.
Burdett, Cecelia Kochiss, 20 February 1986.
Byerly, Prof. Edward, 11 February 1985.

Cambria, Gerry Bennett, 19 August 1986.
Chamberlain, Prof. Emerson G., 10 September 1985.
Dart, Prof. Harold, 19 December 1985.
Dickason, Prof. Albert, 9 September 1985.
Dolan, Dr. Francis and Frances (Ferri), 12 February 1985.

Duggins, Dr. Lydia, 17 September 1985.
Dunnigan, Frank J., 25 September 1986.
Eckelberry, Prof. Grace, 21 January 1986.
Fenner, Prof. James, 16 October 1985.
Field, John, 23 August 1986.

Fletcher, Dr. Donald, 24 June 1970.
Greenhalgh, Milton, 13 September 1985.
Halsey, Dr. James H. Jr., 1 June 1986.
Harris, Roswell T. "Bud", 26 October 1986.
Henderson, Homer, 28 February 1986.

Heneghan, Henry, 8 August 1986.
Horn, Ruth Carlson, 1 February 1985.
Horn, Ruth Carlson, 5 May 1986.
Huber, Carl, 22 January 1986.
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Jacobs, Elsie, 15 January 1986

jaeger, Dr. Marie, 21 January 1986.
Jayne, Dr. Martha, 19 November 1985.
Jensen, John and Betty, 10 January 1986.
Kern, Dr. Donald, 25 October 1985.
Linsley, Jean, 28 July 1986.

Liscio, Dr. Paul, 4 February 1986. . „
Liskov, Helen; Austen, Harriet; Williams, Esther; Levine, Helen 

and Liskov, Samuel, 23 March 1985.
Littlefield, Dr. Henry W., 4 September 1984.
Littlefield, Dr. Henry W., 11 September 1984.
Littlefield, Dr. Henry W., 17 September 1984.

Littlefield, Dr. Henry W .
Littlefield, Mrs. jeannie, 2 November 1984.
Lovell, Harold C. "Bud", 19 March 1986.
Madrigal, Prof. Gus, 19 June 1986.
Marsilius, Newman, 13 August 1986.

Massey, Dr. Daniel, 24 February 1986.
Maza, Dr. Herbert, 7 November 1986.
McEnery, Margaret, 6 May 1985.
Miles, Dr. Leland, 10 October 1986.
Miller, Webster, 3 March 1986.

28 February 1986.• r

Muniec, Victor, 21 November 1985.
Owens, Dr. William, 11 October 1985. 
Panuzio, Dr. Nicholas A., 21 November 198 . 
Parrott, Dr. wheeler, 1 November 1985. 
Petitjean, Dr. Charles, 13 February 1985.

Puglisi, George, 14 April 1986. no, 
Rast, Dr. Gerhardt, 22 January 198 . 
Read, Dr. Eaton V. W., 13 February 1986. 
Reinhard, Milton, 22 January 1986. 
Rowell, Harry Jr., 4 September 1986.

1 April 1985.Schmidt, Dr. Alfred J
See, Dr. Harold, 3 June 1986. 1986#
Sherman, Prof. Alphonse, 1986.
Silliman, Frederick B., 12 September 
Silverstone, Dr. David, 4 November 1986.

• r

Simpson, William, 12 August 1986• 
Somers, Dr. Michael E., 16 April 1986. 
Stiles, Estelle, 3 December 1980. 
Stokes, Dr. Charles, 6 Septemb 
Studwell, Chloe, 21 February 198 .

1985.

17 April 1986.Totora, Dr. Carmen,
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Walker, Dr. William, 21 October 1986. 
Wolff, Dr. Alfred, 12 September 1985.

Additionally, tapes other than interviews done by the author, be
came available through the good offices of several people. 
Several of these were made by the author.

Tapes, General

Retirement ceremony, 14 June 1985.Allen, Dr. William F .
Byerly, Prof. Edward, Oral History of the Music Department, 15 

September 1981.
Cortright, Dr. E. Everett, by Howard Stiles, undated.
Halsey, Dr. James H. and Julia, by Mrs. Betty Jensen, undated.

by Kenneth Best, 13 April 1973. (transcript

• F

Halsey, Dr. James H 
only).

• r

Jeffries, Dr. Robert, talk to Deans Council, 21 May 1974. 
Jensen, Mrs. Betty Madden, radio interview with May Bradshaw 

Hayes, Spring 1947.
Somers, Dr. Michael E 
Wahlstrom Library,

1984.
Wolff, Dr. Alfred,

Retirement party, 27 April 1985.
Tenth Anniversary Celebration, 16 November

"History of UB", 9 October 1985.

* * *

!
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